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FOR THE KING AND THE CAUSE.

(Painted by Srumour Lncafi, A.R.A. By Permission of Mr, J. K. Tivinherrou:}

SEYMOUK LUCAS, A.R.A.

THE present moment is not very favonralile to

tliat species oi: art wliieh is called anti(iuarian

paintin<i;' l)y its friends, and llie making of costnnie-

picturos by its enemies. At one time tliis class

threatened to become paramount in the English

school, especially during the supremacy of the late

Edward Matthew Ward. It is now attacked on

many sides ; the Pre-llaphaelites were against it

from the first, and the school which has sprung up

around the memory of Bastion-Lepage is equally

determined to have nothing to say to it. In England

at this time it has but two prominent proficients

among our youngest painters of jMsition ; of these,

one is Mr. Andrew Gow, A.R.A., who enters it on

the side of history, and the other is the subject of

493

the present essay, who approaches it from the side

of manners and of anecdote. It is when a particular

form of art ceases to be fashionable that we should

l)egin to be able to judge it without prejudice. No
doubt, in unskilful hands the school of costume has

(lone intolerable things in the immediate past, and

were it still in the ascendent it would bo somewhat

difficult to hold the balance, even in speaking of its

cleverest representatives. But in the year 1887 not

M. Meissonier himself, the Bismarck of the brush,

is able to bring art back to the jn'ovince of the liuiV

jerkin and the curled fc^ather, and wc need not fear

a serious reaction. What is to be feared is that

excellent work, done by a thoroughly competent

artist in the mode which is most sympathetic to
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him, may go unlieedeil, or be unfairly depreciated,

because it beloug-s more or less to the school of

costume.

It is a pity that the fanciful dress of the Cava-

liers of the middle of the seventeenth century should

have attracted the painters of fifty years ago to such

facile successes. The gallant fingering a guitar, the

courtier with his " long esseneed hair^'' fallins: over

that the antiquariamsm was shallow indeed in these

weak paintings, and that the illusion would not have

been more successful to one of Ireton's or Rupert's

soldiers, than would to an ancient Roman that won-

derful costume which the late Mr. Godwin loved

to describe, of a toga fastened with a cavalry-belt,

and finished off with Wellington boots. The anti-

quarian accuracy, in any case, was no proper cause

/

^v
(5/

SEYMOUR LUCAS, A.K.A.

(From a Sketch by the AftM.)

the shoulders of his doublet, have come to exasperate

us almost as much as they did the Puritans. We
grow to think of their " perfumed satin clothes

"

with as little indulgence as Obadiah Bind-their-

kings-in-chains did, and, like him, although we are

told that they are dead, we are for ever ursinar the

art-critic to "give another stab to make our search

secure." But, after all, this is not very intelligent.

The real objection to the old costume-pictures was

not the aecuiacy with which ancient garments were

jsainted. As a rule we fancy that it will be found

of complaint; the quarrel the critics had with the

painters of these costume-pictures was, that there

were no human beings, or only professional models,

underneath the old-fashioned clothes—that no imagi-

nation, no historical knowledge, no dramatic percep-

tion had been expended, so that the costumes were

mere studio-properties, studied on the lay-figure, and

not part and parcel, as they should be, of the concep-

tion of what a real man looked like two hundred and

fifty years ago. The public will not accept this sort

of stuff now, and the fact that a young painter is
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popular ill this class of work at present, is in itself

ii proof that he has risen above the futilities of his

liredecessors. In the severe scrutiny now applied

to historical painting, there can be little that sur-

vives except the fittest. Mr. Gow and j\Ir. Lucas

paint Royalist battles and i/eiire-Y>\eces because they

have proved their exceptional vigour and knowledge.

This, which so lately was the easiest field in which

to gather laurels, has now become the hardest.

Since the critic of the age of James II. who said

that lago was so little of a soldier in feeling that the

])art really ought no longer to be played in the red

uniform of bis Majesty's service, we have progressed

far in our notion o£ the duties of costume. It is

now no perfunctory task to decide what is the fit

dress of a certain year ; a shoe-string or a feather

out of place may be enough to set the whole music

in a discord. Swift and Carlyle may laugh, but we

shall yet see the science of the arts of dress endowed

at our principal universities, and then a lace collar

more or less may wreck a young man's future. If

Mr. Seymour Lucas should be by that time tired of

painting, he might well expect to be elected as the first

Sartorian Professor. No one in the civilised world

knows better than he how tall felt hats hail grown to

be in 1650, or the exact stature of a riding-boot of

1580. In harquebusiers and reiters, i\I. ]\Ieissonier

could probably give him points, but we would back

INIr. Lucas against the world in Roundhead cuirassiers.

But in him, as it appears to us, the costume, exactly

seen and rendered as it is, is after all only the ex-

ternal ornament. In reahsiug a scene of historical

manner.s, his great familiarity with dress enables him

to see distinctly and rapidly what a less perfect

student would sec vaguely and slowly, just as we

ourselves, in reading of an incident that happened

in London yesterday, may call up without an effort

the chimney-pot hat and the regulation trousers.

All this knowledge does not prevent j\Ir. Lucas

from seeing the man underneath the costume; on

the contrary, his historical imagination prevents him

from dwelling too laboriously on the dress, a question

which it settles easily and once for all. lie is, we

think, alwa^-s a very skill ul, and when he chooses to

exert himself, a very moving and dramatic painter.

The costume, on which too much emphasis by half

has been laid, is only the stepping-stone to his

triumphs of historical realism. He wlio would

paint history nowadays must go through this

training. The world is getting to know too much,

and will not any longer allow even the autlior of

" The Treasure of Franchard" to excuse himself with

" Let such be the law, for the sake of my tale."

Mr. Seymour Lucas is like the fortunate nations

—he has no history. The few dates of his career

have been fullv given once or twice lately, and we

do not propose to repeat them here. It will ]x;rhaps

be sufficient to sketch, in some slight degree, the

development of his artistic talent. lie was born at

the close of IS 10, and his earliest apprenticeship was

to a wood-carver ; from Gerard Robinson, whose

picturesque sideboards were fashionable a generation

ago, he learned how to balance a figure and attained

some rudiments of the art of modelling. His first

success with the public was as a wood-carver; when

a boy of less than sixteen he exhibited at the Society

of Arts a group of " Wallace at the Battle of Stir-

ling," carved out of a solid block of wood. This

led to his being taken up by some artistic relatives,

and regularly apprenticed to a professional painter,

his cousin, John Templeton Lucas. He worked hard,

and got into the schools of the Royal Acadenij- by

night-work, but when his apprenticeship came to an

end he found himself without any visible means of

subsistence. His trials, however, were brief ; he had

one day of anxiety, and then in the evening came

an unexpected commission to paint two little genre

pictures for eight guineas each. Since that time ^Ir.

Seymour Lucas, obviously one of the luck}- workers,

has gone steadily upwards in prosperity. In 187^ he

ma le his first appearance at the Royal Academy,

with two small genre pieces, and next year there was

hung on the line his " Searching for Light," a monk
reading with his back to the window, his face lighted

up with the reflection from his book. Jlr. Lucas

was ready to be the victim of inHuenees at this

youthful stage, and his other Academy ])icture of

1873 seemed a rather naive attempt to produce an

Edouard Frere.

The year 1874 was a turning-point in the

evolution of our painter's talent. He saw and

enthusiastically studied Sir Richard Wallace's col-

lection of Meissoniers. The result was apparent in

his Royal Academy work for that summer, when his

first Cavalier pictures, " A Musketeer," and " Your

Objection, Sir?" showed the direct influence of such

early works of the great French master as the

" Homme fumant sa Pipe," and the " Huveur de

Biere," which Mr. Lucas has still more boldly en-

deavoured to rival in later years. These pictures of

1871', however, are still pure ^^«/v;. there is no

attempt at a subject; they are mere excuses for

]iainting picturesque fragments out of Walter Scott,

but the technical skill of the artist has greatly

advanced. The next influence exercised on M\\

Seymour Lucas, who was 0])en to all sym])nthetie

impressions in these his salad days, was evidently

that of Mr. Pettie. But, technically, there is again

great progress manifest in the numei'ous contributions

to the Royal Academy of 1875. In particidar we

nuist jiau^e a moment before the large canvas called

" IJy llniik or by Crook," since this is the artist's
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first important suLject-pietiire. The figure ol' the then. With this canvas Mr. Lucas leaped at a

sturdy groom, who talvcs but little pleasure in the bound from imitation work of a more or less trivial

long-drawn farewells of his love-sick master, is very kind to genuine imagination. The picture was like

humorons, and the background, carefully painted a page of Smollett. It told its story directly and

from the lovely manor-house of Compton Wyniats, is completely, without need of commentary. A young

whip" fok van tkomp: the admiualtv, hiM.

(PaiHto! by Sojmour Lucas, A.R.A.)

charming. If, however, the present writer may

judge of others from himself, he may be safe in

supposing that to the general public it was the

following year, 187C, that revealed Mr. Lucas as a

painter. The picture called "Fleeced" (an etching

from which serves as our frontispiece) will not soon

be erased from the memories of those who saw it

heir, dazed half with drink, half with despair, alone

in a room that its other guests have abandoned, sits

among empty bottles, broken glasses, and upturned

chairs. The early morning light comes raking

through the low window ; the last candle goes out in

a grey fume ; the tell-tale ace, that effrontery need

now no longer conceal, lies apparent on the floor, and
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the young fellow sits there hour after hour, with his

hot face in his hand, with nothing left to live for,

and not courage enough to stir. In the other con-

tributions to the Academy of that year (which in-

cluded "For the King and the Cause," engraved on

page 1), there was a temporary tribute on the part

of Mr. Lucas to the great genius who had just

passed away, Frederick Walker. This influence has

never reappeared in the younger painter's work,

except perhaps in the form of a cpiieter and purer

feeling for colour.

Mr. Lucas presently went over to Amsterdam

for the first time, and there met with an art so

eminently sympathetic to him that it pushed all

other influences, for the time being, out of siglit.

The result was that to the Pettie-like " Intercepted

Despatches " of the spring of 1877, there succeeded

before the summer " The Burgomaster," in which

Metzu, IMieris, and Terburg had sup]ilied their

equal shares of inspiration. With this Dutch im-

petus given to his treatment of figures under strong

top-light, and moving in picturesque costumes of the

seventeenth century, Mr. Lucas was enabled to go

further yet in his exceedingly interesting "Ambus-

cade at Edge Hill" of 187S, a picture which was his

first serious contribution to historical painting. The

following year he went on to his popular " Gordon

Riots," now belonging to the Government of Vic-

toria, Australia; this is well known from engravings.

In each of these cases the background was studi-

ously painted on the spot, and as an instance of

the painter's conscientious care it may be mentioned

that at Edge Hill he obliged men, dressed in doublets

and jack-boots, to march up and down the road be-

fore him, before he would begin even to sketch his

subject. Tliis reminds one of some of the character-

istic legends told of M. Meissonier.

To most jiainters there seems to come a moment

when the planet of Velasquez floats into their ken

and the whole theory of their art is revolutionised.

This crisis came to Mr. Seymour Lucas in ISSO,

when, in company with Mr. Gow, he first went to

IMadrid. It was a very short trip ; the painters were

but three weeks in Spain, and all that ]Mr. Lucas

brought back openly was a water-colour sketch of the

" Delivery of the Keys of Breda " of the great master.

But the example of Velasquez was for the future the

influence which shut out all others, and it was in the

first full excitement of what he had seen that he

painted what some of us may still think his greatest

picture hitherto, his " Charles I. before Gloucester."

Next year Mr. Lucas paid another and a much
longer visit to Spain, but the result of a fuller study

of Velasquez was perhaps less visible in his next

productions than it had been after his first rapid

survey of Madrid. Yet it is plainly seen in one

of his most popular paintings, "A Suspicious Guest

at the Mermaid," 1883. In the same year was ex-

hibited "A ' ^^'hip' for Van Tromp," a scene at the

Admiralty, 1652 (see page 4).

After having shown himself susceptible of many
external influences, it now appeared that ]\Ir. Sey-

mour Lucas had formed out of these various elements

a style of his own, manly, solid, and effective. That

he holds it completely under his control, or that as yet

he understands its limitations, we may be permitted

to doubt. His large picture of " Peter the Great,"

in 1886, pushed forward perhaps in the desire of

a new A.R.A. to do better than his best, showed

that there are fields where Mr. Lucas was not born

to gather laurels. But when he applies his great

patience, his learned eye, and his genuine dramatic

faculty to the creation of one of his groups of richly-

coloured figures, and especially when he concentrates

these faculties on the interpretation of a single

figure, he attains a great success. One of his most

recent works, "The Latest Scandal," exhibited at the

Academy this year, is engraved on the previous page.

Mr. Lucas paints with gaiety, and this is one of

the rarest qualities given to the English artist;

when he is in a happy mood he ties up a cluster of

liright colours in a posy that seems to laugh, to give

itself up to jollity. He should surely be encouraged

to repeat his successes in this kind, his delightful

drinkers and smokers that are the very glorification

of genre. Mr. Seymour Lucas is still young ; we

look forward with curiosity to the next development

of his energetic talent. Edmund Gosse.

THE HAEBOUES OF NEW ZEALAND.

ROUGHLY outlined, "the Britain of the South"

may be regarded as a long, narrow island broken

into two portions by the swift, wind-swept waters

of Cook's Strait. Like its parent state, it presents a

seaboard out of all proportion to its size when com-

pared with the great continent of Australia ; and

thus, with a coast-line of a thousand miles on either

side, the harbours form a conspicuous feature in any

pictorial survey of New Zealand. Few realise that

the colony is some 1,300 miles, or four days' hard

steaming, from Australian ports. All the principal

harbours, Auckland, Wellington, Port Lvttelton,
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Port Chalmers, and Dimedin, are on the eastern or So elongated a country is perforce broken up

most distant side, facing the lonely South Pacific ; into a series of districts, each of which has its own

PORT LYTTELTON.

(Drawn by W. W. May, R.I.)

perhaps the loneliest sea in any part of the globe.

You may steam or sail week after week across its

solitary waters right down to the Antarctic Circle,

and thence to the Straits of Magellan, or the Terra

del Fuegan wastes around Cape Horn, without en-

countering a single sail, or any sign of life, save

perhaps the silent companionship of an albatross on

unresting wing, ever following in your wake.

One of the most distinctive notes of modern days

is travel, widely extended travel, and New Zealand

is about the longest stretch that can be taken.

Of all these distant Antipodean lands none can

compare with the Britain of the South for picturesque

beauty, none is so hnme-like. " The land of the

mountain and the flood " is here repeated on a more
magnificent scale. Its local names, customs, and

traditions, and the hardy ciualities of its sons, trans-

planted here, have taken fresh root, and under more
favourable conditions flourisli anew beneath the

Southern Cross. Harbours, destined to be crowded

with shipping in coming years, win admiration now
by their great beauty, while the fresh green slopes

speak of a more bracing climate than that of Australia.

harbour or outlet-port. Auckland, the capital of tiie

northern island, claims pride of place, both from its

])resent importance and from the historical interest

it possesses as the place where the British flag was

first set up. It is also in the warmer portion of New
Zealand, and its shores are a labyrinth of sunny,

land-locked bays, studded witii myriads of lovely

islands. A country with a thousand miles of coast-

line must necessarily present considerable contrasts

of temperature. But even in the summer months

the heat is so mitigated by the sea-breeze that it never

has the o])pressive character of the corresponding

latitudes of the continent of Australia.

Auckland is unique in its situation ; standing

on a narrow istlimus, it h:is on either side a port

which vessels may enter with safety. Tiie city

presents a very picturestjue a)ipearanee from the

sea, dominated by the volcanic mountain Rangitoto,

and has been called the Naples of New Zealand.

The suburbs are very attractive; beautiful villas and

gardens cover the green ascending sbipes, and from

the top of the hill overlooking the harbour the

beauty of the bay commands nnstinteil admiration.
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Mail steamers of the highest class come and go ;
Still following the east coast the South Island

the Union Company's magnificent intercolonial fleet, is reached, and after passing the Kaikoura Mountains

ships of war, yachts, and smaller craft skimming the you arrive at Port Lyttelton, the port of Christ-

bright sunlit waters, all help to form a picture which

lingers long in the memory-

Still farther north is the Bay of Islands, by many

considered the fairest spot in the whole of New
Zealand. In bygone days its wooded hills have

been the scene of dire conflicts with the ^laoris.

Proceeding southward you arrive at Wellington,

the political capital of New Zealand, possessing one

of tlie most magnificent harbours in the world, a

great sheet of water 19,000 acres in extent. An

amphitheatre of hills surrounds it, along the slopes

of which the city is built, and from the heights

above, the vast expanse of the Pacific is seen on the

right, while on the left the ocean stretches away

into Cook's Strait.

While the tourist is at Wellington, the steamer

should be taken across Cook's Strait to Nelson. A
pathway runs along the edge of the bay, hop-gardens

abound on every side, the streets are lined with

trees, and through the town flows the little Matai

River. Quaint cottages are met with, all smothered

with white and blue convolvuluses and gay creepers,

and the birds sing from morn till eve. People rave

about Nelson, and it certainly is a place to suggest

the thought, " Why wander more?"

EOBINSOS'S BAY, AKAKOA HAKBOTJK.

(_From a Photograph bu Barton Brothers, Dunedin.)

church. A rampart of steep hills surrounds it, and

after climbing to the bare ridge you see a vast plain

beyond stretching out as far as the eye can reach.

This was the view that met the gaze of the first

arrivals, now called the " Canterbury Pilgrims."

Beyond, on clear days, are dimly seen the Southern

Alps, a mighty chain of mountains rising 13,000 feet,

running through the island like another Andes range.

Blount Cook and its vast glaciers are included in

this far-stretching system of stony bulwarks. But a

few miles away from the hills encircling Port Lyttel-

ton stands the handsome city of Christchurch, in

the midst of the Canterbury plains. As Canterbury

grew, and Christchurch became an important city, it

became necessary to pierce the hills by a tunnel, and

trains now run from Port Lyttelton to Christchurch.

It is still worth while to climb those tunnelled hills

to gaze back upon the lovely coves and little bays

—partly seen across the harbour in our illustration

(page 7)—which sjiread all along the shores opposite

Port Lyttelton. They lie tranquilly resting in the

noonday sun, convoying an impression of unutterable

peace ; no busy commerce, no noisy ferry-boat, dis-

turbs these solitary shores awaiting a population

which will one day change the scene.
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The land seen immediately opposite Port Lyttelton

forms a portion of Banks' Peninsula. On the other

side of the peninsula is Akaroa, founded originally

as a French colony. This may be reached from

Lyttelton by sea, or by crossing the hills from

Pio-eon Bay by coach, when some magnificent scenery

will be passed. Akaroa occupies a very picturesque

situation at the foot of a range of green hills (page

11). Flower-gardens spread along the verdant slopes,

and beautiful ferns, are seen in rich profusion. In

the time of summer heat Akaroa enjoys a delicious

temperature, fanned by the sea-breezes from the

bay. Shady walks everywhere abound; on a near

promontory overlooking the harbour the inhabitants

have pitched their camp of death—a more lovely site

for " God's acre " cannot be imagined.

One of the most interesting chapters of New
Zealand history has to do with the beauty of tliis

attractive harbour. Before New Zealand became a

British colony, an adventurous French South Sea

whaler. Captain L'Anglois, had on some occasion

put in there, and becoming enchanted with Akaroa,

he negotiated the purchase of a large estate from the

in enlisting both substantial aid and official en-

couragement. The loan of an old ship of war, the

Comle de Paris, under the command of Commodore

Lavand, was granted for the expedition and the sub-

sequent protection of the colonists in forming their

settlement. Those were the old slow-going days,

when wooden ships jogged round the world in

leisurely fashion. After five months' voyaging, the

commodore touched at Auckland. It was in 181-0,

and events had been moving on in the interim.

Captain Hobson represented British interests in the

North Island, although New Zealand had not yet

been made an English colony. What more natural

than that the commodore should visit Captain Hob-

son, who entertained him right royally? There were

no telegraph wires to put a girdle round the earth in

those days, and colonial governors had to act upon

their own judgment without reference to others. Over

the walnuts and wine Commodore Lavand spoke

with injudicious rapture of the beauty of Akaroa

harbour, and in an unguarded moment let out the

secret of his mission. Captain Hobson was a man

of action, and promptly formed his plans. Wiiile

1,11 cnALMEKS.

{From a rhotograph by liurlnii Brothers, Duncdin.)

friendly natives, and returned to France to organise the gay Frrni-hnien wore making merry ashore, he

a company of colonists. Bringing the project under secretly despatched in all haste a smalMing of wai-,

the notice of the French

494

Government, he succeeded with orders to make its way if possible to Akaroa
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and hoist tlie Ens'lisli flas: before the French arrived.

After taking leave of his host, the French commodore

leisurely made his way along the coast to Akaroa,

arriving on the 17th of August, 1810. When the

Coiiite lie Paris was towed past Green's Point they

saw from the decd^, to their great surprise and con-

sternation, a little gi-oup of men surrounding a

flagstaff, from which floated in the morning breeze

Like most of the harbours, Port Chalmers is

very picturesque, but the waterway to the city of

Dunedin is as beautiful as any portion of the harbours

of Sydney or Rio de Janeiro. Marine villas, and

substantial residences standing in their own grounds,

dot the hillsides, through which a suburban railway

runs from Dunedin to Port Chalmers. Anyone

arriving from a long voyage finds himself in another

DUNEMtf, FEOM EOSLTtf.

(From a rhotograph by Burton Brothers, Dunedin.)

the Union Jack of old England. Three days before

the great South Island bad been taken formal posses-

sion of, and another jewel added to the British crown.

We next come to the bright little seaport called

Port Chalmers, the entrepot for Dunedin and the

Province of Otago (page 9). Formerly, large vessels

came no farther than Port Chalmers, Dunedin lying

at the head of the upper harbour eight miles distant

;

but extensive dredging operations, under the direc-

tions of Sir John Coode, have so far removed the

difliculties which existed that steamships of more

than ^,UU(J tons pass on to the capital.

Eden. Local poets blossom into verse abundantly

anent " Dunedin from the Bay." It is scarcely pos-

sible to imagine a more picturesque sight, when seen

from the deck of a steamer approaching from Port

Chalmers. But some visitors will prefer the bay

from Dunedin. The scenery of the whole country

around is very beautiful, while immediately below lies

the smooth, azure expanse of water, dotted with little

white-sailed yachts skimming its bright sunlit sur-

face like birds upon the wing. The public buildings

of Dunedin are both numerous and impressive. There

is the Otago University, a high school, huge banks
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and hotels, churches, a cathedral, benevolent insti- Valley leads to a celebrated waterfall. The valley

tutions, and other est^iblishments of lesser interest, is thickly wooded, and the peculiarly varied greens

Familiar Scottish names tell of the prevailing nation- of the foliage, decked with the white flowers of

ality. Mosgiel, Buriiside, St. Clair, speak for them- the wild convolvulus, impress the visitor with a new

selves; and most of the streets are named after those sense of the beauty of Maoriland.

AXAUOA, FEOII THE K^VIK BOAB.

(_From a Photograph by Burton Brothers, Dunecihi.)

of Edinliurgh. From the principal streets, parallel

with the line of the bay, other streets run up a steep

incliue to the heights above the town, where stand

the pretty suburbs of Roslyn and Melrose, com-

manding exquisite views of the bay.

The Town Belt, as it is called—a strip of un-

occupied land some day to be laid out in public

gardens and walks—runs right round the city, and

from this elevation endless coml)inations of wood and

water, rock and crag, present themselves to the eye

at every turn of the road. A walk up the Lcith

A trip to the "Ocean Beach" is a favourite ex-

cursion from Dunedin. The ocean is only divided

from the upper end of the harbour by a narrow strip

of sandy country, the neck of the peninsula. Peojile

love to explore the cliffs and caves, and listen the day

through to the long, low boom of the groat Pacific

rollers. On the highest crest of one of the hills, in a

lonely position overlooking the ocean, is an imposing

castellated structure erected by a wealthy native of

North Britain—an antipodean Master of llavensworth

without his impecuniosity. Stephen Thompson.

STUDIES IN ENGLISH COSTUME.-

A CHAKLES THE SECOND MILITARY COAT.

-I.

THE years of the Plague and the Fire of London, The Fire of London, after contiiuiing four days,

1005-1606, form an important date in English was got under by the .'jth of Seiitcmbcr, lOOO, and

history. Among the old things that then passed away on the 1 1th of October following Uugge writes in

we may number the fantastic costume, ribanded and

furbelowed, in which we usually imagine Ciiarles II.

and his courtiers; for 1600 saw the beginning of

that reghne which seems more firmly planted in the

civilised world than any otlier :—the triarchy of coat,

waistcoat, aud breeches.

Ills Diurnal :
—" In this month his Majestic and

whole Court changed the fashion of their clothes,

viz., a close coat of cloth ]iinkt, with a white laffety

under the cults. Tiiis in leui^'th ri'acluMl the calf of

tlie leg, and upon tliat asurcoatcutt at the breast,

wliieh hun"' loose aud shorter than the vest six
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inches. Tlie breeches the Spanish cut, and bus-

kins some of cloth, some of leather, but of the

same colour as the vest or <rarment ; of never the

like fashion since William the Conqueror."

The exact date of this important change in male

costume is thus chronicled by Pepys :

—

"Oct. 8, IGOO.—The King hath yesterday in

Council declared his resolution of setting a fashion

for clothes which he will never alter." And on the

l.jth of the same month Pepys again writes;—"This
day the King begins to put on his vest, and I did see

several persons of the House of Lords and Commons
too, great courtiers, who are in it; being a long cas-

socke close to the body, of black cloth, and pinked

with white silke under it, and a coat over it, and the

legs ruffled with black riband like a pigeon's leg;

and, upon the whole, I wish the King may keep it,

for it is a very fine and handsome garment."

That the resolution of October 7, 1066, was an

unusually serious one is clear from what Evelyn says

in his Diary :

—

" 1666. Oct. IS.—To Court, it being the first

time his Majesty put himself solemnly into the

Eastern fashion of vest, changing doublet, stiff

collar, bands and cloak, into a comely dress after

the Persian mode, with girdles or straps, and shoe-

strings and garters into buckles, of which some were

set with precious stones, resolving never to alter it,

and to leave the French mode, which had hitherto

obtained to our great expense and reproach. I^pon

which divers courtiers and gentlemen gave his

Majesty gold by way of wager that he would not

persist in this resolution."

On the 17th Pepys had already noted the first

change in this unalterable resolution :
—"The Court is

all full of vests, only my Lord St. Albans not pinked,

but plain black; and they say the King says the

])inking upon whites makes them look too much like

inagpyes, and therefore hath bespoke one of plain

velvet."

From the consentaneous testimony of those three

diarists, it is evident that the change made by
Charles II. in male costume, within little more than

a month after the Fire of London, was the most

striking known in the history of fashion in Eng-
land, and their descriptions to some extent enable us

to re])roduee it.

The chief garment, which they all denominate a

vest, was a close-fitting coat made of cloth, with a

white silk lining (Rugge calls it taffety), which

appeared through various small Iiolcs pierced in the

outer cloth. The skirts of this vest were very long,

reaching to the calf, and almost hid the l>reeches,

which, Rugge informs us, were of the Spanish cut, a

description Pep,vs supplements by the remark that

they gave the leg the appearance of that of a

pigeon. These two references point to the breeches

in which Velasquez represents his figures. The
modern knickerbockers represent this type, especi-

ally when made according to tiieir early fashion,

when they appeared, to quote an American dic-

tionary, as " wide baggy pants terminating at the

knee." They may be seen in the third figure of

the group dated 1670.

So far the diarists. From pictures of a little

later date we are able to understand with more

certainty their statements, and to add details as to

the rest of the costume which the\' have omitted to

mention.

When the new vest was introduced in 1660 very

little, if any, change was made in the under gar-

ments. The great broad bands or falling collar ; the
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shirt droopinn^ in folds at the waist over the girdle

of ribands wliieh ornamented the top of the wide

"canons/' as, aecordiug to my judgment of the

application of this doubtful word, the loose "knicker-

bockers " were called ; and sometimes even the petti-

coat-breeches continued for a time to be more or

less worn. The opening of the chest of the shirt

was adorned on Ijoth sides with a wide frilling,

having, when carefully arranged, the shape of a long-

dish with an undulating rim. It had formerly

In the engravings of the procession at the funeral

of Monk, Duke of Albemarle, in 1G70, published

by Francis Sandford, who himself ilgured in the

procession as Rouge Dragon, Pursuivant-at-Arms,

we have a most admirable and reliable monument of

the male costume of the time. Unfortunately, it

being winter, and the procession having to move

froni^ Somerset House in the Strand to Westminster

Abbey, the figures are all in their overcoats, hiding to

a o-reat extent the most characteristic garment in the

COAT INinODUCED IIY ClIAr.LE3 TUE SECOND, i^'M.

appeared in the opening of and bcnt'atli the short

jacket ; it was now carefully brought out in the

opening of the narrow body of the new vest, and

(illed up the space between the falling bands or the

ends of the cravat and the waist. For the new vest

was brought as tight as possible round the waist by

a girdle, from which depended a straj) holding llic

sword. Over the vest a loose overcoat was worn
;

but, since all reference to it is omitted by Evelyn,

and Pepys speaks of seeing the Com-t full of vests,

it was evidently only intended for outdoor wear.

new fashion—the long light vest. However, we see

enough of it to recognise it as the garment intro-

duced in l(5(!t), the modillcations naturally occurring

in the lapse of a few years being very slight. Tims

we llnd the vest the same length, or. even a little

shorter, than the outer coat, and not, as Ruggc

describes it, six inches longer. But it is evidently

tight-fitting, and bound by a girdle. The additional

light thrown by these pictures shows that generally

both the sleeves of the overcoat as well as those of the

vest were short, allowing the linen of the full shirt-
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sleeve, together with the laced cuff, to come out and

relieve the otherwise singular plainness of the cos-

tume. In one or two instances the figures even

eschew the vanity of shirt-sleeves and ruffles, and

the tight-fitting sleeve of the vest comes down to

the wrist. Occasionally the old-fashioned falling

collar appears, but in most cases this has given way
to a cravat of fine cambric linen trimmed with lace

and falling over a large silk bow. This cravat,

with a low-crowned hat over a flowing wig, and

high-heeled shoes, completes the costume. Several

of the figures, however, wear over the surcoat the

baldrick, a broad shoulder-belt in which the sword

was carried, or almost trailed, on the ground. This

article was evidently then becoming archaic, and
was only worn on State occasions.

The costume of the noblemen and gentlemen

attending the funeral of Monk is reproduced in a

valet of the royal household represented in Gratet-

Duplessis' "Costumes Historiques," taken from a pic-

ture of a visit paid to the luvalides by Louis XIV.
in 1701. This valet's dress corroborates what Pepys
tells us under date November 22nd, 1060, and thus

helps in the identification of the costume to which

he refers as essentially the same as that depicted in

Monk's funeral procession. Pepys notes the arrival

of the news that " the King of France hath, in de-

fiance to the King of England, caused all his footmen

to be put into vests, and that the noblemen of France

will do the like ; which, if true, is the greatest in-

dignity ever done by one prince to another." Com-
pare this with what Evelyn says under date October

ISth the same year, that Charles had solemnly resolved

"to leave the French mode, which had hitherto ob-

tained to our great expense and reproach." Again,

on the 30th of the same month :
—" To London to

our office; and now I had on the vest and surcoat,

or tunic, as 'twas called, after his Majesty had brought

the whole Court to it. It was a comely and manly
habit, too good to hold, it being impossible for us in

.good earnest to leave the Mon-iieiirs' vanities long."

And we see that it was an act of independence on the

part of Charles likely to provoke the anger of Louis,

who considered himself a kind of king of kings.

Louis XIV.'s eifort, supposing he made it, to

bring the new costume into contempt, evidently

did not succeed, for we find it was soon adopted in

France. In a collection of costumes published in

Paris in 1687, by Bonnart and others, there is a

figure of a fashionable young abbe in a coat exactly

of this cut, his cloak hanging picturesquely at his

back. Denuded of all lace and ornamentation of

any sort, its solemn but elegant form must have

pleased clerical dandies extremely. The only point

in which it differs marks it as belonging to the very

last years of Charles II.'s time, when the large but

comparatively narrow cuff was fashionable in France.

Louis XIV. had by this time himself adopted the

new costume, as an equestrian portrait of this period,

now at Hampton Court, distinctly shows.

Charles II. himself appears in an almost similar

costume to that of the French king in a Dutch
print (undated), in the print-room of the British

Museum. Both are in this very close-fitting cos-

tume, making the upper part of the body as nar-

row as it is possible to suppose a man could look,

while the hips widen out with the jimple skirts.

The only example that almost exactly reproduces

our coat is one found in a picture formerly at Good-
rich Court (page I'l). It represents a young man
extremely like Peter the Great. The coat is lilack,

agreeably to what w-e read of the costume at its intro-

duction. A waistcoat of a light colour is evident,

showing that the vest had 'by this time become what
we understand by a coat. Planche, who has given a

coloured print of it, supposes it German, about 1680.

Evelyn says that his Majesty had determined

"to jnit himself solemnly into the Eaafeni fashion

of vest . . . after the Persian mode." Of course

Evelyn's active intelligence might have seen resem-

blances where none were intended ; but on the other

hand, as Charles is not likely to have invented the

new costume, but must necessarily have got the idea

somewhere, what more probable than that Evelyn

repeats what be heard at Court, and, if so, almost

certainly on the king's own authority.

Further, Evelyn's indication of the source of

the fashion is supported by the fact that there

was a singular respect in Western Europe during

the seventeenth and early part of the eighteenth

centuries for anything relating to Persia. The
travels of the brothers Shirley at the beginning of

the seventeenth century, and the appearance of Sir

Robert Shirley in 1011 at the Court of James I. as

ambassador from the Shah Abbas, must have con-

siderably aroused this interest in England. Abbas is

stated to have been perhaps the most distinguished of

Persian kings, and he appears to have been pecu-

liarly friendly to England, for not only did he

emjiloy an Englishman as his ambassador to Eng-
land and Spain, and in return receive Sir 'Dodmore

(Cotton as an envoy from Charles I., but in connec-

tion with the English East India Company he ex-

l)elled the Portuguese from the Persian Gulf, and

destroyed their settlement in the Isle of Ormuz,

giving the English and Dutch the right to establish

factories at the port of Gcimbroon.

No doubt the communication between Persia and
Europe in the seventeenth centurv conveyed only

imperfect knowledge, but it was sufficient to arouse

the Western imagination, and Persia and her people

were seen through a rose-coloured medium, the
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result probably of a better acquaintance with ancient

than with modern Persia. However, the costume of

modern Persia was not unknown to the English, for

Sir Robert Shirley provoked criticism liy constantly

showing himself at the Court of James I. attired

after the Persian mode.

Many other things contributed at this time to

as he has kindly offered the use of his wardrobe of

ancient dresses as the foundation of these articles,

I have chosen as the ancestor of all the coats of

wliieli I shall have to speak.

This coat affords every proof of being an example

of the costume introduced by Charles II. in October,

1666, and is also decidedly Persian in form and orna-

DL4.GEAM SnOWINO MEASUEEMENTS OP CHARLES THE SECOND COAT.

interest the English people and Charles II. in the

East. The " Com])any," afterwards so famous, was

working its way all through the first half of the

century, and in 1661 it received the royal permission

to make peace or go to war with the native princes.

And Charles himself had a personal interest in the

East, for in 166 J he received the island of Bombay
as the marriage portion of his consort, Catherine of

Braganza. Doubtless at that time the romantic

story of Noor Jehun, the beautiful Persian, who

became Empress of India in 1611, and virtually

ruled for the next sixteen years, was often spoken

of in the English Court.

Thus there was every reason for Charles seeking

the model of his new costume in an Oriental source,

and it would appear from a work published in 1683,

entitled " England's Vanity : or the Voice of God
against sin of Pride in Dress and Aii])arel," thatr the

new fashion in coats was popularly called " Turkish."

These considerations give great interest to a coat

belonging to Mr. Seymour Lucas, A. 11. A., which.

mentation. A reproduction of a photograph of the

coat will be found at ]iage 13, and the likeness in cut

between it and the Persian costume figured on page

16 will be better realised by looking at the above

diagrams, most carefully measured and cut from the

separate pieces of which the English coat is made.

The characteristic of the Persian coat is plainly

the contrast between the very tight fit of the body

of the garment and the length and width of the

skirts. And this is exactly the characteristic of our

Carolinian examj)le, the body, measm-ed under the

armpits and across the chest, being onlj' thirty-seven

inches, while the circumference of the skirts amounts

to one hundred and two inches. This peculiar

narrowness of the fore-part assimilates it more lo

the Persian coat, which, as may be seen, was woin

open the whole length, than to the examples given

from the wear of the latter portion of Charles II. 's

reign. And this Persian characrter is still further

accentuated by the design of the silver lace with

which it is ornamented, in the fashion of (he Persian
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coat here figured. This design has been submitted

to Mr. Thomas Sulman, who in his knowledge of

ornament, has few equals. He says it certainly

has a Persian character, but bavbarised and mixed

—a Lyons or Bethnal Green translation of some

real Persian ornament. This,

however, is enough ; the coat

was intended to be in the

Persian mode, and the orna-

ment was ordered in keep-

ing. The pocket is another

point in which the coat har-

monises with the Persian

example. !Most of the coats

of the time of Charles II.

iiave the pockets cut trans-

versely ; the longitudinal po-

sition is exceptional, though

evidently not infrequent.

The division of the skirts

into four segments is also

([uite in keeping with the

Persian custom. The one

point in the coat which is

not Persian is that which

most distinctly marks it as

belonging to the reign of

Charles II. The very short

tight sleeves, split from the

elbow, are evidently intended for the display of the

full shirt-sleeve with its laced ruffle, so characteristic

of that time, but which display, after the cuff came

in, gradually went out of fashion.

The stuff of which the Carolinian coat is made,

a kind of buff leather, together with the elaborate

silver lace, indicates that it belonged to some officer.

Buff coats were much worn by the Cavaliers in the

Civil War, and can be traced all through the seven-

PEESIAN COAT,

teenth and far into the eighteenth century as the

common wear of military men. A breastplate was

often worn over them, after the fashion of the Life

Guards to-day ; but later on we find them still worn

as a vest, with the red or blue military coat over

them. This buff coat was

richly embroidered with gold

and silver lace, and those

worn by commanders were

also embroidered, as in this

example, on the sleeves, in

addition to having gold or

silver buttons and loops.

Altogether, we judge this

coat to have belonged to

some young officer at about

the time when Charles II.

altered the fashion, and to

be, therefore, a very rare

specimen. But there is a

mysterious story attached to

it, for its owner almost cer-

tainly came to a violent end,

and, in all probability, it

was in this very coat that

he breathed his last sigh.

He was run through or shot

just under the right shoulder-

blade, and the blood-stains

re, mute witnesses of the young man's tragic

fate. In all probability it was one of the sudden

duels so common in those days, and may have been

the case that Dr. South, Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the

King, had in mind when, in his sermon against duel-

ling, he said :
" You may also sec the hope and sup-

port of many a flourishing family untimely cut off by

the sword of a drunken dueller, in vindication of some-

thing he miscalls his honour." Richakd Heath.

the

"ADAM AND EVE."
By Frank Dicksee.

T HE-RE is no more poetical conception in all litera-

ture than that of the first progenitors of human-

kind wandering through golden days among the

wondrous beauties of an unsullied Paradise. It was

natural, and perhaps inevitable, that this conception

should exercise a powerful fascination over painters,

and more especially over those of them w^iosaw in the

drawing of the human form the end and fulness of art.

The ideal is perfect. It suggests at once the exemplars

of innocence, the dawnings of love, the primal whis-

perings of romance, the first glimpses of the beauty

find majestv of a world which had but just come

into being. All nature is yet in the fulness of its

grace, and guile has not entered the hearts of those

who walk through valleys aflame with sesame and

lilies. Herein all is sancta s/mph'citas. Yet this

very simplicity is in itself a deadly snare alike to

the inexperienced and to the artist whose talent

lags behind his ambition. The studies of Adam and

Eve in Paradise that have been made since Christian

art began are beyond numbering, yet the world has

cared to remember less than half a dozen of them.
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ADAH AM) EVE.

(raivtcrt hy Frovk Dirksrc.)
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Never was it truer than in this connection that

"o-enius does what it must, talent does what it can."

The great pictures o£ the world are all simple in

motive and in treatment; and no painter, how great

soever his genius, has ever earned enduring fume by

a picture which violated the primary canon of art.

Thus in venturing upon the JiHieuIt ground of this

drawing, ]\Ir. Frank Dicksee gave proof of considerable

daring. The work, although it has never been engraved

before, is not recent, but dates, we believe, some ten

years back, when j\Ir. Uicksee's place in current art was

mucli less notable than it is now. Tiie piclure is a very

pretty one, exceedingly characteristic of the artist's

earlier, while containing some foresliadowings of his

later, style. The idea is well managed, and the con-

trast between the brawny, sinewy limbs of Adam,

and the supple-rounded contours of Eve, is very

pleasing. As exercises in drawing each of the figures

has very obvious merits ; but if the attitude of the

woman be the more graceful, that of the man is freer

and more natural. It is, of course, difficult to draw

an Adam and Eve which shall not be conventional
;

but it is just where he has sacrificed most to conven-

tionality, as, for example, in the pose of Eve, that

i\Ir. Dicksee has been least successful. The face of

Adam is perhaps t<)0 reposeful and statuesque ; but

the countenance of Eve expresses well the wonder

and astonishment with which she sees the jierfections

of the world unfolding themselves bei'ore her unac-

customed eyes. The drawing, if somewhat lacking

in force, has in it plenty of talent ; and, as far as

grace goes, it is very nearly as good as anything Mr.

Dicksee has done since—which is high though not

unmerited praise. J. Pexdekel-Bkouhvust.

lEISH TYPES AND TKAITS.

THE Irish schoolmaster, as Mr. Ilelmick has de-

picted him (page 20), was a frequent figure in

the Ireland of fifty, and even thirty years ago. With
the introduction of National schools his quaint and

])leasant personality passed away, and, alas ! he has

left no successors. He was invariably a bachelor—if

not vowed to celibacy, perhaps terrified by his daily

experiences from attempting matrimony, with its pos-

sible results, or perhaps, to take the kinder view, his

pupils supplied for him the family life, and his voca-

tion was one which admitted of no rivalship.

He kept alight the lamp of learning in a very

modest fashion, unlike his successors, with their de-

based Gothic grey stone sehoolhouses ; the National

school in an Irish village usually sharing with the

C.'onstabulary barrack the distinction of a gaunt and

]
retentions ugliness. Ilis instruments, too, how dif-

ferent ! A dog's-eared Latin Grammar, a Greek

Lexicon in simihir sad case, a " Reading ilade Easy,"

or, as the Irish peasant prefers to call it, a '•' Reada-

medaisy " (tliis is phonetic spelling, of course, for I

go only upon auricular evidence) : these and little

more sutTlced. In summer his academy was at the

back of a bioduiiii^- hedge, fiicing \\w snulli wind and

slieltered by an overhanging hawthorn. In winter

the school had the shelter of smnc such modest caljin

as Mr. Ilelmick shows us, where, around a turf lire

on the grateless heartji, the boys scpiattcd, warming
their spirits at the Maine of knowledge, and bringing

their shins to a high degree of mottledness by the aid

of the actual fire.

Sprung from the people, the Irish schoolmaster

was of the people, oidy overtop|>ing them in their

estimation, and yet more in his own, by the majesty

of conscious learning. To their hearthstones at night

his welcome was a warm one; two places of honour

were there, one for him, the other for the wandering

minstrel. It was a time of widest hosjiitality, a time

when the nightly jjot of stirabout Inul always an

extra handful of meal dropped in " for the man coming
over the hill." Our schoolmaster was affable despite

his attainments : he would read the jiaper aloud w^ith

much stately pomposity, expounding as he went,

W(ndd listen amiably to and praise the fiddler's music,

and the boys' and girls' songs, and the old people's

stories, and would himself chant, in a high cracked

voice, la}'s wherein classical and mythological persons

of ancient Greece and Rome figured oddly side by

s;de with moderns, for your hedge schoolmaster was

aliove all things a classicist. Nor was bis learning

a thing to be despised. At a time when education

was to the lower Irish a ftu'bidden fruit, and INTay-

nooth but a vision of the future, who shall say how
many lips athirst for knowledge drank and lonnd re-

freshment at this humble fountain? The Irish as a

j^eople hanker al'ter learning, an<l value its jiossession

greatly. It is recorded that at an e.irlier period still,

the hedge schoolmastei's academy was often the

churchyard, the inscrijitions on the gravestones serv-

ing for books, and a piece of chalk and the stones for

]iencil and slate. The Munster jieasant then, though

ignorant of JOnglish, could often speak Latin like a

citizen of old Kome, and was able to ccmversc in the

tongue of Cicero and \'irgil with any kindly and in-

tellectual English tourist whom chance might send

his way.
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It is interesting to find iiow many of the hedge

schoolmasters were also i^oets. The native Irish poets

of the last century were nearly always recruited from

this profession, and very often the poetry is of a high

order. This is not surprising, perhaps, because the

schoolmaster was an abstract kind of being, living

apart from his fellow-creatures, and with seldom the

companionship of even the kindly domestic animals.

sophisticated ears. I have in my miud many such

speeches made to myself and others, of which I will

quote but one. To a kind Sister of Charity a woman

was telling her anxieties about her daughter :

—

" I don't rightly know what it is. Sister, but she

seems to be falling off somehow in her attention to

her ' duty.' " (" Duty " is the word used to describe

the reirular attendance at the Sacraments.)

THE SCHOOLJIASTEK's MO.MENT OF LEISURK.

(Painted by Ft. Hehnlck. Bi) Pennisision of J. Holiinii, Esq.)

English or anything else modern he despised : hence

the English spoken by him and taught to his scholars

was of a very inflated kind, its merit being estimated

by the number of its syllables. He has left this in-

heritance to the peasantry of yesterday and to-day.

When he is on his mettle an Irish peasant is fine

in his language beyond compare; but unhappily the

words, imposing though they may be, are not always

the proper ones, or, if they arc, their quality is of

a kind to render them exquisitely amusing to more

" Well, now, dear ]\Irs. ^Murphy, we must be very

patient and gentle with Annie. It is only for the

time, and perhaps things are not so bad as you think.'

" Oh, indeed. Sister, Annie's not the same girl

as she used to bo at all, at all. I'm troubled in my
mind that she doesn't love God as she used."

" Dear, dear," said the sympathising nun, " but

now you mustn't fret or worry her. Young people

are liable to be careless; but I am sure you are mis-

taken about her not loving God."
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'' Wellj Sistei'/' was the unexpected answer, " I

don't mane exactly that she doesn't love Him, but

she doesn't insinuate after Hira, or pass encomiums
upon Him as she used to; that's all."

This was said, be it understood, with the utmost

reverence of feeling.

Mr. Helmick's picture might be that of an old

schoolmaster who has been often described to me by

one of his pupils. Exceedingly careless himself in

person and attire, he exacted scrupulous care and

cleanliness from his pupils. His hair might be un-

kempt and towzled to a state of ferocity—the boys

should have theirs sleek with oil and combing j his

face might be dirty, liis clothes torn and ragged, his

I'eet and legs enveloped in ancient hessians, which had

forgotten the days of blacking-brushes, and received

only the attention of an occasional bath of grease. to

keep the leather soft ; but the boys must have faces

polished with soap and water, corduroys clean and

mended, legs and feet, though bare, affording evidence

of frequent washing.

In his later days this old man became blind, the

calamity coming upon him suddenly and swiftly.

Fearing to lose the teaching by which he earned his

bread, he managed to conceal his affliction for a con-

siderable time from those about him. He knew every

place in the well-thumbed school-books, every line of

their contents, and he lived' only a little more than

formerly to himself. But by-aud-by the lynx e3'es

of the boys ferreted out his secret, and their discovery

was tested and proved when they jdaced the books

wrong side up in his hands, and he, of course, per-

ceived no difference. I wish I could tell that some-

one provided for the sightless old age of this poor

soul, so brave in calamity, but on this point my in-

formant is silent.

The Irish schoolmaster of a past date had, with

much that makes us smile, certainly the teaching

spirit; the love of imparting that which he knew,

and the capacity for imparting it which must come

with the love. I have looked on at such a labour of

love once or twice in our own day, the teacher in each

case being one of the Christian Brother.s, that com-

munity of school-teachers whose seminaries for the

lower and middle classes are probably far ahead of

any others in Ireland in efficiency, and certainly in

popularity. But this is not a characteristic of the

average schoolmaster of to-daj' ; and though the boys

may be improved in mental culture, and the classics

dear to the hedge schoolmaster well replaced by an

everyday knowledge better fitted to pass as current

coin, we must still spare a sigh for the memory of

the quaint and gentle teacher of other days.

The dancing-master still plies his trade in the

Ireland of to - day, despite the fact that politics

occupy the mind of the Irishman to an absorbing

extent. There is no race, by the way, with a

keener natural taste and aptitude for politics, and

the man in an Irish village with no decided poli-

tical convictions would rank as a very poor creature.

In politics, as in theology, no matter how abstruse

the subject, the Irish peasant is quite at home, the

one note of primitiveness in the matter being his

belief in the infallibility of the Press, which, it is

to be feared, the world at large does not share with

him. An Irish peasant will meet your incredulity

as to some staggering piece of news he has just

imparted with an obstinate " It must be true, then,

for wasn't it on the paper ? " and the paper is very

often credited with having more " on " it than is

actually the fact. Then as to theology, your Irish

peasant will argue from dawn to sunset on matters

which one usually feels safe in leaving to higher

authority. I remember a Church of England clergy-

man, Irish by birth and feeling, telling me how,

as a young man, he had sought and obtained per-

mission from his bishop to work among the jioor

Irish in Birmingham; "not with the intention,"

he said, "of proselytising, but of trying to do good

among them in a social way. And you may believe

me when I tell you that they could have worsted me
in theological discussion ; they seemed to have all

the Fathers and the decisions of every Council of the

Church at their fingers' ends." This good clergyman

found the great stumbling-block to any question of

saving or the like to be that other-worldliness which

surely served here an unworthy cause, and which one

susjjects to be cleverly used fur the purpose of cover-

ing a retreat rather than with more serious intent.

" Sure, we'll all be in our graves in a little while,"

they would say, " and then what would we be the

better if we had fifty pounds in the savings-bank ?

Sure, the best thing is to be plasin' in the sight of

God, and let the dirty money—a temptation it is,

sorra less—stay there." But I have wandered far

from the daneiug-master, and must return to my
subject.

In the prosperous, or comparatively prosperous,

midland and southern counties, the squeak of a

cracked fiddle is a pleasant sound, setting young

hearts beating and young feet tapping the ground,

and ensuring a hearty welcome for the fiddler, who

is drawn into the house amid a hubbub of sounds of

which the dogs' barking is not the least noisy, for the

dogs have a sensitive ear for music, and the very

sight of the battered old fiddle-case sets them whining

and bai'king in the delight of anticipation. Mr.

Helmick's dancing-master (page ^1) is his own musi-

cian, but I am not sure that this is often the case

;

the dancing-master is usually a more stately person.

The opportunity for a dance is one delightedly

availed of. The fiddler, having been duly refreshed.
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and liaviriL'" unlmrdL'ned himself of tho pack of news

lie <^'L'neraliy eanies— liy the way, the professiou in

Ireland is usually refruited fi-din the ranks of the

blind— seats himself in a commaiidint;- position and

strikes up a jig' or a reel. If it be winter the danec

is held in tlie kitchen ; if summer, an adjournment is

made to the greensward before the door. Couple

after couple take the floor, and the tireless fiddler

works his arm unceasingly till the moon is high in

the sky, and it is time for early risei's to be in bed.

The Irish love dancing, and there is no j)leasanter

sight than a well-danced jig, or reel, or hornpipe,

all performed with a solemnity befitting the people,

for they are a more serious race than they generally

have credit for. No stately minuet or court-dance

was ever carried out with the solemn sense of respon-

sibility belonging to an Irish jig ; the cheeks may
be flushed and the eyes sparkle, but the lips keep

their stern gravity, and except for an occasional

" whoop " when the heels strike the ground, and the

subdued " more power " of the audience, the dance

is conducted in silence. I don't know what would

hap]ien if either of the dancers should laugh ; I

suppose the dance would be quite spoiled, but then

it is not on record that anyone has ever done such a

thing, or desired to do it. It must be the responsi-

bility of the steps wdiieh causes the seriousness, and

one is not surprised, for there are as many as two

huiulred se^^arate and distinct steps belonging to this

wonderful dance. It begins by a couple interlacing

arms lightly, and moving up and down tho cleared

space. Then they stand facing each other, hands tin

hips ; there are a few slow steps, reminding one of

tho little false start with which the thrush sometimes

begins her song; then they warm to the work, and

advance and retreat, and turn each other with inter-

locked arms, the girl with her head on one side, and

the prettiest modest look, half-shy, half-coaxing, the

man bolder and more rollicking. In curious contrast

to the seriousness of the dairying, the music is of

the briskest and merriest, as everyone knows who has

heard an Irish jig—and who has not ? The names

arc often very pretty, as, for instance, " The Wind
that Shakes tin; Barli'V," and ''The Green Fields to

America."

Mr. Ilelmick's dancing-master appears (o be ini-

tiating his pupils into the mysteries of " the set
"

{i.e., of quadrilles), which, more for Fashion's sake

probably than anything else, makes an item in the

programme of every peasant dance. The somewhat

sheepish-looking swain is scarcely so characteristic

as his pretty black-eyed and white-toothed partner,

who is certainly only pretending to bo shy. Her

dress, the national dress of the peasant-girl, is very

jiretty ;
anil it is to be hoped the cheap shoddy inate-

nals iicjw made in such enormous ipiantities may

not extinguish it by introducing shoddy fashions also.

The short petticoat of gay print, with the jacket or

bedgown—sometimes replaced by a warm and bright

woollen kerchief—of thicker material, and the jaunty

knotted handkerchief at the throat, make a charm-

ing framework for a pretty face and figure. The

native dyes, it must be said, are rich and harmonious,

seldom subdued, however, because the Irish are

Oriental in their love of bright colours.

" The Wayward Daughter " (page 24) is hardly so

bonny as her dancing sister, hut one cannot doubt that

her obstinate face and attitude, her mother's apologetic

concern, and the priest's look of stern and sorrowful

reproof, all point to a drama in which love and a

lover play leading parts. She means plainly to go

her own way, and is steeling herself against the

jiriest's displeasure and her mother's " Now, jewel,

be said by Father John; sure, you know we're all

fur your good." Perhaps she has set hor heart and

will on a vaurieii, or perhaps she will have nothing to

say to some " strong " farmer, whose attractions of

cows and ]'igs, parlour and jaunting-car, are coun-

terbalanced by his fifty years. The marriage of

the Irish farmer is usually as provident a thing as

the labourer's is the reverse ; the latter rushes into

marriage at eighteen, on a weekly wage of ten or

twelve shillings, and at thirty is a broken-down man,

with a prematurely aged wife and a houseful of

weans, the eldest, at ten years or so, beginning an

equally hard life by herding cattle or helping about

a farm. The farmer—and, indeed, this applies almost

generally to Irislimen of the lower middle-class—is

still looking about him at fifty, considered by him-

self and others as endowed with the graces of youth

— for so mucli truth is there in the fable of every

unmarried man in Ireland, however ancient, being by

courtesy " a boy," and having an indefinite purpose

of matrimony with the youngest and jirctticst girl of

his acquaintance.

It is one of the contradictions in the (^eltie race

that, amongst a people eminently poetical, marriage

is almost entirely a matter of business. A father

having a marriageable son looks about among his

neighbours for a girl whose ])ortion will about match

what he is jirepared to give his boy. Then, the girl

being found, there is a consultation with her father,

and a meeting takes place at the house of either, at

which, the bargaining being satisfactorily concluded,

the match is made. The girl's father begins by

offering a smaller sum than he means to give, which

offer is treated with scorn
; then he advances bit by

bit, throwing in now [\\c pounds, now a cow, till

he has reached the limits of his intentions. Then
hands are cla])])ed into each other with a tremendous

emi)hasis, the girl and boy, who jiavc been waiting

wiiile their falc liangs in tiie balance, are called in
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and informed of the happy result, and the evening man mad, so it is; that boy of mine married a girl

winds np with festivities to comtneniorate the match- at a dead loss; not a penny to her fortune; and

making. There is seldom any rebellion against the that wasn't bad enough, but the little hussy of a

system, wdiicli seems to work well, for the marriage daughter, who the other day had her hair hangiu'

iliifrlli^^

THE WAYWAKD KAUGHTEE.

{Painted by H. Hfhnick.)

vow in Ireland is binding, and faithfully adhered to
;

down her baek, goes out and brings me home a lad,

but occasionally the young people will choose for another at the same price." The custom I have

themselves. I remember the complaint of a Tip- been describing is quite universal, and there is no

pcrary cattle-dealer, " Aye ; it's enough to drive a degradation attaching to it in anyone's mind. One
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who assisted at such scenes as a mediator lias often

described them to me. In one case the g-irl and

the boy were both present. As the biddinjj went on

there was every moment a feint of withdrawal on the

part of the fathers, each turnini^ to retire in apparent

indignation. Tiien my informant would brino- them

back with much trouble, and, acting as the friend

of both parties, would say, " There's just a twenty

pound note between you ; now, supposing we split

the difference, INIartin, will you agree to your son

taking the little girl ? " Then followed many protes-

tations on either side of unwillingness to take less or

give more, but the matter ended happily, as such

matters usually do, for is not the amount of the

dowry well known beforehand ?

Whether jNIr. Helmick's lass be resisting a distaste-

ful marriage, as may well be, or refusing to give up a

lover, she has our admiration, but not our sympathy,

for, looking at her, one knows well she will carry

the day. She is a living example of Aaron Hill's

distich :—

" For if a woman will, she will, depend on't,

And if she won't, she won't, and there's an end on't."

KATlIliKIXE TyXAX.

THE ENGLISH SCHOOL IN PEKIL.

A LETTEi; FlUni TAIJIS.

To the Editur of The Machine of Aut.

DEAR SIR,—From certain symptoms I perceive and various thoughts suggested by the lOoth public

(or fancy that I perceive) that the English exhibition at Paris- of the works of living artists,

school of art, formerly so original, is threatened with more than one was calculated to give pause to all

serious peril on the side whence it derives its best whose interest in art does not end at mere superlicial

and certainly its least disputed title to high esteem appearances, but who penetrate beneath them and

among artistic nations—that very originality, namely, consider those minor facts which, though they may

which gave it the rare and enviable distinction of seem unimportant, are, or may be, fraught wit

being a truly national school. Now for many years

I have watched the artistic movement in England

with the most sympathetic interest, and my sympathy

would fain not remain passive. For this reason I

wish at the present moment to communicate my
apprehensions to the readers of The Magazixk of

Art, who, I may presume, are no less anxious for

the future prosperity of their national school of art

than proud of its illustrious past.

It is some little time since the idea of addressing

you on the subject first occurred to me. It was on

I

serious consequences. These facts may of course

bear different meanings ; opposite opinions may be

formed as to their import ; we may regard them as

a subject of alarm or of congratulation, according to-

our point of view ; but they cannot be treated with

indifference, much less may they be ignored. jNIore-

over, there are among them facts which do not

concern France alone, of which the effect is immi-

nent, more especially outside France, and in England

perhaps more than anywhere.

As a very striking circumstance licaring on this

Thursday, the 30th of June, at six in the afternoon, statement I may, in the first place, point to the vast

as I crossed the outer threshold of the Great Exhi- luimber of foreign exhibitors in the Salon of 1S87,

bition Palace in the Champs Elysees, of which the and particularly of English artists. This numljcr

doors were about to be closed till next year on the grows from year to year, in spite of the somewhat

last departing visitor to the Salon. At that time, chill welcome they meet with from the French Soricty

however, I was withheld from carrying out this idea of Artists. Such eagerness to pour in fiMin the four

by my doubts as to whether the English public points of the compass and compete for the approval

would very much care what a French critic might of the Paris public is, no doubt, a flattering homage

think as to the British school and its future career; to our vanity—for I will not listen to the spiteful

but since then I have come to understand that the

facts which struck and disturbed me are certainly on

the increase, so I have determined to write you this

letter.

The Salon of 1SS7 being closed, the battle over,

the time had dime when we should count our losses

which whisper that these foreign exhibitors

anxious for our praise than for our oliicial

tongue

are les

rewards; or, rather, seek tlu' praise only to win the

prize, whether meilal.s, honours, or State-imrehase.

Still (to my deep regret I must say it) this homage,

whatever its motive, has of late years lost much of

pick up and bind the wounded, and give ourselves its value, and is losing it more and more every year.

to meditation, not only on the issue of the day, liut This is not—as might at first be supposed, and to a

on the advance we were making. Among the many certain extent understood—because the fact, from its

496
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perennial recurrence, lias led to satiated taste, or

dulled, even in the smallest degree, our ever keen

curiosity as to the works of other schools. On the

contrary, this has never been more eager than at the

present time, nor have we ever more sincerely desired

to revive the highly instructive sensations of fresh-

ness and novelty which we experienced on three

several and memorable occasions in the foreign art

galleries of the International Exhibitions in Paris of

1855, 1867, and 1878.

After this formal declaration how can I explain

to the reader why the foreign element, which was

the most powerful attraction of these great displays,

invites so little attention in our annual exhibitions,

and even appeals to us less in proportion as it is more

rife ? The two statements seem irreconcilable ; in

fact, they are not even antagonistic. Nothing can be

easier than to reconcile them. It must be candidly

owned that the more names of exotic orthography

swell the catalogue of the Salon, the less we find to

appeal to our interest in the Salon itself as we study

the works signed with those names.

The contradiction is startling. What lies at the

bottom of it? Well, it is the immeasurable difference

between the foreign element as it is revealed to us in

the great International Exhibitions, and that which is

manifested in our annual shows; the first consisting

of the elite of the artists of each nation, and the

second comprising for the most part artists who have

abdicated their birthright and assumed, so to speak,

a French disguise. Two-thirds of the foreigners who

exhibited in the Salon of this year were—as they are

every year—young men who have had, or are getting,

their artistic training at the Paris School of Art

[Scole des Beaux Arts) or in the studio of some Paris

painter. Consequently, is it not self-evident that their

work must fail to rouse our interest in any greater

degree than that of their French fellow-pupils, among

whom they are distinguished only by a greater or

less amount of acquired skill? These works have

thus lost their own peculiar local flavour, the stamp

of their origin, the native birth-mark, " the scent of

the soil," the foreign feeling, the different atmosphere

—in short, the " nationalism " which is so irresistibly

attractive in the art of an alien people so long as that

art is sincere ; and this irresistible charm is sensibly

felt even when the art of that peojjle betrays an in-

ferior standard of technical proficiency. If only it

renders with absolute sincerity the latent ideal which

exactly answers to the traditions and the living powers

of a nation, to its intelligence, thoughts, and feel-

ings—that is quite enough to attract, to rivet, and

to enthral us.

Now if there was, among all the modern schools

of art, one school which had the rare and signal merit

of being the faithful expression of the genius of a

nation it was undoubtedly the English, from the day

when Hogarth's mighty hand freed his realm of art

once for all from the inroads of those foreign artists,

whatever their origin or intrinsic merit, who had

successively occupied it, from the least to the greatest,

and held it as masters for centuries. In 1855 that

school was revealed to the Continent in all the spotless

splendour of its insular character for the first and last

time. The date is a glorious one ; for England, till

then unknown on its artistic side, was acknowledged

at once as one of themselves by the " Great Powers "

of European art. America as yet was not. Un-

happily that same date marks the period when the

English school, in common with many others, con-

ceived the germ of the evil which now threatens its

existence—when the worm first crept into the ripened

fruit. Its ravages, which were perceptible to the

observant eye so long ago as 1867, were still more

apparent iu 1S7S, and they will be consiiicuous to

the least discriminating in 1889, if, as we sincerely

hope, English artists do us the honour of accepting

France's invitation for that date. This evil, which

each of these exhibitions has shown to be deeper

and more widely spread (which, indeed, they have

aggravated after having caused it), will, unless care

be exercised, load to nothing less than suicide on the

part of the schools attacked by it.

I sounded the first alarm in 1^67—twenty years

ago—when, as reporter to the jury, I pointed out

the progress of the disease—at that time in its ear-

liest stage, which was certain to develop slowly but

steadily and more virulently towards what I called

" cosmopolitanism in art." At that time it was an

unconscious deterioration; now it is openly avowed

and proclaimed as a fatal tendency to eliminate

every trace in art of the differences of race ; as

a propensity to merge in a kind of unity all the

characteristic features of the most dissimilar schools,

which used to be so distinct in spirit and so inevitably

differentiated by variety of climate, manners, religion,

and political institutions. Such unity of view among

all artistic nations is, too, an unattainable chimaira,

only to 1)6 compared with that of the handful of

simple revolutionaries who in 181-8 started from

Paris one fine morning to liberate the nations who

were groaning under "the yoke of tyrants," more

particularly Poland, singing as they went the

cosmopolitan anthem :

• For us the pcoiile axe brothers, arc biothers, are bvother.s,

And tyrants are our foes."

And even if this one accord in seeing, apprehend-

ing, and rendering the phenomena of the outer world

and the world of thought were possible, what would

its cost be? or how must it be achieved? By

rounding off all angles, smoothing down every outline

;
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l)y razinrj tlie ruggedness aud fillinsy in llie gnjis of

national o-enius : that is to say, by bringing all art

everywhere to the same dead level of average merit,

of spurious talent and delusive skill, gauged, perforce,

by a common measure of the most wretched medio-

crity. Is this really the end aimed at ? We may
be allowed to doubt it ; but it is the only goal to

which cosmopolitanism in art can lead.

It needed no great gift of prophecy to foretell

that the frequent and periodical friction of the

nations, destined to produce those valuable effects

on science and industry for which international ex-

hibitions were first instituted, must lead to an illusory

pursuit of the same results in the province of art:

for instance, of an equitable distribution among the

nations of the advantages of the progress made by

any one of them. But whereas all widely diffused

knowledge of scientific discoveries and their appli-

cation to manufactures, and the consequent concen-

tration of all the physical aud moral energies of

humanitv, labouring with one consent to free them-

selves from the slavery which hostile matter makes

so heavy to be borne—whereas cosmopolitanism, in

short, in science and industry is one of the agents

which chietly conduce to the progress of civilisation

in modern communities, it is a strange mistake to at-

tribute the same virtue to cosmopolitan art. You ask.

Why? History and logic alike have an answer ready.

History says :
" Michelangelo was as incapable of

conceiving of a picture by Fra y^ngelico as he was of

painting Leonardo's ' Gioconda.' The Roman school

differs as widely from the Flemish as the masterpieces

of antique architecture and sculpture differ from those

of modern times. Each nation has its own art, as it

has its own language and national character."

And logic, agreeing with history, says :
" The

mere contemplation of any object, even with the most

complete self-abnegation, never made a man in the

smallest degree an artist, nor gave Ijirth in his mind

to the most puny ideal. But when the object affects

us so vividly as to rouse the deeper harmonies of our

nature, of our moral and intellectual being, then our

ideas, too, start up, our feelings expand, our thought

grows more lofty ; the ideal rises before us. And
when the impression is so strong as to bear on with

it our powers of expression, we are enabled ti) .share

our enjoyment with others : we create the arts and

the wonders of art. It is by seeing the complicated

relations and innumerable afiinities which objects bear

to each other, and by comparing and analysing them,

that an artist becomes aware of their harmonies, con-

ceives his idea, and works out his feeling of a perfect

ideal. This feeling, this idea, are his own, the out-

come of his character, his age, his race, and his

genius. If the poet and the artist express their im-

pressions with more splendnnr and UKire ]iower than

other men, it is not because they are self-forgetful

—

far from it; on the contrary, by sheer work and sin-

cere observation they have attained the faculty of

rendering their thoughts in a manner which is all

the more striking in proportion as they stamp it with

a more personal character. The indelible mark of

their own genius, and (by inference) of the genius of

their race, is recognisable even in the turn of a phrase,

in a touch of the brush, in a stroke of the chisel."

How different from science ! The method of the

man of science, to be sure, like that of the artist, is

one of analysis and comparison of the relations and

proportions of things; but his function is not to give

an account of his own impressions. Far from it ; he

must lose himself entirely, concentrate his mind on the

contemplation of phenomena, mark the bonds which

connect them, make his great discoveries, and reveal

to us their eternal laws, which can never be affected

by nationality or time, like the masterpieces of art.

But I may again be answered :
" The more

capal)le the artist is of viewing deep and really in-

dividual impressions, the more desiralile it is that

his faculty of expression should he duly exercised and

guided, and that he should be a master of tested and

studied methods."

No doubt it is well to study the works of masters,

in order to find out how they have a]iprehended art,

aud to acquire a complete knowledge of the technical

resources the artist has at his command. This,

indeed, explains, and to a certain point justifies, the

presence in Paris of so large a number of young

Americans, who have in their own country no tra-

ditions of art, nor any collections to compare with

the great Eurojiean galleries. At the same time I

must here point out that the very remarkable and

original school of American illustrators is not the

]iroduct of Parisian studios ;
neither is the interest-

ing school of decorative embroidery, of which there

was such an interesting description in The Magazixe

OK Art for ]\Iarch, 1SS6. And if such evidences of

artistic instinct are the jiroduct of America—besides

others, no doubt, as yet unknown to us—outside the

pale of European infiuence and teaching, we may

conclude that those arc not indispensable even ti> the

American artist.

What, then, are we to say to the young luiglish

artists who have no lack of galleries or of traditions,

but who come to seek their education on the Con-

tinent? AMiat brings them to Paris? A laudable

wish to attain certain technical (lualilies which, when

all is said, are perhaps no more than ch'xterily nf

hand. And is it even proved, to begin with, that

they could not ac(iuire these assumed good ipialities

at home? I do not believe that such ]iroof is forth-

coming. l']ven if it were, do nut the haiiless lads

iierei'ive how much thev risl; luring Imw much
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that is their own already, and infinitely precious

—

in exchange for a few methods, doilyes of doubtful

value—nay, if they will have it so, for certain sound

qualities which may at the same time be adverse to

their natural temperament ?

And if they could but see it, to what an aberra-

tion have they yielded ; to what a perversion of their

own judgment ! For when I speak of precious gifts,

their own already, of which they may impede the fair

development by long drilling in the Paris studios, I

am not speaking at random. To mention only one

will be sufficient for my argument. In studying the

history of English painting, it is impossible to over-

look the love of colour transmitted from generation

to generation. I do not say—far from it—that the

efforts of all English painters in this direction, and

throughout the whole long series, have met with the

reward of success ; but we see this love of colour

equally noted in them all, and there is no really

great English artist who is not also a great colourist

;

nay, more, I will go so far as to say that the finest

colourist in all the history of painting was an

Englishman, J. !M. W. Turner. Now, whatever

the artistic merits of the French school may be,

it can never, without deluding itself, boast of the

gift of colour. There are, no doubt, a few French

masters who may be named as excej)tions (Watteau

and Eugene Delacroix, for instance) ; but the hue of

colour is not in France a faculty of the race, as it is

with the English. The importance and proniiuence

given nowadays in our studios to the theory of

" tone " (which substitutes a taste for the refinements

of rich and delicate greys for the selection of

splendid and powerful hues) is a fresh proof of the

lack of that gift. AVell, then, is there not reason

for supposing that the more these yoiing English

painters succeed in assimilating the qualities, so

antagonistic to their own, which are peculiar to the

French school, the more are they striving to lose—and,

in fact, are losing—the intrinsic qualities of their

national birthright in order to gain a very doulitful

advantage ?

It is a grave error. Not only should we never

allow the sacred flame of nationalism in art to die

out, but, on the contrary, we should cherish it with

jealous zeal. lu other words, the undeviating

ambition of every artistic nation should be to co-

ordinate and harmonise the various elements of the

national genius into a concrete form of art.

This is the last word of my letter, the length of

which I hope you will pardon for the sake of the

good-will which prompts me to write it.

Ernest Chesmeau.

EX MO OK.

-L' an old " Description

of England and Wales,"

of date 17C9, "is well

watered with brooks and

rivers which rise out of

the hills and

take their

several

imagine the river flowing placidly between rows of

elder-trees from some unknown point in Esmoor—

a

term incognita on the borders of the two counties.

Well, we need not quarrel with the good man,

for with the exception of the elder-trees he was not

so far wrouo- after all. Exmoor was and is a barren

ON THE LYN.
courses, some

running into

the English Channel and some into the

Bristol Channel. The principal of thcni

are the Tamar and the Exe. The Exe

is thought by some to have been so

called from Iscaw, a British word

signifying ehlerwood, which grows in

great abundance on its banks. This

river rises in a barren tract of country

called Exmoor, situated partly in Devon-

shire and partly in Somersetshire." And
then, after observing that the Exe runs

past Exeter to the sea at Exmouth, the

worthy topographer leaves the reader to EIST-TVATEE.
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tract, ami such tracts were more common in his days

than in ours, so he may be excused fur not spending

more words on it. ^loreover, Exumor luid not then

attained to the distinction whicli it now enjoys as

the one spot in England where the red deer still rove

wild and free, as in the remote da^-s of the Saxon

kino-s. For Exmoor was a royal forest, it would

nj)pear, almost from the Ijeginnino- of things, and,

though narrowed in its limits from time to time l)y

rises the outer ridge of this miniature mountain

range, towering high above the surrounding country,

exposed to the full blast of every Atlantic gale, and

staring over an amazing tangle of little hills and

valleys at stately sister Dartmoor, forty miles to

southward. This outer or southern ridge trends for

some twenty-live miles east and west; and within

it to the northward the great hills roll on, fold upon

fold, till they break in cliffs over the Severn sea.

iioLLowcuAini:.

grants to royal favourites, continued to be so until

the year ISlo. And yet it was not a very enormous,

nor, indeed, as will be shown, a very valuable tract,

that was thus devoted to the royal amusement. In

1298 it covered some 22,.j()0 acres, whicli five cen-

turies reduced to IS,SOD. It lies compactly in the

extreme western corner of the county of Somerset,

and the 1)ouik1s of the forest are in the south and

west also the bounds of the c lunty.

There, on the front ici-s of Devon and Somerset,

i?ut Ihe forest itself does not reach to the sea. Its

northern limits are marked some way short of il. By

a wall, no doubt, says the reader. Yes, by a wall

now, though only within tiiis century ; but ever since

man can rememlx'r by a far more distiiiclive mark,

iiain(d\-, a belt of heather. There is not a scrap of

heather in the forest itself, but the moment its

b(iundaries arc reached the heather ap]iears at onee,

and grows luxuriantly ;
so ]iur]ili' is plainly not the

colour of ro\alt\' on Mxnioor. To account lor this
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but one tlieory has been advanced, which in all

probability is the true one, namely, that all the sur-

rounding commons were cultivated to exhaustion, and

so produced heather, while the King's Allotment

remained untilled, and so preserved the original

growth of this " barren tract," to wit, the roughest

of sedge-grass. There, then, the forest stands—

a

treeless rolling mass of green, surrounded on all

sides by a rolling mass of purple, narrow on the

Devonshire side, but extending for several miles into

Somerset.

At the extreme western edge of the southern

barrier of the forest the ridge reaches its highest

point, nearly 1,00:} feet above the sea, from which

also the land to westward falls rapidly down. This

situation gives it the advantage of intercepting tlie

rain-clouds that come pouring in from the Atlantic
;

and accordingly we find here that in a patch about

two miles square there are the sources of no fewer

than four rivers : the Lyn, which flows due north
;

the Bray, which flows due south ; and the Exe and

the Barle, which run pretty well due east parallel to

each other for some twenty miles, and then merge

into one under the sole name of Exe. ^lerry little

streams they are, all in such a desperate hurry to get

to the sea. First streaming over the edge of the

peat basin, tearing their way thi-ough great mats of

rich green moss on the steep hill-slope, and under-

mining them till Ihey hang like heavy curtains on

rock which has stood the strain for centuries, and

means to stand it for centuries more ; now spread-

ing fan-like over some weaker stone which has

yielded at last; and so hnsling downward till the

green sedge-grass and white bog-tlower are passed,

and ling and heather succeed to them to show how
well purple and brown can harmonise. For these

little streams are always clear brown ; they are peat

streams, and not ashamed of it. They can pale to

amber colour in drought, they can deepen to beer

colour in flood, but they are always clear, and never

foul until they reach the cultivated land—for agri-

cultural improvement, however good for earth, is

demoralising to water. Finally comes the last stage

in the life of all these waters; when, duly swelled by
tributaries or by union, they plunge into deep oak

cojjpice-woods, and then, glancing through white

oak-stems overhung by red mountain-ash berries and

fringed with long drooping ferns, wind and brawl

along at their loveliest, till they emerge either as

staid and respectable rivers, like the Exe, or plunge,

like the Lyn, straight into the sea with all their

youthful impetuosity.

AVliat a tale these little streams would tell if they

could : of the great camp made by the Eomans on

Showlsbarrow, one of the highest points on the

watershed, to watch all the coast to westward; and

of the lesser camp at Moecombe, a few miles lower

down, to keep guard to the southward, or possibly as

lull:. ^u;a;i.

either side ; then, less impetuously when the steep is a hospital for the sick men brought down from the

past, dancing along their pebbly beds through forests higher camp. How those poor Italians must have

of brown-stemmed bracken and copses of pale green shivered on the top of that bleak hill, so boggy that

whortleberry, now crushing past some boulder of grey a horse cannot pass over many parts of it, and so
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exposed to the blast from the Atlantic. Then tlie

Exe would have somethin<j' to say of the little outpost

planted some ten miles down to sfuard a. ei'os&ing--

place, just above whieh men have built a village and

called it Exford; and something more of the abbey

which stood still lower down, where the monks grew

fat on red venison and black game, and woodcocks and

salmon, until their turn also came to be unharboured.

rare in outlaws, bathed in that brown oily pool which

onives its name to the village of Simonsbath.

Badgworthy Water, again, could make clear to us

(supposing anyone cared to know it) whether there

ever existed a band of deer- poaching, sheep-stealing

ruffians called the Doones, who lived by its banks,

a'.id were a terror to the whole country. Badgworthy,

according to qnaint Tristram Risdon (158U— 16:J0),

WILMOTSIIA-W.

The Barlo, too, could unfold somewhat ol' the

strong places, British or Danish, many of them still

called castles, which form a chain down its course;

something perhaps, also, of the liarrows, supposed to

be ancient tombs, which stud many of the heights

above it. There must, it would seem, have been

hard fighting at some pei-ioil on those old hills,

which were jirobably enough the last refuge of the

aboriginal Britons in these parts. The Barle could

tell us, again, once for :ill, wlu ther there ever was
an outlaw, Simon by name, who, with a cleanliness

" was given by the prior of Ihe hospital ol Jerusalem

unto Walter, the son of William Bagworthy,"

and should Iherefore have been inlios|)itable to un-

godly men. A\'e cannot h('l|) lliinking, meanwhile,

that the ]ierson, whoever it may have been, who
bestowed Hadgworfhy on the jirior was not one of

those who gave \ip the best of his or her possessions

to the (yjiurcli. There, however, in a little cross-

combe, the Doones are said to have lived; and why
Mr. Blackmore in his romance should speak of it as

a f/lcit instead of using the good old west-country
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word, is a mystery to us of Devon ; more especially

as the latter still passes current in the mouths of

men, while so many of the old Devonshire words

have dropped out of circulation.

For, alas ! universal education is doing its best to

supplant the rich old Devon dialect by the hideous

whining of the Cockney ; and school inspectors,

ignorant of their own language, are endeavouring to

reduce it to their own poor level—one such having

actually declined to accept oak-mast as a satisfactory

in high ground, by which it may descend to the sea.

We have already spoken of Exmoor as a watershed,

and hinted to readers that the tops of the hills are

" wet,'' that is to say, " boggy," in places. The

combes, then, are the drains to this wet ground or

bog, and, as many a weary horse could testify, not

altogether effective drains, if the condition of the

land be taten as the measure of efficiency. Xew
combes are a-making every day : first a spring

breaks out on the hillside and rushes down in a

'^^«^^'
.*

HOKXEU WATEK.

name for acorns—and so the old words drop out, as

we have said, and survive only in the county maps.

Thus " worthy," the old name for a meadow (always

pronounced "ery"), exists only in such comixmnds

as Badgworthy, and perhaps " combe " may ere long

cease to stand by itself, and drag out a precarious life

in names like lifracombe.

But after all, what is a combe? It is nothing

less nor more than the hollow worn by water rising

torrent, sweeping every obstacle, be it tree or fence or

road, away with it; then the furrow thus made is

deepened year by year, and the grass and bracken

and heather spring uji and cover the steep sides

neatly and decorously ; and so the landslip, known

to the natives this year as the "runaway," will

a century or so hence be called a combe, probably

" New Combe," for every combe must have one dis-

tinguishing name, if not more.
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Favourite plaeos are these combes with the deer

and witli every wild animal, more especially if by

chance the oak coppice shall have taken root there

and grown in the shelter afforded from the westerly

gales. Here (page 30) is Little Comfort Combe,

while on page 29 the artist has shown another

—

one of the half-dozen that run down from the

great heather-clad ridge of Dunkery to the steep

woods known to every stag-liunter as Horner, and

carry its waters through those coverts straight into

ill the teeth nf the gale, with the hounds racing all

the way, as if tied to her; how, bending low over

(lur horses' necks, we followed through the streaming

licather, each horse enveloped in a cloud of spray,

and saw her after forty minutes crouching in the

water, with the hounds on the banks all round her,

but unable to discover where she was ; how, after a

time they caught sight of her, and the chase con-

tinued over tlie yellow grass of the forest till tlie

hind dro])ped down, fairly run to death, in a little

Wr-AK-WATrE.

the Channel. How well wc remember a certain wild roaring stream, and rose no more; and a little groun
November morning, when all the hill was shrouded in of four dripping men, on four drip]iing, wearv hurses,

mist, and the westerly wind was blowing so that wc and seventeen couiilcs of dripping, clamorous hounds
could hardly sit on our horses; how the hounds ran gathered in the grey dusk round the pour still bodv
into this very coml)c, Hollowcombe, and how thence and tried in vain, with voice and horn, to sound their

emerged into the driviiio- rain first a hare, then a triumiih above the raging of the water and the

fox, and lastly a dozen deer—stags, hinds, and howling of the wind.

calves—all of which had foiinil shelter in that snug

little hiding-place. Shall \\r tell also of the sequel ?

How at last one of the hinds was singled out from

the herd, and made straight away for Badgwortliy

497

"(^•lud!" Yes, all spiirl is cni.l Ibit what

would be the I'alc .if the deer were they not hunted?

To live unmolesied ? No—to be wounded bv the

slugs of some clumsy poacher, and die, each stricken
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animalj a solitary death, in agony and misery, for-

saken of all their kind ; and that not at one season

only, but all the year round, without heed to the

little calves, suckling or unborn, which must perish

with the death of every hind at certain times of the

year. Who are the people as a body fondest of

animals ? Are they not the sportsmen ? Who are the

people that as a rule know most of animals and of

their ways? Are they not, once more, the sportsmen ?

The average tourist, if he sees a family of deer com-

fortably curled up in bracken and heather, raises a

wild hullabaloo, and laughs as the scared animals

hurry awa\'. The stag-hunter drops on the grass

and enjoys the sight as long as he can. He is as

pleased to see the deer in peace as in the chase ; he

delights to watch the calves playing round their

dams, the sentinel hind keeping guard over the

herd, and the lazy old stags, its protectors. And

when the time comes for hunting the deer, though

he will ride as hard as anyone to hounds, and

lament for weeks if he miss a good run, yet he

will at any time jump in up to his waist in water

to save a deer, be it stag, hind, or calf, that should

not, by the canons of wild deer-hunting, be worthy

of death.

And so, too, with scenery. The tourist reads

" Lorna Doone," buys a guide-book, and hies him

to the Dooues' combe—if it be a fine day. He turns

his back on the Badgworthy gorge and all its love-

liness, and feasts his romantic vision on the grass-

grown foundations of what was very likely a pigs'

house. It is enough for him. These ruins are, as

he is told, the Doones' houses ; and Nature has no

chai-ms for him unless consecrated by the holy ink of

the novelist. He plucks a sprig of heather to com-

memorate the occasion, and goes away satisfied that

he has "seen Exmoor." Poor man! He may have

visited fifty moors in this way, but he has never seen

one. To see a wild country a man must take not

novelists but wild animals as his guides. A deer, a

fox, a jacksuipe, a trout, will show a man more of

the beauties of a country in a day than he will

discover for himself in a month; they will find

something new for him every day that he follows

them. The little stream, down some half-mile of

which we ran our hunted deer j-esterday, has a

different face for us to-day, when, with or without a

rod, we look at it as an angler. Surely, we think,

this is not the same water; wc must follow it

upward and verify it. No, we don't remember that

little waterfall, nor that little buttress of grey rock

with the tiny starving mountain ash growing by it,

and yet only a few score yards up we find the

familiar crossing -place, and see the little trout

scurrying under the stones that we blundered over

so hastily. Now wc can enjoy the tinkle of the

little brown stream and ail its surroundings in silence

and solitude. We can throw down the rod and

watch the trout rising briskly from the tiny black

]iools and golden shallows at the poor silly gnats.

Surely there is something splashing above us besides

the trout ! Let us wriggle carefully for a few

yards on the bank, and stop breathless, for there are

three deer not thirty yards from us, a fine stag

among them. Let us study him carefully, for one

day we may make his closer acquaintance. They

are to windward of us, and—there, they shrink back

startled, and disappear. Why could not that covey

of partridges have lain still instead of whisking off

so noisily ?

So much we missed yesterday, but then we were

examining things on a larger scale. For, deny it

who can, there is something over and above the

common charm of hunting in a gallop over the moor,

"the brown hills growing greyer behind and the

grey hills browner before us," as Charles Kingsley

so shrewdly noticed ; and, when the last brown hill

has been climbed, the flash of the still blue sea with

its lazy fishing-boats—such a contrast to the ]ianting

and bustling above.

Further, a sportsman will go out in all weathers

and at all seasons—sunshine, rain, and fog, summer

and winter—it is all the same to him. It is unpleasant

to be drenched with rain ; it is discomforting to be

lost in a fog, and after making your point, time after

time, with great decision, to find yourself exactly at

the place whence you started ; but you are rewarded

by aspects of wood and hill, of sky and sea, which

other men must be content to dream of. Nay,

though it may sound paradoxical, the moor is seldom

lovelier than on a foggy day. Note the passing gleams

of sunshine, as an edge of the veil is lifted, on some

slope of grass, or scrap of ragged copse and rock, or

white-sailed fishing-boat ; or the sudden glow when

the white canopy shrivels up as if by magic, and

reveals as a whole what has hitherto been seen only

piecemeal. And then the sounds of the moor in a

fog; the dull whistling of the wind through the

tough, wiry grass ; the chirp of the snipe flitting

away ghostlike, and vanishing; the ceaseless, monoto-

nous snorting of the ponies as they blow the mist-

drops from their nostrils ; the sharp bleat of the hind

calling her calf; and, running through all, the rustling

murmur of the moisture as it sinks into the ground.

All these are as much among the charms of the moor

as the heather. And they are not likely to forsake it.

Men (as in the time of the great war) may till the

drier land and grow bad crops, but they will only

spoil good sheep-walks; they may drain the wet

ground, but they will not dry it. " Yes/' we once

heard the genial owner of the forest say, as he rose

to his feet and guided his floundering horse out of a
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soft place. " Yes. I was fool enough to drain this

spot; and because I was fool enoug-h to drain it, I

was fool enough to think I could ride over it. Go

on ; I shall catch you."

So, too, men may {iibsit omen) in these days of

progress harry the red deer and drive them from

their old home ; slice the open sweep into little

squares, and tamper with the watershed, till they

make every rain-storm into a disastrous flood, and

every spell of fine weather into an equally disastrous

drought. It will not profit them. The rulers of the

moor will suffer none but their own children to

thrive thereon, and those rulers are the rain and the

west wind. Kor would anyone who, though not

familiar with Exmoor, is content to regard as typical

scenes those depicted on pp. ;2S, ;31, and 33, as well

as those which have been referred to in other con-

nections, wish it otherwise. JoiiN Forte.scue.

^ot>c axxb '^cai?).

AviY.-R THE Picture by G. F. Watts, R.A., ExniBrrED in the South Kensington Museum.

]\JOT here. Oh, Death ! not hoc.

-^ ' Is there no other flo7uer for thee to take ?

All the fair tvorld is thine, and for its sal;c.

Oh, come not here!

See how I Imo myself before thy might—
Ask what thou wilt, but leave this heart to me.

Then will I deck thee with a garland bright.

And freely give my sweetest dreams to thee—
Whisper such lo7'eliness into thine ear

That thou shall wish each day to be a night

;

But com,' not here.

Thou canst not come—/ will njt let thee pass.

Thou shall not conquer me. Alis ! alas

!

Think not of what I said—/ meant it no!.

I know I cannot stay thee, if the lot

Is cast. Still, let this one heart live.

And I will give thee all I have to give.

Ah, me! I nuiy not die. With sorrow wild,

Good Death, have pity on a little child;

Oh, come not here

!

Death gently thrust the we/ping child aside ;

But as he slo'wiy passed towards the room—
Like diamond flashing rose-red in the gloom,

Glistened a tear not even Death could hide-

He entered in. . . .

Edwaru F. Strange.

THE DICE-THKOWERS."
Painted by Mitrillo.

IN Spain, in these days, you do not hear much of

Murillo, or of Velasquez either. The modern

Spanish school possesses little of the imagination of

the one or of the courtliness of the other. A certain

vivacity the young Spanish painters certainly have
;

but of character they, or most of them, have little.

and of freshness and imagination really nothing.

Their pictures are pleasant to look upon, no doubt,

since in the main they are decidedly pretty, and their

technical cleverness is considerable. But technical ex-

cellence, although an admirable thing in its way, is

a gross substitute for imagination, for ideality, and

for all the subtler qualities of art.

The old Spanish painters, in common with all

great artists, had plenty of imagination ; and Murillo

perhaps had more than most of them, while few

possessed so much mobility of conception. Often

enough he painted the commonplace ; but he painted

it with so much colour and vivacity, he ]iut into it so

much of human interest, and above all so much of

himself, that an ordinary street scene of his time

was transformed into a picture full of power and

ideality. "The Dice-Throwers'' is a fine example of

this imaginative yet careful and faithful translation.

These half-clothed country urchins—dirty certainly,

in rags, probably— with their dice and their dog, their

basket of fruit and their empty water-pitcher, form

certainly not a more significant if a more picturesque

group than a party of street-arabs playing at piteh-

and-toss in a London slum. Yet !Murillo has made of

the incident a picture which in its way is perfect.

All that is sordid in the subject is forgotten in tb(>

treatment. The figures, whether in attitude or in

expression, could not be better. These olive-skinned

boys, with their black matted hair and disordered

raiment, are dicing; and for them the wurld luihls

nothing else that is of the least moment. Absorbed

in what has been almost the ruling passion of the

Latins, they count the total of the throws with a

gravity and earnestness which would besceni the cal-

culations of a capitalist or the negotiation of a treaty.

Murillo painted much that was richer and uku'C ele-

vated than "The Dice-Throwers," but iidthing more

charmingly natural.



THE DICE-THROWERS.

(Tainted ly MuriUo.)
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CHArCOAL-BUENIXO IX THE FOEEST.

THE FOEEST OF FONTAINEBLEAU : WINTER.

"S
VLVAN scenery never palls," onc-o wrote Lord

Beaconstield. The eye may, and usually soon

does, tire of mountains and gorges, of rocky heights

crowned with feudal ruins like the hanks of the

Rhine and the Belgian ^Meuse. Even pastoral

scenery with its homely pathetic delights may

heeonie monotonous; but of woodland and forest, of

glade and dell, there cometh no satiety. Sylvan

scenery has this advantage over all other, that,

whatever he the season of the year, it is infinitely

various. The tender greens of early spring have

tlic, fresh rluirnis of all budding beauty; yet there

is notiiing in Nature more completely lovely than

the glories of the autumn tints. The reds, yellows,

and russets, which in early September spangle the

woods, almost defy painting; but when they have

vanished, and the branches are bare of colour,

Nature has jirovidi'd full many a compensation. A
sturdy tree with long and graceful arms weighed

down by a load of sn(jw (always upon a tree crisp,

flaky, and dazzlingly white) is a sight of which

the eye does not readily tire. A forest under snow,

indeed, is a wondrous picture, of which every-

one can feel tlie charm, although only a Richard

JefEeries can analyse the subtle constituents which

unite to form the spell. In sunlighl or snow a

belt of woodland is lovely ; in rain or I'og it is

weird and mystical. Tlic ghnnour of atmospheric

effects among even a small clump of trees is astonish-

ing. The mists of early morning, or the gathering
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dusk of evening, are mysterious and semi-opaque,

and touch the tops of the high trunks and the ex-

tremities of the branches with many a filmy sug-

gestion of the infinite.

The beauties which in a mere belt of trees are

seen in detail, in a forest become impressive by reason

of their multiplication rather than their repetition in

diverse forms. There are gradations even in the

perfection of fresh scenery. One forest is famous

for oaks or beeches ; another because of its sunny

glades and sylvan alleys ; while in some it is im-

possible to forget the historical or literary associa-

tions of which they are the centre.

INIost of these attractions go to make the charm

of Fontaineblcau. In extent, variety, aiul historic

interest, it ranges with our own New Forest. Mv.

Wise long since devoted an enthusiastic book to the

one, and others arc now trying to do justice, and

nothing more than justice, to the other. J']very

forest deserves, indeed, a book to itself, and Fon-

taiiuOiicau nuich more than many. Not only is it

an exceedingly beautiful forest, but it possesses a

life, a population, aiul a variety which are ex-

tremely interesting. Within its wide limits are

turf and rock, oak and pine, the hare and tlie wild

boar, grimy charcoal-burners, sinewy wood-cutters,

,111(1 a sprinkling of scpuitters, some in huts, others

in caravans. 'IMiere is, of course, very little of llie

" forest primeval " about it— it would indeed be

<liflicult to find anvthing of that kind in \\'esti'rii
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Europe now ; but, thanks to the excellent ;-i(lminis-

tration of the Government Department which in

France has charg'e of woodlands, it is admirably

cared for, with an eye at once to the useful and

the picturesque. A wood which is constantly being

thinned and wherein there is no planting soon ceases

bv behind, a dim human i-cflection, bare, tawny,

and riifged like breadths of heavy striped velvet.

Flocks of crows wheel over them, swooping down

in swarms on the furrows, and at distant intervals

the chalky gleam of a wall or the white isolation

of a hamlet glimmers against the bare arable, or

to be a wood ; but there is happily little fear that through the mist of plum and poplar trees. Aixl

Fontainebleau will ever disappear, as some of our not a cloud, not a speck over all the rare, remote

own forests have done, before the axe of utility, blue—dazzling, warm-tinted, vaporous and infinite.

The many enclosures of young growing timber are We could not fix the exact season and month of the

an earnest tliat fresh beauties will be ready to take year ; it is like a pearly ground of canvas waiting

the place of those that decay.

Fontainebleau, like the New Forest, is in high

favour among artists, and the little town which

the wood surrounds is in summer full of joyous

young men, with pipes in their mouths and port-

folios under their arms. Everything appeals to

the artistic instinct—the sylvan beauties in lavish

variety, the jjicturesque semi-nomadic life of the

dwellers in the forest or upon its skirts, and

the llavour of historic romance. Great kings and

'famous courtiers, plotting princes, and lovely ladies,

whose names still adorn the chronicles of gallantry,

have hunted beneath these antique shades, their

hearts full of those human passions which time has

rendered legendary. And it is impossible not to

wonder if these broad glades and narrow forest-

paths, these gnarled trunks and fantastically-twisted

limbs and bi-anehcs, looked the same upon that

autumn day long ago when Christine of Sweden

—

she who proudly de-

for a season to cmbroideV on it. Still we whirl on

across the landscape, past sunlit stations with pic-

turesque or legendary names : Sieusaint, Combs-la-

Ville Quiucy, and suddenly we have plunged into

the woods ! The thin boughs of grey or russet copse

writhe against the sky ; black nuts, as black as if

they were traced with ink, curve and zigzag along

the light-hued cart-roads ; the trees have a sheen on

their trunks like a fish's belly, and now and again

bright green fir-trees look as if they were artificial.

They suit as badly with the silvery underwood of

the valley as black hair with an old face " that

ought to have a setting of white liair."

Fontainebleau ! It is deserted. No vans with

holland curtains packed full of laughing women
;

no brakes into which sportsmen hoist themselves

and their dogs ! No fashionable dresses, no over-

rinir desolate in the wintrv

clared herself to hu

" Queen wherever she

was " — worked her

black and bloody ven-

geance upon the faith-

less Monaldeschi in the

royal chateau hard b}-.

It is one of those

fine afternoons in Feb-

ruary which suggests

the notion of a be-

numbed spring, and

we are never weary of

looking out at the day

through the windows

of the railway carriage.

The train rushes on,

passingstations, plains,

villages, bridges, with

a clatter of varying

pitch, and the land-

scape circles past the

pane like the leaves of

a book quickly turned

over. The fields whisk W00D-CUTTEH3 AT DINNKIi.

coats, no guns, no parasols ! The telegraph wires

air, the asthmatic, pant-

ing locomotive snorts

like a roaring horse,

and an old Hy, of

which the half-frozen

driver watches for some

chance passenger, is

standing dejectedly at

the other end of .the

little square, in the

rose-tinted, cold, coun-

try air.

Do you not love

this weather of light

mists, aromatic crisp-

ness, and sharp, tonic

scents? I delight in

it ; alone, drinking in

the air and walking

briskly to stretch my
muscles, I am at this

moment making my
way along the old

Burgundy road, the

time-honoured high-

way wdiere the ancient

royal milestones still
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lie or lean bj' the roadside, blackened and moss-

yrown, above a yard high and marked with a fleur-

de-lis. It goes up and down, dipping steeply and

then rising again in a zigzag line tlirongh the

forest ; bnt at about a kilometre from the skirt of

tlie wood we will turn off into tlie E:irl)iz()n road,

keeping within the forest.

Wherever we turn perfect peace, perfect silence !

The forest is not now the vast leafy caravanserai,

the casino of rock and shade that is in summer. It

has dismissed its following of guides, of English, of

painters, of snake-exhibitoi"s, of vendors of toys and

lemonade. It is no longer at play ; it is a season

of "shut-up," there nothing, uo one, to be seen or

heard. This is a return to the sacred forest—forbid-

ding, gloomy, and wild. A faint rustle, to be sure,

may still be heard, but it is not the rustle of leaves,

and the crow of a cock from some farmstead is the only

sound that now and then pierces the utter silence.

March, march 1 It is pleasant to feel our hearts

beat in the vast solitude, and the road—wide, endless,

and adventurous—makes its w'ay between two tall

masses of trees as though it were between two cliffs

of dark mist, where the stem of bark gleams in the

sunshine. The immense forest seems to rise through

the vapour like a russet vapour itself ; the trees are

souls vanishing in thin smoke 1

And yet, over there, some black objects are

coming down the road. Phantoms, one might

think. There are two, three, four, five of them.

They advance, then they stop. Again they advance,

—stop again—come on. Some w-omen coming home

with wood on their backs. They are so tiny, so bent

and crushed under the dead wood, that they are hardly

visible. At every ten paces they rest their fiiggots on

the ground for a moment ; they take breath and are

on their way again. They are going towards the town.

Here is one road ; white and narrow, it threads

its way under gigantic boughs, and we are quite in

the wood. It extends on every side grand and full of

light huge trees standing w^ide apart, and api)arently

infinite in number. Not a single green leaf quivers

in the air, but on the ground, as far as the eye can

I'cnetrate, the dead leaves spread a carpet of old gold

over a slightly undulating soil, like the waves of a

gently swelling sea. These great trunks of oak, of

beech, and of hornbeam are all distim-t in culour,

in outline, and in movement. They might be grand

savage kings who have met there, no two tattooed

alike, or alike in their mode of dancing. There are

silvery trunks stained with mosses and looking like

])ython skins, black trunks, shaggy trunks, trunks

with great splay - feet ; then grey and wrinkled

trunks like elephants' backs, on which grow bleeding

fungi as large as a hat. Some, in the mystery of

the atmosphere, seem to be fragments of monstrous

statues, some colossal torso, huge smooth thighs, broad

white surfaces in distorted attitudes. They make

me think of the antique combats in which athletes

"•>..,

^\'

riiLLINQ THE riU-TttEES.
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fought naked, and oE which we dream as we read perceptible bend between two fairly tall clumps of

Homer ; only the athletes are motionless. Tliey trees, lies before us along an avenue like a cathedral

have been turned to trees as torrents are turned to aisle beyond, which seems to retreat as we advance,

glaciers, and they measure two hundred feet. We walk on and on, but the delusive apse still flies.

The solitude now seems even deeper than before, still reappearing, and we think of a traceried ruin

I felt, perhaps, a sort of annoyance at seeing a head where we still tiud the skeleton and memory of a

BAS-BREAU.

rise up from behind one of those symmetrical piles

of wood which stand up squarely here and there; but

there is nothing to be seen now but the glorious

light and gossamer webs glittering with miniature

suns, nothing to be heard throughout the fairy scene

but the snap and fall of twigs.

Now the trees are wider apart, the aspect of

the forest is changed, and the road, making an im-

nave. Nay, at length we j)ietiire the dnn outline

of an altar which retreats as the avenue lengthens,

while beyond it the sun as it sets, flying before us

amid the branches, assumes the ensanguined splen-

dour of a jiainted window.

Then for a long space our way lies between

thicket and heath, ravines and rocky slopes. Tiie

forest, along this piece of road, has the peculiar charm
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of a cemeteiy. Its melancholy is almost smiling-

this fresh, pure afternoonj and its calm is funereal.

The sapling firs and bushes of green broom might

be growing among tombs; the white sign-posts where

the roads meet are like ci'osses erected over the dead

;

and memories too, memories strangely like our me-

mories of the dead, pass and rise all round us.

That is where someone has picnicked last sum-

mer ; there, at the foot of the trees, children played

in the shade
;
gay van-loads, full of laughter, of hands

waving green boughs, cut ruts in the roads. Last

summer there was love and love-making in this

grove ; and of all this there remain, as it were, ghosts

—ghosts of the junketing, the laughter and the love-

making ! Where are the children who sported here?

Where in the wintry forest are the lovers who wan-

dered under the branches ? It seems as though the

children must be dead, as though lives and destinies

must have been cut short, as though there must be

among those who then were happy here, some wha
now are sad and clad in black. Nay, what life at

all is there now in these glades and paths? The

huge boulders that roll down the hill-sides look

Hke the stones of a city ruined centuries ago.

Perhaps after snow a fox might be seen to steal

across, or wild boars might come down.

The part of the forest known as Shakespeare's

Glen, which we reach at the end of a good hour's

walk, is even more strangely melancholy and weird.

The myriad elms throw up their trunks to giddy

heiirhts, bendinon like water-weeds in a fluctuatinsT-

stream, and writhing in such a dense tangle thnt the

wood is darkly opaque even where the}' arc thinnest

under the open sky. It suggests a huge stage- with

all the scenery removed after a performance. The top

and background have vanished, and the greenery

;

everything is desolate, austere, almost ominous. We
look to see whether a deer's head may not be seen peep-

ing out, as we might look for the face of a jhjiirantc

passing behind a side-scene, and our voices ring under

the leafless tr^es as they would in an emjitv theatre.

But we are approaching a village, and a little

life revives in the wood. Here and there among the

heath we see a charcoal-burner's hut—a mound of

earth from which a thread of smoke rises, and in

which a door opens under shelter of some faggots.

Large charred patches where the wood stacks have

been burnt scar the surrounding soil with dim circles

of black, and a man conies and goes in the fading

light. Out there, behind the pines, a white vapour curls

up, a fire is flaring, and a resinous fragrance is wafted

through the twilight chill. Those are Ijark-burners.

ISIean while, the sun has set; and suddenly,

whether a bird that has been piping has ceased its

song, or the light or some sound has gone, I feel

a greater stillness. Soon all is gloom}' ; smoke and

mist are one; the flame of the bark turns red—

a

red suggestive of nightfall ; only at the end of the

long alley down which the cows go home, we
begin to discern a glimmer through the trees of

white walls and red roofs, and presently a spark

lights up in one of the houses, while the sky,

where daylight still lingers, only illuminates a dim

wood floating in the violet hues of evening, and the

breeze brings the tolling of a funeral knell up from

the distant \Amw. Maurice Talmkyr.

T^*-^

THE PEOGRESS OF ENGLISH ART AS SHOWN AT THE
MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.

IT is unlikely that the present generatinn will again kept strictly within the pirescribed limits of time im-

be jirovided with an opportunity as complete as posed bj^ the special occasion, Ihey have necessarily,

is afforded by the Manchester Jubilee E.xhibition for with the art fostered and matured in our own time,

estimating at its true value the English art of this given us much for the true roots of which we must

century. For although those who are responsible for look to the very commencement of the century, or

the composition of the collection have most wisely even farther back to the last decades of that which
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proceded it. Seeing that the aim was to exhibit a

true picture—not exactly a g-enealogical tree, bu(

vet, in a sense, a map or synopsis—of the art of the

time, we must again commend the wisdom of those

who have boldly exhibited side by side what is noblest

and most aspiring in effort and what is most dispirit-

ing, most hopelessly sordid and commonplace, in the

productions of the last fifty years ; both classes, be

it recorded, in chosen and representative specimens.

The result achieved appears more noble, more real,

and more inspiriting than was anticipated even by

those who had carefully studied most, if not all, of

the representative works here gathered together in

such exhaustive profusion; though it must be frankly

owned that the past period stands out rather as one of

noble endeavour by the few and the isolated, crowned

but rarely with complete achievement, than as a

period of consistent and wide-spreading technical

gain suited to the true artistic wants of the time.

^^'e are made to see clearly the rise, progress, and

extinction of a scries of genuinely inspired movements

of insurrection against the dull resurgent wave of the

stale and unprofitable commonplace generated in the

past, as it is to a great extent maintained in the

present by the depressing iuHuence of an indifferent

public, seeking in art nothing much more serious

than the sensations provided by a holiday provincial

tour, or the satisfaction derived from the careless in-

spection of a shop-print or an illustrated newspaper.

These movements cannot exactly be said to form

consecutive links in a chain or to represent successive

phases of development ; the earlier have not been

without an important inllueuce on the later, and on

English art in general ; but, nevertheles.s, each must

be regarded as a separate oasis in the arid de.^ert

of a singularly unaspiring conventionality rather

than as a legitimate outgrowth of its predecessor.

The optimism of the eighteenth century nowhere

left its mark more strongly than on the art of the

period, full of outward pomp and grace, brilliant,

exhilarating, trenchant, and, in the main, thoroughly

prosaic. Remark, above all, the ease with which

it attained technical perfection of the kind which

it required for the full expression of its character-

istics. Such exceptions as the dreamy, melancholy

fancies of a Watteau, the heroic, relentless satire of

a Hogarth, and the yet more gloomy imaginings

of that late child of the century, (ioya, by the very

contrast which they afford to the art and to the

mode of thought of their time, serve but to exhibit

more effectively its pervading equanimity and want of

imagination. On the other hand, the doubts, the

despairs, the earnest strivings for light of the present

century are most strongly rellccted even in the

technical qualities, and especially in the technical

shortciimings and hesitations which would appear

wcU-nigh inseparable from the most earnest art of

the jjresent period. ]Most strongly are these evident,

as might have been expected, in that mystical, over-

literary phase of pictorial art which has generated

much that is noblest and yet least satisfying among
the modern jilastic creations of England, France, and

even Germany. Thus, perfection of iechuiqne cannot

even, by their most devoted worshippers, be claimed

cither for Rossetti, Holman Hunt, Biirne Jones,

Watts, or Frederick ^^'alker (who was, however, on

the high road to its attainment), for Puvis de

Chavannes, or Guslave Moreau, or Arnold Bocklin
;

though, on the other hand, such true poets of the

brush as Millet, Corot, and Theodore Rousseau—and

within certain narrower limits our own George

Mason, in his latest achievements—may be said,

each in his peculiar way, to have attained it. Are

we to seek the solution of this unquestionable fact

in the impatience of a type of genius marked by

a subtle exquisiteness, but not perhaps of the very

highest or most robust quality, rebelling against the

labour which must precede and prepare the highest

achievement? Or shall we rather prefer to explain

it by recognising that the aims of the painter-poet

are so complex and, at times, so conllicting that the

vision of the ])ainter is veiled and overshadowed

by the dream of the poet, in a fashion which i)re-

cludes absolute directness and decision of concejition

or execution ?

There are to be seen at Manchester, though per-

luqis not the most celebrated or the most representa-

tive works of the P.R.B.—that earlier and truer

school of Pre-Raphaelitism, which was founded less

on an imitation of the archaic peculiarities of the

schools of the fifteenth century than on an emula-

tion of their earnest endeavour and their enthusiasm

in the close study of nature—yet some of their

nobler and less extreme productions. Holman Hunt,

in whom the quality of reverence and pathetic sim-

plicity often takes the place of imagination and of

that power of generalising nature which evolves the

ideal, is represented neither by " The Light of the

World " nor the " Two Gentlemen of Verona ;
" but

there is here tlie " Strayed Sheep," which, from

a technical point of view, is his masterj)iece. The

vast, ambitious " Shadow of Death " again appeare

an absolute mistake, insutlicicntly redeemed by a senti-

ment which, earnest iu its way, is not exempt from

a certain triviality, and thus conspicuously fails to

attain the height of the argument, or to justify the

peculiar treatment adopted. Of the first period of

Sir J. E. Millais—-that in which he had so com-

l)letcly absorbed the (pialities of imagination and

deep earnestness, whicii were those of his l)relhren in

art, as to give them forth anew with the vividness and

strength <d' original inspirations—we have neither
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tlu- "Carpenter's Shop," nor "Ophelia," nor tlie

" Huguenot;" but we have—what is, perhaps, the

most f)owerful, and certainly the most complete, work

of that time—the " Vale of Rest." D. G-. Rossetti

—so appropriately styled the poet-laureate of the

Brotherhood—is represented by a whole series of

his best-known productions, and also, fortunately

for his reputation, by some few of the less elaborate,

Init far more genuine, works of his earlier time.

The real, the greater Rossetti is not seen in sueh

representative performances of his matured manner

as the " Blessed Damozel," the " Vision of Fiam-

metta," the " Beloved," or even the overrated
'• Vision of Dante," of which the poorer version

—

not that belonging to the Liverpool Corporation—is

here. The " Blue Bower," which is perhaps from

a technical point his masterpiece, is yet the one

among all his works in which his detractors must

most rejoice, since in it the lower nature most eom-

I'letely and unmistakably asserts itself— for once

altogether overpowering the spirituality of the poet.

It is in virtue of such genuine inspirations as (to

mention only such works as are to be seen at Man-
chester) the " Beata Beatrix," the " Francesca da

Rimini," and the less known, but perhaps even

greater, " Hesterna Rosa "—that terrible image of

the satiety and despair which turn to Dead Sea

fruit the delights of merely sensuous passion—that

Rossetti will continue to hold the unique position

which he has conquered after death. Never, perhaps,

have the sister arts of painting and poetry been so

strangely and so powerfully combined into an in-

dissoluble whole as in these works, and those similar

creations of the master which belong to the same

restricted class.

It may appear paradoxii-al to deny to Mr. Burne

Jones, wliatever view we may choose to take of his

art either from a (echnical or a literary standpoint,

the right to the jiosition of leader of a genuine

revolution in modern art, seeing how subtle is the

fascination which he has exercised, how wide-spread

the influence which he still exerts
;

yet, rooted as

his personality is in the later and more unwhole-

some development of Rossetti's genius, it is question-

able whether he can maintain his claims to stand

forth as a genuine power of the first order, either for

evil or for good. His art is not so much an idealisa-

tion of sensuous combined with spiritual beauty, an

intensification of jiassion—as was Rossetti's—as it

is an attempt to create an inner world of quaint con-

ceits and transcendental mysteries—less mysterious,

indeed, and less profound than they would seem to

appear—having no root in nature, and therefore

missing the true elevation of the ideal, based on

and simplified from nature. That art the painter

has, by assiduous labour, brought now to a liigh

technical perfection, and it would be idle to deny iis

great power of attraction, even on those unwilling

to submit to its spells, being, as it is, in singular

harmony with the more subjective, the more egoistic

vein of sensuous melancholy which is one clearly

defined phase of the pessimism iibtaining just now
in serious imaginative work. In representation of

the jiainter's 'earlier and more spontaneous manner,

we have the quaint liut trivial conceit, " Pyramus

and Thisbe," the delicious " symphony in green,"

" Green Summer," and the fine " Love amongst

the Ruins." The moi-e mature style is represented

by the "Golden Stair," the "Pygmalion" series,

the typical " Chaut d'Amour," and the great " For-

tune," the last so thoroughly representative of the

painter's exquisite, if peculiar, tccliniqne in his later

productions, as it is also completely explanatory of

his intellectual standpoint.

It cannot be by accident that opposite the

s])lendid collection of jMr. Burne Jones's works

appears the best of the life-work of England's

noblest idealist and most pathetic student of nature

in her less superficial aspects—Mr. Watts. It may
be surmised, too, that not by chance, but rather by

direction of the master himself, appears as the very

centre of this assemblage of his w^orks the intensely

pathetic figure of " H(qie," which, if very far from

being one of his most complete technical achieve-

ments, contains the very key-note of his teachings

—

for so we must style them—and the explanation of

his aspirations. A deep, an all-pervading sadness,

bred not of disgust or repulsion for humanity, but

of close contact with and comprehension of its pro-

founder realities, pervades all that he produces ; but

from this sadness is never developed distrust or

despair. The great defect of the painter's standpoint

and mode of c(nieeption—apart from those technical

hesitations which he has never, even in his prime,

been able completely to conquer—lies in the jiainter's

attempt to express with the brush processes of thought

proper to the written word alone, and, above all, to

sermonise—to follow not only in the footsteps of

Titian and Giotto, but in those of Blake—to be a

Bunyan among painters, and to limn for ns a new
" Pilo-rim's Progress " such as it is beyond the

proper province of art to embody. Around the

" Hope " arc grouped such well-known and often-

praised works of the master as the great " Love

and Death," the " Psyche," and many others, with

some of those noble nature-studies peculiar to Mr.

Watts, among which are included the " Carrara

Mountains " and the " Mount Ararat." Finally,

we have collected here a whole series of portraits of

the greatest intellectual jiersona.lities of the day, in

dealing with which when he is successful—for even

here there are some undoubted failures—Mr. Watts
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shows himself without a riva! amoiii;- his English

contemporaviL's in one of the highest aiul noblest

branches of his art. There remains nothinsy new to

be said about such masterpieces as the "Algernon

Swinhnrne," the " Iv Burne Jones," the "A\'illiani

Morris," while llic " Cardinal Manning " stands

forth a snbtle presentment of commanding, intel-

lectual old ago, not unworthy to be mentioned even

after the incomparable " Leonardo Loredano " of

Giovanni Bellini. Li this branch of portraiture,

which, after the death of Sir Thomas Lawrence, had

gradually sunk to the lowest ebb in England, the

progress, the gain in earnestness and natural dignity

which has been developed during the last twenty

j'cars is more remarkable, and must inevitably be

more permanent in its results, than the corresponding

advance in any other division of pictorial art. It

would be difficult to imagine a liner jiiece of por-

traiture, either technically or intellectually, than the

" W. E. Gladstone" of Sir J. E. ]Millais, marked as

it is by a divining sympathy, a passionate energy,

far from common in the later work of the master

;

and worthily representing the same school are the

manly, vigorous productions of Messrs. Frank Holl

and Ouless, of whom the latter, in his best work, such

as the "Cardinal Newman" and the " 11. D. Pochin,"

here shown, excels his successful rival as much in

earnestness and grasp of character as Mr. Holl is his

superior in breadth and general effectiveness of exe-

cution. The versatile J\Ir. Hubert Ilerkomer is not

strikingly well re]iresented in the branch in which he

has undoubtedly attained the most satisfactory results.

Mr. Sandys, in two portraits of aged ladies, surprises

by the patient, loving care which, after the manner of

his Flemi.sh and German prototypes of the sixteenth

century, he lavishes on his w^ork.

Space is wanting to deal here with the art of such

avowed emulators of classic ideality as Sir Frederick

Leighton and ]\Ir. Poynter ; both of them, in widely

differing fashion, seeking with constantly sustained

endeavour to attain perfection with the means at

their commaml, but both of them <if an artistic

temperament too cold and deliberate, and both too

feebly inspired from within to exert a very wide-

spread and enduring iulluence, or to leave a very

striking mark on lli<' art of the day. These masters

are seen to unusual advantage at Manchester, which

can show, among many more jiopular works, two of

Sir Frederick Leighton's masterpieces, the " ]"]lisha

Raising the Son of the Shunamile," and the ex<piisite

"Summer ]\roon." i\Tr. Poynler's art shows nearest

the plastic perfect ion at which he aims in the "Visit

to .(^llseulapius " and the lovely Utile " Porseplione;
"

though the four and)ilious decorations from Wantley

may atti-iet more attention. I'^uli - Hedged Royal

Academirian though ^Ir. Ahna-Tad<'Uia is, and well
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as his technically consummate, if unemotional, art is

here represented—apjieariug more than ever to stop

short at that lower antl more prosaic reality which is,

after all, not even the better part of true realism

—

there is nothing either in his personality or his

education which entitles us to claim him as an

I'higlish artist, and a mention of his work would

here be superiluous, were it not that his influence

has been decisive in shaping the style of such pro-

minent Englishmen of the later generation as ^Ir.

AVatcrhouse, the Hon. J. Collier, and ethers.

In the noble and peculiarly English branch of

landscajoe we are constrained to note, not only a

failure to progress, but a marked, a terribly depress-

ing retrogression, extending not only to technical

methods and standpoint, but to the whole manner of

contemplating and interpreting nature. To leave

out of the question for the ])resent the lurid

splendours of Tiu'uer's latest manner—a phenomenon

too vast and too exceptional for discussion here

—

what a wide gulf is there between the solidity, the

reticence, and pathos of a De Wint, the inimitable

breadth and freshness of a Constable (not repre-

sented at Manchester, though he died in 1837),

the dignity and power of synthesis of a John Sell

Cotman, the masterly skill of such less sympathetic

and less penetrating nature-lovers as David Cox and

Copley F'ielding, and even the technical power of a

first-rale craftsman but second-rate artist such as AY.

]\Iiiller, and that of even the most accomplished of

the landscapists who have arisen since 1S.')0 ! These

last have persisted in viewing the fair world at their

feet with a soulless indifference or a cold curiosity

which records and perpetuates mere visual impres-

sions, without sul)initting them to the vivifying

heat of a human emotion, or apjdying to them that

jienctratiug force of a human individuality, which

not falsifies but rather interprets the more essentially

true, but less obvious, aspects of nature. If tlie

great traditions of I'lnglish landscape art ha've not

been allowed entirely to die out, this has been to a

great extent due to the sincere efforts and true

nature-worship of such men as ~S[r. A. A\ . Hunt

—

re]iresented by his aduiirablc "Rainbow" — ]\lr.

Albert Goodwin—by whom we have here, among

other things, the suhtly-oI)served " Abingdon Church-

yai-d
"—and that not unworthy succcssm- of Havid

Cox, Mr. Thomas Collier, whose l)roa<l, energetic

style and sym])athetic mode of jiresentaf ion could

not be better illustrated than by his line '• Arimdcl

Park." A noble group—one, indeed, in the posses-

sion of which ]']ngland may console herself for many

short coming.s—is formed by George Mason, Frederick

Walker, and (!. J. Pinwell, of whom the two former

have not been as \\ell re))resented of late years as

tlu'v arc at iVlanchestcr. The whole direction of the
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future develojjment of: English art, it may be, lias

been changed by the eclipse which it suffered at the

death, within less than three years, of the three

exquisitely-gifted and thoroughly national painter-

poets.

To deny the obligation of Walker and Mason to

those great pastoral painters of modern France, the

tragic Jean-Francois Millet—truest idealist of the

century, because he most thoroughly grasped natural

and typical truth in its essentials—and the gracious,

if less mighty and more optimistic, Jules Breton, would

be idle, and unnecessary for the glory of our artists.

AVhat they learnt from their gifted neighbours was

not technical method or mannerism, but the rarer

and more precious secret—how to look upon humanity

and nature, and how to evolve their broader and more

representative aspects, while preserving what is in-

dividually true and responsive to the thoughts and

passions of the time. In such a typical work as the

beautiful, the singularly moving "Harvest Moon"
Mason shows, in lieu of Millet's terrible vastness

and solemnity, a joy in the evanescent beauty of

youth and summer, tempered with tender melan-

choly. The genius of Walker is more various, of

wider scope, and strikes deeper roots than that of

his companion ; but his art appears, almost up to the

end of his too short career, of even more promise

than of performance. He never rivals Mason's

haj)py power of generalisation applied to man and

to environing nature in even measure, while in his

effort to attain ideal beauty of movement and out-

line, without losing sight of realistic truth, be some-

times arbitrarily introduces the Greek formula in-

stead of seeking to achieve the desired result by pro-

ceeding, as the Greeks did, and as Millet did, to

simplify and generalise direct from Nature herself.

From this same fault Mason is not exempt—the ars

celare artem is not in either case absolutely achieved.

The two finest specimens here of Walker's style are

'• The Plough"—most noble in its uncompromising

boldness of representation and its mysterious sadness

of all the painter's works—and the example in oils

of the famous " Harbour of Refuge." The un-

finished " Bathers," which is not in the exhibition,

would have shown how rapidly he was attaining

those qualities of unity of execution and power of

elimination and suppression which he still lacked

when he was so prematurely cut off.

It is impossible to pass over without mention the

painter who must, on the whole, stand forth as our

most accomplished craftsman of to-day, as well as

one of our keenest and most sympathetic humourists.

We refer to Mr. Orchardson. True, he is the

acknowledged head of that Scotch school whose

influence on English art has been of very question-

able value, and certain mitigated mannerisms of

style and execution peculiar to that school still mar

our perfect enjoyment of his exquisite work ; but

for subtlety of observation and mingled breadth and

refinement of tfcJiuiqiie he may serve as the most

obvious example to be brought forward when our

foreign rivals challenge us to produce a painter of

unfailing accomplishment. With the two parts of

the already famous "Mariage de Convenanee" series,

with " Hard Hit," the " Napoleon," and other re-

presentative examples of his matured manner, Mr.

Orchardson is far more completely represented than

he has been on any previous occasion.

One regrettable gap exists in the otherwise extra-

ordinarily complete collection, the more noticeable by

reason of this very completeness. We allude to the

absence from the galleries of any work from tHe

hand of Mr. J. ]\IcN. Whistler, or, indeed, from

that of any representative ot his peculiar school,

unless we include thereunder j\Ir. Stott of Oldham.

His nationality cannot be the reason of his exclu-

sion, seeing that we have here specimens of the

work of Wintcrhalter, Professor Legros, ]Mr. Alma-

Tadema, and jNIr. Herkonier; and whether we take

the higher or Ihe lower view of his peculiar and

absolutely personal art, his role during the last

twenty-five years has been loo prominent a one for it

to be possible to ignore him. Though a Whistlerian

canvas is never seen to advantage in a large mis-

cellaneous exhibition, there is none which would

not be graced by the presence of the " Carlyle," the

"Sarasate," or even the "Lady Archibald Camp-

bell." The exclusion—which mny of course have

been inevitable or purely accidental—savours some-

what of the performance of the ostrich hiding from

dano-er, seeino- that, so far as it is possible to fore-

cast, it is to such influences, and to those of the

many branches of the French naturalistic school of

this later generation, that we shall owe the next

development of English art. It is, we think, a sub-

ject for sincere regret that this should be the case ;

not because we would undervalue the extraordinary

merit and the genuineness of much that is produced

in these same schools, but because it appears doubt-

ful whether the English genius can ever more than

superficially accommodate itself to such methods, of

which it is so easy to acquire the trick without the

truth. An art derived from national sources and more

in sympathy with the wants and with the mode of

thought of ]']nglishmen would constitute a more real

and enduring, a more truly progressive development

;

yet is young England to be blamed for its revolt

from stagnation and a stale and cheap conventionality?

Is it the fault of the coming generation if they

seek the means of expansion and renewal in those

quarters where alone, it would seem, their attainment

is to be compassed ? Claude Phillips.
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STUDIES IN ENGLISH COSTUME.— 11.

WILLIAil HI.

"rpHE courtier," says La Bniyere, " formerly wore The Revolution of lOSS marks another develop-

JL his own hair, was in breeches and doublet with ment in the new costume, and the inHuenee this time

immense canons, and was a libertine. This is no comes by way of the United Provinces.

longer the case : he wears a wig, a tig-ht-fitting coat, "When Louis XIV. successfully invaded Holland,

plain stockings, and is religious." The tight-fitting the prosperity of the Dutch Confederation received a

coat, once the fashion at Versailles, became the vogue severe blow, but by strenuous and heroic efforts they

through "Western Europe. A short but very wide recovered to some extent the position they held when

cuff was added to the sleeve, buttons appear on the Amsterdam was "the treasure-house of Eumpe, a

skirts, and the pocket-holes ascend until they arrive reservoir into which fell golden streams which came

nearly at the waist. These additions and changes jiouring in from all quarters of the globe." This

suo-gest that when Louis XIV. first adopted the new wealth accruing to a people of fixed religious and

costume, it was for horse-riding, and this is suppoited

by the equestrian portrait at Hampton Court already

referred to, where he is manifestly dressed in this

coat, modified in tiie three ways already mentioned.

"The London tailors," we learn from Walter

Harris, physician to Mary II., " made journies to

Paris for new modes at vacation," which may explain

how these modifications were in due course adopted seventeenth century. The apparel of the mercantile

in Eno-land. In the illustrations of Sandford's class in Holland, although unostentatious in colour

Coronation of James II. we see the male portion of and form, was of the very best material,

the company thus arrayed. In the figure called Lord To the results in Holland of this cultivation of

Tiiomas Howard, represented as standing to the right domestic comfort we must add the inlluence of the

moral habits, in a country where outdoor life afforded

little interest, led to tiie cultivation of domestic

comfort to a degree pi'obably never before attained

by any nation. Building, adorning, and furnishing

their homes, and above all laying in stores of aj>parel;

this has always been more or less characteristic of

the Dutch, and probably never more so than in the

of the king at the moment

of the coronation, we see

the tight- fitting vest of

Charles II. become a coat

with the addition of the

short but extremely pen-

dent cuffs, together with the

high j)ocket- holes. The

sku'ts of this coat have only

two buttons, but in those

of the coat of an "esquire

of the body " we see the

buttons all the way down.

Fashion at this period

affected the formal and

austere, the dress of the

time of James II. being

conspicuously plain. The

baldriek does not appear to

have been worn in Eng-

land any longer, tluiugii

we see it occasionally on

French figures. The sword

was fastened under the left

skirt, the pommel coming

up so that the left iiand

eould easily grasp it. Fi''. 1.—EARLY COSTUME~-\VILLIA.M III.

courtly fashions which the

monarchical tendencies of-

the hereditary Stadtholder

fostered. Before William

of Orange became king of

England he had assumed

in his own country much
of the grandeur and mag-

nificence of royalty, and

that of the gorgeous Lu-

dovican type. At IjOo, in

Guelderland, in a country

alVonling abundant sport,

he erected a Dutch ^ er-

saillcs. This ])alaee of the

Loo was surrounilfti by

beautiful g:irilrns with ti'r-

races, cascades, fountains,

canals, sluubberies, groves,

labyiinlhs, v^'i-. Here the

Dutch nobility dis[)orteil

themselves, a|)eing the

manners and customs of

Versailles : its exaggerated

jioliteness, jninctilious eti-

quette, foolish extrava-

gance, reckless debauchery.
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When tlie Piince of Orauge became King of Eng-

land, Hampton Court became tlie English Loo, and

Fig. 2.—LATEK COSTtTME—-WILLIAM III.

altho\igh its manners must have been grave com-

pared to those of Whitehall in the early days of

Charles II., they were more stately, William III.

bring indifferent to nothing which would maintain

the royal dignity, except " touching for king's evil."

Thus while Versailles passed through fits of austere

plainness and gorgeous dre.ssing, the English Court

under William and Mary maintained in costume a

steadv mean of magnificence. Swift mentions a lady

of rank who, in a lire in the Haymarket, lost £1,000

worth of clothes— a fact proving that the same

desire for superabundance of personal comfort ob-

tained in England as in Holland. A sense of solid

respectability made men at this period less mindful

of the admiration of the crowd than to exiwrience

the satisfaction expressed in the linos:

—

" One self-approving hour whole year.s outweighs

Of stupid starcrs and of loud huzzas."

They liked to know that their linen was the finest

and best procurable: Swift, for example, had his

shirts direct from Holland. They liked to feel that

the point-lace of their cravats and cuffs was worth

many times its weight in gold, six cravats in this

jH-ecious material costing William III. no less than

£158. There was no attempt to bedizen a cloth or

leather coat with gold or silver lace ; they wore rich

corded silks, embroidered without cousideration for

the public eye, and of material ample enough to make

three ordinary coats, the breeches worked like a quilt,

but almost hidden by the enormous skirts of tlie coat

and the long stockings rolled thickly under the knee,

or drawn up half over the breeches. The bunch of

ribbons on the shoes was replaced by a buckle, but

then it was silver. In every part of the dress wealth

was hidden under forms which did not ostentatiously

challenge observation.

In one thing, however, fashion in the reign of

William III. betrayed its natural disposition; the

wig was significant of the wearer's importance, and

accordingly became so large that the face was lost

in a mountain of hair. As the reign went on, the

two longest ends of the wig terminated in gigantic

ringlets, sometimes depending in front, sometimes

behind.

^Military men occasionally wore the ends tightly

bound up into a pigtail, and in one instance at least,

that of General IVIackay, Commander of the Forces in

Scotland in 1689 and 1690, we- see the long curl in

. front, with a sprig in blossom passed through it.

The dress worn during the early period of

William's reign may be seen in Fig. 1, which re-

presents him as depicted in a print of the time, after

Romein de Ilooge, on his arrival in England. The

coat is remarkably like the Carolinian coat in its

tight-fitting body and the form of the skirts. An-

other resemblance is the tightness and shortness of

Fig. 3.—LATER COSTUME—WILLIAM III.
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the sleeves, which are peculiiirly interesting as ex-

hibiting: in their seven false fasteuin<i;s vestisres of

the time when the sleeve was slaslied up the front to

show the lining. Here they have become only orna-

mental appeni'.ages. This figure also shows that the

great cuff at first hung much nearer the elbow than

later on; the cuff of the sleeve coming through and

being turned over, formed a second cuff through

which the full shirt-sleeve descended, ending in lace

ruffles. The ruffle is seen on the right hand holding

ondjroidered in the same colour, the embroidery

biinleriug the whole length on both sides in front,

and on both sides of each skirt, round the two great

cuffs, and figuring out the pockets rather finely.

The design is floral, chiefly composed of convention-

alised roses and lilies. J3ut what is extremely charac-

teristic is that a quantity of it is hidden in the

skirts, and entirely so- where it forms a graceful

ornament at the entl of the sleeve, impossible for

anyone to see unless the cuff were removed. At

Fig. i.—COAT OF Illli Ti:^IE OF WILLIAII III. AND OF AX.N'i;.

(From the Wardrob: of Srymoitr Lvcas, Esq.. A.I1..\.)

the Ijad'n, the other hand bring encased in a gMvat

glove with a gauntlet. The body does not fit in so

shapely a manner as the Carolinian coat, but seems

stiffened with buckram. This is a peculiarity of the

coats in the early part of William III.'s reign. The

buttons down the coat, also, were often at this time

of an oblong form. The cravat, instead of falling

over a single bow, now rests on quite a great back-

ground of bows. This arrangement appears still

more plainly (Fig. i).

Of the dress of the later period we are able to

present a fine example in the coat and waistcoat here

reproduced frcmi the wardrobe of Mr. Sevmour Lueas.

The material is a cherry-coloured curded silk, richly

the same time there is nn caibnii(lcr\- whatever at

the base of the coat analogous to the lace border

at the base of the (^aroliniau example.

The hidden piece of endjroidery at the end of the

sleeve is, by the wa}', a clear proof that the cutt', at

least when fir.<t introduced, was an appendage rather

than an integral part of the coat, and this is further

proved in the present case by five false button-holes

which appear on each of the cuffs. And Fig. 1 shows

this was almost certainly the case. From the plans

(Figs, (i and 7) which have been carefully i)re[)ared of

this coat, it will be seen that its most remarkable

feature is the immense amount of material used in the

skirt. The wearer of this ]iarticular coat was just as
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broad-uliested a man as he who wore the Charles II.

coat was narrow ; nevertheless, the circumference of

the skirts is more than four times the widih under

the armpits across the chest—200 inches to 45 inches.

The two flaps on each side are tjathered where they

meet, each into four folds. The skirts, as in the

below the neck, causing the opening through which

the waistcoat was seen to be lozenge-shaiied, but

when the ci-avat was allowed to hang long and

loose, as we see it in this portrait of Newton, the

fashion changed. The long, loose manner of wearing

the cravat was adopted at Versailles, in honour of

Fi^. .T.— WAISTCOAT OF THB TIME OF WILLIAM III. AND OF ASXE.

(From the WanlTObe of Seymour Lucas, Esq., A. It. A. The Strings are not part of the orirjinal Waistemt.)

Charles II. coat, are divided into four segments, the

two hinder ones having each an extra width cut

separately and then stitched to them. These extra

pieces are embroideretl, and so sewn as to fall H:it

behinil. The two segments on either side are united

by four buttons, the sword passing on the left side

between them and under the skirt. The effect of

all these folds was best seen when the wearer seated

himself, for they then spread out on either side

of the chair in an imposing manner, as may be

seen in the portrait here given of Sir Isaac Newton

after Kneller, as on page 5£. This portrait shows

admirably the approved way of wearing this coat,

wliic-h was to button it mund the waist. Occa-

sionally a girdle was still worn, as we see in the

figure of Sir Christopher Wren in this costume at

Queen Mary's funeral. In the coat here photo-

graphed, the only buttons intended to be fastened

are the one at the neck and four at the waist ; the

rest have only false button-holes. In earlier ex-

amples we. see the coat buttoned for some distance

the French victory at Stcinkirk, on which occasion

the officers rushed to the fight half-dresscd. It was

adopted not very patriotically in England, and every-

one was soon wearing his cravat negligently ndled

round his neck, and dropping with unequal ends. In

this portrait of Sir Isaac Newton the long cravat is

worn with some decorum, as befits so grave a man,

but in other cases, as, for example, in the portrait

at Hampton Court of Admiral E-nssell, its studied

negligence and colour recall the costerraonger fashion

of the present day ; and were the subject pursued it

would probably be found that that hard-working class

have innocently persisted in maintaining for nearly

two hundred years the memorial of a defeat.

Before leaving this coat we ought to note the ex-

tremely tine shape of the large cuffs. They present

another example of the fact that the suiijects of

William III. cared more to feel they were wealthy

than to induce others to think so, for in making

this sleeve embroidered material to the extent of five

inches is turned in. From under the heavy cuff came
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linen or cambric sleeves with laced ruffles. Out of without much injury. It was sometimes edged with
doors a threat glove with a gauntlet was worn (see gold lace, and occasionally ornamented with feathers.

Fig. 1), and this gauntlet was sometimes trimmed iu which case it was necessary to carry it more

Tig. 6.—COAT. (A, Front: B, Iltick ; u, Ultra width; D, Sleeve; e, Cuff.)

Fig. 7.—WAISTCOAT. <,K, Front : u. Back.)

with long hlack fringe. Long canes were carriid, daintily. Short wigs, however, were worn hy ordi-
and in winter muffs. The great wig sujierseded, to nary people and by naval men.
some extent, the ordinary use of the hat, which was Rut the portrait of Sir Isaac Newton shows
constantly carried under the arm, and being still a neither the waistcoat nor breeches. Fig. 5 shows the
low-erownod fi_lt it was capable of being flattened waistcoat belonging to the coat just described, and
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gives an adminiLIe idea of its eloijaiit make atul shows, in a way very difficult to see in nearly all

length. The tine manner in which it is embroidered jiortraits of the time, the shape and make of the

down both sides of the front and all over and around quilted breeches with the long stocking rolled over

the pockets rendered it a dress quite p)ossible for their ond;j. There was little change in the shoes, except

FifT S.— sir. ISAAC NEw;oN.

indoor wear in the faniilv or anir>ng intimates. The that, as already noted, rilibons were quite supplanted

wig was then doffed, and gave jilace to a sknll-cap, by buckles. Thus we see that the influence of

of which we shall further on give some specimens William III., \inpopular as he was with the majority

from Mr. Charles Green's wardrobe. Both coat and of Englishmen, was not eoniined to the political

waistcoat are lined with a material woven in silk and world, but that he inaugurated in this country a social

yarn, of a lighter shade of the colour of the costume, life the characteristics of which may be studied in

Fig. 2 exhibits such a waistcoat in wear, and Fig. 3 the dress of the period. Richard Heath.

"MUSIC."
By EroENE Delaplaxche.

IT has often been asked, What becomes of all the fully be said of Eugene Delaplanche that anything

young men who take the pri.r de Borne ? Only he has done since he took the grand prix in 1864.

too often their early promise, like that of brilliant has been mediocre. If he has not risen to the

honourmen at the tFniversities, is sadly belied, and very first rank among contemporary sculptors, he

they fall into mediocrity, or worse. It cannot truth- assuredly occupies a high place among those who
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but narrowly miss tlie mo.-^t distin<j'uislied greatness.

He has worked mucli, Loth in marble aud in bronze,

and he has modelled some exquisite faience ; but

he has done nothing- more excellent than this ideal

statue of " Musie/'' which was in the Salon of 1S77.

It might i)erhaps seem that M. Charles Timbal

went a little loo far when he wrote of it that " it

certainly remains one of the most perfect productions

of art of our time," did we not know but too well

what the art of our time is worth. The statue, which

is in silvered bronze, is undoubtedly a remarkable

piece of work. In expression and invention it is

almost entirely admirable ; and although the pose is

somewhat conventional, and the proportions are a tritie

massive, the statue is modelled with high skill, aud

produces an effect in which there is nothing in the

least meretricious. Nothing that Delaplanche has

executed in marble comes within measurable distance

of this fine work in bronze. jNlany of his statues are

of monumental proportions, and suffer from their

very size.

"]\Iusie" is in several respects characteristically

French; aud if it in some degree exhibits the defects

of its qualities, it is undeniable that it possesses many
of the excellences which distinguish the modern

French school- of sculpture. Delaplanche, it is true,

possesses neither the robust conception uor the

vigorous execution of Rodin, who, whether as a

modeller or as a chiseller, is greater than any one

of his predecessors for many a generation ; and the

clement of prettiuess is not wholly absent from

his work. But he has too much imagination and

veracity, too true an eye, and a too subtle sense of

[)roportion ever to fall below a quite exceptional

standard of excellence. As an artist in faience,

Delaplanche's achievements are as remarkable as his

success in sculpture. The decorations which he

modelled in relief for some of the Ilaviland vases

in the Paris Exhibition of 1878, and the vases he

sent to Philadelphia two years earlier, are perhajis

his best work in this direction. His designs in

faience are not intended for cheap reproduction.

They are works of exceeding grace, boldness, and

expression, into which the artist has put at least

as much of himself as he has put into his statue

of " Music." J. PfiNDEllEL-BllODlIUllST.

expressly withhold all

critical observation

on them as a teaching

institution ; not only

in consequence of the

extent and import-

ances of this subject,

which preclude the

possibility of doing

justice to it witliin

the space at my com-

mand, but also because

such considerations do not aptly come within the scope

CEEBEKUS ox GUARD.

GLIMPSES OF AETIST-LIFE.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY SCHOOLS.

BEFORE entering of teaching at all, may refer, among other literature,

oil the jiresent to the Blue Books issued by the Royal Academy

subject, I must take Commissions—at their peril, be it understood : for no

leave to explain that preconceived opinion, whatever it may be and how-

iu dealing with the soever sound it may appear, is likely to withstand

Royal Academy unshaken the conflicting evidence of those interesting

Schools as a phase of and voluminous ])ublications. My purpose is to give

London artist-life I some idea of the schools as they are—not as they

might or otherwise could be—and as far as possible

to express no views on their merits or dt-incrits, their

failures or uchievcments. So, without further refei'-

ence to the various school " systems " and their ad-

vocates, and without stopping to euipiire into the

greater advantage or otherwise of the *' studio method,"

I pass on to the consideration of the schools of the

Royal Academy.

Leslie's opinion, that "studonls who are born

with powers that will make them eminent do not

want instruction, and those who dn, are not worth

it," was haj)[)ily not shared by Sir Jann-s Thornhill,

Mr. Shipley, or the Duke of Riciiinond. The last-

of the i)resent article. Those who desire to know all named lover of the arts tiirew open his gallery, with

the ramifications in the conduct of the schools, or to its fine collection of easts, for the use of artists just

inform themselves of the degree in which the highest when it was most wanted, while the former may be

authorities may differ as to methods of art-teaching credited with the foundation of the immortal St. .Mar-

down to the smallest details, or even as to the value tin's Lane Academy. Here, in Peter's Court, nearly
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every important artist of the day, though but few From the very foundation of the Aeademy its sctiouls

" students " in our meaning of the term, attended to formed its most important department—almost its

study from the living model. But in point of fact nii-uvi d'etre, m fact; although the general puhlic

£r,c.A^^0l^^^

IN THE UPPEK PAINTING SCHOOL.

this " Academy " was rather what we understand hy

" sketching-club," and schools, as at present consti-

tuted, did not exist. Ever since Domcnichino estab-

lished the first school, somewhere about the year IGOD,

it has been recognised that art cannot be taught, but

ovAy learned; that the most that schools can hope to

do is to teach, not art, but the process of modelling

and painting, with all their technicalities; and that

—

a fact too often lost sight of of late—the Academy

can no more manufacture geniuses than can the

Universities. Indeed, it is about as reasonable to

charge the Academy with failing to create a Raphael,

or even a Reynolds, as it would be to complain that

Oxford sends us forth no Shakespeare or Cambridge

no Newton of their own making. Yet this reproach

has constantly been hurled at the Academy schools

within the last few months, and quoted in evidence

of the abortiveness of the institution. When in course

of time, and in the development of certain little

diplomatic manoeuvres, denounced by Haydon as " the

basest intrigue," the goods and chattels of the St.

Martin's Lane Academy became the possessions of

the Royal Academy, the duties and functions of the

former body naturally devolved ujion its snpplanter.

knew little of it, and saw less. They were the ground

on which the Academy, for the first few years of

existence, claimed support from the king's private

purse ; and though insolvencj' soon ceased, the general

plan on which they were designed has been adhered

to throughout. When its new home in Burlington

House was in course of erection, the Academy paid

special, but strangely enough rather ineffectual, at-

tention to its school premises, and on the alterations

and enlargements only just completed it has expended

a sum of about £25,000. Even this has not been

altogether successful—at least, so far as ventilation

is concerned—and both students and models, men

and women, have been known to faint through the

heat and impurity of the air: a state of things the

architect is making strenuous efforts to rectify.

Parallel with Burlington Arcade, and skirting the

London University, there runs an uncovered passage,

and from this the schools are a])proached. Entering

by the swing door and passing down by the porter's

office, wherein is seated " jNIr." Osborn, one of the

oldest and most valued servants of the Academy—

a

veritable Cerberus, whom the student will propitiate,

if he be wise—the visitor finds himself in a large airy
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eonidor, plentifully decorated with familiar casts and

sujicrnumerary pedestals at odd points. A\ e are now
under the central and northern exhibition-galleries.

It is here that students loung-e about during tlie in-

tervals of rest. Ladies, most of them young, a few,

alas ! no longer so, but all pinafore-aproned and neat,

may be seen exchanging' confidences, like sweet g'irl-

graduates, or more practically eating sandwiches under

cover of the " Dancing Faun " or the " Farnese Her-

cules " during the eleven o'clock " long rest :
" which

the male students often pass at a billiard-saloon hard

by. [Mysterious passages lose themselves on the

right : on the left are the class-rooms, walled in from

the corridor, for the most part, with glazed jiartitions.

The first we arrive at is the architectural school,

which contains one of the finest collections of casts

extant. Then comes the life school, with its throne,

its horseshoe of seats—occupied by men onl}', and

its " suecursale " beyond, adapted for " overflow meet-

ings." Next to it is the upper painting school, then

the preliminary and the aniiipie, all with similar

outbuildings. These schools, which furnish every

kind of model

—

living and inanimate, dra[)cd and un-

draped, men, women, and children, lay figures with

drai)ery, still-life, casts, and pictures from the Diploma

and Dulwich Galleries—are successively attended by
the student in the reverse order to that in which

they have been named. Then there is the engraving

school, but its prestige, like Hans Brcitmann's Party,

is " goned avay in de Ewigkeit :
" it has no pupils,

and for its prizes there are no competitors.

The Keeper presides over the whole, and is ehargeil

with the general supervision. This resident officer,

an Academician, and preferably a figure painter, is by

the laws " properly ijualitied to instruct." He takes

charge of candidates as soon as they have become
" probationers "—that is, as soon as their test-draw-

ings have been passed by the Council. In order to

satisfy the examiners that these drawings, in which

a remarkably (some say a cruelly) high degree of

merit is demanded, are really the unaided work of

the candidate, he is required to repeat his |ierformance

within the walls of the Academy. This done to the

satisfaction of the Council, the " probationer " blos-

soms into a "student," and he passes into the antique

school, to continue his art-education under the eye of

the Keejier and the assistant Curatur. From here he

is promoted to the preliminary jiainting school, but

TUE 3IEX S MODELLINQ CLASS.
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it is not until he arrives at the upper painting school

that the courtly Keejier's instruction is exchanged

for that of the Visitors and their subordinates, the

Curators, though his superintendence is still in force.

The Visitors, selected in rotatioii out of a list of

the most suitable Academicians—members and asso-

ciates—for the post, attend for a month at a time,

and are remunerated according to the following

suyle :—Those in the morning painting and drawing

school receive £50—not too liberal an allowance when

the amount of time involved is considered. Those in

the evening classes, as well as the sculptor-Visitors,

receive £i,o for the mouth's attendance in the life

school ; while the Visitors in the architectural school

draw only eight guineas. The chief objection urged

against the Academy's method of teaching is that

the Visitor of one month may, and often does, con-

tradict to the student what his predecessor has said

a week or two before—to be himself contradicted a

week or two later ; and it has been asserted that the

chief duty of the Curator is to harmonise as well as

may be the conllicting instruction, and to show that

though doctors differ, the science of medicine remains

constant.

The champions of the " ^'isltor system," on the

other hand, hold that the contradictions, which can

only apply to the me/Jiod-f of painting—and of these

several may be equally true and correct—are rather

an advantage than otherwise, as the students have

the opportunity of instruction in all methods, and are

thus effectually prevented from bec(miing mannered

in style by following the teaching of one master.

However this may be, there is no duubt but that

tiie instruction is very different now from what it

used to be, when at one time Flaxman was refused

the gold medal, and when, later on, ^Ir. Watts and

]\Ir. Hunt found there was absolutely no teach-

ing worth speaking of or attending to. But about

twenty years ago important alterations were made

in the schools, to their own great advantage and the

students'—as will be shown later on. According to

Havdou—the avowed enemy of the Academy and all

its works—the Visitor who was an " historical

"

painter would advise the student to attend to draw-

ing and line, and ignore colour; while the "land-

scapist," who would possibly be the succeeding

officer, would recommend devotion to colour and

effect, and preach the unimportance of outline.

The Visitor and Keeper are jointly responsible

for the models, but the former has the setting of

them. Constable was once known, in order to spe-

cially interest the students, to arrange laurel-boughs

purchased from Covent Garden around the female

model, to tie oranges and lemons on them with

string, and then pose her as a tableau—" Eve in the

Bower :
" an effort which, to his surprise, was re-

ceived with shouts of laughter and other demonstra-

tions of hilarious and disparaging delight. Students

have their own favourites among the Visitors and

their own way of showing their preference. AVhile

an unpopular Visitor has comparatively empty class-

rooms to visit— for the pupils manage to escape

when it is known he is coming in—the Academiciair

who teaches them what they want to know, and does

it in the waj' they like, is an oljject, one might almost

say, of adoration. Crowded rooms await him, he is

welcomed with applause, and his instruction is followed

with attention, and when his term of office is at an

end he receives a regular ovation. "What the students

most appreciate is, not the dry information that the

nose in a particular drawing is too long, or the

high lights are wrongly placed ; they are anxious for

instruction which will apply to their general work,

and the way in which they set about getting it is one

of the pleasantest features in the relations between

the Visitor and student. As the short intervals or

the long rest apjn-oaeh, and the model relajjses for

a time into a state of breathing humanity, a student

will attempt to interest the Visitor in some question

of art more or less suggested by his drawing, and

put questions with the object, colloquially expressed,

of "drawing him out." Then, as the Visitor re-

plies, the other students gather round him in a group

to listen, shoulder to shoulder, while the speaker

—

Mr. Alma-Tadema, maybe, or INIr. Orchartlson, Mr.

Frith, or Mr. Fildes—warming to his work under the

inlluence of the keen interest shown by his hearers,

will proceed to deliver a little impromptu lecture.

He is a little nervous, perhaps, and not quite at home

in " speechifying," but he is earnest, even enthusi-

astic ; and his words sink deejicr into the minds and

memories of the students, and doubtless with more

fruitful effect, than all the drawing-correction put

together. This principle was followed to a great

extent by Fuscli, the " Painter-in-ordinary to the

De as he was called ; his chief object being tu

stimulate the emotion, the ambition, and the spirit

of emulation in the student, even more than to in-

sist on accuracy—which, after all, is only a matter of

practice. But how different nowadays must be the

feeling in the life-class to what it was in the olden

time, when the Visitors would sit down with the student

and work away on their own account 1 Nor was that

so very long ago, either. jNlulready, facile prliiceps

among the last generation of Visitors; Frost, wdio,

when Time had laid his bleaching hand uikui his

head, was commonly known as "Hoar-Frost" by

his friends; Etty, and Sir Edwin Landseer too;

they all remained students, working with students, to

the (lay of their death.

The other officers of the .\cademy, so far as the

schools are concerned, are the Curators, Professors,
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and Lecturers, but they ave none o£ them necessarily

members of the Academy. The lectures, which last

an hour—neither more nor less—and for each cif

which the sum of ten g-uineas is j)aid, are delivered

ill the large sculpture-room, and include courses on

anatomy and anatomical demonstrations (to the latter

of which ladies are not admitted), painting, chemistry,

and sculpture, and architecture. It is compulsory on

all students to attend the complete course during the

first three years of studentship, and their apprecia-

tion of an interesting paper is testified by a running

fire of noisy applause.

That "devilment and sheer cussedness," common

to all studi'nts in varying degrees, but observable in

the acutest and most virulent form in the " medi-

cal," is not altogether unknown in the Academy

schools. The disease is unquestionably here, though

the symjitoms are milder—softened, no doubt, by the

odour of sanctity, dignity, and ]ieace spread around

her by the gentle ]\Iuse. AVhen Fuseli, bursting one

day into the painting school, which was in a state of

n])roarii)us disorder, with the words, " You are a den

of wild beasts !
" and received young Muuro's reply,

"And you, sir, arc our Keeper"—which was of course

a literal fact— he had to contend with a far more

turbulent set than Mr. Pickersgill rules to-day.

The "mustard-pot" which ingloriously crowns

the National Gallery in Trafalgar Scpiare has wit-

nessed scenes of turbulence and youthful minor mis-

conduct far worse and more frequent than have ever

been enacted in Burlington House : a proof of the

yearly-increasing seriousness and esprit de corps of

the students as a body. Occasionally, the flow of

animal spirits, strong in youth, takes nowadays the

form of some such harmless and none-too-pointed

little effervescences, as may bo seen in most schools.

Sometimes at a preconcerted signal all the students

of a class will take a ])inch of particularly pungent

snuff, and sneeze in chorus with terrilic effect. At

others, small detonating gloljules are surreptitiously

dropped about the floor, to the distress of the affrighted

Curator as he treads on them in his rounds. P^ven

fireworks have been let off—the whole joke consist-

ing in the concealing of the perpetrator. Hut these

things, which never occur when a Visitor is ilue (or

reporting and rustication would certainly t'i)liow, or

even the model might be withdrawn) are usually the

acts of the rowdy element alone. Broadly s])eaking,

there are two distinct and almost equal sets of stu-

dents in the Academy—those who work and those

who do not. The former come down by ten in the

morning, and, with the exception of compulsory in-

tervals, work thrniigli the day. After a hasty dinner,

they will return to the evening class, and then hurry

up to the lecture-room to listen to a discourse on

painting or the sister arts, or to an "anatomical

demonstration" until nine o'clock, finishing up the

evening, in all probability, in the superb library

which the Academj' has collected. " Tom Idle,"

on the other hand, will saunter into the schools at

about eleven o'clock, take a " walk-round," engage

others, more or less unwilling, in coiiversatinn, and

then, after an hour's work or so, light a pipe and

stroll oft' with some similarly-disposed " student " to

a picture-gallery, or, maybe, to the Zoological Gar-

dens, the Tower Armoury, or to some such ]ilaco of

recreation or contemplative study to which they, as

Academy pupils, have the right of entry : flattering

themselves that they are im])roving their art-education

the while. But this "playing with art" has^ within

the last six years, been to a great extent arrested by

a modification introduced by Sir Frederick Leighton.

Originally the student was admitted for ten years,

with a life-studentship, if within that period he car-

ried off a scholarship. AYhile this regulation was in

force the then President actually felt compelled, on

the occasion of the publie distribution of prizes, to

rebuke the students on the badness of their work.

Later on seven years were substituted for ten, and of

this period there still exists a specimen of the life-

student, a contemporary of the oldest living Acade-

micians. He is old and weazen—a sort of Rip Van

Winkle among the Sleepy Hollowites—but he jiaints

on, without hope, without emotion one would say,

mechanically and as a pastime. Recently, abolishing

the life-term altogether, the Academy has most cun-

ningly divided a six-years' term into two, with a

stiff examination—a veritable ^jows asinoniin—which

)nu^t' be passed, or tlie student will not be eligible

for the second portion of the term ; and this exaniina-

tion has been fixed at the end of the third year, when

the student, it has been determined by oljservatioii,

usually begins to get frisky. \\'\\\\ the view to stimu-

late his exertions, a prize of forty ))ounds, known as

the " Landscer Scholarshii)," is awarded half-yearly

to the student who shows the greatest merit in these

examinations.

As a matter of fact, insubordination within the

schools is as much a thing of the ])asl- as Bohemianisni

witho\it. The brutal methods of initiation into the

craft of Art, as practised at the Beaux-Arts, never,

it is true, found favour here. Indeed, no ]']iiglish

student would have borne th(> crucifixion, the pic-

torial decoration (?) of his naked jterson, i\\o roast-

ing, and other means of unrefined torture which the

Quartier Latin delio'hted in inllicting on the timid

young artist " from the country." Here, too, with

us, all that rollicking, reeking corner of Londnii lif<'

which Thackeray so loved to dwell on, when art, beer,

and tobacco formed one solid ganglion, so tn speal<,

is dead and gone—dead and gone with Gandish, .1. .).,

and Thaekerav, and all.
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AVliotlier this ehanare is owiii"- to tlie fonvard

march of civilisation, to more striugeiifc rules, or to

improved management, I will not pretend to say

;

perhaps it is in no slight measure due to the presence

of the female element. In the antique, the pre-

liminary, and a portion of the upper painting school,

the " men " and the " girls " work side by side, and,

contrary to what is the case at the National Gallery,

there is certainly no love lost between them. The

men regard the girls as interlopers and intruders,

who claim men's rig'hts when men have an advan-

tage—such as the opportunity of studying from

the nude ; and women's

rights when anything is

to be got, as, for ex-

ample, when, after draw-

ing lots for places, they

find themselves in an

inferior position from

which to see the model.

And it is onlv fair to

add that in the latter

case they have, as a rule,

no cause to complain of

the men's want of cour-

tesy. On the other

hand, the girls take a

feminine pleasure, gene-

rally speaking, in snub-

bing the men, regarding

them evidently assellish,

noisy, and, above all, in-

eligible specimens of

their .sex—in which last

particular they are right,

perhaps, to some extent.

At any rate, the stu-

dents are undoubtedly

" mixed," for art as

well as love levels all ranks, and cliques in the

schools are therefore a natural growth. The male

student will tell you, rather ungallantly perhaps, that

the greater propriet}- of the ladies' conduct is attri-

butable to their average seniority, and he will in all

probability append a wish that they would betake

themselves elsewhere; for their growing prejionderance

alarms as much as their presence annoys him. The

admission of female students, which only dates from

1860, took its rise in a rather curious incident. In

that year^ among the drawings sent in by candidates

was one which, with others, had passed on its own
merits, while the printed form that accompanied it

bore only the initials of the candidate's Christian

names. The new probationer turned out to be a

lady, and it was only then, nearly a hundred years

after the foundation of the schools, that it was dis-

PASSIXG THE * LONG T.EST.

covered that there existed in the rules no law against

the admission of female students.

The greatest day in all the year is, of course,

the Prize-day, wdiieh falls on the 10th of Decem-

ber— the aiuiiversary of the Acac]em3''s establish-

ment. By the last day of the previous month all

competing works are sent in and arranged, and

on the f(dl6wing day the prizes and medals are

adjudged by ballot to the best of those selected by

the General Assembly as worthy to enter into the

competition. Then comes the distribution. Gallery

HI. is transformed into a great meeting-hall for

the occasion ; numerous

rows of seats run the

length of the room, and

are thronged with ex-

cited students and their

relations, especially their

womankind. Facing
them, the northern wall

is skirted by two long

rows of chairs, raised on

a platform, with the

chairman's seat in the

centre, and in front of

it a table laden with

books and small leather

cases.. Suddenly the

Babel of tongues, which

has worried the air (nr

the last half -hour, is

silenced as if by magic,

and from the central hall

the President enters, de-

corated with his chain

of office, and followed

by a long line of Acade-

micians. He is greeted

with a tremendous out-

hurst of cheering as he takes his seat— for he is

idolised by the students—while a similar welcome,

as unmistakable if not quite so hearty, is extended

t(3 other popular members as they settle themselves

in order of seniority on either hand of the President

;

the Academicians in the front row, the Associates

at the back. The President loses no time in coming

to business, and if it is " gold-medal year " (which

occurs biennially), he proceeds to distribute the

valuable travelling-studentships and other prizes, to

the amount of over a thousand pounds, the four or

five gold and score of silver medals, amid enthusiastic

cheering bestowed on the victors by the discomfited

competitors. On alternate years only five hundred

pounds or thereabouts are distributed, together with

twenty-three silver medals ; but the enthusiasm is in

no way lessened, the cheering and vociferation not a
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wliit less liearty, the voices not a crack less hoarse.

Then, when the table has been cleaved of its precious

burden, the doors are closed, and the President rises

to deliver one of his celebrated lectures, distinguished

no less for its erudition and research than for its

eloquence and taste. The audience applaud as if they

understood and appreciated it, and at its conclusion

they disperse to wander through the galleries aud ex-

amine once more the successful efforts of the stu-

dents, to sympathise with defeated genius, cr to meet

their friends and talk over the events of the evening.

The Circle Club, for many years a bond of union

between the old pupils, formed at one time a genial

and brilliant gathering of the incipient Leightons,

Millais, and Herberts of England ; but at last, a few

years since, it fell ill and died, to the keen regret of

those who made its reputation, and of the others wlio

had enjoyed its hospitality. The Sketching Club,

however, is still in vigorous existence, the students

themselves selecting their subject, and the Visitor

of the month acting as judge.

From the above sketch, it will be gathered that

in its schools the Royal Academy is carrying out.

according to its lights, a truly great work. It has

instructed in its time over /our ///oi/sti/it/ students,

entirely without fee or exacting payment of any kind,

at an expense to itself of nearly a qiiui-fer of a iiiiUlou

derVimj ; while the increased cost of maintenance

averages =€6,000 a year, as against £9£6 at the date

of formation. These figures alone, without counting

the amount of time and thought freely given by the

members, in addition to their private benefactions,

should convey some idea of the importance and in-

fluence of this institution, and should be sufficient to

prove that, whatever the shortcomings with which it

may be rightly chargeable, they are the result of

honest if mistaken views, and certainly in no way

attributable to want of liberality or lack of zeal.

That the schools, even more than the exhibitions,

are the object of constant solicitude to the Academic

body is beyond dispute ; so that with the improve-

ments which have been plentifully introduced into

them of late, and will be continued, if report says

true, in the future, we may look forward with con-

fidence for the best results which the perfection of the

present system can yield. M. H. Spieljiann.

THE EOMANCE OF AET.

M
THE BOY OF

ANY and varied are the memories which crowd

upon our minds in the beautii'ul valley of

the Wharfe. From the old days when the Romans

of Olicana (Ilkley) reared an altar to the nympii

Verbeia, as they called the rushing stream, poets of

all ages have worshipped at the same shrine, and the

praises of Spenser's " swift Wherf " have been cele-

brated alike in verse and prose. Nor has Wharfe-

dale been without her illustrious artists, men who

have known each fair nook from their earlier youth,

aud whose brush in after life has made these favourite

scenes of their boyhood familiar to us all. But as we

roam through these woods which Turner has painted,

and over these moors beloved of Charlotte Bronte,

there is one presence which makes itself felt with even

greater force. The whole place is sacred to Words-

worth. The ruins of Bolton Priory, the churchyard

by the river, the grey pile of Barden Tower, aud the

roaring waters of the Strid, all speak to us of him.

He it is whose verse fills the silence of these forest

shades, and the murmur of the stream with melody;

be it is whose immortal lines haunt our memory as

we climb the heathery slopes of Bardon Fell, and

know " the blessed peace " of the sleep which is

among the lonely hills.

Three separate traditions which the poet first

EUREMOND.

heard on his visit to AA'harfedale in the summer of

]S07 have, as we all know, become the subject of

three famous poems. There is, to take the longest

aud most important first, the narrative poem of the

" White Doe of Rylstone," which connects the appari-

tion of a white doe in Bolton churchyard on Sundays

with the fate of the Nortons of Rylstone who perished

in the disastrous insurrection in favour of JNIary

Queen of Scots, known as the Rising in the North.

There is, in the second place, the " Song at the Feast

of Brougham Castle," in honour of Henry Clifford,

the shepherd lord, whose father had been attainted

as a Lancastrian, and ^^ho was restored to his estates

by Henrv VII., after spending his youth in hiding

in the Cumberland Fells. And, lastly, there is the

well-known ballad which has for its subject the

death of the Boy of Egremond and the founding of

Bolton Priory.

" "ftTien Lady Aiiliza mourned

Her son, and felt in her despair

The pang of unavailing prayer

;

Her son in Whai-f 's abysses drowned,

The noble Boy of Egremond."

Like Wordsworth's two other poems, this one is

founded on a local tradition commonly told in

Wharfedale, aud duly recorded by Whitaker in his
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" History of the Antiquities of Craven." Older than

either of the other legends, the story of the Boy of

Egremond takes lis back beyond the reign of the

Virgin Queen and the Wars of the Wliite and Red

Roses, to those " days of dim antiquity " when

Norman William's barons first bore sway in Craven.

Before the Conquest this district belonged to

Edwin, the fair-haired Saxon earl who, with his

brother Morcar, so long held the Norman conquerors

at bay, and Bolton— Bolt-lintc, the town of the

mansion—was the principal barony of this powerful

lord. But after the death of Edwin, his lands were

granted to Robert do Romille, a Norman baron of

ancient lineage, and the seat of the Honour was re-

moved from Bolton to the rocky heights of Skipton,

where he laid the foundations of the venerable castle

which is .still standing to-day. Romille's Norman
portal is yet to be seen among the later remains of

the Cliffords' work, and the wide stretch of moorland

between Ilkley and Skipton still bears the name
of this first Norman lord of Craven, and is called

RonieH's or Rombald's Moor.

In the following century two daughters of the

Romille family were successively Ladies of the Fee

or Honour of Skipton and Bolton. There was

Cecilia de Romille, who in Henry I.'s reign mar-

ried William de Mexliucs, a great-nephew of Earl

Edwin's on the maternal side ; and there was her

only daughter and heiress Alice, or Aaliz, who also

bore the name of Romille, and became the wife of

William FitzDuncan, the nephew of David, King of

Scotland, at the time when that monarch invaded and

laid waste the province of Craven at the head of his

lawless Scots. Both Cecilia and Alice de Romille

were generous benefactors of the Church and poor

in these troublous times. In the year 1120 Cecilia

and her husband founded a priory at Embsay on the

moors two miles from Skipton, and granted lands in

the neighbourhood to a community of Augustinian

canons, who, next to the Cistercians, were the most

wealthy and ])opular of those religious orders whose

houses formed so remarkable a feature of mediaeval

Yorkshire. Nostel Priory, the first Augustinian

house in Yorkshire, had been founded a few years

before, and the very next year a third— that of

Kirkham—was endowed Ijy Walter d'Espec on the

spot where his son had been slain l)y a boar when out

hunting. For more than thirty years l']mhsay re-

mained the site of the jiriory, until in I 1
.")

1 Alice de

Romille granted the canons her maniu' of Holton in

exchange for their lands of Skibden and Stretton
;

and the monks, nothing loath to leave the bleak moors

for the sheltered valley of fair WliaiTcda.le, soon re-

moved their house from ]<]mbsay to Holton.

But the immediate cause of the translation, local

tradition records, was the fatal accident which ended

the life of the Lady Alice's only son. This youthful

hope of his race, William de Romille, called the " Boy

of Egremoud " from the castle where he was born,

was hunting the boar one day in the great forest of

Barden, when he reached the deep and narrow ravine

known as the Strid, just where the Wharfe, hemmed
in on either side by steep rocks, dashes furiously along

with the noise and tumult of a mountain torrent.

The boy sprang across without a thought of fear, but

the greyhound he was leading in a leash hung back,

and dragged his master with him into the angry flood

below, where both were drowned. The forester

\idio had witnessed the fatal leap, returned alone to

tell the terrible tale, and, it is said, that in his

despair he met the boy's mother with the words,

"What is good for a bootless bene?"—a prayer

which is without hope. The lady, reading her son's

fate in the look of despair on the man's face,

replied

—

" Entlless sorrow.

For slic knew tliat her son was dead ;

She laiew it by the Falconer's words,

And from the look of the Falconer's eye,

And from tlic love which was in her soul

For her youtliful Romilly."

Then when the first bitterness of her grief was past,

the stricken mother vowed that she would raise a

noble chiireli and priory in honour of the Blessed

Virgin on the banks of the ri\er which had robbed

her of her child.

" The stately I'riory was reared
;

And Wharfe as ho moved along

To matins joined a mournful voice.

Nor I'aili'd at even song."

Such is the tradition uj)on which Wordsworth
grounded his ballad, a tradition thoroughly mediseval

in spirit and supported by the very form of words

used by the forester in the story. But like most

other traditions, the truth of this story of the found-

ing of Bolton Priory has been questioned. Whitaker,

the historian of Craven, first pointed out that the

Boy of Egremond, Alice de Romille's firstborn child

and only son, was still alive at the time that his

mother granted the Augustinian canons her ]\Ianor

of Holton—nay, that his own name actually ap))ears

on the charter as one of the witnesses ])resent. This

luilucky fact has been considered suflieieiit to dis-

credit the beautiful old tradition, and Whitaker

endeavours to transfer the story to Cecilia de

H.omille, the foundress of J'hnbsay, who lost two
sons in early ehildliood. I5nt that .Vlice's only son,

young \\ ilhani de Konnlle, died in his liii\ho(id is

also true, and the sinijilesi c.Njilanation of the story

is probably the liest. The fatal accident which

closed young Romille's life happened, we may sup-

pose, shortly after the deed of exchange was signed.
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iiiid then it was tliat liis muthor found cumfoit in

her o-rief liv raisinir this fair church and priory in

the Wharfedale meadows, which lier own act had

recently made the property of the monks of Embsay.

The h)wer walls and rich arcading of the choir,

as well as the adjoining fragments of monastic

buildings, all show that the new priory was begun

in the latter half of the twelfth century—that is, in

the lifetime of Alice de Romille—while other charters

and subsequent grants of land remain to prove her

goodwill to the canons of Bolton, and her generous

zeal for the new foundation, which spoke to her of

the child she had loved and lost.

But, after all, whatever guide-books and historians

may say, the story lives in Wharfedale, and throws

the glamour of its poetry over the fairest of York-

shire valleys.

Year by year, summer after summer, Leeds and

Bradford pour forth their hard-working population

by thousands, and tourists and artists from all parts

of the world wend their steps along the deep ro-

mantic glen, through which Wharfe hurries along as

swiftly, as remorselessly as on the day when the

tide closed over the hope of the Romilles. Above

them rise the wild moorlands, the glorious purple

heather of the fells, where the Cliffords chased the

deer of old; all around ash and oak grow thickly

to the edge of the stream; at their feet bees are

murmuring in the foxglove bells, and trout and gray-

ling dart to and fro in the deep pools of clear brown

water under the limestone cliffs. On they go, one

and all, till they reach the deep narrow cleft where

Wharfe forces its way between the precipitous ledges

of rock which close it in on either side.

" This striding-place is called The Strid,

A name which it taok ot yore

;

A thousand yeai-s hath it homo that mme,
And shall a thousand more."

It is a lovely spot, this famous Strid, which so

many artists have painted in turn, and which Turner

took for his theme in the fine water-colour draw-

ing still preserved among the treasures of Farnley

Hall. The rocks on either hand are crimson and

gold with lichen and bright with rich, soft beds

of emerald moss, and the sunlight falls peacefully

on the green ash-boughs and the smooth, even

flow of the river beyond, a strange contrast to

the fierce turmoil of foaming waters in the chasm

at our feet.

A mile or two further down the valley opens out,

and here, where the cattle are feeding quietly in the

shade of ancient forest-trees, and the Wharfe takes

a graceful bend round the grassy meadows, are the

ru>ns of Alice de Romille's once famous priory.

The nave of the canons' church serves as the

parish church of Bolton, and has been restored of

recent years,
" And in the shattered fabric's heart

Keniaineth one perfected part."

But all the rest lies roofless and in ruin. The arches

of the beautifid choir have lost most of their tracery,

but are still fair enough in decay, framing in as they

do lovely views of river and distant moorland, while

ivy and hawthorn trail among the broken pillars and

sculptured fragments of these halls where the canons

of Bolton led merry lives, like the gentlemen they

wore—when they drove the deer in Barden Forest,

and feasted princes royally at their tables, and ate

their venison and lampreys, drank their gallons of

wine and home-brewed ale in honour of Blessed

ISIary at Assumption-tide, or studied the stars and

discussed alchemy and philosophy with their noble

friend the shepherd lord, till the cruel day came

which ended their existence, aud the last Prior of

Bolton died in the barn hard by, gazing sadly on his

unfinished tower. It is standing still, at the west

end of the church, a noble fragment, bearing the

name and rebus of Richard INIoone, the grand old

prior who began the stately structure, and had to

leave his work undone, and sign the deed which

surrendered house and church and lands into the

power of a greedy and rapacious tyrant.

Behind the church, where the sunflowers grow

under the red-brick garden-wall, and the tall stems of

the Scotch firs turn ruddy in the evening sunshine,

stands the house of the Duke of Devonshire, with

the fine old priory gateway that Landseer introduced

in the background of his well-known picture of

Bolton Abbey.

A few steps farther, on the north side of the

priory, between the road and the river-banks, lies the

churchyard, where it is said that soon after the Dis-

solution a snow-white doe was seen to make a weekly

pilgrimage each Sunday, at the hour of service.

Before Wordsworth wrote his poem and connected

this vision with the murdered Nortons of Rylstone,

a dim notion lingered in the minds of the Wharfe-

dale peasants that this wandering doe was none

other than the spirit of the noble Lady Alice de

Romille, the mother of the Boy of Egremond,

coming to mourn over the ruin of the majestic pile

she herself had helped to build on the banks of

Wh:nTe.
'• This stately Priory,

The Lady's work, hut now laid low,

To the grief of her soul that doth come and go.

In the beautiful form of this innocent Doe:

AMiich though seemingly doomed in its breast to sustain

A .softened remembrance of sorrow and pain,

Is spotless and holy and gentle and bright

;

And glides o'er the earth like an angel of light."

Julia C.^^ktwiught.
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WOLVERHAMPTON MUNICIPAL ART GALLERY.

ONE of tlu' most noticeable educational facts of

the present day is the growing interest in art

and art-teaching which is being manifested in almost

every part of England. Whatever advance is made in

this direction in a provincial town must depend en-

tirely on municipal energy or private munificence. To

support a school of art or a picture gallery no small

sacrifice is necessary on the part of a community,

for such institutions can only be maintained by the

levying of a special rate. English people therefore

can hardly be blamed if, owing to the disinclination

of their Government to grant subsidies for artistic

pur])oses, they have been behind other nations in

their system of art-training ; at the same time it

must be confessed that the reproach which has

been levelled against England on this ground is fast

losing its justification. Liverpool, Birmingham, and

several other towns have shown what can be done by

municipal action, aided by the generosity of wealthy

citizens, for the encouragement of art ; and now

manufacturer, presented to the town of Wolverhamp-

ton a handsome building to serve as a public museum

and art gallery. That this might be established as a

permanent centre of art-teaching for the district a

IJill was submitted to the town, by which, among

other provisions, it was propDsed to raise the Free

Library Rate from one penny to twopence, and to

devote the sum of money thus obtained to tlie en-

couragement of art. This Bill (on a side issue, we

believe) was rejected by the ratepayers, and for some

time it was doubtful whether full advantage would

be taken of 'Sir. Horsman's generosity ; in fact,

after one loan exhibition had been held, it was

positively found necessary to close the gallery.

Finally, however, public spirit triumphed; the Bill

in a modified form was submitted to the people of

Wolverhampton, approved by them, and ultimately

passed by Parliament.

In few towns in England was an art-gallery so

imperatively re(iuircd as at Wolverhampton ; for,

ON THE TF.MK, AT LUDLOW.

{Painted Inj E. J. Xinnann.)

Wolverhamptiiu (after a struggle, it is true) has been speaking frankly—to a stranger, at least— it is a

able to follow an example so worthily set. dismal ]ilaee. It contains neither noble streets nor

Some years ago Mr. Philip Ilorsnian, a local iniposing buildings. We even look in vain lor the
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trim villa ; and it is eviJeut that the wealthier in-

habitants live as far oii" as possible from the factory

chimneys, which obtrude themselves on us every-

where, i^ouring forth volumes of smoke, veiling the

sky and -seeming to blacken the surrounding land-

sca25e. A picture gallery in the centre of such a

town as this is an inexpressible relief, and cannot

fail to exercise a beneficial influence on the inhabi-

tants. It is to be hoped, moreover, that material

additions will be made to the collection of examples

of the lesser arts, which at present is but scanty ;

the practical advantages accruing from the study

of design and handicraft will then be directly mani-

fested .

The spirit of enterprise displayed by the people of

Wolverhampton met with a speedy reward, for they

had scarcely provided for the maintenance of their

gallery and museum, when by the will of the late

Mrs. Cartwright a magnificent collection of pictures

came into their possession. These pictures, Hlo in

number, ai'e now hung in the public gallery, and

with some fifty others, the gifts of various donors,

will form the nucleus of a permanent art-exhibition.

Several modern artists are represented, and there

are adequate examples of Seymour Lucas, Henry

Moore, G. H. Boughton, Von Blaas, and others on

the walls. But it is not to the works of these artists

that we wish to call particular attention. Their work

can be seen and studied elsewhere; while the great

claim to consideration possessed by the Wolver-

hampton gallery is that it contains an exceedingly

full collection of pictures painted in England some

forty years ago. At that period our art was un-

compromisingly British in spirit, and was as yet

wholly untouched by foreign influence. The know-

ledge of figure-painting was then at its lowest ebb in

England, foreign schools and foreign masters were

scai'cely recognised by our artists, and the National

Gallery was a comparatively unimportant institution.

The British school, in fact, was quite self-contained.

It had its own Titian in Etty ; John Phillip was

considered the English Velasquez ; while Frith was

idolised as the Hogarth of the nineteenth century.

However, a revolution was at hand ; the work of

the Pre-Raphaelites, combined with the writings of

Ruskin, completely re-shaped English art. A death-

blow was struck at what may be called the "literary"

school of painting, according to the teaching of which

a painter's work began and ended in the dramatic

telling of a story, while mere tecliniqne was of little

or no importance. At the same time it is curious

to notice, in what may be termed the dark ages of

English figure -paintiug, our consummate skill in

landscape, in which branch of art the painters of

England deservedly obtained a European celebrity.

The Wolverhampton gallery, then, represents in an

eminent degree whatever there was of good or evil

in English art forty years since. Though it has

neither a Turner nor a Constable, it is strong—very

strong—in landscape, and contains at the same time

a large number of pictures the value of which,

whatever it may be, is entirely " literary." The

educational value of the latter works is more than

doubtful ; but it is none the less interesting to find

an exhibition which transports us at once to the last

generation, and shows us at a glance from what an

origin English art of the present day has sprung.

Among the landscapes, attention must be called

to the half-dozen examples of E. J. Niemann's art,

(if which the best are " On the Eden, near Carlisle,"

" On the Teme, at Ludlow," which we engrave (a

bright, sunny river scene, with the bridge over the

Teme and the town of Ludlow in the background),

and the well - known " Firs at Hampstead," with

the broad plain stretching towards Harrow behind

them. By Henry Dawson there are no fewer than

nine canvases, all of them worthy of study. " In

Dovedale " is perhajis the best, but his delicate

" Study " in ivory and yellow, and the quiet sunset

" Near Croydon," should not be overlooked. Patrick

Nasmyth's subdued and broadly-treated " View of

Bristol " is one of this artist's finest works, and fully

deserves the position of honour in which it is placed

in the gallery. By the luckless R. P. Bonington

there are three oil-paintings, as well as a charming

water-colour drawing of " Mont St. Michel." His
" Doge's Palace at Venice " and his " Fort Rouge "

(the sea-shore at low tide) are eminently characteristic

of his genius, though the drawing in the former goes

far to justify Mr. Ruskin's severe criticism :
" If

the young genius had learned the first rules of per-

spective, and never seen either Paris or Venice, it

had been extremely better for him." There are

several small yet noteworthy canvases by David

Cox, as well as two or three of his breezy water-

colour drawings. The latter, however, are placed

in a room where the light is bad, and they can

only be seen at a disadvantage. W. J. jVIiiller's

"At the Mouth of the Scheldt" is a notable work;

it is very grey in tone, and is I'emarkable for the

skilful drawing of the Dutch boats and the masterly

treatment of the masses of cloud. "The Head of

a Cingari Znnthus," by the same artist, is an able

.sketch, and full of spirit, being both strong in cnldur

and firm in drawing. Of John Linnell's work there

are two specimens, " Feeding the Chicks " and

"My Garden at Redhill." The latter is brilliant

in colour, and clearly exhibits the influence of the

Pre-Raphaelites. In J. B. Pyne's " Ischia," which

is unusually light in tone, the bright blue of the sky

and sea is in strong contrast to the wide expanse of

yellow sand. The Norwich school is represented by
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Old Crome's lumiuous " Love Seeue near Norwich,"

and several less ambitious works by K,. Ladbrooke

and Stark. Two of the most remarkable pictures

in the collection are a weird, gloomy landscape by

Gainsborough, called "The Travellers" (painted in

broad masses of green and blue), and an altogether

characteristic ^lorland, "The Coming Storm" (a

representation of heavy black thunderclouds break-

ing over a quiet, peaceful country-side). Attention,

too, must be called to Clarkson Stanfield's "Off

Calais," and David Roberts' architectural drawing

catalogued as "The Ruins of the Roman Capitol."

The Wolverhampton gallery is iortiinate in possessing

canvases by this artist, " Lerida in Spain," "Chepstow

Castle," and " Stonehenge," the loan of Mr. Horsman,

are at present to be seen in the gallery.

Our space will not allow us to do more than

call attention to the several works by F. R. Lee,

T. Creswick, J. Wilson, AVilliani Lintun, and R. S.

Bond, all of which deserve more than a passing

notice. From what we have said it will be seen

that the collection of landscapes at Wolverhampton

is one of which any city might be proud ; it is not

only excellent in itself, but has the merit of being

fairly representative of this, the most distinguished

branch of Eno'lish art.

IN WINBSOIl IIOMK PARK.

{PaintCil by Sir JCdiviit LaniJ^civ.)

a very fine work by that rare master, Mark xVnthony;

it is called "The Village Wedding," and is a sombre

])resentment of an old village church, full of (juiet room is occupied by .sketches for C. R. Leslie's two

sentiment and rclincd feeling. Three other brilliant great ])ictures, "The Uuecn Receiving the Sacrament

In liisdu'ical pictures, however, the ciilloclion is

decidedly inl'eridr. The long middle wall in the east
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from the Arc-hbishop of Canterbury after 'tlie Coroiui- and admirable enougli in drawing-, are thinly- painted
tiou/' and "The Christening of tlie Princess Royal;" and poor in colunr. W. P. Erith's " Rejected Poet "

while between them hangs that very unsatisfactory requires six lines of text to explain it. The subject
specimen of Landseer's art, " In Windsor Home of it is Pope making an ardent declaration of love
Park." Apart from the strong interest which uatu- to Lady Mary Wortley ^Montagu, who receives the

(raiuua hi; Eiluuanl Ficir.)

rally clings to these pictures as containing portraits

of royal personages, they cannot be said to be worthy

of much attention.

J. E. Hodgson's two large .canvases, " The Return

of Sir Francis Drake/' and " Queen Elizabeth Re-

viewing the Fleet," though skilful in composition

poet's addresses with unconlrolled laughter. It is a

good specimen of the merely " literary " school of

jiainting ; for it is bad in colouring and theatrical

in effect, and as a work of art has little to recom-

mend it. An altogether better work is J. Pettie's

" Arrest for "Witchcraft in the Olden Time," which
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is a very well-conceived and strong'ly painted picture, situation is obtained, not by the cheap niawkishness

The centre of interest, of course, is the enfeebled of expression characteristic of our earlier painters,

THE SWEEP.

(Paiutal till F. I), llurd/j.)

old hag, who is manacled and led away by a veritable

Dogberry. The mob are apparently trying to " lynch"

her, while in the right-hand corner of the canvas are

two of the " watertlies " with whom ^Ir. Pettie has

since familiari-scd us.

Among the ijenre pictures, Edouard Frere's

" The Prayer " is most worthy of notice. It is

intensely simple, both in colour and composition; it

represents two peasant children kneeling at a bedside,

and is almost entirely painted in tints of brown and

blue. Yet it is marked by a genuine beauty of sen-

timent which it is diliicult to over-estimate, and there

is a quiet realism about it, enhanced l)y a few small

touches, which is generally missing in more preten-

tious works. Of this picture we give a reproduction.

A good deal of interest attaches to Afr. Oichardson's

"Story of a Life," one of the most recent pictures

among the Cartwright bequest. It is one of the

artist's early works, but buth in colour and tech-

tiiqiic it has many points of resemljlance to his later

manner. It represents a nnn telling the story of

her life to a group of novices, and the strength of the

.502

but by the general scheme of colour and composition.

We must not omit to mention the two Spanish

beauties painted by John Phillip, one of which wu
engrave ; it is called " La Senorita," and is the

])ortrait of a bright-eyed Spanish girl, whose dark

hair and black velvet dress are set off by the brilliant

red poppy in her hair. It is scarcely a first-rate

example of Phillip's work, the flesh-painting being

somewhat dull and leaden. Of the " Hoy Plowing

a Bladder," by Joseph Wright of Derby, we need

say no more than that it is thoroughly characteristic

of its author, and is full of his mannerism. There

is, as is usual in 'Wright's pictures, a lurid red light

thrown all over the canvas. Unfortunately it is

in a bad state of ))reservation. "A ^farket Girl,"

a rough sketch in red. attriliutcd to ^hdready, is

Worthy of notice.

Of F. D. Hardy's work there ari' no fewer than

twenty examples in the Cartwright bequest, vary-

ing considerably in merit and interest. They are,

with few e.\eeptions, cottage interiors, with carefully

jxeeuted red-brick Ih ind the liomelv lieloiij^ings
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of simple cottagers. The best of thorn are " Baby's

Birthday" (which, thoug-h too much tinged with a

spirit of cheap domesticity, is a marvel of faithfully

Its pathos, however, is rather forced. The white

face of the invalid girl, who is propped up on pillows,

and whose feebleness is contrasted with the strength

LA SENOKITA.

(Poiiiteci bij John Phillip.)

painted detail) and "The Sweep," engraved at page

69, the humour of which will doubtless be apparent

to everyone. Thomas Faed's " Sunday in the Back-

woods " is a favourable specimen of this artist's work.

of the swarthy sons of toil who surround her, is the

central point of the picture, and this method of

ensuring interest gives an air of artificiality to the

whole. Charles Whibley.
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"JOHN ARNOLFINI OF LUCCA AND HIS WIFE."

Paixtki) uy Jan van Eyck.

IT may help us in realisiii<i; liow comparatively somi

the artists of the North Ijecaine interested in the

presentation of the human beinji's with whom they

lived and the objects which surrounded them, to re-

member that the man who painted this picture was

probably some years the senior of Fra Angelieo. In

it we see not only two individuals characterised with

extreme care, but their costume and their furniture

realised, and complex problems of light and shade

solved with a skill not exceeded by the most cele-

brated (jein-e painters of the seventeenth century.

Indeed, in one aim of such Dutch artists as Gerard

Dow— the extreme minuteness of manipulation

tending to efface every trace of the artist's labour

—this picture exceeds all efforts by later men.

Tlioui^'h no longer recognised as the inventor of

oil-painting, he was the inventor of his peculiar

varnish-medium, and none ever used it with equal

dexterity in obliterating every appearance of his

l)rush-work. Safely shut within this glassy varnish,

his gem-like colours have remained for more than

four centuries and a half secure in their brilliant

transparency from all attacks of sun or air, and

we can see to-day John Arnolfini, draper (represen-

tative in Bruges of a firm of Ijucca), and his wife,

Jeanne de Chenany, just as Jan van Eyck saw them

in their bed-chamber in the year ll-'it. Just as

they were, before he wrote on his completed work
" Johannes de eyck fuit hie," we see them now, Init

with that clear mirror-like precision which is one of

the wonders of his art.

Of the eight or ten portrait-pictures l)y Jan van

Eyck which have come down to us, the National

Gallery possesses no less than three, and this is the

most important of all. INIueh of its history is well

known, since the forgotten day on which it was given

to ^largaret of Austria by Don Diego de Guevara.

It is mentioned in her inventory of J.j1(!, and again

in one of V.rl\. In 15.55 it seems to have passed

into the possession of ^lary of Hungary on her suc-

cession to the Regency of the Netherlands, and is

included in the list of her valuables removed to

^pain. Whether it ever departed from Flanders is

(uicertain, for its next recorded appearance was at

Brussels, in the apartment to which ]\Iajor-General

Hay was taken to recover from his wounds received

at the Battle of AVaterloo. From him it was pur-

chased for the National Collection in ISW.

Tlie wiiuderful painting of the brass chandelier

and the mirror, the one lit candle in the former, the

subjects from the Passion of Christ painted in the

small circular compartments round the latter; the

appearance in the mirror of a door and two addi-

tional figures, one of which is supposed to be Jan

van Eyck himself—these and many other wonders of

workmanship in this extraordinary picture have been

pointed out ; but, as far as I am aware, no special

significance has been attached to the action of the

figures. The solemnity of Arnolfini's face and the

position of his hands suggest a somewhat more than

usuallv grave employment. Gesture and expression

would agree with the utterance of some ])rayer or at-

testation, and perhaps that raised hand of his is about

to descend upon the palm of his wife, in ratification

of some agreement not altogether unconu<'c1cd witli

his "oming paternity. (.'osmo MonkiioL'se.

-^•:.^*io <•

THE CONFESSIONS OF A ROYAL ACADEMICIAN.*

WITH equal sarcasm and truth it lias been said

that the "memorial statue," as fashioned by

recent art, has added one more terror unto death.

It must be admitted, however, that biography is no

less awful to the man whose life and works arc in

any way worlh recording, and Mr. Frilii is therefore

* "My .\iitol)io!>;'''H"iy >"i'l JiniiinisLTiu'is.'' liy W. 1'.

Frith, R.A., Chevalier of the Legion of Honour nnd of Iho

Order of Leopold, &c. cScc. In two vol.s. (London : Bentley and

Son, 1887.)

to be congratulated on having shrewdly seized the

only means of escape from the chronicler: that is to

say, by having become his own historian. Besides,

Mr. Frith says inmh that could not have been said

for him, and lie tells it moreover in a delightful

way that is almost inimitiible, so that the jiublic have

every reason 1o1h' salisHcd with his somewhat unusual

course of action. The modest frankness, the candid,

unassuming simplicity, and the rich humour—now
unctuous, now slv—about these volnmes jiive them at
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once a cerlaiu position among notaWe autobiographies,

and when, tlie vahiable anecdotes and the earnestly-

expi-essed opinions are taken into consideration, we

are compelled to regard them as a more important

contribution to literature than the reminiscences

themselves lay any claim to.

Mr. Frith gives an amusing account of his first

artistic exercise. His father, he says, " collected

engravings and pictures which were poor enough,

but in which the ignorance which is sometimes bliss

enabled him to see merits which did not exist ; and

it was this passion that blinded him into thinking

similar reward for another effort. From that moment,

and on such evidence, I was considered the genius of

the family." That the boy should have been marked

out for an artist, and his natural hankering after the

auctioneer's rostrum should have been disregarded,

on such evidence as this does indeed appear extra-

ordinary, but that our readers may judge for them-

selves of the merits of the beast, we reproduce it in

facsimile on this page from the original time-stained

drawing of nearly sixty years ago.

One of the chief merits of Mr. Frith's book is the

insight it aifurds us into the life and personality of

ME. FRITH S FIEST DEAWIXG.

(B(/ Special Permisaion of the Artiifl.)

that a wretched drawing done by me when I was

about eleven years old showed signs of a genius

worth cultivating. That drawing I still have : it

is a copy from Morland of an animal that might

have been a dog under the hand of Morland, but in

my translation of it the species is left undetermined

—anything worse or more hopeless it would be im-

possible to imagine. . . . What impelled me to

the deed which actually determined my future lite I

cannot tell. If I might guess at the motive, I think

it was merely that I thought it would afford me

a chance of sitting up later than the hour of the

children's bedtime. If I have a doubt as to what

prompted me to my first work, I have none what-

ever as to what induced me to undertake the second.

I received sixpence for the dog, with a promise of a

the last generation of painters. We are led with the

utmost geniality into the circle and set to listen to

the sallies and the discussions, and to watch the pro-

ceeding work of such men as Wilkie, Turner, Maclise,

Egg, Mulready, Leech, the elder Stone, and Haydon

—poor Haydon ! the Omega, both as an artist, a man
of the world, and an autobiographer, to the Alpha of

Mr. Frith. For the rest, the volumes bristle with

stories from cover to cover, constituting a book of

anecdotes in which the tales all follow each other in

logical sequence, without a pause and without a single

dull page. If the artist-author has not given us a

book of great value from a severely artistic point of

view, he has, at any rate, produced one of consider-

able historical interest, which may fairly be considered

one of the most entertaining books of recent years.
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LUCCA.

(From a Tinted Pencil Drawing hu John llnskin.)

THE BLACK AETS
A Reverie in the Strand.

IT must be three or four years now since I was in

London, Cliristnias in tlie North country pass-

ing- scarcely noted, witli a white frost and a little

bell-ringing, and I don't know London any more,

nor where I am in it— except the Strand. In

which, walking up and down the other day, and

meditating over its wonderful dis^ilays of etchings

and engravings and pliotographs, all done to per-

fection such as I had never thought possible in

my younger days, it became an extremely search-

ing and troublesome question with me what was to

come of all this literally " black art," and how it

was to influence the people of our great cities. For

the first force of it—clearly in that Held everyone is

doing his sable best : there is no scamped plu)to-

graphy nor careless etching; and for second force,

there is a (piantity of living character in our big

towns, especially in their girls, who have an ener-

getic and business-like " know all abmit it" kind of

])rettincss which is widely independent of colour,

and which, with the parallel Ijusiness characters,

engineering and financial, of the city squiredom,

can be vividly set forth by the photograph and the

503

schools of jiainting developed out of it ; then for

third force, there is the tourist curiosity and the

seieutific naturalism, which go round the world

fetching big scenery home for us that we never had

dreamed of : cliffs that look like the world split in

two, and cataracts that look as if they fell from the

moon, besides all kinds of antiquarian and archi-

tectural facts, which twenty lives could never have

learned in the olden time. ^Vliat is if all to come

to? Are our lives in this kingdom i>l' darkness to

lie indeed twenty times as wise and long as they

were in the light?

The answer—what answer was possible (n me

—

came ehielly in the form of fatigue, and a sorrowful

longing for an old Prout washed in with ^'andyke

brown and Mritish ink, or even a Harding forest

scene with all the foliage done in zigzag.

And, indeed, for one thing, all this labour and

realistic finishing makes us lose sight of (he charm

of easily-suggestive lines—nay, of the pnwcr of lines,

pro])erly so called, altogether.

There is a little book, and a very precious and

pretty one, of Dr. John Brown's, called " Something
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about a Well." It has a yellow paper cover, ami

oil the cover a careful woodcut from one of the

Doctor's own pea-sketches : two wire-haired terriers

begging, aud carrying an old hat between them.

There is certainly not more than live minutes'

work, if that, in the original sketch; but the (|uau-

tity of dog-life in those two beasts—the hill-weather

that they have roughed through together, the wild

fidelity of their wistful hearts, the jjitiful, irresistible

mendicancy of their eyes and paws—fills me with

new wonder and love every time the little book falls

out of any of the cherished heajjs in my study.

No one has pleaded more for finish than I in

past time, or oftener, or perhaps so strongly, asserted

the first principle of Leonardo, that a good picture

should look like a mirror of the thing itself. But

now that everybody can mirror the thing itself—at

least the black-and-white of it—as easily as he takes

his hat off, and then engrave the photograph, and

steel the copper, and print piles and piles of the

thing by steam, all as good as the first half-dozen

proofs used to be, I begin to wish for a little less

to look at, and would, for my own part, gladly ex-

change my tricks of stippling and tinting for the

grood Doctor's sjift of drawinsj two wire - haired

terriers with a wink.

And truly, putting all likings for old fashions

out of the way, it remains certain that in a given

time and with simple means, a man of imaginative

power can do more, and e.x:press more, and excite

the fancy of the spectator more, by frank outline

than by completed work j and that assuredly there

ought to be in all our national art schools an out-

line class trained to express themselves vigorously

and accurately in that manner. Were there no

other reason for such lessoning, it is a sufficient

one that there are modes of genius which become

richly productive in that restricted manner; and

yet by no training could be raised into the excel-

lence of painting. Neither Bewick nor Cruikshank

in England, nor Retsch, nor Ludwig Richter, in

Germany, could ever have become painters ; their

countrymen owe more to their unassuming instinct

of invention than to the most exalted efforts of their

historical schools.

But it must be noted, in joassing, that the prac-

tice of outline in England, and I suppose partly in

continental academies also, has been both disgraced

and arrested by the endeavour to elevate it into

the rendering of ideal and heroic form, especially

to the delineation of groups of statuary. Neither

flesh nor sculptured marble can be outlined ; and the

endeavour to illustrate classical art and historical

essays on it, by outlines of sculpture and architec-

ture, has done the double harm of making outline

common and dull, and preventing the public from

learning that the merit of sculpture is in its surfaces,

not its outlines. The essential value of outline is

in its power of suggesting quantity, intricacy, and

character, in accessory detail, and in the richly-orna-

mented treatment which can be carried over large

spaces which in a finished painting must be lost in

shade.

But I have said in many places before now,

though never with enough insistence, that schools

of outline ought to be associated with the elementary

jn-actice of those entering on the study of colour.

Long before the patience or observation of children

are capable of drawing in light and shade, they

can appreciate the gaiety, and are refreshed by the

interest of colour ; and a very young child can be

taught to wash it flatly, and confine it duly within

limits. A little lady of nine years old 'coloured my
whole volume of Guillim's heraldry for me without

one transgression or blot ; and there is no question

but that the habit of even and accurately limited

tinting is the proper foundation of noble water-

colour art.

In the original plan of " Modern Painters," under

the head of " Ideas of Relation," I had planned

an exact enquiry into the effects of colour-masse^ in

juxtaposition ; but found when I entered on it that

there were no existing data in the note-books of

painters from which any first principles could be

deduced ; and that the analysis of their unexplained

work was far beyond my own power, the ratlier

that the persons among my friends who had most

definitely the gift of colour-arrangement were always

least able to give any account of their own skill.

But, in its connection with the harmonies of

music, the subject of the relations of pure colour is

one of deep scientific and—I am sorry to use the

alarming word, but there is no other—metaphysical

interest; and without debate, the proper way of

approaching it would be to give any young person

of evident colour-faculty, a series of interesting out-

line subjects to colour with a limited number of

determined tints, and to watch with them the

pleasantness, or dulness—a discord of the arrange-

ments which, according to the nature of the subjects,

might be induced in the coloui's.

It is to be further observed that although the

skill now directed to the art of chromolithotint has

achieved wonders in that mechanism, the perfection

of illustrated work must always be in woodcut or

engraving coloured by hand. No stamped tint of

water-colour can ever perfectly give the gradation to

the sharp edge left by a well-laid touch of the pencil.

And there can be no question (it has so long been

my habit to assert things—at all events very ques-

tionable in the terms I choose for them— in mere love

of jjrovoeation, that now in my subdued state of age
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and infirmity I take refuge, as often as possible, in

the Unquestionable) that great advantage might be

gained in the geography classes of primary schools

bv a system of bright colour adapted to tl/.ssecfci/

maps. In the aforesaid condition of age and infirmity

whieli I sometimes find it very difficult to amuse, I

have been greatly helped by getting hold of a dis-

sected map or two—four, to l)e at-ourate—Europe,

France, England, and Scotland, and find it extremely

instructive (though I am by way of knowing as much

15y this means, also, some unchangeable facts

about each district may at once be taught, far more

valuable than the reticulation of roads and rails with

which all maps are now, as a matter of course, en-

cumbered, and with which a child at its dissected

map period has nothing to do. Thus, generally re-

serving piirple for the primitive rock districts, scarlet

for the volcanic, green for meadow-land, and yellow

for corn-fields, one can still get in the wai"m or cold

hues of each colciur variety enough to separate dis-

"MONT BLANC DE ST. OEEVAIS.

(From a W'atcr-Colotir Dmwinff by John Riisl-'m, 1S3S.)

geography as most people) to put them together out

of chance-thrown heaps when I am good for nothing

else. I begin, for instance, in consequence of this

exercise, to have some notion where AViltshire is, and

i\Iontgomeryshire ; and where tlie departments of

Haute Loire and Haute Garonne are in France, and

whereabouts St. Petersburg is, in Russia. But the

chief profit and pleasure of the ])usiness to me is

in colouring the bits of coiinties for myself, to my
own fancy, with nice creamy l)ody-colour, whicli

covers up all the names, leaves nothing but the shape

to guess the county by (or colour when once deter-

mined), and opens the most entertaining debates of

which will be tlie prettiest grouping of colours on the

condition of each being perfectly isolated.

tricts politically—-if not geologically distinct; one

can keep a dismal grey for the coal countries, a

darker green for woodland—the forests of Sherwood
and Arden, for instance—and then giving rich gold

to the ecclesiastical and royal domains, and painting

the lakes and rivers with ultramarine, tlie map be-

comes a gay and jilea^ant bit of kaleidoscopic irides-

cence without any question of colour-harmonies.

But for the sake of these, by a good composer in

variegation, the geological facts might be ignored,

and fixing first on loiifj-coiijirmed political ones, as, for

instance, on the Idanehe-rose colour and damask-rose

for York and Lancaster, and the gold for Wells,

Durham, Winchester and Canterbury, the other

colours might be placed as their musical relations
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(From u Pencil DraKing hy John liuskin, 1S36.)
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reqiiireJ, ami lessons of tlieii- harmonic nature and

power, such as could iu no other so simple method

be enforced, made at once convincing: and delig-htlul.

I need not say, of course, that in mauuserijit

illumination and in paiutel glass, lessons of that

kind are constant, and of the deepest interest ;
hut in

manuscript the intricacy of design, and in glass tlie

inherent quality of the material, are so great a part

of the matter that the abstract relations of colour

cannot be observed in their simplicity. I intended

in the conclusion of this letter to proceed into some

iiujuiry as to the powers of chromolithotint ; but the

suliject is completely distinct from that of colouriug

bv hand, and I have been so much shaken in my
former doubts of the capability of the process by the

wonderful facsimiles of Turner vignettes, lately exe-

cuted bv ]Mr. Long, from the collection iu the sub-

terranean domain of the National Gallery, that I

must ask permission for farther study of these results

before venturing on any debate of their probable

range in the future. j RisKix.
Saiidijati', St. Miirtiii'ti Dili/, 1887.

MODERN LIFE IN MODERN ART.*

THE question is, "What arc the claims of modern

life, so much of which we are told is so ugly,

to be recorded in art, so much of which ought to be

so beautiful ? What are its capacities in this respect

;

what has art been accustomed to record ; what is it

to record now if it neglects modern themes, and what

can be the place of art in the life of the present and

the future if it turns from the story of that life in

indifference and contempt?

A brief but famous passage in the writings of

Coleridge is that in which he describes how, as time

passed on, the professions fell away from the Church,

literatui-e from the professions, and journalism from

literature. I make no exact analogy, but in the

realm of art too there liave been divisions, not quite

dissimilar "fallings away." The painter cannot arrest

the changes that must be wrought by time, not neces-

sarily upon work itself, but ou the minds that are to

understand it. All he can do is to adapt his art

to the new conditions, to the new minds, and in

doing so there is much that his art must leave

behind. It is j)retty generally conceded that it

must leave behind what was known aforetime as

"religious painting.'" "With certain notable excep-

tions that we can count upon the fingers—" The

Light of the World," and "The Finding of the

Saviour in the Temple," are the chief of them—

•

paintings that are directly, and in the accepted sense,

religious, are not those which have impressed our

own generation the most strongly. Is it want of

inspiration in the painter, or want of faith in the

spectators; or is it rather the unwillingness of the

contemporary mind to have continual i-eeourse to

themes which early masters have treated perfectly

a thousand times ? The question of faith altogether

* Beini; the substance of a Lectuve delivered at tlie Royal

Institution, Manchester; at Nottingham Castle; at the Pavilion.

Brighton ; at Sever Hall, Harvard ; and before the Johns Hopkins

University, Baltimore.

apart, the themes are hackneyed. The endless series,

Virgin, Babe, and Saint, we may say to painters,

"How can you move us by adding to it V "Where

is the stir and lift that you can hope to give us by

doing that ? Or where, if you will, is the soothing

and the calm ?
"

Well, there are two other religious pictures^

religious in a broader sense—which have impressed

the modern world very strongly. One of them is

"The Angelus," by the great Frenchman Millet;

the other, George ^Mason's " Evening Hymn." Bui

tliev are pictures which embody not definite creeds,

but the sentiment of piety, and the sense of the

pathos of the human lot. Can we think the appeal

of allegorical or mythological painting may, now-

adays, be more forcible ? Allegorical painting, I

know, is not quite dead. Its advocates are not

voiceless. And the great term " Imaginative Art

"

is apiilied too often to denote only that art whose

profoundest claim to imagination lies in the avoid-

ance of fact. But the best imagination in all the

arts is that which has been stimulated b}' a fact

genuinely felt or faithfully observed.

Of coiu'se the realms of allegory and classical

mythology have yet something to yield. A man

must produce after his kind, and if Mr. Burne-Jones

betrays no sympathy with the age in which Fate has

placed him, some of us would rather have his quaint

grace and delicate fancy than (he ineffectual realism

of more than one of his contemporaries. Nobody

would invite ]\Ir. Poynter to paint " the Sweepings of

a Pentonville Omnibus "—though the sweepings are

humanity after all. We need not undervalue all

work of classic or media-val theme— all work whose

sustenance and motive is in the patented pieturesque-

ncss of the past—because \t>i /trifise is too often ac-

companied by a contemptuous reference to the life of

our day, by tin- unluippy implication that if a man

of taste was born vesterdav, he was born, like the
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(listcmperotl hero of Alfred de Mnf?set—" Trop tarJ,

ilans nn iiionde trop vieux."

The favourite pursuit a generatiou siuce in Eno--

land of what is called historical painting was only

another form under which was entertained this en-

ojao-ing heresy—the heresy which in the work of

Kaulbach, say, permitted a vulgarised Cupid to bend

over a terribly material Psyche—a Psyche of the

side-walic, a Psvehe of the bier-garten. The artist's

work acquired dignity—so cultivated people fancied

—if he dealt with things that had oone by. He

was employed particularly worthily if he was em-

ployed in representing that which he could never

have beheld. But of this historical painting, in

which the archaeologist counts for more than the

artist, and there is a maximum of learning with a

minimum of sentiment, our galleries in England

already show less trace. America was never burdened

with it. Olu- younger men, who look at life with

freshness, esteem it but lightly. It can only be

ignored by that severe To-morrow, which will ask

us what it was that we had of our own in our

art of 1S87. The real historical painting of our

time is the record of the characteristics of our life

•—its lal)0ur, its pleasure, its principal per.sonages.

We may find it in ^Ir. ^yhistler's or My. Wyllie's

fascinating visions of the prosaic Thames. We may

find it, perhaps, in Mr. Gregory's "Piccadilly." W^e

find it most of all in the portraiture of Mr. Watts

and Mr. Holl, of Mr. Ouless, and of Sir John [Millais.

In the last man's work, especially in such a portrait

as that in which there is recorded the beauty of a

deep nature which it hardly remained for age, for

mere years, to exalt and refine— I mean the grave

saintliness and noble quietude of Cai-dinal Newman.

To paint that, with the remembrance of wdiat it

means in the past of a life so long and influential,

is indeed to paint history. And Sir John Millais, as

everybody knows, paints his history—his historical

portraiture—whether graver or lighter, whether the

ecclesiastic, the statesman, or the accepted beauty,

with complete and cheerful appreciation of the time.

Whatever the past may have taught him, he lives in

the jn-esent. His work binngs us into contact only

with the actual world, with open-air light, with the

coming and going of the ordinary sons and daughters

of men. His mind " motions " us to no " removed

Sjiot." I would not for a moment extol him with

the implication of blame to such men as Leighton,

Linton, Albert Moore. To each school its own difli-

cnlties and its own triumphs. The dominating

knowledge of the great achievements of the past

in art keeps a refining influence, an influence that

makes for dignity—tends to maintain the virtue of

style. Mr. Watts's portraits of themselves show

that. Yet sometimes, in the world of the imagina-

tion, the achievements of the past become a terrible

burden.

And in Art, perhaps, one of the best lessons to be

learnt from the past is this, that nearly all the great

art of the past accepted its own time and did not

try to get out of it. There was an art of doctrine

for the ages of doctrine— Era Angel ico for the

Eloren tines—^an art which realised the perfection

of colour and form, where colour and form were

perfect most abundantly, in Titian's Venice. Then

again, in Holland in the seventeenth century, when,

after the long struggle for independence, the Dutch

possessed themselves in peace, we have the art that

chronicles in its minutest incidents their life of plod-

ding work, domestic quietness, or bourgeois revelry

—

the art of Ostade, of De Hooch, and of Jan Steen.

Again, in France, in their great eighteenth century,

wliat a line of character painters of vivacity and

grace, from Watteau downwards, to Quentin de la

Tour ! We must not weary ourselves with instances.

But perhaps it may be said that in the arts that

interpret life, almost in proportion as a man is great,

does he accept as fit material for his work the life

of his own time. Take one or two illustrations from

places where such illustrations seem least obviously

to offer themselves. Take landscape. Contemporary

almost with the great realistic masters of the Dutch

school—with Rembrandt and Hobbema—there rose,

in Holland also, the art of Both and Berchem, wdiieh

sacrificed much so that it might gain, as it did gain,

a foreiscn charm of colour and light. The social

leaders of opinion were not proof against its attrac-

tions, and even the friend of Rembrandt, Jan Six,

as one of many, showed himself in the later years

of the century a convert to that brilliant but l)as-

tard art. By that time, Cuyp, who painted the

cows in the next meadow, and Wynants, wlio drew

the path that wandered along the side of the sand-

hills, had died. Rembrandt himself was dead. Hob-

bema, it is true, worked on with patience ; but he

n-orked nnregai-ded and he died poor. The bastard

art had its day, and it had its charm. But which

do we regard the most—that school of spurious

idealism, or the real Dutch school which was faith-

ful to the insiiiration of the facts which were next

at hand ? We need hardly answer. Yet no doubt

there was much talk among the followers of Berchem

about the triumph of ideal design. No doubt some

men of academical good taste, meeting in Berchem's

studio, thought that the claims of Rembrandt were

done with for ever. Vulgar art—it dealt with to-

day's common things! They thought they wanted

another world than the familiar one. But what they

really wanted was Rembrandt's eyes. One half of

our poets, as Bret Harte says to us so sharply—one

half of our painters w-ould do as well nr better

—
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" Doii"t know the Sluse when they chance to meet her,

But sit in their attics and mope and sigh

For a faineant goddess to drop from the sky,

Wliile flesh and blood may be standing by,

Quite at your service, would you but greet her !

"

But contemporary lit'u is so iig'ly, a poetical

person cannot endure it. Contemporary life ugly !

when natural selection has beautified the race, when

the g'vmnasium has improved your figures, when your

dressmaker comes to yoti from Paris, and your gowns

lit you like a glove. It was an American woman,

wasn't it, who said that when she was very well

dressed in the knowledge of that circumstance she ex-

perienced a consolation which it was not in the power

of religion to bestow? Yet contemporary life is " uglv."

What did Turner think of the facts of everyday

life, and of tlie innovations of his time? We owe to

him "Rain, Steam, and Speed, the Great Western

Railway." He painted the market-place and the

polling-booth ; he painted the burning of the Houses

of Parliament ; he painted the clustered mill-chimneys

of Leeds, and in the " Dudley ,'' in the Enghinil and

Wales series, the flaming fires of the Black Countrv.

Two of the most impressive drawings in his Sout/ieni

Coaxt are of Margate and Brighton. In the forefront

of the "Brighton" ho put the New Chain Pier-
then lately finished; it was the very motive of the

drawing. One of the several towers that rise into the

sky in the background of his " Margate " belongs to

no venerable ruin—belongs not even to the parish

church—but is just the reservoir tower of the Margate

New Waterworks.

Take, not from landscape proper, but from the

]iictorial record of the architecture of cities, one other

illustration. Perhaps of all the artists who ever lived,

the one who was most impressed by the beauty and

romance of an old-world town was the French etcher

^leryon. As the best poetry of one (U* two modern

minor poets—nearly all that we can nowadays hope

may remain to us of Alexander Smith and Sydney

Dobell—was the immediate outcome of that eleva-

tion of their spirits which was given to them by

one circumstance or one emotion—by patriotism ami

the excitement of war— so, I suppose, the art of

Meryon would iiever have existed but for his profound

love of- that old Paris, which, to make room for the

new street and the new avenue, the Em]ieror and

Monsieur Hausmann were carting away. Meryon is

the recorder of old Paris. But there is one of his

etchings, "La Rue des Chantrcs," in which you see,

far down the narrow lane and beyond the double line

of towering houses, a slender spire. Meryon said the

etching was done for the sake of that spire. It was

the little modern spire that ^[. ViolK^t-le-Duc be-

thought him, in his audacity, to add fo the Cathedral

of Notre Dame.

But many of us are inlluenced in what we like

and dislike in art by the associations which are

not our own— which are an old tradition. We
should be willing to be influenced, in part at least,

by our own associations, and not only by those of

our great-great-grandfathers. Do we imagine that

the railway, which Turner brought into his art with-

out the delay of a twelvemonth, has no associations

for us that are worthy of record? Is all romance

and all affection—not to speak of the interesting

memories of urgent business and successful affairs

—

concentrated upon the ancient coach road and the

disused coach ? Does nobody we care about ever

leave us or meet us at Paddington ? What about

the associations of the "F'lying Dutchman"? and

the " F'lying Scotehmau " that hurries to the North ?

To speak of partings oidy, is nothing witnessed that

is worth recording when the tender puts off from

the great P. and O. steamboat that is lying in mid-

.stream, and the lady in the Newmarket and the

crinolette goes back in the tender to the Tilbtny

and Southend Railway Pier, and her husband or her

father waves from the great deck, and will never see

her any more till he comes back from India? Why,
these are things which, if we have any sympathy

with modern life, we feel will have to be brought

into modern art.

But art, it may be rejoined with a measure of

li'uth—when we invite painters to concern them-

selves with these inci<lents—art is not only occupied

with the dramatic moments that may make great

situations in imaginative literature; it is occupied

quite as much with conveying that which imagina-

tive literature must often labour to convey at au un-

told disadvantage, pressing the instrument of words,

ineffectually after all, to the expression of the quiet

charm of lovely colour and selected line. That is a

jirovinceof painting. We are grateful to llicavt that

retains and perpetuates energetic movement and beau-

tiful gesture and (sentiment and association wholly

apart) the play of the accomplished body : its action

in labour and sport. The artist who goes into the

street, into the drawing-room, or on the lawn, with-

out the blinding and depressing burden of a tradi-

tion that is too strong for him, sees plenty that is

worthy of record in the outward as])eets of the life of

to-day. In recording these outward aspects that his

draughtsmanship can seize be fulfils an appropriate

service: he teaches the rest of us to sec them—those

of us who never renlli/ saw them till they were por-

trayed in his art. Why, some of the most estimable

jM'ople in Lomlou do not know a beautiful gesture

when it is before them. They have all the moral

virtues— are faultless ratepayers and husbands—
but Heaven has not granted them to see the dif-

ference between gawkiness and grace. The beauty
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of the sky, and of the common field, and of the face

of their friend, comes to them—waits over them, so

to say, with its benediction, with its immense boon

—

passes them by.

It is the struggle of artistic men tu diminish

as far as possible the number of those who have

eyes, but they see not; ears have they, but they

hear not. Then let artistic men—those of them

who happen to paint— present in infinite variety

the actions that make ordinary work interesting

and ordinary recreation beautiful. There is hardly

a piece of labour which, if a man sets his hand to

do it, is done without its characteristic gesture, its

action worthy of record. From the watchmaker who

bends over his little taljle in the strong light liy the

window, and, with magnit'ying-glass stuck firmly in

his eye, touches somewhere with dainty tool the

delicate machinery ;—from him and the deft guiding

of the sewing-machine, on to tlie largest muscular

effort of the blacksmith and his mate, who Ijring

down regularly, turn after turn, their hammers on

the red-hot iron that the strokes shape at the anvil

—

there is nothing that men do or women do that has

not got its own character, its own interest, and, in the

slang of the day, its own " note."

And common recreations ? As material fur art,

I admit there was not much to be said for the once

popular croquet. And whoever mounts upon a tri-

cycle that is going uphill—especially if he does not

quite know how to manage it—must seek reward for

his exertion in some other circumstance than in the

knowledge that he constitutes an admirable model

for the draughtsman of the figure, for, indeed, he

does nothing of the kind. But when the stroke of a

^Varsity eight takes his seat in his boat—when arms

are pulling all together, backs a-strain, and the oars

flashing out of the stream—one must be dull not to

see in that a motive for beautiful design. Is there

no theme in the stress of football? De Wint painted

cricketers. Who is to be the historian of base-ball ?

A famous living sculptor, to whom it was re-

mai'ked how very classical in feeling was a single

male figure of his that made his reputation, or con-

firmed it, answered that if it was, that was because

he had hardly departed l)y a hair's breadth from the

living figure, his model. It was Nature he had kept

to. " The Antique is Nature," said Jean Dominique

Ingres. Well, and in this case. Nature, it seems,

was the Antique. The artists who carved the repre-

sentation of the national games out of the marbles

of Greece would not, we may be sure, have been

the people to turn contemptuously from our modern

game of tennis. Would they not, rather, have seen,

in its constant succession of energetic action, in its

continuous display of all the charm and interest of

agility, a theme not mudi less worthy than Atalanta's

race or the hunting of Artemis? ^Ir. Du iSIaurier,

Mr. Macbeth, and JNIr. Herkomerwill tell us whether

the modern gymnasium has given us figures worthy

to be painted or fit to be passed by.

To those who care about art, it seems of the

highest importance that the expressions of art, in

lesser things and graver—art in the widest sense

—

shall be in acT;ord with the real feeling of the time.

Art must not, to use a phrase of Emerson's, be " a

cynic and disconsolate preacher." It must— like

the j)rophet in high literature
—" omit the negative

propositions." It must " nerve us with incessant

affirmatives." How else can it put forth any claim

to occupy in the present and the future, as it has

occupied in the past, a place at the very least upon

a level witli all that we term science? The art

of the poet and of the novelist and of the critic

—literary art—does recognise this : does recognise

its duty of keeping in line with the tendencies of

the age. Literary art comes to us, as in Browning,

as in Walt Whitman, in new forms, refreshed with

the later experiences, renewing its youth, and being

—so to put it—an alert guide for us to-day. A
novelist like Thomas Hardy, with his Dorsetshire

peasants; like Clark Russell, with his stories of the

sea—stories told by the galley fire and on the At-

lantic in winter—gets away from the conventional

view of things ; avoids the eternal middle-class ; does

not attempt to settle the momentous question whether

the Colonel will marry Gladys, having already had a

love-passage in the conservatory W'ith Violet.

Well, in its due degree — dealing, of necessity,

more with form thiln with ideas, though dealing in-

directly with these, too— pictorial art must follow

that lead. It may transmute that which seems

vulgar and trivial into the finer forms and warmer

colours of its ideal world. But the real world must

be its motive. That is its one chance. It must

not, by its exclusive glorification of an idyllic state

we know no longer, teach us that beauty and sig-

nificance were in the past alone. In some of its

landscape it will dare to ])laee the steam plough in

the (piiet field, and the tall chimney of the chemical

works down in the marshes at the river's mouth. It

must paint the atmosphere that rolls over our great

cities. In its character-jiainting, does it not show

already that it is not hard to he interested in the

modern physician, in the man of business, in the

woman of society ? In its draughtsmanship of the

figure it may learn, I think, more and more to take

heed of and to chronicle those types of force and

flexibility and serviceable beauty which, in our ideals

of to-day, take precedence of those old types of

ascetic reticence and timid restraint which were the

ideals of the childhood of art, and of the childhood

of the world. Fkedekick WedmouE:
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THE PORTRAITS OF NAPOLEON THE FIRST.

THE REAL NAPOLEOX.

I
LATELY askt'il a Freiirli puintcrj wlio lives in the

part (if France wliere Napulenn passed liis selitml-

days, to obtain a jiliotograpli of the statue as a seiiool-

boy erected at Brienne. In vain ; neither at ]3rienne

nor anywliero in the nei^-hbourliood was sueh a jilio-

tog-raph to be g'ot. This does not look as it' the

likeness, it would be necessary t<.i credit the painter

with a spirit of divination. Dreaniv poetic eyes, a

most resolute mouth, and powerful chin, the features

are 'almost feminine in the delicacy of their modelling

and their singular beauty. The restless brow and

dissatisliel expression suggest possibilities of frightful

DON'ArAKTE, LIEUTENANT D AIITILLEEIE.

(,raintcd by J. D. Gmac.)

Napoleonic legend had much life in the north-eastern

departments of France, or that many believers exist

pious enough to make ])ilgrimages to Napoleonic

shrines.

If we knew where the maker of this statue,

Louis Rochat, obtained his materials, we mig'ht solve

the question whether the portrait of Bonaparte, Lieu-

tenant d'artillerie (as shown above), belonging to the

Marquis Las Casas, is really by Greu/.e. That limni-

parte should have liad his portrait jiainted by sueh a

master at so early an age seems improbable. To
suppose, however, that the painting is a|)oeryi)hal, and

neither from Napoleon himself nor from an authentic

604

storms, eoj)ious tears, and grindings of the teeth.

Disdain and even cruelty are there incipient, but also

loftiness of purpose, breadth of mind, and uidlinehing

determination, (^ertainly all we know of the young

Bonaparte is in aceoi-dance with this face.

Degradeil by the si npiil discipline that (hen pre-

vailed in jiublie schools, and no doubt galled by a

sense of his father's poverty, his school-life was

one of reserve and i.solation. The only sphere where

he could gratify his love of domination was the

family circle, and here his leadershi]) was nncpies-

lioned. A little priggish, lu' was, on the w hnle,

a model brother and a model son. The jiortrait
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by Greuze suggests a dreamy, romantic nature.

No doubt tbis was in bim, and tbat to no sligbt

extent, but it was controlled by the most practical

qualities. He tells us that it w:is not the nature of

his mind to live in illusions ; he always sought

realities. A tine

phrase, the value

of which depends

on the meaning he

put on the words

illusions and reali-

ties. This ming-

ling of the prac-

tical and the ro-

mantic is seen at

every turn in liis

life. His ends were

as solid and seKish

as those of any

tradesman, but bis

methods were often

romantic in the

highest degree. To

advance himself

and his family was

the one great ob-

ject of bis life,

but he did it in

ways that inter-

ested every poetic

temperament in

.Europe.

His first stroke

at the gate of For-

tune was a co/rp

d'etat he success-

fully effected in

Ajaccio, soon after he was twenty-one. He shortly

after tried to gain ]wssession of Ajaccio under cover

of a tumult; but this time the stroke failed, and the

young adventurer had to fly from Corsica.

Tiiese facts are important, because they show

that the great Revolution, in the midst of which

Napoleon Bonaparte wns now plunged, did not make

him the lawless domineering nature lie was, but only

afforded him peculiar opportunities for displaying

these qualities on a grand scale. Napoleon allied

himself with the Terrorists, chielly perhaps because

it was bis interest to do so; but also, no doubt,

because he liked the despotic nature of their ideas

and proceedings. This connection, however, nearly

l)rougbt his career to a premature end, and for

some days the guillotine was waiting his arrival in

Paris. For a time he was under a cloud ; but the

Thermidoriiin Barrns afforded him an opportunity

of sbowiiiiT his genius in Paris, and on the 13 Ven-

BONArAKTE,

demiaire (October 5, 1795) Bonaparte mowed down

the insurgent populace of Paris with grape-shot.

In the following INIarch he married a woman of

society, ISIme. de Beaubarnais, and was appointed

to the command of the army in Italy.

What an army

and wbat a general

!

The soldiers all on

fire with the new

wine of the Revo-

lution, the general

for the first time in

a position worthy

his incomparable

military genius.

Bonaparte'saustere

morals excited ad-

miration ; he was

so consumed in the

work of develop-

ing bis extraordi-

nary individuality

that he was indif-

ferent to love or

monej'. For the few

who sought these

things greedil}-,

for the men who

threw away their

lives with enthusi-

astic disinterested-

ness, he had little

s^'mpathy. Lead-

ing bis army from

victory to victory,

be lived alone,

spoke little, and

was all fire and motion. In the portraits painted

of him at this period as General of the Revolu-

tionary Army, and, a little later on, as First Consul,

this inward consumjition is depicted to a degree

unequalled in human portraiture. Saving the bril-

liant eyes, the powerful muscles round the mouth,

and the strong cartilage of the nose, the head is

little more than a skull. This is seen in Appiani's

wedge-shaped faces, and, in fact, in every portrait

of the time; in those by Gros, Guerin, Bouilly,

F'ragonnard, in all except in David, and that

]iainter, once so faithful, we cannot trust. His

portrait, or rather sketch (p. 84), never finished,

is a splendid fragment of the Napoleonic legend.

We can only trust it for the general character of the

physiognomy. This was what his employer wished

;

and this, as the most able of portrait-painters, David

would undoubtedly succeed in giving. Bonaparte

seems to be loi)king out on some powerful enemy,

FIKST CONSUL.

U J. Gnilriu.)
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and his mouth and eyes express contempt and reso-

lution ; staiidina: up, one against the whole race, he

seems to say :
" I am a man apart, above all human

law. I will crush you all, and make you take the

law from me."

But of all the portraits I have seen the one that

seems to recall the Bonaparte of Italy and Egypt,

of the I3th Vendemiaire and the ISth Brumaire, of the

sleepless conqueror of one Austrian host after another,

of the Attila of A'enice, of the merciless destroyer of

the Mamelukes, of the man who dared to sweep the

streets of Paris with his cannon—that by "Guerin

(179S) seems the best (see opposite page). In addi-

tion to the great round brain-pan, the cavernous eyes,

and the protruding upper lip, common to all his por-

traits, there is an impatience expressed in every Hue

which was the characteristic of his first campaign in

Italy, where he fell, to use a figure of the Apocalypse,

like a great star burning as a torch. And even still

more is mercilcssness depicted in every line of his

handsome face. Men even in those days called

him "Robespierre on horseback;"

but this portrait is a much grander

head than an\- to be found among

the Terrorists. It is a revival of the

Italian despot of the Renascence,

the man capable of any work, good

or bad, which will conduce to the

gratification of its lust of domina-

tion. The snaky locks complete the

terrible character of this portrait

—

a veritable head of iledusa.

The Isabey ])ortrait has been re-

peated by T. Phillips, R.A. (1802),

with the statement that it was from

life. Phillips certainly never saw

Bonaparte, for another of his por-

traits is the most curiously unlike of

any to which the name of Napoleon

Bonaparte is attached. English art

when serious seems to have been

less successful and even less flatter-

ing in conveying the idea of Bona-

parte than the caricaturists'. There

is a mezzotint by Dawe after Bonne-

val, in which Bonaparte is repre-

sented as a weakly, benevolent civi-

lian, with a most hypocritical look,

holding in his hands a roll en-

titled " Preliminaries of Peace."

Wretchedly uidike as a portrait,

this mezzotint conveys a real but

most disagreeable side of Napoleon's

character, his willini;ness to pose as

Tlie portraits painted of Napoleon about the

period of his Coronation bear all the impress of un-

trustworthincss, and should be relegated, like this

last Pecksniftian portrait, to the realm of the mythic.

We must never forget that we have to do with a

man who was by nature and design a consummate

actor. Alexander I. of Russia, who had watched him

closely during several days, said that even his out-

breaks of passion were calculated. Savary, who was

his faithful instrument in the murder of the Due

d'Enghien, has told the world that when he went

to report the trial and execution of that unfortunate

voung man. Napoleon pretended the greatest sur-

prise. " Fixing his lynx eyes on me," he said,

'" Tlicre is something incomprehensible in this.'"

Napoleon was not posing to Savary, but to history.

To his stepson, Eugene Beauharnais, whom he had

made Viceroy of Italy, he wrote :
" When you have

spoken from your heart and without necessity, say

to yourself that you have committed a fault into

which you will never fall again." The Coronation

taxed all the resources of the dra-

matic art, but the result was absurd.

Nothing was to be left out that

could impose ; all the magnificence

of all the sljdes from Charlemagne

to the Directory was put in requi-

sition. The wardrobes of the ^liddle

Ages, of the Renascence, and of the

nineteenth century were rifled to

daze and bamboozle a world which

the chief actor must have thought

to contain " mostly fools." How-
ever, wrote the Archbishop of ^la-

lines, " if a single laugh had given

the signal, it would have been all

over with the gravity of this august

assembly ; Ciiarlemagne and his pa-

ladins would have dispersed amidst

shouts of laughter." David the

Terrorist considered himself fortu-

nate in having the commission to

eternise on canvas this august farce.

His pictures are at Versailles.

Now we understand the academic

faces drawn at this time. In the

one after Longhi, the type of all, the

victor of ^larengo, the slaughterer

of Paris mobs and Arab peasants,

the astute statesman who bullied and

crushed the Venetian Republic, is

represented as a handsome, intellec-

tual youth, whose mild, thoughtful,

dreamy eye suggests mucheonsump-

a philanthropist, which, indeed, was napolkon ix the oaedex at lonowoop. tion of the midnight oil in profound

his accepted attitude at this time. (Character Drawiiw-) study for the welfare of the people.
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It is difficult to trace the passage between tlio

lean and gaunt Bonaparte and the obese Napoleon,

but the Coronation, with its ideal portraits, is a date

which distinctly separates the two. After that event

a fixed type begins to prevail, the type that has

become conventional, and is most perfectly depicted

in the well-known Delaroche (1838), where, with his

First Consul (Salon, 1805, and now in the Hotel

de A^ille, Liege), also painted Napoleon as Emperor

seated on his throne (Salon, 1800). This portrait

(now in the library of the " Invalides " at Paris) was

exhil.iited in London at the International Exhibition

of I80:i.

The portrait at this period that seems the most

BONAPAETE, FIKST CONStFL,

(Dran-n ht/ L. David.)

hand on his back, which is turned towards the spec-

tator, he looks round so as to show his full oval face.

David's " Napoleon 1." is of this type, and evidently

made for a public and a posterity who had never

seen the original. The Emperor smiles in the most

engaging manner,

dreamt in the line-

It is the man of whom Beranger

' Son sourire etait bien tloux.'

Ingres, a pupil of David, who had jiainted the

reliabK> is by Guerin, who so faithfully depicted

Bonaparte as First Consul. The features arc the

same, but the face, though full of intellect and de-

cision, has become thoroughly commonplace. The

famous lock in the centre of the forehead gives pecu-

liarity, but the brows appear weighted with lead

;

the sockets of the eyes are not so cavernous as they

once were, but there is an unhealthy look in the

dark colour of the eyelids ; the nose and mouth have

lost grandeur by the increasing size and puffiness
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of the shaven chcclcs. Still, the fnee is haiKlsonio, chief part of the public collections referring to

imposing, ami must, wherever it appeared, have Napoleonic times.

When Napoleon appeared again in France after

his return from Elba, Carnot was surprised at the

change. The man of indomitable will and rapid

action, once so chary of his words, did little but

talk and ask opinions ; and he, who formerly' co'ald

outdone nil others in interest. A portrait made

by an American in Napoleon's suite for Joel Bar-

low, the United States Ambassador, shortly before

the Russian camjniign, shows the visage widening

out and <rrowin<r less refined. The features, how-

ever, cannot altogether lose their beautiful model- wake and sleep at pleasure, now seemed positively

NAruLi;OX ON THK OANUWAY UF Tilt, " UELI.hUUI'IiU.X.

(rainted hij C. E. EastlaUe.)

ling, while the determination evinced by the jniwcrful

jaw is strong as ever.

The decline in intellectual beauty is seen most

vividly in a portrait painted by Robert Le Fevro

or Le Febvre, belonging to the Prince de Wagram.
The Emperor has the look of a more stuffed figure,

and seems entirely absorbed in admiring his finely-

formed hands. Two of Le Febvre's portraits are

at Versailles : "Bonaparte, (ieneral- in -Chief of the

Army of Italy;" "Napoleon, F]mperor." This

gloomy, deserteil jiile of buildings, with the Presi-

dential dwelling-house at the Elysee, contains the

sleepy. This is the characteiislic of a portrait by

I'agnest, bcdonging to M. Rothan. The dreamy eyes

.seem hardly able to keep themselves open, the face

is a marble mask smiling regretfully. The soul is

evaporating, and Napoleon wears a worn and vapid

look, which, it is evident, was growing upon him.

I'^ven at "Waterloo, it is said, in some of the most ter-

rible and critical moments,hecould scarcely keepawake.

'I'he above portrait, by C. E. I'^astlakc, represent-

ing Najioli'on on the gangway of the li<lleroji/ioii

,

gives a most interesting idea of his figure. But

the face is vacuous, and does not even contain the
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dreaminess of the Pagnest just described. He who

in his glory had attempted to make art his slave,

now in his ruin became her sport. The English

officers who had to guard Napoleon at St. Helena

sometimes whiled away their time by sketching his

likeness. One water-colour sketch at the British

Museum represents him on his voyage; he has the

meaningless, strangely youthful look of his later

portraits, but he looks moodily down at the boards

with that placid smile which had evidently become

a fixed expression. Other full-lengths represent

him as he appeared walking in the garden at Long-

wood (p. 83), or on the island. These sketches are

not caricatures; at the utmost they are character-

drawings; the artists probably intending to give

nothing but faithful representations of what they

saw. However, it is clear that for the poetry of

his legend Napoleon was well out of sight.

His favourite attitude, whether in military or

civil costume, was to walk about with his hands in

his pockets. When arrayed in a broad-brimmed hat,

acollarless tail-coat and short trousers, he might have

passed for one of those bugbears who at that very

period so trouble the vision of William Cobbett—the

Quaker stock-jobber. And although this character

may seem the most opposite possible from that of

Napoleon, it was not so, if we recognise that Napo-

leon, far from being what he vainly affirmed—

a

person apart—was, in realit\', the representative man

of the century, and that of its worst and most

striking side. Never was there a man who more

thoroughly believed that success sanctifies the means,

the sole test of what is right ; no greater master

in the art of lying ; none who ever relied more on

the stupefaction created by audacity, on the readiness

with which men give way to the terrorist. With
all his contempt for illusions, he was in reality a

gambler—a gambler who played not only with the

fortunes but with the lives of men. "A man like

me," he said to Metternich, flinging his hat into

a corner of the room, " troubles himself little about

the lives of a million men."

Napoleon had a brilliant and well-balanced intel-

lect, and enjoyed the most magnificent opportunities

ever offered to mortal man, but his character was essen-

tially bourgeois, even in its few virtues. This has

been repeated thousands of times, but few recognise

the fact, because the accidents of Napoleon's career

were so dazzling that the real man was for a time lost

in the blaze of his victories, and took fantastic pro-

jiortions. But final and irretrievable failure is a bad

light in which to appear before a long-deluded world.

The danger now is that he will not have common

justice, but be treated as an outlaw from humanitj-.

Nothing will better prove how much the nineteenth

century is infected with his spirit. " Succeed \'

Napoleon often said :
" I judge a man only by

results." Richard Heath.

THE "CEDIPUS TYRANKUS" AT CAMBEIDGE—AND ATHENS.

Till'] University of Cambridge has for many
generations been a kindly patron of the

drama. Even in the seventeenth century it was

a usual practice to perform comedies in the college

halls, and in these productions the utmost licence

was allowed. On one occasion, we are told, the

undergraduates, thinking that they had been in-

jured liy the townspeople, retaliated on the offenders

by inviting them to witness the performance of a

drama called " Club Law," in which the manners,

dress, and even gait of well-known inhabitants of

Cambridge were so closely mimicked, that the towns-

people, "riveted in with scholars on all sides," could

scarcely make up their minds whether they were

really among the audience or were themselves walk-

ing the stage ! This practice lasted until the middle

of the eighteenth century ; the last play given in

any college hall being Kit Smart's "A Trip to

Cambridge ; or, the Grateful Fair," which was per-

formed in Pembroke Hall in 1747. At the latter

end of the eighteenth century (the period of the

suppression of the undergraduate) dramatic energy

flagged considerably. It is true that Shakespeare's

])lays were occasionally performed at the Sturbridge

tlieatre, and were attended by a certain set of dons

who afterwards invariably retired to make merry in

the master's parlour at Emmanuel ; but, for a time

at least, mathematics and dulncss drove the amateur

actor out of Cambridge. However, J\Ir. Burnand's

celebrated interview with the A^ice-Chancellor (of

which such a graphic account is given in the

" Records of the A.D.C.") inaugurated a fresh era

of dramatic enthusiasm, and a long series of bur-

lesques and comedies were performed by members of

the University. In 1881 an extraordinary revolu-

tion in taste. took place. In that year the " Ajax "

of Sophocles was admirably given, and ever since

the Greek drama has been a very formidable rival

to Tom Taylor and Sheridan. At the same time,

it must be admitted that the triumph of Aristo-

phanes and Sophocles has, in a great measure, been

due to fashion, music, and the artistic correctness
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—as reg'ai-Js both costume and scenic effect—with

which their phiys have been placed upon the stage.

This year the Greek Play Committee have pro-

duced, with more than wonted care and splendour,

the " ffidipus Tyrannus " of Sophocles. Their choice

has been in all respects fortunate, for not only is

" King CEdipus," in the modern sense, the most in-

tensely dramatic work which has come down to us

from ancient times, but it affords ample opportuni-

ties for picturesqueness of costume and effect. The

strong hold whicli it still has upon the world as a

drama is attested, not only by the memorable per-

formance at Harvard in 1881, but by the fact that

it is even to-day in the ri'pciin/n> of the Comedie

Francaise, and has quite recently been performed in

the Burgtheator at Vienna. Of its artistic signi-

ficance we wish to say something in the present

paper. lu the production of a Greek play either

of two methods might be followed. An attempt

might be made (though as yet, perhaps fortunately,

it never has been) to produce the ]dny exactly as it

was set before an Athenian audience in the fifth

century B.C. ; or it is possible, as was the case with

the present performance, to so far modify it as re-

gards costume and action as to bring it into harmony

with modern ideas. For, to be quite candid, if an

Athenian who had witnessed the performance of the

" ffidipus Tyrannus " at the festival of Dionysus,

more than two thousand years ago, could, in ghostly

guise, have been present at the Cambridge theatre

on the 22nd of November, it would have been

either unintelligible to him or else very shocking.

Instead of a theatre built up on the slope of a

hill, with no roof but the blue canopy of heaven,

he would find a narrow, confined building ablaze

with footlights ; the language, in the pronunciation

of Englishmen, he would scarcely understand ; the

splendour of the costumes, though he would recognise

them as those worn by the men and women of his

own day, would clash with his ideas of theatrical

tradition ; and the realism of the acting would be

entirely repugnant to his sense of the dignity and

restraint of tragedy. And yet in every respect, ex-

cept in the matter of pronunciation, in which English

people are lamentably conservative and perverse,

the interest of a Greek play is heightened by

modern treatment. A sort of hieratic restraint

limited the scope of the drama at Athens. The
actor, whether taking the part of man or woman,
wore a conventional costume, consisting of a long-

sleeved chiton and a cumbersome himation, which

was supposed to rej)rcsent the dress of Homer's

heroes; his face was covered with a huge mask,

the parted lips of which were intended to suggest

pathos, but which rendered the play of facial ex-

pression impossible ; he was padded all over to make

him look imposing; and, worst of all, he had huge

heels, on which it was so difficult to walk that the

support of a staff was almost necessary. lu surh a

garb it was clearly impossible for him to "act," in

the modern sense of the word, at all ; nor, indeed,

was he specially trained to do so. In earliest times

the playwright was also the actor, who only played a

second part to the chorus. Soj)liocles himself is said

on two occasions to have acted in his own plays,

]ilaying in the " Thamj-ris " the title - role, and

actually singing a song to his own accompaniment

on the lyre. The back scene in the Athenian theatre

was entirely traditional, and, as a rule, represented a

palace with three doors, while the stage was ten or

twelve feet above the orchestra, and the actors had

to stand quite in the front to be seen by the audience.

The chorus took up their position on the thymele (a

platform midway between the orchestra and the

stage pro^aer), and mounted on to the stage by steps.

Of stage grouping there was none at all ; in fact,

effect was entirely subservient to a kind of tradi-

tional dignity of pose and demeanour, which, to an

audience of to-day, would only be tiresome. Those,

then, who are responsible for the Cambridge Greek

jilay have done very wisely in throwing over the

strict rules of Attic tragedy, and in doing all in

their power consistent with the simjdicity which is

obviously necessary to render the "(Edipus Tyran-

nus" an artistic spectacle as well as the recital of a

thrilling story. The costumes and accessories of the

play belonged in date to Sophocles' own time, and the

infinite variety of fold and hue in the draperies gave

a charm to the representation which is beyond praise.

The whole action of the play passes in an open

space in front of the jialace of ffidii)us at Thebes.

The back-scene (the work of the artist IMr. John

O'Connor) represents the royal palace, fnim the

central doorway of which CEdipus makes his entry

on the stage. When the curtain is lifted the su])-

pliants, some draped in white and carrying olive

branches wreathed with wool, are discovered sitting

on the steps of the altar of the household gods.

Suddenly the door is thrown open, and the king,

dressed in a silk chiton and a brilliant himation of

royal red, comes upon the stage with his guards.

This entry presents the first tableau in the drama,

and the contrast of the richly-coloured robes of

Gvlipus and the white garb of the su]ipliants is as

striking as it is artistic. The first appearance of the

chorus, too, is very impressive. As the old nun of

Thebes file on to the stage, leaning on their staves,

we might well believe that a portion of the Parlhc-

nmi frieze was passing before our eyes. \\ lien, luiw-

cver, they begin to chant their ode, and, at the same

time, to sway their bodies to and fro in the move-

ments (.f their solemn dance, their ))icturesqueness
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in some measure decreases, for they scarcely bave

the instinct of rhythmic motion, and are through-

out better when in repose. As tlie phiy proceeds

and the situations g-row stronger, we have presented

to us a series of intensely tragic pictures. Tlie scene

in whicli tlie blind seer Teiresias charges the proud

and angry king with being himself the " accursed

deliler of his land," followed by the angry bicker-

ing of CEdipus and Creon, thrilled the most callous

spectator, and the arrival of Jocasta, attended by

her maidens, was felt as a relief. The queen, grace-

fully dressed in a long chiton, which fell in a mass of

beautiful folds over the girdle, and with, over it, a

diplciis of thin breezy texture, looked and acted her

part with admirable dignity.

The third act, in which CEdipus is proved, by an

unbroken chain of evidence, to have not only mur-

dered his father, but to have entered unwittingly

into unholy wedlock with his mother, is terrible in

its intensity; and Jocasta's final exit to find relief

from her shame in death is, dramatically speaking,

the tragic moment of the play. It is at such points

as this that we recognise the wonderful adaptability

of Greek draperies to the expression of emotion.

The himation, with its ample and untrammelled

folds, can fall in a thousand different ways, and

correspond to every movement and gesture of the

actor's figure. The experience of years, too, has

made the task of draping and wearing classical gar-

ments an easy one, and the effect produced by the

costumes worn in the " ffidipus Tyrannus " amply

justifies the departure from the tradition of Greek

tragedy, to which we have already called attention.

We must not forget to mention the embroidered

borders surrounding the himatia, which were all

copied from classical monuments. Througliout the

performance the greatest attention was paid to stage

grouping; and the final scene—in which QEdipus, the

accursed of Apollo, blinded by his own hands, stands

with his children by his side—presented a ])icture of

true pathos, not Greek in sentiment, but universal.

Nor was the effect of this scene spoilt by the final

reflection of the Chorus on the fate of the mighty

ffidipus :
—" We must call no one happy who is of

mortal race until he hath crossed life's border, free

from pain." Chaules Whibley.

"LOUIS P

By Paul

HERO-WORSHIP, ever more rampant in France

tiian elsewhere, assumes its most amiable, as

well as in some respects its most embarrassing, aspect

when it gently betakes itself to sacrifice before the

altar of Art. There may occasionally be observed

amongst ourselves the same phenomenon, though in a

somewdiat milder form ; as, for example, in the case of

General Gordon. We are told that some score of busts

alone, not reckoning quite a number of oil jiortraits of

"the last hero of Christendom," were submitted last

]\Iarch for the approval of the President and Council

of the Royal Academy, which approval they most

of them happily failed to obtain. This year at the

Salon General Boulanger was the gcid of the hour;

but in the previous exhibition Professor Pasteur,

almost monopolising jiublic attention at the moment,

received the homage of the Uuartier Latin in par-

ticular, and of the artistic community in general.

Only a fraction of these tributes, it was said, suc-

ceeded in finding their way into the exhibition gal-

leries, but among them were two striking works :

":M. Pasteur in his liaboratory," by Edelfelt ; and

" M. Pasteur and his Daughter," by Bonnat.

To our mind M. Paul Dubois has produced a

more remarkable work than either of those two in the

portrait-bust which we engrave on the opposite page.

This may, indeed, be considered the truest likeness of

A S T E U R."

Dubois.

the great scientist that has proceeded either from the

brush or from the modelling-tool. The whole head is

masterfully treated. The modelling of the face, too,

being finely executed, with great breadth, and with

apparently absolute facility of handling, while the

character, the very occu])ation of the man, are set upon

the countenance—a power and quality in which,

almost alone amongst our artists, Mr. Watts excels

—

the wet clay becomes living flesh. In point of fact

it is one of the most successful productions of a most

successful craftsman, equally eminent in the sister-

arts of painting and sculpture, and whose list of

achievements is exceptionally long. As a painter M.

Dubois gained a medal of the first class in 1876, and

another two years later in the same class at the

Universal Exhibition; while as a sculptor he carried

off medals of the second class in 1863 and 1867, and

medals of honour in 1865, 1876, and 1878—being

created Chevalier of the Legion of Honour in 1867,

Officer in 1874, and a Member of the Institute in

1876.

At a time when sculptural talent in England (un-

precedented in its extent) is busy forming the public

taste and preparing it, as we believe, foi*the accept-

ance and appreciation of truly great work in this

branch of art, a double interest attaches to fine ex-

amples such as this. M. H. S.
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LOUIS PASTEUU.

(From the llust by Paul Dubois. Eiujravcd by A. LeveilU.)
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GERAPvD TEEBURG.*

HOLLAND, with a climate ranging between birth alike to Raphael and to Dante : and Spain has

humid and severe, with scenery which, though the dual glory of A'elasquez and Cervantes for all

not witiiout a certain picturesqueness of its own, is time encircling her. If Holland can claim no name

neither romantic nor impressive, with a people burly in literature which is " not for an age but for all

in form and bulky in dress, produced nevertheless, time," the bare enumeration of some of the painters

during a certain period, a group of painters whose who were born, lived, and worked within her re-

works have raised the reputation of their country to st rioted boundaries during the seventeenth century

—_ ^^- -"-- — ^^T^=-i,it^X^^VU-^ J'M^a!^~

PORTKAlr or A MAN.

(From the. Picture by Tcrburg, in the San Donalo Collection.')

a level with that of Italy an<l of Spain, and havi'

made it a shrine to which all devotees of art most

willingly make pilgrimage.

Holland is also unique in the respect tliat it is

in the art of painting alone that she has become

thus distinguished among nations. Ancient Greece

produced an Apelles and also a Homer; Italy gave

* " Gerard Tprluirg," par Emile Michel. " Lcs Artistes

Celebres." (Paris: ,1. Kduam ; Ijondon : (iillicit Wood and Co.

1887.)

forms a most noble hjU of worthies : Ferdinand Hoi,

Frank Hals, and Van der Heist; De Ilooghe,

Berghem, ("uyp, and Ruysdael; (Jerard Dow, Nicholas

Maas, Metzer, Ostade, and Wouvermann ; Van der

Meerde Delft, Paul Potter, Terburg, Jnn Stccn, and

Rembrandt.

Choosing subjects neither very high in aim nor

involved in composition, the Dutch painters have

|)roved tliat perfect execution can ennoble and

dignify the simplest material, and from it evolve
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a masterpiece of art. Jan Steen, in a picture in

tlie Van der Hoof Museum in Amsterdam, shows

us a drunlcen woman lying- athwart a Leueh, but

painted so superbly that it is regarded by all

painters with a veneration not always accorded

to the jMadonnas of Murillo. Emanuel de Witt

in a picture of a fish-mai-ket, and Van der Meer de

Delft in the simple subject of a woman pourino- out

milk from one vessel into another, prove themselves,

by auction, the greater jiart Ijeing accjuired by the

" Societe Rembrandt," and consequently remaining

in the country. It was on this occasion that,

previous to the sale, M. Emile ^lichol was afforded

every facility for the study of the precious tronruille,

and authority given him to make facsimiles of the

drawings which accompany the present biography.

The family name was undoubtedly Ter Borch ; so is it

written in all the documents, so is it signed bv the

^-,§

m>i'«^r
"WINTER SPORTS

(Facsiville of a Dr

(JANUARY, 1634).

•airiiifj b>/ Tcrbiny)

as regards quality of colour, the equals of the great

masters of the Venetian school. Till recently by

their works alone we have known these Dutch

painters.

Diligent research has lately been made to verify

dates and to ascertain facts concerning them, but it

is extremely rare that effort is rewarded by such an

interesting discovery as that recently made regarding

Gerard Terburg and his family, the story of which

is so admirably told in the book of M. Emile Michel.

As early as 183:3, Smith in his "Catalogue

Raisonne " stated that he had been told that there

were still in the possession of the descendants of

Terburg numerous drawings made by him in Italy.

No one seems to have thought of following up this

clue, till in 1SS;J M. Bredius was put into com-

munication with M. Zebindeu (a descendant of

Terburg), who offered him the opportunity of ex-

amining all the papers which remained in the

possession of the family. The opportunity was

eagerly embraced, and the result was the discovery

of a mass of treasure scarcely hoped for, consisting

of a perfect pile of albums, drawings, and docu-

ments of every kind. The whole collection was,

in the spring of 1SS6, sent to Amsterdam, and sold

painter himself on all his pictures ; but long usage

has made familiar the sight and sound of the name

of Terbui'g, and though it may be desirable to revert

to the true name, the universal adoj)tion of it must

be a slow and gradual process.

The father of Gerard was born at Zwolie in

loS-i, and was a man of talent and educated tastes.

For eight years (from 1002 to KilO) he was absent

from Holland, travelling in Germany, Italy, and

France, studying the languages, filling his note-

books with sketches, and after having led a gay and

roving life for these years, returned to his natal

town of Zwolie, and very soon after (in 1613)

married Anna Byskcns. In s])ito of his strong

artistic tastes, he thought it prudent to succeed his

father in the post of Receiver of Customs, which he

in turn transmitted, a year before his death, to his

son Hermann. This post, however, left him suffi-

cient leisure to practise the arts which he loved, and

to the end of his days he continued to paint, to

engrave, and to write.

One of the most interesting portions of the book is

that which tells the story of Moses and Gesina, two

children of Terburg, the elder by his third wife. Both

were equally amiable and gifted, and an affection,
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toucliing in the extreme^ seems to have bound them

together. Ahiiost the only sad note in the story

of this family is the death of Moses Ter Borch.

Fired by patriotic intiuence, he sought and obtained

an appointment in the Dutch navy. On parting

with his relatives he was filled with vague and

dismal presentiments, to be only too soon fulfilled.

Scarcelj" entered on his new duties, he was killed in

an engagement off Harwich on the l^th July, 1007.

Gesina lived till 1690, leaving by will her albums,

drawings, and portraits to her sister Catherine, to be

kept as heirlooms in the famih^, and to this we pro-

bably owe their careful preservation for two hundred

years.

Interesting to a degree, as giving a jncture of

family life in Holland at this epoch, these note-

books and documents become of true historical value

when they touch on the life and works of the most

gifted member of tliis gifted family, Gerard Terburg.

Gerard was the eldest son, and was born at

Zwolle in 1017. To these papers we owe even

the verification of this date (in a catalogue of

the Museum at the Hague the date of his birth

is given at 10U8), and the importance of this (|uos-

tion is considerable, as the first drawings are dated

10^5 and 1626, and now give proof of his precocity

and the early development of his talent.

The pride and satisfaction of the father in the

early attempts of his clever boy are evinced by the

note on one of them :
" My Gerard made this draw-

ing from nature at Zwolle, the 21th April, 1020."

Encouraged and directed by his father, he continued

to sketch and draw from the life and scenes arouud

him with rapid and manifest imjirovemcut, and about

r\^s *fer'
/.

»-' *"" "^

OUR FAMILY TAKTY (KKS).

{Farsimilf of a Ih'tnrintj hi/ 'rrrhiivj.)

the year 10;j;i entered the studio of Pieter Molyn
at Harlem. The increased power and knowledge
of composition shown in " Winter Sports (January,

16;5l)" proved thai he had fallen inti) gnod jiands.

In 1035 he left Hdlland and settled in London.

The letter written by his father iu July of that year

is so delightful in its expression of simple kindliness

of feeling, and in its quaint medley of advice to his

<r(A

0^J ft^-

OESINA TBEBUKO.

(Facmtiile o/ the Portrait Skrtch h)/ Terburg.)

son regarding his progress in art and the care of his

wardrobe, that it is a matter of regret it should lie

the only one preserved. On the wrapper in which it

was found is written :
" These are the letters my

son Gerard received Fnmi me in England." Ihifor-

tunately the others have di.sappearcil. Information

as to tlie duration of his stay and the amount of

success he achieved when iu England is wanting-.

He seems, about this time, to have gniie further

afield than England, and to have visited ltal\-,

France, and Spain. While subjects from soldier-

life seem now- to have become his favourites, he

was adding to his reputation by these exquisite

portraits, small in size but great in excellence, and

which seem to have been in ever-increasing demand.

This growing reputation as a ])ortrait-i)ainter is

probably- suflicieut ex]ilanation of his decision to settle

at Munster, where he lived for three years. Crowded
as it was l)y a mass of ambassadors, diplomatists,

dignitaries of the Chun li, and lawyers, galiiereil to-

gether from the dill'eiiut Courts of Euroj)e to discuss

the intricate questinn involved iu the treaty of peace,

iMunster, at this lime, offereil the ojijiortunity of
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busy employment to a painter o£ talent. Besides tlie

many single portrait-s, the g-reat outcome o£ Terburg''s

residence here was the production of " The Peace of

Munster," the most important of his works, and that

which has contributed most to his renown. Not

executed to commission, tlic picture remained unsold

during- Terburg's lifetime^ and was in the posses-

sion of one of his descendants in December, 17~I.

After passing into the hands of Talleyrand, and then

of the Duchesse de Berry, it was boug-ht for the

Demidoff Gallery. At the sale of that collection it

was bought by the Marquis of Hertford, and, after

his death, was generously presented to the National

Gallery of Loudon by Sir Richard Wallace, his heir.

Another result of his residence in !Munster was

his visit to Spain, at the instance of the Spanish

ambassador. The artist was received with great

favour by the king, whose portrait he painted

several times, and by whom he was decorated and

rewarded. As a man whom the king delighted to

honour, Terburg was naturally received into the

highest society in Spain, and the story goes that,

in consequence of some indiscretion, some aventnre

galanfe, he was forced suddenly to flee the country

to avoid the results that might have ensued. The

ladies of Madrid have much to answer for both

before and since the time of Terburg.

No trace has been found of the portraits which

Terburg painted of Philip IV., or of the members

of his Court. The probability is that they were

lost in the destruction by fire of the Palace of the

Alcazar, at Madrid, in the middle of last century.

After this somewhat wandering life, Terburg

returned to his own country, and soon after, in

1654, married Gertrude Matthysen at Deventer, and

took up his residence in that town. This event

marks " a parting of the ways " in Terburg's life

—a life to become hereafter calm, restful, yet full

of work. By right of his birth, position, and re-

putation, he moved in the best circles of the town.

He seemed marked out, so to say, to become the

appointed painter of well-to-do society in Holland,

and he found around him the models and the sub-

jects that thenceforth he delighted to paint.

That society had, since his youth, undergone a

gradual but complete transformation. From being

bluff and warlike, it had become peaceful, polished,

commercial. This had affected not onlj^ the manners

but the dress of the people ; and even in the execu-

tion of the painters one can trace something of

Iravura and military dash in the work of Frank

Hals and many others, giving way in Terburg's

later period to a style more calm, more studied, and

more complete, and consequently more in harmony

with the altered condition of things.

Little by little, the swaggering troopers disap-

appeared from the scene, and their ])lace is taken by

the family of the rich citizen. The interiors and

surroundings denote increased w'ealth and luxury.

The table is covered with a rare Eastern fabric, the

chimneypiece is high, stately, and of marble; the

lady, so often repeated in Terburg's pictures, is clad

in white satin robe, embroidered with gold. She

adorns herseff, writes, works with nimble fingers,

or daintily touches the strings of her lute. Some-
times she reads a letter while the messenger awaits

the reply, or she has for companion a youth who
joins in a duet or shares with her the tempting

repast of fruit.

These simple subjects Terburg treated with a

consummate skill, and with a perfection of touch and

modelling rarely equalled. Nor had he to wait for

the tardy recognition by posterity of these quali-

ties, as ample proof of their appreciation by his

contemporaries is afforded by the frequent instances

in which he has repeated, with but slight variation,

many of his pictures. The most notable example of

this is, perhaps, the charming " Remoutrauee pater-

nelle," repetitions of which are known to exist in

several public and private collections.

From time to time Terburg proved himself capable

of going beyond this somewhat restricted sphere of

scale and subject. "The Peace of Munster" has

already been referred to, and in 1669 he painted a

half-length, life-size figure of a fisherman filling a

basket with fish, with a vigour and breadth of style

which shows the diversity of his power. His con-

stant industry is also made evident by his continuing

to produce, concurrently with these pictures, the mar-

vellous portraits " in little " which have done so

much to enhance his reputation. One of the most

interesting of these is his own portrait, now in the

Museum of the Hague, and surely in it and in the

" Portrait of a Man" in the gallery of San Donato

it is possible to trace the influence of Velasquez, and

even see a resemblance of pose as well as of treat-

ment to the wonderful portrait of "An Actor," by

the great Spanish master, now in the Prado Museum
at Madrid.

The "Concert," in the possession of !M. Six, along

with the signature of the artist, bears the date 1675,

the latest known on any picture by Terburg. Busy

with work and surrounded by friends, his life seems

to have flowed peacefully on. He had no children,

but ever remained on affectionate terms with his

kindred, above all with his half-sister, Gesina.

Nevertheless, the later years of his life must have

been somewhat saddened by the loss of many of

those near and dear to him. After the death of

his wife, one of his sisters, Sara, came to keep

house for him, but she also passed away in 1680. A
year later, on the 8th of December, 1681, he himself
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died at Deventer. According- to tlie ins-tructioiis tlio exhilarating' spontaneity and dash of Hals, they

contained in his will, his remains were removed to will charm for ever hy the studied perfection of their

Zwolle, liis natal town, and there buried in the execution, ever present but not too evident, and by

family tomb in the Churcli of St. Michael. their sober yet rich aiul harmonious colour; while,

^Vith Terburg- the Dutch school lost one of its by his faithful adherence to depicting the scenes and

ablest representatives. If his works have not the life around him, Terburg takes rank as a true his-

fascination of the gloom and (lash of Rembrandt, nor torical painter of his era. Peteu Macnab.

"MARIAMNE."
Bv .J. W. Waterhouse, A.R.A.

THE tragic story of Mariamue, queen of Hcmd the woman put to death, and prevailed with the

the Great, falsely and treacherously accused of king to do so ; and thus was Mariamne led to

infidelity by Salome, her sister-in-law, and betrayed execution. She went to her death with an unshaken

by her mother Alexandra, has ever been a favourite firmness of mind, and without changing the colour

subject with history-painters of the more ambitious of her face, and thereby evidently discovered the

class, though less often in England than on the Con- nobility of her descent to the spectators, even in the

tinent. To Josejjhus we are iudebted tor all the last moment of her life. Thus died Mariamne;"
details we know of the unhajipy fate of this ill- while tlie grief and conscience-stricken tyrant so

starred lady, who, as we are told, was " of the mourned her loss that a terrible illness, accompanied

greatest comeliness, eminent for her beauty," while by temporary madness, for a time prostrated him.

her dignity and her nobility of mind were such that Such is the story which INIr. Waterhouse has

not even her proud and imperious temper and " the chosen as the source of his inspiration, and he has

too much of contention in her nature" could estrange wisely elected to show us Mariamne at the supreme

her fierce husband's passionate love. So enamoured moment of condemnation. The haughty queen

and jealous, indeed, was he of her, and so satisfied casting a look of mingled scorn, l)ity, and reproach

that none other was worthy of her, that when he at her vacillating husband—himself, to all appear-

went to the wars he left private orders that should he ances (as indeed he was), l)y far the greater ciMuiinal

fall, she, too, should lie slain. This order, but not of the two—is a commanding and beautiful figure,

its motive, eventually came to the queen's ears, who, contrasting strongly with that of Salome. The
not appreciating it as it was intended, misconstrued figure of the king perhaps hardly conveys an

the grim compliment into treacherous fear, and took adequate idea of the warlike and bloodthirsty

no pains to conceal her disgust of tlie king's pre- monarch who remorselessly mowed down all friends

.senee. " When Herod's sister and mother perceived and enemies, men, women, and relatives, whom he

that he was in this temper with regard to Mariamne," thought to stand in his path. But otherwise, the

proceeds the historian, " they thought they had now character is well suggested throughout. In some

got an excellent ojiporfunity to exercise their hatred respects ]Mr. Waterhouse is, or commendably aims at

against her, and provoked Herod to wrath by telling being, a painter's painter : that is to say, he rather

him such long stories and calumnies about her as seeks to achieve purely technical merits and over-

might at once excite his hatred and his jealousy ;

" come technical difficulties than merely to obtain such

f(n' Mariamne, who " wanted moderation," had more

than once taunted them with their meanness of

birth. Intrigue and conspiracy followed. Herod's

mind was now poiscnied against her, and in his wrath

at her insolent contempt he placed her on iicr trial to

answer the charges brought against her " Ijy way of

effects as may secure popular apj)lausc. Like his

"St. Eulalia," "Mariamne" is diielly a study in

whites, an exceptionally difficult scheme to carr^- out

with success. But in Mr. Dobic's excellent etching

of the picture—which has been produced and pub-

lished bv the kind permission of Mr. W. Cuthbert

calumny only. However, he kept no temper in what Quiltcr, the owner of the original—the whiteness

he said, and was in too great a passion for judging could not be sulliciently insisted upon, lest the genera!

well about this matter. Accordingly, when the tone of the picture should be lost in undue baldness

Court was at length satisfied"— not of her guilt, and em])tincss. " ^lariamne " may fairly be con-

but—"that he was so resolved, they passed the sen- sidercd as its authiu's best work. Although a little

fence of death upon her." He desired, however, theatrical in arrangement, it is much better painted

to postpone the execution and merely imprison her, than any of his preceding pictures, and its light and
" but Salome and her [larty laboured hard to have shade are far mcu'c skilfully managt>d. ^l. n. S.
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NOTES BY AN ARTIST "LIVING IN THE COUNTRY."

MOST things appear to be matters of taste ; so worJs of mine will bring a hesitating town bird to

doubtless I have no right to wonder why all make his nest in the country, and to execrate me
landscape-jjainters who are out of their apprentice- ever after wlien he finds he does not like it. But I

ship do not live in the country. Probably the have little fear of this. Town Itirds come to see me

^^i^raw^iN*--

AMIDST THE llXl.-Uihi.^ .\Mi THE BRACKEN.

dweller in town makes more money; certainly the sometimes; on the Saturday they look interesting,

dweller in the country spends less. At the risk of but not rolnist ; by the ]\Ionday, if the weather be

hearing references to the fabled fox who lost his tail, tine, they have begun to lose their shadowy look,

I must add that I think the country man has other and seem to harmonise better with their background,

distinct advantages. He is almost sure to have " How delightful this is!" they say. " How much
better health, and he has move time to think. The you are to be envied ! Do you know, I have often

town man might sav he had too much. I trust no thought I should like to live in the couuti'V."
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Then they return homewards and forg-et all about

it in the train, to repeat the same formula with

perfect sincerity on their next visit.

Nowadays one can live in the country without

entirely "losing touch " with the town. Aly village

(nothing would induce me to divulge its name,

though many an exhibition catalogue would not

scruple to proclaim it) is not thirty miles from

London and cannot fairly be described as " sub-

urban," although the neighbourhood suffers from a

nor bumptious; and they are certainly neither servile

nor purse-proud. Like the trees and the flowers,

they seem to find a steady pleasure in existing; and,

unlike them, they are able to be frisky when tluy

want to. They are often funny without intending

to be so; indeed, they sometimes behave in quite a

low-corned}' way when thev are most serious. As 1

came upon the swan's nest that I have sketched, the

mother bird gave such a ridiculous little warning cry

to the one dusky cygnet that was paddling round her

THE IIAVNT OF THE SWANS.

chronic rash of threatening notice-boards that take

a severer form each year, and the kindly Crujsuses

who at great expense keep up nice " places " for me

to wander through have so many pensioners for

wliom employment must be found, that the face of

nature is a little apt to be made too nice and tidy.

But one is soon out of the reach of all this. In

a quarter of an hour I am up in the fir woods,

amidst the mingled odour of the pine-trees and the

young bracken, and looking out from the welcome

shade on the sun-bathed landscape below. As I sit,

a rabbit appears silently. Before long another has

somehow joined him. Then ensues a " killing time
"

match, and the rabbits do nothing for an indefinife

period, with an ease that evidently comes of long

practice. There is no affectation about them ; there

seldom is about animals ; that is why they are so

refreshing. They are not self-conscious, nor shy,

506

island that an involuntary laugh was jerked out of

me, which I fear must have sounded disrespecttul.

The note she uttered was absurdly' out of proportion

to her size and the apparent gravity of the situation.

It was like an echo of the feelile bark of a queru-

lous toy-terrier on his death-bod. The cygnet drew

nearer to its mother, and the husband bird threaten-

ingly approached the Ijaidc on which I stood, but

that was all. As 1 watched, the sitter straddled

over her nest and used her long bill as a lever to

re-arrange her eggs, ]n'ising them and turning them

over with idumsy skill, till (piiti; a fresh set of

surfaces was exposed. She has since discovered

that they were all addled; and the little cygnet is

growing up to suanhood alone, with no ji'alons rival

brother or sister to laugh him to scorn.

Ill the winter this lake of theirs is solemn and

silent, and on it no skater is ever seen. It has
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A SCUDDING -WINTER SUNSET.

" springs " that make it unsafe, and more than one

venturesome life has been lost there. The winter in

these parts is the most beautiful time of all. In

the summer the vegetation is so luxuriant that the

landscape is a good deal "bunged -up/' but when

the leaves are off and the naked beauty of stem and

branch is visible, there appears a variety of undu-

lation that is a surprise. Unfortunately painters are

but mortal (as a rule), with constitutions very like

other men's, and not many of them can with im-

punity set out for any length of time in a keen

north-easter, or make careful studies with their feet

deep in the snow.

This note of a scudding winter sunset, with the

cottager carrying home his faggot, was made from

my dining-room window. AVhat a pace the clouds

travel at sometimes ! One never realises the rate at

which they go until one tries to sketch them. Let

your pencil-point ily over the paper as fast as ever

you can drive it, and, if they are doing their best,

they will utterly change their outline before the one

yon are tracing is finished. What am I to say about

this drawing? It ought to speak for itself. I was

consulting the " Guide to Cornwall " recently, and

came upon the following remark by the modest and

judicious compiler concerning a certain cove :
—"Such-

and-such cove. A spot to be seen, to be painted, t(j

be dreamed of, but not to be written about." This

criticism applies, I maintain—at any rate, in part—to

the scene of my drawing.

To be quite candid, the winter in the country is a

little dull unless a man is fond of reading, or music,

or something else of a sedentary kind. But it has

this advantage to an artist, that while the daylight

lasts that daylight is real. It is not something

obscured by fog (grey, yellow, or black), but the

gemiine article, with the normal amoimt of actinism.

Those who have known what it is to get up day after

da\ for weeks and months to see the same old dreary

fog-demon staring in at their windows in a helpless,

depressing, purblind way, know all that this implies.

The old bogey has goggled in at me but twice in the

last three years, and on each occasion he looked feeble

and uncomfortable, and sneaked away before the day

was out. I have a prospect across the valley to a

green hillside, with here and there a chunk scooped

out to show the chalk beneath ; and nearer still, at

the foot of the garden, is a little intervening cluster

of cottages, sufficiently distant for the sounds of

children playing, laughing, shouting, or quarrelling

to float pleasantly in at the open sash. To sit in

front of this view is a favourite occupation with more

than one of us. When the hawthorn is in blossom,

a great potful of it makes a fragrant piece of deco-

ration ; and with the old oak chest for a work-table,

there certainly might be more unpleasant workshops

than this.

Two pages further on is a "hit" that I got from

this post of observation in early June, when the March

winds and the April showers had singly or togethei-

been fully employed all day. The apjile blossom lay

so thick upon the tree that a fli])pant friend had called

it "apple-tree an gratin;" the air was still enough

for the smoke to rise almost vertically from the

cottage chimneys ; but up above there was yet suffi-

cient wind for a final struggle with the few light

clouds that had not been cleared away. The colour

of the sky was most delicate and beautiful, but
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certainly black-and-white drawings can I

clear notion of that.

What a gorgeous cheap entertainment the sunsets

provide if you luckily have the right aspect and a

taste that way ! There is a certain dusky, old-mastery

brown mystery that veils the sinking sun in the city,

the colour of the blue ground they mixed with, and

seemed to have no limit to their depth, but only

gradually to lose themselves in infinity.

Does the hoiia Jiih- untravelled rustic take much

note of the plieuomena of nature, I wonder ? Probably

not; except so far as concerns the effect they are

Vife",..,^^,

•q.
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^-

.
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liUOITS OX THE VILLAGE GREEN.

which has a great charm for me ; and I will confess

to thinking at one time that country sunsets were

rather too clean. Rut I am beginning to know better.

What amazing skies one occasionally sees! One
special summer evening I remember, when the cntii-e

vault of heaven was an iiiiinense moss agate of blue

ultramarine-ash colovu' and white, one bewildering

tangled web of fine, intertwining, waving, creamy

filaments that as they receded grew more and more

likely to have upon the crops. In some parts of the

country music seems to be the one art that the peojile

practise, though possibly even in these districts it

is not mainly the tillers of the fields that arc the

students. We in our village are cerlaiidy not a

musical idinniunily. \^ c have no band, which is

rather to be deplored. INIuch physical force that

might otherwise be indiscreetly expended can be

utilised in banging a drum or bluwing a triind)one.
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SPEISGTIME AND APPLE-BLOSSOM.

and it seems impossible for a number of instru-

mentaHsts to produce a noise so discordant that

absolutely nobody can find pleasure in listening to it.

There is probably a certain amount of undeveloped

available talent in the place. I fancied a short time

ago I had come upon a very gem of musical and

literary interest. This is the weird fragment that I

heard a juvenile minstrel carolling in front of me

—

" They all n-oiko up as the clock stroikea noine,

Clergymuns, mmderers, priests and tliieves."

The singer's voice was sweet, and his manner

somehow suggested that there was much of deeper

significance to follow. My interest was naturally

aroused b}' this suggestion of a plot full of variety,

but I was never to hear the development of it.

After many reiterations of the lines I have quoted,

the youthful artist's attention was suddenly diverted

by a shrill cry of " 'Arree
! " from the brow of a

neighbouring hill, and he disappeared with rapidity.

The boy who brings the milk has a clear, strong

whistle. He has treated us for five mouths to

" Bonnie Dundee," with the second and fourth lines

arranged by himself. This capacity for cheerful

and unlimited repetition is characteristic of boys,

and, in its greatest measure, of countrj^ boys. I am

thankful to say he is accpiiring a new tune ; it is at

present confused and nebulous, but it is gradually

pulling itself together, and I hope shortly to be able

to discover upon what original it is founded.

Up on the cricket-ground this young performer

shines with greater brightness. When he hits for

four, as he constantly does, the four has no trouble

in expanding indefinitely, in consequence of the

hilliness of the common and the number of furze-

bushes about. This village green reminds me con-

stantly of Goldsmith's deserted one. The sports

may be of another fashion, but they are kept up

with just the same vigour. There is no game more

popular upon it with the men of sedate age than

quoits, which some of them play very well. Briggs

the gardener is one of the best (I offer a portrait

of his back), and though he is by no means in his

first youth, and his hair is white, he is very much

more spry than many of the younger men. It is

depressing to notice, among the little groups of

spectators, how all characteristic costume is dis-

appearing. A smock frock is a raritj', and, except

amono- the veterans, knee-breeches are no more. If

men could only know how much better they look in

clothes that are suited to their work, than in the

sloppy " reach-me-downs " of commerce, they would,

without more ado, go back to the old garments, and

once again be kind to the painter of " landscape with

figures."

And although the fashion of the earth is a

little altering, too, if one gets clear away out of

the grasp of the octopus arms of London, there is

still left to us the unsullied sun and sky, and much

of the beauty of hillside, wood and stream. And it

is not difficult to go further afield. There are a

good many more villages than one to be found in

this our country, richest of all as it is in beau-

tiful landscape and in the birthplaces of great

landscape-painters. Still, it is maddening to find

how many men there are who, while declaring
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that choice of subject is nothing at all, take care to noon, we see the whole world bathed in gulden sun-

select the dullest ones, and to treat them in the shine, with the distance blue with a blueness that

dreariest way. "Let us persuade ourselves and the seems as if it must have come from heaven, and

world," say they, " that to be dull is to be subtle ! every field and hedge and clump of trees a note in

FROM MY WORKSHOP-WINDOW.

Let US limit our palettes, and have ni)thiiig (u <lii \\ ith

colour that might be called rich or viviii, or witii

dillicult effects that might be called conventional,

because big men in days gone by discovered that they

were beautiful ! And when, in some spring aflcr-

onc full harmony; or wlicn, in snnic aiilumn even-

ing, t]u> llaming sun ligiils up its crimson torches in

the sky, and tips the golilcn woods witli points of

llame, let us go gently bouK^ with the remark that

that kind of (hing does not appeal to us."
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But, liappily, there are still among us, as in the

olden times, those who hold that an artist is not

complete if he is simply a thoroughly competent

human camera, and who show in their work that

their life is a prolonged effort (oftentimes successful)

to seek and understand the beauty of our Universe.

For of a surety this truth comes more and more

home to one, the longer one lives in the country :

that there occur in nature moods and moments of such

supreme loveliness that, while they last, the earth

seems to be transfigured ; that these moods are Heeting

as they are rare ; that a landscajie-painter's most diffi-

cult task is to i-ecord them ; and that, if he succeeds, his

triumph is great indeed. Edward F. Brewtnall.

ART AND THE CO.AOION PEOPLE.

IN these levelling days the democracy can do a great

deal—indeed, they govern the country, practi-

cally, at their own sweet will. Yet, for all that, the

common people do not necessarily appreciate what

is most subtle and suggestive in art, because they

are many and the gifted are few. Hence it might at

the first blush be assumed that keener faculties, and

better taught, are required thoroughly to master the

message of painting and sculpture than to pronounce

on the vexed question of Home Rule and the rest

of the work done and neglected in Parliament. I

have often thought and wondered how the unlettered

populace feel and think iu relation to art and litera-

ture; what may be tlic sentiments of Mary Jane

towards the Apollo-Belvedere, and how Colin Clout

considers the artistic jiersonality of tlie Venus of

Milo ? Do these gueat and undying masterpieces

surprise and delight them? Are they shocked or

entranced at the candid line and unapologetic naked-

ness ? It is, however, meet and right to throw open

the doors of the National (iallery and the British

Museum, and bid the male common person and the

ladies of his family to enter and take their fill of

sight-seeing of the " Winged Assyrian Bulls," the

" Rosetta Stone," the " Elgin :Marbles," and all the

triumi)'.;sof all the schools of painting (from Giovanni

Cimabue to James [McNeill Whistler), and to say in

effect :
" Here is culture for the asking. Now go and

enroll yourselves among those for whom art has a

mission to elevate and refine, to saturate with tender

memories, to charm with gracious allusions, to inspire

with noble examples."

The fact is, we are so busy with our own studies

and affairs, likes and dislikes, popularities and penal-

ties, that we have very little time, and most of us

still less inclination, to put ourselves, even for half

an hour, in the mental places of those who would be

very angry if they dreamed we thought them our

inferiors. Once upon a time the Weald of Kent, now

the " ganlen of England," was a wild overgrown tract.

Caxton says that at tlic invention of printing, it was

full of herds of deer and droves of swine. Simply,

it was not then grubbed up, or ploughed, or planted ;

and at the risk of offending a very large proportion

of the democracy and some of the common ])eople's

best friends, I would respectfully point out that the

ignorant mind, though not necessarily barren, is little

better than a waste, so far as very much which art

has to tell and teach is concerned.

Assuredly the common people have qualities and

virtues of their own, and most pitiable and lament-

able disabilities. It can be no slight task for Colin

Clout to keep a wife and a family of small children

in house-rent, clothes, bacon, and meal on a dozen

shillings a week, not to reckon his individual expenses

for beer and tobacco. That a man so placed by for-

tune—or, rather, misfortune—shouhl be contented,

sober, and God-fearing, would prove him a hero in

a small way, were he not too densely ignorant of a

better material life to repine and rebel—and the same

applies to the honest poor generally. Now cultured

and refined folk, such as I apprehend are the rank

and file of the readers of The Magazine of Art, may,

without taking thought of the matter, hastily contend

that Mr. Clout's condition has its compensations, that

he passes his time in the fresh air, takes his leisure

in his country garden in sight of the growing corn

and the sheep upon the hill-side and the ever-varying

sky. " His artist-nature," they may say, " is at least

well provided for as an extra above and beyond

his wages." But alas ! for Colin, nine hundred and

ninety-nine times out of a thousand he has no artist-

nature at all, and his poor, dull brain is as dense as

the land he turns with his plough, the patch he digs

with his spade. When you and I, dear reader, ride or

walk or drive about the country—whether the season

be spring, summer, autumn, or winter—we may catch

glimpses of the vale of Tempe, fancy Horace on a

journey drinking a cup of wine at a roadside inn,

imagine Cicero taking his ease at his villa, or Virgil

wandering among the woods and fields, note-book in

hanil. Moreover, we appreciate the beauties of the

lay of the land, and recognise at a glance whether

a landscape composes well or ill. Why, if but an

old woman in a red cloak crawl across a meadow,

we know the " value " of the spot of colour, and the
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exact moment of all wlicii the ancient dame comes

in the right place. The wreaths of mist which curl

up from the hollows in the early morning-, and the

brilliant light of the vertical noonday sun, and the

towers and trees repeated in the river in the gloam-

ing, touch us and gladden us like the welcome voices

of those we love. Of course I do not and cannot

pretend to sav that Colin Clout and his wife and

children are absolutely without such sensations; but

if yon inquire carefully among the peasantry, you will

find what the rule is.

A straw-yard with a .shed—the more dilapidated

the better—with a cart, a few hens and a cock, a

haystack, and a couple of elms, make up a something

which strikes the artistic mind of a well-read person

and the ordinary peasant mind quite differently. If

you or I see some rabbits frisking among the bracken,

we may say to oui-selves out of the Bible :
" Tbe

coneys are a feeble folk," as—playful little fellows !
—

indeed they are. The moon—the common moon

—

speaks to us of Diana and Endymion ; and a clump of

violets under a hedge revives the Napoleonic legend
;

and so do the bees in the peasant's garden. To the

worthy Clout geiis, on the contrary, an ancient feudal

ruin is but a damp place, only lit for bats, and owls,

and ghosts. They do not notice Sir Guy coming

back from the Crusades and disappearing behind the

dropped portcullis ; or the shock of the jousts in the

castle-yard; nor can they hear the harper jdaying in

the hall ; nor conjure up in fancy Cromwell's cannon,

served by those grim leather-coated gunners, battering

down the walls for ever. You see, both in town and

country, so much that art and nature include belongs

to association.

Yes, association is the word ; and we must carry

it with ns from the country up to town and take

it along to the British jNIuseum, and the National

Gallery, and the Bethnal Green picture-shows, in

company with Mary Jane, and, if you please, the

typical stevedore, day labourer, and small shopkeeper.

Colin Clout we have done with. He is left smoking

his pipe in the porch of his cottage, looking out upon

a "-org-eous simsct for siijns of to-morrow's weather.

jMary Jane is a lady— of a kind—and by courtesy

comes first. She may be a servant-girl or a semji-

stress, or the wife of a mechanic, and withal a sober,

kindly, honest soul, virtuous to her lingers' ends, and

a capital sick-nurse. Allow her, for purposes of this

argument, to be married, and the mother of several

children, including a baby at the breast; and give

her a basket, full of bottled beer and sandwiches;

and offer her yoiu- arm for a stroll ampng the an-

tique statuary of the later and better days of Greek

art. 7^nd if you coidd induce her to speak, what

would she say? Frankly, I fear all tliis marble

nudity distresses the good woman. Humble in

rank she may be ; but she is the British matron,

from the frill in her bonnet to the fringes of her

shawl. Although probably well acquainted with

Hampstead Heath and Primrose Hill, yet Olympus

and Parnassus arc outside the circle of her informa-

tion ; and to her these pagan gods and goddesses, re-

calling to us the pure classic period, are so many in-

decent stone images of men and women without their

clothes.

Now if the lady will for a moment kindly stand

aside, and suffer our friend the day labourer to step

forward and tell us what he thinks of the Assyrian

and Egyptian antiquities in the British Museum,

and the pictures of the Italian, Spanish, and Flemish

schools in the National Gallery, we shall assuredly

hear some quaint, strange criticisms. The Renais-

sance is nothing to him. He does not know that

there came a time in the history of the iSIiddle Ages

when the upper and eager classes woke up to the fact

that their heritage, from the Greeks aud Romans,

of art and letters was being most shamefidly and

seandalouslv wasted ; that tem])les and baths, but

partially ruined, were every year torn to pieces to

build up castles and cattle-sheds ; and that the

divinest poetry ever penned was being hidden with the

wretched stuff of monkish palimjisests. Certainly,

very much of what should be conveyed in the lessons

of Michelangelo, Raphael, and Titian, in St. Peter's

at Rome and St. ^Mark's at Venice, is lost u]ion the

man whose miiul, in regard to the history of the

Papacv and the Italian republics, is a blank I The

]iortraits of i\Ioroni and Velasquez tell not one-half

their tale to si)eetators who fail to realise Italian

subtlety and Spanish chivalry— the most picturesque

of ]n'inces and courtiers, statesmen and scholars, who

lielonged to the period of the revival of art and

letters.

Hence the common people, in tlieir relation to

the best pictures and sculpture of the antique and

the Renaissance, are able only to receive obscure im-

pressions from the surfaces of things. All that is

delightful in the spirit of association is absolutely

lost upon them, and they are brought face to face

with form and colour, which they cannot even take

for wliat it is worth, because of their ignorance of

the rudimentary principles of art. They do not

know what is meant by balance and ]iroportion,

harmony or contrast; jet they know what pleases

them. A carved or painted tiny and linely-dressetl

man or woman is sure of their ajiproval ; a clever,

life-like portrait, or a subject-picture which tells its

own story, easily rivets their attention and claims

their ])raise. Therefore, while Ra)ihael is a drug in

their market, they understand " Dutch Boors Ca-

rousing." And in the modern schools, dating from

Hogarth, they stand longest in front of, and admire
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most what is commonplace, sucli as animal-pictures,

more or less idealised presentments of mothers and

infants, dolls, rocking-horses, and comic scenes of

the racecourse, the railway-station, and show-folk.

By the symhol of "the common people" I do

not mean skilled artisans and clever mechanics who

work with their hands, and arc !,''enerally able to dis-

tinguish good handiwork, of whatever age or clime
;

but I do include some men in business with balances

at the bank, and a good many women who wear silk

gowns and are waited on by domestic servants.

And, furthermore, I am anxious to know how far the

sight of works which manifestly they cannot under-

stand, tends to elevate and inform the ignorant masses?

"VVe must remember that ])owdered flunkeys, for the

most 2)art, live in an atmosphere of ultra-refinement

without greatly benefiting intellectually by their

opportunities. They see, but do not learn. So it is

with art and the common people. If they are to

derive solid and lasting benefits from free exhibi-

tions of all that is most skilfully and beautifully

executed in marble and bronze, upon panel and

canvas, they must acquire a standard of taste in

their school, and home, and workshoji surroundings ;

they must be taught the difference between loveli-

ness and ugliness from their childhood up, as part of

the State course of trainin"-. Nor must we forget

that the end and aim of all good government should

be the greatest happiness of the greatest nimiber.

And then ? AVhat then ? Shall we seek the source

of universal content in the fountain of cultured

poverty? David Axderson.

AET IN CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS.

THE home at this season derives new interest as

the holidays approach. It has to be decorated.

Some people do comparatively nothing : they send for

a bunch of holly from the greengrocer's, and then

perhaps half an hour is devoted to scratching the

picture frames with it. Other people make the deco-

rations a convenient outlet for the children's super-

fluous energy, and whole days arc spent in fabricating

pink and blue paper chains and turnip flowers, with

very painful results, but much mirth. Why not do

the thing a little better, give more time, or more

thought, to the scheme, and let a single well-consi-

dered design stand good for some years? Why not

make the whole effect picturesque and handsome, a

real ini])rovement for the time instead of a blemish ?

or else, let it alone altogether.

There are many ways of carrying out fanciful

designs in evergreens, and draperies, and coloured

lamps. There is tlie neat and formal style—very

"select:" there is the soft and languorous style, so

easy to jirovide from the art-depots—very luxurious.

Then there is the Li.:arre style, in which every door

and corner is an astonishment, and the wreaths and

silks are whirled this way and that, and look as if

they had been hung up by wild beasts—artistic wild

beasts. This is the most difficult of all successes to

achieve ; it wants the real artist's touch, but once

done it gives a decided " note " of joy.

It is more fashionable to decorate the church

than the home nowadays—not that, alas ! Christmas

means as much as it used to do when the Reformed

Church only donned a few branches of holly, whilst

home was made gay and " open house " was really

kept at this season. I shall therefore devote this

paper chiefly to church-decoration, but a few hints

for Christmas table-decorations will not be out of

place, as the one aspect of Christmas, which is still

universally respected, is the Christmas dinner.

Everything on a dinner-table ought to be the

best of its kind procurable—linen, plate, glass, and

all else. So much time has to be spent at table that

coarse and untidy ornament is worse than none. One

gets very tired of sitting opposite a shabby flower,

a bit of cheap velveteen, a crooked array of heteroge-

neous vases ! Some modern tables, centred with a

fine piece of old marquetry or embroider^', are very

pleasing. Some people, in revolt against old-fashioned

precision, swathe all the lamps and dishes with art-

silks—some cast meandering' nuislin in more or less

awkward twists in and out the dessert dishes—some

scatter dried leaves and red apples. The.^e simple

devices waj be prett}', as a pot or a fabric may be

picturesque however cheap. But it is not pretty

lecaiise cheap, or dear either, for the matter of that.

It is less the materials used than the way in which

we use them which constitutes a success, and it is

not everybody who can so drape a table as to make

it look "artistic" and not merely untidy. It is a

mistake to drive an idea to death, and I think the

tide sets in the direction of untidiness just now.

Cheap lace drapes the lamps, cheap silks everything

else, false art squirms and attitudinises in the electro

epergnes, even the silver is more massive than good,

and a coarse- table-cloth often underlies fine Worcester

plates. All this is as it should not be. Better a

simple dish of apples than a pretentious epergne.

Where art is admitted it should be perfect of its

kind, down to the table-cloth, and a definite scheme
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shoulil be can-ied out. Ciivon :i certain broidery, tbo and Russian embroidery on tlie tliinier-taljle, or Gobelin

toys and ornamental dishes shoidd oliey the lines of tapestry ujion their chairs, will drape church columns
its design. Every detail demands a rcii-wii d'etre. with red baize, and edge the Communion lineu with
The blank Sahara of table-cloth offers a fair field to machine-lace at ninepence per do/.cn vards : a curious

A STANDAED FESTOON.

(Fynm Potnprii.)

a good design, like a wall or a dmu': at an Episcu-

pal palace recently I saw some very graceful ones.

The table was dressed with small pieces of fern

laid in elaborate patterns, and dotted at intervals

with blossoms, every day a different colour. This is

not a very new idea, and all depends on tlie neatness

and precision of the arrangement ; but the designs

were so pretty, the curves so firm, and the crossings

so exact, that a really artistic effect was invariably

produced. Opposite the chair of the host, as a dig-

nitary, two delicate mitres appeared ; r/s-a-r/.i an

honoured guest some api)ropriate emblem. Here
is an opening for skilful lady -artists to prepare

to scale suitable designs in curves, and diapers,

and coats of arms, for the assistance of a less in-

genious butler, aiul seaweed and "snowballs" might

vary the colour. But this is a form of decoration

which does not bear touching. The
artist's face was a study one evening,

when a neat shield was broken up by

the shifting of a wineglass. Holly

leaves could be used effectively in this

manner : and in summer rose leaves

—

('^sparge rosas I") when classic scholars

at table would be made very haj)py. A
table on which the flat tracery was in

holly alternately dark and variegated,

and mistletoe in silver vessels was ex-

clusively used in place of flowers,

would be a very pretty one, especially

with cream-coloured (unbleached) linen,

and it is time that the ]iearly ])arasito

were relieved from the exclusive and

somewhat oppressive association of

rustic kissing. The church, once the shrine of our

most precious offerings, ought to be treated with no

less consideration, surely, than a secular house. Yet

many who would tolerate ncithing less than Nankeen

bu7

CONDENSE

{From the

]tYiU)i' iif how com])letely the modern Church has lost

hold on the imagination and affections of her chil-

dren. Thirty or forty years ago, when the tide of

domestic taste was still at ebb, it was not strange to

see these coarse and royindu materials at church—

-

when it was decorated at all. They were used at

home, too. Whitewash at church was balanced by

whitewash at home. If the kneeling-hassocks were

of coarsest " worsted-work " at church, so were the

drawing-room chairs.

But now, in our supersensitised conditi(jn, it is

nothing less than an insult to religion, and a distinct,

sneer at the courage and good taste of the clergy, to

support the Divine Services as they are sometimes

suj)ported. What is certainly not good" enough for

the butler's eyes is considerably too good for the

worship of the Author of all good gifts. The
cheapest flowers, the thitinest velvet,

the roughest matting (such as covers

the pantry boards), are habitually se-

lected ; vulgarly-coloured Brussels cer-

tainly shrouds the tiled flooring within

the altar-rails ; but would we endure

such a carpet in our own sitting-rooms?

No ; we must beat the market for the

finest Oriental webs. INIany pei-sons,

of course, care nothing for their

church. Others are content in her

conservatism. Too often the recurrent

invitation to " help in the decorations"

is accejited because " they wish to do

the civil,'' as the elegant saying goes;

or because So-and-So and the new
curate will be there, ami mild flirta-

tious are not impossible in thi> pews; or a hundred

other foolish reasons. How very seldom that sjiirit

enters into our church decorations which made the

CInin-li of ulil the Mother of her )ieoplr. \\hi<-h

D SYMJIOLS,

Cataromhs.)
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covered the porch anil outlying chapels with pictured

stories for the ediKcatiuu of those who could not hear

the sermon, and fostered commercial enterprise liy

utilising the clu'/x-d'aiurre of every trade so far as

she could obtain them! But whilst ritual remains a

necessity, that all things may be done decently and

in order, there should be no sign of indifference or

parsimony. As at home (however little or however

much is attempted), each thing ought to be the best

of its kind obtainable ; and a definite system ought

to run through the whole, so that whilst the details

will bear scrutiny, the ensemble may be harmonious.

Of course I do not undervalue the increased love

and reverence for Mother Church which have inspired

the High Church party to elaborate holy-day and all

other ecclesiastical decorations, regardless (in a few-

cases) of cost, time, and labour ; but I have seen

high churches decorated just as regardless of all

true artistic principles as any Scotch conventicle in

the olden times. People do not treat the space as a

whole; they make a patchwork. Just as the same

principles which should regulate our dress should be

extended to house decoration, so the principles which

apply to a secular house must be carried into the

house of God, which is an architectural building, if

it be nothing else.

It is too late to revive the filial piety of our

forefathers, which gave Mother Church a place in

every rich man's will, and endless sin-offerings and

thank-offerings which beautified her exceedingly.

Modern folk think twice before giving iargelj', and

never give now (as most used once to give) out of

sheer fear. But still, if we permit decorations at

all at the great Church festivals, we should do our

real best for the moment; and I tliink much might

be done by judicious loans. Why not lend to our

churches (as we lend to secular loan -exhibitions)

the best of our hangings, tapestries, pictures, and

art gems which have any serious or instructive in-

tention ? For, in my opinion, pictures and draperies

are as beneficent in a church as in any other big

building, and certainly have no especial sectarian

meaning. ^Moreover, if a picture on canvas were

improper in church, so would be a picture in glass,

and hence painted windows would be wrong. And
if good Oriental needlework be a shock, what can

be said for the coarse English wool-work on the

hassocks?

Let the conservatory, which we throw open to

the floral decorator of our balls and dinners, yield to

Christmas Day the graces of its hardier palms and

orange-trees, and chrysanthemums which took the

prize, for all these things are " very good ;
" but we

have only a life-interest in them, and can spare them

for one day. Our loans must be guarded, no doubt,

by proper frames and prepared places, and a private

detective, if need be, like wedding-presents "on

view;" but there is no reason why the well-considered

design of one year or season should not do duty

again ; hence the framework would be always useful,

and the expense spread over an indefinite term.

This suggestion is made for those to whom beauty

and splendour are no obstacles to holy thoughts,

but an aid and encouragement, like fine music and

sunny weather. To those who conscientiously be-

lieve that so splendid a ritual is opposed to true

religion, and that no ornaments Iieyond flowers and

evergreens are permissible in church, I merely offer

one piece of advice. Do not forget the meaning

and object of decoration, which is to improve, not

obliterate what is already there ; do not disguise the

architectural features of the building, or contradict

lines which we may assume the architect had some

motive in designing. Accentuate the good points
;

conceal, if you like, the bad ones, but let wreath or

festoon or bouquet be as ne^ as you would wish it

to be upon your dining-table. Don't smother the

pulpit till the preacher looks like an owl in an ivy-

bush ; don't deface the new paint which really is

o'ood, or knock the choir stalls about with scratches

and nail-holes made by bunches of greengrocer^',

which are not good at all. Take time to think

out the artistic scheme, as the painter does for his

j)icture, or be content with infinitely less pretence.

It is curious that few educated persons consider Iheir

own brains equal to the triumphant ceremony of

decorating their own rooms, but anybody thinks he

can decorate a church !

Consider, then, first, colour ; second, keeping.

And I may add, for the benefit of the uninitiated,

that by " colour " is meant, not merely any certain

tint or tints, but the art of arranging such tints
;

and that "keeping" is where the mind and the

eye fix themselves upon one object, and stray from

it only to return again. This property depends on

the greatest care in selecting and placing the minor

pieces.

One point cannot be too much insisted on—the

wide distinction between ecclesiastical and secular

ornament. In a church, the keynote must be grave,

if not solemn : we don't want gloom, but dignity is

essential. All the decoration must be subordinate to

ecclesiastical suggestions, and therefore much that

would be delightful for a foresters' feast or the Lord

^Mayor's Show would be most unsuitable in a place

of worship. One might as fitly play a waltz on the

organ. Ornament in church must connect itself with

a certain amount of symbolism if the " composition "

is not to sink beneath the dignity of ecclesiastical

traditions.

A very easy and very neat effect is always pro-

duced by single leaves sewn on wide tape and laid
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aloni? the mouklings where vequiredj the green line

relieved by points of scarlet berries or emblems well

adjusted. Anyone can do this, and the director

—

CONDENSED SYMBOLS.

(From the Mont St. Michtl.)

when there is a director, by good luck—is relieved

from the ditlieulties of reconciling most dissonant

opinions, for all the designs are ready made.

Heavy festoons of evergreens take a very long

time to do /re//: ill done they are an offence. But if

time and skill can be obtained, a festoon thick in

the middle, and tapering up to the hanging point,

is a tine old standard ornament. In Pompeiian and

other paintings, we see how decorative such wreaths

may be, suspended from frieze or arches, the weight

in the centre improving away the ellipse formed by

a rope of equal girth, and giving extreme lightness

and (7«// to the arc. Why do not the people who

want ideas study tlic pictures of Paul Veronese and

other old masters for festal decorations, as they study

pictures, or may do, for the adornment of their rooms

and persons ? Churches decorated "after Rubens" or

"after Raphael" would be newly interesting, and the

new interest might promote the moribund cause of

architecture.

In a white church, "colour" is no material diffi-

culty. In more modern, coloured churches, attention

is necessary to the prevailing tone and what addi-

tions " tell " best. " Keeping " is facilitated if the

colouring is kept down except on or near the altar,

which is the natural point to which the details work

up, just as in an ordinary room the fireplace seems

to be.

Evergreens may be depended on entirely at the

further ]joints (duly cared for, though), and flowers

reserved for the central part. "When the whole is

sketched in, any trained mind can Jh>/ the points

where a curtain (quite an accepted form) or a good

picture maybe hung, as the painter i>uts in jjoints

of interest at the last. Here a Nankeen vase (why

not Nankeen, pray? why always brass—nothing l)ut

brass—not even silver and gold, as in the old days?)

containing a branch of yellow leaves, or feathery

grass; there one of the standard emblems worked in

silk or flowers or what not. Here, let a shadow fidl

—there, let there be light.

To those whose eye is not trained to "group'' on

so large a scale, I will imj)art a secret— a diminish-

ing glass is a great help.

Some ideas on the proper treat nu'nt of llciwers

mav be gleaned b\' some from my little bonk "Kus m
Urbe." It is singular how few people know what to

do with flowers when they have got them. Flowers

ought to be treated with some knowledge of their

natural habits, and here again what is required by

good taste at home must be carried out at church.

Rails and balusters are best treated with ivy and

creepers, finials with bouquets, or they may be con-

nected with corresponding finials by threadlike fes-

toons. The character of the building will decide

designs ; classic architecture demands correct pre-

cision, Gothfe admits of more life and variety. It

is held by some that no hothouse tlow-ers are ad-

missible at Christmas, since a difference ought to

be made at Easter. I demur. Holly and ivy were

used of old simply because there was nothing else

obtainable at the season, but now that luxury has

made exotics common all the year round, there is

no reason why what adorns the hall should not adorn

the chancel.

Symbolism is imperative, in colour as in forms.

Let clear red and white preponderate about the

altar-cross, suggestive of the Water and the Blood,

or baptism and death. Let tall ]\Iadonna lilies

flank the cross like those pale saints who witnessed

the Sacrifiee and watched the holy tomb; beyond,

])urple and gold, suggesting the regalia; and here

thorns and brambles should be mingled, as they can

I)e most poetically. Beyond, again, crimson and

dark leaves in gently-lowering tones, and all that

recalls the varied elements of common life. Where

height is needed, let the green palm-leaves stretch

their fingers as in Oriental prayer the hands are

stretched to heaven, or drooping things suggest

humility, or dried palms and pampas grass stand out

from a dim background.

The Communion-table, if decorated, tells best

pnrir

CONDENSKD SYMBOLS.

when it stands away from (he wall. The great

artists who framed the Catholic ritual knew how to

compose an impressive interior, where 1o let light

fall, or iulniduce "dim religious" gloom.
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Wheat-ears are as appropriate to Cliristmas as to

harvest, telling the story ol: the holy manger, and

CONDENSED SYMBOLS.

(From the Catacovibf.)

of the corn-ears i)lucke(l, wliieh led the Lord to say,

" The Sabbath was made -for man, not man for the

Sabbath." Nodding oats and, when procurable,

Indian corn are charming, and bear the same sym-

bolism. "Ivy never sere" may remind us of the

enduring nature of God's providence ; all ever-

greens, mistletoe, and berries of all sorts teach us a

nolde lesson. Fir-cones ought to be more employed,

and all seeds, and all shells ; and salt (" Ye are the

salt of the earth ") might be turned to pretty ac-

count, ^lanv designs in frosting call out for salt,

with even more propriety than snowy cotton-wool

(though that is not to be despised, and a text im-

mediately tits itself: "Though your sins be as

scarlet, yet shall they be white like wool").

Salt blocks might be cut or built into effective

emblems. Fishing-net (doubly symbolic) drapes ex-

cellently, but I have never seen it used. Amongst

the standard devices the two swords of Peter are too

seldom used, illustrating, in ecclesiastic language, the

swords of Ciiurch and State as much as that grim

text, " Lord, here are two swords. . . . And lie

said unto them. It is enough."

The swords might be balanced by two keys (St.

Peter's symbol),, or by a new device : two crozieis,

illustrative of episcopal authority, as well as of those

humble shepherds " who watched their flocks by

nio-ht," and gave their name to our Good Shepherd

(for the crozier represented originally but the herds-

man's crook—the pastoral staff—which only came

to be surmounted by a cross in the twelfth cen-

tury, when borne by an archbishop). Croziers have

taken endless beautiful forms, from such a simple old

crozier as the Abbot de Torigny's* to the rich forms

of the fifteenth" century. Plenty of fine combinations

can be made with the Star of the East (crowned or

uncrowned)—emblem of Christ's birth-sign, and of

the gift of light to Western nations by the Eastern

people of God—uniting or dividing the croziers.

Some good forms may be useful if I introduce

them here. The border design is from the robe on

an episcopal tomb in Exeter Cathedral. I found

two of the emblems in the catacombs, the others are

mediieval. But the subject of decoration in detail

is manifestly of almost unlimited range, and I should

advise those whose imaginations run dry to visit the

South Kensington Museum, and examine some of

the elaborate patterns on ancient ecclesiastical vest-

ments that are hung up there in cases, as well as

those splendid crystal shrines and crosses, ivories and

chalices, in the more central cases, and, above all.

A EOEDEK DESIGN.

(Fnmi E.retcr Ciitlicih-al)

never to forget to look out for the sacristies when-

ever they go abroad. The seldom-visited but stately

cathedral of Tournay, for instance, with its five co-

lossal towers, has some of the most ancient and

finest vestments in Christendom. Remember :
no

advice or suggestion on this or any other subject

is of use to anyone without a little observation

and some self-help. M. E. Haweis.

* The plain crozier in the design. I sketched it in the newly-

found coffin of this great abhot at Mont St. Michel.
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CUEEENT AET.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF HRITISH AUTISTS. tliono], tlifffriiio- in mt'tliod aiul direction from, tliat

THIS winter's L'xhibitionoi: the rejuvenated Society wliieli it has up to the present time been their chief

is rendered even more interesting and more aim to encourage.

])iquant tlian usual, in consequence of the increased First, as an exhiliition wliicli may be considered

E. S. WILLARD, ESQ.

(raiii(«Z b!i fSiilnfji Stun; 11. IS. A. Engraved bij II. F. Duvcij. Iloijal Society of British Artists.)

calhohcily of choice which the I'resident and tlio.su comiilete in itself, \vc have hero no less than thirly-three

over whom he rules have shown in opening their oil ])aintings, ail on a comparatively small scale, by

doors to specimens of an art as distinctively modern as, the late F. II. Potter. It will be riMucudjcred that a

508
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single specimen of his art (the " Quiet Coi'uer," lieie

re-exliibited) excited mueli notice at the last summer

exhibition of the Grosveuor Galler}', in virtue of a

singularly unobtrusive gravity of sentiment and a

certain distinctiveness of general tone and execution.

Inquiries as to the artist, as yet comj)aratively un-

known to the general public—although he had in

1877 become a member of this Society—were met

with the inexpressibly sad answer that he had but

then expired, in the very moment of his first quasi-

success ; and expired, it is said, forlorn and no longer

hoping for recognition. JVIr. Potter's art is far from

having reached that technical jierfectiou which it

would evidently have attained with the aid of the

fostering heat of publicity and appreciative criticism;

yet it reveals, through the veil interposed by a labo-

rious, tentative execution, rare and precious qualities.

The colouring in its subdued richness has true vibra-

tion and strength, and it is admirably adapted to

interpret the sad dreamy fancies which the painter

has embodied in this long series of pathetic portrait-

studies, in which one youthful female form ap])ears

specially predominant. The mode of coneei)tiou and

execution has much that reminds the beholder of the

earnest efforts of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood,

while there is in the predilection shown for grappling

with certain problems of indoor light something

which suggests the Dutch schools, both those of the

seventeenth century and of the present day.

Mr. Whistler has procured, too, four striking

specimens of the work of M. Claude Monet, now
the acknowledged chief of the more distinctively im-

pressionii/sfe section of the modern French school.

These have, it is believed, already appeared last spring

in the Rue dc Seze, but are now seen for the first

time in England. Indeed, this is practically M.
Monet's (h'iiif in an English public gallery, his

landscapes having l)eeu seen as yet only in the

semi -privacy of a Bond Street exhibition. He
who contemplates these distinctive pieces of arch-

impressionism, without prejudice, without arricre

pensee, must own that for strength and brilliancy

of general tone, and fur mere decorative effect, they

have few, if any, rivals. But M. Moiiet, the de-

clared enemy of all conventionalities, has his own
parti prix, his own rule of interpretation, producing

mannerisms of conception and execution as marked,

we will not say as exaggerated, as those of any of

his contemned competitors. In his enthusiastic

desire to perpetuate impressions of shifting colour,

of scintillating light, of rushing air, of palpitating

water, he ignores form as the eye of the average

observer can never be tutored to do ; while his de-

light in Nature is confined to its mere outward

manifestations, and has no root in any secret affinity

recognised between her moods and those of humanity.

But look into his work—and not too cVosely neither

—and you will find that his " method " more or less

resembles that of the Berlin wool work of our earlv

days. Of the works now exhibited, the " Coast of

Belle-Isle, Bretagne," is the most brilliant and the

most complete ; the foreground is open to question,

but the blue-green dancing sea, the soft multi-

coloured shadows on the rocks, are of admirable rich-

ness and beauty. Another foreign artist of even

higher and less questioned repute with the outsida

W'orld—the veteran M. Alfred Stevens—ai)pears here

with a series of four marine studies, illustrating the

strange and tentative manner which, led awa}' appa-

rently by the seductions of a younger contemporary,

M. Duez, he has of late years adopted. It is im-

possible, "U'lth any truth, to say that they evidence

either a very symjjathetie observation of nature or

a retention of the old subtle decision of handling,

for which the master w^as celebrated. " Un bebe,"

by the same, is a piece of bravura iu his old stjle,

but anything but a satisfj'ing example of its technical

excellences. Mr. Whistler himself is represented

first by a truly beautiful colour-study in the quasi-

Japanese mode, " Symphony in White and Red,"

which api)arently is a comparatively early work of

the painter. The subtlety and daring, the unerring

success with which the brilliant gradations of red

and purple - violet are distributed, make us more

than ever regret that the master should disdain

technical achievements w'hich he finds too easy, in

order to attain the impossible in dealing with end-

less varieties of black and grey. He shows also,

among other things, " A Red Note : Fete on the

Sands at Ostend," and a series of etchings in his

latest manner, perpetuating notes made at the late

Naval Review' at Portsmouth. These have neither

the symjiathetic quality uor the mixture of subtle

refinement and daring certainty of execution that

mark the Venetian series. Mr. William Stott of

Oldham breaks fresh ground this year with his

" Birth of Venus," a work inspired, it may be, by

the recent vagaries of M. Besnard. His delineation

o'i the foam-washed beach, though arbitrary in its

assumptions for so aggressive a realist, and mirror-

and-cottonwool-like in appearance, is not without a

certain charm in the rendering; but why outrage so

cruelly the Cyprian goddess by giving her name to a

repellent and imperfectly developed type of the ali'ller

model ? Mr. Sidney Starr, with a powerful portrait

of Mr. Willard, the actor, makes his debut as a life-

size portraitist. The likeness is very striking, and

displays great grasp of character. It is j)ainted iu the

Whistlerian "Sarasate" school, an exercise in blacks,

whites, and greys, but though it is more vigorous and

virile, it is far less suljtle in modulations of tone and

gradations than was the President's masterpiece.
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" The King and Queen : Flamborough," is a

singularly I'old and skilful study of huge menacing

rocks dominating an agitated sea; it is, however,

liardly a picture. The rocks, to which the painter

has sacrificed everything, break too much from

the frame, while the boats in the immediate fore-

ground are most unduly reduced in dimensions, so

as to interfere as little as possible with central

effect. A little reconsideration would, however,

make of this remarkable study a line, as it is already

a striking, work. There may be further mentioned

an agreeable study of nude female figures seen in

a mist-laden atmosphere on green herbage, by M.

Theodore Roussel, and a very original piece of

portraiture—that of a lady in walking-costume—by
Mr. Edwin A. Wnnl.

THE INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN OIL COLOURS.

Even more than usual, the collection now brought

together in the spacious and agreeable rooms of the

Institute bears primarily the impress of an hetero-

geneous picture-show, of a number of works of all

sizes, qualities (or lack of them), and schools, of

which it may well have been said, in sifting and

ordering them, if some few have merit, tant m/en.r;

if the rest have none, frnif pis. The substratum

consists, as usual, of a number of canvases the pro-

duction of which may have cost infinite labour to

their painstaking authors, while their presence in

the exhibition is, no doubt, a source of the highest

gratification to the artists themselves, and no less to

their friends, but which have no other ra/.ini/-d'efre.

There is much to admire in the large and am-

bitious study of a finely-featured model in the garb

of a ^I;;enad, contributed by the Hon. J. Collier,

and entitled "A Priestess of Bacchus." The work

. reveals the painter's usual care in the elaboration of

form, with considerable skill in the treatment of

light; though it has a certain lack of conception

and aspect which somehow causes one to rate it lower

than it deserves. j\lr. S. J. Solomon's " Remorse"
will somehow disappoint those who proclaimed their

discovery in this young Anglo-French painter's last

work—the " Delilah "—of a passionate energy which

redeemed its defects. This richly-clad figure of

a morose-looking Oriental damsel, extended in a

not altogether seemly attitude on a couch of tiger-

skins, has plenty of the commonplace c/zic of the

Parisian atfilier, and of colmir, too, in the mode of

M. Benjamin-Constant ; but it is little more than

an empty though effective ])iccc of display, in which

not idio.synerasy, but ehielly imitaiive capacity, is

revealed. Mr. F. D. Millet shows himself, as usual,

in liis ralhcr colourless "Piping Times of Peace,"

trim, skilful, and refined, displaving a fastidious

correctness in the delineation of form in which ucl

many can pretend to emulate him. A certain over-

precision in the elaboration of all the component

parts alike of the sober-hued canvas, with the

painter's usual heaviness and dulness, and sometimes

ill-disposition of shadow, are drawbacks which inter-

fere with the due enjoyment of a work of genuine

quality. The President of the Institute (whose work,

by the way, suffers much, as a rule, from somewhat

the same drawbacks as those we have just mentioned)

appears to unusual a<lvantage with his finely-drawn

profile " Henriette." But by far the most striking

work in the exhibition—almost the only one, indeed,

which leaves behind any permanent impression—is

.Air. E. J. Gregory's " Master Geoffrey Phillips," the

portrait of a sturdy red-haired boy of about three

years standing boldly to be painted, dressed in a pelisse

and cap of deep crimson. Once more the painter

shows that, with all his skill, he has not entirely the

temperament of the eolourist ; for the opportunity

provided by the juxtaposition of the flesh-tones, the

red -gold hair, and the crimson pelisse is not quite

seized, nor arc the dangers of this modern combination

entirely "avoided; but the individuality and truth

of the portrait, the suggestion of exuberant vitality

in repose, are beyond praise. Mr. Gregory again

proves that, when he pleases, he easily assumes a

commanding position in the very front rank ot

English artists. Humorous f/eiire is best represented

by ]Mr. Seymour Lucas's " Good Story," and j\Ir. F.

Dadd's " Your Little Bill, Sir," the latter superior,

we are inclined to think, in painter-like qualities

to anything he has produced before. M. Fautin-

Latour, in his agreeable, if by no means impeccable,

" Sara la Baigneuse," shows that curious "Eighteen-

Thirty " phase of his many-sided talent, which is in

such singular contrast with the poetic realism, the

mofleniifc of his portraiture. At least one of his

flower-pieces hero shown, the " Double Larkspurs,"

is of particularly exquisite quality. ^Ii'. AV. L.

Wyllie, in his two contributions, " Spithead—July

23, 1887," and "A Spanking Breeze," attains a

higher level of excellence than he has recently shown,

though the old drawbacks are by no means absent.

The rendering of the agitated water, with its com-

plicated eddies and cross-currents, in the last-named

work, is especially hapjiy, though sometimes curiously

"ropy
;

'' while the onward-rushing movement of two

fishing-smacks in full sail, seen almost from the front

in com])leto foreshortening, has seldom been better

rendered. That genuine nature-lover, Mr. J. R.

Rcid—interested, as is his wont, in her less obvious

aspects—has been much less successful than usual in

his " Old Batten's Farm," a homestead placed high

on the sca-eoast, which the painter has attempted

to show us completely Hooded with that crimson

light which is the climax and the ajiproaching end
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of sunset. ]\Ir. Hnr<;itt's " Parkstone, Dorsetshire,"

has a finely-elaborated foreground and middle-distance^

suggestive, however, rather of De Wint than of

Nature at firsthand.

THE ROYAL .SOCIETY OF WATER COLOURS.

Thanks in a great measure to tlie unusually active

co-operation of some of the most distinguished mem-

temple of English landscape art, the chief upholder

of its great traditions.

Mr. A. W. Hunt has surpassed himself in the

loving care and skill with which he has suggested

the many aspects of our mist-wrapped coasts ; his

subtle vision and sympathetic interpretation are here

brought to bear with results which the artist can

never hope to attain as an oil-painter. The " Robin

"YOUR LITTLE BILL, SiK.

(Painti'il hij F. Dnrld. II. I. Eiii^iravcd bij F. BaUia'jr. Instituh- of rainUrs in Oil Colours.)

bers of the Old Society; thanks, too, to their genuine

enthusiasm and the more than ordinary success which

they have achieved, the exhibition is this winter of

unusual excellence. Those genuinely-English quali-

ties chiefly revealed in the subtle observation and

rendering of ever-shifting atmospheric phenomena,

iu tlie presentation of wide-stretching expan.ses of

sea and land, of steeple-crowned hamlet and wooded

ujjland, are here once more evidenced in a number

of fine productions which this year fairly establish

the right of the Society to be considered the true

Hood's Bay— Showery Evening," is in its way a

masterpiece, iu its successful presentation of vapour

blurring, but not obliterating, the contours of a coast-

scene seen in the dim light of evening. Mr. Albert

Goodwin, who might fairly be styled the most

audacious as well as the most delicate of our land-

scapists, has here an exquisite series of English

towns, including Bristol, Wells, and above all Bath.

We like less his ambitious " Gate of Zoar," in wliich

he has sought to suggest tragic intensity by means

of his too favourite effect of a dusky, angry sunset,
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casting its lurid lig-lit on the landscape beneatli.

Most exquisite of all Mr. Goodwin's contributions is,

however, the refined and original " Pass of the Briinig,

from Alpnach," which, as a representation of the

fresh hixnriance of early summer in the mountains, has

seldom been surpassed. Mr. Matthew Hale's poetic

"Drifting" is worthy to be set beside these pro-

ductions of his brother-painter; but we cannot, on

the otlier hand, as unreservedly admire the work of

certain artists who might very justly be styled "Sir.

Goodwin's school. Mr. Herbert ^Marshall, nnwilling to

bear any longer the reproach of monotony, has wooed

this year the English coasts, with a success, it must

be owned, far from equal to that which he commands

as an interpreter of the picturesque charm of towns.

Mr. Brewtnall has sought to challenge one side only,

and that the more eccentric, of Mr. Goodwin's

talent ; displaying for rare and peculiar sunsets, for

exceptional atmospheric phenomena, the preference

of an artist confident—some might say, over-confident

—of his powers.

Among the most promising of the less known

band of contributors is certainly ^Ir. R. ^^'
. Allan.

He has attacked with remarkable boldness and

success that most difficult and unpromising of sub-

jects, " The Queen's Jubilee Procession," massing his

unmanageable elements with a breadth, a crispness,

and a skill which reveal foreign training. In " On
the Seine, Looking West," and other kindred scenes,

the painter adopts another and, for this class of sub-

ject, a more appropriate manner and key of colour

;

showing a genuine power and sympathy in rendering

the cold, calm beauties of the French river in their

ensemble, without undue sacrifice of detail. Power-

ful and dramatic, but exaggerated, and containing

too large an admixture of make-believe, is J\lr. C.

H. Andrews' " Bad Luck and Bad "Weather Down
the North Sea." Mr. David :\Iurray's "Blossom-

margined Dart " .shows an original scheme of colour,

marred by a certain paintiness, arising, it would

appear, from an abuse of the water-colour medium

employed. Among the veteran contributors to the

gallery Mr. Paul Naftel still reveals all his peculiar

mannei'isms, with, however, an added delicacy of

colour and skill in dealing with atmospheric effects

which lend to his work a genuine charm. Mr. Carl

Haag sends several specimens of his authoritative if

somewhat coarser method ; and jNfr. Henry Wallis, in

his " Herodotus at the Scribes'," shows technical skill

iu the realisation of different qualities of light, but

a total incapacitv for grappling with the dramatic,

or even the human, element in the subject attempted.

SOME PLAIN WORDS ON AMERICAN TASTE IN ART.

IS notorious that Ame-

rican taste in painting

at the present time

favours so strongly

the French school, that

the markets are simply

111 Hided with French art, good and

^ , bad—the latter predominating. In-

-'-•i£>)
'^''^''^> "'^t'l ^ *°°^ "P ™y I'esidence

:^,4jv^^--,;,yg in America I never knew where the

'M Tfs i*? sweepings of the Parisian studios

eventually congregated.

But this strong feeling in favour

of the "touch-and-go" school—the

inky and thickly-plastered style of

art—cannot be said to be altogether

to the taste of the American private

buyers, who have, in truth, no alternative in their

own country, as there unhappily does not exist a

sufficient number of exhibitions to liriug all classes

of art before the public. The private buyer therefore

puts bis faith entirely in the dealer, wlio only gives

him French work to select from. One of the reasons

that induce tbe middle-man to force French work is,

that he can buy at a very low price and sell at a

big one. It is fashionable enough in England to

imagine all French w^ork good, but how infinitely

more fashionable is it in the States !

Proceedings ai'c conducted somewhat after this

manner. The dealer makes a tour of the Parisian

studios, and frequently pirrchases " wet " from the

easels of the " Bohemian " French painter, who

generally lives from day to day and from hand-to-

mouth, and, to procure the common necessaries of

life, is obliijed to sell at once. The middle-man,

knowing this, and taking advantage of it, makes

him nn offer
—" money down for everything in the

studio, finished or unfinislied." The artist is only

too glad to close with the offer, for he woulil iind

great difficulty in disposing of this work in his own

coinitry. Thus the pictures are sold from the studio

for a tritle, and when the sketches arrive on the

American .shore they are fitted into costly frames

of extravagant pattern, with richly-carved mouldings

manufactured of lirass, silver, and el)ony, of great

width, costing probably twice or three times the price
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of the picture ; ami, to give a still g-reatcr importance

tu the pietui'es, they are I'reipieiitly placed in cases,

backed up iusiJe with rich maroon velvet and pro-

tected with plate-glass; and, when at last they rest

on easels, they are described as "Gems" or " Clever

Studies," and inquiry as to the price of one of them

brings the information that it is "only 400 dollars"

{£S0), or thei'eabouts. An unfinished picture, or

some " suggestion " of goodness knows what, in

grey, and utterly undelinable, is generally put down

as "Very clever;" and, in fact, the less drawing

there is in it, and the more indistinct it is, the

cleverer is it considered.

Now, in my opinion, there are very few private

American buyers who sincerely care for this class of

art, aiul, if they bought on their own judgment,

they would make a better choice and a better bar-

gain ; but they give themselves credit (and very

unjustly) for knowing nothing about painting, and

buv what they are told to buy, ur what is in

fashion.

The American painter comjiiains bitterlv (and

very rightly, too) of the injustice under which he

labours in consequence of the markets being over-

stocked with foreign work. 1 am not altogether

sure that they are not themselves somewhat to

blame, in the first instance, for not placing sutti-

cient faith in their own schools of instruction

and their own iieoj)le. As it is, they start early

for Paris to pursue their studies, with the result

that, on their return to their native country, they

are simply permeated with Frencli ideas in art, till

it becomes such a disease with them that they are

blind to everything but what is French. I have

heard many French-Americans, when in England,

express their absolute contempt for English work
;

and when asked if they are accjuainted with any

English painters worthy of notice they have been

obliged, after giving the subject some thought, to

confess their ignorance of the subject.

I have seen ])ictures hanging on the walls of

private buyers in the States so similar (all being

in the French style) and so mannered, though by

different artists, that one would thinly they were

all by one man who had entered into a contract to

furnish the walls. New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

and Cliicago^it is all the same : Frencli work every-

where. A few unadulterated American jtictures one

occasionally comes in contact with which have not

the mannered or tricky style referred to. These have

usually been excellent; original, at least, in their

conception, and true to nature. ]?ut, unfortunately,

they are not often to be found. As for English

pictures in jirivafe houses in America, I can scarcely

I'ccall an\ tu nimd at thi' present time.

Several hotels and large driidving-saloons in the

chief cities arc superbly decorated, and can boast of

a collection of some handsome and expensive 2)ietures,

but chiefly of a classical description. There is one at

the well-known Hoffman House liar at New York,

costing, I believe, over £5,000—French, of course,

but a fine examjjle of French work by a great

painter. The gorgeousuess of this saloon, 1 may

here remark, is almost beyond description. Uare

tapestry, antique swords, quaint old guns of historic

reputation, stuffed bears and other animals, as w'cU as

birds of many kinds, form part of the furniture of this

palatial saloon. Another splendid establishment of

this kind is at the corner of Chestnut and Broad

Streets, Philadelphia; and Green's, at the lower end

of Chestnut Street, is a third. There are several,

too, in Cliicago, in which " go-ahead city," by the

way, is the most wonderful barbcr's-shop in the

world, the floor being paved with silver dollars of

iliU'crcnt kinds, while the ceiling is a marvel of

decoration. This establishment is attached to the

Palmer House Hotel, and is never closed, being

kept open night and day ior business purposes.

The Richelieu Hotel at Chicago, facing the Lake

on Michigan Avenue, also possesses a gallery of

French pictures, with a few American works thrown

in. The rooms in the hotel are small, but are

luxuriously furnished, and decorated in the best of

taste ; and all the walls, even to those of the bed-

rooms on the top floors, are well ]iictured— French

pictured, of course.

An exhibition is held twice a year in New York

at the American Art Gallery, in Maddison Square,

which makes a good show, and is well attended,

though the ])riee of admission is two shillings. At

the last Spring Exhibition I was pleased to notice

here excellent examples of American art. The " Im-

])ressionists' " Exhibition at the School of Design, in

Fourth Avenue, did not challenge much criticism.

There were about half a dozen really clever pictures,

but the rest were mere sketches. They consisted of

French smears, less like pictures than uncleaned

palettes, and as I left the building I could not hcl])

thinking that this was tiie dearest fifty cents' worth

1 had ever had in the States.

There is i>rejudice, niuloubtedly, against J'higlish

work, but it niaj' ])robably be due to the fact that

Americans have had so little opjiortunily of seeing

go<id English jiietures. I am sure if some of our

best jiaintcrs were to jiay a visit to the States

their work would soon make a favourable impres-

sion upon the Americ'an nation, who, after all, are

true lovers of art, and are ready to receive talent

with open arms, to whatever nationality it may
belong. Joii.N Smiiii.
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STUDIES IN ENGLISH COSTUME.
THE SACK.

THE Sack is a subject worthy of treatment in the

vein of the timorous yet daring poet who

"saug the Sofa;" however, the object of these

articles will best be served if I limit myself to tracing

the history of the sack and delineating the various

forms under which it has ajipeared.

But why, it may be asked, destroy at the outset

the romance of the subject by entitling it the "sack,"

instead of using the more genteel expression "sacque" ?

Because the latter word has no existence either in

French or English, and is not the way the makers

and wearers and beholders of the dress in tijuestion

were accustomed to write its name. After all,

nothing will be lost in the way of sentiment, for of

all the words in the dictionary none can boast a more

antique origin than the word " sack.'" It is found

not only in Latin and Greek, but in Hebrew, and

claims not only to have been used by the patriarchs,

but even by the antediluvians.

Says the inexluiustible Pepys under date !March

2, lOOS :
" My wife this day put on first her French

gown called a sac, which became her very well,

In'oUijht her over bv W. Batclier."

bought, or one momentarily attached to it, for it

has faded so utterly from history, that the French

Fie .
'2.—I'EOil WATTliAU.

dictionary - makers—the learned and indefatigable

Littre for example—have found no record of its use.

What was the form of the sack worn b}' jNIrs.

Pepys does not appear, but in 1(J',}1. Boursault in his

comedy, " INIots a la Mode," sa^'s :

—

" I^ne robe do chamlire rtiilee amploment,

Qui u'a point de ccintui'c et va iionchalemont,

Pour certain air d'enfant qu'elle donne au visage

Est nommee innocent et c'est du bel usage."

This description clearly points to the sack, and at

the same time gives it a totally different name.

The dress, in fact, was as great a favourite in France

as in England, and continued as long in vogue, but

there is no instance as far as I can discover of its

being called a sac. When it is mentioned it is called

la grande role, and in Louis XVI.'s time it was

sometimes spoken of as li> fourreun.

Never, perhaps, has a fashion continued so long,

for the sack maintained its sway more or less for a

hundred years. Doubtless this was partly due to its

evident convenience, but the main reason, I conceive,

was that it was completely in accordance with the

sjiirit of the age.

If the name "sac" was anything but a tlgment The rigid costumes of the courts of William and

of the Pepysian imagination, it ccnild only have been Mary, and of Anne, seem like an instinctive effort to

the title given the garment in the shop where it was arrest the dissolution of the old order by stiffening as

Fiy. 1.—FEO.U WATTEAU.
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miicli ns possible all its conventional manacles, but

the persistent pojiularity of the sack indicates the

true bent of things. The satirists were never tired of

ridiculing the vagaries of female costume, but the

point on which they lectured women most seriously

was their tendency to throw off the trammels of

fashion and to wear a simple and easy dress. " How,"

12, 1712) very rightly insisted on the duty of both

husbands and wives to take as much pains with

their dress and general behaviour to each other after

marri.age as before. It is clear, indeed, that in high

society women had grown inconceivably careless.

Here is a picture of the dressing and dejeuner of the

first lady in Erance, the Duchess of Burgundy, the

-SACK FROM THE WAUDI'.OIIK OF MK. CHAP.I.US OlSEEN.

cries one of these masculine censors, "is a man likely

to relish his wife's society if he comes homo and finds

her slovenly in a mobV" What was (his obnoxious

mob? ]\Ierely the simple costtiinc generally worn

by serving-maids. .\nd so another .satirist makes it

an offence in a woman to have a fanry for dresses so

simple and lovely as mobs and sacks.

" Now Jlary's mob.s and llouncc'S you approve,

Now shapodisgiiisinjj; sinks and slippers love."

Of course there was a, bad side to this carelessness

about order and ceremony, and the Sjiectator (Oct.

.500

wife of the heir-apparent to the throne, and a princess
.

whoso reputati(Mi was superior to mo.st of her time.

"Nothing," says Mme. de (ii-ignan, "is more

agreeable than to be present at her toilet and see her

dressed. T was there the other day; she woke up

li;ilf an hnur after noon, tuok her dressing-gown, and

came to be dressed and eat some ])astry; she curled

her hair, eating all the while, her lingers laying hold

altei'uately of the pciwdin'-pulT and nf the pastry;

slie ate her powder and greased her hair, ni;iking at

the same time a capital breakfast and a charming

coiffure."
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Queen Anne herself, as everyone knows, was as

iiomely a person in private as a queen could well be,

and this rage in the great for simple manners, and an

Fig. 4.—FEOM HOQAETH (1753).

almost ostentations assertion that they too were men

and women, was noted by thoughtful observers, who

wondered what it meant. At such a time it is clear

that a dress which was pre-eminently free and simple

conld not fail to be fashionable, and its sway covers

the whole time that the tide was flowing in this

direction.

Another proof that the sack represents the spirit

of the eighteenth century is that a genius so pre-

eminently representative as that of Watteau attached

himself to this particular costume, and so linked his

fame with it that one of its characteristic features,

the long broad fold hanging from the neck down the

back, is popularly called " the Watteau jjlait."

If we want to realise the earlier form of the sack,

we have only to imagine the effect of a loose robe

enveloping a lady dressed in the Carolinian fashion.

The main difference to the figure we give from

Watteau (Fig. 2) would be in the breadth of the

shonlders.

Although this form of the sack not infrequently

occurs in Watteau, by far the greater number of the

figures he portrays in this dress taper like a church

steeple. This is due to the high shoulders and

narrow chest, induced liy the shape of the stays worn

at the time.

Mr. Edward Mitchell, of the Heralds' College,

possesses an example, a heirloom in his family, which

he has kindly lent me in this study (Fig. 5). As it

lies before me now, as stiff and as solid, and I shoidd

think almost as heavy, as a lifeguardsman's cuirass.

which in form it greatl}' resembles, it is a witness to

the senses of the hardness and rigidity of the system

against which the eighteenth century was one long

rebellion. The busk is a long triangular-shaped piece

of wood at least half an inch thick, and the two front

f)ieces of the stays are absolutely rigid, so closely are

the irons quilted into this well executed piece of work.

In the sides afid back a more pliant material is used,

but all is quilted, and considering that it was not

the human form, but the fashion of the bodice which

was considered, it is well and artistically cut. These

stays were laced behind ; but in the form which pre-

vailed in the days of Hogarth they were laced both

back and front, and as may be seen the shape re-

sembles a breastplate. This important article in a

woman's attire was made attracti\'e by its material,

colour, and ornamentation. The straps occasionally

used instead of laces were at times fastened with

buckles set with stones and false pearls. Thus Gay

gives stays a place with the finest things in female

costume :

' Brocaded flowers o'er the gay mantua shine,

And the rich stays her taper shape confine."

This abnormal condition of the upper part of the

fiii-ure is hidden under the graceful lines of the

sack, and only affords Watteau fresh means of

displaying his power to turn all forms into lines

of beauty, and to render charming even the un-

natural.

Watteau was only sixteen years of age when the

century opened, and he died in 17~1. Two years

earlier, that is, during 1719, he came to England and

stayed about a twelvemonth. The sack, therefore,

with which his name is connected, may be regarded

Fig. 5. STAYS OF Tin; TIME OF QULK.N ANNE.

as in vogue at the time. It was part of the very

genius of the sack not to be bound too closely even

by its own general rules. In Watteau's drawings it
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varies from a loose dressinii'-gowii shape with vast

hanging sleeves and a wilderness of folds to a form

clinging closely to the bust, falling gracefully down

into the ever-widening skirts, and having short tight

sleeves, and not unfrequently the characteristic phut

behind omitted (Fig. 1). In some examples the

neck is cut out behind as squarely as in front, but tlic

Watteau cut is generally high up, almost to the nape

of the neck. A fluted collarette, a neckerchief, or a

string of pearls was worn, and from the ends of the

short sleeves hung long ruffles of lace. At this time

certain enormous ami preposterous editions of the

lioop that it entirely lost its peculiar grace.

The V-shaped bodice continued long into the

eighteenth century, and it may be taken as a rule that

all dresses in the earlier half of that ])eriod were made

on this fashion. This form was still more distinctly

marked by lappets which ran from the point of the

stomacher over the shoulders and sometimes down to

the small df the back. These lappets are very visible

in the second era of the sack of which Hogarth's

works supply us with the English form. Unfor;

Ks

the flowing robe entirely hid the whole underdross

from the throat to the slippers ; nothing, in fact, could

be seen but a small ]iortion of the corset adorned wifli

a row of ribbons. The materials at this period would

be fine thread satins; striped and ])lain silks of all

kinds; fine iiKihair silks, garden, Italian,' and line

Mantua silks ; In-ncades called cloth of silver or of

gold; velvets; English and Genevan flowered damasks,

silk plushes, and many other materials of whiili the

names offer no clue to their character.

As may be seen in many exam])le'; of "Watteau,

notably in a beautiful f(n-m in the picture called

"L'Enseigne," the tendency of the sack was to lit

itself more and more to the shape of each succeeding

fashion, but it was <inly wIk'U it was strained over

Fig-. 8. PLAN OF THE SACK.

tunately his tendency to caricature made him neglect

the sack, and when he did represent it, he hardly does

justice to its beautiful forms. However, it always

proves the one agreeable point in the dismal scenes he

depicted with a realism more terrible, probably, than

he sui)])osed.

In " Noon " there is a capital exami)le of ils form

in the year 1 7:5S. There we sec that it no longer wholly

envelops the figure, but has become a loose and light

robe, left freely open to display all the finery of the

bodice and petticoat. The fashion was to allow its

trimming on either side to form with that of the

base of the petticoat, a triangle. This trimming or

facing was a long puff cut by tassels and bouciuefs of

Ihiwers. The space within this triangle, that is llie
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portion of the underdress seen, was called a faVjahi,

aud was divided by cross bars, a bouquet suspended

by a tassel makini;- a

centre. Hoops l)y this

time were g-enerally worn,

aud the natural di<i'uity

of the Watteau sack was

almost lost. The short

sleeves were adorned with

ruffles three rows deep.

Recording to a description

of the French fashion, a

collarette or medicis of

black blonde was worn,

and perhaps this is the ma-

terial of the article drawn

round this lady's neck (Fig.

9) and over her chest. She

not only wears the great

bouquet, but has a large

bow of ribbons beneath.

Her hair is powdered and

drawn up, in the fashion of

the time, from her face,

and is adorned with a string

of pearls.

In " Marriage a la ^lode—Drawing up the Con-

tract" (1745), the younglady wears a sack of some light

and choice material. In the front a wide plait is

trimmed with gold thread, and the white and gold

and lace, combined with a touch of red here and there,

produce a very pretty effect. In the fourth picture,

the music party iu the lady's dressing-room, the two

females present wear dresses of the sack type; the

dame with the hat having her kerchief arranged in

a fashion common at the time, as may be seen in

Hogarth's full-length portrait of Lady Byron (1730),

where the ends of the kerchief are d;'awn through the

lacing of the corset.

In "Taste in High Life" {\1M) we have the sack

on a very old and ngly coquette. She wears a wide

dress extender, not the barrel hoops, but a long oblong

form which then had come into fashion, and in its

further development produced the most grotesque

results. The iigure here has the appearance of a huge

extended fan standing upside down upon the ground,

but in a few years the ladies appear moving about as

if they had a dining-table under their sacks. In the

" Analysis of Beauty " (1753) a very fat dame is labori-

ously dancing in this costume. In the same picture

is one of the most graceful figures to be found in any

of Hogarth's works ; another lady, young and pretty,

who also wears a sack, but according to its true

and normal fashion during the middle period of its

history. From this example (Pig. 4), and still more

clearly from the picture just referred to, " Taste in

9.— FEOM nOOAETH (lT3S)

High Life," we see that its peculiarity consisted in the

wide hind plait being supported by two stiff rectan-

gular bands which passed

over the shoulders aud

met at (he point of the

stomacher. They are doubt-

less a form of the lappet,

so common an ornament

of the period. The sleeves

and body were worn com-

paratively tight, the former

lieing ornamented with a

hanging cuff beneath which

fell a very prettily-shaped

ruffle.

By 1703 the sack had

taken a singularly beau-

tiful shape. In a French

engraving after Joseph

Vernet it appears a truly

majestic robe—the pendent

plait lying almost flat on

the back, spread out into

flowing folds ; the sleeves

were cut to shape, and only

adorned with falling ruffles

of fine lace ; no ornament upon the head but a rib-

bon, none around the neck but a piece of black

lace. This costume is a fine example of " the glim-

mering dawn" of good taste, which, prevailing for

a time, was at last almost entirely obscured by the

gathering clouds of unreason and the final delirium.

London and Berlin followed in the wake of Paris,

and this beautiful edition of the sack was in vogue in

English society during the next ten years.

Of the third form of the sack—that is, the form

which prevailed during the early years of the reign of

George III.—we give a photographic representation

of an original dress Ijclonging to Mr. Charles Green

(Fig. 3).

The material is a cherry-coloured satin, striped

alternately with broad bands of tinsel, and a double

narrow white line, and brocaded with sprigs of flowers

or fruit, worked in gold or silver and green and red

floss. The broad tinsel bands fall in flowing lines

down the back, but in the bodice, which is made to

the shape and stiffened, they are cut down to a sixth

part their width, being left only on the sides under

the arms. The dress has evidently been cut by

an artistic hand, aud the plait at the back appears

masterlv, even to those acquainted with the mysteries

of dress-making. It is formed out of the same width

as the flowing train, the whole of the upper part of the

width being gathered gradually into folds which from

the small of the back to the nape of the neck hang

perfectly straight, and unless tied inside the neck of
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the Loily would fall Ijaekwards on the train. The

length of this sack from the top is sixty-three inches,

the train being nine inches on the ground ; and the

entire width is l-l() inches.

In the plans (Figs. 6, 7, S) of the dress, given

according to the usual method, only the half of tliis

plait ap]5ears. It is necessary, therefore, to remark

that there is no seam uniting it to the other lialf.

No plan is given of the petticoat (Fig. 10), as it .is

simp)lv a long piece 1(16 inches wide by 40 inches

deep, drawn into folds round the waist by a ribbon.

To save the material, which is the same as the sack,

a piece of deep orange-coloured siHc 60 inches wide

by 27 inches deep is let in behind.

The form of this sack agrees with the one in

Vernet's representation, and again with that given

in the Ladies' Magazine, except that in the latter

the sleeves are loose and have a pendent cuff. We
consider, therefore, that Mr. Green's example belongs

to the first ten years of the reign of George III., and

this conclusion is supported by the fact that it was

just at this period that brocaded silks of the kind

of which this sack is made were very fashionable.

In Malcolm's anecdotes of London he gives two

advertisements of the year 176o, in which, amoug

some dresses lost, various sacks are mentioned :—

A

and a blue-and-gold Turkey silk. The otlier ad-

vertisement does not emanate from so grand a danu',

and the sacks it mentions are composed of less ex-

]iensive materials : a brocaded lustring, that is to say

a brocaded shining silk, with a rul)y-coloured grouncl

and white tobine stripes trimmed with floss, a black

satin Howered with red and white llowers trimmed

with white (loss, a pink and wdiite striped tobine

trimmed with wdiite floss. In nearly every ease the

petticoat is mentioned with the sack, proving that

the two were almost inseparable in the costume of

the time.

In 1783 the sack was a court-dress; for ]\Irs.

Siddons, being sent for to read before George III.

and Queen Charlotte, relates how awkward she

felt in liaving to wear the sack or negligee, the

dress not being then worn elsewhere. It had suffered

the fate of all representatives of freedom and simple

manners— when it went to court jiojinlar favour

forsoiik it.

"Whatever frailties the sack may have covered

under its charitable folds, its last appearance was

certainly in keeping with the majesty of its molif, to

borrow a phase from the jargon of art. To be the

rolje on such an occasion of the Queen of Tragedy, as

well as that of her royal auditors, renders the sack as

Fipr. 10.—SKiuT or THE sack.

brown satin ricldy brocaded wi

satin brocaded with yellow ; a

tabby ; a white tissue (lowered
;

h silver ; a white

scarlet un watered

a white-and-silver

illusd'ious a-; it ha<l been popular, and, as it always

will be, one of the most picturesque garments that

ever adorned the i'emale form. RiriiMii) Hi'.aih.
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THE PROGRESS OF ENGLISH ART AS NOT
MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.^

SHOAVN AT THE

0\V, it being iinderstood that this

paper is to be ilhistrated by

references to the collections here

brought together at Old Traf-

t'ord, it becomes necessary first

to examine that exhibition, witli

regard to its completeness or in-

sulTieiency, and to note, if any, its shortcomings.

Let us begin with those noticed in a London

evening newspaper, which otherwise, no doubt,

admitted that the exhibition was a iine one. John

Martin, never an Academician, the painter of " Bel-

shazzar's Feast" and "The Destruction of Her-

cuhuueum," was mentioned first. His name was

known all over the civilised world, and he lived

seventeen years into the reign of Queen Victoria,

so that undoubtedly whatever he painted during

those seventeen years was art of the Victorian

period. But for some reason that I cannot explain

there is not a single instance of John Martin's work

in the present exhibition. Then Francis Danby was

an artist something of the same school, but a grander

eolourist. He was an Associate of the Royal Academy.

For twenty-four years he was painting and ex-

hibiting during the reign of Queen Victoria, yet

thei-e is not a single woi-k of his in this exhibition.

The works of Danby at that time, as I remember

them forty years ago, enjoyed an immense reputa-

tion, and were credited with all sorts of qualities,

while many people admired them in preference to

Turner's pictures. I remember one in particular

called " The Evening Gun," an English man-of-

war in the trojiics firing the salute to parting day

—

a most solemn and beautiful work. There was also

about the same time a picture of his at the British

Institution called " The Gates of the Seraglio,"

which represented the steps to the Seraglio at Con-

stantinople as it appeared on the banks of the

Bosjihorus. The setting sun was ablaze in the

windows, and behind the minarets was a round

full moon, rising a.s in defiance of the declining

day, one of the most beautiful effects in all nature.

Of course in a loan collection I cannot know the

reasons for these omissions, but they require ex-

planation.t Next we have the case of William

Windus, a Liverpool artist, a man who excited very

much attention some twenty-five years ago. He

was a figure painter, a painter of extreme en-

* A lecture delivered in '• The ilayov's Parlour," Slanehester.

t These works are said to be in a ruined conditiou.—Eu.

thusiasm and very great refinement. He always

painted subjects of sentiment, and at that time

created a great sensation by his " Burd Helen "—the

Scottish "burd," or sweetheart of the ballad, who

swam the Clyde rather than that her faithless lover

should escape. There was also another subject of his

that was exhibite'd in the Royal Academy, a picture

that was intensely pathetic. It was called " Too

Late." It represented a poor girl in the last stage

of consumption, whose lover had gone away and

returned at lust, led by a little girl, when it was "too

late." The expression of the dying face is quite

sufficient—no other explanation is needed. After

that Windus painted several other pictures, alto-

sether eight or ten. He was a member of the

Liverpool Academy and much respected, and what

is more, his works were much sought after. Ama-

teurs in Liverpool and London would take anything

he produced ; when, suddenly, by some singular

concourse of circumstances, he left off painting.

He married, I understand, but his wife dying he

never painted again. I saw him a few months

ago at Hampstead, where he lives almost wholly

by himself. He will not paint : he sometimes

begins to do so in the morning, but he invariably

rubs out his work in the evening, and contents

himself with reading only Litin. As he has dis-

ai)peared now some fiflaen years from the ken of

the art circles, and sees but very few friends, it is

interesting, I believe, to mention him. As he

belonged to the Academy of the other Lancashire

metropolis, and was so much spoken of at one time,

there certainly ought to have been some of his

works in the exhibition; but I hardly know if he

will thank me for suggesting it.

A great exhibition like that at Old Trafford

should not be a mere conglomeration of works, in-

teresting from a commercial or mercantile point of

view. If you were making a collection of books

of the last fifty years you would certainly not go to

Chapman and Hall, or Longmans, or any other great

publishers, and ask them for the books which had

"enjoyed the greatest success." Again, there is a

painter wlio has disappeared in another way—Robert

Martineau—who made a great stir in his day. He

was a pupil of Holman Hunt, and painted about as

well as his master. There was a picture of his in the

X^niversal Exhibition of London in 1S6.5, called, I

think, "The Last Day in the Old Home." Mar-

tineau painted very slowly and very conscientiously'.
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He only painted three or four pictures in all before

he died. His work is of that kind that if you are

considering the English art of the last fifty years

you ought to have it to look at. Then there is

the landscape-painter, Inehbold, who was very much

written and spoken about some twenty years ago.

Two pictures of his were in the ISIancliester Royal

Institution last year. I did not see them myself,

but I never knew anything of his which I did not

admire for its colour and delicacy of feeling.

After Inehbold tliere is a man who is very

much more discussed, but who has not a single

picture here. I allude to James- Whistler. Why
there is nothing of Whistler's in all these thirteen

galleries I cannot tell. He is a very prominent man,

and has produced some very beautiful work. He

has jjainted a jiortrait of the Countess de Cahen in

Japanese costume, and a very tine portrait of Thomas

Carlyle, which was shown in his own exhibition in

Bond Street. That work ought to have been here,

if it was onlv for the sake of comparing it with

Watts's portrait of the same man. There was, be-

sides, a beautiful portrait of his mother which was

exhibited in the Royal Academy.

Then again there is Alphonse Legros, the Pro-

fessor of the Slade School in London. Why have we

nothing by him ? There is a very fine picture of his,

great in style, in the Walker Art Gallery at Liver-

pool, and there are some in the Corporation Galleries

here. Then we have Cave Thomas, who gained a

])rizc in the great Westminster Cartoon Competition,

and is now art professor to the Princess of Wales.

He is chieHy occupied in decorating churches as well

as with driving the pen ; but I remember a picture of

liis in the Academy which was a very beautiful work

— a picture of some eight or nine figures, called " The

Protestant Lady." If I had been trying to make this

exhibition comi)le(e, I should certainly have endea-

voured to get that work or some of his cartoons.

There are other names which I might mention, but

some of them were pupils of my own. There, how-

ever, is one other that I ought not to forget, and that

is Benjamin Robert ILiydon, who was in Manchester

fifty years ago trying to establish the School of

Design. He was for ever moving heaven and earth

for the advancement of high art, always in the in-

terests of his brother-artists and for the good of tlu'

nation. It would have been vastly better for him

liad he minded his own affairs. When a nation does

not wynt high art, and especially when it cannot see

the ncrcixHij for schools of design, it sliduld, in my
opinion, go without high art and without schools of

design. But Haydon was always haranguing, and

did not understand how much more potent a sneer

may sometimes \w. Still, there is a very pathetic

side to the matter. He had many of the greater

qualities of a great painter, but he was strangely

deficient in some of the minor ones. His colour was

anything but agreeable and his lec/uiiqne sadly

wanting. I remember someone in a discussion with

Rossetti, as to the relative merits of Wilkie and

Haydon, remarking " that the head of Lazarus was

the only fine thing Haydon ever produced." "Ah \"

burst out Rossetti, " that one head was worth all

the punv Wilkie ever produced in his life." But

Rossetti could also have his joke against Haydon.

He was fond of quoting from his diary :
" Locked my

do(ir and dashed at my picture with a brush dripping

with asphaltum."

Besides those who are totally unrepresented, there

is a goodly list of eminent men who are certainly

very ill-represented, and here, again, I cannot tell

for what reason.* First there is Wilkie, who was

five years jjainting during her IMajesty's reign, of

whose work very little is shown. Leslie was twenty-

two years painting and exhibiting during the reign

of Queen Victoria. What have they got to show

of him ? They have one magnificent picture

—

" Roderick Random." The others by him are not

worth counting. Maclise was painting for thirty-

four years during the reign of her Majesty, and

see what they have 'to show of him ! The " Eve

of St. Agnes " is in no way representative either of

Maclise or of Keats, but his " Christmas in the

Baron's Hall •"
is certainly a work of extraordinary

invention and poetry; a very real work, though un-

true in light and shade. Ltty was " the ]iainters'

painter" jsa;- exjelleiice, and half the Engli-sh school

followed him or was built upon him, yet has he very

few works at the exhibition. These few, however,

happen to be very fine, so that we have less cause to

complain ; but why could we not have had " The

Sirens " from the Royal ^Manchester Institution,

for the Corporation, I am sure, would have been

very willing to lend it? Perhaps the Committee were

frightened at the size of it. People seem in iMig-

land to look at a picture's bigness as a kind of

failing or crime, though in other countries they

usually take pains to ])rocure the finest ])ictures

they can, entirely regardless of size. Then there

is another of Etty's pictures (also the jirojjcrty of

the (Corporation) which should not have been neg-

lected. It is "The Lovers in a Storm"—possibly

from Shelley's " Storm " :—

" ( tiio l)oat-cloak did cover the loved and her loviT."

It is simply a magnificent picture, . but too much

of the " line " seemed rciiuired for fashionable

jiortrait-painters to be thrown away on these patri-

archs of art. Next we have Charles West Cope, a

• Omissions in a loan collection can only be mentioned as facts,

not as failures.—En.
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most distinguished Academirian, who, now very old,

has given up all active pavtieipatiou in Burlington

House affairs ; but, as a man wIki has doue so much

in his day, it seems a pity that not more of his

works are in evidence here. It is true that some of

his finest paintings are frescoes in the Houses of

Parliament, but for many years of the Queen's reign

he exhibited very fine oil pictures. One of these in

particular would have been very appropriate for a

Lancastrian exhibition. I mean his painting of the

martyr Bradford, who was executed in Manchester.

He is represented as taking leave of his wife and

child on the eve of his execution, and I remember

it as one of the greatest pictures of the period

(1S5:J).

Mr. Herbert, a Royal Academician and foreign

memlier of the Institute of France, being now very

old, is also treated very much after the same way

—

or worse, for he has only one oil exhibit. Arthur

Hughes used to be considered one of our most poetic

artists. There is only one, a very early work of his,

in this exhibition, somewhat crude in colour, and so

badly placed that it cannot be seen; but the subject is

a very jwem. Two lovers are making up a quarrel
;

the girl's face is bedewed with tears through which

she smiles as he kisses her hand. "April Tears" is

the title, wliich happily expresses the idea : a kind of

simple poetry, of which, I fear, we shall have less

and less in future. "The Cottager's Return" and

"The Reaper and the Flowers" ought also to have

been borrowed. There is another great and important

man who has only one small work in the Jubilee Ex-

hibition, and what it is 1 do not know, for with all my
pains I could not find it. I refer to Sir Noel Paton.

A few years back he painted one of the most inter-

esting i)icturcs that has appeared on the walls of

the Academy for the last fifty years—"The Return

of the Dragoon " from the Crimea. The mother,

an old Scotchwoman, is nestling her head in her

son's shoulder and hands ; but you do not see her

face. He is a fine, noble-looking fellow, and as he

sits facing the ingle in an exhausted condition, we are

made to feel how that he is safe again in his mother's

arms. It is altogetlier a most beautifully executed

and deeply touching picture. Why there should be

so many of these artists, all men of poetry and in-

vention, and all insulhciently represented in this exhi-

bition, it is not the critic's business to explain ; he can

only instance the omissions. Then that most poetic

of landscape-painters, Mark Anthony, is pitifully re-

presented ; David Scott and W. B. Scott are left out

(an important fact to have been noticed earlier) ; and

the miniature-painters of England, Sir William Ross,

Thorburn, and Henry Wells, are entirely forgotten,

though England in this class of work has been held

supreme in Victorian times. Then, again, the section

denominated " Black-and-White " is so meagre that

but for one fine cartoon by Sir Frederick Leighton

it might be considered as iioii c.r/auf. Dyce's noble

cartoons at Owens College, Sand's admirable draw-

ings on wood. Sir Noel Raton's " Ancient Mariner,"

Shield's " Plague of London," Miss Thompson's

fairy designs, " Sheflield's Charcoals"—all forgotten.

In fact, the omissions grow too thickly on one's

memory for space to record them.

Here I must pause. Why were the Committee

so minded? That they were personally disinterested

there can be, of course, no doubt, yet the omissions

all in a particular direction chiefly affect the more

poetic kind of art. The Committee was disinterested,

and yet the omi.ssious point unmistakably to a certain

inllucnce. W^erc they not rather in the position of the

spectator of a conjurer's tricks? He is asked to take

a card, and is quite convinced that he selects the card

he chooses—while the conjurer, on his part, is just

as quietly satisiied that he has taken the card that he

c/woses //c s//iill c/iodsc. Yokb ]\Iadox Biiowx.

[XoTE.—In ;i subscqiiont lettov to the Mmidirslcr Gimrilinii, Mr.

Jtadox Brown himself noses the question, " Who is the eonjuverr
"

answering only that it is not an intlividual but a spirit—a gene-

ralisation of a latter-day feeling in art. "8ueh as do not how to

and accept such spirit stand hut a poor chance." He refers, too, to

" institutions of the day and of the hour, indifferent alike to the

fame of their predecessors, or to the rights of outsiders; indif-

ferent, too, to poetry, and indifferent to style."

—

Ed.]

"ALONE BY THE BEOAD."
By JIr. Alfred Parsons, R.I.

M"
ALFRED PARSONS has painted better

pictures than " Alone by the Broad." His

" Going Westward," at the Grosvenor last summer,

was better; so was his "When Nature Painted All

Things Gay," at the Academy. " Going Westward "

is, indeed, at once the most ambitious and the most

successful examiileof his art that ^Ir. Parsons has yet

given us. It is broader, more.suggestive, more imagi-

native, and less finicking than most of his work. Too

minute literalness is Mr. Parsons' besetting sin. A
landscape, more than any other composition, needs to

be seen through an imaginative haze ; and imagination

is, save in one important particular, precisely what

this artist lacks. That exception applies to his skies.
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Tliere can be no qnestion tlint Mr. Parsons paints

skies better than most-men of his own rank and

experience. The sunset in " Going' Westward " is

not only an excellent piece of technical work, but it

exhiljits many of the higher qualities of landscape-

painting. It does not merely represent : it suggests

something of the glamour of sunset as seen across a

wide valley. Without its sky, "Going Westward"
would have been flat and commonplace.

" Alone by the Broad " is not a landscape, pro-

perly speaking. It is a woodland " bit," very pretty

and picturesque, and not ill-painted. It is a very fair

example of the artist^s range, since it exhibits his

defects as well as his qualities. The picture suffers

from the absence of sky, and even more from j\Ir.

Parsons' characteristic lack of ideality. It is true

that he is frankly literal. Everybody has walked

through just such a glade, has dawdled by the edge

of just such a pool, and has, perhaps, wondered

whether the scene was more picturesque at one

season than at another. The picture, in a word, is

too photographic. It is true enough to Nature, but

there is too much collodion about it. These were the

faults of the pleasant picture, " When Nature Painted

All Things Gay," which was purchased from the

Chantrey funds last year—a piicture which may not

unfairly be classed as second to " Going Westward."

It must be admitted that these defects are by no

means personal to Mr. Parsons. They are the defects

of a school, and they may be found in nearly all the

work of the minor English landscape-painters of

these days. It is beyond denial that the English

school possesses just now no really great delineator of

latulscape. Yet there never was so much painting

of landscape. Trees and fields and rivers, forest

glades and country lanes, form the vast majority of

the pictures which hang in every exhibition. The
technical qualities of the work of this class done by
our young artists are often very creditable ; but even

from the technical jioint of view the result is only

too frequentl}' disappointing. j\Iueli of the mischief

is the consequence of the uninstructed following of

Tin-ner, who was a great artist but a bad model.

No painter, and certainly no painter of landscape,

can afford to despise technical excellence; yet fer//-

ii'iqne is the foundation and not the afllatus of a great

landscape. Few painters have made less ])arado of

techuque than Constable, yet Constable is far and

away the greatest landscapist who has ever been born

within these shores. It was once the fashion to

accuse the painter of the " Lock on the Stour " of

inability to draw. Now, as a simple matter of fact,

drawing was precisely his strongest technical point

;

and had he not been able to draw, all his romance, all

his ideality would not have saved him from disaster.

Yet such is the charm of Constable, that the critic

looks at the drawing last. This great artist, who
learned his art so painfully, in the teeth of so much
discouragement, and who died without adequate re-

cognition from his own countrymen, painted the half-

dozen finest landscapes that the English scluvd has

produced. ' It may seriously be questioned whclhin'

even now he has received the recognition which is his

due. And Corot, the most consummate translator

of Nature that France has known, is his legitimate

descendant. J. p. IJ.

lEISH TYPES AND TRAITS.

lATCHMAKING is usually

either the occasion of, or

the prelude to, a dance,

an ()])portunity delightedly

seized by the ])eople to

whom dancing seems to

come by nature. If the

important negotiations are

conducted at the dance

if self, the fathers retire to

a table plentifully snpjilied

with pipes and tobacco

in a shady corner whcr(,' I he heels (if (he dancers

will not brush fhcm, or the gaze of tlie spectators

follow them. Here, with the elaborate politeness of

the Irish ]ieasant, they are apparently as secure from

observation as if mountain walls rose bcdween ; but

w
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Mr. Hc'lmick's heroine does not, and warm, home- .seat by day, wbieli opening' upon liiiit^'es makes a bed

knitted stockings. The kitchen is large and lofty, by night (in some ol: the old houses I have seen a

with low windows and doors and a wide, open hearth, press-bed—press, aiifflicJ cupboard—wbirh turned up

MATCUMAjaXG.

{Paiidai htj II. Hdntick. Engraved hi} F. Bahbajc.)

wliereon the turf-fire roars. The walls and rafters

are blackened with the peat smoke, and the whole

atmosphere saturated with its most penetrating and

clinging smell. U]) in the black roof, where the

uncovered thatch, which has forgotten its age of

gold, looks through, there are sleepy hens, that now
and then disturbed in their dreams utter a drowsy

shriek of remonstrance ; in the wide chimney there

are, if the people are well-to-do, hanks of onions and

a flitcli of bacon; the turf lies on the earthen hearth

without any intervention of a grate, and on either

side of it are generous seats of banked and cemented

clay, where the nrchins bask in winter evenings

listening to the tales of their elders, till their mot-

tled shins show, as the peasants say, the map of

Ireland printed upon them. The furniture is of the

simplest: a dresser with gorgeous crockery—there

used to be jugs of a certain coppery hue and sheen,

which one does not see nowadays ; a settle-bed, a

on end into the wall, its two doors folding over it

by day ; in one such, a late sleeper (if tender years

was turned up by accident and found himself stand-

ing on his head) ; sometimes in a corner a great

four-post bed with patchwork quilt, wherein scarlet

j)redominates, and scarlet and white curtains; the

whole, lacking the ordered neatness of an English

peasant's cottage, but picturesque to a degree, with

dancing flame and Rembrandtesque masses of shadow,

and high lights on occasional spots of colour. The

farmer's kitchen is much the same, but on a larger

and better scale. It is the chosen Inime of the family,

though there is a dreadful institntion known as the

best parlour, with flowery paper and horsehair chairs,

framed samplers, and paper flowers for decoration,

and in the unused grate an abominable screen, with

magenta roses sprinkled over an arabcsqued ground

of white and inky-green— quite irresistible when

brought to the door by Autolycus, " the higgler,"
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i.e., pedlar ; but the blue-mouldy atmosphere of this

sanctum tells of how little it is used.

The farmer is after all only a superior peasant

;

his story has been told, and his life painted by Banim,

Carleton, and Charles Kiekham, but we in Ireland

have had as yet no Jane Austen to paint our middle-

classes, the shopkeepers and traders of the towns.

No doubt there is here a rich field untilled, waiting

for someone to enter into possession. One quality

which has not been sufficiently noted belongs, I am

sure, to Irish men and women of all degrees, and that

is an extreme conservatism. This may seem, in light

of recent years, a hard saying, but I think it is en-

tirely true. A revolution is the houleversefiient of all

things, and though in the Irish land war, no doubt,

the old affection and reverence of the Irish masses

for the classes seem to have gone under for ever, I

think it is only for a time. It is scarcely in an

Irishman's nature to become the levelling Republican

which an English working-man may be ; at least, not

in the old land and amid the old conditions. But

the conservatism of the Celt has a certain spirituality

in it, inasmuch as it reverences other things besides

birth. For education, for talent of any kind, it has

an unbounded respect and sym]iathy ;
yet even here

the inherent conservatism will show itself amusingly.

To a friend of mine whose talent had gained for her

the friendship of people in a much higher sphere than

her own, a poor neighbour said :

"^Yell, thin, 'tis I was proud to hear of you

atin' your dinner at the Castle, as good as the best

of them. But thin sure, her Ladyship was always

ihnf humble "—a speech which my friend received,

as it was intended, in excellent part.

The conservatism of the Irish may be counted as

threefold : religion, birth, and high mental qualities.

For other things, such as beauty and bravery, they

have great admiration. I have placed religion here

as the first thing to which the conservative instincts

of the Irish nature cause it to cleave passionately;

how fervent and loyal that attachment has been

we know, and it is one which does not lose its

power. Everywhere in Ireland, although the Big

House may be closed, and the magnate, who in

England would be a squire (1 must say here that

since the Encumbered Estates Act there has been

little in the Irish villages of the beneficent influence

which an English squire usually exercises), be at

war with his people, the influence of the priest is

unimpaired and unimpairable. That it is entirely

for o-ood no one can doubt. The old-fashioned

priest who often wielded the strong hand,

" Checking the crazy ones,

Coaxing unaisy ones,

Helping the lazy ones

On wid the stick,"

has still some few representatives ; but the race is fast

dying out, not, however, because this most pliant of

flocks would resent any arbitrariness on the part of the

faithful shepherd, rough though he be. The Irish

priests of to-day are largely sprung from the farming

class. It is an exquisite distinction to have a priest in

the family, and many a prayer is said, and many a hope

formed, when some little gentle boy of a family will

separate himself from his rough-and-tumble brothers

and sisters, in a recolleetedness and piety which mark

him out as the Church's Own. There is no sacrifice

too hard so that this favoured one may get the pre-

liminary schooling and the necessary outfit for the

ecclesiastical college. Happy and honoured people

are the father and mother of an Irish priest ; the

proudest day of their lives that on which his first

Mass is said. Though he may grow above his peo-

ple's mental stature by his education, the priest, in

sympathy and affection, is entirely one with the class

he springs from ; happily so, for if it were otherwise

his lot would be far lonelier than that of the cul-

tured and refined English parson, who finds himself

ruling some parish where there is not one soul which

can reach to his mind's level. The priest's life, too,

is of the busiest; it has no room for loneliness. His

flock is a very large one, and alas ! a very poor one,

and he is the one person absolutely impartial, abso-

lutely bound to hear, and comfort, and to help. So

it is that his doorstep is seldom without an applicant

for an interview with him. He is the lawyer—an

unlitigious one—of his village, and the almoner of

charities, which generally come from his own purse,

for it must be remembered that the few resident

gentry in Ireland are nearly always Protestant.

There is usually a portly and comfortable person,

the priest's housekeeper, who, when he has eased

the mind, and perhaps put something in the empty

p\n'.se, is ready with her own ministrations of food

and warmth for the poor visitor; a much looked-

up-to person she usually is, and the one purchaser

the village possesses of such small stock as eggs

and poultry—very kindly, too, though a little con-

descending. The priest's house is very splendid in

the eyes of his people—ttie mixture of learning and

art, the big books in unknown tongues, and the

coloured prints or engravings of sacred subjects

gratifying the blind instincts of the people for

knowledge and colour and form. He is the great

])erson at weddings and christenings, jovial and

hearty to a degree. The rector and the priest occa-

sionally fraternise, though not always ; but there are

instances of warm and generous friendship between

the two, natural enough to expect when they may

be the only two educated men in the parish. There

is an old story of a Connaught priest having lent his

flock to his friend the rector on an occasion when the
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latter was visited by a representative of the Irish

Church Missions, and hud notliing to show for the

handsome subsidy he enjoyed from their funds.

Father Pat himself, the story says, eondueted his

whole acquiescent Hock to the rector's church, and

enjoyed from the organ-loft the praise the Com-

mission bestowed upon the zealous worker who had

snatched such a goodly number of brands from the

burning. The story is t^uite conceivable, and is at

all events hen trocato.

Mr. Helmick's priest is as benevolent-looking,

with his white locks, as a French care. The oc-

casion is one for benevolence, for he is receiving an

affectionate offering from this pretty colleen, one

of the lambs of his flock : whether the giver or

the recipient is the prouder and more pleased it

would be hard to say. He is, no doubt, a well-

beloved person in his own parish ; one to whom,

as he goes down the puddled street, the women

dip and the men touch their hats; the child-

ren leave off playing shop with bits of broken

crockery to await his smile or his kindly touch on

the head ; and even the village dogs, comprehend-

ing his Reverence's position, let him pass without a

bark.

The parish priest is not very often political. He
leaves all that to his younger and more energetic

curates ; and when he is forced to take a leading

position, his influence is nearly always thrown iu

the conservative scale—conservative, be it under-

stood, not at all in the sense in which the word is

usually a})plied to pcjlitics, but in the direction of

cautiousness and going slowly. He is generally an

old man (the priests in Ireland do not get their jiro-

motioQ early), and he has seen so much over which

he shakes his white head sorrowfully since the days

when he, too, was 3onng and hot-headed and hot-

hearted. His love for his flock is a very tender

and enduring thing. He knows them through and

through. I have often thought that the tenderness

of a Catholic priest over the human hearts and souls

whose height and whose depth he has sounded must

be a surpassing tenderness; and no doubt it is. His

faith, too, in human nature, how real and beautiful

!

I remember an old Irish priest whose whole life had

been devoted to the spiritual care of soldiers—a wild

and reckless flock indeed, but to him like dear children.

" The poor fellows ! the poor fellows !
" he would

say, with lingering tenderness ;
" they are so good !

they are so good !
" Then he would sally out cheer-

fully for his evening constitutional, armed with a

stout staff to enforce, if needful, his fatherly autho-

rity in turning back any of his sheep whom he might

find straying into the public-houses of the garrison

town where we were. John Banim, an Irish novelist,

who wrote a few poems (too few, but e.\(iuisitely lit).

has painted the Irish priest in verse that must be

undying:

—

' Loyal aud brave to voii,

Soggarth aroon I
*

Yet be no slave to you,

Soggartli aroon !

Nor out of fear to you,

Staud up so uear to you,

Ocli ! out of fear to you,

Soggarth arooa

!

" Wliu in the winter's night,

Soggarth aroon !

When the cold blast did bite,

Soggarth aroon

!

Camb to my cabin door,

And on my earthen floor

Knelt by me, sick and poor,

Soggarth aroon

!

" ^\'ho on the man'iage-day,

Soggarth aroon

!

Made the poor cabin gay,

Soggarth aroon !

And did both laugh and .sing,

Making our hearts to ring,

At the poor christening.

" Who as friend only met,

Soggarth aroon

!

Never did flout me yet,

Soggarth aroon

!

And when my heart was dim

Gave, while his eye did brim.

What I should give to him,

Soggarth aroon 1

"

The squireen, or small squire—in Ireland the

affixing of " een " makes the diminutive of every-

thing— is a person occupying a position in life

midway between a gentleman and a farmer. The

one in INIr. Helmick's picture would probably also

be called a sportheen, or little sportsman ; one infers

this from the general cut of his figure, not less than

from the stick, or hunting-crop it might be, which

he carries so jauntily under his arm. Though he is

evidently receiving a cordial welcome in this case,

he is not always a poi)ular person in Ireland ; sus-

pended, like Mahomet's coffin, between the peoj)le

and the gentry, he is likely to receive but scant tole-

ration from either, and he is not numerous enough of

himself to make a class. There is a little of Tony

Lumpkin about the name and the figure, and this

inn-kitehen is such a one as that of the "Three Jolly

Pigeons," in which, reminiscent of merry old da^'s

at MuUiiigar, tioldsmith placed the revels of that

famous person and his b'On-companions. In (he

sujierior apartment bevond is one .S(ditarv reveller,

an unusual sight in Ireland, where the people drink

and get drunk as much for the company's sake as for

the sake of the whisky. If the Irishman gets drunk

he does it in the most luicoml'iU'lable I'ashinn, jiouring-

his retl-lmt whisky down his thrnat in a draughty and

* I'riest dear !
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dirty shop, defiled with the mud o£ the street and the

saliva of the smokers, fireless and grateless and ex-

posed through its open door to all inclemencies of

weather. It is not in the public-houses the Irish

ment ! I have heard it instanced as one of the most

pitiful signs of a workhouse child's degradation that

it does not know how to play ; that grown to boy or

girl it will seek nothing but supineness, being so much

TIIK yonxo SQUIKEEX.

(fninioi by IT. Hclmicl;. Enoravcd by F. JSalbagc.)

village parliaments are conducted ; on week-days the

forge is the rendezvous, and all then with leisure on

hand adjourn to the sooty benches, and smoke their

pipes, and discuss political and social events, while the

red fireliglit gleams on white teeth and excited faces,

and the blacksmith looms large at his anvil.

Within the last two or three years the old games of

football and hurling have been revived, for the first

time since the heart of the country received almost its

death-blow in the famine of '48 and the resulting exo-

dus. The agricultural labourers, who were fast becom-

ing as stolid as their brothers of Norfolk, have taken

eagerly to this new outlet from their narrow lives, and

now on summer evenings the air rings with the shouts

of the football players, and on Sundays ilick or Paddy

in his green and white jersey, his clean hands and face

and trim hair, going off to kick in a football match,

is a different creature from the hopeless and slouching

Mick or Paddy whom one knew a few years ago ; for

surely one of the first elements of civilisation is to teach

a human creature to use the higher faculties of enjoy-

lower than the free creature of the pavement, which

raises its ragged skirts and dances with instinctive

rhythm and grace to the music of a stray fiddler.

Happil}^ our people are learning once more tn play ;

let us hope that in their turn the dances at the cross-

roads in summer-time, which were such an innocent

and happy feature of the good old times in Ireland,

will be revived, since the Gaelic pastimes only affect

the boys, and the girls too must learn to play. In all

the pastimes of the Irish people there is this element

of safety—that religion comes before all ; that the

priest is the president of the hurling club and the

distributor of the coveted prizes, as he is the tower-

ing figure at dances and festivities of all kind. In

every act of the people this is evident, whether it

is the greeting, " God save all here I " with which

they enter a house, and the hearty " God save you

kindly !
" passed from one wayfarer to another, or

the deep and steadfast religious feeling which makes

crosses and suffering acceptable to them as being

"the will of God." Kathauine Tynan.
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THE SAONE AS A SKETCHING-GROUND.

ARTISTIC vagrancy is rapidly- n-ottinij,- a literatuiT

J\- of its own. This handsome new book by Mr
P. (Jr. Hamerton—" tliat wondrons

ai-t-eritic withont an enemy !
" as

lie has been called — is the latest

contribntion to the literature of out-

of-door Bohemian ism. It is, in its

general features^ like other books

of its class ; it surjjasses most of

them in sumiituousness of binding

and printing, and in the simple

beauty of its illustrations. It is

small wonder that artists and

writers, and many other men who

love Nature truly, are adopting

travelling-houses, so that they can

spend tiie daj-s in the open air, and

at night camp where they will with

the stars for lights and the run-

ning streams for companions. The

"vernacular architecture '^ of the

speculative builder is rendering our

cities and our suburbs very un-

lovely. Railways are threatening

the remotest and most beautiful bits of scenery in

England. Wensleydale narrowly escaped, the Lake

song" without the accompaniment of the railway

whistle, ilr. Robert Louis Stevenson stands easily

llii"'ii

01,11 SllOr IN iHiAV.

(Iinitni hii J. I'l mil II.)

District is in peril. The artistic vagrant in Eng-

land even now can iind few tracts of country where

Nature can sing to him her "everlasting lullaby-

* " The Saune : A Simimcr Voyage." I'.y Philip Gilbert

lliimerton. AVitli a himiltcil ami foity-cight illu.stnitioiis hy

Joseph I'ennell and the Author, ;iiul foiu' maps. (Sceley and Co.)

511

TUE CnUECH AT ST. JEAX DE LOSNE.

(Drawn hii J. riiiiiill.)

first at the head of the modern literature of vagrancy.

His " Through the Cevennes with a Donkey," and his

" Inland Voyage," arc in their way misurpassable.

No man has a subtler touch in describing natural

beauty ; no man has a keener eye for ]ieculiarities

of character ; no man has greater zest for the " alea-

tory "—to use the word with which he himself has

enriched the language. Zest for the " aleatory
"

is, indeed, the first quality which is demanded in

an artistic vagrant. AVithout that he is miecjuipped

for his enter]irise. In the realm of mind it is as

important for the success and enjoyment of his trip,

as is his compass or his ilask in the realm of

matter; for in modern life, as in the days of old, is

i( slill tr\ic that advenlurrs aiv to the adventurous.

And (let it be said in all gentleness) the adventures

u|)on tours like those of ]\Ir. Stevenson, or this of

Ml'. Ilamcrlon, arc in themselves so insignilicant,

tiiat unless the wanderer has the true feeling for

the "aleatory"—the sense of contrast, the sense of

the dramatii', the jiower to see illustrations of tlio

general in the inirlicular—he will go liirough liis

jourju'v with his eyes but half open, and his de-

scrijition will be no livelier than an itinerary. For

all the modern adventures of the boat and camp are

open to the objection which was fatal to Tlioreau's

great experiment in life : they are always carried
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out withiu reach of a lai'g'e hotel and a iahle d'/iule.

The most exciting e2:>isode is at best nothing more

serious than fouhug a snag, having your tent Uowu
down at night, or running short of tobacco.

Expectations arc not disajipointed in the present

book. It is, in truth, a delightful piece of work
;

unconventional in treatment, easy in style, and with

a pleasant under-current of humour. It will be

a wonder if the Saone be not next year crowded

with English artists, for painters are the most

gregarious of men. As the figure-painter is always

searching for new models, so the landscape man

is always on the look-out for new painting-grounds.

Southwokl, Walberswick, Blythborough, Dunwich,

and the other quaint, decaying villages of the

Suffolk coast might have gone on to this day peace-

fully decaying, and unknown to the outer world, had

they not one summer been " discovered " by an R.A.

Next year everyone was painting Suffolk, and

on tlie tiny pier at Walberswick thirty assiduous

artists have been counted at one time. It was as

bad as the Fairy Glen at Bcttwys-y-Coed. There

are reasons, however, why painting on the Saone is

more perilous than painting on the Suffolk coast, or

in the glens of North "Wales; for the "spy-fever"

runs high in France, and every man with book and

pencil in his hand becomes at once a suspect. Mr.

Ilamerton and INIr. Pennell found this to their cost,

as the reader will remember from the newspapers.

But it is time to go into particulars of i\Ir. Hamer-

ton's book.

The Saone is an important river of central France,

taking its rise at Viomenil in the ^'osges. From its

source to its junction witli the river Coney at Corre,

it is not navigable, save here and there by canoes.

From the junction with the Coney to that with the

Doubs at ^'erdun, the river is called the Upper Saone,

and it is navigable naturally for very considerable

distances, and now wholly, by means of important

engineering works. From Verdun to Lyons the

river is navigable for small sailing yachts, and it is

an extremely jileasant stream to sail on, being broad,

well open to the winds, and having a slow current.

The scenery of the river banks is in some places of

a Dutch flatness, while in others the hills approach

the river closely. In no ])lace, however, can the

scenery be called grand, though in many places it is

beautiful. The towns and villages through which

the river passes are full of historic and arclueological

interest.

As to the kind of boat employed, Mr. Hamerton

used a narrow canal boat, temporarily converted -into

a house-boat by the erection of a camp inside it, for

the voyage on that part of the river above Clialon,

and for the Lower Saone he used a small sailing-boat.

The camp in the canal boat was used as a sleeping-

place when the boat had to stop for the night at

any point far from hotels, and on the northern part

of the voyage hotels were often at great distances

ajiart.

Mr. Hamerton believes that no Englishman or

American ever before made the voyage of the navig-

able Saone, though many no doubt have descended

in the public s'teamer from Chalon to Lyons. To
ascend the river, however, from Chalon to Corre,

is to pass through regions in which there is no

accommodation for the tourist, and without some

arrangement for sleeping on the boat, such a trip

would be impossible. " In this case the expedition

was planned so as to give both author and artist

every convenience for their work. The author had

his private stud)^ at hand in all places and in all

weathers, with books for reference, and every con-

venience for writing ; the artist worked from na-

ture with the knowledge that he was ne\'er more

than a mile from his lodging, his luggage, and his

dinner—in fact he had not to give a thought to

any material consideration. Every member of the

expedition had his appointed duties, w Inch were ]ier-

formed with a very near approach to the strictest

regularity, and a degree of order was maintained that

would have done credit to a much more fashionable

vessel."

Some little trouble was at first experienced in

obtaining the hire of a sultulile boat. The narrow

canal boats called berricliuns on the Saone are some

eighty feet long, and flat-bottomed ; the sides being

perpendicular walls of stout oak, breast-high. The

interior is cut up by cross-beams placed at intervals,

and between two of these beams, and in the middle

•<if the length of the boat, is jilaccd the donkey's

bouse. The donkey on Mr. Hamerton's boat was

called " Zoulou," and was in every way a respect-

able and praiseworthy beast. She plays a most

important part in the trip, and is almost worthy to

take a place beside the celebrated animal which

accompanied Mr. Stevenson in his wanderings in

another part of France. Mr. Stevenson has recorded

that ^vhen he parted with Modestine a tear came

into his eye. Mr. Hamerton owns to no sucii weak-

ness. The parting in his ease was more prosaic,

for, after all, the donkey did not belong to him, but

to the patron, the owner of the herrichon. She

was always curious as to her whereabouts on the

river, and when in her house would repeatedly push

open the doors at either end to gaze out upon the

landscape. Our last view of Zoulou shows her thus

engaged, and the drawing is one of the quaintest

of those contributed by INIr. Hamerton.

The tents which Air. Hamerton had used before

for sketching in Scotland acted admirably as houses

on the herrichon, which was named the Bonssemroiim.
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TJesides the pafnni, it was necessary to engage a same time the l)ottom of the boat was caug-ht on <i

])iIot, who was a tine powerful fellow, well up iu all large stone. This, with the great ])ower (jf the wind

river work, and a capital swimmer into the bargain, on her exposed side, almost succeeded in upsetting

The expense of tlie whole arrangement was as follows: her, and clearly convinced me of the possibility of a

Ten francs a day for the boat, patron, and donkey, capsize under properly favourable circumstances. I

and six francs a day for the pilot. Tiie patron had daresay you have experienced wliat I have often felt

to keep himself and Zoulou ; the pilot provided his

own food and drink. The plan was first to go up

the river, and then to descend. Sluggish as is the

stream of the Saone, INIr. Hamerton judged it better

when things were going wrong, a sort of wicked

desire that they should go as wrong as possible, so

that the powers of evil, instead of troubling ns with

mere taiinineries, might give us something serious to

to be towed up, and accordingly attached the Boils- complain of. I do honestly confess that there was a

seinroiim to a new screw tug-boat which was making moment when I wanted the Boussemroum to capsize,

her first trip up the river. The thing had plagued ns by abortive attempts at

At first Mr. Hamerton had as his sole companion capsizing, and there would have been something

Captain Kornprobst, a French military officer. colossal in the upsetting of a canoe of eighty tons

This gentleman had been on similar expeditions burden." Tiiat time, however, ]\Ir. Hamerton's

before, and Mr. Hamerton was assured of his qnalities wish was unrealised. On another occasion, when

as a travelling companion. The steam up the river the Bonsseniroiim was drifting through a narrow

was comparatively uneventful, and the author reserves passage where there was an island, it seemed as if

his descriptions of the places

on the banks until the down-

ward journey. At Gray he

was joined by ^Ir. Joseph

Pennell, the American artist,

to whose pen are due most of

the illustrations in the book.

Mr. Pennell came on board at

once, and took np his quarters

in a tent which had been pro-

vided for him. The number of

the crew was shortly still fur-

ther increased by the engage-

ZOULOU S FARliWEI.L.

(Drairn hij P. G. Hftntfrtoii.)

the bow and stern must catch

the bank. The boat would

then have acted as a dam,

the water woukl have exer-

cised an enormous pressure

upon her, and over she must

have gone. That time also

5S^ tbe voyagers were spared ; the

ui^^^i huge boat just drifted clear.

Such are some of the most ex-

citing water adventures dur-

ing the cruise on the Upper
Saone. Life on the Boussem-

roum became very regular and

save for the enthusiastic Mr. Pennell,

ment of a young boy, Franki,

to drive Zoulou, that was to tow the boat down very lazy,

stream. Like the patron and the pilot, Franki who got through an ciiurmous amovmt of sketching,

turned out to be a useful and willing fellow, and who was for ever rushing off to secure some
manoeuvring Zoulou with much ability, and meet- " pretty bit " which touched liis fancy. The chief

ing the frequent ill-temper of the patron with the incident of the trip was the arrest of the three

broadest of grins. gentlemen as spies. At various points in (heir descent

Simple as the navigation of such a craft as the of the river they had noticed that their movements
Boussemroum appears, it was not unattended with had been under the observation of the authorities,

danger. The long exposed sides of the l)argo pre- and at last, at Pontailler, four gendarmes visited the

sented an enormous surface to the wind, and the boat, annoimcing to Mr. Hamerton : " You have an

absence of keel made it slow in answering to its

helm. The consequence was that in certain winds

the vessel was driven on to the bank, and the most

strenuous efforts of the pilot with a long pole failed

to keep her clear. Once, at least, an upset seemed

imminent. It happened thus : There was a strong

individual on board who makes plans." "No,"
replied the author; "wo have an artist on board

who makes drawings ; but tliat is not the same

thing." '^riie distinction could nut make its way
into the man's mind. " Tircr ties plans" is iu

FrcMieh a generic term which includes both geo-

side wind, and "the unforluiiad' but devoted pilot metrical and landscape work of all kinds. Tiiey

was constantly receiving thrusts from his pole in the demanded the i)roduction of j\[r. Pcunell's drawings,

breast, equivalent at least to those from a blunt Now the wise gendarme to whom Mr. Penncll's

lance in the tournaments of old times, and in this drawing of Pontailler was liandcd, first gravely

way he succeeded for a while in keeping the stern of examined it upside down. On the drawing was
the boat a yard or two from the shore. At last, a house-roof in jiencil, witli no ink-marks over it.

however, we strurk with great force, and at the This the artist had intended to efface. A\'hcn (he
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g-endarme turned the sketch the right way up this

pencil mark perplexed him mightily, aud he declared

that it was a drawing of ilout Ardou, a place of

great importance in war-time. In vain the artist

protested that it was a house-roof ; the gendarme

would hear no argument. Surely since the late Mr.

O'Donovan tried to explain a drawing in an illus-

trated paper to some members of a wandering tribe

in the INIerv oasis, no more foolish art-critic than

this gendarme has appeared in literature. L nfor-

tunately, none of the party were travelling with

their " pajDers." Since the Boiissemroum had started

stricter instructions with regard to spies had been

issued to the police; hence the necessity for papers had

not appeared stringent at starting. The gendarmes

were firm, and read their instructions. After a good

deal of talk they took away all ilr. Pennell's draw-

ings, and one of the men started with them to Dijon

to show them to some higher authority ; meanwhile

the Boiissemroum was detained, and its occupants

were prisoners, two gendarmes with revolvers in their

belts remaining to guard them. The delay, however,

did not last long. The drawings were submitted to

General Trioche, an artillery officer of high i-eputation

in the French army, and he pronounced them harm-

less. Our travellers were warned by the gendarmes

that it would be wiser not to sketch fortified towns ;

they respected the advice, and no such sketches

appear in the volume. This spv-fever will certainly

prove a serious hindrance, possibly a real danger, to

other English artists who follow in Mr. Hamerton's

steps. With the French peasantry and police, every-

one who is not a Frenchman must be a " Prussian,"

and to have popular feeling roused against one in

some small French town or village might result in

serious personal inconvenience, if not actual personal

injury, to the unfortunate artist. The best plan

would appear to be to report oneself on arrival in

every new town to the civil authority, and endeavour

to obtain permission to sketch within the limits of

the district. It is irksome, no doubt; but it is the

only way to secure safety, and to work without inter-

ruption. Witli regard to these excessive precautions

against spies in the district where Mr. Hamerton's little

adventure happened, he pertinently asks, " Whether,

if a French army occupied Sussex and Kent, the

English military authorities would not be equally

strict in Surrey ? " There were now but sixteen miles

to Chalon, and Mr. Hamcrton reflected that with such

a wind sailing would be charming, and that at Chalon

a sailing-boat of his own was lying idle. He deter-

mined to pay off the crew at Chalon, and make the

rest of the voyage in his own boat, the Arur. At

Chalon, therefore, tiie party broke up and dispersed.

]\Ir. Pennell visited the lower part of the river by

himself, but he was not allowed to sketch near Lyons :

1^

THE " BOUSSEMROUM ON THE CANAI, NEAE S.VVOYEUX.

i^Draicn by J. PcnncU.)
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THE TOAVEKS OF TOUENUS.

(Dran-n htj J. Pcnncll.)

indeed, it was ixnsafL- to sketc-li belmv ^raoDU at all
;

so tliat beinjj overworked, he returned to England

to recruit.

As Mr. Pennell here drops out (if the story, an

opportunity may Ije taken of saying a word about his

drawings. The book contains altogether a hundred

and forty-eight illustrations, some of them mere

thumb-nail sketches ; others so slight in their sug-

gestiveness that we may venture to call them " shirt-

cuff notes." Of these drawings, a hundred and two

are original pen-drawings by JNIr. Pennell, and nine-

teen are original pen-drawings by Mr. Ilamerton.

The rest are drawn in ink by Mv. Peiii:ell fi-oni

originals in pencil by Mr. Ilamerton, with tlie

e.xception of those which are done by ^^r. Ilamer-

ton from originals in;i(|uatint, etching, and pencil

by M. Jules Chevrier and Mr. J. P. Pettitt. As

to the value of all these drawings, it may be

said that it is very considi'iable. In the lir^l place,

the scenery is all new to iMiglisb peii])le; ami il'

nowhere presenting features of natural grandeur, it

is always salient enough for artistic effect. Mr.

Pennell's style is now well kimwu to English

students of art, chielly, perhaps, through his pretty

little book, " A Canterbury Pilgrimage •" (iiroduccd

in conjunction with his clever wife, j\lrs. Elizabeth

Robins Pennell), and also by his work for the

American illustrated magazines. lie is an artist

of much skill, ingenuity, and gi'aee, with a train<'d

eye for effects of water and sky, and with a know-

ledge and love of architecture. IMaiiy of the draw-

ings in this volume are merely ucles of effect.

\Vithin the somewhat narrow limits which the pen

allows him ho jiroduces charming results, and there is

scari'cl\- (ine iif bis drawings in this volume which

is not jileasant to look at.

Of Mr. ilamerton's artistic work it is somewhat

late to s])eak now. His drawings in this book are

of a- (piite different character to those of Mr. Pen-

nell. They are more accurate, more literal, and they

recommend lliemselves by their careful draughtsman-

ship. His most interesting drawings are those of

Clialnn ; and some others, in their curious theatrical

character, irresistibly recall scenes at the theatre.
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At Chalou Mr. Hamerton resumed his voyage

on his own boat the Arar. The night they reached

Macon a band was phiyiug in the open space south

of the bridge and the river ; the cafes were brilliantly

lighted, crowds were promenading, the night was

beautiful. "Amidst the crowd and the music and

the lights of tlie town, I had only to turn my head

to see some of the calmest and most lovely landscapes

in all France. There was the broad, tranquil river

flowing slowly and quietly to the south. Beyond

it dimly stretched the vast plain that ends only at

the mountains of Savoy, a wide and ojien country in

which the villages are but as little groups of fishing-

boats at sea. It was the strength of this contrast

that fixed the evening in my memory. Here we
were in the heart of city life, with the crowd, and

the music, and the lights, and only a few yards from

us began the silence of the great spaces of Nature."

And with this picture we may leave Mr. Hamerton

and his pleasant book. C. N. Williamson.

"VIEGINIA."
By Jasies Beetrand.

IT will be remembered that Napoleon the Great, in a

conversation with Bernardin de St. Pierre, whose

statue has now for several years adorned one of the

most pleasant of the open spaces in the flourishing

city of Havre de Grace, wishing to be complimentary

to the author, and doubtless feeling that anything

he could say in that direction was well deserved,

asked him, " When are you to give to the world

another ' Virginia ' ?
"

The scenes of the story were so novel, its inci-

dents so touching, and the tropical vegetation of the

region described with such realistic accuracy, that

De St. Pierre's book came upon the world with un-

mistakable surprise and delight, and to this day our

young folk cannot read the tale without emotion.

After the vivid description of the stories which

brought such awe to the simple dwellers of the

Mauritius, and recounting the touching incident of

Virginia waving her last farewell to her lover and

her friends from the deck of the doomed shij), this is

how our author proceeds, and it is in this passage that

James Bertrand, one of the most tender and prolific

of our Gallic painters, has found his inspiration :

—

" ^Vhen we had reached the entrance of the valley

of the river, negroes informed us that the sea had

thrown up many pieces of the wreck in the opposite

bay. We descended towards it, and one of the first

objects which met my sight was the corpise of

Virginia. Her features were not sensibly changed,

her eyes were closed, and her countenance was still

serene, and the pale purple hues of death were

blended with those of virgin modesty.''

Although M. Bertrand has scarcely followed in

every detail the text of his author, the spirit of the

storm, the engrossing interest of the situation, and

the purity and beauty of his sentiment, have all

been realised with a fine artistic sympathy. The

disposition of the lines, the various values in re-

spect of light and shade, and the composition as

an engrossing wdiole, have all had the considera-

tion of an instructed artist. The work attracted

no little attention when exhibited at the Salon, and

it is sure to be equally welcome to the readers of

this journal.

James Bertrand, who is a native of Lyons, has

achieved success both in landscape and in history.

He was a third-class medallist in 1861, again in 1S69,

obtained the Legion of Honour 1876, and carried

off another medal of the third class at the Universal

Exposition of 1878. J. Foubes-Robeetson.

—•>^^»^«5:•

AUGUSTE EODIN.

IN offering some remarks as to the art of one of the

most hotly discussed as well as one of the most

passionately admired sculptors of modern France, it

is not intended to give an account of his career up

to the present time, or to enumerate in their order

the works whicli he has produced; many of which,

indeed—including the " St. John " of the Luxem-

bourg, the "Age of Bronze," and the busts of Victor

Hugo, M. Rochefort, and il. Jean-Paid Lauiens

—

have been reproduced and commented upon in these

columns. It is rather the desire, on the present occa-

sion, to seek to emphasise the true tendency of his

art, and, in doing so, to call attention to the two very

important works now in progress in his studio, by the

result of which the master must stand or fall, seeing

that tliey arc in some sense a sj'nthesis of his aims,

his artistic emotions, and his standjjoint with regard

to humanity, which they accentuate more strongly
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and more comi)letely than do tlie remarkable produc- as was not only indefensible, but ealeiilated to

tions by wliieh be has up to the present time been create a feeling of hopelessness at the utter uneer-

judged, and, in some quarters, narrowly and hastily taiuty which appears to reign in such mutters in

w/.viudo-ed. England. The comparison so suggested is a sulK-

M. Kodin, although he is still in the prime and full

vigour of manhood, has attained the age at which

the idiosyncrasy and the technical manner of the

creative artist have, as a rule, assumed their definite

shape. Yet it is safe to conclude that, fiery as is bis

originality, unhesitating as is his advance in the path

which he has marked out for himself, he is stdl in a

state of progress, and has not, it may be, at present

attained full maturity of style. He still continues

to seek, like the true and unconventional worker that

he is, though not to grope; and possibly he may

ultimately clothe his conceptions in an art-form

which will be not exactly his present manner, but

rather a development of that manner in the direc-

tion of moderation and increased concision.'

In styling M. Rodin " the Zola of sculpture," as

some not overwise persons are said to have done,

these detractors have coined an epithet by no means

STUDY.

(Draivn hij Antjitsk lioiUn.)

as opprobrious as tliey intended it to be, when they

sought with a few scornful words to decide a ques-

tion of vital importance to those who are genuinely

interested in the future of art, and to defend a

line of conduct towards the eminent sculptor such

STUDY.

{Drtufn bif An(juste Rodin.)

eiently inane one, seeing that it couples the names

of two marked personalities who, although they

are both eminently products of the time which they

powerfully influence, have otherwise little or nothing

in common. But who will now be found seriously

to deny that M. Zola—apart from the question of

the regrettable and unnecessary excrescences with

which he deliberately chooses to disfigure his power-

fid and pathetic work—is a great and genuine jiower

in literature, even though it may be impossible to

accord to him the special praise which is due only

to the great and well-balanced artist ? Though it is

difficult, or indeed impossible, to compare a literary

system and iniint of view with a mctliinl and point

of view purely artistic, it may be recorded that the

novelist obtains his effects by the combination of

a great number of modern types and incidents

—

in themselves small, prosaic, and repulsive, though

often illuminated by flashes of truth and real ])assion

—into a vast whole informed with a distinct life,

and to which the writer often succeeds in impart-

ing a well-nigh epic grandeur, an apocaly])tic vague-

ness and majesty, which should go far to obtain

for him forgiveness for his many sins, both against
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lialE of the nineteenth century,

and his creations are deeply

affected by the atmospliere of

passionate unrest which would
seem to enwrap so much of the

really original creative talent of

the time, is mainly interested

in the greater and more salient

characteristics of humanity

;

which are of to-day, no doubt,

but not of to-day alone, which
are not distinguishing marks
of one individual or one race

only, but yet must inevitably,

if truthfully rendered by a mo-
dern, take their defining shape

and colour from the phen(nnena
of modern life and modern
thought. In order to express

these large phases of human
l>assion M. Rodin takes as his

groundwork the tj'pes and in-

dividuals of to-day, seeking in

them rather what is living and

expressive than what is rhyth-

mically harmonious, or distin-

guished by idealised beauty of

form ; and he renders such

types with stern and searching

truth, though without any ex-

cessive imitation of mere super-

lieial detail. Thus far, no

doubt, he is a realist—as the

great Donatello and his school

were realists. But his tenden-

cies are strongly and passion-

ately ideal, in so far as he seeks

to cxjircss only the larger and

more representative side of the

humanity in which he is so

dccjily interested, while achiev-

ing by his mode of delineation

an intensity of realisation which

marks his works unmistakably

with the impress of the time to

which he belongs, of which he

illustrates the stronger and more

virile rather than the more ob-

vious characteristics.

It is, perhaps, to a sei'ies of

sketches and studies which M.
Rodin, some two j'ears since,

BOURGEOIS DE CALAIS. Contributed to an exhibition

,„ „ ,, , , ^ , , ,, , , T, , I. J , ^ , .„. ^, . held at the Rue de Seze that
(From the Uunumeiil l^iinfinished / b:; AiigusU- Itodin. Engraved hy E. LeveilU fils.)

he owes, in some measure,

decency and against true art. The sculptor, on the the rejjutation for extreme freedom of delineation

—

other hand, though he is a true child of the second nay. for absolute want of decency—which in some
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BOUEOKuli I'li i-AL.Vl~.

(From the Monument (nnjlnislml) by AugiaU Rodin. Engraved bu A. Lcvi-ilU.)

512

quarters it has been souo'Vit to

iix upon liini. !Many oli tliese

contributions were sketches

which the sculptor, conscien-

tious to excess, had executed

in the round in preparation

for figures and groups in re-

lief, destined to form part oi'

the ensemble of his great gate

for the Musee des Arts De-

coratifs, presentl}' to be de-

scribed. In these the sculp-

tor's one aim was to seize and

perpetuate in all its intensity

some typical incident, some

mood of passion or despair,

illustrating the " Inferno,'^

which ho had boldly chosen as

the sul)ject of his work. It

is possible that some of the

daring sketches so produced

were, when thus fully realised

in the round, less suited to

be submitted to the gaze of

the "profane vulgar" than

would ultimately be the re-

liefs for which they were only

the ])reparatorv studies. But

then, much the same might

be said as to the studies from

the nude or the preliminary

sketches made by all the great

masters, and in particular as

to the a ca<h'lilies which all the

French professors of reimte,

both of the past and present

schools, have produced, and to

w liich true connoisseurs attacii

so high a value. Even ad-

mitting fill' a moment— what

those who have considered

these productions of the sculp-

tor must dcu}-—that such oc-

casional works of a great artist

were in any degree o]icn to the

rc|)roach levelled at them, how

unfair, how futile would W
a\i attemjit to class by such

relatively uninii)ortant sam-

ples his entire life-work ! As

well might we seek to stamj)

as an erntic naturalist Rem-

brandt himself, from a study

(if the two or three ])rints

which, out of the vast and

varied series of his works,

might be considered open to
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oLjectiou. M. EoJiii lias iiienrred another reproach

from tliose who have superficially considered his

work, and that is that he rejoices in ng'liness for

JULES DALOU.

(From the BitH btj AinjtisU' liodin. Einiiaved by A. Levcille.)

its own sake, that he chooses for reprodnctiou forms

too coarse and uiigeneralised to come within the

province of plastic art ; and from this somewhat

better fonnded criticism, it may not at first sight

seem very easy to defend him. If we judge him

by the standard of (ircek art, or rather by that of

the schools which have adopted—or vain,y deemed

that they adopted—the Greek canon and the Greek

limit in the expression of emotion, then he must

stand condemned. For he incoutestably chooses to

express his conceptions in forms expressive rather

than in themselves beautiful, by means of gestures

and attitudes passionate and significant, rather than

attuned to rhythmical harmony. But, in so doing,

is he not in reality approaching more nearly to the

true s])irit which informed the greatest Greek art,

than he would have done in seeking to recall, with

however exquisite a skill, forms beautiful indeed, but

now robbed of their full significance—conceptions of

which the hollow shell is all that remains, and the

true meaning of which, if it can still be guessed,

can yet never again be realised by an imitator ?

The finest Greek art of the fifth and fourth cen-

turies B.C. was, apart from and beyond its incom-

parable beauty in matters of form and workmanship,

a real, living thing, truthfully representing, though

in an ideal and generalised shape, all that was

noblest and most significant in the religion, in the

life, and in the aspirations of a great people. It

is to the gradual transformation into an art less

elevated and representative in character and more

]iurely decorative in its exquisiteness, even more

than to the falling off in style and technical accom-

plishment, that its decadence during the Hellenistic

and the subsequent periods is to be attributed. M.
Rodin has chosen wisely, seeing that he has some-

thing new to say to his generation, and something

that is the outcome of its own atmosphere of thought

and feeling, to say it in his own way, with tlie forms

and modes of expression of his own time, rather

than in the beautiful but dead language which he

would vainly have sought to adapt to his wants.

The reticence in the expression of emotion, the

supreme self-control which characterised the finest

Greek work, w'as not only aesthetically beautiful,

but essentially truthful ; while such a method, if

adopted in giving shape to creations in which the

primary aim is avowedly to suggest the passions and

sensations of the linmanity in which we have part,

could never be other than conventional and incom-

])]ete. At the same time it ninst be confessed

that the master sometimes pushes his system to

its extreme limit, as in the selection of forms,

not only unideal, but defective in their too close

adherence to individual peculiarities. Thus, not in-

frequently the appearance of nnnecessarily coarse

and exaggerated extremities, and of proportions of

doubtful propriety, even though in individual in-

stances they may adliere to nature, jars upon us, and

interferes with the adequate realisation of great con-

ceptions. Let us take for an instance the sculptor's

noble "St. John the Baptist" at the Luxembourg,

a work of a true and poetic realism, while in the

intensity of its representation of holy ardour and

energetic resolve it is yet thoroughly ideal in aim.

This would have gained in eveiy way, had the form

given to the saint, without ceasing to suggest effort

and suffering, been of a higher physical type, and less

unsparingly individualised. Donatello, the master's

great prototype, even when he accentuated to the

verge of exaggeration, and sometimes beyond that

limit, the ascetic type in similar delineations, never de-

prived it wholly of its nobler physical characteristics.
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Tlie first of the great works to which we have

already referred as being- in progress, shows at their

best all the master's finer and more distinctive

qualities. It is a monument destined for and com-

missioned by the town of Calais, in commemoration

of the noble act of self-sacrifice accomplished by its

burghers when it was forced to submit to the victo-

rious Edward. They are shown when about to set

forth on their errand of self-abasement, in all the

bitterness of their deep humiliation, here accentuated,

less by the scanty garments which but half cover

their powerful forms, than by the suffering which

their features—nay, their whole bodies—with singular

intensity express. The work is not even yet suffi-

ciently advanced for it to be safe to hazard an opinion

as to its qualities as a decorative group intended for

the open air; but the figures of heroic size which are

not call to mind anything e.\aetly similar in character

among the masterpieces—and they are nianv—of the

modern Freneli or, indeed, any recent school. These

tremendous figures are less the vanquished and hu-

miliated burghers of a medieval fortress than they

are ideal representations of agony, stubborn rage, and

utter despair. And here, especially, the skill of the

sculptor in dealing with rugged, nnidealised forms is

manifested in all its strength, and his choice of these

for reproduction justifies itself.

The second great work of the artist, which, like

its fellow, is still unlinished, is the great gate to

which we have already in passing referred. In

this ease also, thougli the general scheme of the

vast and intricate work is complete, and many
of the most imjiortant portions are far advanced, it

would be jiremature to jmmounce as to its ultimate

ALI'IIOXSE 1,1 i;i i<
.

(From the Dimt hi/ Avi/nste Jtotlin. Eiiijraveil by A. Lrv<illi}.)

to compose it are so far conipK'le as to make it effect as a deeor.ilivc wlmlc. The artist has rathci

clear that they are auKJUL;' (lie most piuverl'ul and l)ciii inspired liv mid moved to rciiiise the general

the most moving works of modern limes. To find a, spirit of Dante's "Inferno," than he lias attemjited

parallel for the energy and variety of the ]iassion here to give an organised representation of its intri-

expressed, we must go back l':ir indeed, for we can- cate and rnrmally-ordercd gradations of woe, such as
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the Giottesque puiuters delig'hteil in woi-king- out.

An entirely distinct phase of M. liodin's art is

that of portrait-sculptnre, in which he has, up to

the present time, won a more general recognition

than in any other branch. Here, even more markedly

than ill his other works, he has evinced his sympathy

for the manner and standpoint which distinguished

the sculptors of the early Florentine Renaissance, and

especially Douatello ; here, too, he may again be

of producing a certain exaltation of the whole per-

sonality. A mental though not a physical ideality is

thus imparted to the conception. Among jNI. Rodin's

finest busts may be mentioned, besides those already

referred to—of which the "Victor Hugo" is hardly

the happiest or most subtle of his achievements—the

portraits of Professor A. Legros, of Bastien-Lepage,

the characteristic likeness of Mr. W. E. Henley,

and, above all, a masterpiece—the fine presentment.
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IAS Ijcen said tluil tlicrc is

no siK'li thing as an mit-

lino in Nature.

At all events, it may
be conceded that, even it'

Nature has an outline, lier

outline—say to a painter

till' " impressionisto persuasion—must be. lik,

the outline of the lady described by Mr. ^lautalini,

"a demmed outline."

But if, according- to the dictum nf (ioctbc-, " Art

is art. precisely because it is not Nature," it fcillows

that methods (if expression in art involving eniphasis

and definition, though of the nature of conventions

or absti'actions, may be of the utmost value not onlv in

illustrating the thiaight and feeling of the artist., Itut

also in elucidating natural fact. Of such is outline.

It is perfectly true that the forms of Nature are

defined by the relief of their edges and surfaces in

light or shade against a dark or light background,

or become obvious by means of difference of tint

;

in fact, it would ajipear that we learn the shapes of

things by their fiiil as distinct from surrounding

tints at the first, the perception of the subtleties of

light and shade coming later.

Children's methods in drawing so far agree with

those of the art of primitive times, inasnmch as all

objects are defined with an outline— often highlv

abstract—or as ilcfinilc jialches of frank colour one

upon anothi'i-.

.)i:j

Yet the immense amount both of natural truth

and typical character, not to speak of decorative

effect, capable of being conveyed by such methods

in their perfection, we may see in such work as the

mural paintings of the ancient Egyptians, and in

modern Japanese drawings, especially of animals and

plants. For beautiful treatment of the human ligui'i'

in outline we must go to the vase-paintei's of ancient

fireece, or the Italian and (icrman masters nf the

earlier Kenaissancc.

The boundaries, thcn.nr an object in Nature bi'in^-

dcliiicd li\' I'clicf (if tint, (i|- b\' light and shade, it

becomes a (pu'st ion of delicate pei'ceptiou and ])n\\('r

of abstraction how to determine these boundarii's by

an outline which does not really exist in Nature.

\Ct an outline drawing can give the cliaracter

and construction of a ]>lant, for instance, more clearly

and cmphat ii-all\' than a shaded diawing or a photo-

graph, in which such facts are ajit to Ijc oljsciu'ed,

while the attention is attracted by (pialities of light

and shade, more or less common to all objects.

The accompanying pen outlines (i. and ii.) illus-

trate what I mean, more especially in the expression

of the different characteristics of the flowers by means

of modifications in the treatment of line. For in-

stance, the thin and fragile ])etals of the poppy (il.)

may be contrasted with the linn and stilt" curves of

those of the Turk's-head lily (i.).

In regard (o rpiality of line ami the use of line or

bold strokes — of pen, brush, pencil, etching-needle,
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-LINES EXPRESSIVE OF FIRMNESS IN FLOWERS.

ment and use of outliiit', and nowhere does his indi-

viduality and sense of style so cleai-ly declare itself.

Lines, angles, and curves, through every pos-

sible variation of tenuity, degree, and declination,

constitute the alphabet and vocabulary of expression

by means of drawing in line.

Persons who wish emphatically to clear them-

selves from tlie imputation of artistic capacity may

commonly be heard declaring that they could not

draw "a straight line" to save their lives. In art,

however, as the language of visible expression, the

object is to draw an expressive—a sympathetic line

—

a line in its proper relation to other lines. The value

of a straight or level line is, of course, great ; but it

^ on

gently whis-

per what you

lave to say, or

loudly declaim

it ? All must

depend u]>on

the subject-

matter and
the object and

feeling of the

artist.

If all methods, of expression were denied to the

artist but this of outline, he would still, if he appre-

ciated its value, have a language, the most succinct

and terse, the most bold, and

yet most delicate and sym-

pathetic, albeit the simplest,

in which to express his ideas,

whether in design or natural

fact. Yet we commonly hear

DIAGRAMS A AND B.

such expressions as •' Only in outline," " Merely

an outline," and so forth. I believe there is no

greater test of the quality of an artist than his treat-

II.—LINES EXPRESSIVE OF FRAGILITY IN FLOWERS.

is rather as a negative or corrective in design. The

forms of Nature show a constant departure from the

level and the perpendicular in their bounding-lines,

which consist generally of a succession of counter-

acting curves.

If we take the straight line, horizontal and per-

pendicular, as the Alpha and Omega of drawing (see

Diagram a), between them the designer observes, as

it were, a crescendo of lines of infinite variation (see

Diagram b)—angular on one side and curvilinear on

the other; and according to his conception and the

ideas he wishes to convey will he select such forms

as contain them to construct his design.
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Now, for instance, the idea of repose is as'feociatecl I>y reason of contrast; since \vc should lose our sense

in our minds with long and more or less level lines, of the meaning of level lines were there no upright

III. —LINES EXPRESSIVE OF REPOSE IN LANDSCAPE.

grounded, no doubt, on the knowledge that a thing ones to point the contrast. The sketch here given

is at rest when it lies full length on the earth. The may be taken as a general illustration of this. (Ex-

level lines of plain and sea in landscape always con- ample in. Lines expressive of repose in landscape.)

IV.— LINKS E.\rRESSIVE OP .'iTOPJI IN LANDSCAPE.

vey a sense of n'stfulness. We find, too, that jier- Hul su|ip(ising niir nbject is to convey a sense of

peiidicular lines serve to emphasise tliis in a drawing storm and unrest ; then we naturally use rugged
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lines, sharp angles, and opposing curves, for such

lines in the long course ol: inseparable association

recall conflict and disturbance in Nature. Such lines

are our letters. Tumbled rocks, aud trees struggling

with the wind, craggy mountains, and torn rain-

clouds—these are the words our linear letters have

formed, which in a definite and legible shorthand

convey our impressions of Nature to other minds.

(See example iv. Lines expressive of storm in land-

scape.')

In this connection I have noticed that trees which

have been bent over one way, and shorn by the con-

stantly recurring action of the wind, as we may often

see at various places near our coast, invariably suggest

to the eye a gale blowing, although it may be really

a calm summer day. The handwriting of the wind

is stereotyped upon tliem and has become part of

their growth.

In the endeavour to express movement by lines it

must be also noticed that the main lines fall naturally

into groups and radiate from the direction of force,

and these, being met by opposing sharp lines, angles

and curves, give the sense of strife and unrest it is

our object to convey.

The general laws of outline applied above to land-

scape, apply also to figure drawing, and for precisely

the same reasons. Ihululating lines declining to

the level irresistibly convey the sense of repose, and

ation for the present facial expression, and dwelling

solely on that of the contours of the frame and limbs.

(See example v. Lines expressive of repose in the

figure and landscape.) In like manner when we

want to express the action, of a figure, we see that

the human f.vame in adapting itself to action, whether

running, leaping, or striking, the limbs assert them-

selves in bold' angles, aud radiate from the centre of

force and vitality in the trunk. If we counter-

Ijalance these angles in other parts of the design, we

shall emphasise the energy of the action illustrated.

(See example vi. Lines expressive of action in the

figure.) If, further, we were to illustrate an action

by a series of figures in different stages of that action

as in running or leaping, we should still more em-

phatically convey the sense of movement to the

mind.

The development of a drawing, considered as an

arrangement of line upon a certain theme, whether

of action or repose, is thus controlled by certain

necessities of its principal motive—necessities, that

is, of its own construction. Of course the de.sired

end may be reached by a multiplicity of ways. There

is nothing absolute in art : it is relative throughout,

essentially, in all its forms. The painter cannot set

himself to realise any detail of his picture without re-

gard to every other detail of that picture, as well as

the total effect. Apiece of naturalism or mere imita-

V.—LINES EXPEESSITE OF EEPOSE IN FIGURE AND LANDSCAPE.

the long delicate curves and depressions in the subtle

outlines of the human form are capable of conveying

the expression of repose (as indeed of all expression)

in a more concrete, and therefore more definite and

emphatic manner, than could be done in a landscape

pure and simple ; and this, of course, for the obvious

reason that any organic form is capable of more ex-

pression than inorganic form, leaving out of cousider-

tion as close as ]5atience aud paint cau make it may

yet look utterly false if it is unrelated to anything

else in a picture. So it is with drawing in line,

which is no mere jumble of accidental curves and

angles thrown on to the paper and left to fight it

out ; but if it has any claim to be called art, whether

it be a simple transcript from Nature or a carefully

balanced design, it must show consciously or uncou-
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Sfiuusly tliis pwuejitiuii of the ivhition of parts to the

wholo. To the so-ualled niodurii realist or naturalist

(I should suggest " accidentalist ") one hardly ven-

tures to breathe the word "eomposition !
" Yet it"

drawing or painting have any claim to be considered

"arts of design^" the value of line, if simply as

a question of outline of mass, or silhouette, has a

most important place. Unless the mind of the artist

can be reduced to the absolutely unprejudiced con-

couditions. Here, however, we touch a nmre special

division of our subject—design—which I shall hope

to treat of in another jjaper.

I have only attempted a rough analysis of the

more obvious facts in drawing in outline. An artist,

however, as a rule, is not an analyst. Filled with a

sense of the scene he wishes to depict, or of the

vision which possesses him, derived he knows not

whence, but which has become a part of his life, he

VI.—LINES EXPRESSIVE OF ACTION IN THE FIGUEE.

dition of a sensitised plate in the photographic

camera, considei-ations of line will weigh with him

in determining his choice between two or three

points of view of his subject, or of pose in his

model. Otherwise we should bt; reduced to the

absurdity that all arrangements in Nature are of

eijual artistic value to the same mind, which would

then, like the philosophic proverbial donkey, hesi-

tate for ever between two equal bundles of ajsthetic

hay, with, so far as regards arf, au oliviously nega-

tive result.

Art is not science, tlmugh there is a scientific side

of art; but there is a certain logic of line which the

draughtsman and designer are, consciously or un-

consciously, bound to observe. The main thing to

grasp is that a work of art is an organic thing, con-

structed on a dcliniie plan, and though the possibility

of variety in ])lan may be infinite, once committed to

a plan the desigiu'r caiuiot depart fr its necessary

does not stop to analyse, or consciously select, any
more than when one sits down to write a letter to a

friend we think it needful to go into the origin of the

alphabet or the meaning of hieroglyphics. We take

it for granted that our handwriting will convey our

meaning. So with the artist : although it does

wmetimes happen that it is not understood, just

perhaps as some handwriting- is hard to read. The
(piestion, too, becomes complicated by the fact that

iu the artist's case original minds really dn, in a

sense, invent their own language and handwriting,

or, at least, a dialect of the common tongue; conse-

quently their audience is small until their linear

shorthand or colour-speech is understanded of the

people.

Ill a short article i( is only possible to touch

upiiu a lew of the simpler and more obvious quali-

ties of outline drawing, and its use as a means of

expression in design, tuo apt to lie neglected iu (he
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present day, wlien fully shaded representations of

Nature, with all the attractions of accidental effects

of lighting and relief, are so easily obtained in the

photograph without any special artistic knowledge.

The fact remains, however, that while it is thus pos-

sible, mechanically or by patient industry, to give

elaborate imitations of natural facts, we must come

back to the language of line to sum up and to em-

phasise those facts, to make a harmony out of them,

and to present them, selected and free from irrelev-

ances, as an organic and coherent whole to the eyes

both of the body and the mind. Waltee Cka\e.

^^^^'^^-^

THE NATIONAL ART AND THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

THE first part of the title of my paper I apply

exclusively to the art of water-colour painting,

the principal reason being that it is the sole art that

can make good its claim to be called in every sense

of the word " National." In England it had its

liirtb, and in p]ngland it has been nurtured and

perfected. Its power and beauty are recognised by

foreign nations as peculiarly our own, and they

willingly acknowledge that in this branch of art we

reign supreme. But we in England have yet to

place that art in the honourable position it ought

to occupy in this country.

]\Iuch as it was neglected in the past, except

by the few who felt its power, it has been excep-

tionally fortunate in the advocacy of our greatest

modern prose -writer. Professor Ruskin. In his

o-reat work, "^lodern Painters," he has done homage

to the water-colour art, bringing such depth of

knowledge, poetic fervour, and beauty of language

to his subject, that no more noble tribute could have

been offered by a master-mind to the grandeur of the

theme.

In giving a short liistory of the birth and pro-

gress of j\-ater-colour art in this country, I will

endeavour to explain the dift'erences between the old

and new methods.

The art of painting with water as the medium

has been practised from the earliest times—that is

a matter of history ; but the difference between the

early and the present method I now proceed to ex-

plain. One might fairly say that until the eighteenth

century the only process of water-colour painting

was iempera. That is to say, the colours were

always mixed with body -white, so as to give an

appearance of solidity, endeavouring in this quality

to rival oil-painting. But the process had the draw-

back that one could never attain that just combina-

tion of the solid and transparent necessary to repre-

sent the infinity of nature in the gradation of its

tones of colour and distance, and the result always

had an opacity that was destructive to the delicacy

and brilliancy of many of the colours.

About the middle of the eighteenth century the

early phase of our modern practice (the discarding

of body-white mixed with all the colours) became

general, Init for a very long time it was limited in

its range. The drawing was first carried as far as

possible in composition, light and sbade in washes

of grev, the forms having been first drawn in with a

reed pen, and it was then finished by slight w'ashes

of very feeble local colour. These were called tinted

drawings. The word "drawings" still survives as

the generic name of works in water-colours.

George Barret (one of our greatest watei'-colour
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painters), in his work on the practice of the art,

states that the first to throw off tlie early tinting-

practice was John Smith, commonl}- called " War-

wick Smith ;
" but it was with the appearance of

Girtin that the art made the first considerable step

in advance. Girtin and Turner may be called the

creators of our English art in its present form, but

especial honour is due to Turner, as he was amongst

the very few who first discarded the old tinted style,

and realised the tints of nature by the use of appro-

priate colours, while he lived to see the culmination

of that art he had done so much to perfect. "With

the introduction of new methods and the production

of improved materials water-colour painting became

more and more an art to be followed for its own

sake by those who had an instinctive genius for the

use of the principles and the practice of the art.

It is perhaps well that I should give some account

of the gradual improvements in the materials—the

prime causes of the great advance of the art— as liy

these improvements scope was given to forward its

practice, each development helping to create some

new method of treatment.

The first great improvement was the increase in

number and manufacture of the colours. This oc-

curred about 178(1. Before this date the number of

the colours was extremely limited, and were gene-

rally made by the artists themselves. They were

consequently very coarsely ground, and very roughly

"put together." To give an idea of the limited

palette of those days I here append the list of

colours known to have been used at that date by

John Cozens. They were—Indian red, yellow ochre,

burnt sienna, indigo, lake, black, and burnt umber.

In 1781 the Society of Arts awarded to Messrs.

Reeves (the firm still in existence) a silver medal for

improvements in the manufacture of water-colours

—improvements that amounted to a revolution in

the general method of their production. The last

great advances in this branch were the introduction

of moist colours and the invention of metal tubes by

Messrs. Winsor and Newton.

The next great improvement was in the quality

of the paper, for IMessrs. Whatman began to manu-

facture a web specially for' the use of water-colour

painters. About the same time Messrs. Creswick

also produced excellent paper for the use of the art.

Previous to the introduction of these papers the artist

had to pick up what he could, and had to select from

materials manufactured for other purposes, much of

which was of bad surface and bad manufacture,

materially retarding the progress of the art.

The im])rovement in the paper and the colours was

a material Factor toward . the ailvancenient of the art

—so material, in(lp(>d, Av.it to the jierfcctiou of the

paper and colours we are indebted fi>r the means of

carrying out the subtle processes that are the strength

and peculiar charm of water-colour art. It is not

too much to say that without those improvements it

would have been impossible to make that great ad-

vance and attain the perfection which it can boast, as

l)y these means as much power can now be produceil

in water-colours as in the sister art of oils, with the

addition of greater brilliancy.

In ISO-i came the first great effort to consolidate

the progress of the art by the banding together of

most of its eminent professors, a proceeding which

resulted in the foundation of the Society of Painters

in Water Colours. This movement was the conse-

quence of the general feeling amongst the water-

colour painters of the time that they were shut out

from public favour and approbation by having no

adequate means of exhibiting their works. The first

exhibition of the Society was held in rooms in Lower

Brook Street in the year ISO.j, and amongst the

foundation members were Joshua Cristall, who became

its first President, George Barret, John Yarley, and

William Havell, men whose names are now household

words in the world of art. From this time the art

(although it had to struggle for existence in its

Constituted form) had a location in which it could

expand and show its strength. In a few years its

career of usefulness was assured, and it was fullv

established in public favour.

Year after year passed with an ever-increasing

addition to the ranks of the water-colour jiainters.

The Society, having limited its numbers, rendered

election within its body more and more dilfieult, and

in time a gradual accumulation of able men found

themselves in exactly the same jiosition as the

founders of the Society ; that is to say, without

projier means by which they could show their works

so as to earu a livelihood by their art. This re-

sulted in the foundation in the year 18.31 of the New
Society of Painters in Water Colours, now called the

Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours, and

their first exhibition was held in Exeter Hall in llic

year of its foundation.

For many years the Institute and the Society

were amjily sufficient to absorb all the best men who
from time to time showed sutficient ability to warrant

(heir election into one or other of the two bodies.

Hut again came the same causes for another advance.

About the year 1S7S the increasing growth of the

numbers practising the art, the large nundier of

outside members of the profession, and the im-

possibility of admitting more members, by reason

of the limited size of the gallery thin in possession

of the Institute, gave rise to a general feeling

amongst its members that there ought to be a

building in which the whole body of ))ainters in

water colours could be re))resentcd in the same wav
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tlmt the nil paintors were represented at tlie Royal

^Vcademy. The first stej) taken by the members of

the Institute was to alter their constitution so as to

l)e more in accordance with the s])irit o£ the times,

and the second to set about the acquisition of a new

building. After much labour the result came in

the erection of the magnificent galleries in which

the Royal Institute now holds its exhibitions in

Piccadilly.

Such is a brief history of the two water-colour

institutions in their constituted form. The Dudley

(iallery was established in 186.5. To this body we,

the latter-day workers in water-colours, owe a deep

debt of gratitude, as it showed the possibility of an

exhibition open to all artists being made successful,

^lany of its more prominent; members are now
members of the Royal Institute. I remember before

those days how difficult it was—I might almost say

impossible—for a water-colour painter to secure ex-

hibition for his works. Only at the Royal Academy
could one exhibit; and there only in a very in-

different room, and in a mixed company. As the

reader will observe during my remarks that my
jnincipal illustrations of the greatness of the art

of water-colour painting consist, with few exceptions,

of landscape- paintei-s, I must, although a figure-

painter, frankly acknowledge that in this depart-

ment lies our strength—an admission I am jiroud

to make when we consider the fact that ^ve have

produced the greatest landscape-painters of any time

or any countrv.

It is peculiarly characteristic of Englishmen, from

the innate modesty of their nature, I sup])Ose, that

they are slow to accept the fact that they have pro-

duced really great things in any given direction.

They have an unconquerable aversion to impulsive-

ness, and they are so conservative by nature, that

they have accustomed themselves to expect all new
dejiartures to proceed from high places, in spite of

the oft-repeated experience that they generally proceed

from the most unexpected quarters. It is from these

causes that water-colour art has not received that

honour which is its due by being properly repre-

sented in our public galleries, and more especially

in our National Gallerv. The question may be

asked, " What are its claims that it should be thus

represented?" The answer is easily made by those

who have studied this most beautiful and original

art, born of the soil, the materials and processes

entirely created and perfected by Englishmen. It

has culminated in the works of such men as

Turner, Cox, De Wint, Barret, and so many
masters, that it would be tedious to repeat their

names. It has produced an unrivalled school of

landscape-painting, so individual that one is as-

tounded in contem]>lating the works of men so

diverse in their interpretation of nature. Its art

rellects the character of the country and people

amongst whom it has been produced, and continuing

the great race of landscape-painters of the older

schools, it has added an additional lustre to that

branch of art. It has done more : it has out-

stripped its predecessors in every quality that makes
an art great f the brilliancj' of Claude, the sober

grandeur of Gaspar Poussin, the pastoral beauties

of Cuyp, Hobbema, and Berghem, and the ever-

changing seas of Yandervelde have not only been

equalled but sixrpassed by our English ]iainters.

These have carried every phase of natural and artistic

representation in colour, form, and treatment to the

very highest point of perfection. We are acknow-

ledged to have produced great poets. Well, our

painters match our poets. We have a Shakespeare

in our Turner, a Burns in our David Cox, a Pope in

our Barret, and a Crabbe in our William Hunt. They

have made here in England a school that is classic.

It stands as a monument commemorative of the

innate delicacy of perception in artistic matters that

I believe to be the attribute of the English race.

Why, therefore, should we stand alone in being the

only civilised nation that has neglected to honour

its own art, by not having an exhaustive and

selected collection within the walls of our National

Gallery, so that students and lovers of art may be

able to study and enjoy the works of our illustrious

masters ? How much more valuable and instructive

would be the National Gallery if it were in every

sense national; not alone "national" because it is the

property of the nation, but " national " in its mo.st

useful sense? Amongst the gathered works within

its walls we ought to lie able to see all that is best

of our own school, as well as of its great predecessors.

This conservation is warranted by the excellence and

beauty of our art. But the peojile have been mis-

directed. They have been taught to look for art in

one direction only, and thev have been drawn aside

by the glamour of an exalted position. Academies

and schools have been founded and subsidised to

cultivate and give sustenance to the dead forms of

art; but art, like poetry, will not come at our

command simply because we desire it : it comes

spontaneously and in the most unexpected places.

Such was the ease with the water-colour art. Its

birth and growth were nno])trusive, and its sur-

roundings modest ; its workers the sons of tinker,

blacksmith, brewer ; its art the representation of that

which we see every day. It may be aptly called the

Cinderella of the arts in so far as it was unassisted

and unhonoured by its more generously-endowed

sister in the art of paintinj—a simile that holds

good to-day.

Yet what manifold (pialities are necessary to
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make a givat painter in water-colours ! His toiieli

must be absolutely certain ami exact, and always

under command. His perception of gradation and

tone must be of extreme delicacy yet full of power.

He must bo able to interpret the subtle truths of

Nature—not the literal interpretation of a scene,

intelligible to any ordinary mind and containing

nothing beyond the receptive faculties of the un-

observant; but the essence both of the surface and

hidden truths, with the poetic rendering that is as

distinctive of and peculiar to the art of painting

as to those of the sister arts of poetry and music.

And, to crown all, he must be a colourist, that rarest

of all gifts, yet tlie one that is peculiarly the attri-

bute of English art. If you study the works of the

masters you will find no really great painter who has

not had this gift. No other country of modern times

since the Dutch has produced such a galaxy of men

so great in this department. Water-colour painting

is not like the art of oil-painting, where you are ar-

rested at every point by the fact that the great painters

of the past have achieved all the excellences. Water-

colour painting is a living art, untrammelled by tradi-

tion. There are fields untrodden, and the art is as full

of life and vitality to-day as it ever was in the past.

The bulk of my paper has been devoted to the

claim of water-colour art to be represented in

our National Gallery, but au urgent appeal t'ould

with equal justice be devoted to the claims of our

masters in oils to be more extensively represented.

A collection of many of our masters in oil-painting-

does exist in our national collection, but it is by

no means so representative as our credit as an artistic

nation demands. Many of the masters are not seen

at their best, and many are entirely unrepresented,

while the works of the three masters who are re-

presented by their water-colours are relegated to out-

of-the-way rooms.

One of the irritating consequences of this state

of things is that foreigners visiting our National

Oallery naturally come to an erroneous conclusion.

They take it for granted that on its walls they

see all that we have done in the art of painting,

and our country suffers tmder the stigma they in-

llict upon us of being an inartistic nation.

In private encouragement we in these later times

have no cause of complaint ; we are fortunate in the

emoluments we gain by our works, and also in the

sympathetic appreciation of those who admire and

encourage our art ; but whenever I visit the national

collections of foreign countries I cannot help feeling

that we lack the due encouragement of our art by

the public as a body. It should be the common

delight of all and not the exclusive luxury of the

few. If this were so it would retlect a double

benefit : it would ennoble the aims of the painter,

and it would give pleasure and instruction to the

many whose means are too limited to obtain that

enjoyment except in our National Galleiy.

Surely the time has now coino when the art of

our country both in oil and water-colour should be

properly represented in our National Gallery; so

tliat all can study and enjoy the great works that

have been produced by our masters, and that those

masters should receive the public recognition of

tiieir merits their genius so worthily deserves. But

this can only be accomplished by the public making

their wishes heard in those high quarters where

the duty lies of carrying out their commands ; and

it is for the honour of our country that this should

be done, as au act of justice to art and to our-

selves. James D. Lintox.

THE FOREST OF FONTAINEBLEAU : WINTER.—II.

IN one of his letters to Theodore Rousseau, Francois

Millet, to whom scenery always seemed tinged

with sadness, was constrained to break out into admira-

tion of the beauties of Fontainebleau Forest in winter.

He dwells upon the magnilicent presentment of

Barbizon under snow, and describes the glistening of

the frozen flakes upon the branches of the trees with

all the enthusiasm of a close observer of the little

lovelinesses of Nature. ^lillet's residence at Bar-

bizon has made the pretty little village in the forest

for ever famous. Tiiroughout the year it is crowded

with painters, whoso evening revels are often more

in evidence than their daylight application. Surely

514

no forest was ever so perseveringly ]iainted, or so

well deserved pninting. The tiny villages are full of

charm, for they are little more than elearings upon

the edge of the woodlaiul, and everywhere there are

trees, and narrow ])aths leading away into seeminyly

endless wastes of timber. The few houses are (piecrly

gabled and patched, with straggling g;irdens and

walls all covered with foliage. Millet's house at

Barbizon is small and low, ami looks out upon the

rough and painful street. In the long g;irden-wall

is a door which leads to the detached studio, wherein

so mueh l;nn<ius work was done. The wall is over-

hung bv (he branches of some drooping trees, and
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lieiieatli their shade the wayfarer may rest upon a

rude wooden benoh. Rousseau's house is now the

headquarters of an artists' club, and a billiard-table

is installed iu his studio.

Although a few artists linger all the year round

within the confines of the forest, the villages in

winter are comparatively silent, and the glades but

little trodden save by chartoal-burners, wood-cutters,

and others of the somewhat morose natives whose

work lies among the rocks and copses. Upon a

winter evening Barbizon is as solemn as a church-

yard at midnight. Here and there a light gleams in

the windows of the sparse cottages, and fitfully Hecks

the white roadway, with its surrounding mystery of

trees; and then the path grows blacker, and the

loneliness more solemn. Sounds there are none,

beyond the rare bark of a dog, the call of some un-

known forest creature, or the creaking of the crystal-

lised limbs of the trees as the winter wind creeps

heavily along the sheltered roadway. So soundless

is the hamlet, that it might still be upon its knees for

the Angelus. The impression is so solemn, so sug-

gestive of an unseen something which may be far

away in the heart of

the forest, or may
bn-k behind the next

tree, that lights,

voices, and society are

as grateful as in a

city they are weari-

some and monotonous.

If it be true that all

great thoughts have

their birth in

the infinite

sadness of tlu^

THE BLASTED OAK.

KOtJSSEAu's STl-DIO AND Mir.LET S HOUSE.

human mind, it should not be difficult at Barbizon,

upon a winter night, to write like Shakespeare or

to sketch

like Millet.

The silence

at least is

abundant.

By day,

in the forest,

it is not pos-

sible, even in

w i n t e r, t o

complain of

lack of life.

There a r e

birds enough,

and beasts

too, timid
and other-

wise, that
may be heard

rustling in

the under-

wood, and in

the tangled

growths of

fern and bracken. From high up among the pines

float down the gruff voices of the charcoal-burners,

whose world surely becomes tolerable when tlie ther-

mometer registers degrees of frost. A party of

t'harcoal-burners at work is one of the most re-

markable sights of the forest. In the harsh black-

ened faces and bent forms of these uninteresting

peasants there is no attraction ; but their very

swarthiness and ungainliness are an aid to the wild

picture with its background of flames and its clouds

of blue acrid smoke. As

the burners stir the blazing

brands the flames shoot up

almost into their faces, and

light up the tree-trunks

/ with a red glow which

Jjj. throws the distant alleys

.•^' of the forest into yet

°. darker relief, and seems to

increase the distance of

J
j

the far-away sky-line.

;' The charcoal-burners of

' Fontainebleau are morose

and taciturn, like most

dwellers in the forest.

When it pleases the French

peasant to be a brute, he

is a savage and a ferocious

one indeed. Queer stories

are told of the amazing
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voneraljle ng-e, are as veal to the foiestfrs and

as familiar in their conversation as sliop-fronts

to a townsman. Forest scenery, like mountain

scenery, has a distinct effect upon the characters

of those who spend their lives among it. let

national characteristics are uever lost. The

peasants of Fontainebleau are superstitious be-

cause they are peasants, and because they and

their ancestors have long lived in the silence

of the woods. Their brutality is largely the result

things that have been done by these forest-dwellers in of their nationality, since the French peasant, when

the wantonness of their ignorant brutality. lu the his interests are threatened or his passions thwarted,

rough-and-ready inns at Barbizon you may be told is as savage as a wounded boar.

of how a showman with marionettes was stoned by These woodmen of Fontainebleau are a hardy race,

the peasants one summer day while giving a perform- In summer they are at their labour of tree-felling, or

ance, and how they broke his puppets and smashed his charcoal-burning, or verdure-grubbing, long belore

stage with paving-stones. Or how one night an the English farm-hand has left his bed. They trudge

unpopular doctor, who went to attend a poor woman, patiently over miles of rough forest paths, and do not

was half-killed by a gang of roughs. A iihysiological leave their work unt il the sound of the evening Angelus

reason— perhaps the true one— has been given for bell floats across the plain. The life is hard but

these acts, which are reputed to be frequent, of pure IwallJiy; and food and fuel are abundant and cheap.

and natural savagery. The natives of the forest

suffer much from marsh-fever, and it is suggested

that they are thus kept in a state of constant frac-

tiousness and irritation with themselves and with all

the world. It is ci'rtain that they are a people of

exceedingly low intelligence, of jironiiiient animalism,

given to the basest vices, and soddni with suiiersti-

tion. For the matter of that, all forest-dwellers are

given to superstition, for tradition dies hard upon

the borders of an ancient forest. (Jhosts, fairies, old

men of the woods, wild boai's of fantastic size and

Like nearly all forest-dwellers, these people are, most

of them, as long descended as any of the monarchs

who ever held their court in the venerable chateaux

of the most Christian kings of France. Generation

alter generation their fathers have stayed on in the

forest ; and to them the world beyond the trees is as

misty as some of the capitals and palaces visited by

that ])leasantest of all liars, Sir John Maundeville.

The population ol' our Hnglish forests (such of them

as remain) is and has lieen equally stationary. Tlie

descendants of the man who took the dead body ul
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William Rufiis into Wiuoliester still live in the New
Forest, and many of their neighbours can count a

descent wliieh in point of length scores of peers might

envy.

The forest of Fontainebleau is not always silent,

even in winter. Sometimes there are hunting parties,

and then the glades and alleys resound with the shrill

notes of the huntsnian''s horn, and along the moss-

grown paths and across the springy lawns canter

horsemen in scores, with a sprinkling of ladies very

often ; for in France there are ladies who hunt,

though not with the frequency, the persistency,

or the daring of their sisters in the land where

the hunting-field is still as much an institution as

the Three per Cents. Yet the chase in a forest

such as Fontainebleau offers plenty of excitement

and a good many dangers. Both horse and rider

must needs observe extreme caution if the one would

avoid broken knees and the other a broken head,

for pitfalls abound; and it is no easy matter to

keep your head from knocking against the branches,

even when the pace does not exceed a trot. In sum-

mer the silence is really evident only in unfrequented

dells a long distance from the villages. There you

will sometimes find an artist or a wood-reeve, but

rarely a picnicker. During a long midsummer ramble

at Fontainebleau you will meet many people, in twos

and threes; and one-half of them are certain to be

carrying camp-stools and folding-easels. Some little

picnicking there is ; and now and again you will come

upon a party dining under the trees, and filling the

woodland with their laughter. But the French are

not nearly so fond of picnics as their neighbours over

HEATIIEE-CUITEBS.

the Channel. Gnats in the pies and spiders in the

champagne are most keenly relished in the happy

land where it will probalily rain before you get home.

Fontainebleau is a famous place for the spending of

honeymoons. The French bride shares the amazing

and inexplicable love of her English sister for passing

her honeymoon upon the sea-shore, amid the seques-

tered and reposeful bathing-machines, and the sweet

simplicity of the abounding hurdy-gurdy. But some

there are in whom sentiment is stronger than con-

vention ; and many of these come to Fontainebleau

and sigh and coo under the trees, and wonder^ with

Lord Lytton's mad gardener, " Who on earth can be

unhappy while the heavens still leave them youth

and love ?
"

But it is not summer yet ; and in the forest the

leaves have gone, and the branches that are not snow-

laden are black and sapless. The keen, piercing air

whistles along the undefended alleys, and sighs

among the clumps of bare and ancient oaks. When
the snow once gets into the forest, and accumulates

upon the trees, it is long in vanishing. The red sun

rises in the leaden sky ; but it is powerless to melt

the crystals which it tints here and there with

copper}' red. When there is a really hard winter

many of the trees are often coated with thin ice,

that gleams like opal under the cold beams of the

moon, and glows like liquid glass in the brief sunset

of brilliant red. The more open bits of the forest

are very wonderful and mysterious by moonlight.

The tops of the trees, already whitened liy snow, are

brightly silvered ; below, a branch or two is merely

touched with radiance: a pale pearly shimmer which

shifts and glints as the heavy boughs

creak in the wind. Through the

clumps and coppices the white sheet

of light shines cold and lonely. The

moon aids the sun to ripen corn, we

know ; but to man all moonlight is

lonely and chill. Here in the forest

it seems to emphasise the silence and

solitude.

After a hard season many a tree that

\has outlasted a long series of generations is

found to have lost a member or two, for

the weight of snow is often so great and

so continued, that the branches snap be-

neath it, and fall heavily with a crash that

sounds almost like thunder in the silence.

iVnd then scores of birds, which have been

neither seen nor heard, will tiy upward

away from the fancied danger. As the

gloom deepens and the night settles down,

the little sounds of the forest grow fewer.

The pines and poplars loom gaunter, and

their high tops seem lo>t in the gathering
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darkness ; the oaks and beeches and other stately woodland, this world of unseen life where so many

trees become dimly outlined in the mist; the long, of the shy things of Nature dwell, the Angelus

straight avenues close in duskily. Then as jou bell voices anew its reminders of human hope and

near the hamlet, leaving behind these miles of aspiration. J. Pexuerel-Brodhurst.

ART PATRONS.
PERICLES.

THE very name of Pei-icles conjures uj) a picture

of Athens in the golden age of her prosperity

—the glorious half-century between the expulsion of

the Persians and the outbreak of the Peloponnesiau

"Wai-—those forty-seven unchronicled years between

the close of the history of Herodotus and the com-

mencement of that of Tliucydides. And these two

histories—distant from one another only fifty years in

time, written by men of the selfsame generation yet

divided as far as are the man's thoughts from the

fancies of the child—are typical of the rapid growth

of civilisation, thought, and philosophy in Athens

during the fifth century B.C.

From the absence of any reference to his youth,

we may conclude that Pericles had arrived at man-

hood when he first played a part in the government

of the Athenian republic, so that he may have had a

childhood's recollection of Marathon, fought one-and-

twenty years before, and must have known from

more than hearsay of the enmity his father, the

Admiral Xanthippus, cherished towards Miltiades,

and the part he had borne in the indictment and

ruin of the conqueror of jMarathon. This enmity

was something more than the jealousy of one com-

mander for another; Miltiades, like Aristides, be-

longed to the aristocratic ]iarty, Xanthippus to the

popular, and whether or not he remembered the death

of Miltiades in prison, the boy Pericles had doubtless

been among those who rejoiced at the ostracism of

Aristides. But the event that must have stood out

most clearly and most constantly in his mind was

the horror and destruction of the last Persian invasion

and the burning of Athens by the army of Mardonlus.

That fearful turn of Fortune's wheel had taken place

only ten years before he entered public life ; he must

have remembered clearly old Athens and the old

temples of the Acropolis, now covered by a shapeless

lieap of ruins—left desolate for a perpetual memorial

of the debt of vengeance that Athens owed to Persia.

Those ten intervening years had been eventful ones

both to Athens at large and to the house of

Xanthippus, the admiral. On the appearance of

the Persians Aristides had been recalled by the

instigator of his ostracism, Themistocles, to lead

the Athenian land forces against Mardonlus at

Salamis and Plat;ea, where ^lardonius was killed

and the Persians routed. Themistocles was the

hero of the hour, and by his advice and under his

direction were built the new city walls and the forti-

fications of the Plra}us—those defences that called

forth the famous jealousy of Sparta, and secured

Athenian supremacy. But Nemesis was overtaking

him ; Athens, incapable of gratitude, accused him of

peculation and of receiving bribes ;
jealous of his

victories, she banished him as she had already banished

Aristides and killed IMlltlades.

The fall of Themistocles left Xanthippus supreme

commander of the fieet ; but we hear of no popular
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enthusiasm for his personality, while amonsj the aris-

tocratic party there had arisen a young and dangerous

rival— the sailor son of Miltiades, Cimon, whose

courage at Salamis and Plattea had won him the love

of such old warriors as ^Eschylus and Aristides who

had served under his father at Marathon. It was

under the segis of Aristides that Cimoii first appeared

in puhlic life, and in addition to the atlvantage of

this sponsorship and the affection due to his father's

son, the young man had a pi'e-eminently endearing

personality. Handsome with the broad, strong-

beauty of a young Hercules, clear-eyed, courageous,

and gallant, he had the frank bluff manner that one

sums up as " sailor-like
; " but this simple bearing was

combined with love of the arts, and with an enthusi-

astic disinterestedness that prompted him to devote

his foi-tune and the spoils of his victories to the im-

provement and embellishment of the eity. "Without

the graver talents that go to the making of a* great

statesman Cimon had many of the qualities and gifts

of a popular leader; the friendly' cordiality of his

manner, the taking fluency of his rhetoric, his bound-

less, if somewhat ostentatious, liberality, and the

transparent honesty and generosity of nature, com-
bined to make him popular. In familj- he and Pericles

were equal ; both were of the best blood in the eity,

and both on the mother's side of those AleniiBonids who
claimed descent from Nestor and even from Poseidon.

During the years of the ascendanc)^ of Cimon,

the arts, especially that of painting, had advanced

with leaps and bounds towards maturity, and when
Pericles entered public life Athens was already en-

riched by man}' masterpieces, and especially by the

works of ]Micon and Polygnotes, who later on dis-

appeared when their patron Cimon was ostracised.

These men, like the great artists of the Renaissance,

were at once architects, sculptors, painters, and

chemists—at least to the extent of preparing their

own colours. Until their day painting had con-

sisted merely of an outline in red lead or red earth,

tracing the contours and draperies of figures that

were rigid, expi-essionless, and monumental. But
now, with even greater swiftness than the develop-

ment of Venetian art, painting burst forth at once

into full maturity. Polynotes was the first to use

colours for draperies and to render the varied play of

gesture and facial expression, but Micon was not far

behind, and when these two men disappeared w^ith

Cimon they left a school of painting behind them.

The love of the arts had been a powerful tie between

Cimon and Pericles, and for a while they worked

conjointly in the embellishment of the city, but

political differences, hereditary rivalry, and diversify

of character forced them into opposition. No two
men could be less alike, and, as often happens, the

conservative was he who was superficially by far the

more friendly towards the masses. But Pericles was

a man well fitted to command and to retain resjiect;

handsome and dignified in person, cold, reserved,

slightly disdainful in manner, he had a gift of elo-

quence unequalled even in Athens, the land of oratory.

Supremely disdainful of those popular arts of which

Cimon made such free use, Pericles scorned the

thousand back entrances to the public favour. He
was above using personal influence to gain the sup-

port of rich or poor; he loved philosophy and

oratory, for which last Cimon had a truly Laconian

hatred, gave himself up to serious business, went

little into society, and conducted his household with

a rigid and parsimonious economy that contrasted

markedly with Cimon's open-haudedness, but which

enabled him to keep his hands clean and his reputa-

tion free from the slightest suspicion of dishonourable

gains. Like Cimon he recognised the artistic develop-

ment of Greece as one worthy of most liberal en-

couragement, but unlike Cimon he brought a full

knowledge to bear upon the subject which enabled

him to appraise the genius of his countrymen at its

full value. He resolved to give free development to

this unprecedented growth, and fearing no risk, he

did not scruple to expend on public works even the

fund that had been subscribed by all the states for

their common defence against the Persians.

The fruitfuluess of that age which Pericles recoir-

nised as unprecedented, we still, after a lapse of

twenty-two centuries, look back on as unequalled,

and we can point to no second period or state so

prolific in artistic genius of every kind. Socrates

was born in the year of Pericles' first appearance,

and in that same year young Sophocles produced

his maiden tragedy in contest with ^'Esehylus—the

old poet-hero of ^laratlion and Salamis and Plata;a.

The yoimger man was victor, and throughout life the

poet, rarely gifted with every grace and beauty of mind
and body, retained his ascendancy; never in any con-

test was he placed lower than second, while the less

fortunate Euripides—born at Salamis on the battle-

day-—rarely secured oven the third place in the ]iublic

favour.

As we have seen, a certain number of artists

disappeared when Cimon was exiled by that strange

system of banishment, without accusation or assigned

cause—was, in fact, ostracised because his political

power was inconvenient to the majority. Some
friends he took with him, but many artists remained

in Athens, pre-eminent among them the scul[)tors

IMyron, Polycletes, and the three sons of the painter

Charmides. The two elder of these followed their

father's profession; and the youngest also began liiV

as a painter, but it is by his sculiiture that Phidias

has made his name immortal. The date of his birth

is not known, but it was iirobablv a short while
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before the victory of Marathon, and when Pericles

appeared he was ah-eady engaged on the public

w(irks of Athens, in rivalry with Polycletes and

^Ivron. It will be remembered that, although the

city had been rebuilt, the ruins of the Acropolis were

suffered to remain untouched, lest the gods and

nation should forget the vengeance owed to Persia.

But to Pericles this desolation in the holy place was

insufferable, and, when his power was firmly estab-

lished, he set about the reconstruction of its monu-

ments. The first great work of the Acropolis was

the Odeon Theatre, then the immortal Parthenon,

designed by the architect Ictinus, and embellished

without and within by sculptures wrought by the

first artists, under the direction of Phidias. With

the structure of the Parthenon, with the noble frag-

ments of its decorations, all lovers of art are familiar

through photographs, casts, and the magnificent col-

lection of originals in the British Museum. ]Muti-

lated by time and rough usage—headless, limbless

trunks—these ruins still remain the culminating

point of the sculptor's art, the standard by which

nobility of style and form is judged, the meeting-

place between archaic immaturity of progressive art

and the retrogressive over -ripe softness of the de-

cadence. Both the Odeon and the Parthenon were

completed in the astonishingly short period of eight

years (44.5—437 B.C.) ; and no sooner were they

finished than the western side of the Acropolis was

embellished by the Proj^ylsea—those costly poi-tals

through which the solemn processions on feast days

were conducted, and which were completed shortly

before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War. Three

statues of Athene, all by the hand of Phidias, adorned

the Acropolis—the colossal ivory, with gold draperies,

in the Parthenon ; the Semnian Athene, of bronze ;

and the gigantic bronze statue placed between the

Propylfea and the Parthenon, and visible from afar

—even to navigators approaching Pin^us by sea.

It was this statue wdiich, eight centuries later, so

frightened Alaric the Visigoth by its stupendous size

that he retreated from its terrors. All these statues,

like Phidias's masterpiece, the gold and ivory Zeus

at Olympia, have perished ; but the details of the

Parthenon statue are familiar through a couple of

statuettes, discovered in 1S59 and 18S1, of which

there are casts in the South Kensington Museum.

In so ungrateful a State as Athens, the superiority

of Phidias marked him out for the vengeance of

the envious, while his friendship with Pericles

brought upon him the hatred of the opponents

of that statesman. No sooner was the Parthenon

Athene completed than its maker was accused of

impiety for having introduced figures of Pericles

and himself on to the shield, was flung into prison,

and died there, probably, like Miltiades, of poison

(B.C. 432). The attack was, and was known to

be, a veiled attack on Pericles, whose long-continued

power, cold manner, and evident superiority had

earned him envy and enmity. Long before this he

and his first wife had separated by mutual consent,

and Pericles had united himself to the charming and

gifted Aspasia. She, as a native of Miletus and a

foreigner, could not become the lawful wife of a

citizen of Athens ; but her talents, which made her

the equal of the first masters of rhetoric and philo-

sophv, won for her the admiration and love of the

first citizen of the State, and his love continued as

long as his life. The position of this learned woman,

surrounded by the philosophers and rhetoricians of

her day, was in itself a scandal in Athens, where

women were never expected to be the intellectual

companions of men. And Aspasia was more than a

companion ; she was an honoured teacher and leader

even among the learned. Until her time rhetoric

had not been learned as an art in Athens ; each

orator spoke as nature prompted, and trusted to the

inspiration of the moment ; but Aspasia soon proved

how greatly art can aid even gifted nature. Socrates

discoursed with her, and learned from her much of

his philosophy ; and, says Plato, " numbers of orators

learned in her school, above all one without rival in

Greece—Pericles.'-' The love of Pericles for this

woman was known to be unbounded ; in all the

years that their union endured he never left nor

entered his house without first kissing and greeting

Aspasia. Aspasia, therefore, was chosen as a point

of attack, and she, like Phidias, was indicted for

impiety. The power of Pericles was now on the

decline ; the life of the woman he loved was truly

in peril ; and her acquittal was bought only at the

price of Pericles' sobs, tears, and entreaties — a

grievous humiliation to this man, who had never

before lost his self-control. Nor ever again did he

lose it; with dignity and courage he endured the

ills with which the envious gods avenged themselves

on this too-prosperous mortal. For the years of his

prosperity were now past ; the indictments of Phidias

and Aspasia were swiftly followed by the outbreak

of the Peloponnesian War, and in the following year

a frightful ejiideniic found a home in overcrowded

Athens. Terror, disease, and death made hideous

riot in the city ; strong and weak, wise and foolish,

young and old, good and bad, were mown down by

the impartial pestilence. The legal sons of Pericles

—the children of his first marriage—both died in

the early days of the visitation ; and Pericles, heart-

broken for his private sorrows, distressed by the

misery and panic around him, wounded by the

waning of power and influence, fell ill of a low

fever, of which, after five months' suffering, he

died (4:Z9 B.C.). F. Mabel Robixsox.
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hOVK AND riKATlI.

(From a Red Chalk Drawing bu G. F. WMtf. Tt.A . i" Ihf Po/trftion of lt\c Fililor.)
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"LOVE AND DEATH."
By G. F. Watts, R.A.

'T OYE AND DEATH "—in many respects Mr.

J-J Watts's masterpiece—is without doubt tlio most

admired of all the symbolical pictures he has painted.

Considered apart from his other most successful works

—such as the " Cardinal ^Manning," " Joachim/' and

" ]\Iay Prinsep " in portraiture, and the "Ariadne"

and " Endymion " amono" his more poetic creations

—it ranks higher than all, not only in dignity of

conception and in beauty of composition, but in

that quality of human sympathy which appeals to

all alike, touching a tender chord in the heart of

every beholder.

The idea of the picture suggested itself to ^Ir.

Watts through a very pathetic incident. He was

painting the portrait of a }'oung man of high promise

who was suffering from consumption, and who grew

so rapidly woi'se that at each sitting the painter could

observe the jjrogress of the malady, in spite of every

effort that love could make to arrest it. In realising

this sad theme, Mr. Watts has seized the opportunity

of once more impressing upon us the certainty of

death, while robbing it of all the horrors and dread

— the skuU-and-cross-bones element— with which

painters have always loved to invest it.

How different is this figure from the ghastly

skeleton wo have been accustomed to accept as the

type of Death ! Plere a draped figure, full of fearful

dignity yet not unkind, which with hidden face and

ujilifted hand—at once the symbol of sovereignty

and of the irresistible—glides forward with solemn

might to enter the house that Love guards. Power-

less to resist the dread visitor. Love is forced aside,

and as the shadow of Death steals across his sun-

tinged form his many-coloured wings are crushed

and broken against the portal by the advance of

the unheeding spirit, while the rose-tree droops

withering from the wall.

The accompanying drawing was orig'innlly made

for the "Pall :\rall Gazette" j^W/vr—" The Works
of Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A."—to the proprietors of

which we are indebted for the permission to repro-

duce it. M. H. S.

THE CITY AKT GALLERY OF MANCHESTER.

ONE can scarcely realise the fact that, a hundred

years ago, neither Manchester nor Liverpool con-

tained a population exceeding twenty-five thousand

souls. In the ^Middle Ages—say in the fourteenth

century and the one following— when Boston on

the east and Bristol m the west represented the

maritime and mercantile enterprise of the day, Glas-

gow and Liverpool, as jiorts, were unknown. Only

two hundred years ago, when the population of

jNIanchester was probably at its lowest, the number

of its citizens, all told, is thought not to have ex-

ceeded a thousand—a marvellous difference, certainly,

and only to be exceeded by the empire city of New
York, which about the same date contained not more

than a hundred squatters of various nationalities

housed in log-huts at the extreme east end of JNIau-

hattan Island. Of course, I exclude from my view

the extraordinary city-growths which have sprung

up in the States and in our Colonies during the last

half-century.

But, although ilanchester is thus a modern phe-

nomenon, so to speak, and may be regarded by the

cynical as a stone embodiment of the injunction,

" ]Make money, and make it quickly," it has never

altogether lost touch with a simpler and more spiritu-

ally fervid time ; and amidst the rattle of its looms

and the huriyiug to and fro of anxious feet, like

Glasgow, it shakes hands with the art, the learn-

ing, and the piety of the past through its cathedral.

For every cathedral is a school of art.

To the outer world a knowledge of the art-

sensibilities possessed by the men of Manchester

came to it thirty years ago, when there was dis-

played at the ^Manchester Exhibition of 1857 such a

collection of art-treasures as liad never before been

seen in England ; and the interest there created has

only been equalled by the art-section in the Jubilee

Exhibition of last year.

Among the many institutions established in our

time, not the least noteworthy is the permanent art-

gallery belonging to the city. The Royal Institu-

tion, as it was formerly called, is a handsome Classic

building, erected in 1825, after designs by Charles

Barry, long years before he was bitten by the Gothic

entlmsiasm of Pugin. In 1883 its proprietors pre-

sented the building to the Corporation, on condition
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of their expending' two thousand a year on the pur-

chase of works of art. It is now, therefore, the

permanent home of their art-treasures. These con-

sist of many pieces of sculpture, and numerous casts

of all the most famous works of such men as Canova

and others. Their arrangement in the handsome

vestibule, and in the Doric-jjillared galleries, which

lead right and left from the top of the stately stair-

case, has been influenced by artistic taste, and the

consequence is a pleasing and almost imposing effect.

On the walls of this staircase, and in the spacious

rooms to which it leads, hang- the Corporation

jiicfures. Here, also, ^Manchester holds its spring

;nid autumn exhibitions of current art, and during

the few weeks each of them is open the iiermanent

pictures are covered up or withdrawn.

One of the most important pictures in this per-

manent collection for invention, design, and grouping,

is that by Mv. Ford INIadox Brown, called " Work."
As the accoQipanying reproduction of it is a faithful

one, I need not occupy the reader's time by describing

it. I would simply call their attention to the re-

markable originality with which " Work " is treated,

management of light and shade, and the general

disposition of line, a satisfying and almost soothing

harmony. On the right stand two of the greatest

" head-workers " then living—Thomas Carlyle and,

next to him, Maurice, principal of the Working-
]\Ien's College-: the two men friendly enough at the

time, though later on serious differences arose between

them.

But the well-filled canvas, important though it

be, is by no means the only tie which connects Mr.
Madox Brown with Manchester. It was he, as I

pointed out in my remarks on the art section of

the Jubilee Exhibition, who executed those highly

appropriate designs with which the great cupola of

the building was decorated, and it is to him that the

Corporation of Manchester have entrusted the picto-

rial enrichment of the great civic hall in Mr. Water-

house's imposing edifice. The decorations, which con-

sist of twelve panels, six on each side of the hall,

are fresco and quasi-fresco in character, and illustrate

certain salient points in the history of iManchester.

Very rarely exhibiting any of his works in

London, this artist is not ncarlv so well known to

THE DEATH OF TUK STAG.

(Painted hi) Iticltmil AusdtU, li.A. ICnrfyavcd by Jonnanf.)

to the variiius ranks and conditicnis of llic pcii|ili' in- Ihe f'rc(|ueiifiMs of art galleries as he ought to be.

troduced, their several occupations and attitudes, and He is one of the most learned and thought I'ul of

to the fine sense of life and bustle to which, in spite our ] ainters, and Dante Rossetfi (who worked at

of the many details necessarily imparled into acanvas <uu' tlnu' in Jiis studio) and all the rest of the
so crowded, the artist has iniparted, by the judicinus I're- l!a|iliaclili' lirnt Iu'iIkmhI rcganlcd liini willi an
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esteem and reverence

which we see mani-

fested only in child-

ren towards a father,

and yet M a d o x

Brown was of all

but a similar age as

the rest. ^Vhy the

merits of the painter

of King Lear and

his daug-liters, of

the picture which

forms our illustra-

tion, and of the

]iiitorial panels of

Manchester Town
Hall, to which it is

hoped to devote some

space on a future

occasion, have not

been recognised by

the Royal Academy,

is one of those ]mz-

zles which wouhl

take a Philadeljihia

lawyer all his time

to solve.

Mr. E. Burne-

Jones, whose " Si-

bylla Delphica" is

transferred to these

pages, is, like the

preceding, a eolour-

ist of a high order,

and, like him, has

all his life been

deejily impressed

with the import-

ance of the mission

entrusted to the

artist. Mr. Burnc-

Jones is also a

draughtsman of

great power; and the

Corporation in this

case, as in so many
others, arc to be con-

gratulated on jios-

sessing so charac-

teristic a specimen

of the master.

Further than
drawing the atten-

tion of our readers

to the easy and

dignified pose of the

SLBYLLA DELl'HICA.

{Puinttil by E. Uttj-nc-Joitcs, A.Ii.A. Eiujrart'iJ by F. Bubbaij(.)

Sibyl, and to the

very successful man-

ner in which the

folds and fall of the

dra|)ery ha\c been

studied, I need
scarcely go, unless

it be to tell them
that the robe is of a

delicate pale brown,

and in excellent har-

mony with the tone

of the background.

J\Ir. Luke Fildes,

R.A., whose picture

fif Venetian girls on

the steps leading

down to the canal

forms a worthy
frontispiece to the

present nnmljcr, be-

longs to quite an-

other school. With-

o u t possessing,
perhaps, the same

intensity of indi-

viduality as the two

men just mentioned,

he is sufliciently dis-

tinguished to stand

jicrfectly alone and

to run no risk of

being confounded

with anyone else.

The present picture

is the first import-

ant work he exe-

cuted after his visit

ti) ^ enice, and in

which he has shown

himself to possess

in no ordinary de-

gree a sense of co-

lour, and the power

to express pal]iably

its witchery. AA'ith-

out condescending

ujion technicalities,

to use a Scotch law

phrase, Mr. Eildes's

style may be de-

scribed as manly,

belonging to a

younger generation

than the artists I

have named.
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Tlie " Death of the Stag/' by the late Riehard

Ansik'll, R.A., is, for line and composition, the best

picture, perhaps, that artist ever painted. Land-

seer himself never did anything, in which the red

deer was the main feature, more life-like and spirited.

inipasfo, and in this respect he is, perliaps, one of

the most vigorous landscape-painters in the country.

Many of his critics, however, are of opinion that

by relying upon mere force of pigment his style

runs the risk of trenching on the province of the

Both gentlemen were fretpieut visitors to the north, scene-painter.

(Pahitrd b'j Ediciii Ellis. Einjravcd hij DiJcroix.)

and acquired their knowledge of the stag and his

habits among the wilder ranges of the Grampians.

Ansdell never quite attained to the level of Sir

Edwin, but he did not come far short, and at one

time, when under the influence and inspiration of

the Spanish Phillip, whom he accompanied to the

Peninsula, he bade fair to become a colourist, which

Landseer never was—at least in any pronounced

sense. As an illustration of the class of subject most

popular in England, it may be mentioned that

Ansdell for many years made the largest income by

his jjcncil of any artist in Londim.

Another of the illustrations is " The Haven under

tlic Hill," by Edwin J'jllis, the (piiet charm of which

will strike any spectator. The relative proportions

of mass, the various values in light ami shade, and

the calm, peaceful effect of flie wlmle, arc quite

grateful to the eye. Since painting this picture

Air. Ellis has given hiinself up to the free use of

The surroundings of a cabinet picture are, of

course, altogether different from the conditions under

which a drop-scene is beheld, not to mention the vast

disparity of their respective scales ; and the two, in

their production, ought to have nothing in common
save truth to nature. .The one ])aintcr is just as

much an artist as the other, although this assertion

is rather contrary to popular notions : the scale in

which they respectively work is different— that is all.

There is nothing of this over-largeness of style in

the jiicturc here engraved : all is in admirable kec|)ing

and proportion, and what I have said is said more

to the artist, pcrluips, than the reader.

To this line collection of the Corpuration of

jNfanchester, of which the possessors may well be

l)roud—seeing that it has no exact ]iarallcl in the

three kingdoms—I sliall return in the next nundier,

and glance at a few more of its masteriiieces.

John Foit de.s-Roueht.sox.
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A CENTUEY OF ENGLISH ATxT:

THE GROSVENOE GALLERY.

HE funny sensitiveness of our

brethren from Scotland—our

brethren who by a " staying-

power " begot, as it would seem

to me, of porridge and white

mist, have peacefully, in most

of the professions, annexed the

land—the funny sensitiveness of

these robust brethren objects to the word "English."

And so Sir Coutts Lindsay, at the Grosvenor (ial-

lery, says " British " Art.
"

But I take the liberty of

saying " English " once more. It is better than

" British," when }-ou speak not only of Turner

from Maiden Lane, and of Wilkie from Fife, but

likewise of !Mulready from County Clare, and of all

the other Irishmen who have enriched our school.

"English"—not "British"—is the word that covers

us all. Let it be " English Art," then.

A Century of English Art has stood revealed, or

at all events rejiresented, this winter. IManchester

has shown already, in an exhibition last summer,

what English Art had done from the accession of the

Queen to the fiftieth year of her rule. The thing

was managed systematically. And it was extremely

dcsiral)lc that a representation, systematic in its turn,

should bo made by some temporary public show, of

what had been accomplished in painting at least, if

not in sculpture and water-colour, from Hogarth t<i

^lulready. The hundred yeai's, the rather more than

a hundred years, which the scheme of ^lanchester did

not embrace—it was desirable that its achievements

should be brought before us. And the first notion

at the Grosvenor Gallery, I am told, was that there

should be a collection of masterpieces. Ma.sterpieces

;

notliing besides. Difficulties came in the way, and

what at last had to be gathered was, not an exhilii-

tion of masterpieces, but an exhibition of interest.

The show has proved, I doubt not, as attractive to

the public—to the well-to-do visitor who comes up

from the country and takes a mere bird's-bite at the

tV'ast of Art, of whose countless courses he does not

even know that he is ignorant—the show has proved,

inevitably, as attractive to this excellent world as if

it had been all masterpieces. Masterpieces !—what

docs this excellent world, Dore-hunting, Yan Beers

spying, " beautiful photogravure " buying, what does

it want with masterpieces ? Tjie German proverl)

a.'iks, "What has a cow to do with nutmegs?'"—
and what the bourgeois with such events in history

as the deftest twirl of Gainsliorough's brush, ^Ir.

Alfred Gilbert's last perfection in sculpture, or the

best sentence "Mr. Pater has written ?

The real student—I hope I shall not be accused

of meaning the young person who learns drawing

—

has nevertheless had much to be thankful for to the

enterprise which has stocked these Bond Street rooms.

For—whatever difficulties were encountered at first

—there were really in the sequel an important num-
ber of pictures of quite the highest class. And
men who were not represented by the very finest

things that they had done, were yet represented by

what was characteristic and what was noteworthy.

That was the case especially with the two lead-

ing masters of the Norwich school. I mean Cromc

and Cotman. The student of Crome—and no one

can be a complete student of Crome who has not

made the pilgrimage into Norfolk—knows that he

could put his hand upon half a dozen pictures

within thirty miles of Norwich which are among
the accepted masterpieces of this Hobbema-inspired,

Ruysdael-and-De-Koninck-inspired,aud yet so genuine

Englishman. And they were not in Bond Street.

He knows that though in certain instances—notably

in Mr. Andrew's " The Beaters "—one side of Old

Crome's art was represented perfectly, other sides

were left untouched. Fortunatelj^, in this one

respect, the National Gallery, with its "Mousehold

Heath," comes to the rescue. And, of course, in

Bond Street theiv was many another charming evi-

dence of Old Crome's skill than the one I have had

occasion to mention. Still, the representation was

partial. Then as to Cotman. To begin with, it is

at the best but a half of Cotman's art that can

hope to be represented in any show which omits

work in water-colour. Cotman is fascinating in

water-colour. He selects it, I will not say, always

for his firmest chronicles, but, I will say, for his

finest visions. There is no water-colour at the

Grosvenor. Of the pictures, two of very different

themes deserve perhaps most to be mentioned. There

is Mr. Lockwood's " Sea-piece," which shows us,

as was Cotman's wont, not only rough sea of which

he passes on the impression with power, but various

craft of which he passes on the knowledge witli

accuracy. Cotman, like George Chambers (who

is to be jiartieularly remembered by Dr. Porteous'

"Ships Becalmed"), knew everything that is to be

known about a boat ; and his boats, like George

Chambers', ride in the water, and not upon the sur-

face of it. The second thing I want to mention
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of thi3 admirable Cotmaii is " The Orchard House."

It belongs to ^Ir. Woollier, who has been, for a

whole generation, I sujipose, a cordial supporter of

the merits of Cotman's art. " The Orchard House "

is of very fine quality. How Cotman enjoyed the

building's large simplicity of line, its strength of

construction, its mellow colouring, and its homeli-

ness ! And how sturdily it stands up for its mascu-

line and complete portrait, like Mr. Rawlinson's

tower—I forget its name exactly—which looked so

well at Manchester.

There are other reasons why we can afford the

representation of the great portrait men of the end

of the eighteenth century to be also somewhat in-

adequate. Not only have there already been in

London itself sjiecial exhibitions of Reynolds and

of Gainsborough; Burlington House, year after year,

has displayed these or those masterj^ieces from the

most illustrious of contemporaries and the most

gracious of rivals. Let us note, however, a few

instances of happy representation of these artists

at the Grosvenor. The great full-length by Gains-

borough, which had a place of honour opposite the

Hogarths, was certainly no such instance. But of Sir

Joshua Reynolds, the portrait of Perdita Robinson

— one of the many ladies who had the evil fortune

to fascinate our prince of " deportment," the Turve^'-

drop of monarchy— is an example as welcome as it

is characteristic. Sir Joshua did not give much
strength to the poor lady—how could he do so, and

be decently true? But he gave her her measure of

delicacy and charm, of naivete and grace. And with

decisive hand and sweeping brush he drew her hat

and her raiment. By Reynolds, too, and pleasant to

behold by reason of the insight the thing afforded

into the painter's processes, was the jiicture of a

" Youth with a Dog ;

" the youth's face not the

best part of it by any means. Then, as an instance

of his art of grouping, what more noticeable than

the jSIrs. Thrale and her daughter? Nor, of course,

do these three quite exhaust the list of what, from

this great portrait-painter's band, is required to

be seen with attention. Gainsljorough's portrait

of Miss Hippesley— a possession of Sir Charles

T Tennant—and his version of the engaging slyness

and quietude of Miss Nancy Parsons ("Perdita"

was propriety itself by the side of this lady) an'

probably the two pictures by which Gainsbonjugh

will most have interested the spectator. They shdw

not only the inevitable picturesqueness of the master's

treatment, but a thing that has sometimes rather

needlessly been doubted—his insight into character.

Had Raeburn been represented by any peculiar

masterpiece, I should like to have referred to it by

name: his power is so sterling— so innocent is

he of concessions to the multitude's love of mere
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prettiness. As it is, it must suffice to mention

that his portraiture bears evidence to his grasp of

character, to his painter's faculty, to his square-

ness of touch. Romney, for all that— Roninev,

who at his worst was atfected, but at his best how
amazingly graceful and refined, and how inspired

by the very finest traditions of the masters of

rhythm of line—Romney must remain the favourite.

Nor, after what we have allowed, can it be urged

that he owes a quite undue part of his position to

tiie accident that Lady Hamilton's favour permitted

him, outside direct portraiture, so pronounced and

])rolonged an adherence to a model who was Iiors lir/iic.

His " Mrs. Fitzherbert " at the Grosvenor—though

it must necessarily be somewhat late—shows his

interest in a type with which, at all events, Emma
had nothing in common. A " Lady Hamilton, as

Contemplation," conies from Mr. Carwardine ; and

from him, too, comes the group of that man's

wife and baby, " Mrs. Carwardine and Child,"

which is composed with classic simplicity, drawn
with how intimate and homely a charm. To pass

from Romney to Sir Thomas Lawrence is to leave

what, at all events, is poetry, for prose bedecked

with rhetoric. There are other kinds of prose that

I prefer to Lawrence's—prose nobler or plainer,

sturdier or more finely ordered. Still, we have

Lawrence at his best in more than one picture—at

his best, most certainly, both as to dignity of atti-

tude and as to firmness of modelling, in the ])ortrait

of ^Nliss Scaford standing, brown and gold—lent by

Louisa, Lady Asjiburton. That, of course, is not

a Lawrence of late date. It, and work like it, may
be caj)able of explaining the store which was set, in

the fortunate man's own time, upon an art which

generally played showily enough upon the surface

—was generally craftsmanship smart or pretentious.

Lawrence's style, such as it was, w;is luiliituallv

his own. Even a pretty intimate acquaintance with

the masters of Italy, beheld in the Tjouvre, did

not cause serious alteration in his method ; and his

cherished possession of a vast assemblage of drawings

liy illustrious ])redecessors scattered ovi'r three cen-

turies ami halL' a dozen lands, did not sutlici' to

disturb the mechanism and monotony with which so

much of his work was produced. He is a curious

j)roblem— a man sensitive to charni in Art, tn

blandishments in Life, and yet, in his own labour,

inllucnced so little; his career unche([uered and

stolidl}' prosperous fmni the lirginning to the end

of his days. What a contrast Id an artist who

was his elder l)y but a few years, and wIkhu, b\

nearly thirty years, he survived !—George Minlaml,

whiise work, neglected when it was jiroduccd, or

bnught at insignificant jirices, is nnw rightly valu-

abli', is now recognised as intensely I'lnglish, as
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ndmirably sympathetic, as the outcome of a nature

that had much that was lovable, if something that

was faulty. In the first volume of my " Studies in

English Art," I tried to trace with a certain measure

of care what, it seemed to me, Morland had got from

Gainsborough—what he had genuinely assimilated.

The love of rustic England—the England which is

in literature the England of Crabbe and Thomson

and Cowjier— was continually manifested in the

backgrounds of Gainsborough (who knew not the

things of convention, the arch, the pillar, and the

curtain), not to speak of his landscapes proper—and

the love of rustic England, always picturesque but

always simple, was passed on to George Morland.

He gave—but in a masculine manner—the charm

of sentiment to the scene of every day. In life his

heart fired up for lawlessness, but in his painting his

heart was in the country—it had occasion to go out

to the country more than once from the recesses of

a London sponging-house. His memories of the

shepherd and the field were kept green in a debtor's

prifon ; and, as regards his figure subjects, he issued

the sincerest sermons on morality from the shelter

of a second-rate tavern. So tender, so human, so

Bohemian, such a curious 1/on /lomief One must not,

while remembering all that, forget that there were

periods when he restrained his fatal facility, when he

braced and nerved himself to the achievement of a

self-denying Art. The looser, easier work—which has

always in it a certain painter's quality, as well as

its hint of the man's own personal charm—is seen

abundantly. What it is important to note at the

Grosvenor is the more carefid, whether that be of

the cabinet size, as in Mr. Bonamy Dubree's " The

Stable "—the simplest, sturdiest portrayal of a tired

white beast ever known—or of the yet smaller sort,

in which daintiness and completeness of execution

say their last word, as in several little specimens in

the Fourth and Fifth Rooms. Sir Charles Tennant's

" Idleness " and " Diligence," again, are among the

more finished of his figure pieces ; and Mr. Orrock's

" Keeper's Home " is a happy exampile of his most

impulsive sketching. What an artist in its every

touch ! It is much to the praise of James Ward

—

a successor to Morland in not the least popular of

the several branches of his art—to say that you can

look at James Ward's work, for force, for sterling

unaffected merit, after even the best of Morland's.

George Stubbs's treatment of the animal world was

less governed by sense of style and by desire of in-

vention—the real artist's k'soi/i de creer : to create as

well as reproduce—but of the horse, to which in the

main he devoted himself, he has left many a manly

and exact portrait.

We must plunge back to the beginning, for a

word on the repi-esentation of Hogarth. It is, at all

events, very ample. But Hogarth is one of the com-

paratively few Englishmen who are represented with

some approach to completeness in the English Na-

tional Gallery ; and not much of the painting at

the Grosvenor, wrought by our first satirist, can

vie with that which he bestowed on the eighteenth

century's manage de convenance, and on " Sigis-

muuda." The Queen's loan of the famous portrait

group in which Garriek poses effectively in the

meditation that precedes writing, and in which his

wife floats forward with some suggestion of the

grace that was her metier—for was not her art that

one which is practised this very evening by Miss

Sylvia Grey ?—is, of course, an exception to this.

Nothing could well be subtler, more indeterminate,

in expression than this face of the comedian's, with

its hint of immediate change, nothing more studied

than the composition, nothing more thorough than the

rendering. A conversation piece and another group—
" The Wollaston Family," and Lord Essex's " Music

Piece"-—again, are among the noteworthy: certain

passages of painting in the former are of the utmost

refinement; the alleged portrait of Hogarth himself

in the latter I cannot quite believe in. One of the

three so-called portraits of Peg ^Yoffington—Lord

Lansdowne's—is as firm and vivid and full of cha-

racter as one could wish it to be ; for direct realism,

no doubt a portrait of the first order. But whoever

compares the prints of the " Distrest Poet," and of

the " Sleeping Congregation "—always, of course, in

the untouched original states which alone represent

the copper—with the i^ictures here, will find more

and not less art, in the black-and-white, than in the

painted version. " A Lady's Last Stake " remains

upon the memory, partly because of the dramatic

nature of the story, partly because of the expression

of uncertainty, of difficulty of resolve, with which

Hog'arth has with such extreme cleverness endowed

the young woman. Yet is the expression strong

enough after all, and does she know what she does ?

And is the scarcely magnanimous offer which the

youthful good-for-nothing makes to her by gesture,

an offer which he is well accustomed to make to

somebody on most days of his useless life? If not,

why this indifference ?

Wilkie's r/eiire, and ;\Iulready's, and the figure

pieces of Etty which display so splendid, and, in

English painting, so unparalleled a power of deal-

ing with the lights and shades, the opals, rose-

colours, or walnut-browns, of the figure, have all of

them had their chance of being studied adequately in

the collection in Bond Street. Etty—who offends the

Philistine by his selection of subject, and may vex

the lover of pure form now by a choice of model

which was not invariably the most refined, and now

by a deficiency in that exactitude of draughtsmanship
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which Muh-eady possessed so remarkably—appeals

to us strongly, after all, by his painter-like delight

in his theme, by his Venetian faculty of dealing with

it. j\Ir. Anthony Gibbs's " Disrobing of Venus

"

has been accounted in some respects the finest Etty

in existence. The " Robinson Crusoe "—Crusoe cast,

ehietiy naked, on the shore—shows, with its wild sea-

scape, with what a poet you really have to deal. And

Mr. Orrock—who yet has other Ettys than they— is

to be envied the possession of the frank, direct, and

luminous studies of a model, a " Bather," seen in two

pictures from different points of view. There are

several Wilkies. His own portrait, as a youth, is

a canvas you keep in your memory, whether it be in-

deed his, or, as Mr. Walter Armstrong has suggested,

by his friend Andrew Geddes. What Wilkie won

his fame by, as humourist and dramatist and pure

painter, is shown best by the " Letter of Introduc-

tion '' (the theme founded on an incident in his own

history) and the "Bride's Toilet." :\Ir. Stephens

reminds us how Wilkie lingered affectionately over

the first, nor does he exaggerate very much when he

claims for the work that it " reproduces the greatest

beauties of the art of Ostade and Tenicrs with the

golden warmth and softness of De Hooghe and the

refinement of the moderns." Yet it was painted,

there is little doubt, before Wilkie passed most com-

jiletely under the inHuence of bygone masters, and so

displays mental affinity rather than direct imitation.

Ten years after Wilkie was painting his " Letter

of Introduction," Mulready painted "The Widow."

"The Widow" belongs to iNIr. Rauken. Objec-

tion may be taken to it on a point of taste : it

is entirely possible we may not like this portly

woman, and may entertain a yet stronger aversion

to her indolent and over-confident admirer. In love

affairs, in any art, the quite unbearable thing

is " spoouiness." Give us modesty, if you please,

or give us passion. Miranda or Juliet, at your

pleasure— but between them, nothing. And we

would ask to be sjjared, for the most part, the

raptures of the very mature. Taste and sentiment

apart, however, there is little but praise for " The

Widow." ^luhvady wns amazingly hiip])y with his

children, whether his children were boisferous, per-

suasive, or doleful. The children in " The A\ idnw "

are full of character, and in them the nolo is never

forced. It is forced in the treatment of the jealous

spinster—an upper servant or jioor relation, who I'ears

to be deprived of her privileges in the house, oi' would

fain herself hiive been the recipient of tlu^ attentions

of the sleek uninteresting lover. Strange, too, is (he

almost dwarf-like stumpiness of this woman's figure,

in the case of such a draught suian as Mulready, whose

chalk studies at Kensington uvr a joy almost as

much for their correctness as for their vitalit\'. Hut

the excpiisiteness of the painting!—the still-life, the

tea-things on the tea-table, the people seen through

the glass-door. All the delicacy of a master's touch

is in the work.

The riches of the collection and its suggestiveness

to tlie student are inexhaustible, notwithstanding its

imperfections ; but we must mnkc an end. One or

two luminous and decisive Boningtons, and a strange

and singularly skilful night-piece by Collins—it re-

presents, with humour as well as picturesqueness,

the-settinsr-out of* a diligence from a French inn-

yard upon its sombre journey—may be mentioned

in a hurry, to clear the way for the recogni-

tion of the extent to which three of our greatest

landscape-painters have found representation in the

gallerv. We began with landscape-painters : let us

end with them. Constable is represented by, I sup-

pose, a dozen pictures not to be doubted ; Sir John

Neeld, IMr. Orrock, Mr. Ashton, Mr. Woolner, and

others lending a store of vivacious ti'anscripls—in

the great realist's method—from the landscape and

the weather of every day. Among all these I can

think of nothing finer than the smaller " Salis-

bury ;
" it has such unity about it, so ingenious an

arrangement of the subject, and—may one not say ?

—looking at all these greens and silver-greys, these

oxidised silvers, so unusual a research for pure

beauty of colour. Its condition is perfect. By
Turner, the placid " Somer Hill " and the " Wreck

of the Minotaur" are, as far as regards the moods in

which they were conceived, at opposite poles in his

art. To add to these visions of radiant peace and

of turbulence and terror, that other vision, solemnly

grand, called the " Vintage at Macon "—with its

slow winding of the almost stationary Saone among

the low hills— is still not to exhaust what the

Grosvenor has been able to give us of the art of

Turner. But Turner, though he may be a deep plea-

sure, can never now be a surprise. About A\'ilson

most of us, even those who admire him Ihe most,

are in a different state. He has been rcin-esenled

most richly. Of the smaller ]:i(-tures, one of Dr.

Porteous', "A View on the Arno," is ]ieihaps the

most perfect, with its liarnKHiy of gold and golden

green. But Sir Clare Fonl's "View on the "IMier"

—witli the river, and the Castle of St. Angelo—is,

of course, more important; and if one were invited

to select, from all that one has seen, the capital

instance of this noble classicist's art, one wnuld

select, T should suppose, Mr. Ranken's " View be-

tween Dolgelly and Harmouth." With the mere

mention of it there ends, as with a final blare of

trum])ets and a last gorgeous banner, that proces-

sion of our Art which has ))asseil before us, and of

which I'lngland has it, iiuleeil, for her lirst business

to be iiroml. Fim;uei!1ck \\'i;1).mouk.



COFFEE IN GOLD, SILVEE, AND TOETOISE-SHELL.

(Patazzu Hiilbi, Genoa.)

BENVENUTO CELLINI.*

ONCE immersed iii the pages of Beuvenuto

Cellini's Autobiography, the life arouud us

seems to vanish from our ken, and, for the time, we

live, move, and have our being in the Italy of the

sixteenth century. We quit acquaintance with the

Joneses and Robinsons of to-day, and our true as-

sociates become popes, cardinals, kings, and artists.

We sup gaily with Michelagnolo and a merry group

of friends ; we join the party in the midnight visit

to the Colosseum, and share the horror and fright at

the weird incantation scene; we do marvels while

defending the Castle of St. Augelo, and when we

visit France put up at no paltry hotel, but join the

king's court at Fontainebleau, and bask in bis mag-

nificent profusion.

The book has the startling reality of Defoe, and

teems with adventures which rival and surpass those

of Gil Bias and ^lonte Cristo combined. The new

translation of this tridy wonderful book by Mr.

Svmonus has been done by one with a thorough

knowledge of the language and the period, with a

full appreciation of the fascination of the book, and,

as shown in the introductory essay, with a just dis-

crimination of the excellences and failings of Cellini's

character. Particularly interesting are the notes on

Cellini's veracity (so often questioned), and the cor-

roborative evidence of his contemporaries which are

all in favour of Mr. Symonds' estimate of the artist

in that respect. Again the record of the halo

which rested on his head, and which Cellini took

to be a sign of his being under God's special guid-

ance, is scientifically proved to be an optical illusion,

* "The Life of Benvenuto Cellini." Newly translated into

English hy John Addington Symonds. In two vols. (London,

John C. Nimmo. 1888.)

and instead of being " a piece of audacious mendacity,"

becomes " the record of a very accurate luit misin-

terpreted observation."

The characteristics of Cellini as a man are tersely

summed up by Mr. Symonds :
" I seem to know

Cellini first of all as a man possessed by intense,

absorbing egotism ; violent, arrogant, self-assertive,

passionate
J conscious of great gifts for art, physical

courage, and j)ersonal address." Such was the man
who sat himself down, when fifty-eight years of age,

to write the story of his own life.

Benvenuto Cellini was born in Florence in the

vear 1500. Though showing early a marked ten-

dency towards the arts of design, his father seemed

filled with an obstinate determination to make him

a musician, and " his chief desire with regard to me

was always that I should become a great performer

on the flute." His natural bias, however, asserted

itself, and at the age of fifteen he was apprenticed to

]\Iarcone, a goldsmith, and made rapid progress in the

art. Banished from Florence for a time for taking

part in a fray in which his brother was almost killed,

he went to Siena, and thence to Bologna, beginning

at the age of sixteen the series of changes from town

to town, from court to court, which, " being eager to

see the world," he seemed ever ready to make. On
his return to Florence, by dint of study and work, he

rapidly improved in his craft, and the note of con-

fidence in his own powers is soon struck. " At that

time I fashioned a silver bas-relief of the size of a

little child's hand. It was intended for the clasp to

a man's belt ; for they were then worn as large as

that. I carved on it a knot of leaves in the antique

style, with figures of children and other masks of

great beauty. This piece I made in the workshop of
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one Francesco Saliiubeue, aud on its being oxIiibiteU

to the trade, the goldsmiths praised me as the best

young craftsman of tlieir art/'

Keturniug to Florence after an absence oi two

years in Rome, liis turbulent, violent disposition

again asserts itself, and being prosecuted by the

Eight for beating and wounding Gerard Guaseonti,

makes his escape disguised like a friar, and wends his

way once more for Rome.

Oddly enough, it was to his ability as a mnsieiau,

cultivated sorely against the grain to please his

father, that Cellini owed his introduction to Pope

Clement VII. At the instance of a musician in the

Pope's band he a-ssisted at a concert given before

Clement, who protested "he had never heard music

more sweetly executed," and being informed of

Cellini's double talent, took liim into his service as

goldsmith and musician. To these accomplishments

was soon to be added that of the soldier, one pecu-

liarly grateful to Cellini's nature, ever eager for

the fray. In 15:i7 the Constable of Eourbon be-

sieged Rome, and at the very outset we Knd Cellini

in tlie thick of it, and, as ever, doing something

wonderful; ". . directing my arquebuse where I

saw the thickest and most serried troop of fighting

men, I aimed exactly at one whom I remarked to be

and observing among the enemy a most extraordinary

confusion, I discovered afterwards that one of our

THE CELLINI EWEE, MOUNTED IN UOLD AND Si:T WITH GEMS.

(Ilecoilhi ill the Coileclion of tin: late Mr. Jlevcu/urd-ftoiir.)

higher tiian the rest. . . . When we had fired

two rounds apiece, I crept cautinuHly u[) to the wall,

TEIUMPH OF CHARLES V.

{MedaJlioii in the Vaiiean.')

shots had killed the Constable of Bourbon ; and from

what I subsequently learned, he was the man whom
I had first noticed above the heads of the rest."

Pope Clement, on the enemy having effected their

entrance into Rome, retired to the Castle of St.

Angelo, and the story of its defence, as told by Cellini,

is vivid and graphic in the extreme. He was put in

command of five pieces of artillery on the highest

point of the castle, and distinguished himself by
extraordinary energy in the fulfilment of his new
duties. After the articles of peace were signed, he

went to Florence, and found that tliere " the plague

was raging with indescribable fury." To avoid the

chance of being infected by it, by the advice of his

father he went to Mantua for a time, and on return-

ing to Florence found that his father and all in the

house had died of the plague.

Every page of the book l)ristles with incident and

adventure, of which no epitome is possibh', but the

three great subsequent events in Cellini's life may
be broadly given as his inijirisonmont in and escape

from the Castle of St. Angelo, his residcni'c in France

in the service of Francis I., and the modelling aud

casting of the statue of Perseus.

Through the malice of one of his workmen anil

the avarice of Pier Luigi, a bastard sou of Po])e Paul

III., Cellini was accused of having stolen jewels

which belonged to the Chureli, from the Castle of St.

Angelo, during the sack of Rome. Notw ilhslanding

his spirited defence of himself wiien examined l)efore

the (jovernor of Home, and liis ]U'oof from the records

(jf the jewels (h:it mine were missing, he was Icl'l in

durance vile.
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THE DEATH

(Silver Medallion

Tlie castL'llau oE St. Aiij^-elo at llrst tivateJ liiin

with great kindness, and allowed him to go about the

castle on parole, treatment which was afterwards

exchanged for ex-

treme severity, for

the castellan was

subject to fits of

temporary insanity.

Cellini now resolved

to effect his escape,

and after long, labo-

rious, and ingenious

preparations makes

the attempt. "After

scaling the roof, I

took one end of my
line"n roll, and at-

tached it to a piece

of antique tile which

was built into the

fortress wall ; it hap-

pened to jut out

scarcely four fingers.

In order to fix the band I gave it the form of a

stirrup. When I had attached it to that piece of

tile, I turned to God and said :
' Lord God, give aid

to ray g.iod cause
J
you know that it is good; you

see that I am aiding myself.^ Then I let myself go

gently by degrees, supporting myself with the sinews

of my arms until I touched the ground. Tliere was

no moonshine, but the light of a fair, open heaven.

Wlien I stood on the solid earth, I looked up at the

vast height which I had descended with such spirit,

and went gladly away, thinking I was free." There

was, however, yet another wall to scale and a last

rampart to descend. In the descent of the latter he

fell, struck his head in falling, and lay stunned for

some time. On recovering his senses, he found that

he had also fractured his leg. "Then I bound my
leg up as well as I could, and crawled on all-fours

with the jioniard in my hand toward the city gate.

When I reached it I found it shut; but I noticed a

stone just beneath the door which did not appear to

be very firmly fixed. This I attempted to dislodge.

After setting my hands to it, and feeling it move, it

easily gave way, and I drew it out. Through the gap

thus made I crept into the town."

Cardinal Cornavo for a time sheltered and con-

cealed Cellini in his palace, but afterwards delivered

him up to the Pope, and for a second time Cellini is

committed prisoner to the Castle of St. Angelo, and

treated with cruel severity by the crazy castellan.

Ultimately he was released, at the request of the

Cardinal of Ferrara, who, finding the Pope one night

at the supper-table in a genial mood, pressed and

gained his point. Now comes a short period of

OF MEDUSA.

in the Vatican.)

active return to work, till the Cardinal of Ferrara, in

consequence of a message from the king to return to

Paris as soon as possible, and to bring Benveuuto

with him, sets out on

his journey to France

with a numerous

train, including Cel-

lini. Needless to say,

our hero met with

the usual number of

hair-breadth escapes

and amazing acci-

dents, the narration

of which is always

interesting and ex-

citing. Francis I.

gave Cellini a gra-

cious reception at

Fontainebleau, and

after some delay

settled a handsome

salary on him, and

assigned him a house

(the Little Nello) to work in. The king ordered

him to make the models of twelve silver statues,

which were to stand as candelabra round the table.

Cellini, with his usual ardour, at once sets to work,

and submits four little waxen models of Jupiter,

Juno, Apollo, and Vulcan, and is commissioned to

execute the Ju])iter in silver, " exactly the same

height as his i\Iajesty, wdiich was a trille under

four cubits." The placing of this work, when

completed, in the gallery at Fontainebleau is a

masterpiece of description. " I placed the statue,

and having arranged it as well as I was able, waited

for the coming of the king. The Jupiter was

raising his thunderbolt with the right hand in the

act to hurl it; his left hand held the globe of the

world. Among the flames of the thunderbolt I had

very cleverly introduced a torch of white wax. Now
Madame d'Estampes detained the king till nightfall,

wishing to do one of two mischiefs, either to prevent

his coming, or else to spoil the effect of my work

by its being shown off after dark ; but as God has

promised to those who trust in Him, it turned out

exactly opposite to her calculations; for when night

came I set fire to the torch, which, standing higher

than the head of Jupiter, shed light from above,

and showed the statue far better than by daytime.

. . . When the king appeared, I bade my prentice,

Ascanio, push the Jupiter towards his INIajesty. As

it moved smoothly forwards, my cunning in its turn

was amply rewarded, for this gentle motion made

the figure seem alive. The antiques were left in the

background, and my work was the first to take the

eye with pleasure. The king exclaimed at ouce :
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' Tliis is by far the finest thing tliat lias ever been about the business at a snail's pace." Triumphing
seen; and I, although I am an amateur and judge of over enormous difficulties and aggravating delays.

art, could never have conceived the hundredth ]iart

o£ its beauty.'

"

Cellini's life at Paris is marked by the same

passionate energy for work and new undertakings,

gratified to the full by the commissions of the king,

and by the same passionate violence of character

which ever involved him in quarrel and strife; and it

the Perseus was ready for casting in bronze. In

the midst of the process Cellini, exhausted by his

herculean exertions, was attacked by a sudden fever,

and forced to go and fling himself upon his bed. Not
for long, however. One of his workmen coming
into the room exclaiming the statue was spoiled,

Cellini jumped from his bed and took the direction

is marked, too, by the incident which is, perhaps, the again. " But I noticed that it did not flow as

greatest blot on Cellini's character as a man. Then rapidly as usual, the reason being probably that the

war breaking out with the Em|ier6r Charles V., the fierce heat of the fire we kindled had consumed its

king sought Cellini's advice with regard to the for- base alloy. Accordingly I sent for all my pewter
tification of Paris, but thwarted by the iuliuence of platters, porringers, and dishes, to the number of

Madame d'Estampes, whose favour he had failed to some two hundred pieces, and had a portion of

gain, the artist-soldier begged permission to return them cast, one by one, into the channels, the rest

to Italy, " seeing that the times were more for fight- into the furnace. This expedient succeeded, and
iug than for making statues.

Returned to his native Florence in 1.515, his first

duty is to visit his sister and her six daughters,

towards wliom he seems to have acted with affec-

tion and liberality, and then to pay his respects to

the Duke Cosimo de Medici and his Duchess. De-
scribing the works he had done for, and the rewards

he had received from, the King
of France, Cellini received

Duke Cosimo's proposal that

he should work for him, and

"burning with desire to show
the nuble school of Florence

that, after leaving her in

youth, I had practised other

branches of the art than she

had imagined, gave answer to

the duke that I would willingly

erect for him in marble or in

bronze a mighty statue on his

fine piazza." The duke pro-

posed the subject of Perseus,

and Cellini produced a charm-

ing little model in wax. On
doubts being thrown on his

power to execute it as well on

a large scale, Cellini's confi-

dence in his own power at

once comes to the fore, and he

declares that he " feels the

heart to execute it at least

thrice as well in bronze." Cel-

lini chafed wiih impatience at

the delay in building a studio

in the garden adjoining the

SIIIKLP AND UKLMET, ASCKIBED TO CELLINI.

[Palazzo ilcl Barycllo, Florcncr.)

everyone could now ])erceive that my bronze was
in most perfect liquefaction, and my mould was
filling; whereupon they all with heartiness and happy
cheer assisted and obeyed my bidding, while I, now
here, now there, gave orders, helped with my own
hands, and cried aloud :

' O God ! Thou that by Thy
immeasurable power didst raise from the dead, and

in Thy glory didst ascend to

heaven !

' . . . . even thus

in a moment my mould was

filled ; and seeing my work

was finished, I fell upon my
knees and with all my heart

gave thanks to God." Con-

stant squabbles about payment

arose between Cellini and the

duke, but the artist's true re-

ward came when the statue

was disclosed to all Florence.

" Now it pleased God that, on

the instant of its exposure to

view, a shout of boundless

enthusiasm went up in com-

mendation of my work, whic'li

consoled me luit a little."'

Cellini died in Florence on

the l;5th of February, l.')70.

Of the first rank as a worker

ill gold and silver, his sculp-

ture on a large scale has high

merit, though not, jierhaps, that

which his assertive confidence

assigns it; while the one work

which Cellini (hought little of

is, perhaps, his greatest. His
house assigned to him. The work was entrusted to autobiography, vivid and stirring beyond measure,
one Lattanzio Goviiii. With what masterly stroke he with all its vigour, its character, and its jiicturesque-

This flimsy little fellow, with his ness, is, in its own line, almost without an equal in

rETEll M.\CX.\B.

portrays him

tiny spider's hands and small gnat's voice, moved the literature of (he world.
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THE POETRAITB OF NAPOLEON THE FIRST.

THE ]\IYTH1CAL NAPOLEON.

WHEN David was commissioned to paiut his pic-

ture ol: Napoleon crossing the Alps (see p. 180),

he asked the First Consul to name a day when he

•would sit. " Sit !
" said Bonaparte ;

" to what good ?

Do you suppose the great men of antiquity sat for their

portraits ? " " But I paint you for your own times,

for men who have known and seen you ; they will

expect a good likeness." " A good likeness ! It is

not the exactitude of the features, the little wart on

the nose, that makes

a likeness. "What

ought to be painted

is the character of

the physiognomy.

No one incpiires if

the portraits of great

men are like ; it is

quite enough if they

manifest their ge-

nius." " You teach

me the art of paint-

ing," said David,

after this last re-

mark. " You are

satirical ; what do

you mean?" "No,
I am not ; I have

never looked at

painting in this way.

But j'ou are right.

Citizen First Con-

sul
;
you shall not

sit. Leave it to

me; I will paint you

witliout."

This story shows

THE GOOD EMl'EKOE.

foe. Portraits more evidently mythical were not slow

to appear, sometimes accompanied by enthusiastic

verses. Bonaparte careering through Italy on a

flying steed, with Fame blowing a trumpet and

holding in readiness the palm of Victory, well ex-

presses the popular idea of the hero of Areola

(see p. 177).

But foreign nations were not thus fascinated.

T(j England especially he was becoming a terror

and a danger. His

portraiture at this

time was chiefly in

the hands of the

caricaturists, and it

is curious to notice

how difhcult they

find the effort to

make it ludicrous

and ugly. Rowland-

son's " First Con-

sul," with his pow-

dered hair, his feeble

face, stiff cravat,

cambric tippet, long

red mantle, short

frock, tri - coloured

scarf, and brigand

hat, surmounted
with a tricoloured

j)lume, must have

appeared to our

grandfathers like

some Twelfth-night

character. But Gill-

ray, with better art,

really gave the jmb-

(By Lonflhi. Time: The Coronation in Francr.)

how early the purpose was formed in Bonaparte's lie something like a resemblance of Bonaparte. Not

mind to render himself the subject of a myth, and

to this end he sought to employ poets as well as

painters.

It was totally unnecessary ; for his ajiparition in

Italy, in 1796, was in itself quite sufficient to render

him a legendary hero. A young man of austere

much, however, could be done beyond rendering his

thin features excessively gaunt and grim, and repre-

senting his height as liliputian. " Little bouncing B,"

or " Little Boney," was John Bull's good-humoured

notion concerning the man who over the water took

such gigantic proportions. The English caricaturists

manners, ascetic appearance, with the head and face conceive him as an iron-hearted homicide, capable,

of an ideal Caesar, saying little but doing much, when needful, of being most insinuating and plau-

deterred by no scruple and by no obstacle, leading sible. Their portraiture has all the character of a

his dazed and fascinated army from Turin to Milan, popular myth, profoundly true in itself, but sin-

from Milan to Verona, from Verona to Venice, he gularly coarse and brutal, handled after their own

could not fail to arouse the imagination of friend and manner. In one of Gillray's designs we get Bona-
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parte's portrait rendered as hangdog and felonious

as possible in the midst o£ all kinds of emblems

intended to set forth the popular English notion of

republican France. Around the portrait are written

the words, "And (iod made f5onaparte and rested

from His labours."

Such was the portrait of Bonaparte which ob-

tained in days when the alarmists talked of the

metropolis being sacked, Nelson, Pitt, and the rest

shot in Hyde Park, and the name of London con-

verted into Bonajiartopolis.

To the English myth nothing appears more en-

tirely opposed than the jjortrait which the po])ular

genius, aided by oflieial art, was at the same time

producing in France. There the Corsican monster,

whose head is re-

presented in iMig-

land on the end

of a pitchfork, antl

l-.is whole body,

cocked hat, and

feathers included, as

toasting for " Beel-

zebub's delectation

over a roaring lire

made bv his own

bad actions, is re-

garded in France as

the magnanimous

hero who has given

peace to the world,

the foremost man
on this planet, the

greatest in all his-

tory, the restorer of

the paths to dwell

in, the voice that

stills all feuds, the

hand that heals all

wounds, the giver of

order, repose, and

religious liberty. All

this happiness that

France believes she

is about ta receive

at the hands of her

new Augustus is im-

perilled. The kings

of the earth have

taken counsel to-

gether asrainst the Lord and His anointed, and the

Ahithophel is the perjured avaricious English (iovern-

ment. Albion is the soul of a vast conspiracy.

Sjjain, uncertain, leaps audaciously over the moun-

tains, to recoil t i-embliuii- on her steps; Italy moves,

a sei']ient in the g'rass ; the German colossus shakes

.517

UK.XEHAL liu:. >] , 1

(From a J'rint j)Ubliiilut.l at

himself, agitates his innumerable limbs, and throws

himself on the Titan - people ; while ou the far-off

horizon, a long dim line shows the Cossacks hasten-

ing to the great Armageddon. But when the hour

arrives, God will call his Christ (Dicam Christo meo),

and France, relying on the genius and the fortune

of her saviour, is sure that at the head of his tri-

umjdiant army, he will sign peace in London. Let

him but speak the word, and I'^uglaud is beaten, for

nothing is so invincible as our hero, nothing so im-

perishable as the glory that surrounds him and the

love that we bear him."

To this magnificent portrait some added the

halo of sanctity, affirming that Bonaparte's highest

claim to their admiration was his j)rofound piety.

He called upon
them, they said, to

come and give

thanks to God, most

powerful and most

good, who had com-

missioned him to

found the Universal

Republic on Reli-

gion. To this end

lie was endowed with

grace, which made

him a Joseph to fill

tlie granaries of

France, a Closes to

give it a new code,

a Joshua to lead it

to victory. He was,

indeed, the hero of

Humanity; lie com-

bined Cyrus, Con-

stantine, and Char-

lemagne.

Of all these cha-

racters, that of

Charlemagne was

the one he most

affected ; his ilat-

terers even declared

him greater than

Charlemagne, for

the mediicval C;esar

owed much to Pepin

and Charles ^lartel,

whereas Napoleon

owed all to his own slupendous merit. David, who, to

his great delighl, liad to paini 1 he coronation of Napo-

leini, no doufit had this before him, for Chartier, one

of his ])upils, represents the ]!]mperor as wearing the

iron crown and the collar of eaglets (seep. 179). This

portrait shows how llioroughly Napoleon's doctrine

^ t i.ii ;.., TO GLOKY.

Santcs. Time: The Direcloyi/.)
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on portrait-painting had been accepted by David and century Don Quixote. But when, in 1808, they

his school. Every line in the face is accommodated found he had no idea of the word honoui-, and

THE IMPEIUAL STAE.

might have lived a

tliousand j-ears before

the age of cliivalry, they

pictured him as Apollyon

himself, tlie angel of the

abyss, the king of the in-

fernal regions, the leader

of vast multitudes of

heretics and heresiarchs

without number. And
in one thing the very Ca-

tholic Spaniards agreed

with most heretical Eng-

lishmen in proving, to

their own complete satis-

faction, that Napoleon

Bonaparte was the Beast

of Revelation, his name
forming the mystic num-
ber, (306. The Dutch,

like the Sjjaniards, were

frightfully tried by Na-

poleon's ciforts to " re-

duce them to suffer their

happiness." Bilderdyk,

their national poet,

launched against him, in

1806, an ode in which

he denounced him as the

Monster oE Terrorism, who had come to deal Holland

a mortal stab ; and from the people rose a song,

which I have tried to take down from the lips of

one who herself saw the master of her country ride

through Amsterdam, and which, translated, was

something like this :

—

'' The Corsiciu vultuvo lives on red plunder
;

Shout for the Cossacks over the mountains,

And for the people of the Prussian king.

They have won the battle. Fool 1 Fool

!

Slay him dead,

Hang him up by his claw.

Half-hung, and not dead. Fool! Fool!"

But in the midst of the execration «f foreigners

the mythic portrait of Napoleon grew, and became

firmly fixed in the imagination of Frenchmen.

Napoleon firmly believed in his star, and loved

to refer to it and to his destiny. In 1803 the

people of Amiens welcomed "the saviour of France''

by a grand illumination, which culminated in his

Netherlands had their own peculiar conceptions of Star, seen resplendent on the point of the spire of

what the great man was like. To the former he what, in the romanised language of the day, they

appeared at first as some monstrous nineteenth- styled their "basilica." In 1810, on the occasion

» T-, . . ,, ^ -i w T I,- * „ f i„ of Napoleon's marriiige with an Austrian iirincess,
* For reference to this portrait after Longhi see former article, l r. i '

" The Real Napoleon."

to express the supreme

idea of domination.

Here we see the artist

actually striving in the

manufacture of a myth.

Like Charlemagne,

Napoleon had a corona-

tion in Italy as well as

in France (see p. 176*)

;

and to maintain in the

former country the

mythical idea of his per-

sonality, he employed

Appiani to design a series

of great works, repre-

senting the Napoleonic

Epopee. The whole series

has been engraved in

thirty-five plates, making

a magnificent volume,

called " The Glory of

Napoleon I." (" Les

Fastes de Napoleon I.")

.

He is here represented

in every position calcu-

lated to impose on the

imagination. Leading

his armies across the

Alps and into fierce con-

tests
;

passing in triumphant processions through

Italian cities, and giving constitutions to republics

called into being by his sword . Finally, Victory

leads him to the su])renie authority, and Hymen
to the supreme bliss ; he crowns himself King of

Italy, and marries the daughter of its hereditary

tyrant. Still more, Ap])iani represented him in the

Imperial Palace at ^lilan, as Jupiter Olympus

reposing on a throne of gold, which rises on the

immortalit}' created by his victories. The Zodiac,

spread out at his feet, is illumined by his star.

Victories press around the throne, each bringing a

laurel. To the right of the throne. Force, seated

on the back of a lion, liolds in her hand the attri-

butes which characterise her, whilst Prudence, Tem-

perance, and Holy Justice surround the deified Caesar.

While this kaleidoscope portrait, made up of

bits from all soi-ts of great figures of antiquity,

was tossed about to excite the enthusiasm of

Frenchmen, the border peoj^les of Spain and the

(From a Contemporary Picture. Time: The Aiiatriein Marriage,)

an engraving was published, in which tlie actual
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head of Napoleon is set in blazing;' rays, across

which is faintly seen the name " Marie Louise."

A world rolls beneath, the rays of the imperial

star falling on France, and supremely on Paris ; the

rest is in darkness and hidden from si^'ht b\' the

culminates, the mythieal portrait fades away in the

presence (jf reality. Austerlitz, Wag-ram, Borodino,

Leipsic, show him a veritable Titan struo-o-lino-

against destiny.

In the only great epic yet inspired l)y the Na-
name " Napoleon le Grand," which appears in gigantic poleonic legend,* little known, because suppressed

characters on a drapery supported by two eagles by the poet and his friends in their horror of the
(see p. 178).

'

Second Empire, the series of poems referring to this

As the lean Bonaparte developed into the obese period give the myth in a form that may be ex-

Napoleon the paintings seem to become fewer, and pected to endure, because it is the work of a true

the sculjjtor's art to be more in requisition. Most, seer, and one that will bear historical criticism. It

however, of these statues have a mythical character, is the night before Austerlitz; a bivouac on the

having been made, according to Napoleon's own snow; the fires redden the horizon; in a furrow

phrase, " to create an impression." The most pro- the Emperor rests on some straw, in the folds of an

digious is the statue by Canova, in which he immense cloak ; in the early hours of the mornino-

appears as a Roman emperor, holding a small a great battle passes through liis brain; he awakes
metal figure of Victory in one hand, and the his marshals ; he reviews his troops, talking fami-

seeptre of dominion in the other. This colossal liarly with his men ; then the battle begins, and as

statue, exhibited in 1812, has for perhaps seventy some giant stirring a fire which fills a whole plain,

years past filled the hall of his conqueror at Apsley he takes up his people and easts them into it ; the

House. Chaudet made another statue in the same

costume, and which, by a singular fate, is at

Berlin. Napoleon found that the Roman emperor

idea did not take hold of the popular mind. In

Paris an im25ression was gaining ground that he

was more like an Oriental sultan than a Roman
emperor. " Bonajsarte is really unfortunate'" (such

was tlie bon-mot current) ;
'"' all his enemies die in

their dungeons."

The " petit ehapeau avec redingote grise '" appeared

the better form for the mythic portrait, and in

this form he determined

Seurre should mould the

statue to surmount his

glory-column on the Place

Vendome. It was evi-

dently the same idea that

caused him to send to

Paris for the very dress

he wore at Marengo, that

he might with more effect

show the battle-field to

his soldiers.

There never was less

necessity for efforts at

effect than in the ease of

Napoleon, for, in the whole

range of history, it would

be difficult to find a sub-

ject that would afford a

better ojiportunity for the

display of the powers of

a poet or a painter whose

strength lies in creating

vivid impressions. Thus,

at Ihe period the Icmnid

TIIK NliW CIIAKLEM.lCiNi;.

(Hy Charliei: rime: The Cofuiiation in Hutu.)

fire spreads; the hamlets all around are in flames,

and their roofs crackle on the monster's hearth ; one

messenger arrives after another; each has a wor.se

tale to tell than the other; but, like a great water-

snake, Napoleon moves under the grass and crushes

the Muscovite serpent at the bottom of the lake.

The day after all is silent, and the only being that

watches on the battle-field is the vulture. The
Emperor passes, and the spirits of the slain wake
up and kiss his garments ; but he has enough to do in

ordering a " Te Deum," and a monument of bronze,

on which his battles shall

appear climbing up to the

i'eet of their great general,

who will stand above all,

watching the world, as-

countless ages roll awav.

But though Austerlitz had

laid Austria at his feet,

and Jena, Prussia, and he

had niarclied victorious

into A ienna and Berlin,

sinister rumours lilleil the

air. Tiiese runuiurs were

the shadows that coming

events cast before them,

]irojeetions of the popular

mind. As far back as

iMIo the English carica-

turist had depicted Boua-

]iarte, like Belshazzar, sud-

denly arrested in the midst

of a banquet held in Lon-

don, by a hand writing on

• " Napoleon." A poem by
Eilgar Quinet, 183a-3G.
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the wall, "Mene, Meiie, Tekel, Upbarsin." Nine

years later saw the fatal decree written in letters of

lilood-red flame, in those awfnl three days in which

]\Ioseow jierished by her own hands.

In ISUS Gillrny issued a cartoon, in which the

is Styx; on the other the waters of Letlie ; in the

distance are roaring flames. From all sides aveng-

ing spirits are coming to surround and destroy the

terrified revolutionary Caesar.

Tiiere is a small but most powerful engraving, by

BOSAPAETE CKOSSIN& THE ALPS.

(Iljj L. David. Time: The Consulate.)

terrible quite overpowers the grotesque, and which, S. W. Reynolds, after Charlet, which may well re-

in the light of subsequent events, had a truly pro- present the ruined EmiJcror, alone and flying, on

phetie character. In " the Valley of the Shadow of the frontiers of France. Arrived at Fontainebleau,

Death." Napoleon is seen trying to maintain him- he l)ids farewell to his battle-flelds. lie no longer

self on a slippery path which leads to the abyss, has a kingdom ; he is now only a name, and on the

The Russian bear follows him ; the British lion is morrow his story will be told in every cottage in

rushing r(n'ward readv to devour him. On one side Europe. KiciiAifD IIkath.
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THE B A E B I Z N SCHOOL.
JEAN BArTISTK CAMILLE COROT.

OF all the t>-rotip of painters of what is termed the eveniiii'-, tlie delightful painter of twili-i'lit, of

the School of BarLizon, the one who possessed rosy dawn and dewy eve; he was the man nf all

tlie most interesting personality was Corot. J. V. others who eoukl ]»int tlie atmusphere, the aqneous

Millet was born a peasant, and he remained a peasant, vapours of the rivers and lakes, and the mists of

and throuiyh this was his suceess. He seldom asso- the valleys ; and who eonld invest every landscape

ciated with his fellow-artists, and throuti'li his ait he produced with a romanticism which is thoroughly

alone has his inlluence been felt. Theodore Rousseau wonderful. Corot was an artist who, in all his many

,ii:an dai'tistk camii.le corot at wokk.

(From a I'liolvji'iiph frotn Li/f.)

had a, n(jl)lc character, but it was marred by sundry Inindreds of inclurcs (tlie wurlc df a long nnd very

unhappy blemishes ; while the other two great artists luipjiy lifctim(>), has revealed beauties and disclnsed

of tli(^ grou]), D;\ubigny and Diaz, never exercised exipiisite jioesios whicli, when (inee understood and

anything like the jiersonal influence of Pere Corot. ajipreciated, never I'ail to ciiarm and permanently

Corot was flic arlist-poet of the morning and please.

318
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Corot is one of tlie painters of the century about

uhom it is permissible to become unusually enthu-

siastic. He was the acknowledged leader of a great

school of landscape-painting, and for many years

before his death he had a powerful influence over

many painters who have become, or will yet become,

famous. While for a long time Corot was known

and acknowledged only by artists and a few highly-

trained amateurs and merchants, he is now one of

the painters whose works are most popular in Eng-

land, Scotland, and America, as well as in France.

Barbizon is a little village on the borders of the

Forest of Fontainebleau, a couple of hours' railway

journey from Paris. There J. F. Millet, Theodore

Rousseau, and Diaz lived, and these painters, with

Corot and Daubigny, have gradually become to be

called the masters of the Barbizon school. The art

of all these painters is nearly allied, and they form a

group of artists of which the French are justifiabl}'

proud. Their influence has been well marked in all

departments of the artistic world, and America joins

with Europe in a pwan of praise to these great men.

France rightly believes she now leads the van of

poetic landscape with the works of these painters, and

many (some think too many) of our younger artists

are disposed to follow in paths that have been de-

veloped by the Bai'bizon school.

It is to be remembered by British as well as

French artists that neither Rousseau nor Corot,

Diaz nor Daubigny, would have found their way

so easily if certain English painters had not shown

them pictures which were complete revolutions from

the accepted semi-classical landscapes of the earlier

quarter of the century. This fact of the great

indebtedness of French art of to-day to the earlier

English painters has somehow come to be almost

forgotten in England, but it has always been freely

acknowledged in France. T. Thore, writing in

the " Histoire des Peintres," 1862, affirms that

Constable is incontestably one of those who have

regenerated landscape - painting in France. This

powerful artist received a gold medal at the Paris

Salon in 1834 for three pictures, and another gold

medal at Lille in 1S:J.5 for his celebrated "White
Horse." Thore thinks that Constable received

mueh of his inspiration from Gainsborough's land-

scapes, and that it is to Gainsborough we ought

to look for the real commencement of the Bar-

bizon school. Another French writer said in 1864:
—" If you read in the Salon catalogue that Corot

was a pupil, first of Michallon, afterwards of Bertin,

do not believe it. Neither ^Michallon nor Bertin

was capable of teaching anything to Corot. It

was before a picture of Constable that he felt the

scales fall from his eyes, and from that day forth

he took Xature as his only guide."

The art of the Barbizon school was, in reality,

a protest against the older and conventional treat-

ment of landscape, which seemed to ignore the

example of those we now call the old masters

—

Claude, Hobbema, Ruysdael, and others. These

artists, with all their conventionalities, were still

full of the sacred tire of vitality, and were well

versed in certain aspects of Nature. lu France,

as elsewhere, landscape had become nearly always

subordinate to figure-painting, or, in any case, was

considered secondary to it. It was lifeless, emotion-

less, and dull in the extreme. But the members
of the Barbizon school have re-invested landscape

art with truth, feeling, and animation ; having the

brilliant example of Constable before their eyes,

toned by their knowledge of the old masters, they

unitedly have given a new impetus to landscape-

painting as an art.

Jean Baptiste Camille Corot was the son of a

clerk in the city of Paris, who, with his mother, kept

a kind of draper's and milliner's shop* at the corner

of the Quai and the Rue de Bac, facing the Seine and

opposite the Palace of the Tuileries. He was born on

the 36th of July, 1796, and spent by far the greater

jiart of the seventy-eight years of his life in and

around the French capital. At ten years old Corot

was sent to the L^'cee at Rouen, and there, during

the succeeding seven years, he obtained the usual

education which ordinary teachers can suppl}-. All

the time, however, another and almost unconscious

education was going on. The youth was permitted

to walk out occasionally with a friend of his father,

a grave, tall man and embryo artist, who would

linger by the Seine and the less-frequented roadways

while the sun set and the shadows of the evening

developed into darkness. Frequently, in later years,

Corot spoke of the strong impression these early

walks made upon him, and how they influenced his

after-career.

Corot was an exemplary son, and faithfully

endeavoured to follow the paternal jireeepts. On
leaving school he went to a large drapery warehouse

in the Rue St. Honore, Paris. Afterwards he was

engaged in a similar establishment in the Rue

de Richelieu. In the latter the employer discovered

Corot's artistic inclination, and, having tested the

young man, he came to the justifiable conclusion

that Corot would never be a good salesman. Corot

\Aas, in fact, too ready to sell that which was new

and popular to the neglect of the stock which was

I'-oino' nut of fashion. But Corot's father had set

his mind on his only son taking up a business "to

make money," and he urged the claims of the

* " I'ne maison de commerce de nouvcautc.s, modes et rubans,'

or a miniature " Bon marche," and in the s;ime street -n-here that

famous cstabli.'shmcnt now is.
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eluhlisseiiieiit dc nthniis in the Rue de Bac. Coiot

accordingly remained loyal to drapery until 182~,

when^ at last, lie obtained his father's formal con-

sent to become a painter; but onlj' after repeated

entreaties did tlie old man g-ive way.

The first morning' he was free to do as he liked,

he collected his materials and just walked across the

Quai to the Seine. Going down the bank to the

river he made his first professional study near the

Pont Royal, locking towards old Paris. Corot kept

this sketch in his studio all his life, and he fre-

.piently told the story of his ^^remlere etude, and

how the young" girls who worked at his mother's

house were curious to see " ^Monsieur Camille " in

his new vocation of artist, and how thej^ ran out

of the workroom and across the Quai to have a peep

express himself in painting. ^Michallon was cer-

tainly his first great artistic friend, and it is (juite

possible there is truth in the assertion. Mhen old,

Corot was fond of recalling incidents of his busi-

ness life, and how he used to make runs out to the

country whenever he had a luiliday, and study at

night, or in any leisure moments. After all, this

is only what is continually going on amongst many
who love to paint, although they have to earn their

bread at the desk or counter, ilany of our younjjf

clerks steal away on every opportunifj'^, and try to

realise the landscape most convenient to them ; or,

as Corot often did, sketch the streets and houses

and roofs, with only tall chimney-pots for a horizon.

How it should encourage them to know that Corot,

the great landscape-painter of France, kept at his

i

THE WOODMAN S COTIAOE.

{Trom a Crayon Sttuli/ bt/ J.-B. Corot)

at him. Douljtless some of them were more in office until he wa.s twentv-six, and tliat his early

love with .Monsieur Camille than he imagined, but business habits never interfered with his after

he resisted their cliarms, and remained a bachelor to artistic pursuits, but, indeed, rather helped them,

the end. Micliallon died a few months after Corot devoted
It has I)een stated that it was .seeini>- Midia himself entirely to art, and then Corot went to the

at work whi<h first gave Corot the idea to try to studio of Victor Rertin, a ]iainter "who sketched
• A, E. lliiliallun, born 17%, tiua 1S22. well and finishi d iiadiv." .\t the end of lS:2.') he
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had found his way to Rome, where, after a period of

probation, lie was recognised as a brother-artist by

Aligny, a classical painter for whom Corot had the

most profound respect. There Corot painted the

little study of the Coliseum, bearing the date of

December, 1825, which is now in the Louvre.

In 1827 he returned to France and contributed

two small pictures to the Salon. In 1835 he

again started for Rome, but only got as far as

Venice and Tuscany, for he was nnexpeetedly re-

called by his father, who in serious iUness desired

t.) see his son. Corot's father was now entirely

reconciled to his son's following painting as a

business ; for two years before the artist had

licen awarded a medal at the Salon, and he could

afford to live rpiite independently of his father's

jiension of £60 a year. So Corot was written for,

and like an ever-obedient son he returned to Paris

immediately. In 1S43 Corot made his third and

last visit to Italy, going to Rome by ^larseilles,

anil within the year he was back in Paris, never

leaving it again excejit for short excursions.

From this time Corot's life was comjjletely

happy, although only a very few ]ieople admired

his works or would buy them. Briefly, his career

may be summed up in a few sentences. He exhibited

pictures at every Salon up to the year of his death

in 1875, and also at the International Exhibitions of

1855 and 1867. In 181-6 he was made a Chevalier

of the Legion of Honour; in 1848 he was chosen to

hang the pictures in the Salon, was awarded a first

class medal in 1855, and finally, in 1867, he was

promoted to be an Officer of the Legion of Honour

—

a distinction dear to every Frenchman. In the

(niiu'e terrible he felt keenly the humiliation of

his country, and contributed largely (£2,000) to the

public funds opened for the relief of the distressed.

He entered Paris on the 20th August, 1870, and

remained in it during the siege, painting nearly all

the time in his studio. In April, 1871, he made an

excursion to Arras and Douai. In 1874 occui'red one

of the pleasantcst incidents of his life. His friends

had hoped that the !Medal of Honour of the Salon

would be awarded to the now aged artist, Ijut it was

given to Gerome. So they determined to make him

a medal themselves, and presented it to him in Decem-

ber, 187 !, only three months before his death.

People wdio know little or nothing of art, looking

at Corot's pictures, sometimes say that there seems no

great difficulty in producing effects which have so

little apjiarent finish. But these critics are ignorant

of the long drudgery Corot went through in his

LAC DE GAEDE.

(From Vie rktun: hi/ J.-B. Corot in the Collection of J. S. Forbes, Esq.)
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L'iii-lier ilays. lie did an enormous nnmljei- of I'aitli- observation ho was aljle to penetrate to the very soul

I'ld sketches when yonno-, takino- imuiense pains in of Nature in her grandest poetry. Inspired by a

the scareli after tones and values. In these tlie passionate love of art, he became a leader and no

THE r.ENT TIUCE.

{From Ihe rictiux b>j J.-n. Corot, in titc CollecUuii of Alc.miulcr Yniiiiy, Kmi.)

drawing was so precise and the tones so just, as

almcst to entitle him to be called a Pre-Raphaelite.

Tliey were hard in outline and "' tiglit " in linish,

and, in fact, were altogether opposed to the style

gradually adopted by the master in later j'ears. It

is dillicult to answer the very obvious question,

'•' Would (Jm-ot have been able to i)aint the picdures

which made him famous if he had not faithfully

gone tiinnigh the work manifested iu his early

works?" Some of our younger artists are starting

with the idea that the power to finish highly will

come with experience ; but that uncertainty of out-

line and vagueness of detail are sullicient to begin an

artistic' <-arccr. Corot's path, designedly or otlierwisc,

led liim llrsi, to draw carefully and linish minutely
;

and in this he is sup|>(irted as well by tlu' l!a[)hacl

of the old masters as by the Millais of the new.

It was only after nearly twenty years of laborious

study, that aliout IsM) the genius of ("orot dis-

tinctly manii'ested itself as we now know it. Hut

these \ears bore good fruit. From long and ardent

more a follower; a creator, and not a repeater nor

imitator.

It was in Ibl.j that Corot's first ])urchascr ap-

])eared. He came in the form of a friend, who with-

out saying anything wanted to carry off a newly

linishcd picture, and he laid a ten-])ound note on the

table to pay for it. Corot thought it too much, and

at first refused the money. It was necessary that

his friend should solemnly swear tliat he was the in-

termediary of a real "amateur," as the best kind of

art-patrons are called ; and even then Corot wanted

to add two or three little canvases to tins imrcdiase of

his lirst patron.

To the student of art it is ])eculiarly interesting

to know about Corot's technical methods of paint-

ing, and, fortunately, somclluui; of these has been

recorded in a series of interesting statements made

by Corot to a ]Mii)ib Cin-ot appears always to have

painted on canvas fastened on keyed stretchers ; not

sfraini'd too tightly, and also not covered with any

heav\ prcparaliiui, which nud^e them easily crack:
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half-primed canvas, as English ai'tists call it. The

preparation was sometimes lightly tinted, and he was

always very careful in choosing the finest quality of

canvas. Having placed the canvas on the easel, Corot

seized a piece of white crayon, and, after pausing a

moment to consider his subject, he traced with peculiar

masterliness and facility the chief masses of the com-

position. This outline at once became understandable

to the onlooker, and from this the artist scarcely de-

viated in his finished picture, except to fill in details.

From this first idea he himself used to foretell the

fortunes of the subject. " Look there," said he,

" something which shall yet be famous ;
" and then,

leaving this canvas, he would go to another, or carry

forward a third, or complete a fourth, just as he felt

inclined.

The first ideas were only taken up again after

undergoing a certain period of incubation. Thej"

were again put on the easel in order to receive the

painting or the sketch of the subject in oil-colours.

Armed with an ordinary palette, not ver}' carefully

A WOOD N1JIPH.

(From the Picliiri: by J.-B. Corot, in the Alfred Snisirr Collection

arranged, and composed of decided colours, without

half-tints; furnished with brushes strong and supple,

the painter laid in his groundwork with raw umber,

^vith black and white lieightened by raw and burnt

sienna and other scientifically good ochres; never, be

it observed, with bitumen of any kind. Thus the

first plan of the picture was settled from the point

of view of the values and the effect required, by

fixing from the first On two extremes—the greatest

light and the greatest dark. He emj)hasised also

the princijial masses with a firmness sometimes

ai)proaching violence, which he toned down after-

wards with light transparent colours. After this

the canvas was again put away. Then, when the

iirst painting had dried solid enough to lie worked

on, the artist sought to produce the complete

harmony of his subject by transparent and semi-

transparent colours.

When he arrived at his studio in the mornings

(never later than three minutes after eight o'clock),

he examined his many luifinished pictures until he

came to a subject which harmonised with

his feelings that day. If he felt gay and

happy, he would choose a scene in spring,

and he would revel with his liriish in a

field of flowers, a smiling river, with the

willows and reeds moving in the breeze.

At other times he inclined to the severely

classical landscape, grave and grand, full

of sobriet}' and dignity.

Corot used to say, when it became too

dark for him to work, '"'Very well; you

see le Ion JJieii has put out my lamps for

me," and he would take off his blouse,

which was stained all the colours of the

rainboH-, and go out to dine. He always

ate a hearty dinner, for during the day

he only took a dish of soup, very rich,

full of small pieces of bread and smaller

pieces of all kinds of vegetables. This

was served by Adele, his faithful house-

keeper, who was with him for twenty-

five years, in a corner of his studio, on

an old table which would not stand

steadily because one of its legs was shorter

than the others.

It is difficult to give in black-and-

white examples of the work of an artist

who was more a colnurist than a draughts-

man, and the accompanying illustrations

can only hint at the subtle beauties of

Corot's picture.

"The Bent Tree" (which is here re-

produced, from a picture in the collection

of Mr. Alexander Young, of Blackheath)

is a characteristic specimen of Corot's
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FROir THE ARTIST S SKETCH-

BOOK.

work. Tlie contrasts in it are strong, as the engrav-

ing shows. The colours in the original are firm and

clear, with all the exqui-

site harmony of tone for

which the artist is fa-

mous. " Lac de Garde
"

is also a characteristic'

example of Corot's work

of an earlier period; the

colour of which is, how-

ever, cooler in tone than

usual. Mr. J. S. I'orbes

has at Chelsea some fine

pictures by Corot; and

the Glasgow Institute

Exhibition of 1S8S con-

tains one unusually per-

fect in colour, if a little

loose in treatment.

Although Corot is celebrated only as a land-

scapist, he was also a figure-painter of some ability.

Never, certainly, did he excel in figures as he did in

landscapes, but an artistic estimate of his work woulil

not be complete without a reference to the subject.

In winter-time he worked from models so as to keep

his hand well trained in drawing, and occasionally he

painted a figure-subject in oil. One of our illustra-

tions, a girl dressing after bathing, is from a picture

once in the possession of Seusier, the biographer of

Millet. This is a favourable specimen of Corot's

figure work, but it is chiefly interesting because it is

the design of one who was chiefly a landscape-painter.

The other illustrations are from drawings Corot made

himself on stone, and are examples of the artist's

method of sketching.

Corot has Ijeen described as personally a strong,

robust man, of iron constitution, healthy aspect,

frank and free to all, with a hapjn' expression of

eye which won the hearts of all he met. His

lan"'ua"-e was a pleasins: mixture of bonhomie and

courtesy, and his whole appearance was ruddy and

well-favoured ; altogether much more like a thriving

farmer than one having anything to do with the

arts. At sixty he walked as erect as a man of forty,

with shoulders square and chest expanded. In his

studio Corot's head-piece was a little cap of striped

cotton, his dress a blue blouse, and his neck

having a large well-starched collar. Our portrait

shows him in the open air painting, with all

his paraphernalia around him and his everlasting

pipe in his mouth. ^lusie with him was a per-

fect passion, and he attended the chief perform-

ances in Paris for many years. Mozart was his

favourite composer, and French writers are fond

of comparing the music of Mozart with the can-

vases of Corot.

Corot's life seems

to have been alto-

gether happy after

he became an artist

;

his charity was very

great, alike to his

fellow -artists, his

(iwn tenants, and

to all who applied

to him. He bought

scores of pictures

from artists who

were in distress. In

short he acted up

to the highest ideal

in endeavouring on

every possible occa-

sion to do what WIS

not only just but

also exceptionally generous ; and he was amply re-

warded by the strong attachment of a multitude of

sincere friends. David Cuo.iL Tuo.mso.v.

FEOM THE ARTIST S SKETCH-

BOOK.

CRAZES IX ART.

"Pr.lMiAPHAELITISM" AND '• IMPUKSSIOMS.M."

ATHOROUGH knowledge of drawing (only (o

be acquired by severe early training) is an

absolute necessity for all who desire to arrive at ex-

cellence in art ; and though there have been soHtary

instances of eminent success attending those who have

been denied or who have neglected such training, (he

few splendid exceptions serve but to prove the rule.

The most famous of those few cases that occur

(o me is that of Sir Joshua Reynolds, whose con-

stantly-expressed regret must be evident to all who

are acquainted with the writings of that great

gcniu.-^. The wonderful jiowers with which Nature

had gifted the famous painter enabled him to in-

vent (so to speak) a method of i/ciieralifiiiff, by

which, without being able to draw details, he

could sucjirest them. The student can illustrate

this for hiniself by comparing a portrait hy Reynolds

with one by Vandyke or Titian. In those of the

last-named painters the featuic.-;, with every detail,

are almost photographically rendered, whilst the
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breadth of effect is fully preserved. In Reynolds

we have breadth of effect, or, in other words, a

generally truthful resemblance to Nature, with

subtle detail omitted. Great as Reynolds was, he

would have been greater still if the advantage of

a thorough academic education had been possible to

him in his early days. His splendid colouring, the

taste and grace with which he invested every sub-

ject, were gifts of Nature which no teaching could

have afforded him, but which severe training would

undoubtedly have enabled him to put into practice

with greater facility. That the example of Reynolds

had a bad effect on the early English school cannot

be denied. Fuseli said, "Breadth is easily obtained

if emptiness will give it," and our forefathers in

art, with few exceptions, proved the truth of the

aphorism with fatal constancy. To put the matter

plainly—without a particle of Reynolds's genius, his

contemporaries, and most of those immediately fol-

lowing him, produced pictures in which Reynolds's

shortcomings were faithfully copied and his merits

as carefully excluded.

These remarks are intended mainly to apply to

the portrait-painters, and not to all of them, for Sir

Thomas Lawrence could by no means be classed

among the imitators of Reynolds. Jlere, again, the

want of early training is painfully visible in his

outrageously bad drawing of many of the whole-

length portraits, though it must be admitted that in

some instances these defects are skilfully hidden

—

notably in the portraits of the Pope and Cardinal

Gonsalvi in the Waterloo Gallery at \Yindsor Castle.

Those pictures, together with the portraits of Sir

Walter Scott, Lord Liverpool, and some others, are

worthy of any school. It may be said of Lawrence

that, in spite of a poor eye for colour, and a rather

vulgar love of swaggering attitudes in his male

portraits and affectation in the pose of his ladies, he

cannot be accused of neglecting details. One of

Lawrence's brother Academicians, with the laudable

sincerity common amongst us on varnishing days,

told the painter that his portraits reminded him

of "the scrapings of a tin-shop;" and no doubt

the sharp white lights, with their accompanying

cutting shadows— producing a somewhat metallic

effect—gave as much show of truth to the obser-

vation as to make it as unimlatable to the painter

as his critic desired.

To the eyes of the modern exhibitiou-visitor the

displays of the latter part of the last century and

the early part of the present would have been sorry

sights. The chief attractions to the public were the

portraits. Turner's landscapes found admirers mainly

amongst his brother artists ; Callcott, Collins, and Con-

stable were in their student days ; West's Scripture

pieces were evidences of fatal facility ; illustrations

of Shakespeare by Fuseli, Wheatley, Singleton, and

others, frequently proved the painter's total unfitness

to deal with such subjects, anything like an ap-

proach to correctness of costume being ludicrously

neglected. What is called genre painting was

scarcely, if ever, practised. One of the original

Academicians, listening to a brother R.A., who said

that Hogarth's pictures were " the chronicle of

scandal and the history-book of the vulgar," pro-

ceeded to prove, as he said, how easy it was to

produce "such things," by painting a series of

pictures which were called " Virtue and Vice," or

some such title. The painter set himself to show by

the careers of two chambermaids, that good conduct

led to happiness and the reverse to miseiy. He suc-

ceeded in proving what has been proved already over

and over again, and also in showing that, if it was

easy to paint as well as Hogarth, he had not got

the knack of it.

In the vear 1^06 the school of English ffciire

painting was founded. In that year a young fellow

called Wilkie, aged exactly twenty-one, exhibited

"The Blind Fiddler." The Shakespearian illus-

trators and the high-art men woidd have none of

it. Wilkie was a " hobnailed-shoe painter," a vile

imitator of Teniers or some other Dutchman, his

colouring was colourless, grey, crabby, poor stuff,

and so on. One Academician, for whom I have such

undying respect that I will not mention his name, is

reported to have said, " I will show you how easy it

is to produce such a picture as that," and in the

following year's exhibition he displayed his proof in

the form of a blacksmith's shop with rustic figures.

I knew the man who did this, and I believe the

attempt to rival Wilkie was intended as a grim joke

—

a poor one I think, and one that certainly produced

disagreeable results to the perpetrator, if he cared for

the observations of some critics on his performance in

comparison with that of Wilkie. The general public

hailed the refreshing contrast that the truth and

nature of "The Blind Fiddler" afforded, to the stale.

Hat, and unprofitable exhibition produce of former

years, and a very short time found Wilkie fixed in a

high and secure position in art, from which he can

never be moved, though he may be partially obscured

for the moment by the fumes arising from the alt-?-^

of ignorance, raised by crazy seekers after ""V^il .

After the death of Lawrence portraits graduall ' •

'

way to other styles of art in respect of attr:K'*,; *'

• , , ,., .. -iir-ii AT • aiveness
the annual exhibitions. Wilkie, i\Iu{

elder Leslie, and ]Maclise, together with

scape and sea painters—Landseer being
\

Vreadv, the

with animals-

\earlv displa\ Portraiture, though extej,

tronised, became weaker and weaker dow^

within easy memory, when a revival

/

the hmd-

re-erninent

\vds to the

nsis'ely pa-

ir to a time

took place,
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It was not surin-i:iing
and ill the hands of tlie brilliant men of the present contemporary with, Raphae

day portraits have deservedly resmned their position then, to me at any rate, to hear Sir Joshua Reynolds

amongst the main attractions of the exhibition. spoken of as "Sir Sloshy Reynolds," Wilkie's art

While the men I have named, and I might add called " trash," and one of these g-eniuses, when ad-

others, were putting into practice true principles of vised to go to Italy, reply, " Italy—what for? to

W. p. FRITH, E.A., AT THE AGE OV TlimiY.

{Painted by AniiuMn^ L. Eijfi, li.A. Enyvavcd liy K Ilabbage.)

art—principles founded upon the great examples of see Titian and those fellows? Not I—we have (oo

the greatest masters—there siuldenly arose amongst much of them here."

ns a band of young men who called themselves '•Pre- I have no doubt of the honesty and sincerity of

Riiphaelife Brethren/' and who proceeded to prove tlio.sc young men. They were satisfied that they only

the justice of their nomenclature by refusing the were on the right tack, and that their contemporaries

guidance of any painter who had the misfortune, were one and all conventional and hopelessly astray,

in their wise young eyes, of being born after, or and they iirocecded to put their principles into i)ractice,

.Jl'j
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and pruJuctd pictures which in some instances might

have been mistaken for the work of the earliest of

the Itah'an painters. Ug-liness and anguhirity took

the place of beauty and grace ; attempts at which the

old masters were too wise to try, namely mid-day sun-

light, were favourite pastimes of these young masters ;

unimportant details were made important, to the

utter destruction of breadth ; and atmosjihere was

ignored altogether. But Pre-Raphaelitism was some-

thing new and strange; and when the wiseacres

amongst the public could count all the leaves on a

])lant, could see the light in a bird's eye as he was

flying across a landscape, could count every hair in

the ugly head of some saint, they were satisfied that

tl>e new school was right and the old one wrong.

We were taunted with sloppiness and carelessness,

with the absence of honesty in our rendering of Nature

:

we were pretty, w^e were characterless, commonplace,

and imbecile in our productions, and the sooner we

all turned from our wickedness to "P.R.B'ism " the'

better. This ridiculous movement received the sup-

port of a brilliant writer, whose judgment, always ex-

pressed in admirable language, is, I hold, often utterly

mistaken and wrong; it also had the advantage of

the co-operation of a distinguished proselyte, who,

after producing the best examples of a wrong-headed

school, has shaken the dust from his feet and left

Pre-Raphaelitism to an almost solitary apostle.

When we were toLl that the new movement would

affect the whole English practice, to its immense ad-

vantage, and that, sooner or later, we should all be

compelled to adopt its precepts, we knew that the craze

would pass away, and beyond causing some students

—beguiled by the facility with which details can

be reproduced and an offensive realism be eifeeted

—

to endeavour to become artists in the true sense of

the word, without any capacity for the pursuit, Pre-

Raphaelitism did no great harm, and may even have

acted as a check to a disposition to carelessness, ap-

parent enough in some first efforts. The surprise,

and in some instances the indignation, with which

the new movement was received by the established

painters was striking, and often amusing enough.

One Academician, who had always showni a scrupulous

care in the elaborate finishing of his pictures, said to

me, " What on earth was the hanging committee

about when they placed these confounded things in

the very eye of the exhibition ? Are we all to ignore

the perfection of art as shown by such men as Titian,

Rembrandt, and Velasquez, and go back to this

viifantUla(jc" (he could speak French a little, and

was proud of the accomplishment), "this 'go-cart'

business, and imitate those old fellows who would

have painted better if they eould? I wish to good-

ness I had been in the Council—I would have taught

them a lesson." " Well, sir," said I, ' but don't

you think"—pointing to a picture of a Pre-Raphaelite

Holy Family—" there is great earnestness and truth

throughout that picture ? See how carefully each

detail is finished ; look at those shavings—you could

take them up." "Exactly," replied the critic, " very

easy to paint realistic shavings, and brick walls, and

weeds, and such-like rubbish, and ignore beauty and

grace, and truth of character. Why, if they happen by

accident to manage a bit of true e.\i>ression, they put

some absurd detail close by it, and so distract one's at-

tention ; and what exasperates me is—from the way I

hear these young fellows talk—they jjresume to say

we are a set of imbeciles, and we are to learn from

them that the sooner we turn from our wickedness

and seek salvation in becoming P.R. Brethren the

better. And have you read what their apostle says?

—as if it mattered what a writer, who declares that

Rembrandt was no colourist, and his works wholly

vulgar, and that Cuyp should have been a brewer

instead of a painter, should utler. Why, sir, this

brilliant writer, as you call him, ignores or abuses

nearly everything in the exhibition, and encourages

these young men in their weak-headedness. Will

it last? Yes, for a time, and then people will wonder

how they could ever have been so foolish as to look

upon these eccentricities as the be-all and end-all

of art."

I may give one more exam])le of Academic

judgment. There had been "tall talk" about a

certain w'ork by a prominent member of the Brother-

hood :
" So-and-so was painting a picture which must

open the eyes of the wretched old R.A.'s, and wake

them up with a vengeance." The picture was sent

to the exhibition, and was placed in a prominent

position on the line where I found jMulready study-

ing it attentively. I went to him and said, "Well,

sir, what is the verdict? what dn ynu think of

that ? " " In colour," was the rejdy, " the picture

combines the qualities of Titian and Giorgione, in

character it is admirable, and in drawing absolutely

perfect. At least that is irhai 1 hare been told."

" But may I ask for your opinion ? " " You may,

but I am too old to understand these things, and

silence best becomes me."

The Pre-Raphaelitic craze ran its course like a

fever, and though it might, and doubtless would,

be urged that the early training in it of a great

painter—who at this moment shows in his practice

principles the precise antithesis of that of his youth

—was jjartly the cause of his excellence, I, for one,

should dispute the assertion. And even if it were

true, the fact that P.R.B'ism was but a means to

au end, was never admitted by its professors: in their

eyes perfection, or what they considered as such—the

practice of its princijiles—was the end itself.

We have now done—long- done—with the Pre-
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Rnpliaelitic, and anotlier, and far more dangerous,

craze has come upon us. Born and bred in France,

what is called I///jjrein /n !/>< >// has tainted the art

of this country. It is singular that this phase

of art, if it can be called art, is in exact oppo-

sition to the principles of the Pre-Raphaelites.

In the one we had overwrought details, in the

other no details at all. So far as my feeble powers

enable me to understand the Im])ressionist, I take

him to propose to himself to reproduce an impreti-

xi'tii—probably a momentary one—-that Nature has

made upon him. If the specimens of the impres-

sions that I have seen are what have been made,

even for a moment, on any human being, his mind
must be strangely formed. In describing Mr.
Sqneers, the author says that the schoolmaster had
but one eye, which was nnfortunate for him, as popular

prejudice runs in favour of two. The Impressionist's

impressions are constant outrages on popular preju-

dice. According to his renderings of the human
being, men are denied the nsual complement of

features, or legs, or arms, according to impression.

This absurdity is carried to its utmost pitch in some
of the illustrated papers, in which an angular form,

with dots for eyes, a few scratches for body, and a

few more in the place of legs, is served uj) to the

public as the impression a human being has made on
some great genius. Then the effects of colour and
light and shade that the impressionist receives and
gives off in his pictures ! That Nature could ever

have made such an impression at all, unless the re-

ceiver of it was in a state of disease, I take leave to

doubt ; but if any human mind is unfortunately sen-

sitive to such impressions, the owner has no excuse

for exhibiting them to the world.

All art is impressionist in the true and wide
sense of the term. A'audyke has given us his

impression of Charles the First ; and we know
Strafford so well from the impression he made on
Vandyke that we should recognise him if we met
him; but as Vandyke had plenty of time at his dis-

posal he bestowed a great deal of it in perfecting his

impressions, and the consequence is that the great

painter's impressions of his sitters are for all time
examjiles of the aim and end of art. There is an
exhibilion every year at Mr. Wallis's Gallery in

Pall .Mall, where admirable examples of f(n-eign art

may be studied, and a comparison of our own schonl

with the examples of others ought to l)e a les.son to

students and i)rofessors alik(>. And when there is so

much to instruct and .stimulate in a study of the best
of these, it has always seemed to me strange in (he
extreme that jiainters can be found who seem oiih- Id

strive to rrpn.ducc their faults. It is to be hnocd

that the " Impressionists " will not be allowed to jilay

their pranks in the Royal Academy exhibition; we
have enough evidence there of the seeming forgetful-

ness of the good that may be acquired from foreign

training in the occasional display of sooty flesh and
dingy, unmeaning—not to say unpleasant—subjects.

I have sometimes been surprised to find that a

picture, of the subject of which I could—to use a

vulgarism—make " neither head nor tail," had found

a purchaser. It might have a. strange roughness

altogether incomprehensible to me, a kind of affec-

tation of cleverness which the purchaser may have

mistaken for genius. I fear my experience of public

knowledge of art leads me to the conclusion that a

picture simply true to Nature has often no chance

against one in which the painter has indulged in

eccentricity, which the buyer thinks very wonderful

because he cannot understand it.

In the way of a final word to the gentlemen

who record their momentary (?) imjn-cssions of

Nature, I venture to advise them to dwell longer

on their impressions; let them keep Nature before

their ej'cs for hours, days, and weeks, and then

jierhaps their impressions will be more what they

tiught to be. This advice is not likely to be taken,

and these artists (?) may do much mischief to our

modern school, the effects of which may be disas-

trously )>ernianent ; but the craze itself will as

assuredly pass awa}' as everything foolish and false

does sooner or later.

Coeval with this school, and in many respects

similar to it, is one in which " nocturnes " and

"symphonies" flourish, in which the examples of

the great masters seem to be set aside and jtroliablv

despised. I see evidences of misdirected genius in

that school, and I am neither vain nor stupid

enough to think that: what I write will create

anything beyond a contemptuous smile in those

" masters; " but I hope a very long experience justi-

fies me in offering a warning to those who may be

tempted to follow their pernicious example. Let the

student always bear in mind (hat after j)assing a long

apprentieeshi]! in ilrawing his business is to learn

to panit, by which I mean to acfpiin' the power

of thoroughly anil cuniiili'tely repi'esenting—as the

great masters did—the object before him, whither it

be a human figure or any other niodel. Let him
tlirow nocturnes and symphonies to the winds, and
let him also a.ssnro himself that gifts of imagination

and even a poetic nature cannot thoroughly display

themselves in art witlmut the possessor having the

means at his rnn;-ers' ends. And I'nr acquiring those

means there is no royal road, but nnlv the path I

have pointeil out. '\V. 1'. FlilTH.
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A PERSONAL VIEW OF JAPANESE ART.

A LESSON FROM KHIOSI.

L\.ST year I went: to Japan witli the intention of

studying for myself the conditions of Art in

tliat country, and the problems which JajMne.se art

in its latest phases presents to the "Western mind. I

was, I believe, the first English artist to visit Japaii

for the sole jjurpose of studying all the methods of

Japanese art, and of learning all the lessons possible

from it and from the Japanese artists. I was re-

solved, as far as jiossible, to get at the very heart of

Japanese life in so far as it appeals to the artist.

With the political, the commercial, the tinancial

aspects of modern Japan I had nothing to do.

Japan was still for me what it has always been, and

sojourn in Japan, could not but bring back with him

a wider knowledge and a riper experience.

At the present time the Japanese are struggling

to adopt all sorts of Western ideas, and what we call

civilisation. They want to apply our legal codes, to

wear our clothes, to study our sciences ; they hunger

for the telephone, for ironclads, and such-like toys, and,

besides all this, they want—what eoneerns me more

nearly as a painter—to introduce English and foreign

school-teachers and professors into their schools of

art. There was one such teacher at Kioto ; he was,

I think, an Italian. He taught his pupils to paint

as the British paint—he taught theni, in fact, picture

BY THE SIDE OF THE TEMPLE.

{From the Picture hn ilortiiiicr Menpes.)

what I trust it will continue to be, the most char-

acteristically, the most intensely, artistic country in

the world. It seemed to me that an English artist

familiar with all the most modern methods of his

craft in Europe could not but learn much by a

manufacturing. But the Japanese, as a rule, have

never taken kindly to the trade. In Japan I saw

an exhibition of pictures painted by the Japanese

under the training of this terrible Italian professor,

and at the same time a number of pictures painted
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on silk by the Japanese in tlieiv own style, instinct inllueneed by this introduction of European art, and,

with their own splendid artistic feeling, and the con- moreover, they ridiculed it.

trast was extraordinary. The one was as common- I was privileged to come in contact with some of

place as it could possibly be, and the other as refined. the best painters in Japan—with one master in par-

It was evident that to the Jajianese who laboured tienlar, of wlmm I propose to speak in this paper,

under this Italian their work was a struggle. They To Khiosi, one of the greatest Japanese painters of

BAr.Y AN'D HAIIY.

(From a Dry-point Ekhinrj by Mortimer ^fl•npfs.)

were trying to imitate the foolish "xamiilcs their mis- the day, I was iutrodured at the house of Captain

leader set before them. They were not happy with I?rinkley, whoso recent pajier on Japan has ])ecn

their uncongenial toil or their instruction, and it is read with so much interest by all Nijihonists. This

satisfactory to know that the ciTort lias practically gentleman invited Khiosi to come to his house one

come to nothing. What they did was poor and morning, and 1 was asked to watch and follow the

feeble; they were copying bad e\:im])les, and they whole i)rocess of his w<irk, and, as far as possible, to

copied them more or less indifferently. The great learn from him his theories about, painting. It was

painters of Japan, of course, remained altogether un- a splendid chance for mc as a painter, especially
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as Captain Brinkley, who has resided in Japan for was I introduced than his face seemed to light up,

many years, and is a Japanese scholar of high at- his eyes became intensely brilliant, and his conversa-

tainment, acted as interpreter between Khiosi and tion not less so. He was enthusiastic in his desire

myself. Khiosi, I may say, is known all over Japan, to learn about English painters and English art

from the highest noble even to the lowest ragged generally, and eager to tell me his own views of art,

child in the^'streets ; all know the artist, and love and all he felt about it. To my pleased confusion he

his work, for the pictures of a popidar painter get seemed to regard-me with an interest equalling mine

abroad in Japan much as they get abroad here

—

for hmi.

Khiosi's pictures and sketches being reproduced and He put many ciuestions about English art, and

published in the Japanese papers ju^st as they would told me much that was interesting about his own.

be published in AVesteru magazines. When any He spoke of the effect made on him l)y some English

drawing by Khiosi appears a rush is made for the

paper.

These drawings of his are really superb work, and

I could not help feeling how- great a privilege it was

to come into contact with such a man. I arrived at

my host's quite early in the morning, for I was to

have a whole day with my Japanese fellow-worker.

pictures. " I have seen a number of English and

European pictures," he said, " but they all appear to

me very much alike. I hear that in England and

all over Europe they say the Japanese pictures look

to .them all alike. Why is this ? " The explanation

was not immediately forthcoming, for at tirst sight

it seemed so extraordinary that to this man "English

I was introduced at once to an old man, grave and pictures look all alike." But immediately the truth

very dignified in bearing, and I found it difficult at

first to realise that this was the paiirter of whom I

had heard so much. He was sitting on the floor,

smoking, while his assistant was busy stretching

silk and preparing colours. As a rule, to see a

Japanese smoke is to get at once a clue to the nature

of the people. But Khiosi was peculiar even in this.

forced itself npon me, as it will upon the reader.

European pictures are all wonderfully alike. It

struck me that when, not long before, I was on a

"hanging committee," and had passing before me

several thousand pictures, it was only here and

there that my attention was arrested by the indi-

viduality of some of the work. For the most part.

He was one of the few men who would take only one however, they were the same pigments, the same

draw from His pipe; in the most dignified manner

possible he would take that one whiff and then knock

out the contents of his pipe, repeating the process as

he continued to smoke. He had the mostlong as

remarkable hands,

too, ever seen

—

with long and slim

th imibs—more sen-

sitive, artistic, ca-

pable hands, from

the chiromancist's

point of view, could

hardly be. He was

enthusiastic, but

prodigiously digni-

fied, and used his

hands just a little,

yet in the most

impressive way. He
never rose from his

sitting posture, and

every time I said

anything that was

at all complimen-

tary he received it

with charming
c e r e m o n y— by
bowing to the very

o'round. No sooner

THE VENICE OF JAPAN'.

(Fvoiii a Pen-aiid-Iiik SMch hu Morthiirr Maipc.i.)

high lights, and the same deep shadows ; and men-

tally seeing this procession of pictures pass once

more before me I could not avoid seeing how griev-

ously alike European pictures wefe. I had in

some sort, indeed,

felt this befoi-e, and

was delighted on

having the impres-

sion " fixed," so

to speak, by the

Japanese master.

I saw a number of

Japanese pictures,

and I certainly

found them far

more individual

than is our work.

We say these Ja-

panese works are

insipid, out of per-

spective, and all

pretty much the

same. Here is a

painter of Japan

who brings a simi-

lar charge against

our much more

(omj)lex pictures

—

this, surely, is a
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new and a valuable lesson, full of suggestion for the nij-Rl action of a bird 1 can nearly always retain and

thoughtful painter. reproduce it. By a lifelong training 1 have made my

Khiosi next began to discuss drawing, and, as he memory so keen that I think I may say I can re-

was speaking to an Englishman, English drawing in |)roduce anything I have once seen."

particular. ""I hear that when artists in England Such, then, is Khiosi's mcth.Ml ,,r work. It is

are painting," he said, "if they are painting a bird, i)urely natural, and one that has obtained for gene-

they stand that bird up in their back garden, or in rations, and that is the Japanese wlnde theory of

their studio, and begin to paint it at once, then Art. Captain 15rinkley told me a story, the outcome

and there, never quite deciding what they are going of that conversation. Khicsi came one day to work

to paint, never thinking of the particular pose and at a screen which Caiitain Brinkley was very anxious

action of the bird that is to be

represented on the canvas. Now
suppose that bird suddenly moves

one leg up—what does the Eng-

lish artist do then ? " He could

not understand how an English

painter could paint with the

model before him. I naturally

told him that they copied what

they saw ; that they got over

the difficulty as best they could.

" I do not (piite understand

that," he said. "In my own

practice I loidc at the bird ; I

want til ])aint him as he is. He
has got a pose. Good ! Then

he suddenly puts down his head,

and there is another pose. The

bare fact of the bird b^-ing there

in an altered pose would compel

me to alter my idea ; and so

on, until at last I could paint

A LITTLE MITE.

{From a Drthpoiiil Eli-liimj by Mortimer MnipiH.)

for him to complete, but he

could not finish it at the time,

do what he would. He said

nothing, but it came out that

he had got a fresh impression in

his mind, and he could not go

on with the old impression until

he had worked off the new one

—something he had seen on his

way up to the house.

The painters always live with

fish, and birds, and animals of

different sorts. They have fish

in bottles and in ponds in their

gardens. I \\ enl to many studios

in Japan, and found each one

with its pond and fish in the

little garden surrounding the

studio, and birds as well. Tiiey

always study Nature, and I

believe that is the key-note of

their art.

The tfclniiijiie of Kbinsi's

work was most fascinating. I had come away iVoui
nothing at all." I asked him

what, then, was his method. " I watch my Ijird,"

he replied, "and the particular po~e I wish to copy hhigland with all sorts of theories concernmg the

before I attempt to represent it. I observe that very technical part of an artist's work, and when I got

closely until he moves and the attitude is altered. to Jajian 1 found there was absolutely nothing that

Theul go away and record as much of that particular was not known by that man. This fact is as re-

pose as I can remember. Perhaps I may be able to markable as it is true. His method of work, too,

put down only three or four lines ; but directly I have interested me exceedingly. To begin with, the

lost the impression I stop. Then I go back again

and study that bird until it takes the same position

as before. And then I again try and retain as nuicli

as I can of it. In this way I began by spending a

whole day in the garden watclung a bird and its par-

ticular attitude, and in the end 1 have vemembercd

the jiose so well by continually trying to represent it

that I am able to repeat it entindy from my im-

pression—but not from the bird. It is a hindranee

to have the model before me wlien I have a mental

note of the pose. "What I do is a ])ainting from

memory, and it is a true impressiim. I have filled

hundreds of sketch-books," he continued, " of dif-

ferent sorts of birds and fishes and other things,

and liavc at last got a facility and have trained my
memory to such an extent that, by observing the

assistant brought his stretcher of silk— a lovely ]iiece

of silk stretched across a wooden frame—and placed

it in front of him. Then, taking a h.ng burnt twig,

he thought for a few minutes, l(Kd<ing all the while

at his silk— thought out his iiicturc indeed, before

he put a single tnueli on his canvas. Ibiw dilTer-

cnt is this from the man who so often, with us,

puts on a lot of hasty touches in the hope that they

will suggest Ihc picture !

When this Japanese saw his picture completed in

his mind he began with the little burnt twig to trace a

few sure lines. 1 never saw such facility in my life.

A few swift strokes indicating the outline on tlie

silk of two black crows, then he totdc up his brush,

and began at once with the Indian ink, wilh full

jiowcrful colour, and in aliiait seven minutes he had
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completed a picture^ superbly drawn and full of eliar-

aeter—a complete impression of two black crows,

very nearly life-size, resting- on the branch of a tree.

Khiosi never under any circumstances repeats

himself ; every picture he paints is different, while for

his work he asks but a small price. Captain Brinkley

told me of an incident which well illustrates the

man's character. A member of one of the foreign

legations had invited Khiosi to come round and

sketch on the floor at an evening party to himself

were in their saucers merely requiring dilution before

immediate use. The saucers were arranged chiefly

on his right, with a great vessel of water, of which he

used a great deal. All his utensils were scrupulously

clean. When he began there was no fishing for

tones, as on the average palette. No accident ! All

was sure—a scientific certainty from the beginning

to the end. The pictui-e was the portrait of a woman.
It displayed enormous facility and great knowledge,

and his treatment of the drapery was remarkable;

Mr LADY CHKYSAXTIIEMVM.

(From a Bry-ptnut Etrhimj by Mortimer Maipcs.)

and a number of Europeans. Khiosi refused abso-

lutely, although he was to be paid enormously well

for his work, because he said he felt he would not

have had a sympathetic audience.

After he had done his crows he painted a coloured

picture, beginning with Indian ink. First of all he

tried all his colours, which were ready prepared in

different little blue pots and placed all around him.

These little shallow pots or saucers had each its own
liquid, which the assistant had prepared to a certain

extent beforehand. They contained flesh tint, drapery

colour, tones for hair, gold ornaments, and so forth.

These colours had evidently been used before, as they

Imt altogether it pleased me less. No attempt was

there at what is called broken colour. A black dress

would be one beautiful tone of black, and flesh one

clean tone of flesh, shadows growing out of the mass

and forming a part of the whole. As this work was

a very simple impression, he finished the coloured

picture in a few minutes. But on the whole, in one

sense, it was less satisfactory. It appeared as if he

had studied bis subject less, for it was a little con-

ventional. He was less happy in it, but he did not

of course admit this himself. He did four pictures,

and each of them took about from seven to ten

minutes, these constituting, so far as I am concerned,
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NEWS.

{From a raiittiwj liu Srortimer Mcnpea. Kiiriraml by O. Lacoiir.)
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the tiiiL'st lesson in watcr-culonr I ever reeeiveil in my
life.

Here is his idea of finish : Once the impression of

tiie detail and the linish of the object is recorded you

can do nothing better; so far as the painter's impres-

sion of linish goes so far must the rendering go, and

no farther. Artistically he had become exhausted

by doing these four pictures—in invention, I mean.

You could see that the man was heart and soul in

the work. He lives, poor fellow, on almost nothing.

He is a very independent man, refusing to work for

money, and declining to paint for the market. And
such was my interview with Khiosi, the master of

Japan.

This interview—of vital importance to me per-

sonally—was, I may be permitted to think, in a way

significant of the new relations that will, as I hope,

be formed between the artist of England and the

artist of Japan. A Japanese authority has lately

boasted that the only living art of to-day is the art

of Japan ; and the remark is not so exaggerated as

it may at lirst sight aj^pear to the European. Art

in Jajian is living as art in Greece was living. It

I'orms part and parcel of the very life of the people
;

every Japanese is an artist at heart in the sense

that he loves and can understand the beautiful. H'

one of us could lie as fortunate to-day as the man in

the story, who came .in his voyages upon an island

where an Hellenic race preserved all the traditions

and all the genius of their Attic ancestol's, he would

understand what living art really signifies. What
would be true of that imaginary Greek island is

absolutely true of the Japan of to-day. Art is in

Europe largely an exotic; is the privilege of a class

rather than the rightful inheritance of the many.

The world is too much divided into the artist on the

one hand and the Philistine on the other. But it

is not so in Japan, as it was not so in ancient

Greece. The feeling for art is as essential a con-

dition of life in Japan, as air and water. This is

why I expect so much from the quickened interest

in Japan which now undoubtedly is awakening in

Enffland, and which all who think with me will do

their best to foster. Mouti.'mer Menpes.

1/
!

__ _7ii3>/-.::r^>V-i*is
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THE IKISH PAPAL JUBILEE LACE.

AST June tlie Roman Ca-

tholic arelibisliops and bi-

shops of Irelaud determined

to offer, as their gift to

Leo XIII. on the occa-

sion of his Juliilee— fifty

years havin<^" elapsed since

his ordination— a unique

"set" of Irish l.ices. An
altar-fall or trimming for

the altar-cloth of his pri-

vate chapel, and lace suit-

able for the Pope's rochet, were selected as the

objects to be worked ; and a prize was offered for

competition amongst those pupils at Schools of Art

and art classes in Ireland who could produce original

designs suitable for the occasion. Seventeen com-

peted, with the result that the pupils of the branch

class at the Convent of Poor Clares, Kenmare, under

the instruction of Mr. Brenan, R.H.A., head master

of the Cork School of Art, secured the first prize

;

Miss Emily Barney, a student of the iMetropolitan

School of Art, Dublin, took the second ; and Miss

Emily Anderson, a pu]iil nf the Cork School of Art,

the third prize.

The Kenmare design, in point of artistic corn-

while it suggested an extraordinary numlier of dif-

ferent lace stitches, requiring skilful and delicate

workmanship, being used with gond effect. The

design was unauimnusly accejited Ijy the bishops,

and was sent to the Presentation Convent, Youghal,

to be worked in the flat needle-jxiint, for wliicli

the women and girls trained in the convent-school

there are famous. It is a pretty sight to go

through the grounds of this picturesque convent,

and enter the large, comfortable work-room, where,

by degrees, as they finish their home duties, the

workers drop in, take up their wonted places and

their lace, after a kindly greeting from the "good
Sister," who shows herself almost as much interested

in their home circle— whether Pat has work or

Bridget got over her cold—as in the lace. I have

seen three generations working in one of these con-

vent work-rooms—grandmother, mother, and daughter

—each showing the other her work with the greatest

pride. In the needle-point made here no braid or net

is introduced. Every stitch is made by hand ; the

tliread employed is of the very finest flax. The

work is kept beautifully clean, by bjing covered up

according as it is made.

In the altar-fall, the motives and emblems cho-sen

are those appropriate to the Blessed Sacrament only.

CUFF OF NEEDLE-l'OIXT LAC1-: FUU AN ALU OH KOCIIET.

pleteness, surpassed the others in the beauty of its The passion-flower and vine are displayed ; the trefoil

curves and the great variety of leaves and flowers^ encloses the sacred monogram "I. H.S.," for the centre
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of the altar. On eitlier side is found tlie chalice, and ployment. There is besides a gi'eal deal of artistic

further on the A, the emblem of the Trinity, the talent available in the community, and their well-

famous dos^ma taug-ht by St. Patrick, and illustrated executed designs worthily second and encourage the

by the shamrock. Tlie workers have carried out labour of the workers. New Ross is a new town

BOEDER OF NEEDLE-POIXT LACE FOR AN ALB OK ROCHET.

{Mmlc frnm a Desian by a Memhrr nf the CommtmUii of Poor Clares. Kenmarc, Co. Kernj. hy Lncr-makers vnrkbni mulcr the si(iu-n-ision of Ihc

rrescntation Convent, Tonghal, Co. Corl;. Presented by the Calhc.lic Hierarchy of Ireland as a Jiibikc Offering to flin Kulincss the Fopc.)

the design with mucli success; and in the nunilier

and rendering of the different fillings which serve

as the grounds upon which to display the different

emblems, have proved their ability to rank amongst

the test needle-point workers anywhere. The treat-

ment of the rochet design is more conventional, and

as this vestment is intended for the present use of

the Pope, the Papal emblems occupy a prominent

jilace. We find there the tiara, the cross keys, and

brazier, as well as the cross and the "I.H.S."

The cobweb texture of certain ])ortions di' the

laces have elicited the admiration of some of oni-

most fastidious lace-counoisseni's. Indeed, Itoth in

beauty of design and ol' remlrring into lace, the Irish

Catholic hierarcliy may be proud ol' their gift, which

will hold its own among all the treasures that have

pourod into I lie \'atican.

Flat and raised needle-point are also made in

Ireland at the Convent Jjace Schools of Kcnmare

and New Ro.ss. The former convent is most pic-

turesquely situated in the wihls ol' Kerry, midway

between Killarney and Glengariff. The industry is

an immense boon to the poor of the locality, and

many come there from distant parts to seek em-

in the county of Wexford, but, although it is prettily

situated, it presents few attractions to the tourist.

It is, nevertheless, admiralily adapted for a lace

centre, there being a very large female population,

and no women's industries established there as yet

beyond lace-making. The Sisters of the Carmelite

Convent there have undertaken the supervision of

the lace and crochet made in the locality, and very

good specimens of both can be produced through

them. Their co])ies of Venetian point and other

raised laces are admirable.

It is to be hoped, as the altar-fall and rochet I

have described ]irove that the sister-isle can and does

priiducc as good and as artistic lace as can be found

elsewhere, that Knglish ladies will give a helping

hand to the poor Irish lace-workers, and not so ex-

(dusivelv iiatrnnise French and Belgian productions

as they have hitherto been accustomed to do. Sta-

tistics demonstrate that over one million's worth of

foreign hand-niadc lace is imported each year into

fireat Britain. Ilulf tliat sum expended in the

stru'"j-ling lace centres of Irelaml would bring com-

fort and plenty to the homes of these poor but

skilful people. M.\ky Powkk L.vlou.
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A WORD ON THE OUTLOOK OF LACE-MAKING IN IRELAND.

n^HE production of the needle-point laces presented

J_ by the Catholic hierarchy to the Pope, on the

occasion of his Jubilee, marks, as it were, a new era

in Irish lace-making (to which Mrs. Power Lalor

has referred in the preceding article, and on behalf

of which she pleads so eloquently), and the publica-

tion of facsimiles of these laces offers an opportunity

for ffivine: some account of what has recently been

done to raise the standard of the Irish brancli of

the art.

In the first place, it may be well to state that

lace-making in Ireland is a domestic or cottage

industry. The mass of the lace-makers work in

their own homes — cabins for the most part of

rough stone whitewashed, and thatched often most

rudely. It would be invidious to compare these

really primitive dwellings, often situated in the

wildest of country districts, with the trim houses

and cottages of many or the French and Flemish

lace-makers, though the Irish cabin is possibly as

comfortable a dwelling as the fisherman's hut at

Burano, in which his wife or daughter makes her lace.

But whether in Ireland or Burano, such domestic

conditions, under which lace-making is more or less

equally pursued, are obviously open to improvement,

and efforts directly or indirectly tending towards it

are peculiarly welcome in a part of this kingdom.

One of the causes which has jeopardised the pros-

perity of lace-making in Ireland has been the com-

parative absence of competent supervision in the

production of the work. So far as the workers in

their own homes are concerned, they have been left

to go on producing articles from traditional patterns,

which deteriorate in course of repetition. The com-

mercial agents who collect the stocks from such

workers very naturally regulate their negotiations by

buying up what they think will be saleable. And it

has been no part of their business to undertake duties

like those of the master-mind in a manufactory.

Some demand exists for lace made in a rough and

ready way ; but it is becoming quite apparent that

the poor and limited encouragement given by mere

trading is inadequate to the higher and better de-

velopment of the industry.

The distress which has largely affected and con-

tinues to seriously bear upon the lace-makers in

Ireland has for many years appealed to the hearts

of kindly persons living in the vicinity of the laee-

makers' cabins ; and individual attempts of philan-

thropy have accordingly been directed to diminish

this distress. But kindheartedness alone cannot suc-

ceed. To try to create a market for goods whose

claims to nubile consideration are chiefly of a senti-

mental character, does not of itself contain the neces-

sary elements of vitality for un industry. Keverthe-

less, for some time this has been the ruling spirit

which has stimulated the operations not only of sym-

pathetic individuals but also of conventual com-

munities.

From the earliest days of lace-making in Europe,

convents have been associated with the industry.

And although it is an open question whether Irish

convents laid the seeds of the industry which has

grown up within the century, it is probably unques-

tionable that the bulk of the best lace produced in

Ireland has come out of convents or woi'k-rooms

supervised by nuns. The provision of work-rooms in

which lace-makers may work in comfort is almost

entirely due to the convents. From the mere fact

that these rooms outlast successive generations of lace-

makers, a continuity of conventual interest in the work

has more or less been secured. Out of this continuity

of interest, which is obviously of high importance, it

seems likely that an organisation for the improve-

ment of Irish lace-making is to take root and extend.

At the Cork Exhibition of 1SS3 a section was

reserved for the display of Irish laces. Notwith-

standing that many important centres, such as those

situated in the north of Ireland, were not contribu-

tors to it, the collection on the whole fairly repre-

sented the ca])abilities of the Irish lace-maker. It

required no long scrutiny to discover that, whereas

there were plentiful evidences of great manual dex-

terity, there was a poverty in those artistic features

which contribute to beauty of effect in laces. It was

no new discovery, but the Cork Exhibition accen-

tuated it ; and some few of the convents, to whom

it was communicated by the promotors of the exhibi-

tion, readily recognised it, and applied themselves

to collecting information upon the steps to be taken

to remedy the defect. Foremost amongst the means

through which the application of this remedy could be

attempted were the forms of help given by Govern-

ment to promote instruction in drawing and designing

]>atterns, as well as study of standard specimens of

European lace-making throughout all periods, from

the sixteenth century onwards. It is unnecessary

here to describe all that subsequently took place.

How a few of the leading convents arranged to form

classes under the instruction of the head-master of

the Cork School of Art ; how they obtained the loan

of specimens of old laces from the South Kensington

Museum; how they fell in with a system of inspec-

tion, &c. ; how they earned grants from the Depart-

ment of Science and Art, and won prizes in the

annual national competitions'' for medals, &c., which
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are open to all the soliools of art in the I'uited King-- tlie various classes of Irish lace; (2) to select, with

(loiii—all this is fitlj- recorded in blue-books presented the advice of recog-uised authorities, a dozen or more

to Parliament. The upshot, however, is that slowly suitable patterns ; (3) to order, with a guarantee

but apparently quite surely a g-eneration of lace- of payment to the workers, specimens of lace

pattern designers

is coming" to the

fore ; and the Papal

Jubilee lace is one of

several artistic and

beautiful Irish laces,

the production of

which is leavening

the depression which

had so nearly killed

the industry.

An important
point to note in con-

nection with these

classes at the con-

vents, is that many
of the members of

the various commu-

nities are employed

in supervising' the

lace-makers in the

convent work-rooms.

Consecpieutly they

are,or,at least, should

be, thoroughly acquainted with the technical limita-

tions of the several laee-niaking processes, and accord-

ingly know what combinations of forms and effects

can be successfully produced by the lace-makers.

The adoption liy a few of the leading lace-making

CUFF OF NEEDLE-POINT L.ICE FOK AN ALB OE KOCHET

from such patterns

executed by picked

lace-workers in vari-

ous districts; (-1) to

exhibit those speci-

mens in some jiublic

institution in Lon-

don, Dublin, Bel-

fast, Cork, and else-

where ; and (5) to

make photographs of

those s))ecimens for

circulation to sub-

scribers to the fund

and to dealers in

lace. Not more than

£300, however, has

been raised during

the three years the

Committee has been

in existence ; and

the larger portion of

this sum has been

speiit in money

prizes offered during three successive years for com-

])etition amongst designers. Several of the prize

designs have been worked as private orders for her

i\Iajesty the Queen, the Countess of Aberdeen, Lady

Dorothy Nevill, Mrs. Alfred Morrison, and others.

convents in Ireland of the above-mentioned system, These specimens, it is hoped, may forni the nucleus

by which instructirju in drawing and designing of an exhibition to be held in due course. In the

patterns is pursued and skill developed, dates from meantime a number of less costly examples of Irish

ISSL It can hardly be considered to have as yet lace are being made at various centres for the Com-

lirnily and generally established itself. The convents mittee.

wliich have allied themselves with the Department of Although the Committee already mentioned could

Science and Art have undergone, in some instances, not propose to concern itself with regiilar trading

the test and stimulus of not more than three anniial operations, still, from the accounts which have been

examinations, in others of only two or one ; but the received, it is peeidiarly interesting to note that the

results have been oflicially pronounced to be satis- improvement in the sales of Irish lace at several

factorv, and, with the continuance of similar efforts, small centres has been marked, and cminMilent with

there is no presumption in saying that an ampler dis- the Committee's endeavours, special and limited in

play of imi)roved results may Ijc forthcoming. This scojie as they have necessarily been

condition, of course, is dependent ujion the energy

and application of the convents.

Now, as soon as it became apjiarent th;it the

importance of instruction in drawing and making

new ])atterns for the lace-makers had been accepted

by the convents as worthy of serious attention—fully

as serious as that given to instruction in writing and

grammar—a ])rivate Committee was fnrmeil This

Committee ])roposed to raise a sum of t..")iiil in order

(1) to olTcr pri/i'S fiir the produrtidU of designs i'nr

It has been

clearly proved that a hitherto somewhat neglected

talent has been successfully called into play, and is

able to sup|)ly well composed ])atterus for the use of

workers. IIow far this is to be further develo]ied

depends ujion the onter|>risc of those whose business

it is to keep the Irish lace market in a state of

livi'liness in responding to and stimulating demand.

These ])ersons, however, are constrained to consult

their own interests; and, looking at matters fmni a

business pciini of view, they naturally pay gn'aler
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attention to producing laees which can be saleable work of art, I would suggest, his applying to either

at what may be termed popular prices. of the convents at Kenmare and Youghal for advice

TRIIIMIXQ OF NEEIiLK-rOINT LACE FOK AN ALTAE-CLOTH.

I hope to refer to fiiis subject generally in a

later article. In the meantime, if anyone wislies to

jirocure Irish lace fur any )iur))ose worked from a

special design, and is willing tn pay for it as a

in the matter. Others who are content with less

special ])roductions will have no difficulty in find-

ing Londcin, Dublin, and Belfast dealers ready to

sn])ply tlicir wants. Ai.ax S. Cole.

OLD MASTERS OF SCULPTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

THE all-important iuHuence of sculpture, in the

narrower sense of the word, upon the whole of

the formative arts, including gold and silver work

in relief, wood carving, gem engraving, and die-

sinking, has been almost entirely lost sight of in

England. The disposition therefore is not only to

attach some significance to the circumstance that

sculpture has this year, for the first time, been

represented at the exhibition of Old JNIasters at the

Royal Academy, but also to lay stress upon the fact

that marbles in the round and in relief and works in

terra-cotta and gesso duro* were e.\.hibited in associa-

tion with bronze statuettes, medals, plaquettes, and

enamelled jewellery, so that the connection between

these various classes of work was made obvious to tlie

student as well as to the general public. It is quite

true that similar objects to those exhibited, and of at

least as great artistic value, are on j)ublie view in

* Plaster, hardened witli glcie.

London all the year round ; but, hidden away as they

are in museums, out of the currents of artistic and

social life, their great intrinsic worth is too much lost

sight of in their interest as objects of anticpiarian

curiosity, or as links in the long history of the deve-

lopment of art. On the other hand, the considera-

tion that the specimens lent to the Royal Academy

are the cherished possessions of eminent artists, or

enthusiastic connoisseurs, must give them a living

interest which few works of art consigned for ever to

the cold tomb-house of a public museum can possess.

It must at the same time be confessed that in the

highest branches of connoisseurship English collec-

tors hold a very inferior position to that of French

amateurs, and that no English collection of Italian

sculpture can compare with that of IMr. Gustave

Preyfuss at the present time, or with those which

formerly belonged to ISI. His de La Salle and M.

Timbal. All the English collections of any imjiortance
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were, however, most liberall}' placed at tlie disposal ot'

the Royal Academy ; and it is pvobable that a displa}-

of ;:iich excellence as that which we have recently

been privileu'ed to enjoy will not be seen again in

England in the i)resent generation.

The new AVater-i-olour Room was the gallery

t;peciallv appropriated for the exhil)itiiin. Around its

walls were arranged, at such a distance that there

was neither crowding nor sense of empty space, some

thirty reliefs in marble, gesso duro, and terra-cotla,

together w itli half a dozen busts in the same mate-

rials. The centre of the gallery was filled with flat

or ujjright show-eases, containing a large number of

statuettes and groups in bronze, for the most part of

the later Italian Renaissance, and also an admirable

series of medals belonging to the best period, as well

as a fine eolleetion of the small bronze reliefs, known

to collectors as plaqnettes.

The regrettable circumstance of the complete

absence of statues, and of the almost complete

absence of busts, from the collection, was an advan-

tage in one respect, that it gave greater import-

ance to the reliefs, a class of sculpture the merits of

which are readily understood, owing to its natural

and proper likeness to drawings and paintings. Such

works may, perhaps, serve to educate the eyes of

people who have never learnt how to look properly

at a statue or group, i.e., to see it in the way a

sculptor does, not as a scheme of lines or patches all

in one plane, nor as a more or less rounded or bossy

object, but as a complicated arrangement of surfaces

or planes, each one of which must be in due relation

to all the others, not only in extent but also as

regards direction in space. It is probable that the

neglect to observe the play of light upon the surface

of a fine statue, and note the surprising changes of

form which are seen when the observer shifts his

point of view ever so little, may account in some

m(>asure for the fact that many educated people,

who take an intelligent interest in the masterpieces

of ])ainting, walk so listlessly through the galleries

of the Vatican or the Capitol, never visit, when they

are in London, the finest museum of ancient sculp-

ture in the world, and jirobaldy have not even heard

of the ct)llcction of Italian Renaissance sculpture at

South Kensington, which until within the last few

years was certainly the finest out of Italy.

Easy as it may be to grasp in a general way
the intended clfort i.f a bas-relief, it is by nn means
easy to understand the means by whi<h the artist's

result is arrived at. The perfection in this, as in

most other Ici'huical matters connected with the arts.

was attained by the Egyptians and (irccl<s, who
appear to liave arrived at the secret in this instance

through the practice of painting rather than siulf)-

ture, or perhaps through the intimate practical relati'm

.321

between the two arts, and the necessity which was

imposed upon the artist, to give, by means of relief,

more emphasis and ]icrmanence to the mural paintings

which decorated the temples. Upon the revival of

art in the thirlcentli century, the meth(.)d of work

in relief was, as l)r. Bode has pointed out, that nf

the last j)hasc of the decadence which the antiipie

assumed ; and it is one of the glories of Donatello,

the chief of the Florentine school of sculpture, that

he revived and carried to the highest jterfection the

true method of relief, in which all the planes in the

composition are kept as fiat and simple as possible,

and parallel to an imaginary vertical, plane at right

angles to the line of vision. It is sometimes asserted

that in the crowded compositions and elaborate per-

spective of his bronze altar-panels in the Santo at

Padua, Donatello abandoned the right method of bas-

relief, and adopted the pict(n-ial style of Ghiberti.

Certainly the overcrowding of the composition and

the attempt to reproduce elaborate effects of perspec-

tive cannot be defended ; but there remains the

essential distinction that the reliefs are still worked

throughout in Hat planes, whereas in the admittedly

lovely bronze jj/c/iires of Ghiberti, the figures in the

foreground are almost completely expressed in the

full round, and thosse behind thi'Ui are designed in

curved instead of flat planes.

Probably the first thing that struck the ordinary

visitor to the gallery at the Royal Academy was the

extremely limited range of subject in the reliefs on

the walls, no less than five-and-twenty out of thirty

being representatives of the Holy Mother and Child,

a subject which must, however, be allowed to be

the most beautiful and inexhaustible one known to

(Christian art. AVe may well rememlter that nearly

all noble sculpture, both pagan and Christian, has

been closely associated with religion or with death,

and must therefore of necessity be restricted in its

range of subjects ; but this will not account for

the exclusive predominance menlinncd. The cause

must be sought for in the simjilc fact that, with the

exception of busts or portrait reliefs, the class of

works in marl)K' or gesso likely to pass into the

collector's hands is derived from jirivatc oratories or

fmni wayside tabernacles, suppressed in the course of

nioilern impruvenients. A further source of apparent

want of variety in the reliefs exhibited was the re-

j>etition of the same design two or three times over,

as for example Nos. 3, '5, and t> ; thus also Nos. 5

and 2 I- were gesso coi)ics of the marble No. l-"5, and 21

was a copy of ."5."). These gesso or terra-cot ta cojiies,

which are nmstlv niduldcd IVc'Ui ihe uri^inal marbles

in the workshops of the sculptors themselves, have,

however, a charm of their own, and are of special

importance as showing the a]>]ilieation of colour to

sculj)ture in the fil'tcenth century.
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It will be readily understood tliat works of

capital importance by the greatest masters of Italian

sculpture are not to be expected in a loan exhibition

of objects contributed by private owners. Such works

can, for the most part, be seen only in Italy, where

they are happily still generally to be found, in or

about the churches for which they were designed.

After a careful examination of the collection at

Burlington House, one arrived at the conclusion

that with the brilliant exception of the Michel

Angelo roundel, brought to this country by Sir

George Beaumont, and now the property of the

Royal Academy, no original work whatever of the

supreme Florentine masters, Niecola and Andrea

Pisani, Donatello, Ghiberti, Luca della Robbia, or

Michel Angelo, was to be found in the exhibition.

The ]Michel Angelo marble, a bas-relief having for its

subject the favourite motive of the Infant Christ

frightened at a bird brought to him by the youthful

St. John Baptist, can almost daily be seen in the

Diploma Gallery at Burlington House; but its un-

approachable greatness could better be felt when

it was set amongst its kindred works in the Water-

colour Room. Michel Angelo is said to have wrought

it while working upon the "David;" and the some-

what similar, but certainly inferior, relief at the

Bargello in Florence appears to have been begun

at about the same time. "Whetlier it was only the

severity of the master's own judgment upon him-

self which made him leave both of these works un-

finished, or whether he oulj^ abandoned them because

all his energies were absorbed in the Cartoon of

Pisa, and afterwards in the vast schemes of Julius

II., it is impossible to decide. We may reason-

ably doubt whether it is any cause for regret that

the Royal Academy example was never finished ; for

as regards essentials of form the central figure of

the Holy Child has been carried to the utmost

conceivable perfection, the prominent parts of the

surface, on which the high lights strike, being

absolutely finished. The contrasts of the various

stages of completeness in other parts of the composi-

tion give a pictorial charm to the work as a whole

which it must have lacked, if all that is now only

sufifgested had been fully realised. In the present

condition of the marble we see most clearly that

the Platonic idea expressed in Michel Angelo's fine

sonnet

:

" Kon ha rotliiuo artista alcun concetto,

C'h'un manno solo in se non circonsci-iva,"

was no mere poetical or philosophical fancy, but the

direct expression of his mode of work as a sculptor.

The forms seem still dimly hidden inider the super-

fluous marble from which the chisel of the master

has j)artly released them.

As a compensation for the absence of any speci-

men in the manner of Donatello, the greatest of

Italian sculptors before Michel Angelo, the Academy

was able to show several works illustrative of the

style of his pupils and immediate followers, and

more especially of the ablest of them, Desiderio da

Settignano, whose masterpiece is the elaborate and

splendid tomb .of Carlo Marsuppini at S. Croce, in

Florence. The most attractive of these productions

(No. 28), lent by Lord Wemyss, occupied a very

prominent place in the exhibition. It is a low relief

in dark stone, representing in profile, and the size

of life, the head and bust of a saint—probably

St. Cecilia—a vision of the most refined, womanly

beauty, seeming to embody the very spirit of the

Vita Nuova of Dante. A discussion of the technical

points involved in the question of the actual author-

ship would load me beyond my limits. The embodi-

ment belongs, however, in conception to the nineteenth

rather than the fifteenth century, and the same thing

must be said of the style of drawing, in spite of some

very marked resemblances to the works of Desiderio

;

but I may call attention to the evident connection

of this piece with a terra-cotta bust of portrait-like

I'haracter at the South Kensington ]\Iuseum (No.

7,585), commonly attributed to Donatello, and un-

doubtedly one of the noblest works in the Italian

Court.

It is possible that the " St. Cecilia" of Lord Wemyss

is a portrait under the form of a saint, alihough I

am inclined to regard it as an ideal conception; but

in the case of another relief (No. 33) belonging to the

same owner, and of unquestionable authenticity, there

can be no such doubt, for a finer piece of direct

portraiture could hardly be imagined. The slightly

hollowed roundel of very crystalline marble of a

In-own tone contains a simple three-quarter-length

portrait in low relief of a young girl. The well-

defined features, with their homely Tuscan oittline,

almost too marked in character for a maiden of

such tender years, are rendered with an insight into

character and with a delicacy of handling which

must excite our warmest admiration. Nothing can

be more delightful than the way in which the

ripple of hair on the forehead and over the temiiles is

worked out without the slightest apparent effort on

the part of the sculptor, and with an extreme sim-

plicity and economy of method such as genius alone

can reach.

A third relief (No. 36), belonging to Mr. Henry

Vauijhan, represents the bust of a girl with the bosom

uncovered. It is an admirable work, possessing many

of the characteristics of Desiderio da Settignano, and

specially remarkable for the original treatment of the

bail;. A replica or copy is in the Brera at INIilan. To

Desiderio may be ascribed with certainty the design

of three of the most beaut iftil marble reliefs of the
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Matlonna and Child, Nos. 35, 40, and -to. Ot' these,

35 and 43 are, however, only copies of well-known

originals, and there is a version of the third in the

Bargello, which suggests that it too may possibly be

a copy. It is, however, fine enough for a veritable

replica, and one could not consent to condemn such an

exquisite piece of work without an actual comparison,

side by side, with its competitor in Florence. This little

gem, so attractive from the ardent affection displayed

by the Infant Christ towards His mother, belongs to

Mr. Holman Hunt, who also owns a roundel of the

Virgin and Child (Xo. 45); a marble undoubtedly from

the design of Andrea della Robbia, and probably by

his own hand. Another version of the same beautiful

work, in glazed terra-cotta, from the Soulage collec-

tion, is in the South Kensington Museum (No. 5,033

of '59). This leads me to speak of the specimens of

Della Robbia ware, or terra-cotta sculpture covered

with oi^aqae tin glaze or enamel, a method of imi-

tating sculpture in marlile which was formerly sup-

posed to have been invented by Luca della Robbia,

and which was, as a matter of fact, brought to per-

fection by him and his family. The examples ex-

hibited at Burlington House were only of minor

interest, the most important one being a contri-

bution of Mr. Drury Fortnum's (No. U), "The
Virgin and Child with Adoring Angels, &e.," a re-

petition of part of a well-known work at Alvernia

in the Caseutino.

Two otlior reliefs in marble demand special mention

(Nos. 37 and 30), both of them lent l.iy ilr. Gambler

Parry. In the former, a most characteristic work of

Mino da Fiesole, but unfortunately of his later time,

the Mrgin is standing within a marble enclosure, re-

sembling an ancient Italian bai)tistry-font, upon the

edge of which the Infant Christ is seated, fronting the

spectator. Angels bearing various symbols, or kneel-

ing in adoration, are stationed on cither side. The

relief No. 39 might at first sight bo taken to be a

work of Rossellino, whose elaboration of finish it

closely follows, but it should rather be accepted as a

modern exercise on the manner of that master. Dr.

Bode, who saw it in Florence, pronounces it to be

the work of an anonymous imitator of Rossellino

and Miuo da Fiesole, whose characteristics the learned

keeper of the Berlin Gallery has carefully studied and

formulated.

I must content myself with only a few cursory

remarks ujion the splendid collection of medals

exhibited by Mr. Salting, Mr. Heseltine, Sir J. C.

Robinson, and others. In jmint of view of art, these

small works of seulptiu-e, when represented by early

and fine castings, are rightly regarded as objects

of Very high value. The vigorous personality of the

early Renaissance is here doubly manifested, not

only in the f(U-ms ami features of the famous men

and women of the time, but also in the extraordinary

force and freshness with which the artists have caught

and expressed the characteristics of their sitters. A
striking fact about these medals is the circumstance

that the earliest and best of them were not produced

by the Tuscan school of art, but by Pisanello, Pasti,

and Sperandio, all natives of Northern Italy. The

reasons for this, as for so many patent facts in art-

history, are probably of a complex nature ; but they

seem to be connected with the early cultivation of

archffiological studies at Padua. AVe may reasonably

conjecture that the comparative inferiority of the

Florentine medallists is due in some measure to the

absence of a demand for portraiture on medals owing

to the supreme excellence of the life-sized portraits in

marble and bronze, produced at a comparatively early

date by Donatello, Mino da Fiesole, Desiderio, and

Benedetto da Majano.

So admirable an example of the Florentine portrait

sculpture of the fifteenth century as was shown liy

Lord Wemyss in No. 43, already described, was no

mean compensation for the want of portrait busts

of importance. There was, however, one bust of

great merit, No. 25, belonging to Lord AVemyss, who

calls it, apparently without much reason, a portrait

of Luerezia Borgia. Dr. Bode's description of this

work in his " Italienische Portraitsculjituren," as the

portrait of a Florentine girl, may be the correct one,

but from the lady's bearing she W'ould seem to be

a woman of rank. His conjectural ascription of it

to Desiderio is highly ]irobable from a certain resem-

blance in style to the marble bust of Marietta Strozzi,

perhaps the gem of the Berlin Gallery. Lord

Wemyss' bust is a gesso cast from a marble, and is

not worked out with cutting' tools as is supposed by

Dr. Bode, who must have seen the work in an im-

l)erfect light and thus failed to detect the seams of

the piece-mould. The bust of Lorenzo de Medici

(No. 10), lent by ^Ir. Drury F\)rtnum, was described

in the catalogue as moulded from the face after death

;

the eyes, &c., retouched and the hair and bust modelled.

If the words "after death" be omitted, the passage

quoted accurately describes the work. The state oi

tension of the nniscles round the powerful mouth is

quite enough to dispose of the suggestion that the

mould was taken from a corpse iu this case. Interest-

ing as Mr. Fortnum's bust is, it cannot be regarded

as a work of art, but rather as an illustration of the

practice of moulding from the life which apjiears to

have been brought int<j general use by Verrocehio,

and to have bi^'ii the ruin of jiortrait-sculpture, as UKiy

be seen iu a numiicr of busts of the latter part of the

fifteenth century. In these ))roduetions the general

form of the face, and especially the bony structure,

are given with extraordinary fidelity, and no wonder!

but the eyes, wliirli are necessarily modelled and not
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raoukled (as tlie eyes of the subject are of course

closed when the mould is taken), are ludicrously feeble

and inadequate.

Even the bare enunieratiuu of the principal

bronze statuettes and groups contained in tlie cen-

tral eases at the Royal Academy would occupy more

space than we can give to the subject. We must,

however, mention three fine figures belonging to

Mr. Fortnum : a Hercules, "nude, and in attitude as

striking with his clulj," North Italian work (Case

A I) ; a St. John Rnptist (A H)), "by some believed

to be the work of Donatello ; " and a " nude figure of

Pan seated on the base of a column" (Case E 15),

probably by Riccio of Padua. The copy of Donatello's

noble equestrian statue of Gattamelata (Case D 3)

is a contemporary or nearly contemporary reduction

from the original, and a bronze of great rarity and

merit. Finally the candlesticks (Case E 8 and \i)

of the Florentine or Paduan school and the model

for a fountain (Case G 1) deserve a word of record

as fine in design and as magnificent specimens of

"waste-wax" casting. Alfred Higgins.

THE JAPANESE ART EXHIBITION.

IK important Loan Mx- a remarkably high level of merit. It is perhaps the

hibitiiiu recently mi \ic\v lac(pier that will appeal most to European taste. The

at the rooms of the Fine writing-box by Koriu, the famous lac painter of the

Art Society in Bond seventeenth to eighteenth centuries, lent by IMr. Ernest

Street needed no recom- Hart (Case R), and a larger object of the same kind

tion for the few who arc —wrongly attributed to the sixteenth century—frum

really interested in Japanese art

;

the collection of Mr. Salting (Case U), bore the

but it was for the thousands of palm ; but a rich box (not catalogued) by the first

educated English peoiile who, with a Kajikawa, the property of Mr. Stuart Samuel, slmuld

ippreciation for art in general, have not escape mention, and a score of gems of lacipu'r

rned no more about the wonderful attain-

ments of the sculptors and potters of the Far

East than may be gathered from the " arti-

cles de commerce" in the windows of the

local dealer in hrtc-a-hriu-, that the value of

tiie present o]iportunity deserved to be widely known.

designs might be pointed out would space permit.

It should, however, be noted that the statement in

the catalogue introduction, to the elfect that hiccpier

was made as early as 39:J B.C., is more than untrust-

wiirthv, since tlu' so-called records ujmn which this

belief is founded date only from the eighth century

The rare and jirecious objects that had been brought of our era, and are so far made uj) of pure fable of

under one roof and classified on scientific prineii)les the most childish tyjie, that it would be absurd to

by :Mr. Katnoka, ^Nlr. Huish, and Mr. C. H. Read, accept any mere detail as sober history. That the

rej)resent the cream of over fifty well-known private Japanese had learned to varnish wooden objects in

collections, and may be accepted as an embodiment, the legendary jK'riod terminating with the fourth

as perfect as can yet be created outside Japan, of

the finest efforts of some of the best artists in lac-

quci-, ker;nnics, metal-work, and carvinii' in wood ;nid

ivory. In view of the approaching exhibition of

Japanese paintings at the British .Museum and of

engravinn's ;it the Ihirlington l''ine .\rts Cluli, thi'

director decided not to include cither of these

branches of art; and most of the visitors to the

gallery of tlu' S(jciet\' have jirobably congratulated

themselves tliat the already bewildering wealth and

variety of material was not further auoinented.

century a.u. is ver\' jirobalile ; hut there is no reason

to believe that the ]irocess was in any sense an artislii-

one before the seventh or eighth t'cntury.

In metal-work, the sword-guards and other ]iarls

of the hilt and scalibard shown by Mr. Ernest Hart

and Mr. (iilbertson—historically the most complete

])ortion of the exhibition ; the less ambitious but

more amusing ornaments for toggles and pouches

belonging to Mr. Huish (Case J), and the brilliant

(himascened vases of Ivomai (Ca.se V), also lent by

.Mr. (iilbertson—merited at least half a dozen visits

The collectors who contributed most largely were and a far better light than our murky winter sky has

Mr. I'^rnest Hart, whose lectures at the Society of yet chosen to vouchsafe. Larger objects in bronze

Arts last year will be well remembered; Mr. (iil- and iron were not wanting; but there was nothing

bertson, Mr. Saltin-, .Mr. Alexander, and Mr. U.S.
Trower, a fact which, for the cni/uosccnil, is the best

guarantee for the quality of the display—and, indeed,

with a few e.Kceptions, the specimens shcpwii were of

ill the older and more modern work to rival the inag-

niiiecnt iron eagle and the imposing peacock and dove

bronze that form the ])riiicipal adornments of the

Japanese Court of the South Kensingti.m Museum.
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Amongst the keramic exhibits, the wouderfully the masks used in the classical " No " and " Bu-

sculpturesque figure of Osugumo (Case F) by Ka- gaku " pantomimes were displayed on the wall of

kiyemon of Hizen takes the first place, both for the large room, and mjght have been studied with

delicacy of modelling and beauty of decoration; profit by- Mr. Augustus Harris for his next panto-

but there are in addition maiay typical and beautiful mime.

specimens of the older work of the fabriques of The lessons taught by this exhibition may be

Satsuma, Arita, Bizen, and Kioto—chietly from the summed up briefij'. In lacquer the Japanese stand

collection of Mr. Ernest Hart; and had the meanly- alone, except in the incised red lac known as fsitls/uii,

designed Buddha in Case F been eliminated from the where they are excelled in colour by the Chinese. In

company, which it discredited, there would have been keramies they fall short of the Chinese in the cpiality

nothing to mar our delight in the contemplation of of certain enamels, but leave their former teachers

the well-filled and well-arranged shelves devoted to far behind in everything that pertains to pictorial

this branch of art. decoration; in purity of form they do best when

Cloisonne enamels did not form a conspicuous they keep to the old Chinese models, but they never

feature of the exhibition. A bowl-shaped vase, lent approach the ancient Greeks, and the uncomfortable

by Mr. Hutton, stood as a fair exavuple of the elaborations of outline in the great modern specimens

sombre and imperfect but not unattractive ware pro- of pdrcelain and i)ottery will not conduce to the

dueed in the earlier periods of the art ; and ^Ir. higlier renown of the Japanese factories. In metal-

Boughton's cylindrical vases decorated with buds and work they have excelled in the gigantic and im-

fiowers on a green ground offered a charming effect posing Buddhistic images of a thousand years ago,

of colour which two aggressively pigmented plates as in the hammered iron urnamenlatiou of the me-

in the immediate neighbourhood did their worst to diajval armouries ; and their genius has since mani-

destroy (Case D). The wonderful mastery of tech- fested itself in another and beautiful form in the

nical difficulties which the Japanese have recently bronze (irnaments of Tciiin, the /,;/;/in///-/j/it(i and

achieved in the use of enamels was, however, best poucli clasps of a hundred artisan artists, and the

illustrated by a plaque bearing a representation of gorgeously damascened vases of Koniai of Kioto. In

the eo-ret, which might easily have Ijeen mistaken wood and ivory carving, whether on the largest or

for a painting, so admirably were the gradations the most minute scale, they are unequalled in skill

of tint accomplished ; but, like most other fours of execution and originality of design ;
and, lastly,

(/(' /brce of this kind, it is a mistake in art, for in enamels they have triumphed over technical diffi-

it imitates laboriously and at great expense effects culties in a manner that must astonish all who know

that are accomplished better and nnn-e cheaply in the details of the process.

the original. A word in conclusion as to the catalogue. The

The carvings in wood and ivory assuihed every editor has disarmed criticism by the remarks in his

form, from massive temple panels cut in the boldest preface ; and it is obvious that to present the public

relief, to the tiniest and most delicately-fashioned with any kind of catalogue within the short period

toggles that ever suspended pipe or pouch from a that was available for the purpose must have been

Japanese girdle. In the latter objects—netsukes of an achievement of no small magnitude. Under such

wood and ivory—the collections of Mr. H. S. Trower, circumstances typographical errors were inevitable,

Mr. Gilbertson, Mr. P. G. Smith, and others may be descrijitions are apt to be more brief than correct

taken as an epitome of all that is original in design or lucid, and omissions of greater or less import will

and skilful in execution, and merited a catalogue to vex the mind of exhibitor and spectator. All this

themselves. It will have been seen that the netsuke happened, but in the re-issue many of the defects

carver is at his best in the treatment of humorous were rectified, but much still remains to be done,

motives : dignity or nobility he generally carica- A complete and illustrated catalogue would be an

tures. His blind beggars and tricksy demons are invaluable addition to the literature of Japanese art,

delightfully comic, but his heroes are theatrical, and and wc hope that the experts who are entrusted

his divinities contemptible ; he is strikingly natural- with so important a task will not omit a- full account

istic in certain objects, such as serpents, tortoises, of the motives illustrated by the various objects,

and rats, and as strikingly conventional in others, for the public will never be interested in the labours

such as tigers and horses; but on the whole, when of painter or sculptor till they are in a position to

he is allowed to follow his natural instincts, he grasp his actual meaning, and for this purpose it

is a true artist. Amongst the larger ivory " Oki- will be necessary to ransack all the treasures of folk-

monos "—all, of course, quite modern—the most lore, legend, and history which have tired the ima-

attractive and natural was the figure of a young ginations and lent cunning to the hands of the

girl with a dog, in Case II. A very curious set of master-artists of the past. W. A.
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THE CITY ART GALLERY OF MANCHESTER.

OF tlie hunilrcd ami twcnty-nne pictures whidi

the permanent collection of Maneliester em-

braces— not to mention the sculpture and plaster

casts, which amount to a couple oi: hundred—there

is scarcely a single work one would wish away, and

the masters, represented need not be ashamed of the

testimony the walls of the gallery bear to their

merits.

Not a feu- lA' these works are the gifts nf niunili-

cent donorSj foremost among whom stands the name
of William Agnew, formerly M.P. for one of the

divisions of Lancashire, and the gentleman to whom
allusion was made in my notice of last year's Jubilee

Exhibition, as being the one to whom were mainly

due the completeness and splendour of its art sectinn.

Conjointly witli the trustees of his late brother

Thomas, Mr. Agnew is the donor tn the Ci)rporation

of Holman Hunt's remarkable and higlily character-

istic picture of "The Shadow of Death;" and the

price paid to the artist was ten thousand five hun-

dred pounds. I can remember no such amount ever

having been paid for any one work of a living

painter. Many of my readers will remember the

tall, semi-nude, limber form of Christ standing His

height in His father's workshop, and stretching Him-

self wearily after the fatigue of labour ; while His

mother, in kneeling at the family chest as if in

search for something, turns her head, and sees with

maternal apprehension and foreboding the form of

the cross shadowed forth on the wall by the accidental

u]ilifting of His arms. The day for criticising such

a work is over.

To the hnuse of which the donor of this picture

is the liead, Manchester owes no inconsiderable por-

tion of its art-schooling. Its founder was Yittori

Zanetti, who commenced business about 178:2. He
was a man of considerable culture and art-knowledge,

and did for Manchester what Paul Colnaghi had

for some years previously been doing for London.

Zanetti imported many fine Italian works into this

country, where they ultimately found a home, and

did mui'h to create an art-taste among the men of

Lancashire. Plaving servwl an ai)prenticeship with

this Italian connoisseui-, tJic father of the present

head of the firm, nanu'ly, Tlmnias Agnew-— who
had, by tJie way, John (Jibson, afterwards of Kome,

among his schoolfellows—joined his master in 1815

as a partner. At the present time, and for many
j'ears past, the house of Agnew's rule the art market

of England; and it is bec-iuse of this inllueuce,
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exercised liy them more immediately on ^laiicliester, ber a dozen in all, and represent, not unworthily,

that I hrinq- the name of the firm tints primiinently sneh names of renown as Rubens, Titian, Tintoretto,

forward. Veronese, Honthorst, and Del Vega. Among- other

The AiTnews, however, have not been without donors maybe named Mrs. Abel Heywood, !Mr. W.

munideent and enthusiastic coadjutors in tlieir bene- A. Turner, ^I. Alphonse Legros, ^Ir. Charles O'Neil,

ticent work. One of the finest and most important Mr. Richard Holte ; and the list, did space permit,

gifts to the institution is William Etty's " Ulysses and might be considerably extended.

A MON'K OF THE UEOTIIEKUOOD OF CHRISTIAN ISSTEUCTOES.

(PainUd hii nnirkilr Broinir. EncirarcO lt;i Bamlr.)

the Sirens." It was presented by Mr. William ( irant of

Manchester, one of Dickens's " Cheeryble Brothers."

There is, among other pictures by the same hand, an

excellent portrait of the artist by Etty himself. He
is one of our few quite l^lnglish colourists; and cer-

tainly his flesh -painting has seldom, if ever, been

surpassed. The donor to the gallery of this and

three other Ettys is Sir Joseph Whitworth.

The most l)ountiful giver, perhaps, is ]\[r. James

Braddock, of j\Ianchester. His contributions juuii-

Among foreign modern painters are the names of

]\I. Adolphe Yvon and Mme. Henriette Browne, the

wife of the well-known jirofessor. The two admiraljle

works by which these artists are rej)resented have

happily been transferred to these pages. The former

of the two was, like our own J'^dward Armitage, the

Academician, a pupil of Paul Delaroehe, and was

chosen by the Emperor Najioleon III. to go to the

Crimea during the siege of Sevastopol; and, among

other resultant works, was his famous picture of the
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lakiiii^' of the MalakofP. Tlie ]iresent work goes

back to the career of the P^irst Napoleon, aud pre-

sents a very toviching jDieture of the horrible rniser\%

suffering, heroism, and death which accompanied the

French army in the retreat from Moscow during

that terrible winter, when the life-blood of a nation

was frozen on the steppes of Russia. The various in-

cidents in this composition are finely conceived, aud

are rendered with an artistic knowledge which has

hardly been excelled by any uf the painters belong-

ing to a younger generation. The remnants of some

frozen and shattered fir-trees, which form a sort of

rallying -pf>int to the group before us, not onlv

help the composition artistically to an amazing ex-

tent, but are strikingly suggestive in a moral and

projahetic sense.

j\Iadame Browne's life-like portrait of a " Monk
of the Brotherhood of Christian Instructors " turns

one's mind to quite another view of life, and suggests

a field for the exercise of one's energies of a kind

in which the beneficent elements in our nature find

room to expand. Some of my readers may remember

the picture by which Madame Browne made her re-

putation in this country. It was that which repre-

sented the nursing of a sick child by two Sisters

of Mercy. It appeared on the walls of the Inter-

national Exhibition of 186^; and ever since then

this artist has been a favourite with English art-

lovers. Mr. R. N. Phillips, the donor of this work,

could scarcely have presented the Corporation Gallery

with a finer example of the artist.

The pendant to this is au excellent portrait of

"William Alfred Turner, Esq., Chairman of the Art

Gallery Sub-Committee," and the picture which sepa-

rates them is Cecil Lawson's famous picture of " Tiie

Minister's Flower Garden." The painter of this

portrait, INIr. J. H. E. Partington, had eviilently an

admirable sitter ; for we have seldom seen dignity

and suavity of pose and expression combined with

unaffected ease better represented. The original, in

short, is just such a one as a jiainter would rejoice to

have for a sitter.

In the same neighbourhood we have " Christ

Blessing Little Children," one of the best and most

popular of Sir Charles Eastlake's works. On the

landing also hang two remarkably fine works by

Turner—the " Departure of the Trojan Fleet," painted

in 1850, and the " Decline (if Ancient Carthage,"

which is a much larger canvas, and perhaps the

better work of the two. It is eight feet by six in

size, and was painted in 1S17, in a sober, satisfying

key. There are several appropriate figures and classic

ruins to right and left, with the sunlight streaming

up the centre of the picture, and the waters of the

Mediterranean rippling up to the foreground. It is

much more solidly painted than the 1850 picture
;

Init each is characteristic in its own war, and illus--

trates in a very pronounced manner two of the j)haseS'

through which the genius of Turner passed.

Another English landscape-painter, w'hose indi-

viduality is not to be ignored, is IMr. John Brett. His
" Norman Archipelago," showing a line of low de-

tached islands running diagonally across a blue-grey

sea over which hang summer cumuli, shows how
accurately he studies local detail, aud yet, from his

wide knowledge of atmospheric effect, is able to give

these details something like the quality of breadth.

The artist is fast losing the merely topographical

manner, for which ]\Ir. John Ruskin had so much to

say that was laudatory somewhere about a quarter

of a century ago. Both artist and critic, we slmuld

imagine, have modified their philosophj' very con-

siderably since then, and especially their ideas as to

the practice of art. The picture is one of the many
wise purchases made by the Committee of Manage-

ment. Both taste and judgment have been their

guides in every instance.

The art instinct, too, guided them aright when

they bought Mr. Henry Moore's " :Monnt's Bay."

As in the preceding case, a black-and-white repro-

duction of it is transferred to these pages. The

artist is one of our most trustworthy delineators

of sea, as sea. No marine effect escapes him, and

instead of imparting to his canvas a sense of pre-

ciousness by portraying on it as much of the gem-

like qualities of Nature as he possibly can without

outraging her, he is content to take her just as

she is. He is perfectly aware of her exceptional

humours, and has repeatedly reproduced them ; but-

mere detail as detail he rather avoids than courts.

In this respect there is a certain impressionist leaning

in his practice, but very different from that kind of

impressionism so much affected in Paris some years

ago. Though thus grasping Nature as a whole, he is

very careful to differentiate her various moods, and

to render in all its entirety the poetry and sentiment

which the sea for the moment sua'2'ests to him. The

illustration here given is a most happy example both

of the artist's skill and choice of subject.

The idiosyncrasy of Mr. Bi-ett has a scientific side

to it, hence, probably enough, his love of jirecise and

accurate detail ; for, like Benvenuto Cellini, he works

in the jirecious metals, and his re])utation as au en-

thusiastic student of astronomy is recognised by all

men who have made the sidijcet a specialty.

Another artist of mark, whose work is here re-

produced, is Professor Hubert Herkomer. Like Mr.

Brett, he divides his energies and works in many
fields. First of all, he is e(|ually at home in land-

capes and in figures, in portraiture and in subject-

pictures, in history and in t/enre ; and in all cases

he brings to bear on his work the knowledge of an
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aceomplislied niiistt'r. In tlie second place, he i;;

familiar with all the various reproductive processes,

such as etching, engraving, and the like ; and what

is more, he carries his knowledge to practical results,

and has himself produced many successful plates.

" Hard Times " is one of the Committee's pur-

chases, and is an excellent example of how felicitously

Professor Herkomcr can hlend landscape and figures.

The arrangement here is very paJjiable, simple, and

pleasing. The triangular group in the foreground,

for example, suggests, uo doubt, a foreground con-

clusion ; hut it is perfectly natural, and has as much

verisimilitude about it as the delicately drawn trees

on the extreme right, and the road below it which

takes such a niagnifieent sweep. All these arc

elements in the composition which the artist has

blended most pleasantly. His first great work was

undoubtedly " The Last Muster," i-epresenting a con-

gregation of Chelsea pensioners sitting in church and

listening devoutly to the service. Attention, how-

ever, had been previously called to the merits of this

artist, and that frei[uently I)y the present writer

among others ; but Mr. Herkomer's great merits did

not meet with general recognition in this country

till the judges in the last Paris Ihiiversal Exposi-

(loiir utterance to it till some daring outsider or autho-

ritative stranger speaks his mind freely, and then it

spends the rest of its days shouting that opinion

from the housetop ; and if, in the course of years,

any new claimant dare come forward to solicit their

suffrages publicly, they are ready to tear him to

pieces, unless tlie usual orthodox process is gone

through, and his qualities and merits have been

loudly j)roclaimed by some one whose authority they

recognise, and who shows the courage of his opinions.

Professor Legros has presented a St. Jerome, and

three heads, executed of course by himself. Mr. G.

(lottsehalk has given one of Fantin's flower-pieces.

The daughter of the Rev. W. Ciaskell has bestowed

on the Gallery an excellent landscape by Alexander

Nasmvth; Mr. John Stagg, Mr. Spencer Stanhope's

"Eve Tempted;" and Mr. G. F. Watt.s, R.A., "The

Good Samaritan."

Then Mr. W. A. Turner has presented :\Ir. \-a\

Priusep's " Golden Gate;" Sir W. H. Houklsworth,

" View of Manchester from Kersal IMoor," by Mr.

C. R. Stanley; and INIr. T. C. Horsfall, j\Ir. Albert

(iood win's beautiful water-c<jlour drawing of " The

Last of the Spanish Armada."

Besides these there is a very fair display of old

(I'aintcd litj Ihurj Moore, .\.Il..l. Emjraixd hij T. ti. Uayley.)

tlnn had |il;ic<'(l its iiiipriiiii'il ii r upon his g'l'uius li\'

dividing the highest Imnoui-s ii'i the English scctiim

between him and JcjIui l<]verct( Millais, now Sir

.liihn. The ])ublic always has its own o])iniou about

an artist, in whatever walk ; Iiut it never yives oul-

I'lnglish masters, sueli as Moiland, WCstall, Xerth-

cole, and Sii' Joshua Reynolds.

The local school of artists is well represented, and

some Londoners wmdd be somewhat surprised to dis-

cover that these nuii kni>w all about it, and ha\'e, in
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not a few cases, just as much to impart in the way
of art knowledge and practice as thev have to

receive.

Curiously annisin<j tule- liave been told at tbe ex-

pense of ^Manchester about the kind of art it affected

heartiest acknowledgments to the Curator of tlie

Gallerv, ^Ir. W. Stanfield, whose couvtesy and judg-

ment I have repeatedly experienced. If the same
taste is exercised during the next fifteen or sixteen

years which has guided the purchases during the
prior to the year lSa7. Almost up to that date last four or five, at the close of the stipulated term
whatever was bizarre or unsaleable in London was of twenty years", during which the Corporation have

HAED TIMES.

{Painted by Hubert HcrlMmer, A. It. A. lingravrd by C. !^trc)lci:)

thought good enough for •" Cottonopolis/' and was

aceonlingly relegated to ^Manchester.

After, however, the sons of tlie rich manufacturers

and merchants had been placed on a level with other

gentlemen by having received the best the eountrv

could give in the way of education, the results of

which found its culmination in the Art Treasures

Exhibition of the above date, the city has, in regard

to art and its belongings, walked on the same level

with London ; and when the " men of Manchester"
are spoken of it is with that respect which culture

everywhere commands.

I cannot ch^se this article without tcnderino'

agreed to spend upon art -purchases two thousand

pounds annually, ^lanehester will possess sucli a

collection of high-class art as will be very hard to

beat, either in or out of England. The Corpora-

tion, moreover, deserve unqualified praise for the

spirited manner in which they have addressed them-

selves to the decoration of their Town Hall. The

cniploj-ment of artists of repute ujion the deco-

ration of great public works is the only way of

interesting the people, elevating their taste, and

creating a national school, as lias been recognised

ever since the great art-outburst of the fifteenth

century. John FoiiBES-RoBEiiT-soN.
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JEAN-JACQUES HENNER.

I
T is neither a biography nor an exhaustive critieism is in a measure forbidden by tlie fact that Monsieur

that I shall here attempt to write with regard to Ileniier should long continue to flourish among

MADAME NOETZUN.

{I'dhdal by J. -J. Ilnmrr. Kngravcd by Jonnard.)

one of the most distinguished an), in JOiiglaml, (Hic iiis connadcs— In- is hut in late middle age. The

of the least known of great living painttrs. The first sei;ond is made diliiiuit by the cinuinstancc tliat

523
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Iieiiig but ill late middle age he is to-day in the

fullest possession of his talent^ and there is no saying

what surjirising c/wf-d'eeuvre may come to-morrow

from his studio, putting to nought all our calculations

based upon the achievement of the past. May the

moment long be delayed iu which anything can be

written with finality on the most poetic of Alsa-

tians ! To-day all that is possible is to present this

artistic personality to the large English public, and,

in doing so, there may be a hint or two incidentally

for the serious student, for the independent amateur,

to whom Alonsieur Henner is already, of course,

something more than a name.

How are we to account for it that until Messrs.

Boussod and Valadon had one of his larger pictures

—

they call it "Nymphs," but its precise counterpart

in composition was called "Eglogue" a few years

ago at the Luxembourg—how are we to account for

it, I say, that until this impressive canvas was ex-

hibited, there had been seen in London, I verily

believe, only one of the artist's works—a portrait of a

lad\-, dark-haired, colourless, arrayed more or less

in black, with a more or less sombre Ijaekground—

a

thing leaning neither towards prettiuess of sid)ject

nor sensationalism of treatment ; a piece of crafts-

manship refined, restrained, but of the sort that

arrives without public enthusiasm and departs with-

out public regret ? Among the living or lately-

deceased masters of French art, there are only one

or two with wliom the London picture-seer is so

curiously unfamiliar, as with j\Ionsieur Henner. A
poetic decorator, Puvis de Chavannes, whose restful

and flowing inventions endow with charm the wealth-

iest and most commonplace quarter of the new

Amiens—some of the best of them spreading them-

selves amply over the museum there—is, indeed, but

little known to the Londoner who does not see the

Salon pretty often. Kealists like Gervex and Jean

Beraud have not perhaps had quite their place in

England, and a portrait-painter like Leon Bonnat

might conceivably be represented oftener. But while

the older peojjle, such as Meissonier and Gerome, are

known " like the palm of your hand,'" there has been

no lack of opportunity for studying seriously the

art of Bastien-Lepage and of Leon Lhermitte, and

even the vivacious impressionism of ^Monsieur Degas

has not been withheld from us. Bouguereau and

Lefebvre the Londoner has seen. Carolus-Duran

has been honoured at tlie Royal Academy. But of

Henner our large public knows nothing at all.

Monsieur Henner was not very young when he

made his first successes; still less was he very young

when he entered into full possession of his genius,

and expressed it by methods which in their peculiar

combination were wholly his own. Born at Bern-

wilier in Alsace, in 1832, he was in his early

manhood a pupil of Picut and Drolling. Many an

Alsatian peasant he had painted, many a modest

picture of Alsatian genre, when he gained the

" grand prix de Rome." From Rome, as his

"dernier envoi," he sent in 1864', I think, the

picture which was at the Salon iu 1865—the

" Chaste Suzanne." It was bought for the Luxem-

bourg, and figures there to this day. Tliis picture

of the lady—not graceless, indeed, yet somewhat

undistinguished in form—getting out of the -bath,

and of the peering elders—the " peeping Toms " of

the Orient—examining her hack with vulgar satis-

faction, I name as a transition between the earlier

works, which were to bring subsistence, and the

later which were to bring celebrity. In subject

the transition has been made already : perhaps even

in conception too ; but certainly not in manner

of execution. Already the painter's thought was

directed to some problems of chiaroscuro, to the

representation of the figure in subdued light. Twi-

light had its fascination for him, and the human

form. But he was not yet himself, and we need

not find unjust or even harsh the criticism which

M. Paul Mantz pronounced of the " Suzanne " in the

Gazeffe des Beaux AHs,\\\n\e it was being exhibited.

lie compared it, rather to its disadvantage, with a

" Jeune Fille endormie " of Lefebvre. An " envoi

de Rome "—the work, that is, of a winner of the

"great prize"—it was, by implication, M. Mantz

reminded us, " un morceau passable," but a " morceau

passable " simply, suffering necessarily by the high

average of work at the Salon. "The artist's brush

has shown itself adept in the modelling of the

shoulders and torso of this Biblical Ijather, but the

head is a failure : the head does not exist." That, if

it is a little exaggerated, may be, in the main, true.

But only two years later it was part of the same

critic's function to hold forth on the " Biblis," thirt

delightful " Biblis changee en Source," which was

bought by the State also, and is now in the capital

of Burgundy. It justifies the student's halt at

Dijon hardly less completely than the works of M.

Puvis de Chavarnes justify the halt at Amiens.

Monsieur Mantz, having remarked, rightly and well,

that the eternal merit of mythology—" that which

will keep it always as fresh as the last fashion "

—

is, that it exacts nakedness, attitudes without a veil,

lines that are tender and proud, of which no garment

hides the elegance and the distinction—Monsieur

Mantz, I say, having in effect remarked that, goes

on to tell us that " the religion of beauty has yet

some who are faithful to it ;
" and that Henner is

clearly of these. But Henner's " Biblis " is, adds M.
Mantz, " a young girl lying extended in a landscape

and seen from behind, the legs drawn up a little

—

a sleeper who has forgotten to be clothed." That is,
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the painter has accepted the privileges of mythology

without accepting the whole of its responsibilities.

This is M. Mantz's implication. Nor, even of this

admirable canvas, is the suggestion quite uutrui'.

Tiie " Biblis," like the " Suzanne,'' is a study from

the life—for some tastes, not for mine, a little too

obviously. But, unhke the " Suzanne," it is at least

the study of a colourist—of one who sees the world

of colour for himself, and arranges for himself the

scheme of the palette. For me, the " Biblis " of

the phrase is very touching to the cultivated poor

—

but whicli, wliatever may have Ijeen the dignified

effort to put it aside, cannot have been without its

measure of infkience in the early days of the Alsatian

portrait, the Alsatian genre subject, when not only

was Monsieur Henner fighting for bread, but when
the best meml)ers of his family were valiantly denj'-

ing tliemselves in recognition of his fine promise and

of the prosjjects that must not be dimmed. Henner's

family had stood by him bravely—in a way that

riiAVi'.ii.

(Pahtlt'ii hji J. -J. Ilin}ur. Eittjravcd b}j Jonnard.)

Dijon is the first in the long and honouralile succes-

sion of Monsieur Henner's purely individual creations.

But as time pa.sses on, the individuality becomes

accentuated, and it is seen that the leaning of the

painter, in choice and treatment of tlieme, is ever

l(>ss upon the side of prose and realism, ever moi-c

upcin the side of poem and reverie.

1 i'lpposo that by this date Monsieur Henner was
leaving beliind him that burden of restricted means
which jierliaps was never felt by liiin cpiite as " the

ignoble nielani'holy of pecuniary embarrassment "

—

is perfectly exccjitional they had aiiprcciated his

vocation. The time was now coming—had it not

come with the "Biblis"?— wlicn their faith was to

be justified. They were the kinsmen, not of a

juvenile prodigy, not of an adept at Academical

learning, but of one whose true path was beginning

wl;ere the path of mediocrity stops—of a great, since

an independent and original artist. In 1868—the

year after the "Biblis"— this originality, this in-

de|)eudence, become allowed, and French criticism is

ready to receive ^lonsicur llenuei''s art.
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It is instructive and interesting' perhaps to follow, the '• Viulon de Faience," who, writing under the

yet, for a moment, the course of the best criticism style of a " bourgeois de Paris," cJuiffs Monsieur

—the criticism of the literary, which has now its Henner—there is no other word—on his "Saint John

mistakes, now perhaps its audacities, now certainly the Baptist's Head on a Charger." In 1878 it is

its hesitations—hut which, even in its least happy M. Roger Ballu who gives—as the reader must take

periods, is at all events broader and more enlightened my word for it—the utmost praise and the most jus-

than, if less than parochial, criticism of the par- tified to a Magdalene sitting, crouching upon her

ticular studio, where an artist is praised if he is own up-folded knees, with joined hands near the

" one of us," and despised if he is not. Let us Ihiglis, and head a little averted, the exquisite face

still quote—even

should we quote

to disagree—ver-

dicts which are at

all events uttered

in the open air,

pronounced with a

sense of responsi-

bility, pronounced

before the eyes of

the world. Skip-

ping a little, in

1874. it is Mon-

sieur Louis Gonse

who holds forth in

the Gdzetle, find-

ing the " ]\Iagda-

lene in the De-

sert " and the

" Good Samari-

tan " wanting in

style and charac-

ter. The Samari-

tan, he assures us,

has a "laideur

banale." "The
l)ackgrounds are

very summary and

very black
; " but,

" it is in an ad-

mirable portrait

of a woman, with

a green back-

ground, that the

POETEAIT OF MLI.K. X.

(Paintrd hy J.-J. Hninei: Rcproilticed by Botissod, Valadon aud Co., Paris.

In the Salon, ISSS.)

seen in what is

something less

than profile. It

is praised for its

" ineffable poetry."

The body, not

wholly but partly

undraped, is mo-

delled in full light.

And admirably is

it said of it that

the flesh has the

" eclat savoureux

d'un camelialdanc

s'epanouissant au

soleil." " From
what intact snows,

above the highest

glacier, has !Mon-

sieur Henner
taken this white-

ness I

"'

To read this es-

timate is to be at

one with criticism.

The wielder of the

pen has said the

word (if which the

wielder of the

brush is probably

incapable, and, for

those who feel the

charm and indi-

viduality of Mon-
s i e u r H e n n e r's

]iaint ing, the heart

It is time, there-

real Monsieur
Henner must be

sought." He obtains tones of a marvellous deli- of the matter has been reached.

eacy, says M. Gonse, warning the painter at the fore, to have done with what is chiefly record. Let

same time against "the constant use of bitumen." us concentrate ourselves, in the remaining lines.

Next year, 1875, to continue that somewhat broken not on ^lonsieur Henner's progress, but on INIonsieur

chronicle of the Salon which, were it complete, Henner's position.

would not, ]M. Henner writes to me, include even And the first thing to remember of him is that

the o-i-cater portion of his work—far less, of course, he is above all a poet. Has he then created stories

the whole of it—next year il. Anatole de IMontaiglon or narrated them pathetically ? Has he made it the

signals a woman's face, study or souvenir, " with business of painting to do literary work ? He has

an expression so direct, so good, so honest." In done nothing of the kind. Even where he has used

1877, it is Monsieur Duranty, the witty author of classical mythology and Biblical tradition as the
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excuse £ov his canvases, the deiived subject seems themselves in the concerns of art—when the true

to have taken hold of him but lightly ; he has been judges appraise the nude of .Monsieur Ilenner, the

dramatic to the extent to which—well, shall 1 say? decision is a happy one. He is refinement to the

—to the extent to which a reciter in a drawing-room tinger-tips, as relined as :Mr. Burne-Jones, though

is permissibly dramatic—gracefully indicating action less sexless. Painters whom .me could never accuse

and character; never violently insisting on them, of vulgarity—Benner, say, in France, with Ins " Dor-

His poetry—his gift of creating, of idealising, iu re- nieuse" of Amiens; Ingres, a^ generation ago, with

strained and refined ways—is never shown by the his "Source" and her dme vSgetale ; Etty, say, m

usurpation of another's functions. It is shown in ].art England, with his d;iylight flesh-colour, which the

sunshine suffers to
by his choice of

beautiful artistic

themes; by the ex-

ceptional fulness

of his appreciation

of lovely form and

hue; by the com-

binations of fault-

less and harmoni-

ous colour which

occur upon his

canvases; by the

associations these

somehow evoke

;

by the high plea-

sure they bestow.

To define it much

further is impos-

sible. I feel my-

self in describing

his art to be in-

effective and fal-

tering ; but the

analyst does not

existwho could ac-

count completely

for his charm.

Henner, it will

beevident already,

is a great painter

of the nude. The

nude, according

as you treat it,

can rise to poetic

heights and ad-

dress itself to the

relined, or can s

There is the hi

{I'liiiibd l>tl J.-J. lUnuer.

LA CKEOLK.

Ui'prodaccd by Augcyer and Uiiscfd, YifUha.)

sink to more than jirnsalc depths.

1 and there is the low, and there are

many levels fen- the painter to stay at and live upon

between them; and to the real artistic instinct, to

the real fineness of taste, in looking at the nude, there

is jiermitted that immediate ease of judgment and

decision by which the work is classed at once, and

its motive api)raised. When the true judges—among

whom dare I count the '"' British matron," endowed so

suddenly (I courteously assume it) with all the quali-

ties essential to those persons who would interest

be neither cream

nor grey, but rose

and opal— they

may be named by

the dozen, and

named with praise.

But jNI u s i e u r

Ilenner'sworkhas

somehow, in this

matter, a reti-

cence and a dis-

tinction— a part

of his Alsatian

poetry—which
one is apt to think

unique. And it

is worthy of notice

— it throwsa little

light on the nn-

dramatie, the

j.ainter - like, the

n(ibl\' decorative

nii'lhiid of his

work — that the

undrajied figure is

there, not sehlom,

as a necessary note

(if colour and no-

thing besides: a

note of ivory, tell-

ing, in some pic-

ture of evening,

against that olive

green of t h e

woodland which

ling, against the last turquoiserises, massed and d:i

of the sky.

Yes, it is a puivly ])aiiiler-like quality, the i)oetry

of colours in that more than blameless juxlaiuisition

which is a rare achievement of art—the poetry of

gleaming form, of discreet light, of restful and mys-

terious shadow that Ilenner will live by. The

story he illustrates gains nothing in dramatic in-

terest. His business, even when he paints an " llero-

diade," is to soothe and charm rather than to excite;

and the refinement and suavity of his vision may
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accomplish for lis of the nineteenth centiivy what portrait-painter. Yet Henner has painted a fair share

David's music did for the trouhled soul of Kiiij

Saul. He administers

to men the refreshment

of a pure and high

Ijeauty. In such a

subject as his " Prayer,"

it is his function but

to vary things deli-

cately ; to escape the

commonplace : nothing

more. But, as regards

his fignre-painting, in

tlie refinement of his

models we are never

suffered to lose sight

of what is familiar,

homely, intimate, per-

sonal. Nature has been

suffsrested with leti-

cence, but nature has

been constantly re-

ferred to. Of his land-

scape, the materials are

simpleand few ; breadth

and simplicity are of

the very essence of his

treatment. His selec-

tion is arbitrary: a cer-

tain noble eanvention-

ality reigns in his

canvases. Give him a

tranquil sky, a pool, a

square stone fountain,

a uymph, a solemn cy-

jiress, a tangle of wood-

land— what more!
Petty imitation, fussy

realisation of a hundred

objects, he will hold to be valueless. But his work

must have Unity : it must have Style.

An artist with these preoccupations is not, one

may say with safety, likely to be a very popular

ETUDY OF A BOY.

(From J.'J. Hatncr's Skfti-h bool:}

of portraits, of which the one that is engraved with this

paper is among those

that he esteems not the

least. No "hard and

fast" line can divide

such portraiture as he

produces from his ideal

work. AYhen the

touches on his canvas

are no longer dictated

by what is obviously

imagination, it is not

likely that a striking

realism succeeds to the

control, that modernUe

speaks from every cor-

ner of the picture, that

the poet has become

the fashionable por-

trait - painter. Reti-

cence is still remem-

bered. He can perceive

character, but it must

be conveyed without

emphasis. With the

palette set as of old,

and the schemes of

colour such as the ideal

work has already ac-

customed us to. Mon-

sieur Henner must

pursue his task. Per-

haps it is the pallor

of a thoughtful face

of middle age to be

framed in black hair

with an olive back-

ground. Perhaps, as

in the "Creole," it is the old Venetian tresses that

are to fall richly on the bust of shining marble, of

gleaming ivory. A likeness, no doubt; but, before

all things, a picture. Frederick Wedmore.

/
r

THE ENGLISH SCHOOL IN PERIL: A REPLY.

OUR art, we are told, is not in a healthy state, letter, t declares that the English school is in peril.

For some years past there have been complain- We are told that our art is losing—nay, has lost—its

ings, head-shakings, and dire forebodings of evil distinctive national character; that, practically, this

intiuences at work. At length Sir James Linton is in consequence of English artists succumbing to

raised his voice* in public protest, followed by ]\I. foreign influences; and that therefore Englishmen

Chesneau, who, in a long, kindly, and thoughtful should not study art abroad.

* JIagazine of Aut, March, 1887. t Magazine of Akt, November, 1887.
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The (lanp-ers we are warned against may be

roughly classed as—first, the iufluence on English

art of the works of foreign artists; and, secondly, the

presence of the English student abroad. I would like

to submit, as a humble contribution to the discus-

sion of a burning question, that the first " danger"

is inevitable, and that, on the whole, this influence

has been for good ; and in the second place, that the

presence of the English student abroad, in yearly

increasing numbers, jioints to but one conclusion :

that our system of art-education at home is still

inadequate. It is but the symptom, and indicates

its own remedy ; and, until our doctoi-s desist from

denouncing the symptom, and set themselves to

remedv the disease, things will go on—for good or

evil—much as they do now.

The old English school, which is now held in

such well-deserved honour, undoubtedly inherited the

traditions of the many Dutchmen and Flemings who

came over here, following the examples of Vandyck,

Lely, Van der Velde, &c. It grew in isolation, con-

cerning itself mainly with the facts of its time, and

reached its greatest excellence about the time of

Reynolds and Gainsborough, or a little later, with

Constable ; its decline coincides with the rise of the

Romantic or " Historical " school, and the appearance

of those old and esteemed favourites—the cavalier,

the knight in armour, the monk, the Roundhead,

the distressed lady, and many another dear old

puppet; who have strutted about our picture galleries

for fifty years and more, and who still (with all the

latest arehffiological improvements) " lag superfluous

on the stage." And in the brilliant company of this

noisy crew the old English school, with its simplicity

and its grave sentiment, came to an obscure and

linaering end somewhere about the middle of the

century; when, with the first international exhibi-

tion, there began that freer communication between

nations, the influence of which on our art has gone

on increasingly to the present day.

It is undeniable that the standard oE our art has

advanced in the last fifty years, and although this

is in great part owing to the results of the Pre-

Raphaelite movement, it is also largely owing to

the educating influence of other schools ; and, at the

present time, considering our free communication

with other nations, the increasing number of foreign

works always to be seen here, and lastly, the growing-

educational importance of the National Gallery and

of the exhibitions of Old Masters, it is surely im-

possible, even were it admittedly desirable, that our

art, slioulil continue to boUl aloof fronr all extraneous

inllucnces. And, indeed, it is difiicult to judge why

we are counselled to do so. On what grounds should

we not study and profit by all that is open to us ?

Why close our eyes to the works, say, of French

contemporary artists? Is it because they are our

contemporaries? This will not hold good. Is it,

then, because they are aliens ? And yet they are

not so far removed from us as are the great masters,

whom we study to our profit, and who were not only

aliens, but of a past age. "We have assimilated them,

we read their thoughts, and we admit, in our ad-

miration of their works, that the central truths of

nature and of human life are common to all ages and

lands. Let us be candid in this matter. Art is but

the expression of thought; and we have the right to

hold ourselves open to every thought that appeals

to us.

We never tire of pointing out, with pardonable

pride, that the parent influence of the modern French

naturalistic school was that of our own John

Constable ; nor do we blame the French for their

appreciation. Constable's direct influence here was

practically nil, but in France it was immediate, and

far-reaching in its results ; and he stands as one of

the founders of a school, which, with its wide range

and great technical accomplishment, is the strongest

force in art at this present time. And now that we

in turn receive back an impulse from France—an

impulse founded on the belief that all is good that

God's sun shines on, and that the nature of our day

and country is as good and sufficient for us as that of

the older painters was for them ; behold, the ancients

arise, and solemnly warn us that we are going astray

!

Good sirs, have you not slumbered ? This French

influence, as M. Chesneau points out, is no new

thing, but—as in the case of Meissonier, for example,

and others—has made itself felt in English jiainting

for years, and greatly to its benefit it must be con-

fessed. But it is the latest dejiarture, the " open air

school," and the development of impressionism that

so exercise our doctors; and it may well be ques-

tioned whether the real cause of offence be not that

they are new departures. These warnings are doubt-

less but the clanging of the alarm-bell, usual on such

occasions.

To turn to the question of art-education, ]\I.

Chesneau asks, " What, then, are we to say to the

young English artists, who have no lack of galleries

and traditions, but who come to seek their education

on the Continent? What brings them to Paris?"

^Vhat, indeed, but that they have it on the evidence

of their senses that they can (}btain in Paris such

efficient education as is impossible at home?* This

is no new discovery on the part of our artists ; in

fact, as a rule, English artists who could afl'ord to do

so have always studied abroad. When Rcnne was the

art-centre of the world they went to Rome, but now

and for some years past they have gone to Paris;

* Mr. Povntcr, in liis " I,ecturcs on Art" (Nos. HI., IV., V.),

lias gouu into this matter at some Icnijth.
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and iniiiiy members o[ tlie Royal Academy, for

example, owe their training' to foreign scdiools, and

could testify to the value of the instruction received

there, compared with what was possible for them to

obtain at home. Those who have no actual acquaint-

ance with the working- of the foreign studios speak

as though their professors possessed some uncanny

trick, some short and easy but fallacious method of

imparting " superficial de.Kterity." Nothing can be

more absurd or farther from the fact. Laborious and

persistent study of the nude, under the continuous

personal influence of one of the best artists, is their

only secret.

And this continuous personal iiiHuence of a good

man is the main thing. We spend money enough

on our systems of art-education, but such jiersonal

sacrifices as are made gladly and as a simple duty

by the best French artists are absolutely unknown

among us. ISIany of the best men give readily to

their pupils, not a few days, but a considerable por-

tion of their time, from year to year, absolutely

gratis ; and at the Beaux-Arts the professors (such

men as Cabanel and Gerume, giving each two morn-

ino-s weekly) receive, I am told, something like £1-50

per annum.

Contrast the two systems. In France the student

is under the continuous })ersonal influence of one

ijood man ; at our Academy schools his masters

change with every moon—a system which renders

difficult, if not impossible, that close personal re-

lation between master and pupil which is so neces-

sary, and which obtained with the older painters,*

and exists in France to the present day. There are,

no doubt, good reasons to he given in favour of the

present Academy system, still it is apt to be eon-

fusing to the student, more especially as an artist

coming to the business of teaching for a short time,

and at infrequent intervals, is apt to insist rather on

his own methods than on general principles. In-

deed, in this matter of art-education generally, is

it not too readily accepted with us that anyone is

fitted to teach, and that, in a general way, it does

not much matter what is taught ? Surely this is a

mistaken idea. No man is too good to teach, and

there are but few men capable.

There may be opinions as to the value of any

* The following extract will show this (o have been customary

in England in the early days. It is from a book called the

" Tolygraphick Dictionary," published in London in 1735, and

treats at great length on artists and artistic matters of the time :

—

" Of the Imitation of the Life. I. First chuse a good master

with whom you may spend at least 2 days a week ; it might be

better, if there were a society of about 10 or 12 young men who

might bo of use in assisting one the other. II. Then chuse a

well-shap'd man," and so on, giving elaborate directions on the

whole course of procedure. Is not this practically identical with

the Parisian atelier of to-day ?

teaching, but, granting it to be necessary, is it not

evident that it should come from the best men only?

And it should never be forgotten that the student,

on his part, gives his best, placing his best years and

his whole future in the hands of his masters. How
many of our artists have fallen short in the race, not

from lack of -natural ability, but solely from hap-

hazard and inefficient teaching ! and who spend their

days groping through elementary difficulties which

should have been cleared away at the outset of their

career, discovering only when it is too late how far

they were allowed to go astray. But, thanks to the

influence of foreign schools, it is beginning to be

realised that an artist, equally with a carpenter or

a shoemaker, requires some solid grounding in the

principles of his craft.

Another ol)jection that is urged against foreign

training is that the student is taught mannerisms.

This is not altogether correct, and one has but

to consider the wide range, the varied aims and

methods of French art, or even the variety shown

in the work of the pupils of any one man—Cabanel,

for instance—to be convinced that individuality is

not smothered in " the school."

But it would, perhaps, be more correct to say of

the Englishman in Paris that, though he gains much,

yet also, undoubtedly, he does lose, to a greater

or less extent, the distinctive characteristics of his

country's art. And this is certainly a misfortune.

But the blame, if any, must rest with those guardians

of our art who for long years allowed the teaching in

our art-schools to be little better than a farce. Have

they preserved and handed down the traditions of our

early painters? What and where are tliey ? Lost!

—lost ! They and their school are dead, while the

Royal Academy, our one great institution (whose

ambition should be, in the words of M. Chesneau,

" to co-ordinate and harmonise the various elements

of the national genius into a concrete form of art"),

has sat dozing over its money-bags, softly murmur-

ing, " Privilege ! privilege !

"

We have in the British and South Kensington

jNIuseums magnificent collections of sculpture, and in

our National Gallery as fine a representative collection

of paintings as exists anywhere. We have money,

school-buildings, and all appliances and means to

boot. What is it, then, that we lack? A little

self-sacrifice. But, with the wide and earnest in-

terest in art that no;iv prevails, and believing our

natural artistic capacity to be at least as great as

that of our neighbours, is it too much to hope

that we may see this emigration stayed in the only

effectual manner, and that our students will not

find it necessary to go abroad in order to learn their

ABC? Geoiige Clausen.
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GLIMPSES OF AKTIST-LIFE.
CHRISTIE'S.

OP all the remarkable business establishments in

England, " Christie's " is, of its kind, the most

important, as it is certainly the most curious and

interesting. Judged from the point of view of an

ordinary business firm which has raised itself into the

position of a quasi-national institution—in its influence

and eifects at least—with a fine old British consti-

tution smack about it, it is absolutely unique. To

in the world; as the principal agency fhrough which

mighty collections—the wonders of the art-world

—

have been formed, and the unrivalled channel through

which in course of time they again permeate to the

outside world or to the public galleries. Think of

Christie's the "great realiser " for speculator, dealer,

collector, and executor, with its occasional excitement,

its significant monotony, its splendid certainty and

cheistie's a hundred yeaes ago : the eael op chesteefield and mr. chkistie.

find the nearest approach to its equal, we must look

to " Tattersall's "—its twin cousin we may call it, as

according to some authorities they were both born in

the same year, 17(Ui. Seventeen hundred and sixty-

six ; that is to say, more than two years before the

Royal Academy was founded, and scores of years

before any other existing art institution was even

contemplated. Since that time how many of the art-

treasures of the world have iiassed thrnugh its doors !

how many millions of pounds have been bidden, and

how many more millions of times has that little ivory

hammer fallen at so many pounds—perhaps thousands

of pounds

—

\)cr rap ! Think of " Christie's " as the

great art-iilter of England ; as the collector and

disperser par excellence of the most valuable property

.i2J

glorious uncertainty—ever pursuing the even tenour

of its way, the henchman to the artist and artificer;

at once the ruler and slave of "the market;" the

type of prosjierity and the very jiink of honour.

Think of it in all lliese aspects, in all these moods

and tenses, and tiicn consider if during all the long

years of its existence it has not carved its name deep

into the history of the century ; its unique reputation

built up on artistic events of the greatest interest, and

identified, moreover, in no slight degree, with the

development of taste and the "higher culture" in

England. Hence, although Christie's can hardly be

said, strictly speaking, to afford a "glimpse of artist-

life" at all, either in its history or in the scenes to be

witnessed at its sales, it is so intimately bound up
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witli art, artist, and art-patron that to excliule it;

from this series would iie far more inexeiisable than

to retain it. Wheret'orc my choice of subject calls

for no apology save for the comparative meagreness

of treatment which conditions of space compel.

Auctions had not been held in England for

more than ninety years when the first Mr. Christie

suddenly appeared on the scene as the greatest

auctioneer of all time, a reputation he maintains in

spite of the more recent rivalry of George Robins of

Bartholomew Lane, who was reported at one time to

be making an income of twelve thousand a year.

This fact is the more curious when we consider that

the principle of auctions as they obtained in Imperial

Rome has always been known and understood in this

country-. Indeed, the " conditions of sale " which,

as our law directs, are posted on the door of every

sale-room, differ in no essential particulars from the

rules which bound prceeo and emtores when goods

were sold sitb Jiiufa unijer the sway of the Caesars.

There had been a public sale of books in 1676, but it

was not till 1700 or thereabouts that Elihu Yale—he

who founded the celebrated American college—held

a regular auction of his surplus goods in London,

thereby demonstrating to a receptive public the ad-

vantages of the sj'stem. From that day forward the

auction became a recognised institution, and by the

time that Mr. Christie stepped into the " rostium'"'

—

that fine old Chippendale pulpit still occupied by Mr.

Woods— it had been duly legislated for, so that a

nod and a rap constituted as binding a contract as

lawyer, bond, parchment, and stamp could concoct

between them.

In December of 1766—though autliorities are

divided as to the precise date—^Ir. James Christie

lield his initial public auction at the old Academy

Rooms next to Cumberland House, on the site of

the present United Service Club in Pall Mall. Two
years later he entered into an agreement with the

Free Society of Artists—at that time even a mori-

bund institution in an advanced stage of decomposi-

tion—to let them his "great room" for a month

every spring for the purposes of exhibition ; but he

soon found his tenants m6re trouble than profit, and

in 1771- he got rid of them, himself moving later on

to the house immediately to the west of the War
Office. By this time the worthy Mr. Christie was

regarded as a public man of considerable importance

in his own sphere ; his rooms were the rendezvous

for all "women of fashion" and "persons of quality,"

while he himself—a rare proof of popularit}-—was

introduced into the caricatures of Kowlandson and

Gillray with much courtesy and good feeling ; a

singular treatment in those days o£ biting satire,

when no weakness was spared, no failing condoned,

and when prosperity no less than misfortune seldoni

failed to attract the merciless prick of the carica-

turist's etching-needle.

For a long time James Christie eared not what

he sold—all was fish that came to his net, whether

works of art or objects of commerce. Running over

a few of the early catalogues of the firm, we find a

curious medley -falling to his hammer. Pictures,

books, gems, armour, jewellery, plate, wine, furniture,

houses, estates, stained-glass, music, brewing and me-

chanical jmtents, stuffed animals and birds, and orange,

lemon, and pomegranate trees—a list long since re-

stricted in the comprehensiveness of its limits. But

the picture-sales were, oE course, the chief attraction

to the fashionable world on " private-view day," and

then, as now, some of the finest exhibitions ot" works

of art ever held could be inspected by the first passer-

by without let or hindrance. Here, in the early days,

we are told came Johnson, Goldsmith, and Reynolds,

the latter with an early-formed love for auction-rooms,

for he used to tell with pride how when a boy he shook

the great ]\Ir. Pope by the hand in such a sales-room.

Charles Fox, too, and Edward Gibbon— brilliant

young fellows, each in his own manner, and each

surrounded by a knot of dashing young sparks, brave

in fine cistumcs and powder, and glib of oath. David

(iarrick, Hume, and Kitty Clive—sprightly, alas!

no longer, chatting with the inevitable Horace

Walpole. Here, finally, on one memorable occasion,

came the great Earl of Chesterfield, now decrepit and

deaf, emerging from his proud retirement solely to

oblige Mr. Christie with his recollections of the

pictures on view, with many of wdiich he had be-

come acquainted on his travels (see p. 225). He
arrived in his state-coach-and-six, the grand company

respectfully making way for him as, leaning on Mr.

Christie's arm, he moved slowly round the room criti-

cising each picture as he went. Every word that he

uttered was worth guineas to the shrewd and accom-

plished auctioneer, for the fame of the well-advertised

visit spread far and wide and crowded the room

with bidders by the time the sale began.

At last, in 1803, Christie the first (called by

Dighton the " Specious Orator ") was gathered unto

his fathers, but not before he had raised auctioneer-

ing to the dignity of a fine art. " With an easy

and gentlemanlike flow of eloquence," ran his funeral

oration in the " Annual Register," " he possessed in

a great degree the power of persuasion, and even

tempered bis public address by a gentle refinement."

Add to this that he was a fine connoisseur and a man

of scrupulous honour, and you have the qualities on

wdiich are established the foundations of the house.

James Christie the second, though originally intended

for the Church, succeeded to his father's rostrum

—

tlie more congenial pulpit of the two—and to his

predecessor's estimable characteristics he added a
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scholarly learning which broke out into such works

as his " Disquisition ui^on Etruscan Vases," " Greek

Vases," inquiries into " Mysteries," and so forth,

and further provided a constant outlet for his

cacoef/ies by the introduction of whole-page criticisms

and commentaries into his sale- catalogues. During

his lifetime (in 18^5) the firm removed to their pre-

sent premises in King Street, on the spot previously

occupied by Wilson's European Museum. Hero

the octagon room—the " gallery without corners :

"

would that all our galleries were so constructed !

—

was erected at the suggestion given long before, it

is said, by old Caleb Whiteford, wit, wine-mei"ehant,

dandy, dilettante, and amateur dealer; a haunter,

too, of Hutchius's. In 1819 there had been a sale

of "snuffj'" Queen Charlotte's effects, an<l in the

admirable caricature wherewith George Cruikshank

has immortalised the event the Prince-Hegent is

represented in the rostrum, while an excellent por-

trait of Mr. Christie hangs on the wall. In 18:50,

on the death of the second of the dynast}', Christie

the third entered into possession, and \\as soon joined

by ]\rr. ISIanson. On the death of the latter gentle-

man, in 1851, Manson the second appeared on the

scene as j)avtner; but he has since been "bought out."

Then the third Christie, who died in jVovember last,

gave way to Mr. James H. 13. Christie, while ]\[r.

Woods has brought fresh blood, increased prosperity,

and a great name for

charity to the house.

This rather complicated

history was some time
,, j,

ago neatly expressed in a

nutshell in the following

doggerel :

—

" The date is uncertain and

misty

A\Tien th' accomplished origi-

nal Christie

First "put up" and
"knoclced down " goods

;

But we know the great auc-

tioneer's grandson

Took <mto himse'.f Jlr. Mui-
son

—

Later appeared Jlr.Woods."

Some years since

Crockford's, the notori-

ous gambling club in St.

James's Street (where the

Emperor Louis Napoleon,

during his residence here,

was one night cheated out

of £2,00(0, was taken

by a joint-stock coniimny

witli tile avowed intention

of establishing;- a lival

-j^^

THE ENTRANCE TO TUB TUKASUEK-HOUSE.

concern and smashing the monopolising Christie. It

was therefore converted into an auction mart ; but,

like the earthen pot in the fable, it very soon de-

stroyed itself in its collision with the stronger vessel.

Since that time Christie's has reigned supreme in

its own particular sphere, with none so bold to enter

into open rivalry or proclaimed hostilityv

Xow let us take a rapid glance at the manner in

which the sales and their preparations are conductc<l.

Beneath the sale-rooms are the so-called " cellars "—
that is to say, warehouses which, fitted with shelves,

present the appearance of a giant's larder, where the

visitor may behold as much riches as met bad Cas-

sim's greedy gaze in the cave of the Forty Thieves

(see p. 228). Here are the china, the cases of jdate,

the wine (some of which fetched £111 odd jier dozen

the other day), the furniture, and so forth, and, most

important of all, the pictures. Here you see the

canvases, all ranged in order, and chalked on their

backs with the date of their prospective sales. ^^ itli

many of these we are familiar by engravings and

otherwise, though not so familiar, no doubt, as are

the auctioneers, who might rightly regard some of

them as a sort of annuity, considering how often

the same works have passed through their hands.

Indeed, I have heard that lleynolds's "Age of

Innocence," for instance, brought in several hundred

jKuinds in the shape of commissions before ^Ir.

Vernon took it out of

their reach for ever by

providing a resting-place

for it in the National

Gallery forty years ago.

Four men are stationed

below to take charge of

the goods, and, ])repara-

tory to a sale, to hel])

raise them up through

the huge trap in the floor

of the great room, where

the pictures are displayed

on the walls.

The ]irivate views of

these exhibitions are

usually extremely inte-

resting affairs. The crowd

of carriages drawn up be-

fore the modest doorway

in King Street jiroves that

it is as much "the thing"

t.) "do Christie's" as it

was in the good old knee-

Ijreeches - and - furbelow

days when Farmer George

was king. Through the

entrance, past the jioliee-
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man (now placed on duty on very grand days), up

the staircase and through the ante-chamber, we pass

along with all the folk, grand and otherwise, and then

we look round at our companions. Here are the old

habitnh who "wouldn't miss a show, bless you, for all

the lots;" collectors, narrowly examining some eligible

works which they will presently instruct their agents

to bid for ; brilliant generals, too, and seedy politi-

cians, all with a pretty taste in plate and pigments.

Here, of course, is the inevitable bevy of fine ladies,

staring placidly through their pince-nez— utterly

assemblage and the show one of the most enter-

taining and instructive scenes of London life. An
interesting class is the artists, who scrupulously

avoid the sale-day itself—partly from delicacy, per-

haps, if any of their own works are up. But there

is one, a little old gentleman, who, if you chance to

meet him here, will rivet your attention. He is

stricken in years, but sturdy, and his white hair,

brown skin, and sunken eyes are universally known
in the art-circles he has long since adorned, and once

seen are not easily forgotten. You may tell at once

BKNEATII THE GREAT-ROOM FLOOR : THE CELLARS.

without emotion—at the world's masterpieces, and

hastening off to The Drive as fast as their languor

will permit them, for they find this disagreeable

duty dreadfully dull. Then there are the wife and

daughters of the City banker intent on seeking out

the picture they decide that " pa " shall buy, for they

are his art-critics, and to their discerning judgment
he is content and even proud to trust. " Gilded

dukes and belted earls," professional beauties, critics,

authors, men and women famotis in every walk of

life, all throng the rooms, and together render the

that he is agitated, and if the pictures hajipen to be

I'eligious works by the great masters, decidedly out

of temper. " A fine collection, sir," incautiously re-

marks an acquaintance, walking up to him. " Com-

ment ? What do you say ? " savagel}^ replies the old

gentleman, talking with a curiously artificial French

accent, and looking round with a melodramatic air

before shutting his eyes and continuing: "A fine

collection ? Ah, my dear friend, it is corrupt, it

is cadaverous. It is Pagan? Oiii. It is fable?

Qui. It is not truthful ? Non. Eh h'leii, how
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can it be beautiful ? " " But surely you admire

the Old Masters?" continues the allocutor, aghast.

" The Old Masters !
" re-echoes the old man, now

undeniably on the war-path ;
" bah, my dear friend,

hahl If I had my way, I would burn every Old

Master from Moscow to Madrid, from Paris to Peters-

burg ! You would see the truthful, the beautiful in

art? Alors, venez me ro/r, in my atelier, and I will

show you my ow?i pictures !

'' His companion bows

hastily and jiromises to call soon.

Now let those who have never witnessed an iui-

jOTrtant picture-sale at Christie's attend onetiiere with

me, first taking my word for it—for they would

never guess it of their own accord—that every such

sale, ordinary and humdrum as it may appear, is in

reality a pulse-beat in the life-history of English art.

Just before one o'clock we enter the great room, and

find everyone chatting quietly or consulting their

marked catalogues. The space devoted to the public

is furnished with chairs and rout-seats arranged dia-

gonally, facing the rostrum. The rest of the room,

about one-third of its area, is reserved by means of a

screen and a long, low table for the accommodation of

the pictures to be sold, for the manoeuvres of the half

a dozen porters who manipulate them, and for the

auctioneer and his clerk. As we settle to our seats

we see most of the well-known dealers in their accus-

tomed places, which, in many cases, they have occu-

pied for years, all of them re.ady for the fray. The

rest of the audience is miscellaneously composed: a

few interested members of the family anxious to see

how the prices run ; intending purchasers who have

left limits with the dealers and agents, but are too

wise to bid themselves ; connoisseurs in price as well

as quality, desirous of keeping themselves informed

as to the state of the market; visitors, like ourselves,

who have come simply out of curiosity; fidneiirs who
have dropped in merely because they have alwai/s

dropped in, finding the attending of a sale and the

watching of a panorama of beautiful objects the most

pleasant manner of whiling away an afternoon ; and

the small fry of the collectors, ready to pick up any

crumbs which may chance to be disregarded by the

bigger fish. Then there are more emphatic characters

besides; first, the great collector; then, the little old

Lilly, a regular attendant, who carefully enters the

price and name of purchaser against every lot, with-

out ever dreaming of buying or even bidding; and

near her the most pathetic figure of all—the broken

gentleman. He is what is called shabby-genteel

—

terribly shabby, indeed ; but though broken by mis-

fortune, he has suffered no loss of gentility, nor of

dignity. He once possessed a prized collection of his

own, but circumstances tore it from him ever so

many years ago, and now he comes in (heaven only

knows how far he has had to trudge) whenever anv

beloved object that once formed part of it is adver-

tised as occurring for sale. Sometimes, even, he will

venture to carry the bidding a little way—how that

harmless little amusement seems to comfort and re-

lieve his old heart!—but with a sigh he prudently

drops out of the running long before the final price

is reached. The sale over, he disappears, and his

furtive look is seen no more until another relic of

his brighter days irresistibly draws him back to the

west. Then, finally, moving about amongst the

crowd, is the celebrated ''mad doctor," who now
eoldlj' attends in order to study a phase of human
nature which, he asserts, is simply a form of lunacy.

For when the sense of acquisitiveness, sharpened by
the competition of the sale-room, prompts a man to

pay thousands for the possession of a china cup

which in all probability he will put away in a cabi-

net and rarely look at, or, if a picture, hang in a

dark room or even stack with scores of others with

its face to the wall (a positive fact, this), solely for

the pleasure of proprietorship, that, says the doctor,

is an acute form of mania, none the less real because

harmless, and, in a sense, heroic. This doctor cannot

be s.aid to be popular with the bidders.

Punctually as one o'clock strikes, Mr. Woods
mounts the rostrum, and in a quiet conversational

tone introduces the sale to the meeting in short, terse

sentences. He indulges in no rhetoric, he makes no

effort to laud his goods, so that, so far as he is con-

cerned, Shakspere's ju.stification,

" To tilings of sale a seller's praise belongs,"

might as well have remained lunvritten. Sometimes

if a picture is an unusually fine one he will tell you so,

for he is a first-class judge, and one whose opinion

may safely be taken. On occasions when bids rise

too slowly he will interject a repro.achful " Come,

gentlemen, the picture is worth a great deal more

than that," but that is all. There is no clap-trap,

not even the time-honoured " Going, going, gone !

"

Watch the auctioneer closely, and you will detect

beneath his quiet manner a sort of instinctive know-

ledge of the extent to which bidders will and ought

to go, and the alacrity of his rap is a certain indica-

tion of the propriety of the bid. In short, Air.

Woods is the most highly-developed type of the

latter-day auctioneer, whose chief art consists in con-

cealing his art, and whose silence is nearly as eloquent,

and certainly quite as persuasive, as all the first

James Christie's powers of oratory. The story runs

that once in the early days of the firm, Mr. Christie

was descanting on the beauties of a landscape by

Wilson. " Look at the tone, gentlemen," he cried
;

" look at the colour and the beauty of the com-

position. Just observe the wonderful luminosity.

It's a masterpiece—a perfect masterpiece ! It was
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painted by Mr. Wilson^ g-eiitleincn, a gond many

j-ears ago; he can paint nothing hke that now."

" You're a liar !
" cried a little bottle-nosed man

near the door, " he can paint ever so much better 1

"

A roar of laughter greeted the interruption, for the

spectators, turning round, recognised poor Wilson

himself, who had come to try and forget the empty

stomach he had brought with him from the Totten-

ham Court Road.

Those pictures which are not too large to be

easily handled are placed in view on a revolving

easel, simply constructed out of a pole and cross-bar,

but the biggest are lifted upon the long green table

by the auctioneer's side. There is a curious air of

calmness and conservatism about the whole proceed-

ings, whether the bids are advancing by driblets of

half-guineas or by bounds of a hundred, the chief

actors themselves keeping up a lively conversation

with their friends between their nods. Let the

looker-on be careful now to stand without flinching

Mr. Woods' lynx-like gaze, or he may suddenly find

himself bidding for a five-thousand guinea Turner,

like the palsied unfortunate wlio was once said, by

his continual unconscious nods, to have bought up

the whole sale, though all the time unwilling and

unable to bid for a single lot. It is interesting

to glance round at the dealers as they bid, for

bidding is an art which at times calls into requi-

sition something of the skill of the poker-player

(see p. 'Zid). Here are the two great rivals from

the Haymarket, Ijidding against each other and

against the big Bloomsbury dealer for the posses-

sion of some fine lots, but apparently indifferent

as to the result. Soon there enters a handsome

man just past the prime of life, a fine type of the

robust English gentleman. He nods in courtly

fashion to all the lesser lights, and with a bow of

recognition to some eminent collector he takes his

scat next to his representatives with the air of a man
fully aware of his own importance. He is the recog-

nised head of the trade, the Grand Mogul of pieture-

trade-land. Then here and thei'e are sprinkled the

rest of the Bond Street, Pall ^Mali, Piccadilly, and

City men, as well as the representatives of the fore-

most foreign dealers ; while the crowd of sight-

seers, if the sale be an important one, fills the

room to suffocation, and forms a substantial queue

out into the ante-room. Suddenly a buzz of con-

versation and a loud rumbling from stamping feet

are heard that completely drown the auctioneer's

voice. This is the "applau.se" which greets some

celebrated masterpiece, and as soon as it is ended

the lively bidding proceeds apace. Sometimes the

private bidders for enviable treasures, unlike the

"professionals," become extremely excited. I re-

member that, on one occasion two wcll-knowTi

wealthy men, firm friends hitherto, the one hale

and hearty and the other somewhat infirm, found

themselves engaged in a sale-room duel. The offers

mounted so high that the dealers for once were left

behind, and the two men bid against each other

till at last, amidst the applause of the prize ring,

the healthier man gave way. Disgusted beyond

measure, he accosted his adversary, who, smiling

and Hushed with victory, was preparing to leave

the scene of his triumph, with " You've got it

this time, you—yo\i , but, by Heaven, I'll

have it soon ; i/oit look ill
!
" And so the work

of putting up and knocking down is carried merrily

on right through the afternoon ; and thus the end-

less round has been going forward, very like per-

petual motion, for six-score of years and more,

adding a new chapter to art-history at every sale.

Perhaps the most curious thing of all in connec-

tion with Christie's is, that although the sums bidden

may usually be taken as an indication of the present

market-price of a work of art, the action of a single

eccentric person or over-anxious collector may for

years lend an entirely fictitious value to an object

or class of objects. The dealers may usually be

depended ujjon to prevent a vase or a picture from

going at less thaia its intrinsic value, but inflated

prices are often the result of fashion or eccentricity

in taste, and will surely fall with the change of

vogue or the death of the collector. This in some

measure ex])lains the extraordinary fluctuations in

prices, which have always been a feature in the

auction mart. So long ago as 1800 four paintings

by Casanova went for sixty guineas, which had pre-

viously cost a thousand to their owner, the Duke of

Bedford; while at the Beckford sale, two years later,

a set of pictures brought £10,000, which had cost

but a song to their late possessor. Again, as an illus-

tration of the effects of rivalry, I may remind the

reader of the duel between a member of the lloths-

cliild family and the late Lord Dudley, when the

latter ran a Sevres vase up to £6,000. On another

occasion the last-named nobleman is said to have

forgotten that he had already left a limit on a cer-

tain lot, and actually ra/i Jiimsclf up to his own pro-

hibitive limit. The late Mr. Beekett-Donison, too,

was a very reckless buyer. The incident of his pur-

chase of llubens's " Daniel in the Lions' Den," at

the Hamilton sale, will not readily be forgotten.

He bid up to four thousand and nine guineas for

it, and at his death, three years later, the Duke
bought it back for two thousaml, having thus jirae-

tically hired it out for a thousand a year. But a

list of auctiiin ruriosities such as these would lill a

portly volume.

Messrs. Christie, whose sales have for some yejirs

averaged £300,001), may be said to have reached
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tlieif apogee in iSbS, wlieii the llauiiltou Collec- centre and decentraliser cim scarcely inci'ease. All

tion (which realised the unprecedented amount of that can be fairly hoped for (and the expectation is

£397,56'2) brought their total of art, sales for the hurdly likely to be falsified) is that, by sustaining

C0NSULTI>!O THE HEAP OF THE FIEJE,

eight months of the year to the enormous sum of its extraordinary jirestige, it may continue to retain

£600,000. To what greater commercial heights the the confidence of the art-patrons of England, and,

concern may still attain it passes the wit of man to so to speak, popularise still further the love and

guess. But it is pretty certain that, however much practical encouragement of art in all its develop-

its turn-over may grow, its influence as a great art- nients. M. H. Spieljiann.

" BETRAYED."
liY Walter Langley, 1!,I.

IN the pathetic picture of " Betrayed," exhibited

at the Roj'al Institute of Painters in Water-

Colours, in 1887, Mr. AValter Langley has certainly

reached a high degree of excellence, and has succeeded

just where success was most difficult of attainment.

In point of fact, no theme has been more be-plastered

with paint, or torn to shreds by "leading ladies,"

than this pitiful one of the entrapped and ca.st-off

girl, deserted to bear alone the burd<'n of her mis-

doing. The subject is one that needs the utmost

care and delicacy of treatment to avoid mawkishness

on the one hand or rejiulsiveness on the other. A
middle course is necessary to bring about a poetical

result, and this is precisely what Mr. Langley has

succeeded in doing. The achievement is a picture

at once touching and true, tender, and, morally

speaking, duly forbidding.

From a pictorial point of view, the work is

entirely acceptable. This latter-day ^Marguerite

who with averted head, with baby and bundle, runs

the gauntlet of the village gossips assembled against

the churchyard ])orch, while her father passes her by

in unforgiving scorn, is the more intensely pathetic

that her person does not command sympathy from its

beauty, or jjify from the undue harshness of her

judges. It is the facts that speak so eloquently.

The colour is warmer than in most of Mr. Langley's

work—a quality well indicated in ]\Ir. Dobie's deli-

cafe etching.

Refinement, originality of treatment, unusual

pathos, sombreness of temperament, a limited range

of colour, and a love of neutral tints—these qualities

constitute Mr. Langley's artistic character. He is a

young man, and may be depended upon to produce

much good work. Indeed, it ma}' almost be said that

on. such works as his " For Men must AVork and

Women must Weep," " The Departure of the Fish-

ing Fleet," "Among the Missing," and "Betrayed,"

he may be considered, in some respects at least, the

Josef Israels of Birmingham.
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LIGHT AND WATER-COLOURS.

WHEN a wash of cochineal -carmine on pure

drawing - paper is exposed under glass to

direct summer sunshine it loses in two hours one-

eighth of its deptli, and is at the same time altered

in hue. Further exposure for two hours produces

less change, while it requires the action of sunlight

to be prolonged for one hundred hours before all

the original colour can be said to have vanished. I

am here speaking of the changes suffered by a water-

colour wash of moderate depth, something like the

colour of that well-knowu rose " La France," but a

little richer. For if we were to take a stronger wash,

the action of sunlight upon it would be less ; while

if a paler wash were the subject of experiment its

alteration by exposure would be at once greater and

more rapid. In fact, a layer of carmine, like many
other transparent and fugitive pigments, pnitects

to some extent a subjacent layer of carmine from

change. Furthermore, the action of sunlight on

carmine-washes is less when they are spi-ead upon

porcelain instead of paper ; when they are covered by

a single glass instead of being enclosed between two
glasses ; and when they are i^rotected by glass in-

stead of rock-crystal. Other variations in the con-

ditions of the trial are followed by variations in the

result. For instance, in a vacuum, or in the entire

absence of oxygen, or, again, when all moisture is

excluded, or when the light is transmitted through a

coloured medium, the amount and rate of change

suffered by the pigment are more or less reduced.

The foregoing statements may suffice to show
how complex is the problem which I have set my-
self to discuss in the present brief paper; yet, in

truth, these statements do not comprise all the ele-

ments of this complex question. For no two alterable

pigments suffer exactly the same change. Some
pigments behave when used together in quite a dif-

ferent manner from that which characterises them
when employed separately; and then there are the

effects of different qualities of light to be considered.

Nor does this catalogue exhaust the list of circum-

stances which have to be takeu into account. "We

cannot afford to neglect the purity of the paper or

other painting-ground, the possible presence of in-

jurious vapours or gases in the atmosphere, and the

quality of the pigments concerned.

Naturally we begin with the painting-ground,

and here the only material to Iw considered is paper.

It ought to contain nothing but pure linen fibre and
a small proportion of size. TIum-c must he no bleach-

ing agent left in it, no acid, no alkali. The presence
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of these impurities may, however, be easily detected.

Some strips of the sample of paper to be examined

are boiled in a small quantity of distilled water

;

then the water is poured off into a clean glass vessel,

and a few drops of some sensitive coloured solution,

such as tincture of violets, are added. If an acid

be present the liquid will be reddened ; if an alkali,

it will become blue; if a bleaching agent, it will be

decolourised. Submitted to this test, the drawing-

papers of the best makers will be found free from
the objectionable matters I have named. But even

in the best papers occasional specks of metallic iron

may occur. These are liable to rust, and so to pro-

duce iron-moulds of a foxy colour. And it must
not be forgotten that all papers, however pure and

sound, contain a considerable, though varying, pro-

portion of water. This moisture, which tluetuates

between seven and ten per cent, (of the weight of

the paper), is natural to paper, however dry it may
appear, and has, there is no doubt, a very important

influence upon the stability of many a water-colour

drawing. For water is essential to many of the

chemical changes which alterable pigments undergo

when submitted to the influenee of light, and this

water is furnished in great part by the hygroscopic

moisture of the paper on which they have been laid.

In the case of a framed drawing tliis moisture, or a

great part of it, is continually being distilled from

the jsaper through the pigment on to the glass, where

it condenses. AVhen the glass, in turn, becomes

warmer, the moisture is again vapnurised, and is

once more deposited ujwn and absorI)ed by the paper.

So it happens that the painted surface becomes alter-

nately dry and damp—a condition extremely favour-

able to the promotion of those changes which arc

brought about by the action of light and of injurious

gases and vapours. And the common method of

mounting and framing water-colour drawings aug-

ments the risk of damage from moisture; for this

moisture cannot readily escape, while its amount is

increased by the use of flour-paste to secure in its

place the brown paper which generally f'nrms the

backing of the frame. The solution of india-rubber

employed Ijy i)ookl)inders should be substituted for

paste. Care should also be taken to limit very

strictly the amount of glycerine and honey wliicli

are introduced into the gum-water with wliicli the

pigments are ground.

A few words may now be .said as to the injurious

gases and \apours which occur, especially in the air

of towns and of rooms lighti'd with gas. .\iniiiigsfc
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tliese hoslile agents sulphuretted hydrogen, sul-

phurous and sulphuric acid, and ammonia may be

particularly named. With the exception of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, the activity of all these com-

pounds seems to be exalted by light. Under ordinary

circumstances the entrance of these gases and vapours

can occur only through the backing of the frame.

For this reason it is advisable to cover this back-

ing with a thick layer of white lead powder, made
adhesive by the minimum quantity of gum-water
necessary for this purpose. Thus these compounds
are for the most part intercepted, being absorbed by
the white lead. The exclusion of soot, dust, tarry

matters, and other solid and liquid impurities is

sufficiently provided for in the framing arrangement

usually adopted.

I now come to the very imjiortant question of

lighting. Apart from the moisture and soot which

they produce, candles, oil, and paraffin give when
burning an illumination under which the majority

of alterable pigments suffer very little appreciable

change. Gas light, if we except, as insufficiently

tested, that obtained from the new forms of incan-

descent burners, while labouring under the dis-

advantage of producing injurious substances, is not

likely to exert any marked bad effect, so far as the

activity of its rays is concerned, upon water-colours.

The same statement cannot be made with equal

confidence as regards the electric light. Incan-

descent electric lamps are probably unobjectionable,

but the case is different with powerful arc-lamps.

The light emitted by these is exceptionally rich in

so-called " chemical " or actinic rays, and is, without

doubt, very active in producing certain kinds of

chemical change.

The effect of the rays of sitiilif/lit upon pigments

is, however, the main problem for discussion. I

use the term "sunlight" in its widest sense, as

including not merely the visible light-rays but also

those of heat and of chemical energy. And here it

may be useful to observe that the i-elative proportions

in which these rays exist in direct sunshine before it

oiters our rooms are by no means preserved after it

has traversed our windows or been reflected from our

ceilings and walls. It is, therefore, a mistake to

suppose that the illuminating ]iowcr of such modified

sunlight may be taken as a measure of its heating or

chemical energy. In point of fact, both the thermal

and the actinic rays are found to have diminished in

what is known as " diffused daylight " more con-

siderably than the luminous rays, and, in consequence,

the power of effecting chemical changes in alterable

pigments has been reduced in a greater degree than

the illumination. I do not forget, in saying this,

that the powers of the several kinds of solar rays,

visible and invisible, are not rigidly limited to par-

ticular kinds of activity, or that the true luminous

rays are capable of causing certain kinds of chemical

change. But it has been ascertained by direct ex-

periment that the reduction in luminosity of sun-

light under the ordinary conditions which obtain in

oiu' houses and picture-galleries is accompanied by
a much more -than commensurate reduction in the

power which it possesses of injuring the hue and

reducing the tone of our pigments. Thus it was

found that a slight wash of carmine, which was

almost completely bleached by six hours' exposure to

direct sunlight, suffered only a slight though dis-

tinctly appreciable deterioration by six weeks' ex-

posure to strong daylight such as fell upon it from a

north window. In the case of a very pale wash of

indigo no visible bleaching occurred under either of

the exposures named above; indeed, it required thirty

hours <^f sunshine and many months of diffused day-

light before the indigo in these experiments was

visibly affected. The results of these and of many
other similar trials show that the reduction of the

intensity of the solar light that falls upon an alter-

alile pigment is accompanied by a much more consider-

able reduction of its power of doing harm. Indeed,

it may prove quite safe to employ in water-colour

painting many pigments which, if we regarded only

the action of direct sunshine upon them, would be

considered as inadmissible from their liability to

change. It is easy to explain the great difference

in activity between sunshine and a diffused daylight

sufficiently strong to reveal the full beauties of a

water-colour drawing. Its difference does not arise

wholly from the great reduction of the heating and

chemical rays, but partly upon the fact that the

iiifenxUi) of all the rays has been greatly lowered.

From this point of view a short exposure to sunlight

and a long exposure to moderate daylight may be

compared to the effects of a cupful of boiling water

and a pailful of warm w-ater upon the human finger.

So, for example, the very high temperature reached

by a water-colour ])igment when exposed for a few

hours under glass to direct sunshine brings about

those destructive changes (in the presence of moisture

and of oxygen), which may not occur at all at the

lower temperature, however long maintained, which

would result from exposure to diffused daylight.

The same argument is ajiplicable in the case of the

visible and of the actinic rays.

But we cannot afford to neglect the fact that in

a water-colour drawing we are not dealing with a

series of unmixed washes of simple pigments. It is

certain that in some cases the commixture of pig-

ments, or the placing of a wash of one jiigment over

a wash of another, may retard or lessen the action of

light. An example in point is afforded by Leitch's

blue, a mixture of cobalt and Prussian blue. This
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mixed pigment does not appreciably fade iu sunshine

(after seven years' exposure), although one of its

constituents, Prussian blue, is much affected thereby

when employed alone. On the other hand, there

are a few cases in which the mingling of pigments

is pretty certain to increase their proneness to change

under the influence of light. Aureolin and indigo

afford an illustration of this class. With reference

to the supposed action of Indian red upon indigo

it is important to distinguish between the genuine

native Lidian red and the artificial s\d.)stituto for

it. Tlie latter, which is made by heating green

vitriol, is liable to contain impurities, which are

certain to produce an injurious effect upon indigo

in the presence of a strong light ; the fm'mer j)ig-

incnt does not appear to exert upon indigo a more

marked action than that of other varieties of iron

oxide, such as liffht red and Venetian red. The fol-

liiwiiig exj)eriinent illustrates this point. A sheet

of draw'ing- paper, after having been thoroughly

wetted, received a pale wash of ordinary water-colour

indigo. Ll^pon this wash were laid washes of pure

Lulian red (both native and artificial), of light red

and Venetian red ; washes of these iron pigments,

of the same tone, being also placed separately upon

another part of the sheet for comparison. After

twelve months' e-^posure to sunshine the indigo alone

had disappeared almost completely, while the indigo

which had been washed over with the above-named

red pigments had faded, as far as could be judged,

to about the same extent. It was possible to observe

this result by comparing the residual or altered hue

of tiie mixed pigments with the .pale red patches at

their side. That indigo is less affected by liglit the

more perfectly it is free from all admixture seems,

however, to have been proved by a series of trials of

indigoes of various qualities and degrees of purity.

In these trials the absolutely pure miX\^o, or indigothi

,

stood a severe and protracted exjwsure without change,

while unrefined Bengal indigo suffered severely.

After examining the results of many experiments,

as to the action of direct sunshine and of diffused

daylight upon washes of water-colour, we are furnished

with at least some criteria by which to judge of the

stability of water-colour drawings. We can arrange,

with a fair apjiroach to exactness, the most jiopvdar

pigments in certain categories. I unhesitatingly con-

demn such faviiurite pigments as cnrmine, crimson-

lake, and all the other colours derived from Cdchineal.

1 likewise wIkiIIv reject yellow-lakt', brc>wn-]iink,

bistre, se])ia, and Vandyke brown (the bituminous

variety). The ordinary or artificial vermilion slowly

blackens, owing to a niolei-ular diange. I'hnerald

green (the aeeto-arsenite of cojiperj cannot resist

traces of sul])huretted hydrogen, and is, moreover, in-

compatible witli the use of the cadmium yellows.

The above-named pigments, with such others (flake-

white, sap-green, violet-carmine, gamboge, chrome-

yellow, &c. &c.) as have long been discarded by

water-colourists who have any regard for the stability

of their work, form our first group. The second

group includes a numl)er of pigments which, though

not absolutely permanent even in strong daylight,

may be used in drawings which are treated with

scru]iulius care. I refer to Indian j'cllow, rose-

madder, madder - carmine, purple - madder, brown-

madder, indigo, and Prussian blue. Of this group

brown-madder is, perhaps, the least stable, while pure

indigo and madder-carmine are the least affected.

The third group of permanent or practically per-

manent pigments comprises, zinc-white, aureolin,

yellow-ochre, raw sienna, cadmium-yellow, light-red,

Indian red, viridian, ultramarine, cobalt, burnt sienna,

raw umber, Verona brown, Indian ink, ami ivory

black. In these satisfactory pigments, to which we

may add madder-carmine, the artist possesses a gamut

of colours which should suffice for all his needs.

AVhen we examine a collection of water-colour draw-

ings executed during the first half of the present

century we are often able to trace the changes of hue

and of tone due to the deterioration and fading of

brown-pink, yellow-lake, gamboge, crimson-lake, saj)-

green, and indigo. Sometimes we may perceive, iu

the edges of the drawing which have been protected

by the mount or the frame, colours quite different

from those in the contiguous parts which have been

exposed. Thus brown-pink, which was extensively

used in the representation of foreground vegetation,

has frequently degenerated into a cool and retiring

grey. On the other hand, certain permanent jiig-

ments stand out in extraordinary prominence.

In the present brief sketch of some of the rela-

tions between light and water-colours no room has

been found for the discussion of many points of in-

terest. But enough has been advanced to show the

paramount imj)ortance of guarding all water-colour

drawings iu which any pigments of organic origin

have been used from the shortest exiiosure to the

ilircci rays of the sun. It is not sufficient to have

anii>le arrangements of blinds and screens if, throuo-h

tlie occasional inadvertence of an attendant, bright

gleams of sunshine are now and again jicrmitted

to enter, and to travel from picture to i)icture,

even though they rest upon each one for a few

minutes only. It has also been seen that excess

of moisture, and especially movements of moisture,

within the framed drawing must be ob\iated. In

the process of painting itself, sonu'thing may be doiu'

towards securing jiernianence b\ incor]iorating (he

pignu'uts with the superficial layer of the paper; but

mutdi more by the \ise of jiure pa]ier and a juiliciously

selected and restricted palette. A. 11. Cniiuil.
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"SIR FREDEEICK LEIGHTON, BART., P.R.A., D.C.L., LL.D."

By George Frederick Watts, R.A., D.C.L., LL.D.

FOR more than one reason Mv. G. F. Watts's

portrait of Sir Frederick Leighton is attractive

beyond most of his works in this branch of art. The

subject, in the iirst place, is a good one. The hand-

some and commanding face and figure of the Pre-

sident in his Doctor's robes present an opportunity

not often offered for producing a pictures(iue portrait.

But the knowledge that, with the exception perhaps

of Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sir Frederick Leighton is

the most skilful administrator and most enlightened

President that the Academy has ever had adds a

very peculiar interest to the picture ; and as we gaze

at it we feel, as we have more than once expressed,

that he has made it almost impossible for any im-

mediate successor to preside with equal brilliancy.

It is therefore fitting that he should have been

painted by the greatest of our living portrait-painters,

wearing the robes of his degree and with his chain of

ofHce abont his neck. We cannot say that the legs

of the wrestler and the tail end of the python of the

President's famous statue are highly-pictorial adjuncts

as represented in the corner of the picture, but they

are useful from motives of composition, and serve to

remind the spectator of the dual art of the sitter.

The selection of the subject's costume must

surelv have been a piece of bravado on the part of

the painter, fur ni'ver before have the cruelly-offensive

scarlet and magenta of the robes been satisfactorily

handled by any artist, no matter how eminent. Sir

John Millais was herein hardly successful in his

portrait of jNIr. Gladstone; and Mr. Browning, if

we remember aright, failed far more conspicuously

in his likeness of Mr. Robert Browning. Mr. Watts,

however, has grappled with the difficulty, and has

come nearer to success than any that have gone

before. Handling his pigments with consummate

knowledge and taste, he has combined the opposing

colours in such a manner that they no longer do

violence to the spectator. The painting of the head

must command unfeigned admiration, despite the

fact that the colour is somewhat dry. This in-

deed is unavoidable, seeing that Mr. Watts paints

with as little medium as possible, in the convic-

tion that medium is chiefly responsible for the rapid

fading of a picture in tone, and that it is better

to sacrifice a little depth to permanency of colour.

The painting and modelling of the head could not

lie surpassed : the massive brow, the delicately-

chiselled nose, and, above all, the character of the

man, all render the portrait one of extraordinary

truth and of wonderfully picturesque effect. We
are told that the picture, which was exhibited in

1881 but is only just completed, is a gift from Mr.

Watts to the Royal Academy.

CURRENT ART.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

WRITING as we do at some distance of time

from the opening of the Ro^'al Academy

doors to the representatives of the Press, we must

restrict our remarks in this initial article to some of

the more important canvases of the exhibition wdiich

an early examination has enabled us to study. We
cannot but believe that this first review, appearing

concurrently with the " Press Day " itself, will prove

acceptable to the reader ; while he may be further

interested by the knowledge that this is the first

occasion whereon an illustrated magazine article on

the great art-display of the year has been actually

published before the last days of April. We venture

to think that this unprecedented event—of no very

great iinporlaneo in itself, perhaps—may at least be

considered as an evidence of the possibilities of latter-

day art-journalism; for in a pul)lication such as The

Magazine of Art, an illustrated paper demands,

under ordinary circumstances, no less than three

months in preparation before the day of issue.

Perhaps the most interesting contribution to the

exhibition is Sir Frederick Leighton's picture of

"Andromache at the Well." For many reasons it

may claim our deepest respect, for it is in some

respects the President's nwyinim opus. It has been

thoroughly well thought out, and is not only an

admirable example of the excellences and faults of

its painter (whose pictorial shortcomings, curiously

enough, are a thousand times more obvious than his

many and subtle merits), but is in itself a complete
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exposition of the art of painting. It might intleotl

be made the text of an exhaustive treatise ; subject,

composition, line, character, colour—all are here, save

that quality of atmosphere and tone to which a

powerful section of the modern school of painting

are devoting their almost exclusive attention, but

which Sir Frederick has ignored with all but com-

plete consistency. We cannot therefore do better

than take these points in order, illustrating them

to some extent by our reproduction of the artist's

original crayon study for the jjicture. This study,

by the way, has in every (save one minor) detail

—

that of a portion of Andromache's drapery—been

strictly followed in the picture.

In the first place, the subject is not so much an

illustration of Homer's description as a realisation

of the poet's suggestion : it is complementary, not

merely imitative. Tliis is the proof, indeed, of the

true artist—the power to realise the hinted concep-

tion of another without slavish reproduction ; always

assuming, of course, that absolute originality is not

what he aims at for the moment. Bare imitation may
be the sincerest flattery, but reverent development of

a suggestion is the truest homage. In this way only

can the union of mental independence with adaptability

and self-restraint be exemplified.

The subject itself is happily chosen. One of the

most intensely human episodes in the " Iliad " is

where Hector, having armed for battle, takes leave of

his wife Andromache, and, resisting her passionate

appeals to stay and be satisfied in defending Troy,

reminds her of the danger the city would run were

he to fail to take command. He recalls to her mind
the fateful prophecy, and exclaims

—

" Yet come it will, the day decreed by fates

(llow my heart trembles while my tongue relates !)—

The day when thou, imperial Troy, must bend.

And see thy warriors fall, thy glories end.

And yet no dire presage so wounds my mind,

3Iy mother's death, the ruin of my kind,

Not Priam's hoary hairs defiled with gore,

Not all my brothers gasping on the shore,

As thine, Andromache, thy griefs I dread.

I sec the trembling, weeping captive led,

In Argivc looms our battles to design.

And woes, of which so large a part was thine !

To bear the victor's hard commands, or bring
Tho weight of waters from Ilyperia's spring.

There, while you groan beneath the load of life.

They cry, ' Behold tho mighty Hector's wife '.

'

Some haughty Greek, who lives thy tears to see,

Embitters all thy woes by naming mc."

In this large painting, which measures fourteen

feet by seven, tlu' artist has represented the fulfil-

ment of the drciiil iH-iipln'cy. Ill' has imagined tlie

enslaved AndrdUiarhe awaiting lier turn to draw
water at "clear Ilyperia's spring"—the meanest of

all menial ollii-es. The scene is the stone path

leading to the fountain in the Thessalian farmyard

of Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles; and is peopled in a

manner entirely of his own conception. Here is the

stately Andromache, her eyes red with weeping, and

clad in black draperies—the one sad and sombre note

in the whole brfght scene. The rest of the slaves,

girls and women, of every degree of grace and

beauty, precede and follow her. She has set her

hydria at her feet, and stands with patience and

dignity, overwhelmed by intense grief; when, raising

her eyes, her glance falls on a hapjiy group of father,

mother, and child, and, with rushing memories of her

own happiness, now for ever gone, her tears burst

forth afresh. In front "some haughty Greek"—

a

soldier, maybe, from the wars—jwints over his

shoulder at the unfortunate heroine, explaining to

his youthful companion as he peers at the noble face,

"Behold the mighty Hector's wife!" The blue

sky is laden with heavy cumulus clouds, which seem

to emphasise the note of disturbance in the fair

summer scene, and perhaps, too, the distress of the

sympathising gods. So much for the subject and

character of the design.

It is in some sense an advantage for the reader

that with the absence of colour the anatomy, at once

simple and complex, of the jDicture is laid bare, and

the beauty and ingenuity of the composition disclosed.

It will be seen that the design consists of two main

aggregate groups arranged in circular form. These

are divided and united by the interesting figure of

Andromache, who chiefly enlists our sympathies; and

though her tall black form is artfully employed to

prevent the complete welding of the two halves of the

picture (for "one harmonious whole" would insuffi-

ciently express the cruel pathos of the scene), the sense

of colour is carried across through the powerful land-

scape and sky beyond. Looking at these two main

groups we find that each is made up of a number

of minor groups, the majority of them of exquisite

beauty. The afore-mentioned father, mother, and

child compose a design as charming as it is in-

genious ; the two girls beyond form a passage full of

delicacy and grace; while the four children behind

the heroine and the grown maidens with pitchers on

their heads or in their arms are no less beautiful.

The group at the well suffers, it aj)pears to us,

from the exceeding height of at least one of the

water-drawers; but herein lies one of the peculiarities

of the painter, who constantly brings excess of height

to secure stateliness and grace.

We have dwelt at some length on Uw composition

of this work, because " line," one of the highest and

most schiilarly ol' (iThnical ipialities, is not understood,

and is, indeed, practically ignored, by I'higlish artists.

Wiicther this is from simple want of knowledge or

Imni constitutional defect, we do not ju'etend to say;
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but the fiict remains tliat with the exoeptiou of Sir

Frederick Leighton and Mr. "Watts, and in a less

degree of Mr. Albert Moore, and, among the younger

men, Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, no one of our painters

seems to possess anything like a complete appreciation

of the value and virtue

of line.

In point of colour

" Andromache at the

Well" presents few un-

usual features. The

draperies are drawn with

what may be called the

dainty dignity that is

one of the distinctive

merits of the President,

and are painted in every

delicate tint of colour,

in the rainbow or out of

it. The jjervading lack

of truth and reality in

the flesh-painting is no

drawback to the picture,

for its ideality of treat-

ment lends additional

romance to the composi-

tion. The richness and

strength of the land-

scape and the sky are

striking and welcome as

efforts in themselves

;

but the vigour of the

latter will be felt to

be somewhat disturbing,

while the effect of it is

to bring it too near

the spectator. Taking

the picture as a whole,

it is certainly the best

and most important pro-

duct of the President's

matured powers, while

it marks with precision

the extent and the limit

of his splendid painter's

capabilities.

In his portrait of

" Lady Coleridge " in

evening costume, Sir

Frederick has painted

feather fan are rendered with exti'aordinary rervf and

dash, while the ease of the pose, and the scheme of the

colour—grey and crimson lake—combine to make an

effective, though not exactly powerful, portrait-picture.

Mr. AVatts's contribution is a fascinating little

work of the figura-

tive order, called
" Dawn." This delight-

ful personification of

Aurora stands on a

peaked mountain -top,

her fair form turned

away from the spectator,

and the orange drapery

which plays round her

lower limbs fluttering,

like her hair, in the

breeze. The golden-yel-

low light fills the air

and gilds the heavens,

and as the graceful Dawn
raises her arms to deck

her hair, the hooting

owl sinks down into the

darkness of the melting

mists at her feet. It will

lie seen that there is

nothing of very striking

originality in all this

—

save the colouring of the

skies ; but the method

of treatment and the

charming delicacy of the

work prove, what has

often been proved before,

that ]\Ir. Watts is one of

the truest and purest

poets of the da}-.

The portraits of Mr.

Poynter do not call for

any special mention, for,

with the exception of

two, they represent, pie-

Foi; ] iijii:!; ix " axdeomache at the well.

(/};/ Si)- Frnltricl; Lciyhton, Bart., P. It. A.)

torially speaking, unin-

teresting people. Those

two exceptions are Miss

Burne-Jones—-who has

before now been so beau-

tifully rendered by Mr.

Watts, Mr. Richmond,

with more than his usual brilliancy. The archness and ^Ir. Burne-Jones himself—and the artist's own

of the piquant face, which is planted so well upon the portrait for the Uffizzi Gallery. The prevailing

neck, and is turned full upon the spectator, is treated tones of Miss Jones's likeness are white and green,

with much of the feeling of Sir Joshua Reynolds, and she is represented as sitting by a dwarf piano

—

though the colour of the flesh is again not entirely her own possession, by the way—her lingering fingers

pleasing. The greyish satin dress and light pink slowly turning the music-page. M. U.S.
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AN ACADEMY CRITIC OF A HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

THE art-criticism of to-day, while it has the merit

of being highly decorous, has also, as a rule,

the disadvantage of being eminently dull.

The Lyric Odes to the Royal Academicians,

written by Dr. Wolcott (best known b^' his pseu-

donym of "Peter Pindar") in the years 1782, 1783,

17S5, and 1786, are not always decorous, but then

they are never dull, and stand the test of being

found fresh, vigorous, and lively more than a hundred

years after they were written.

Sarcastic, bitter, severe, and coarse as his lines

often were. Dr. Wolcott must be credited with the

true perceptive power of distinguishing the good

from the bad in art, of singling out the pearl from

the paste, and also with an honest}^ of belief which

prevented him ever bowing down tlie knee to the

mere fashionable favourite of the da}'. Perhaps the

most striking instance of this true discrimination is

to be found in the ode relating to Loutherbourg

and Wilson.

How exactly the prophetic forecast in the last

verse has been fulfilled, those who have seen the

noble pilace taken by the works of Wilson in the

recent exhibition in the Grosvenor Gallery of " A
Century of British Art " can judge :

—

"And Loutherbourg, when Heaven so wills,

To make hrass skies and golden hills,

With marble bullocks in glass pastures grazing

;

Thy reputation too will rise,

And people, gaping with surprise,

Cry, ' Jlonsicur Loutherbourg is most amazing.'

" But thou must wait for that event

;

Perhaps the change is never meant

—

Till then, with me thy pencil will not shine

;

Till then, old red-nosed Wilson's art

Will hold its empire o'er my heart,

By Britain left in poverty to pine.

" But, honest Wilson, never mind ;

Immortal praises thou shalt iind,

And for a dinner have-no cause to fear.

Thou start' st at my prophetic rhymes:

Don't be impatient for those times

;

Wait till thou hast been dead a hundred year."

Always appreciative of Sir Joshua Reynolds

—

" Sir Joshua's matchless pieces.

Works ! that a Titian's hand could form alone

—

Works I that a Kubens had been proud to own "

—

and of Gainsborough

—

" Whose pencil, when he chooses, can be chaste,

(live Nature's form, and please the eye of taste "

—

he seems to have made Benjamin West a sort of

St. Sebastian in whom to shoot the arrows of his

satire :

—

" Still bleeding from his last year's wound
Which from my doughty lance he found

;

Methinksl hear the trembling painter bawl,

' AATiy dost thou persecute me. Said? ' "

" West, let me whisper in thy ear

—

Snug as a thief within a mill.

From me thou hast no cause to fear ,

To panegyric will I turn my skill

;

And if thy picture I am forced to blame,

I'll say most handsome things about the frame."

Again, on a picture by West in 1 78.5 :

—

" Candour must own that fi'cquently thy paints

Have played the i!cril with the saints;

For me 1 I fancy them like doves and throstles 1

But thou, if we believe thy Art—
Enough to make us. pious Christians, start

—

Hast very scurvy notions of Apostles."

And in the Farewell Odes for 1786 :

—

'

'• The holy Scripture says, ' All flesh is grass ;

'

With Mr. West, all flesh is

—

brick or brass ;

Except his horse-flesh :—that, I freely own,

Is often of the choicest —Fortland stone.''

Cruel, perhaps, but witty certainly, is the ode in

which " the Poet lamenteth the death of Mv. Hone,

an R.A." :—
" There's one R.A. more dead ; stiff is poor Hone !

His works be with him—under the same stone.*****
" Go, then, poor Hone ! and join a numerous train

Sunk in tthlivion's wide pacific ocean

;

And may its whale-like stomach feel no motion,

To cast thee, like a Jonah, up again."

The yearly crop of discontent which accompanies

every recurring exhibition of the Royal Academy

usually finds vent in mutterings and grumblings at

the Council of that body. There is little wonder, then,

that the Council comes in for a share of the whip :

—

*' How is it that such miserable stuff

The walls of this stupendous building stains ?

The Council's cars with pleasure I could cuff

:

Mind me—I don't say, batter out their brains."

The annual dinner was an institution with the

Academy then, as now ; but in the hundred years

the Academy has grown to be marvellously rich

instead of being " marvellously poor," while the

desire to have the great ones of the land bidden to

the feast has known no change :

—

" Th' Academy, though marvellously poor,

Can once a year afford to eat

;

By means of kind donations at the door

The members make a comfortable treat

:

Like gipsies in a barn around their King,

That annual meet to munch and dance and sing.

" A feast was made of flesh, fish, tarts, creams, jellies,

To suit the various qualities of bellies ;

Mine grumbled to be asked and be delighted,

But wicked Peter's paunch was not invited.
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" Yet, though no message waited on the burd

AVith fompliments from academic names,

The Prince of Wales received a civil card,

His Grace of Orleans too, and Duke Fitzjames

;

Count de Laiizan and Count Cenflan

—

A near relation to the man
In whose poor sides old Hawke once fixed his claws

—

Were welcomed by the academic lords,

Either by writing or by words,

To come and try the \-igoui' of their jaws."

Here and there throughout the odes is given

Advice to a Painter, and the following lines afford

evidence not only of his wit and wouderfid jjower

Of steel and purest silver form your waters.

And make your clouds like rocks and alligators.

AMiene'er you paint the moon, if you are willing

To gain applause—why, paint her like a shilling

;

Or Sol's bright orb—be sure to make him glow

Precisely like a guinea, or a jo."

Few jxiinters nowadays confine themselves to

repeating one phase of nature, such as moonlight,

while the " painter of moonlights " was a distinct

character in the art of a hundred years ago. Shoidd

that character be revived, it is to he lumped that he

will not merit this criticism.

DE. JOHN WOLCOTT (PETEB PINHAB).

(Painted by J. Opie, It. A. Engraeril !/»/ ,T. il. Johnstone.)

of versification, hut also of the soundnc'^s of his

views concerning art.

" If at a distance you would paint a pig.

Make out each single bristle on his back
;

Or if your meaner subject be a wig,

Let not the caxon a distinctness lack
;

Else all the lady critics will so stare,

And, angry, vow, ' 'Tis not a bit like hair.'

"Be smooth as glass—like Conner, finisli high

Then every tongue commends

—

For people judge not only by the eye,

But/fc/ your meiit by their finger-ends :

Nay ! closely nosing, o'er the picture dwell

;

As if to try the goodness by the smell.*****
" Give me the pencil, whose amazing style

Makes a bird's beak appear at twenty mile

;

And to my view, eyes, legs, and claws will bring.

With every feather of his tail and wing.

" Slake all your trees alike, for Nature's wild—
Fond of variety, a wayward child

;

To blame your taste some blockheads may presume ; •

But mind tliat every cue be like a broom.

" Thy landscape equals Derby Wright's,

Whose canvas gives us very disnud niglits

;

O'er woollen liills, where gold and sileer moons

Now mount like sixpences, and now balloons

;

Where curling- wild, in different directions

Nice vermicelli represents njlections .'

In short, where everything we see appear

Seems to exclaim— ' Wluit business have we here ? '
"

Peter Pindar was no mure vulgar satirist. The

coarseness of some of his lines is a fault largely due

to the age in .which he lived ; but the beauty and

refinement of the exquisite address " To my Candle
"

proclaim him a true poet. This cannot be quoted

here, as it does not touch upon him as an art-critic

;

but who can fail to recognise the charm of the verse

in one of the odes where " the Poet hinteth to Artists

the value of time " ?

—

" Time's sand is wonderfully small

;

It slips between the fingers in a liurry

:

Therefore on each young artist let me call,

To prize it, as an Indian does liis curry.''

Pkteu M.\(..\.\».
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ART UNIONS AND ART LOTTERIES.

THE earlier history of Art Unions yoes fur to prove £12,900, a prosperous state of things which conjured

that, while attracting' the general public, and up roseate visions of practically unlimited patronage

promoting an interest in the Fine Arts, as was the for art in the future. The Committee very appro-

primary object of their foundation, these institutions priately urged arguments which, with equal pro-

have in a degree supplied that patronage so esseu- priety, may be applied in furtherance of the forth-

tial for the encouragement of art and its professors, coming Art Union of the Royal Institute of Painters

Pictures. ,i,/,4f/i. tin: /,. Ac-./lM <'t //. /!^' '^ay ,///ii,i '^rt^/i

THE BATTLE OF THE PTITTURES.

(Frnm the Eniimvina by William ITognrth.)

which, in earlier days, was provided by the mnnifi- in Water Colours, Piccadilly, inaugurated to con-

cenee and liberal tastes of princes and prelates. The solidate that im[)ortant undertaking as regards the

Art Union of London has just completed its first stable development of the nafionul art of water-
.1

half-century of. existence, having been established

in 1837 by two or three public-si)irited individuals.

Though not the earliest institution of this descri]i-

tion founded in Great Britain—an art union on

the continental system having been estnblislicd in

Edinburgh in ]S.'51 with but small beginnings

the expansion of the London society was rapid.

colour painting: "every man has it in his power,

merely by spreading a knowledge of the objects and

jdan of the art union in his own particular circle,

still further to extend its influence and ability of

doing good.''

Art unions, in their extended apjilication, have

justified the conclusions—almost prophetical in their

\n 1837 the sum subscribed for the advancement far-seeing perceptions—of that idiilosr)])hicul noblc-

of art wns £489. In I s I :! tlu' am.iunl reaclicil man, the V.\n\ r,i' Siiaflc^bury, wlio averred in 1712
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(at a time " when the arts were sunk to the lowest

ebb in Britain," sajs AValpole, and the infancy of

tlie British school had hardly commenced) that in

contradistinction to tlie patronage oi: a despotic and

ostentatious monarch (Louis XIV.), the freedom of

the popular voice in England was likely to prove more

favourable to the cultivation of native talents, and

that " to the arts the voice of the people is the

breath of life."

The fashion for raising funds by lottery for any

national purpose commenced with Elizabeth's reign.

The ostensible motive being " the reparation of har-

bours, fortifications, and other useful public w-orks,"

a " very rich lottery general of money, plate, and

certain sorts of merchandise, good tapestry meet for

hanging, and other covertures," was set forth by royal

order, 1.567. The proclamations for these lotteries

were licaded with a woodcut delineating a tempting

display of gold and silver plate heaped u]i in pr.ifu-

sion ; the plate itself was to be viewed at the royal

goldsmith's, where the prizes seem to have been ex-

hibited for a considerable time ; the lots, amounting

to £400,000, were issued at 10s. each; they were

cut up into halves and quarters, and these were

again subdivided " for convenience of poorer classes."

The faithful lieges were not imiiationt to invest

their money; "adventurers" had to be driven, and

amongst the State papers are the memoranda of

charges extending over two j'ears, in which the

Cjueen is shown "dragooning" for national gambling,

" so that there shall not one parish escape, but they

shall bring in some money into the lots;" and this

in opposition to the apparent general reluctance to

be forced into speculations in the loio puhllco. To

further this pet scheme the Lord Mayor issued pro-

clamations, and one John Johnson was by the Lords

of the Council, Leicester and Cecil, appointed " Sur-

veyor of Lotteries." On the 1 1th of January, 15G9,

the drawing and distribution began in a temporary

building erected for the purpose at the west door of

St. Paul's Cathedral, and continued day and night

until May.

The arts of the goldsmith and jeweller flourished

under the patronage of such extensive schemes for

distributing their ware ; the Stuarts seemed to favour

these branches consistently. A similar plate lottery

was held in 1619, ostensibly "for the advantage of

the colonies." Charles I. projected one in 1630, to

raise funds for bringing water to London, upon

the principle later carried out by the New River

Company. During the Civil Wars, and after the

Restoration, gifts of plate were made by the Crown

to aid poor adherents, and under the pretence of

dis])Osing of gold and silversmiths' work "on behalf

of trulv loyal indigent officers," lotteries were re-

newed which, bke other abuses, speedily became

patent monopolies, and were farmed by speculators,

the prize-drawing taking place in the plaj'houses.

The lottery mania reached its culminating point

during the " South-Sea Bubble " days.

Abroad, lotteries were drawn for almost every-

thing. The hint is presumed to have been taken from

the Romans—from ambitious tribunes, from those who

aspired to the purple, and from emperors who, endea-

vouring to retain popular favour, distributed tickets or

tokens inscribed with the names of those gifts to wdiich

the holders were entitled. The lotteries of Augustus,

Nero, and Heliogabalus were tickets drawn from

vases—the prizes being varied, some costly, others

farcical : a ticket inscribed in one case with an order

for six shares, in another for six flies. Louis XIV.

emulated the imperial example at ]Marli, where he held

lotteries for the amusement of the ladies of his Court.

The tickets were free, and there were no blanks.

There were lotteries for building bridges, churches,

and convents, and, at Hamburg, in 161-5, for a house

of correction ; as well as for portioning deserving but

dowerless maidens. To those who assisted in promot-

ing the latter Pope Sextus V. promised the remission

of their sins—surely a prize bej'ond the scope of modern

art unions.

The " Wheel of Fortune " is understood to be

of Genoese origin. It was both the method of draw-

ing the names of those nobles who were selected

by the popular voice as senators of the Republic, and

an avenue for gambling, for the electors betted upon

the names of their respective candidates. In 1630,

the name of Gentile not having been drawn, it was

inferred that this had been abstracted by the Evil

One ; but on the wheel later being taken to pieces the

name was found accidentally fixed within, a coinci-

dence which has also occurred in the case of London

lottery prize-tickets.

At home, the ajiplication of the lottery system

was extended to works of art, as a method for

enlisting popular interest in a branch which, until

the days of Hogarth, was barely recognised, and was

almost without patronage. " The March of the

Guards to Einchley" w-as published by subscription,

the sum of seven shillings and sixpence entitling the

holder of Hogarth's receipt to one eojiy. The painter

announced in The General Advertiser (March 16,

1750): " Xote.—Each print will be half-a-guinea

after the subscription is over; and in the Subscrip-

tion Book will be seen a proposal which, being com-

j)lied with, will entitle a subscriber to the picture,

which shall be delivered as soon as the engraving

is iiuisheil." The proposal was to the effect that

everyone who chose to pay the half - guinea in

fidl would be entitled to a further ticket for the

raffle of the picture. The tickets numbered 2,010.

When the subscription was closed, 1,843 tickets
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were disposed of ; tlie remaininij hundred and

sixty-seven tickets Hou^arth reserved fur the henefit

of that Foundling- Hospital, to whii'h he rendered

great service by his talents and inlluence benevo-

kntly exerted to promote its early institution. The

General Allroihei- of May 1 states—"Yesterday at

two o'clock the box was opened, and the fortunate

chance was No. 1,9-il, which belongs to the said

Hospital ; and the same night Mr. Hogarth delivered

the picture to the Governors."

In 171'5 Hogarth instituted a novel scheme for

disposing of several series of his pictures, when the

right of bidding itself was determined hy a kind of

lottery. The ticket of admission was characteristic of

the humourist—the subject being "The Battle of the

Pictures," in which is represented a conilict between

the works of the old masters and the painting Hogarth

desired to sell (see p. 24.5). The second picture of

the "Marriage !\ la Mode" series is suffering from

contact with the " Aldabrandini ^[arriage." A " jMag-

dalene" is breaking through the canvas of " The

Harlot's Progress." In the upper stage of the com-

bat the ancients are the sufferers. The drinking

orgie in "The Rake's Progress" has made a hole

through Titian's " Feast of Olympus; " and a "Bac-

chanalian Feast " by Rubens is damaged by " The

Modern Midnight Conversation."

The first important lottery of pictures in this

country was that sanctioned by Act of Parliament

to enable John Boydell to realise " The Shakespeare

Gallery," a project in which the enterpriser had sunk

£350,000. The depression of both home and foreign

trade, consequent upon the protracted war with

France, was such that at the age of eighty-five the

alderman found himself under the necessity of apply-

ing for permission to hold a lottery for the disposal

of the 170 original paintings constituting the Shake-

speare Gallery, the premises in Pall jNIall, together

with his other collections of pictures, drawings, and

prints. The Act was obtained, the lottery sanctioned,

and Boydell lived to see every ticket sold. It

was drawn January 38, ISO.j ; the winning number

8,001', entitling the holder to the great prize, the

freehold of the Shakespeare Gallery and the ])i(-

tures, happened to belong to Tassie of Leicester

Square, ne[)liew of the famous imitator of antique

cameos. In May, the same year, the pirlures were

sold by INIr. Christie in separate lots, and thus this

andjitious undertaking, wliich was at one time re-

garded as a nalicinal monument, disappeared com-

])letely.

The stirring times of Napulcuu, which were

apparently fatal to the well'are of art in this eimnlry,

it is said, are to be credited with the intrudu(-4iou of

art unions into France. Thence they passed, with

uther Freiieh novelties, across the Belgian fniutier.

and found a congenial soil—even the small towns

taking them up; and thus, in ISH, was established

the Art LTnion of Malines.

Germany has generally been recognised as their

birthplace, and it is certain that their inqjortance as

regards the education of public taste and the diffu-

sion of the civilising impulses is chiefly due to the

inlluence they secured there. Special interest attaches

to the association established at Diisseldorf in 1839, to

include the Rhine provinces and Westphalia, since its

aims were higher as a power for the encouragement

of genius. In the space of twenty years it was the

means of placing twenty-four altarpieees in churches,

of decorating public buildings with important monu-

mental works, besides furnishing the frescoes in

the council-chambers at Elberfeld and at Aix-la-

Chapelle. Britain was early interested in the scheme,

and, in IS34-, the first art union was introduced into

Scotland; it was not too soon, according to accounts;

"the cause of its introduction was not so much the

hope of bettering the condition as the necessity' of

preventing the utter extinction " of everything be-

yond the practice of portrait-painting. The Academy

of Edinburgh had failed deplorably as regards the

substantial patronage accorded to ideal art, thus it

was calculated that sometimes as little as £35, and

never more than £300, represented the total expended

at the annual exhibitions, and that ])ietures of the

lowest class were alone selected fur purchase. In-

significant as were the sums spent in works of art

in Edinburgh before the advent of the art union, the

Royal Hibernian Academy fared infinitely worse. It

was stated before a Committee of the House of Com-

mons held in 1815, to consider the question of art

imions, that in four years the entire sum expended

upon the patronage of art during the exhibitions of

the Royal Hibernian Academy only reached thirty

shillings !

In 1856 it was calculated that the various

societies in the LTnited Kingdom, founded upon the

l)rinciples already described, had expended the sum

of one milliou sterling in promoting the interests of

art. America was early alive to the advantages

which accrue from th!>se institutions when intelli-

gently carried forward. Tlie Art I'nion of New York,

established in 1838, supplies with works of art and

supports two galleries in that city; and the members,

recognising the benefits arising from the reciprocal

system, have estaldished between their society and

the famous institution inaugurated at Diisseldorf a

])lan for exchanging both ideas and works of art.

The London society differs from the associations

abroad, after which the Edinburgh Art Union is con-

stituted. This diversity is in the method op distribut-

ing the fuiuls. In the last named tlie sum collected

is entrusted to a couunittee of i)ersons, iiresumably
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experienced jiidg'es iu art matters, to whoso eapaljili-

ties the task of seleetiou is cuntidod, and the picturesj

&c., chosen on this system, are distributed to the

subscribers by lot. Tliis method is supposed to satisfy

a hig-her artistic standard than the ]3hin accepted by

the London Art Union, of distributing the money,

or voucliers, by lot, and leaving to prize-holders the

option of selecting any picture of equivalent value

from the walls of the exhibitions.

As to the mode of drawing art unions, that is

curiousTreasury Order, 1 77.5, on the subject of fraudu-

lent tamperings with the tickets, thus concludes:

—

" It is therefore ordered, for preventing the like wicked

practices in future, that every boy liefore he is suf-

fered to put his hand into either wheel, be brought

by the proclaimer to the managers on duty, for them
to see that the bosoms and sleeves of his coat lie

closely buttoned, his pockets sewed up, and his hands

examined ; and tha-t during the time of his being on

duty, he shall keep his left hand in his girdle behind

THE EEPEESEXTATION OF THE DKAWINO OF THE STATE LOTTKBY AT OUILDIIAI.I,, 17()3.

copied from the lottery scheme of blanks and prizes

thrown into a wheel. One of the early lotteries,

1683 (to raffle the jewels of Prince Rupert, then

lately deceased), drawn in the Banqueting-House,

Charles II. attended in person to verify that no more

than the stipulated number of blanks were made use

of, and to see that the papers inscribed with prizes

were all in order: "these were rolled up in his pre-

sence,^' and to a child, appointed by his i\Iajesty, or

the adventurers, was entrusted tiie office of drawing

the lots. The agents chosen for drawing State lot-

teries were Bluecoat boys from Christ's Hospital, as

shown in the pictures of the public distributions; and

tile poor youths were exposed to all kinds of temp-

tations at the instance of nefarious speculators. A

him, and his right hand open, with his fingers ex-

tended."

The plan adopted in the Art Union of London

closely resembles the earlier formula. Tims an alpha-

betical list of subscribers, marked in numerical se-

quence, according to the number of chances, was

placed before the chairman. Numbered wooden tal-

lies, corresponding with the total tickets sold, were

placed within a large wheel by scrutineers appointed

by the meeting. A second wheel contained the prizes,

represented by tallies marked according to the values

of the respective stims. The larger wheel was turned,

and a lady, deputed by the meeting to act as the

arl)itress of fortune, drew forth a number which one

of the committee announced to the audience ; the
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secretary read aloud from the alpluxLetical list the

name and address inscriued against the numlx'r

drawn ; a second lady j)roceeded to draw a tally from

the wheel containing the prizes, the other secretary

announced the value, which was duly entered against

the successful name and number, and so on until the

prizes were exhausted. This method has its recom-

mendations, as, the names and addresses of the suc-

cessful subscribers being i)ronouuced before the prize

is known, mistakes as to identity cannot occur. In

the bad old times of State lotteries great was the

disappointment and misery consequent upon misap-

])rehensions of this nature— such errors being of

constant occurrence. JosEi'ir GiiEGO.

A DETHRONED MASTERPIECE OF THE REVIVAL.

WHILE climbing the steep ascent of that ancient are everywhere springing up in brilliant patches from

street which leads past the old Palazzo Pub- the dreaming earth, the wayfarer, as he turns the

blico at Arezzo, thickly hung with the armorial corner towards the duomo, will probably feci the keen

bearings of scores of bygone Podestas long since air that sweeps the cathedral close, and remember how

THE MIItlNl'; OF SAN DO.N'ATO.

{In Ihc Duomo of AiKzo.)

cniuiblcil into unrememljered dust, if the lime chance A'illani at1rii)u(es llic long list of eminent names
to lall upon one of those days in the v:iv\y prluuircni claimed by Arezzo a.s her sons to the inlhienee of its

when (lie wil(i-ll(.w(Ts in tlicNal <ll Cliiana brlow bracing power ; or recall Mirha.'l Angelo's piiti-icitie
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laudation to liis compatriot Vasarl regardiug " dell'

aria del vostro paese di Arezzo."

And one can scarcely pass up that time-worn

way, where no hum of busy life falls too harshly,

without thinking of some at least of the poets and

painters who likewise have at one time or another

climbed that same narrow street. Its breadth is but

a span, and none can pass without observation. You

may each day, with but little effort of the imag'ina-

tion, in a street haunted by so many memories, pick

and choose whom you shall meet toiling- up to the

open Piazza !
" The roll of mighty poets'' is not yet

" folded by the INIuses; " neither was the name of him

who gave utterance to the thought "writ in water !

"

Shall it then to-day be Messer Petraroa— whilom

keeper of the Archives to the Signori of Florence, sent

into exile with Dante—and his little son born in the

old house in the Sobborgo del' Orto hard by ? The

handsome boy with the large bright eyes, clad in

tight hose and tunic, his curling hair confined by a

bright-coloured berretta, has not yet felt within the

stirring of that fatal gift which separates its pos-

sessor from his kind so that he

—

" Grows iicvei-morp again,

As a roed with the reeds in the river."

Neither has he yet dreamed of Latira, nor seen that

mountain village in the Errganean hills, where his

latter days went down the vale of years! Or shall

it be old Spinello, yet living, though his work at

San Miuiato and the Pisan Campo Santo was done ?

Or the witty Aretino; or Buonarroti himself, over

from Castel Caprese to look at Giovanni Pisano's

masterpiece, then ;Z()0 years old, or Pojie Gregory's

tomb, who died here, overweighted with his prepara-

tions for a new crusade to the Ibdy Land? Or if

for neither of these objects, then to pace in thought-

ful meditation the Passeggio del Prato, or public

walk beyond? There may be seen loveliest views

across the Chiana, with its broad stretches of corn

and vineyard, and fields wafting upward the grate-

ful incense of sweet-smelling grasses, and hedges

and acacia thickets decked with wild roses and white

convolvoli, glistening like snow amid their silky,

tremulous leaves, while beyond, in soft outlines, sleep

the far mountains, supplying that interchange of

colour and suavity of line which no northern land-

scape can possess.

We are standing, be it remembered, on the self-

same eminence whence Flaminius watched the wily

operations of the Carthaginians on the plains below,

by means of which Hannibal lured the Roman Con-

sul to his doom at Thrasymene. But that is long-

ago ! To-day we will suppose to be 1,700 years

later, a.d. 1520, and gazing across to the same

old neighbouring hill-city overlooking Thrasymene,

grey Cortona, with its convent-crested summit

fringed with dark cypresses, we see a little company

descending the steep declivity of the mountain

spur. Among them is an aged man richly attired

in the picturesque costume of the time, Luea Sig-

norelli, who, to the last hour, loved to live splen-

didl}' and dress, handsomely ! The men belong to

the Compagnia di S. Gordamo of Arezzo, and they

carrv on their shoulders Signorelli's last great work,

" The Virgin throned in glory amid cherubs, with

God the Father above in benediction," which Vasari

tells us was borne by them the whole distance from

Cortona to Arezzo, Signorelli accompanying them to

see it placed in the church, not far removed from

where now the shadows sleep in the silent market

place, and to see for the last time his contempora-

ries and friends. When he returned to Cortona he

was accompanied by a number of citizens on his way,

" like a lord," says the chronicler, as he doubtless

was.

Our business to-day, however, is with San Dnuato's

altar-shrine of two centuries earlier (1286), in the

duomo yonder, and hereby must have passed Gio-

vanni to his daily task, undisturbed by the conflicts

of the time, for the Bianchi and Neri were fighting

against each other with a hatred which rivalled

that of the Guelphs and Ghilielliues, to which they

succeeded. The work was an imjiortant one, cost-

ing 30,000 florins in gold, and Giovanni was still

scarcelv in his prime ! But had he not worked long

years under his father, the great Andrea, at Pisa and

elsewhere? And there were yet twenty years to

elapse before he should begin his consummate work,

the monument of Benedict XI., with the curtain-

drawing angels at Perugia (1304').

Pealing anthem and burst of choral song ascend

even more continuously at the duomo of Arezzo than

elsewhere. At least, so we used to think ; but pro-

bably the thought arose from its quiet isolation on

the hill above the city. Anyhow, you will generally

have to wait to see the sculptures on the hither side

of Giovanni's shrine, for they are immediately be-

hind the white-surpliced choir, and you may, there-

fore, sit down and listen to the /ii7i;ioiie. The voices

do not seem quite so perfect as in bygone years, and

we recognise one or two faces surmounted by grey

locks that then were the colour of the raven. And

where is theprimo tenore, with those pleading, passion-

tones which he seemed to follow with upward gaze,

as they died away amid the gloomy magnificence of

the vaulted roof, covered with dim frescoes of Biblical

sul)jects ? A pathetic face, bearing a strange resem-

blance to the marble busts of Marcus Aurelius ! And

from beside him we miss the short, bullet-headed

secondo who indulged in surreptitious snuff, and flut-

tered so frequently a gay-coloured cotton bandanna

;
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and behind their places are now other faces which

somehow look like those of former chorister - boys.

And where is the little, shy, black-eyed urchin at

last bold enough to say, "Buona sera, Signore," in

melodious accents as he scuttled away after vespers ?

Perhaps that middle-aged baritone could tell; who

knows? We have i)ut a girdle round the earth

since then.

The low sunlight pierces the early sixteenth-cen-

tury windows executed by the old French Dominican

monk, Gnillaume de JNIarseilles, and throws a mosaic

of chequered colour around. Through the open door

is seen what might pass as an English cathedral-close,

and you look up at the tall lancet windows of the

Tribune which have been compared to the " Five

Sisters " of York ilinster, and at that representing

the calling of St. Matthew, on the south wall, in

dreani}' wonder, remembering Vasari said, "It can-

not be considered glass, but rather something rained

down from heaven for the consolation of men."

And now the service is over, the last note dies

away, there is a shuffle of hasty feet, a noise of

closing books and doors, and we are alone.

The celebrated shrine of San Donato stands at

the high altar. During the persecution of the

Church, under Julian the Apostate, San Donato fled

from Rome to Arezzo, of which he became bishoj),

and after his death patron saiut. It was Bishop

Dbertini who in 1286 commissioned Giovanni Pisano

to sculpture this renowned work, which from its great

size covers a very large space. The accomplished

author of "Tuscan Sculptors," when treating of it,

says, "The Gothic shrine which (iiovanni Pisano

designed and sculptured in honour cjf this martyr

is oblong in shape and richly adorned with statuettes,

leaves, arabesques, intaglios, enamels, and bas-reliefs.

Above the altar, which occupies the front of the shrine,

and beneath a canopy supported by angels, sits the

jMadonna, smiling tenderly (with an expression of

alfection greatly differing from the generally adopted

Pisan type) upon the Infant Saviour, whose head

rests upon her shoulder. On either side of this

pleasing group are statuettes of SS. Donato and

Gregory, and in the gables above, three reliefs."

The side depicted in our illustration (sec p. 2 10)

contains the most striking of the numerous bas-reliefs

with whic'h three sides of the shrine are covered. 'J'hc

most ini])ortaut one represents the saint's body lying

stretched upon a funeral couch surrounded by his sor-

rowing followers, one of whom leans over and takes (he

lifeless hand so often raised in blessing or in prayer as

though to press his lips against it once more, while

others are sculptured in various attitudes of supjilica-

tion or of prayer. The series represents all the prin-

cipal events in the life of San D..nato. "Around
the top of the shrine,'' writes Mv. IVrkins, "runs a

row of Gothic arches (tilled in with half-iigures of

Prophets and Apostles) which are invaluable as giving

an effect of lightness to the massive structure. This

superb work of art—including enamels, some silver

bas-reliefs, and jewels hanging round the jNIadonna's

neck—cost thirty thousand florins.'" Vasari speaks of

the whole work being divided into compartments by

line mosaics and enamels on ])lates of silver, flxed

into the marble with great delicacy and care. "And,

since the altar stands apart from the walls, Giovanni

adorned the sides with small bas-reliefs, all of exquisite

workmanship. On the breast of the Madonna is an

ornament of gold in the form of a casket, contain-

ing jewels of great value ; but during the wars these

were carried off, as were also various small figures

])laced around the summit." The work he further

describes as being the most rare and precious that

the art of those days could produce. Henry VIL
returning from Rome, where he had been crowned,

jiasscd through Arezzo many years after its com-

pletion on purpose to see it. " And here I will not

omit to relate," writes Vasari, " that Giovanni em-

ployed certain Germans, who assisted him more in

the hope of improvement than for gain ; and these

artists became so expert under his instructions that,

having departed to Rome on the completion of the

work, they were employed in many of the sculptures

of St. Peter's by Boniface VIII."" " But amongst

tho.se who assisted Giovanni Pisano in this work were

Agostino and Agnolo, sculjitors and architects of

Siena; these were the most distinguished, and far

surpassed all others." Agostino and Agnolo da Siena

were undoubtedly the sculptors of the tomb of Guido

Tarlati, the warrior-bishop of Arezzo, in the same

cathedral, between 1327 and 1330, tlumgh not from

designs by Giotto, as supposed. Vasari says that

Pisano stayed awhile at Sieua on his return from

Naples before coming to Arezzo, and it was at this

time that Agostino, then very young, attached him-

self to Giovanni for the purpose of improvement as

a sculptor, and that he subsequently introduced his

younger brother Agnolo, and contrivwl to bring

about his employment in the same work upon Sau

Donato's shrine at Arezzo.

Alas! for the inexorable logic of facts. ]\rore

precise and accurate knowledge has established the

certainty (hat this wurhl-renowncd shrine was the

work of another (iiovanni (the son of Francesco

d'Arezzo) and Betto di {''ranchenco da Firenze in the

latter ])art of the fourteenth ((•nlur\'. The author

of "Tuscan Sculptors"— whose recent death all

lovers of Italian art nnist deplore—in his last pub-

lished work made a recantation of his earlier faith.

" That it was not made by Giovanni Pisano," he says,

"had long been suspected from the un-i'isan charac-

ter of the Madonna who sits upon the altar, and the
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infunoi-ity oi: its bas-reliefs to tliose known to be by And what becomes of the German artists, so bent
the senl])tor. At this period of his life liis style was on self-improvement as to be willing to work for
so marked that it could not be mistaken, as anyone nothing for Pisano ?— and the little episode of

TUE BIKTHl'LAOE OF PETKAKCH IN AHEZZO.

(From a Drawiwj by Juhu Fnlleylove, n.I. Engraved !»/ W. Lascelhs.)

may see who looks at the pulpit of Sant' Andrea at Agostino da Siena's fraternal ingenuity in con-
Pistoja, upon which he began in 130:2/' triviug to get Pisano to allow his' younger brother

But what of ^'asari's romance of art-history, Agnolo to be employed upon this famo'^is shrine?
living as he did so immeasurably nearer the peiiod ? Who can say? Stephen Thompson
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THE AIMS OF AET.

HAT arc tlie airas of art?

is a question constantly

asked in these days. The

ijucstion never was asked

when art was used as

a manifestation of a na-

tional or religious senti-

ment. In the beg-iu-

ning of tilings man does

not analyse. We must

acce}it this cliaraeteristic

of modern minds because

it is in the nature of things. We cannot return

to the state of the unconscious being who first

found notes wifhin a reed and dimly felt they ex-

pressed his j(iy or ]>ain; Ijut we can hear the har-

monies of Beethoven, and ask what is the secret of

their power? what were the aims, tn- the aims of

any of the gifts that especially distinguish the

liuinan creature ?

As soon as man congregates in sufiicient numbers

his animal instinct for self-preservation becomes am-

plified into a desire to improve his condition, and

operates in the direction of personal acquirement and

aggrandisement as a natural consequence. Led by

these instincts, man has been continually raising-

forces of which later he has to judge whether they

be for or against his physical and moral good.

For many ages aggrandisement so obtained

ajipeared to be the thing most desirable; it is the

most obvious, and combines the purely animal im-

pulse with the purely human sentiment of progres-

sion from one state to another. The world must

still grow older before this primitive idea, productive

as it is of results flattering to man's appreciation of

power, will cease to take the most prominent place

in his esteem.

A perceptible change, however, has already been

wrought, and great numbers in all civilised countries

question the right of this sentiment to take the first

place in human estimation and human action. The
socialistic impulse, alarming as it may appear when
its direction seems to be subversive oC law and order,

is in reality a revolt against the undue development

of this primitive instinct of scH'-]ireservation. In i(s

piu'ified nature and degree, socialism has for its aim

the ])\n-ely h\nnan i<lea of justice and right to others.

It asks what man reipiires of his fellows—justice

and truth; for these are the qualities which enable

one man to diqiend upon anotlier.

Justice and truth—with these for firm basis of

528

habit and conduct, an ample measure of happiness

could be secured, lint these would still leave some-

thing wanting. The finest minds and most beautiful

natures seek affiliation with something bej-ond and

above. As soon as man's animal necessities are pro-

vided for, poetry, music, and art become not less

necessities to the iicalthful and successful existence

of his mind, the soarings of his imagination, and

the cravings of his intellect.

In a positive age, and perhaps as a balance to

the gain all may perceive or hope for, in the ad-

vancement of universal understanding of necessities,

the positive will have an mulue weight, and special

and conscious efforts should lie made to u])hold the

dignity of art. When common -sense reigns there

may be safety from many of the evils resulting from
the rule of passion and recklessness, but a tendency

to reject all that common-sense does not imm(di-
ately perceive may be feared.

The true aims of all man's peculiar faculties

will be his elevation and happiness.

No one questions the mission of poetry to elevate

and even instruct while delighting, liut for want in

modern times of association with religious and politi-

cal life, it has come to bo believed, and even asserted,

that art should be nothing but a mere ornamental

fringe on the social garment, should have no claim

to honour beyond what is due to dexterity.

]5ut that it has higher claims will be denied

by no one who remembers the Dresden " Madonna."
An attempt to explain why this picture is so great

would lead far beyond mere artistic considerations.

It is not possible to regard the Projdiets and
Sybils in the Sistine Chapel without feeling that

they are on a level with the noblest ])oetry, or

stand amid the ruins of the Parthenon without

experiencing the same set of sensations that are

awakened by sacred music. The great " Pallas

Athene" Ity Pheidias was said to call up jirofoundly

religious feelings. It is not by the subject alone

being what is generally understood by tli<' term

sacred, that this set of impressions is sliuinlated;

a solemn awe belonging to the same class of senti-

ments is produced by the Sphinx, especially when
its silent grandeur is seen by moonlight, and by

scenery which has no jiarticnlar association with any
human eiri'umstance. It is not merely iqion associa-

tion with what is usually implied by the term re-

ligion that effects of this kind must depend, but upon
an appeal to the spiritual sid<' ol' unin's nature.

It is nut probable that any who have seriously
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wielded the pen, from Victor Hugo to Dickens, would

deny the position of poetry as a religious cult. The

outcome of the minds and labours of Pheidias and

Michael Angelo cannot be placed in a different

category.

Of all the efforts man can make, those are greatest

that are referable to the peculiar faculties with whicli

he has been invested—the intellectual. Of these the

greatest is Imagination ; for it removes him farthest

from the animal world. In giviug out the in-

spirations of this divine faculty he is at his best, and

when he has been great in this, he has adorned his

epoch and has made his country famous as no other

human effort has had the power to do.

Parallel with the poet's teaching it may be possible

that occasionally a stronger appeal through art might

be made to some minds by impressive symbols of the

mysteries that surround human life from its be-

ginning to its close, and be more elHencious to keep

alive simple faith than the accumulation of dogmatic

utterances. Self-flattered by the rigid observance of

arbitrary regulations, it is not unusual to become

indifferent to more simple principles, their very

obviousness perhaps, l)y giving them the look of

common things, serving to divest them of that mystic

air with which many minds find it necessary to

surround all they would consider sacred.

Profoundly deep in the human mind exists a

spiritual j-earning dependent on no special creed,

questionings by nature left without response, yearn-

ings the most perfect knowledge of material things

will never stifle. The true prophet, be his language

prose or poem, art or music, can transport to regions

where earth takes its place among the stars and

something beyond of heaven's infinity seems borne

upon the air.

Yet that figurative language which is accepted

from the poet, and is even admitted into our every-

day speech in the common use of such expressions an

"crowned with success," or an "arm of the sea,"

seems often to be denied to the artist. A symbolic

jjicture is a thing people ironically say they cannot

understand.

There is, however, an innate poetic sense in almost

all, varying in degree, and acted upon unequally in

individuals. Perceptions and emotions are shut up

within the human soul, sleeping and unconscious, till

the poet or the artist awakens them. Nature is full

of similes — symbols and parables to the eye of

faith, poetic suggestions to the jioetic sensibility.

'Where the expression of these is vaguCj as in music,

the utterance will be differently construed, and iu

the art that would be suggestive rather than repre-

sentative of material fact, very various emotions and

definitions may be conveyed.

Not that it is to be asserted that the fine arts

are only to be exercised in a solemn manner and for

consciously serious purposes. All that is beautiful

and graceful a])pertains to poetry, art, and music,

and will overlap lines of limitation ; they cannot be

restricted in their utterances. At their noblest they

are aids to what is highest in man's nature, but

below this exalted range they may be well exercised

to cheer, or simply to amuse.

A great teacher of our day, one truly among its

prophets, has said :
" The discernment of sacred truth

and beauty is perpetual."

Farthest removed from the ordinary conditions of

animal nature, and belonging chiefly to that divine

gift imagination, the great arts are not merely to

beautify and rejoice man's being, they are absolutely

necessary to its balance and completion.

To the discernment of truth and beauty, to the

arousing of man's imagination, to the widening of

the span of this celestial region, should Art be mainly

dedicated, for this most truly is its mission.

George Feedeiuck W.\tts.
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A PERSONAL A^IEW OF JAPANESE AET.

THE LIVING AIIT OF THE COUNTRY.

THE recent report of the Jajjanese commission

sent to Em-ope to investigate the conditions of

Western art seems to have startled Western minds

considerably. The commissioners gave it as their

opinion that Japanese art is the only real living

art. This has surprised, perplexed, and irritated a

good many people, as home-truths generally do. For

without adopting of necessity in its integrity every

and importation there can be no doubt, any more

than that this condition of things there will contiuue

to be so long as people fancy that they are giving

proof of their artistic taste by sticking uji all over

their walls anything and everything, good, bad, and

indifferent, which professes to come from Japan or

to be made on Japanese models. "What an educated

artistic Japanese would think of some of our so-called

:^

^^^^^^S^,
Xk

'^^

iFrom a Dnj-point Elching b;/ Mortimn- Minjits.)

word of the report of the Japanese commission, I

must for my part confess that 1 find in it a great

deal of trutb.

The great characteristic of Japanese art is its

intense and extraordinary vitality, in the sense that

it is no mere exotic cultivation of the skilful, no

mere graceful luxury of the rich, but a part of the

daily lives of the peoj^le themselves. It is all very

well to draw gloomy deductions about the decay of

Japanese art from the manufacture and the impor-

tation of a vast quantity of curios destined for the

European market. That there is such a manufacture

" Japanese rooms " I shudder to imagine. But let

me ask—and this is much more to the ))urpose—

what would an ^//educated Jajianese think ? And

let me give my own answer. He would be as much

surprised by any bad taste or bad art as his educated

superior would lie. This is the burden of my argu-

ment—that art in Japan is universal and instinctive,

and therefore living; not an artificial production of a

special class, and therefore not living. Art was cer-

tainly a living thing in the best days of Athens;

art has been, in some measure, a living thing else-

where and in later davs. Eor we must remember
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that art does not merely consist in tlie jjroduetion whose line dates back to the creation of thing's. But
of a certain number of works of art or even of do not run away with my contention. Of course I do

masterpieces. A country may produce a great not mean to say tliat every Japanese is a born artist;

number of works of art, and yet as a country be there are Philistines in Japan as elsewhere. But what

entirely lacking all living artistic feeling. France I do say and maintain is that the artistic instinct is

is a land of works of art, but they do not ajipcal more widely diffused, is more common to all classes

^/''

PLAYFELLOWS.

(Fwm n Dry-pohit Ekhivo ^11 Mort'nmr Mmpfs.)

to the voijnu, still less do they appeal to the onrricr,

to the hourgcoix, to the Initchcr, the baker, and

candlestick-maker.

Now what I claim for Japan is, that in its most

real and most important sense it is a living artistic

country. The artistic sense is shared by the peasant

and the prince, as well by the carpenter and fan-

maker and lacquer-worker, as by the stateliest daimio

of the community in Japan than in wny of our

European countries.

Now this is no small thing to say of a countr}'.

It is a very great thing and a very important one, full

of deep significance to all lovers and students of art.

For though we are doing our best with our love for

gimcrackeries to cheapen and degrade the artistic

capacity of Japan, our evil influence has been only
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partially felt, and so only jjartially sueeessfiil. Having-

done all the harm we can do nnwittingly, let us

pause, if possible, and reflect before we wittingly

do further mischief. For the problem to the lovers

of art is simply this

:

shall we learn all we can

learn—and that is a g-reat

deal — from the living

art-instincts of Japan, or

shall we continue to blunt

and deaden the produc-

tive power of Japan by

encouraging- the barbar-

ous demand for worthless

baiibles to make ludicrous

the home of the so-called

aesthete? If those who
are most proud of the

Japanese toys and trin-

kets they have amassed,

and which with semi-

savage stupidity they

have nailed upon their

walls and stuck upon

their shelves and tables,

could but see what an

artistic house in Japan

is like, they would learn

some startling truths as

to the real facts and principles of Japanese decora-

tion and the Japanese ideal of art. If they could

only know the contempt with which the truly ar-

tistic Jajmuese looks upon the demand for " curios
"

and upon the kind of "curios" which are turned

out wholesale to meet that demand, they would not

feel so proud of themselves and of the rooms which

they display to delighted friends as " Quite Japanese,

you know."

The artistic Japanese shows nothing in a room,

absolutely nothing, except a lovely flower and a

screen, and perhaps a beautiful verse or some clever

sentence indited in freehand writing, placed beauti-

fully in the room in just relation to its surroundings.

There is a curious fact to be noticed in connection

with such inscriptions. In conversation a friend

might happen to give forth some brilliant and very

epigrammatic utterance, not perhaps but a few

words. His hearers are so delighted that they

get him at once to write down this mot in large

characters, and it is mounted and placed in the room.

Such a caligraphie maxim, written by the hand of

the speaker, they regard as- a fitting portion of the

permanent decoration of a room.

You would never know from the rooms of a

Japanese that he was a great picture owner or

collector. The wealthy collector keeps all his trea-

{From a Dry-point Etching by Mortimer Mcnpes.)

sures stowed away in what is called a "o-o-down"
—his storehouse—and his pictures are brought up
one at a time if any visitor is present or expected.

Generally speaking, a single picture will be brought

in and hung up, so that

you see and enjoy that

beautiful picture by it-

self. It is very much
like bringing a bottle of

wine from the cellar—
no one would want the

whole bin at a time.

The special note of

Japanese house decora-

tion is the bouo'h of

blossom, with which I

was immensely struck.

Now this is an altogether

artistic thing. At one

party at which I was

present I saw a piece of

blossom-bough put right

out at a curious angle

from a beautiful blue jar.

Turning to my neighbour,

a young Japanese friend

who could talk English

perfectly well, I said,

" How beautiful that is
;

although, of course, it is just put there by accident."

" No ; no accident at all," he replied. " Do you

know it has been a matter of great care, this placing

of the plant in the room in relation to other objects ?

It is an artistic piece of ' placing.' " I was after-

wards informed that in many a household in Japan

the children are trained in the method of placing

a branch or piece of blossom, and they have books

with diagrams illustrating the way of properly dis-

posing flowers in a pot. The outsides as well as

the insides of their houses are decorated on the har-

monious principle, even to the painting of signs in

the street. They are most particular about placing

their richly-coloured sign duly in relation to its sur-

roundings. In the same way—whether the subject

may be a string of lanterns or what not—whatever

is done is done harmoniously, and in no case is deco-

ration the result of accident.

The sum of it all is that every shop in an ordi-

nary street is a perfect picture. At first you are

amazed at the beauty of everything. " How in the

world is it," you ask yourself, " that by a series of

apparent accidents everything appears beautiful ?
"

\ou cannot imagine until you know that even the

"common man" has acquired the scientific placing

of his things, and that the feeling permeates all classes.

They have an artistic temperament altogether and
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the simplest craftsman is an artist in his own way.

I was especially struck by this once when I was in

want of some frames, and I employed a Japanese to

make them for me. Pie could talk English per-

fectly well, and it was remarkable to watch the de-

velopment of them, and the enthusiastic tempera-

ment discovered by the carpenter as he proceeded.

I myself designed a certain frame, and I would

by slight drawings encourage him and his fellow-

workmen to go on with the work. They all took

the greatest possible interest in the refinement of

the object— they would place it down and then

o-o off and look at it, and talk to those friends

who were looking on about the beauties they saw

in it and in its proportions ; and the intelligence

and pleasure they showed were not only extraor-

dinary but delightful. This frame-making was

quite novel to them, as they do not frame any of

their objects, but they were interested in the design

of the frame and the placing of the picture within

it. Although the matter was not in itself of any

remarkable importance, I hold that it fairly proves

the artistic temperament of a chance selection of

the people. Think of a common carpenter making

a simple thing and taking a just pride in doing

it ! The result was that I got one of the most

beautiful frames you can conceive, and that I was

not have them in our houses, but they are what the

English and American markets demand. We our-

selves never buy them ; we nearly always choose

screens with light grounds, beautifully painted"

—

in fact splendid pieces of decoration.

A screen painted by a first-class ai'tist is valued

very highly, while the fact of one from the hand

of an old Japanese master being for disposal is

known all over the country at once, and every-

body is prepared to bid for it as one would for, say,

a Sir Joshua here. A really good screen fetches

an enormous price, for it takes the place there of

pictures and frescoes with us, and every man of taste

requires one or two fine specimens in his house

—

beautiful almost beyond description. One I saw

at the house of the ^Minister of Foreign Affairs

was painted with a blue wave—an arrangement, in

fact, in blue and gold. I never saw such a gorgeous

screen, nor, I verily believe, anything more beautiful

as an arrangement of colour : the huge wave, one

sweep of blue, and the piece of gold at the top. It

was, I was told, by an old master of Japan, and wortli

an enormous sum. The Japanese perfectly appreciate

tlie value of things like that, and they very rarely let

them leave the country, so that it has become very

difficult to get hold of anything really fine.

An experience which gave me a close insight into

encouraged in my own work by the sympathy of Japanese feeling was a meeting with a number of the

these workmen.

Of course in Japan there

are painters who paint for

the market — people who
have been destroyed by the

British merchant and the

American trader. They spend

their time painting jiictures

of flowers and birds of vivid

colourings that appeal to

our taste, solely for exporta-

tion to England and Ame-
rica. Apropos of this I

must mention a conversation

I had with a painter about

screens, which struck me at

the time as being very curi-

ous. I wanted to buy a

good screen, and he took

me to the shop of such a

craftsman, where I saw a

vast number of screens,

nearly all of them with

black grounds and golden

fish and birds on them. I

told him I did not like them,

and he replied, " Neither do

we ; here in Jn[ian wc would (From a Dry-point Etching by Mortimer J/«i;)M.)

painters of Japan. It was

arranged by a Jajianese

gentleman who, though not

an artist himself, is deeply

interested in art and keenly

alive to everything touch-

ing it. Knowing me per-

sonally, he was anxious I

should come in contact with

the men whose practice he

so revered, and so he invited

several of these artists of

different kinds — designers

of metal-work and designers

for manufactures — to his

hiiuse to meet mo. I talked

to them, with his interpret-

ing help, just a little about

art and its principles, and

so forth, in the hope that

they too would be brought

to speak freely, and I ex-

]>rossed my readiness to give

them what infdrniat ion 1

could of European art and

its practice. They askeil

nic a number of remarkable

questions. Most of them.
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it appeared, were discouraged because " the European

required such ugly things.''' II: they did what they

really enjoyed their productions were looked upon as

not being saleable. Without question it appeared to

me it must be extremely difficult for them to hold fast

for not a few of these sixty men who came to meet

me would do work they did not care about, not being

men of such individuality and independence of char-

acter as Khiosi. With them, as with us, the prize

of money-reward is a bait too tempting to be resisted.

1 I
iWKU OF THE TEA.

[Fioin thi Picture Inj Moylimn' Mcnprs. Entjraval by T. S. Boylri/.)

to their artistic instincts, and in the end I expressed

my conviction it would pay them far better to adhere to

their jirinciples than to pander to the foolish demands

of the dull American or British merchant who had

neither idea nor concern as to the beauty of the work

he buys. Unfortunately to a great extent these

traders are lowering the standard of painting in Japan,

Two days afterwards some of these friends were

good enough to write a long discourse in one of the

Japanese papers on my address, saying how pleased

they were to find an artist from England with my
ideas about Japanese art—one who condemned the

notion so common among them that it was necessary

to pander to the tastes of a foreign market. They
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were especially glad that I had condemned that^ and

many of the painters, more or less on the strength of

our conversation, decided to do henceforth what they

felt to he true to their principles—to go to nature and

themselves to choose their lovely harmony of colour,

instead of designing stereotyped screens with gold

birds on black grounds. Many were determined to

give up that kind of art altogether, and one in par-

ticular whose studio I called at the day after, pointed

out that he had already quite altered his style. He

was an artist by nature, and he told me he had felt

it was going against him having to do this horrible

work, and he had made up his mind that in future he

would insist upoa doing what he felt to be beautiful,

and would be ruled by the merchant no more.

1 visited the studios of a great many of the

artists to whom I had delivered my lecture, and saw

their sketch-books and their method of work. This

in nearly every case coincided with the principles

laid down by Khiosi, each having of course his own

individual method, but working in the same broad

way of " impression picture." Perhaps, however, one

of the most curious experiences I had of the native

artistic instinct of Japan occurred in this way. I

had got a number of fanholders and was busying my-

self one afternoon in arranging- them upon the walls.

My little Japanese servant boy was in the room, and

as I went on with my work I caught an expression

on his face from time to time which showed that he

was not overpleased with my performance. After a

while as this dissatislied expression seemed to deepen,

I asked him what the matter was. Then he frankly

confessed that he did not like the way in which I was

arranging my fanholders. " Why did you not tell

me so at once ? " I asked. " You are an artist from

England," he replied, " and it was not for me to

speak." However, I persuaded him to arrange the

fanholders himself after his own taste, and I must

say that I received a remarkable demonstration

lesson. The task took him about two hours, placing,

arranging, adjusting, and when he had finished the

result was simply beautiful. That wall was a perfect

picture ; every fanholder seemed to be exactly in its

right place, and it looked as if the alteration of a

single one would affect and disintegrate the whole

scheme. I accepted the lesson with due humilit}'.

and remained more than ever convinced that the

Japanese are what they have justly claimed to be,

an essentially artistic people instinct with living

art. MouTiJiEi!, Wem'E.s.

529
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OLD AETS AND MODERN THOUGHTS.
THEORIES PROGRESSIVE, NOT STATIONARY.

T is in the nature of

PAINTER AND PUPIL,

CZ>mir« hy J. E. miOj^oii, Jt.A. After Itaplwch

EngraLCit by J. J/. Johnntone.)

progressive enlight-

enment to extend the

boundaries of things,

and he who in the

present day should

attempt to trace the

history of art to its

origin would find

himself compelled to

start from a very

extended base, where

liis subject was ap-

plied to many uses

and ministered to

very various needs,

and to trace it backwards through the devious

course of many sciences and jihilosophies, beliefs and

superstitions, until he reached the parent stream,

and beliekl on its banks the rude habitations and

the simjile adornments of primeval man. He would

have to extend the enquiry beyond the natural limits

of history and tradition, into ages when the sur-

face of the globe had another aspect, and to point

to such monuments as a mammoth and a reindeer

carved by the hands of Palaeolithic savages.

Such an undertaking is far be3'ond my purpose

in these papers, in which I jiropose to condense the

substance of a course of lectures just delivered to the

students of the Royal Academy. My present con-

cern is not with the phenomena of art-history as pre-

served in churches, picture-galleries, and museums

;

not with the varied and changeful secpieuce of works

of art, but with the equally varied and changeful

sequence of ideas ; with the theory, of which they

are the expression ; and to point out, by reference to

examples and the works of writers, how that theory

has been modified—I might almost say transformed

—in the course of ages.

In consideration of the origin of these papers, the

reader will, I trust, excuse the professorial twang

—

the flavour of the class-room—with which they are

permeated, and which I have found it impossible to

eradicate.

Theory, in its original Greek signification, as

opposed to practice, conveys the meaning embodied

in the old saying, " Look before you leap," and, as

such, is considered the proper attribute of rational

man and the groundwork of all rational action.

Every conscious act of man must proceed from a

previously conceived idea of that act. Before a pin

is made there comes the idea of a jiin, and the metal is

subjected to various processes till it corresponds with

that idea; and in art we may say that the hastiest

jiencil scratch, the rudest chisel stroke, represented

an idea passing through the mind of the pen-

ciller or chiseller and obeying the impulse of that

idea ; and the variety observable in the works of art

of different ages and countries indicates a correspond-

ing variety in the ideas entertained by artists. Ob-

viously, if there was any means of arriving at those

ideas, they would enable us thoroughly to understand

all the phenomena of art. To do this is impossible.

The phenomena are there for all to see and reason

about, but their motives escape us; we are not in

sympathy with them, and can only guess at their

meaning, for, as Burke has said, though " there

must be just as close an agreement in the imagina-

tions as in the senses of men," yet " it is from

difference in knowledge that what we commonly,

though with ivy great exactness, call a difference in

taste proceeds."

At the very outset of the enquiry we are made

aware that the theory we are studying is not simjile

and uniform ; that it is the result of two opposite

tendencies. On the one hand, it is modified by the

prevailing ideas and the extent of the knowledge of

its age and country which tend to uniformity ; on

the other, it is the outcome of the peculiar tempera-

ment and turn of mind of the individual artist, which

tend to variety.

Anyone who has studied pictures can at a glance

detect a work of the Roman or the Venetian schools.

All the Romans and all the Venetians are more or

less like each other ; and yet there is, in reality, as

great a diiierence iiifei' se as there is i/i/er alia;

there is as great a difference between the individual

theories of Michelangelo, Raffaelle, Giulio Romano,

and those of Titian, Paul Veronese, and Tintoretto

respectively, as between the Roman and Venetian

schools.

It is almost the unanimous opinion of men who

have written or thought about art that its highest

value, its chief importance as an intellectual study,

reside in the expression of personality ; in what is

peculiar to the artist, not what is common to the

school. This last has its own special interest to

those who practise, but that interest is necessarily

inferior to the other.

An important fact comes out of this enquiry. It
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appears tliat only oiio-lialf of tlie tlioory of art can

be taught, and that the least valuable : that whieh

tends to uniformity, which is eomnion to the school,

and is the result of education. Temperament and

individuality are the work of nature; and the old

saying, " Poeta nascitur non tit," iipplics, th(:mg;h

perhaps less universally, to the painter.

This fact has been generally recognised and

expressed in a variety of different ways. French

writers have called this individual faculty " le don "

(the gift), or "la bosse " (the bump). And a still

quainter expression has been invented ; it has been

called " le la " (the note A in music). "So-and-So,"

they say, " has le la " (he has the A).

All the arts—poetry, rhetoric, architecture, sculp-

ture, painting, and music—have a common origin.

The jiarent idea of art was integral, thougli it found

its expression by words, by the chisel, the j>aiut-

brush, and the Hddle-bow. The diversities of its

expression were forced upon it by the nature of the

instrument used, and the peculiar capability of that

instrument to express one set of imjjressions and

ideas rather than another. Hence has arisen a

body of rules peculiar to each art, and certain im-

pressions and ideas have become recognised as the

peculiar province of that art. But there are rules

common to all the arts which must still be ob-

served ; such, for instance, as that of structural

unity, and of variety controlled by harmony.

The peculiar limitations of the arts have not always

been observed ; they have trespassed upon each other's

ground. Correggio (according to Frederick Schlegel)

adajited ideas to painting which belong to music,

and .Michelangelo has given to painting the things of

sculpture, and to sculpture the things of painting.

On the head of Ijorenzo de ^Medici, seated over

his tomb in the chapel in Flm-ence, he has placed

an exti'aordinary cowl or vizor, which throws the

face into deep shadow, giving the fig\u'e a wonder-

lully mysterious and Ijrooding expression. This is

an artifice borrowed from painting, and by no

means peculiar to sculpture.

From what I have said, it follows that, apart

IVoni general reasoning and pliilosophy upon art,

there is a special reasoning and phihisuphy apper-

taining to each art.

Our Universities, Oxford and Cambridge, look

after poetry and rhetoric ; there is a Royal Academy
of Music, and a Royal Academy to look after

architecture, painting, and sculpture. But an in-

stitution is conceivably possible which should teach

the groundwork of all these; where the nature of

ihi> licaidiriil, its relation to or even its identity

with the true, the good, and the expedient, should

be laid down. Failing such an institution, every

specialist is prone to make incursions into the domain

of general ideas, especially when he finds his stock

of special knowledge running short.

This is to be regretted, as the student must rise

from the perusal with his mind puzzled and dissi-

pated. In treating of painting, an illustration

drawn from poetry may be admirable and useful

occasionally : it nuiy illuminate the subjects reci-

procally, besides throwing a light on the analogy

which exists between the two arts. But to dwell on

the beauties of poetry, sculpture, and architecture as

though they were identical with those of painting,

must be jjernicious and confusing to the minds of

students.

I have said that all the arts have a common
origin ; and in primitive times, when what we call

the plastic arts began to be practised, they were

much more closely connected than they are now.

We know nothing of Greek painting, but we may
infer with tolerable safety, from what we know of

their turn of mind, and from the evidence of their

vases and the mural painting disinterred in Italy,

that they excelled in the delicacy and beauty of out-

line ; that their chiaroscuro was confined to simple

and broad distinctions, just sufficient to give a bold

relief; and that their colour had little gradation, and

very little of what we call modelling. This is borne

out by what scanty documentary evidence there is.

Pliny (who knew nothing whatever about art, and

whose own observations, as Fuseli has pointed out,

were utterly foolish and irrelevant) has occasionally

supplied valuable evidence by quoting the writings

of (ireek artists, which are now irrecoverably lost.

From one of these quotations we learn that Parrha-

sius made many inventions essential to the art of

painting. He first discovered symmetry. By "sym-
metry " I should imagine that he could not have

meant to imply that Parrhasius first discovered the

]iro])orti(ins of tlie human fig'ure, as these were well

known to Greek sculptors, and their (juaiitities had

been laid down by Polycletus and others. I think

the word prol)ably refers to drawing buth sides of

the figure equal, and may possibly imply that Par-

rhasius was the first to paint a front view instead of

a profile. He goes on to say that he improved the

drawing of the face, the hair, and the lips, but that

it was generally admitted that he excelled in out-

lines {liiieix extremis), " wliirh is," lie adds, "the

highest ([uality in jiainting." It is all guesswork;

but we may infer that (Jreek painting was, in its

motives, closely allied to sculpture. And the .same

may be said of early Christian art. Retwi'cn the

frescoes of (iiotto and the sculptures on the facade

of ihe Cathedral cil' Orvieto there is comjtarativelv

little diil'erence, but between a jjicture by Wilkie and

the reliefs on the base of the Albert Memorial the

interval is immense. In Ilalv in the fnurteenlh and
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fifteenth centuries the artists often practised archi-

tecture, sculpture, and painting indifferently ; there

was no such gap between them as exists now. When
Benozzo Gozzoli, the Lorenzetti, and others were

called upon to decorate the cloisters of the Holy

Field in Pisa, the architect could have had no fear

that their work would clash with his. The geo-

metrical compositions and the flat style of colouring

in vogue at the time were admirably suited to archi-

tectural decoration; and Gothic architecture, with its

pointed arches, its niches, and canopies, was with

equal suitability adapted to sculpture, which last,

with its rigid lines and genenti architectonic char-

acter, was exactly fitted for the ornamentation of

buildings. The ease is widely different now.

The discrepancies between our arts have been

pointed out with admirable wit and perspicacity by

Viollet-le-Duc, one of the most acute .and cultivated

men of our day, somewhat after this fashion.

When a great public building is projected, which

shall be decorated with sculpture and painting, an

architect is first selected, whose only recommenda-

tion, probably, is that be once made a very bad

building in a totally different style. He is told to

make room for sculpture. He proceeds to make his

plans. He designs his wall-spaces, makes all his

ornaments and decorative features converge round

his openings, his windows, and doors, which he treats

like pictures with frames round them ; he places

sculptures wherever he has a place to let, and where

they won't interfere with his mouldings.

The next step is a competition amongst sculptors,

and a committee selects those statues which appear

to be most pleasing, and which would look best on a

pedestal in the middle of Hyde Park. When the

work is done, and the statues (which are designed

" in a fine frenzy rolling ") ai-e placed, the architect

sroes into hvsterics. He blames the sculptor for not

consulting him. The sculptor answers that he knows

his business and does not require to consult anybody,

least of all an architect ; and they stand glowering

at each other. If they are not of a rancorous dis-

position, they eventually shake hands and agi-ee to

throw the whole blame upon the Board of Works.

Then comes the painter's part. He proceeds to make

a magnificent design, representing Harold mar'ch-

ing with his army to Hastings. Harold is in the

foreground and Hastings is in the distance. He
paints a road which looks as if you could drive a

hansom-cab along it, and you reckon it would be at

least an eighteenpenny fare to the nearest house.

Here is the architect in despair again. He com-

plains that the painter lias destroyed his wall and

made it look like an opening ; which, no doubt, he has,

the painter (poor man !) having a confused idea that

Harold must have had an opening to march through.

When, at length, the building is finished, it is

severely criticised by all writers on aesthetics. Every-

body is blamed, and the general verdict is that art

has declined, and that we are no longer capable of

making great monuments, as our forefathers were.

But the fact is that neither architect, sculptor,

nor painter is to blame. Tlie art of each has altered
;

and developed, in the course of time, in a direction

peculiar to itself ; and their harmonious union is no

longer possible, except on one condition, namely, that

they all three consent to adopt an archaic form ; to

go back to a period when wall-spaces were divided

by a greater number of vertical lines, and made

decorative irrespective of openings, when sculpture

was more architectonic, and painting dealt with flat

planes and took no account of aerial perspective.

I have said that in primitive times there was less

difference between the plastic arts ; that painting,

for instance, was more nearly allied to sculpture than

it is now. If we were ignorant of its subsequent

history, and had to judge of its progress and deve-

lopment by a priori reasoning, I think we should

inevitably come to the conclusion that that pro-

gress and development had taken the direction of its

peculiar aptitudes and greatest facilities of expres-

sion, on a well-known principle of dynamics, that

force expends itself in the direction of the least re-

sistance. And that is precisely what has hajjpened.

Sculpture and painting were once closely allied

(probably in Greek times, and certainly in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries), but there is a radical

and essential difference between them, which time

and progress have develojied into a wider and wider

divergence.

Let lis examine that difference.

All the arts are imitative, or are supposed to be.

Sculpture is evidently so ; it is the most imitative of

them all; in some respects it is the thing itself. A
statue is not /ih/ the form of a man ; it is the form

of a man, as Mr. Ruskin has somewhere pointed

out. You can feel it, measure its length and its

circumference, and go round it. Sculpture treats of

things as they are. But in painting all is illusion,

and nothing is as it is. The back of your canvas is

a flat plane of linen cloth
;
go before it, and you

see the universe, but only the appearance of it. A
picture is

" Such stuff as dreams are made of."

Beyond appearances, it has no connection with things

as they ai'e. In the infanc}' of the art its capabilities

were not understood, and painters laboured to repre-

sent things as thev knew them to be ; an eye for an

eye, and a tooth for a tooth. But in process of time

they became emancipated from all thraldom to facts;

they perceived that they could make appear only

what they pleased, and suppress facts which did not
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suit their purpose. By easting shadows, by difference

of treatment, by various artihees of colour and light

and shade, they could suppress the limbs or the

whole body, and make only the head of a figure

apparent. This to the sculptor is, of course, im-

possible. He can suppress nothing ; all he can do is

to substitute one concrete reality for another ; a mass

of drapery for a limb or body. And when Michel-

ano-elo wrote to Benedetto Varchi that sculpture was

the guiding light of painting, and that the difference

between them was as that between the sun and the

queen of love, and not a triumphant one at all. Now
this very capricious variety of expression, which all

solid objects ai'e sulijected to from the visitations of

the weather and the hours, is precisely the peculiar

province of painting to seize and perpetuate. The

painter has not so much to do with things as they

are, as with that transient and unsubstantial glory

which they receive from witlmut. There are moments

when the face of external nature seems to be un-

veiled, when all familiar landnnrks disappear, and,

to our astonished eyes, a solemn and mysterious vision

" HE touch" D THE TENDER STOPS OF VARIOUS QUILLS. . .

(From a Drairini/ liy J. E. Hmlijsmi, B..1. Eiigmnil hij A. BlossiA

moon ("dall'una aH'altra fosse quella diffcrenza ehe

e'dal sol alia luna"), he was writing about an art the

capabilities of which had not vtt been fully developed,

or, at all events, the capabilities of which ho did not

fully understand. Sculpture must for ever remain

tied down by the limitations of things as they are ; the

sculptor can control nothing but form. His statue,

once carved and j>Iaccd aloft upon its jiedestal in the

market-jilace, becomes the play of all the smiles and

frowns of the heavens ; it must partake of the same

capricious variety of expression which wo sec in the

soHd rocks and mountain peaks, the sea and sky, tiie

garden and the grove. A Venus Victrix, seen in

relief against a sapphire sk\ , and Imrning with tlic

golden glow of the setting sun, would certainly re-

present the goddess in her glory; but the same

statue on a wet and gloomy day, with the I'ain-drops

coursing down its nose, woukl represent Imt a sorry

rises in tlieir stead; we seem, for a moment, to sec

through the time garment of the world and to behold

the glory of its Creator. It is for the painter to

perpetuate such moments. He has to do with all

fleeting, evanescent things, with life and action,

passion, colour, and expression ; he has to do with

phenomena, with things that appear, and he is abso-

lutely free to make appear what he pleases. This is

an ideal view of the painter's art, and you will, I

think, ]ierceive that it presents much more analogy

with poelry than it dees with sculpture; and, in

verv fact, tlie tendency of the art in modern times,

when in the hands of imaginative painters, has been

to separate itself more and nii>re fnini s<'ul|iture and

to assimilate with poetry.

The ])oet chooses a few images, u hiih he strings

together in rapid sequence ; the rhythm, the metrical

cadence, and the recurrence of rhyme which the
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miod has oeeii taui>lit to expect, give unity, ami,

as it were, frame his picture in ; and he jjroduces an

impression on the mind either joyful or sad, grateful

or terrible, as he pleases. That is his art. An in-

stance is not far to seek; I can almost choose at

random, but here is one from Milton's " Lycidas

"

which seems characteristic :
—

'• Tims sang the uncouth swain to th' oaks and rills,

While the still morn went out with sandals gray

;

He touch'd the tender stops of various quills,

With eager thought warbling his Doric lay."

Three lines lower down he tells us that the shepherd

had a mantle blue, and that completes the picture.

Now can you not imagine this painted? A
tender grey sky with the dark oaks relieved against

it, the shepherd in his blue mantle playing on the

pipes, a few bright touches ou the rills, and all the

rest sup])ressed—^a mere wash of bitumen. The

painter who knows his business can produce exactly

the same impression as the poet, by presenting

the same images, and no more. And this is the

tendency of modem art. Numbers of aiiothegms

and precepts which have been invented and whicli

are current in studios all tend towards that sort of

treatment. Here is one by Theodore llonsseau :

—

" If your picture," he says, " is full of precious detail

from one end of your canvas to the other, the spec-

tator will look at it with indifference. Everything

being equally interesting, nothing will interest him."

If this observation is just, as I believe it is, it

follows that what the mind demands of a picture is

not the mere representation of forms, which is what

the sculptor gives; it demands that out of the assem-

blage of colours and tones there shall arise and per-

vade the mind an idea like an essence exhaled, just

as out of the stanza I have quoted there arises an

idea of tender idyllic simplicity and beauty.

As we approach modern times we find the prac-

tice of the different branches of the arts erected into

separate professions, and professors and writers in-

sisting more and more strongly on the specific differ-

ences between them.

]\Iengs and Winkelmann argued from sculpture

to painting and from painting to sculpture indif-

ferently, as though the same rules applied ; and

Count Algarotti, a writer of the same school, has

the following passage on the subject of paintings :

—

" Few, to say the truth, are the examples of strong

expression afforded by the Venetian, Flemish, or

Lombard schools. Deprived of that great happiness

—the happiness of being able to contemplate at

leisure the works of the ancients, the purest sources

of perfection in point of design, expression, and

character— and having nothing but nature con-

stantly before their eyes, they made strength of

colouring, blooming complexion, and the grand

effects of chiaroscuro their principal study; they

aimed more at charming the senses than at cap-

tivating the understanding."

Frederick von Schlegel sounds a different note.

" Every art," he says, " should strive to attain per-

fection in what peculiarly characterises and dis-

tinguishes it from others. If sculpture be most

fitted to represent the pure, simple forms of actual

material beauty; if music, the language of the soul,

concentrate in herself the power of arousing every

deeper feeling; so the most appropriate sphere of

the spiritual art of painting, its fulles-t aim and

object, is the imparting a glorified expression to

individual figures, or diffusing a divine, holy senti-

ment throughout a composition."

Here we have a special field of operation assigned

to each art, that of painting being the expression of

spiritual ideas.

One of the ablest writers on art of onr own day,

Eugene Fromentiu, in describing the " Procession to

Calvary," by Rubens, in Brussels, treats the matter

differently again. "Here," he exclaims, "all is

movement and tumult, in the form, in the gestures,

in the faces, in the arrangement of groups, in that

diagonal and symmetrical sweep which runs from

below upwards, from right to left ; the Christ, who

has fallen under His cross; the escorting hursemen;

the two thieves, who are being hurried along by

their executioners; all wending their way in the

same direction, as though they were mounting th.e

narrow ladder to the scaffold. The Christ is weary

almost to death, St. Veronica is wiping His brow,

and the Virgin, in agony of tears, throws her arms

towards Him. Simon the Cyrenian holds up the

gibbet ; and yet, in spite of the tree of infamy,

these women in mourning and tears, this condemned

i\Ian grovelling on His knees, his panting lips

and streaming temples and wild eyes a pity to be-

hold ; in spite of terror, lamentation, and imminent

death, it is clear, to all who can see, that this eques-

trian pageant, these banners in the wind, this cen-

turion in his breastplate, who turns round with such

a martial gesture, and in whom we recognise the

features of Rubens; all these things make one forget

an execution, and produce a vivid impression of a

triumph. Such is the original working of this

brilliant mind. One is tempted to think that the

scene is depicted in a reverse sense, that it is melo-

dramatic, without seriousness or majesty or beauty,

without any irapressiveness; that it is almost theatri-

cal. Its picturesqucness, which might ruin it, saves

it ; its fantastic power elevates it ; a ray of genuine

sensibility pierces and ennobles it ; something akin

to eloquence raises its style. In fact, I know not

by what happy inspiration or noble enthusiasm this
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picture has become just what it should be—the pic-

ture of death vanquislied aud o£ apotheosis. INIany

people also," he continues, " canuot follow Rubens

in his flights. They suspect his imagination of try-

ing to transcend itself; they only see that which

ties him down to the vulgar, the over-real, the thick

muscles, the florid or careless drawing, the coarse

types, the flesh and the blood without skin. They

fail to see that he, nevertheless, has formulse, a style

and an ideal, and that these excellent formuliE, this

style and this ideal, reside in his palette."

I said at the outset that behind the changeful

phenomena of art there was an equally changeful

sequence of ideas or of theory, and the concrete

results of such theories as those of Algarotti and

Fromentin can have little or nothing in common.

The works of Raphael Mengs are the result of the

former, the academic theory; and tliey have nothing

in common with any phase of modern art, except

the "Grand I'rix de Rome," which is the crowning

achievement of a French student's education. Those

of Fromentin (though he is not a great painter,

and not peculiarly gifted with the "bosse" or the

"A") are inspired direct from nature, and he

avails himself of all the poetical suggestiveness

which reside in colour and light and shade.

Art has, in its time, played many parts. Tt

once was a solemn recognition of an existence in-

dependent of death aud decay ; it sought to embody

a i)hilosophical dream of typical perfection ; it de-

picted the struggle of the soul with the infirmities

of the flesh, and all the phases of human life aud

passion. But at no jieriod of the world's history did

it assume such a Protean aspect, never did it present

so wide a front, and never was so much done in it or

written about it as at the present day. Artists now

are to be numbered, not by hundreds, but by thou-

sands. If we recognise any truth in the old adage,

' Quot homines, tot sententia3," and if we consider

that art appeals to a faculty so vague and incapable of

precise definition as that of taste, we must expect to

find a great difference of opinion upon it and a multi-

plicity of theories ; and we shall not be disappointed.

Europe has been a vast battle-field, where con-

tending professors have led their followers into the

fray under all sorts of revolutionary ensigns, bearing I

know not what strange devices; while from academic

citadels there has always floated, and still floats, the

oriflamme, the standard of dynastic legitimacy.

In my next ])aper I propose to examine some of

these differences of opinion, and to point out how

they were brought about. j_ ]<;, Hodgson.

CUKEENT ART.

THE llOYAL ACADEMY.—II.

THE curious mental condition—whether truly

psychological in its character, or merely the

result of egotism and self-conceit in the subject,

really docs not much matter—that leads us to under-

rate the things of to-day when discussing those of

the past may be worthy neither of trust nor respect;

but when we find a whole community—such as the

artistic body—whose lives are si>ent in striving,

hoping against hope, to reach a standard set up in

days gone by—when we find them admitting that

certain branches of the art of to-day far excel those

of their youth, we may accept the statement with con-

fidence ; for it is the tendency of old age, nodding

over its " experience," to become depreciatory and

pessimistic. The unanimity, therefore, with which

the oldest of our living artists and critics adniil the

immense superiority of latter-day portraiture over

that of three-quarters of a century ago, is one of the

most striking tributes to our distinctly national branch

of art.

Mr. Fraidc Hnll, with his eight jMU'traits— which

represent but a tpiarlcr of his season's harvest

—

maintains a marvcllnusly high level of excellence.

He sometimes falls into the error of " forcing" his

work ; he emphasises the lights and .shadows already

too highly cast in his cunningly-lighted studio, and

is even said to paint sometimes more than life-size in

order to increase effect. But he has never painted

more solidly or successfully than this year. His

portrait of Lord Spencer is a mastcri)icce—the work

is so full of character and force, so excellent in colour,

and so restrained, and an admirable likeness withal.

The " Sir "William Jenner"—who up till a month or

two ago was the President of the Royal College of

Physicians, an ofllce he has held unprecedenledly

long— is an oiiuall\- line portrait-study, but not one

calling for such i)owcr of brush. The whole attitude

is characteristic of the man—a strong contrast in

all, save skill, to Dr. Sydenham, the first President,

whose bust stands at his elbow. On the jiortrait of

]\Ir. (jladstone the painter has lavished all his know-

ledge and skill, aud in the Leader standing at the

table, the "old lion" roused in him, his eye flashing

and his form erect, we see the highest jxiint of Mr.

HoU's power. Hut it is inqiossii)le not to feel that

the artist has been somewhat disturbed by his task.
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and, adding his own strength of character to that

of his subject, has brought a little too much force

into his canvas. Perhaps the best of his other works

is the portrait of Sir William Jenner's successor. Sir

Andrew Clark; but it is difficult to select where all

is so admirable and so nearly equal in merit.

The portrait of Cardinal Manning is the most

acceptable of Mr. Ouless's contributions, as much on

account of the sitter as the artist. It is a superb

achievement, although in this full-face portrait there

is not so much of the fire or soul that Mr. Watts put

into his celebrated picture of the Cardinal. We are

shown the divine in a quieter mood, neither so stern

nor so thoughtful. But it is one of the great merits of

the picture that the artist has withdrawn himself, so

to speak, from it altogether ; he has satisfied himself

with painting a brilliant portrait, beautiful in colour,

fine in feeling and in the rendering of character, and

he makes these qualities speak for him—wherein he

conscientiously follows in the footsteps of the masters

at whose shrine he worships, Velascjuez and Yandyck.

Professor Herkomer, as usual, impresses the spec-

tator as much with his versatility as \\ith the inde-

pendence of his manner. Of suljject-pictures, however,

he has none this year. The best of his male p)ortraits

is unquestionably that of the Speaker ; and of his

female portraits, that of Mrs. Arthur Sassoon. This

lady, distinguished by vivacity and refinement, is

robed in black, but the picture is not so delightful as

that of his Boston beauty of last year. The portrait

of the artist's father and daughter, again, is a fine

study in a less conventional style ; but those of Sir

John Pender, Mr. ' Telegraph " Levy, and the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury are hardly up to the level of ex-

cellence we look for from the Oxford Slade Professor.

Mr. Richmond, the new Associate, has successfully

seized the likeness of Prince Bismarck, and produced

a fine picture ; but, compared with the works of his

rivals in portraiture, it lacks strength and depth. It

is as a painter of delicacy and refinement, grace,

elegance, and beauty, as is also here proved, that

Mr. Richmond excels; real power is beyond him.

In the department of " history " or " historic

genre " the pictures that stand out from all the rest

for individuality and successful realisation are those

of Mr. Alma-Tadema and Mr. Solomon J. Solomon.

The Academician's great work—for such it is— is

one of the most striking he has produced for years.

The roses of Mr. Alma-Tadema are accepted master-

pieces of execution, generally speaking; "The Roses

of Heliogabalus •"
is, to particularise, another master-

piece of execution— in some respects its painter's

cJief-d'ieiivre. The motive of the picture is but a

practical joke—the deluging in roses of the young

Emperor's guests, suddenly poured down from the

vehiriinii ; and as the nobles and ladies floiuider

in the sea of flowers, the magnificent j'oung profli-

gate looks on with as much scornful amusement

as his languor will f)ermit. No incident could be

more happy for the painter to exercise his skill

upon, rich and delicate colouring combining marvel-

lously with all the possibilities of marble-painting

and archijeological accessory—an opportunity of which

the artist has not been slow to avail himself to the

full. Happy the painter whose powers are strong

enough to bear the burden of so much realism and

so much crystallized fact ! Who can tell what Mr.

Tadema's sufferings from artistic famine would be

were his Lempriere cut off at the main?

Mr. Solomon's " Niobe " deserves special atten-

tion, as it is professedly painted in reply to those

critics who declared that the young artist, brought

up in the traditions of the Paris studios, could only

succeed where action was violent and where dash of

subject diverted attention from composition and exe-

cution. He has therefore painted this picture of

absolute repose. The deep passion of silent anguish

in the mother, and the sentiment inspired by the

dead and dying forms of her children around her, are

undisturbed by any incident calculated to add to or

take from the main subject. The impressiveuess of

the work is sufficient to prove that the painter has

accomplished the task he set himself to perform.

But apart from colour, drawing, and expression— all

of which are of a very high order and worthy of the

subject—attention should be paid to the lines of the

composition. It will be seen at once that the chief

line is pear-shaj)ed, and descends and returns through

a very beautiful and somewhat original sweep. Mr.

Solomon has been manifestly influenced by our great

master of line. Sir Frederick Leighton, not only in

the grouping of the figures, but also in the arrange-

ment of the draperies. It appears to the writer that

the one weak point in the composition is the hole, so

to speak, in the middle of it. But that, after all, is

a small fault in so fine a production, and the best of

it all is that the artist's power, full of strength and

vigour, is still not yet fully developed. He will cer-

tainly do much greater things than this, and that at

no distant date.

Last year Mr. Goodall placed only two figures in

a vast canvas, and it did not impress the spectator as

" empty ;
" this year he has twenty-two figures in

his vaster " On the Sea of Galilee," and it does not

appear full. In his version of " Christ Healing the

Sick," there is much good painting, and more admir-

able feeling, but it does not quite " come together
"

somehow, nor impress one to anything like the ex-

tent it should. In his " David's Promise to Bath-

sheba," again, there are signs of weakness, but the

face and attitude of the dying king are finely con-

ceived.
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]Mr. Orchavdson has done better in point of colour,

and drawing too, perhaps, than in " Her Mother's

Voice," but he has never before risen to such subtlety

and pathos of expression in both face and attitude.

The subject is a well-worn one— a middle-aged

widower listening to his daughter as she sings, at-

tended by her lover; but its realisation in this lamp-

lio-hted scene of modern life has a refinement, a

naturalness, and a restraint beyond any other version

painted within recent years.

In land and sea scapes the exhibition is strong.

Sir Jolm Millais' " Murthly Moss," though not com-

parable for poetry of feeling to " Chill October," is

distinguished by what I may call powerful delicacy

and robust exquisiteness. It is full of daylight

and air, lias many lovely passages, but at the same

time there is not a little that is commonplace, both

in the reedy foreground and the hilly distance. INIr.

Boughton's " Golden Afternoon," representing the

rounded, sweeping country of the Isle of Wight, is

above all a silvery landscape, as remarkable for its

size and absence of important figures as for its tech-

nical merits. Mr. Leader has never done so well as

in " A Summer's Day," and Jtlr. ]\IacWhirter has

happily returned to the charming green woods, silver

birches, and blue seas that made his reputation.

It is delightful to see a man of J\Ir. Hook's years

with such a firm grip upon his subject, not losing in

breadth, and absolutely gaining in cjuality. "The

Bauble Boat" and " Tlie'^Feast of the Osprey," both

small pictures of sea and shore-line, are gems of ob-

servation, truth, and execution ; and " Low Tide

Gleanings" and "The Day for the Lighthouse,"

broad, breezy, and astonishing in precision. Mr.

Henry Moore, for ever divorced from his early Pre-

Raphaelitic love, is also strong in " Nearing the

Needles," which is nearly as good as "Clearness

after Rain." As no one can paint the deep blue and

tumble of the sea so well as he, so none can paint

its yellowish transparency and spray more truth-

fully than Mr. Walter Shaw, who is at his best in

"The Tide Race." Mr. Brett attains bis measure

of successful reproduction of natural jihcnomena and

effects, with the certainty of a man for whom ar(, is

but a rule of three, demonstratable and reducible by

the ap])lication of scientific formulie. The most

unexpected success is that of Mr. Vicat Cole, who

breaks fresh ground with his large " Pool of London."

The mass of smoky shi]iping and barges, the groat

brown sails and distant buildings, (he busy and

dignified scene of river toil and tuniioil, with its

finely-painted sky and excellent composition, form

one of the most notable pictures in the exbibitioii.

Indeed, had (he painter but been a eolourist, and

were he Imt able to represent water wet instead of dry,

the picture might have been pronounced a great work.

Among the subject-pictures Mr. E. J. Gregory's

" Euterpe "—in reality the portrait of the artist's

wife in an eighteenth century interior—is the finest

example of quality of handling and dexterous mani-

pulation. But there is a certain unpleasantness of

colour which makes it look less meritorious than it

really is, and we are set wondering when the artist

will produce the great masterpiece that everyone who

has watched his work is certain he will produce one

day. Mr. Pettie paints in cold tones in his " Clash

of Steel "—a seventeenth-century street brawl, with a

frightened lady hurrying her gallant away from the

attractive spot. "The Traitor," finely painted in

every respect, is marred by a note of farce expressed

in the comic attitude of the pinioned gentleman ; but

for this the picture would be dignified enough. Mv.

Long has attempted great things in "The Crown of

Justification. " This vast work of weird Egyptian

custom—representing the judgment of the dead by

the living—is full of archsological research and

detail. But with technical difficulties of drawing

and design triumphantly overcome— though some

might wish them, like Dr. Johnson did the 'cello-

playing, " impossible "—the picture is not alive

;

conscientiousness, learning, and industry are here, but

not living art : the sentiment is as dead as the

mummy itself.

Intent on recovering the position he sacrificed to

some extent last year, ^Ir. Seymour Lucas has devoted

himself to a highly attractive work of historic ffeiin>.

This picture, similar in size and wa/i/' to his " Whip

for Van Tromp," represents the building of St. Paul's

Cathedral. JNIr. Poynter is happy in his subject-

picture— a delightful little classical work called

"Under the Sea-Wall." "The Lady of Shalott,"

by Mr. Waterhouse, is a disappointment ; with a

change of style and treatment there has come about

a check in his onward course. Not that there is

any lack of invention or drawing; but the French

flatness of tones takes much of the (|uaiity out of

the colour, and one is ro1)bed of all sympathy for

a lady so stiff of altitude and ba.k. Mr. Gow's

" Flight of James II. after tiic ]5atllc of the Boync"

is not u]) to his average, by reason of the thinness

of tlie ]iaiiitiiig and the emptiness of the picture,

though the gro'.ip of the mounted officers, who watch

their monarch hastening down the stone sea-wall

steps, is iiartieularly well imagined.

It is curious (hat the band of young men who

contribute most substantially to (he interest of the

exhiliilioii arc nearly all of them connected with the

New iMiglish Art Chil). Mr. Hramley's " Hope-

less Dawn" is a very poweiful ami emotional work

— the dawn breaking to widowed wife and childless

mother, while the candles splutter in (heir sockets

and (he wind howls outside the cottage windows.
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Mr. Stanhope Forbes, in " The Village Harmonic "

—a rehearsal of a rustic choir and orchestra by

the contending lights o£ lamps and the setting sun

—is remarkable to an almost equal extent. Mr.

Loudan's "Fish-Market, Polperro," Mv. StarHng's

"Saved from the Sea," Mr. Fred. Hall's illustra-

tions to Lord Tennyson's " Goose," Mr. Waterlow's

quence chiefly of the efforts of the younger men.

But that they are most of them imbued with the

French spirit, or at all events the French style of

workmanship and with a preference for tone rather

than for colour, is a fact the Royal Academy cannot

afford to overlook. It is quite possible that the re-

form of the'Schools which the Council is now plan-

SIE WILLIAM JENXEE, M.D., K.C.B.

(From the ricbire by F. Holl, R.A. Engraved by P. Xatimann.)

" Orphan " (a landscape picture with a bereaved

lamb), and Mr. Kennington's "Widowed and Father-

less," all make then- mark with excellent work

;

while Mr. Warrener suddenly comes to the front

with a little picture called "A Confession," which

in intensity of expression yields to no other in the

whole exhibition.

Summing up the art-achievements of the year

as reflected at the Royal Academy Exhibition, it is

impossible to feel as despondent for the general out-

look of pictorial art as in recent years, in conse-

ning may have the effect of stemming the present

exodus ; but, in any case, the future of the English

" School " is in their hands, and upon them devolves

the responsibility of moulding it to the proper form.

M. H. Spiet.maxx.

Note.—It is impossitle, Tvithin the limited space nt disposal,

to do more than present the reader with a general outline of the

Academy Exhibition and engrave but the smallest fraction of

the pictures. Attention is therefore invited to the fact that

"Royal Academy Pictures, 1888," containing reproductions of

fifty-four pictures and sculptures, is published concurrently with

this Part, price One Shilling.
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THE FOREST OF FO^^TAINEBLExiU : SUMMER.

"VTINE o'clock in the morning', and our tempera-

-1-1 ture is steadily risiugj our eyes closing under

the blinding sunshine.

We have reached Arbonne, and are now on a

spot known as the Desert, at the top of a hill of

sand, while at our feet, all round us, the landscape

stretches away into the distance ; to the left a wide

plain, displaying golden wheat-fields, green meadows,

yellow rape, patches of red clover looking like splashes

of blood, dim clumps of trees which might be nests,

long lines of misty poplars, and little hamlets with

slate spires shining like sparks; to the right the

bossy rocks and verdure of the forest, bristling,

rolling, clear and vast under the fierce blue sky.

Is the Desert of Arbonne at all like the real

Desert ? One thing is certain, that it is amazingly

like a sandy shore at low tide. When we have

reached the top of the slope, and got beyond the

edge of the plateau, there is nothing to be seen but

a far-spreading white floor broken by boidders, soft

and warm, yielding to the tread and wrinkled by the

wind. The blocks arc water-worn, as if the sea had

ground them ; the rain has left little pools in their

hollows, a light, steady breeze kisses our cheeks, and

sand spiders scuttle about on all sides for all the

world like sea-spiders. The illusion is perfect.

But it is impossible to gaze long at the blinding

scene. Dazzled to drowsiness, we feel as if melting

into fiery slumbers; so we return to the edge of the

plateau. There the forest rises up before us, with

its dark, blue-green dells, its grey ridges, its grand

masses of trees climbing the slopes like regiments

;

and as we stand we observe, just below us in the

gloomy gorge, a round whitish speck. That is the

cupola of an aqueduct— it might be a buoy in tin-

ocean. At the same time a little flash seems to be

signalling to us ; it is the carriage waiting for us

on the road, and the hoi-se has shaken himself and

moved it. We descend the hill again, and on we

go through the woods, without a .sound, on a road

carpeted with moss and fallen pine leaves.

We do not get on fast. The horse seems to be

performing a sort of goose-step, tossing his head

now and then either to shake off the gad-flies, or

because he is teased by the bunches of leaves which

are stuck between his ears, like those of every horse

we meet.

At last, after a sleepj' drive through the forest,

where there is not a spring to trickle, not a rock to

shed a thread of water, we reach the skirt of the

forest, and the driver pulls up in front of the " bush "

of broom, which indicates that a grocer keeps a little
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catiiig-lioiise. There is no one in the village street,

all the shutters are closed, the hamlet seems asleep.

In the eating-house, too, no one. We are in the shut-

tered twilight of a low, whitewashed room ; not a

soul—but swarms of flics are feeding on the spilt grease

upon the tables. In a minute, however, a woman
makes her appearance and asks what we wish. Yes,

it is an eating-house, but she is hardly to be per-

suaded into giving us breakfast. However, she con-

sents at last ; she brings in plates, and has just served

up some slices of sausage, to be followed by an ome-

lette, when an old peasant in a blouse and peaked

hat over his nose. At long intervals we meet a

vehicle on the road ; a victoria under an awning
with closed curtains ; a cart witb its driver asleep on

the top, bearing down on us without swerving an

inch ; a tax-cart white with dust—and all the horses

with bunches of leaves on their heads. Or we pass

a man lying at full length on the ground, his face

covered with his waistcoat, as motionless as death.

Once we catch sight of a child in the wood, with

bare legs, an enormous straw bat, and a box slung

over bis shoulder. He is collecting ants' eggs, it

would seem, for feeding pheasants. Now and again

AT THE EDGE OF THE UESEBT.

cap comes in with a civil bow. He is the village

ranger. He chatters like a woodpecker, and proses

on about everything, mixing things up—the crops,

politics, local lawsuits, the Prussian war, and the

forest. And all the while he chatters and proses be

pours some raw spirit into his coffee, " seeing as bow

that was the stuff to cocker a man's heart up."

To cocker one's heart up, as the old owl called

it, was highly needful before setting out again this

scorching day across the sand and pine forest

!

Breakfast over, we tumble on to the seats of the

chaise, quite overcome by the burning heat of the

hood. It is now about one, and by the wayside

the underwood and saplings glisten in metallic

green under the torrid sun and scorching blue, and

in an atmosphere quivering like the vapour over a

heated oven.

We rumble on as if in a dream, the carriage

rocking us with little jolts. The driver has quite

collapsed, and seems to have melted as he sits, his

our nag stops short and we come to a standstill ; and

then we can hear the universal murmur of the forest.

At the end of a long hour, however, an hour of

cooking in a close oven, along an endless white road,

we arc aware that we have turned off under the

trees. The chaise jolts on for some little time in

the shade, and we come out on an open lawn, where

we feel as if wo had come to the arbours of a casino

after wandering through a maze.

There, in the middle of a clearing, under an

ancient spreading tree, people are resting, mopping

their faces, and refreshing themselves. Low earth-

banks strewn with fern serve as divans, boards on

trestles take the place of tables. There is a jingle

of glasses and popping of corks. A little lean old

woman, with a nose like a kite, and a mutch on her

head, serves out beer and lemonade, and a man in a

blue jacket, squatting behind a chest on wdiich he

lays out the cards, is ready to tell fortunes. This is

the " Fairies' Pool," but under this broiling sun the
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pool is as invisible as the f:iii-ios. Notliing is to be

seen but the place where it ouylit to be, a large, dry

hollow, full of parched grass; all around it leaning

trees, and, under tlieir parasols in front of their easels,

painters sit ! In shooting blouses, in loose jackets.

A SYEtT-SELLEE.

in slouched caps, in gaiters, in breeches ; and with

long wands held askew, as if they were fishing.

Some dash in a suggestion with a broad flourish,

some dab the canvas with careful strokes, screwing

up their eyes and measuring the horizon with a bit

of charcoal. There are those who sketch and those

who stipple. One of them—a great man he must

be—is in a full suit of summer linen: white trousers,

white jacket, white " spats," and a Panama hat with

a red ribbon amid all that whiteness.

Near here, too, is the Gorge aus Loups—the

Wolves' Glen. It yawns on the further side of this

clearing, under the wide ocean of sky, and for an

hour or two we scramble about the little cliff-paths

wliii'li tumble down it. It is like a grand and

motionless cataract of boulders which have caught

and wrested the great oaks in their fall, and seem to

be rolling them down to the bottom of the gorge,

which opens out into an immense plain. But this

rocky torrent harbours too many picnics; the place is

strewn with old bottles and greasy paper; and those

fine gnarled trees, whose roots grip the stone with

a despairing clutch, are carved with names and hearts

joined together. Nature here is siililiuie but outraged

and insulted.

However, it i.s growing late, and we are told (liat

we must see the sun set from the Long-Roeher (Long

Rock, or Long Tor).

A great sensation is in fact in store for us.

We gain tile spot by following a little ravine

through a rather dark ])inewood, out of which

we suddenly emerge on an open stretch of pink

heather. Then comes an exipiisite moment. The

dark alley of pine-trees, as regnlar and mysterious as

a pillared aisle, is lighted from above with a green

glow, while out in the very middle of the blossoming

heath a solitary fir, distorted and writhing, as it were,

in its flight from the rest, seems to be dancing

alone. A broad violet shadow steals over the level

;

the rooks call to each other in the stillness. We
breathe a less fierce atmosphere, and the only high

light is the white shirt of a man among the bracken,

tying it into sheaves.

From the height of Long-Rocher the view makes

the head swim ; the forest is seen like an ocean from

a towering cliff. Millions upon millions of tree-tops

crowd below to the utmost verge of the horizon
;

from those at your feet, of which you can count the

leaves, to those so far off that they are lost in the

sky ; and the various plots of different species band

the vast scene just as the sun sometimes bands the

clouds with shafts of light. The billows of verdure

roll, dip, and rise ; but instead of falling with a roar,

like water, they remain su.spended, as it were, in

silence ; and other sounds come up, clear, crystalline,

and pure as the evening light—voices speaking, carts

passing ; while over those innumerable heads the

sunset spreads and flows like a crimson glazing, a

FATHER OUERIONY, TUE VIPEB UiraTEB.

rose-tintetl varnish, and the rooks perching on them

slisten like birds of glass.

" Aye, this is where you come to see the sun set !

"

We turn rmmd. It is old Guerigny— Father

Guerigny — tiie snake-catcher. Swarthy, bent.
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crippled, earth-stained, leaning on his forked stick, little rent in the clouds where the blood-red sun is

with a quid puffing out one cheek, he has taken now stanched, and where the red wound begins

THE VALLEY OF TEANCEAED.

(Drai™ mul Eiigrarnl hii A. Lepire.)

up a position behind us on a rock, and is amused to heal, then leaves a scar, and finally disappears

with watching us, while we, on our part, watch a altogether. Maurice Talmeye.
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"A SUMMER DAY."

Painted by Feedinand Heilbuth.

¥l'j Iiave been guided by move tbau one considera-

tion in seleetiug M. Ferdinand Heilbuth's

" Sunimei" Day " as the subject of our frontispiece.

lu the first plaeej the picture, viewed technically, was

one of the very best in last year's Salon ; in the

second place, it is an admirable illustration of one

side of the argument raised in the perennial discus-

sion on " modern life in modern art ;
" and in the

last, it introduces once more an artist too seldom

seen and appreciated by the readers of this Magazine.

]M. Heilbuth is a Hamburger born, and a French-

man by naturalisation. But altliough his enemies,

and his friends as well, reproach him with the fact

that his native patriotism proved too strong for him

when Paris was threatened with siege, and that he

hastily quitted the capital where friendships, honours,

and medals had been showered upon him, prudently

betaking him to England, not one of them can say that

his art—though essentially French in treatment and

feeling—has ever been otherwise than \mve, honest, and

iiealthy. His (echniijiic, too, always commands respect.

"A Summer Day " is to our mind somewhat un-

pleasing in its insistance upon the contrast of Nature

and Fashion— otherwise "modern life;" but it is

entirely free from the suggestiveness that would pro-

bably have been imported into such a motif by a large

proportion of the artist's new compatriots. In point

of fact, however earnest he may be, M. Heilbuth

can no more harmonise a male or female Worth with

a landscape undefaced by the hand of man, than

Millet could have introduced one of his peasants into

i\\e foyer of the Fran5ais. Few will deny that eon-

temporary manners and customs must be reflected in

contemporary art, if that art is to be instinct with

life and strength ; but when we talk about modern

life and modern art, we too often fail to take the

modern artist, too, into consideration. From all of

which we ma}' conclude that "fashion" is not "life,"

and that the artist who aspires to be something more

than a mere executant should not be content to rival

the chit-chat historian, nor assist in the chronicling

of milliners' gossip.

-.^^>»«+es.-.

THE CROWN: ITS GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.

HIS June we celebrate the

fiftieth anniversary of the

coronation of Her Majesty.

It is an event which may
remind us, according to our

age and constitution, of "the

good old days " when we

were young and hopeful, or

C)f the " progress " we have

made since then. The profane may suffer a feeling

of boredom at the thought of yet another Jubilee.

Ikit the craftsman may let his thoughts wander from

the Coronation to the Crown, and to crowns in

general, and wish to know something as to the

design and workmanship of the royal emblem.

To trace the history of the Crown would lead us

back to a very remote period in the era of civilisa-

tion—to the first man who wore on his forehead a

symbol of authority over his fellows ; and further

still to the legendary lover, who, if we may trust the

poets, decked with leaves and flowers the brow of his

true love.

The crown may be regarded as in some sort ihc

531

(lutcome of the wreath— kingly, pric-lly, t iiuiii]ilial,

nuptial, festive, votive, or whatever else it may have

been. So soon as the wreath came to be used in

sign of distinction, as in the case of the laurel

wreath of the victor in the OlymjDian games, or the

oak leaves of the Roman Civic crown, it would

naturally suggest itself that the token might very

]iroperly take some shape more lasting than that of

fading leaves : and so we find that tlie Etruscans,

for example, did very soon liegin to twine garlanj;ls

of golden leaves, sjiecimens of whicii are preserved in

the jewel-room of the British ^luseum. The simple

construction of these wreaths is technically, as well as

artisticall}', very interesting. The leaves of oak or

laurel are cut out of sheets of gold, so thin as to be

little stouter than stiff gold foil, and are then bent or

l)eatcn into something very much like the nioilelling

of the natural forms. Stalks of gold wire, which

form also midribs In the leaves, serve to bind them

securely together in the form of a chaplet. In an

early number of TiiK Macazink or Aur (vol. iii., p.

111?) is an illustration of a very delicate example of

this kind. Theie are amateurs of goldsmiths' work
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who go so far as to say that such, and such only, is assume it. The Christian crown began of course

the treatment pi-oi^er to the art. And there is S(:}me with Constantine ; and we may trace to Byzantium

reason in what they say, though

they go too far.

The later foliated crown of

Gothic times may be considered

as a very conventional survival

of the natural wreath. It con-

sists, indeed, of moi-e or less

stiff and formal leaves stuck,

upright, into a band round the

head. That might have been

the origin of the modern crown
;

probably, however, it was not.

The crown comes to us from

the East. Its precursor was the

diadem, a narrow fillet of some

textile material, originally, per-

haps, intended simply to hold

back the hair, which the privi-

lesed classes allowed to gfrow

long. Eventually it became, in

1.—VOTrVE CROWN FOUND IN SPAIN.

(SeiVKtA or Eighth Century.)

the distinctly Oriental character

of the earliest examples known
to us.

There are in the ]\Iusee de

Cluny, at Paris, some Visi-

Gothic crowns of the seventh

and eighth centuries, one of

which is given here (No. 1).

Notwithstanding that these are

obviously votive crowns (the

rings and even the chains re-

maining by which they Avere

suspended), they are presumably

fashioned in the likeness of

crowns actually worn. They

consist either of broad bands of

gold set with jewels, or, as in

our illustration, of a kind of

trellis-work of metal with jewels

at the intersections, in either case

the natural order of things, a mark of distinction further adorned with pendent ornaments of essentially

and even of Royalty. In accordance with Oriental Eastern appearance. In the crown of St. Stephen,

ideas of splendour, the distinguishing head -band some centuries later in date (No. -1), and that of

would of course be embroidered with silk and jiearls. Constantia (No. 5), the hanging ornaments remain

The golden band which came to take its place (just as a characteristic feature.

the golden wreath took that of the natural leaves) In the maze of traditions surrouuding the earliest

would, equally, come to be studded with precious crowns that have come down to us, one may easily

stones ; the upper edge of the band would in the end lose the thread of historical fact. The Iron crown of

be enriched, first perhaps with jewels at intervals to Italy, which takes its name from a narrow fillet of

iron within it, wrought according to j)opular belief

2.—THE IKON CaOWX OF LOJIBAEDY.

(Prohably of the Kinth Century.)

break the hard outline, and ultimately with f'ulia-

tions of a more or less symbolic character—bearing at

last some faint resemblance to the wreath. We
have now, whether derived from wreath or fillet, the

crown complete.

Alexander the Great is said to have adopted the

crown from Persia. For a long time the Roman
Emperors were afraid to display the unpopular

symbol of Royalty, imtil Diocletian dared to re-

. 3.—CEOWN OF THE HOLY KOMAN F.5IPIEE.

(Xinth or Tenth Century.)

out of a nad from the true cross, is said to have

served for the coronation of the Lombard kings

from the sixth century onwards. Its design would

seem, however, to indicate a later date—the ninth
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centurv, says Dr. Bock, who attriljiitus it to Gra'co- the two arched bauds remain, but iu this case they

Byzautiue craftsmen. Anyway, it is of exceedingly He Hat against the cap, presenting an altogether

direct and workmanlike construction. A series of six different ai^pearance. These bands are supposed to

jewelled and enamelled plaques (No. 2) are hinged be a century or more later in date than the original

tou'ether so as to form a broad band, more like a crown, which is probably of the tenth century. It

bracelet than our notion of a crown. So much so shows a stage in elaboration beyond the already-

that Dr. Boek, to quote once more an authority from mentioned crowns, in that the cresting of arched and

whose splendid work—" Die Kleinodien des heiligen triangular plaques is comparatively independent of

Romisehen Reiches"—this and two or three of our the band below, made up of alternate panels of big

illustrations are borrowed, argues that very possibly jewels and little saints iu enamel. The big jewels

it was orio-inally used as an armlet. The setting of remain, down to our own times, inseparable from the

the stones, each in its little capsule of gold, is of royal crown ; but we miss, thenceforward, the gorgeous

the very nai'vest kind; but, for all that, the work- colour of the Byzantine enamels—surely no inconsider

mauship is in all respects singularly skilful.

The crown of the Holy Roman Empire (No. 3),

preserved in the Imperial Trea-

sury at "S^ienna, is probably of

about the same date, or a little

later, though Charlemagne is

said to have been crowned with

it. It is more distinctly By-

zantine in the character of its

detail, and altogether more

barbaric. In this case we have

eight unequal, round-topped,

jewelled and enamelled plaques

of gold similarly hinged to-

gether, so as to accommodate

themselves somewhat to the

shape of the head—a practical

device generally adopted until

the thirteenth century (see

Nos. 7, 13, 14). It is difficult

to understand why the ju-actice

was ever abandoned— except

that it is the tendency of cir-

cumstances, stupid though it

f

i.—CEOWN OF ST. STEI'HEX OF HUNOAF-Y,

(Tenth or EIrmith Cmlvry.)

able loss from the point of view of art. Similarly

made up of panelled bands are the two heavy gold

crowns taken from King Theo-

dore at the capture of INIagdala

in the Abyssinian expedition

of 1S6S, and now in the South

Kensington Museum. In one

of these the plaques, instead of

being hinged together, are con-

nected by strips of gold, thin

enough to be flexii)le, and so

serving the same purpose.

The early crowns were, no

doubt, lined with a cap of

velvet, or what not. In the

crown of Coustantia (No. 5),

the daughter of Roger II. of

Sicily, who married in IISG

the son of Frederick Barbarossa,

the cap itself becomes the main

thing. In fact, the liand and

cross bands, with their jewels

and pearls and little plaques

of enamel, are apparently attached to the caj) itselfto make things

always less and less constructional in design. The —worked ujjon it in fact. The less-hcavily orua

crown of the Holy Empire includes, for the first meiited interspaces reveal between the

time, the arch. Two such arches meeting over the

head constituted what is known as a closed crown,

which became in time the distinguishing charac-

teristic of the crowns of kings. The arch in this

case, as in other early instances, is independent of

the crown proper, being iltted into two little sockets

at the back of the plaques. Two other similar

sockets go to prove that there were originally two

such arches—and perhaps the unwisdom of leaving

them loose : they could so easily be lost or stolen.

ewels and

llligree the actual stuff. It is more a jewelled caji

than a crown. "Whether or not this was in any way

characteristic of a queen's as distinguished from a

king's crown, it is especially interesting in connec-

tion with the occasion of this article.

We have learnt to associate the idea of a crown

with gold and jewels only. The cap within it,

ordinarily a separate feature, is the only reminiscence

left of the fillet of woven material out of which it

grew. But the cap itself was a sign of distinction.

It is wonderful, when we realise their intrinsic AVilliam the Conqueror is represented wearing a

value, that so many ancient crowns remain intact.

What splendid loot they must have been ! Our

own crown of Charles II. had a narrow escape when

Colonel Blood got clear of the Tower with it in his

possession

.

crown over his cap ; we have the forked mitre of the

inedia;val bishoj) (which is his crown), tlu' Imined cap

of the doges of Venice, the caps of the l']lectors,

and the caps of Maintenance, such as To])e Julius II.

sent so prematurely to Henry VI II. The tall cap or

In the crown of St. Stephen of Hungary (No. 4) turb; tlie l'o|ii' is till' symbol of his authority,
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and it was in insistance upon tlieir tenipoval power

that successive popes added to it crown after crown

to the sacred number of three.

Down to the seventeenth centtiry the Russian

notion of a crown appears to have been a cap so

richly jewelled as to hide the material of which it was

made (No. 12). In the Siberian cap the sections be-

tween the arches are of plain stuff on which are planted

central jewelled ornaments. There is in the South

Kensinijton Museum the crown or mitre of a Bishop of

the Greek Church, in which medallions with subjects

from the Passion, in relief, are attached to the velvet

cap, so that without it the goldsmiths' work would

_&

consists. About the period of the Crusades this

heraldic version of the lily is of frequent occurrence

;

and it is said to be an Oriental symbol ; but as far

back as the Merovingian kings it was the emblem of

the Franks. There is a legend according to which

5.—CKOWN OF CONSTANTIA OP

SICTLT.

(Tirrlfth Cciilnrn.)

nnt hold together. The

Tartar idea of a crown

consists, I am told, of a

tall feltcap(16,«) scolloped

at the edge (/j). When
this scolloped edge is

turned back, it takes the

shape of a cresting round

the head [c). Imagine

this turned-back cresting

of the cap to be richly embroidered and stn<lded

with jewels {d), and you have something very much

like a crown as we understand it.

A fair type of a rather early Gothic design is

afforded by the crown of Karl IV. of Bohemia, pre-

served at Prague (No. 7), which, although dating

from the fourteenth centnry only, was professedly

made in imitation of that with which St. Louis and

subsequent French kings were crowned. This would

sufficiently account for the fleurs-de-lis of which it

u.—CEOWX OF CLOVIS.

(From the Xorik Portal of Eheims Cathnhal Early Tliirtcnith

Cenlui-!/. VUilUt-le-Iluc.)

an angel came down from heaven expressly to present

it to Clevis at his baptism. Our own King Edward

I., claiming also to be King of France, is represented

with a crown of fleur-de-lis; so is Edward III., though

their number appears to have increased. It was

Richard III. who introduced the crosses alternating

with them, although a cresting of crosses is seen on

coins and seals of earlier date. "We have long since

dropped the lilies from the English shield, but they

survive still in the crown.

There is a certain dignified simplicity about the

Hungarian crown, with its four broad lilies and big-

jewels. One feels the lack, however, of some divid-

ing line between the cresting and the band below.

The crested crown may be treated in three different

wavs : first, by merely cusping or fciliating the upper

edge of the diadem, as in the Hungarian crown ;

secondly, by making the cresting independent of a

7.—CBOWN OF KAEL IV. OF BOHEMIA.

(Fourteenth Century. Imitatea from the Crou-n of St. Louis.)

more or less shallow fillet next the head, as in the

thirteenth century example from Rheims (No. 6) ;

and, thirdly, by making the baud important, studding

it richlv with jewels and bounding it on either side
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with a separate fillet, from the upper one of which ornamental feature, all in diamoiuls. The same kind
sprino's the erestiiii;', as in many of the examples of thing- is seen in the popular marriag'e crowns of

illustrated (Nos. S, D, 1(1, 11). Norway. There is a seventeenth century example

at South Kensington (No. l."5), cnnsisting of seven

9. —CKOWN FKO,M A PICIUKE OF THE VIIiGIN BY VAN EYCK.

(Bf/oiT the miildlf 0/ llu- Fiflnnth Cnilunj.)

S.—CKOWN FliOM A PIOIUKE BI J. VAN EYCK.

(Before the miiUUc of the Fifteenth Century.)

heraldic parts hiuged together in the old-fashioned

manner, and where, by the way, the pin forms a

branch of very conventional foliage on which is

The crested crown might, as before said, be evolved perched the symbolic dove. Napoleon I. substituted

from the idea of leaves stuck at regular intervals for the tleurs-de-lis of the Bourbons a cresting of

into the fillet round the head; and it turns out that imperial eagles.

in some crowns of the fourteenth century found Tiie imperial crown of Great Britain is described

near Pesth, the pin or pivot on which the hinges in the jargon of the heralds as a circle of gold, en-

of the lily-crested plaques worked was made to form riched with stones and pearls, heightened with four

the stalk of a group of leaves as much like niiture crosses patee and four fleurs-de-lis alternately, from

as it was the fashion of the day to make them which rise four arch-diadems set with pearls, closing

(No. 14). under a mound ensigned with a cross patee. The

The construction of the radiated crown is familiar "arch-diadems" were first introduced I)y Henry VII.,

and in his reign, and that of Henry YIII., they were

crocketed. The pearls belong to the Elizabethan age

—but in the Victorian crown (No. L5) there is still

to everyone who has played the king in nursery d;iys.

You have only to snip triangular pieces out of a

broad band of metal (or cardboardj and you have

the ])ointed rays of the primitive crown. Of this a suggestion of crocheting on the arches,

"ojicu" kind, as distinguished from the "closed'"

variety, is the bridal crown

of Margaret of York, pre-

served at Aix la Chapelle

—

another instance of a woman's

crown. The family of ^lar-

garet, sister of Edward IV.,

and her marringe with Chnrles

the Bold of Burgundy, are

indicated in its design, which

includes the ,'irms of England

and of Burgundy, the white

rose of York, and the letters

(that remain) of the bride's

name. It is a i)ity that

heraldic and other such sig-

nificant devices have not more

often been introduced into

royal crowns. In that of

Czar Ivan Alexievitch, of the

sixteenth century (No. 1^), the Russian engle alter-

nates, round the base of the cap, with a puri'lv

lU. — lUillJAL CKOWN OF MARGAUKT OF YOUK.

(Second half of llu Fifteenth Ccnturji.)

It is as if tli(

ThiTf is udtlini

No royal crown of ours survived the Cdnnnmi-

wealtli. The oldest remain-

ing- in the Tower is that

made for Charles II. Noto-

riously, the period of the

Restoration was not one of

artistic prc-cuiincnce. But

one would not luive expected,

at a time when St. Paul's

Cathedral was designed, such

decadence as is apparent in

the St. Edward's crown, as

it is called. Its lines are ill-

considered and ungraceful, the

arrangement of the stones

is commonplace, the details

are without refinement, and,

in short, its value lies abso-

lutely in the gold and ]>re-

i-iiius slonrs contained in it.

UcI'diinalioii had snuffed nut ait.

in this crown of KiTig Charles to
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suggest the eniftsmaii, let alone the artist : it re-

minds one less of royalty than of Drury Lane. Our
queens have been less unfortunate in their crowns.

That made for ^lary of Modena, wife of James II.,

is built on mueh more graeeful lines ; but it is of

the toy kind, too small to Ije properly worn, capable

only of being' balanced on the top of the head. It

is one mass of diamonds and other precious stones,

splendid indeed, but with a splendour too nearly akin

to that of the cut-glass prisms of the old gaselier.

11.

—

cuovrs or maximiliax i.

(From a Portrait. Flfti'tmth Ci-ntiirit.)

This costly specimen of jewellery has nothing like the

charm of colour commonly belonging to Indian and

other Eastern goldsmiths' work, where jewels of com-

paratively small value are made to produce an effect

of colour undreamt of by the English artificer. The

profuse use of jewels of enormous price cannot but

tend to the depreciation of the art of the goldsmith

12. — KUS3IAN IMPEEIAL CEOWN.

(SU-tefjitli Centni://.)

in connection with them. That becomes quite a

secondary consideration. It would almost seem as

if where diamonds are used cu masse, the art em-
ployed in setting them were in inverse ratio to their

intrinsic value. Where the agglomeration of pre-

cious stones is made to do duty for the more precious

quality of art, we are not likely to get a worthy

piece of historic goldsmiths' work : a costly piece

of jewellery is as much as we can reasonably expect.

13.—SEGMENT OF A XOEWEGIAN MAEKIAQE CEO^VN.

(Seventeenth Cenluri/.)

The craft of the goldsmith reached probably its

hiwest depth in the crown made for the Prince of

Wales (George I.) in 1714'. One wonders if any-

thing so poor and mean and artistically cheap can

really be gold. A respectable brass-worker would be

ashamed of such execution. How it can have been

perpetrated with such models as the crowns surmount-

ing the maces of the Sergeant-at-Arms before the

eyes of the designer, is incomprehensible.

The imperial State crown made in 1833 by
Rundell and Bridges, for the coronation of Queen
Victoria, is of the costly

over-jewelled kind, which

makes one regret the earlier

crowns whence its dia-

monds, emeralds, rubies,

sapjihires, and pearls were,

so to speak, quarried. It

shows, however, a very

marked improvement on

what preceded it. There

is even by comjxirisou a

certain restraint about it

which one would hardly

have expected to iind at

that date. I am indebted

to ]\Iessrs. Garrard for per-

mission to reproduce the original design, which,

however, can give no idea of the effect of such a

blaze of jewels.

The distinction between the crowns of kings, and

the coronets proper to dukes, marquesses, earls,

.—FOLIATED UINGE-PIN

OF A CEOWN.

( Fourteenth Century.)
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viscounts, and barons, is an invention oi' tlio foni- nnder liis arbitrary jurisdiction, design, dL-jrivod of

paratively modern lierakl, about wliifli we iiee(l its spontaneity, should liave fallen into deeay.

scarcely concern ourselves. It dates no further Seeking further explanation of tlie comparatively

back than the sixteenth century. Before that time poor design of modern crowns, one wonders how
there were no fixed laws as to pearls and strawberry far it may come of our conditions of manufacture.

leaves. Not even the

royal crown itself was

stereot^'ped. The early

French kings wore a

crown of four fleurs-de-

lis, yet Charles V. is re-

presented, as late as the

end of the fourteenth

century, with a crown

of nine flenrs-de-lis, and

as many intermediate

pearled points.

Something of the

change in the shape of

the English crown has

already been noted. In

mediseval crowns the

foliation followed the

phases of Gothic art.

In the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries it was

of the conventional kind

(No. ()). In the four-

teenth it was more na-

tural, whilst in the

fifteenth and sixteenth

it blossomed out into the

characteristically beaten

forms invariably to bo

found in the metal-work

of the period (No. 11).

Elaborately wrought work like this

gularly a})propriate to the pui-pose.

15.—THE IMPERIAL CROWN.

(Made iy Rmiih-n and Bridi/es, IS33.)

ems to be sin-

The hammereil

character may be over-done, of course ; Ijut not so

easily as in brass or iron work, where its spikiness

is often out of place. It is related in a coarser

way to the beaten work of the Etruscans afore-

When the artist was the

artisan, and took his in-

structions from his royal

patron, he would natur-

ally be more interested

in his work than now
that he takes his orders

from his employer, who,

by the way, unless he

chance to be himself an

artist, is much less able

to discuss the practica-

bility of what a patron

may suggest. It is of

the nature of the man of

business to say, " Cer-

tainly, just so, it shall

be done as you wish,"

without realising how it

can be done, or what

will be the eifeet of

doing it. The actual

workman would lujtonly

be more bold in pointing

out what would hinder

him, but would be ready

with a workman - like

suggestion. All men,

even kings presumably,

feel when they are talk-

ing to a man who knows,

and are more ready to yield to his better judgment.

The nndtiplicaiion of middlemen and intermediates

<if all kinds must count for something in the decline

of the goldsmith's art in later days. Strange enough

it seems that the crowns of what may be called bar-

barian kings are so much more beautiful than those

of civilised soverei"-ns. Cmistitutional monarchy hasmentioned. And there is this great merit in it,

that it is light, in actual weight as well as in not, so fai-, |)roduced anything very masterly in the

appearance; whereas the Bohemian crown (No. 7)

weighs something like five pounds. Uneasy indeed

must be the head that wears a crown like that.

A fanciful examj)le of the elaborately-wrought

crown of the fourteenth or fifteenth century, and

one reminding us of the fioral wreath, is that copied

from a j)icture of the Virgin by Van Eyek (No. fl).

It makes no claim (o im|ierial dignity; but it is ex-

ceedingly delicate and pretty. It would be a real

delight to the artist to beat out that little golden

flower-garden. No such freak of fancy is per-

mitted by the herald. And it is not surprising that,

10.—CUOWN-LIKE EKVKI.OrMI'.NT OF THE TARTAR CAP.

way of art in crowns. ^'ou may say, if y<Hi will,

that the crown grows more and more of an ornament

— it cannot be saiil that as years go on it becomes

more ornamental. Lewis V. Pay.
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CHAELES DICKENS AND HIS LESS FAMILIAR PORTRAITS.—

L

IT may safely be asserted that more authentic ])or-

traits have been issued of Charles Dickens than

of any other Englishman, for nearly two hundred

different and distinct representations of the famous

novelist have already been traced.

Certain artists possessing- a fertile imagination have

essayed to portray the face and figure of Dickens

as he apjieared during the period of his childhood

and early youth ; but having nothing more ma-

terial from whence to draw their conclusions than

that afforded by written descriptions of his ])ersonal

characteristics, all such portraits may be simply re-

garded as fictitious. The first authentic portrait of

Charles Dickens is undoubtedly that for which he

gave sittings, in 183.j, to jNIiss Rose Emma Drum-
mond, a well-known miniature-painter at the time,

who successfully reproduced on ivory the handsome

and somewhat effeminate features of the juvenile

" Boz," whose blue eyes,* rich, clustering chestnut

hair, together with the warm flesh-tints of the face,

are tenderly dealt with by the artist. The effect of

the painting is greatly enhanced by the introduction

of the dark blue coat (peculiar to those days, when

such articles of attire were more picturesque than

they are now) with velvet collar and blue satin

stock, and an expanse of white linen immediately

below it. An interesting fact in connection with

this portrait is that it was painted as an engage-

ment-gift for presentation by Dickens to his fiancee.

Miss Catherine Hogarth, who afterwards became

his wife.t

Prominent among the early portraits is one by

the hand of that versatile artist-humourist, George

Cruikshauk, whose illustrations in " Sketches by

Boz " and "Oliver Twist " so materially heighten the

value of those immortal works. Both author and

artist were members of a club of literary men known

* ('luionsly diverse opinions have been entertiiined regarding

the colour of Dickens's eyes. In Miss Drummond's miniature

they are represented as blue ; and C'arlyle, in a letter to his brother

(18i0), recording his impression of the personality of the author of

" Pickwick," described them as " clear hJne intelligent eyes." In

Ary Sclicft'er's portrait, painted in 1856, the eyes are brown ; and on

i\Ir. Frith's canvas they are represented as being of a bUie-rirry

colour. Mr. T. A. Trollope affirms that " Dickens's e^-es were not

blue, but of a very distinct and brilliant liazel—the colour- tradi-

tionally assigned to Shakespeare's eyes." Mr. Frith has partly

.solved this mystery by asserting that they wei-e ' a dark steelj-

warm grey, looking at a little distance like brown ej'es," a pecu-

liarity which probably accounts for these various contradictory

statements.

t This, and tilher hitherto unknown portraits of Charles

Dickens, will be engraved for the first time in my forthcoming

volume on the subject so lightly handled in these pages.

during its brief existence as the Hook and Eye CluV),

and it is related that at one of their monthly meet-

ings Dickens was seated in an arm-chair, conversing,

when Cruikshauk exclaimed :
" Sit still, Charley,

while I take your portrait
! " This interesting

pencil-sketch (which is here engraved) possesses

additional interest in having studies for the head

drawn on the margin (see next page) ; and the artist

subsequently utilised it in one of the etched illus-

trations for a story by Ainsworth, where it reappears

almost line for line.

In 1837 anothei', and similar, portrait was pro-

duced by " Phiz," whose works are so familiar to all

readers of Dickens, Lever, and Ainsworth. The pose

here assumed by the novelist somewhat resembles

that shown in Cruikshauk's sketch. In the back-

ground " Phiz" has introduced a representation of a

Punch-and-Judy performance, but there is no evi-

dence of the skill which that artist so characteristic-

ally displayed in his current later product ions. I

During the same year the novelist gave sittings to

that clever portraitist Samuel Laurence, whose life-like

delineation of the youthful features of the immortal
" Boz " it would be difficult to surpass : the fire and

beauty of the eyes (so remarkable in Dickens), as well

as the sensitiveness and mobility of the mouth, are

rendered with a touch both tender and sympathetic.

Laurence would never part with this portrait, l)ut had

it fastened over the mantelpiece in his sitting-room.

He sold thousands of replicas (beautifully litho-

graphed by AVeld Taylor), but was faithful to the

last in keeping possession of the original drawing, to

which Dickens, touched l)y his friend's loyalty, after-

wards appended his signature.

The most important portrait of the novelist at

this period was painted by D. RLiclise, A.R.iV., iu

1839, for the publishers of " Pickwick," who after-

wards presented the picture to Dickens. It is a full-

length representation of a handsome young man, with

long chestnut curls, sitting at a library table with

one hand on an open book. From the broadcloth

of the tightly-buttoned green trousers to the high

cravat of grey satin, with its rolling knot and double

breastpins connected by a tiny chain, the figure is

that of a well-dressed man of the last generation.

That Maclise successfully portrayed the novelist's

]icrsonal apjiearance at that time is fully proved by

the following admirable deseri])tion of it by Mr.

X From internal evidence we are of opinion tli:it this plate is

not the work of Hablot K. Broi\-ne at all. It contains none of the

qualities of his concurrent work.—EwTou.
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Forstei- :
" A look of youthfulness first attracted }'oii,

and then a candour and openness of expression

which made you sure of the qualities within. The
features were very good. He had a capital forehead,

a firm nose with full wide nostril, eyes wonderfully

beaming with intellect and running over with

humour and cheerfulness, and a rather prominent

month strongly marked with sensibility. The head

a student or writer of books, and so much of a man
of action and business in the world. Light and

motion flashed from every part of it." "When the

paintiug was exhibited at the Royal Academy it

elicited general admiration, and Thackeray wrote a

most favourable criticism, in which he not only re-

ferred to the excellence of the portrait, but alluded in

glowing terms to the genius and intellect of his great

If

•W

(From the Dran-iny by Connl D'Orsay, 1S41.)

was altogether well-formed and symmetrical, and the

air and carriage of it were extremely spirited. The

hair so scant and grizzled in later days was then of

a rich brown and most luxuriant abundance, and the

bearded face of his last two decades had hardly a

vestige of hair or whisker ; but there was that in the

face as I first recollect it which no time could change,

and which remained implanted on it unalterably to

the last. This was the quickness, keenness, and

practical power, the eager, restless, energetic outlook

on each several feature, that seemed to tell so little of

literary rival. Time has undoubtedly subdued the

brightness of colouring which originally characterised

this delightful portrait. Dickens retained possession

of it until his death, when it was purchased by the

late Rev. Sir E. R. Jodrell, and in due time will

find an honoured place on the walls of the National

Portrait Gallery. The painting was exquisitely en-

graved on steel by Finden as the frontispiece to

" Nicholas Nickleby," and an outline of the picture,

engraved by Jeens, was included in Forster's " Life

of Dickens," together with a reproduction of the
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head only. Its popularily marks it as one o£ the

leading jiortraits of the novelist.

Maclise is responsible for two other portraits of

the novelist. Tlie first is a pencil drawing in outline

of Dickens, his wife, and her sister—three charming

profiles; and Mr. Forster, who reproduced it for the

"Life," considered that this conveys more vividly the

novelist's look and bearing at that yet youthful time

than any previous portrait had done ; that nothing-

had been produced which gives a general impression

so life-like and true of the then frank, eager, hand-

some face. The second drawing is a slight sketch

in outline, representing the scene in ]\Ir. Forster's

residence at the time when Dickens read aloud

to his friends one of his Christmas books, " The

Chimes."

Among the visitors at Gore House, where Lady

Blessington delighted to receive as guests those

whose names were famous in literature and art, was a

clever young Frenchman, the Count D'Orsay, whose

pecuniary embarrassments decided him to turn his

talents to a profitable account, and led him to devote

himself to art with a. view of becoming a sculptor

and painter. ilost of his works are well known,

more especially those portraits of eminent euntem-

porarles which were afterwards so excellently litho-

graphed by his friend R. J. Lane, an Associate

Engraver of the Royal Academy. Included in the

series is a half-length portrait of Dickens, drawn

from life in 1811, and representing him in profile,

sharply defined, and with long wavy hair (see opposite

page) . The form of the features does not readily

suggest Dickens, and the chief value of the portrait

lies rather in the fact of its having been executed

in the studio of D'Orsay than in its merits as a

likeness.

In 184'.J the novelist first visited America, when

he was fairly besieged by artists with requests to

favour them with sittings. One of them, Mr.

Francis Alexander, was on board directly the vessel

touched Transatlantic shores, and Dickens yielded to

a pressing invitation from that well-known Boston

artist. Three days later he gave his first sitting, and

during the progress of the work it was a customary

thing for crowds of people to collect around the hotel

where the novelist stayed, arranging themselves

along the sidewalk to see him pass on his way to

the painter's studio, the donrw.ay and stairs leading

thereto being thronged with ladies and gentlemen

eagerly awaiting his appearance, in order to give him

a cordial reception. Alexander chose for his picture

an attitude highly original, but very characteristic,

representing Dickens at his table, writing; the pen

in his right hand seems to have been stopped for a

moment, while he looks up at you as if you had

just addressed him. His long brown iiair, slightly

curling, sweeps his shoulder, the bright eyes glance,

and that inexpressible look of kindly mirth plays

round his month and shows itself on the arched brow.

Dickens similarly favoured another American

artist, a sculptor named Dexter, who modelled a bust,

with which it is said the novelist was highly pleased,

and to which he repeatedly made favourable allusions

during his stay. The work was carried on while

Dickens breakfasted, read his letters and dictated the

answers, the artist intently watching meanwhile the

play of every feature, his whole soul being engaged

in his task.

Early in iSM the late Miss Margaret Gillies

painted Dickens's portrait on ivory, the same being

subsequently engraved on steel for Home's "New

{From the Miniature by Margaret GiUies, 1S44. Ennrared btj It. Taylor.)

Spirit of the Age." It is nearly a hall'-lcn^-th, and,

like Alexander's, jn-esents the novelist in an asjieet

by no means so familiar as that which he after-

wards presented. Strange to say, this interesting

miniature has mysteriousl>' disappeared, probably

buried in some private collection. The artist, shortly

before her deafii, informed me that she had lost sight

of it for many years, and therefore could not render

assistance in my attempt to discover its present

location.

As is generally known, the interests ol' the

miniature-])ainter were seriously affected by the in-

troduction of the daguerreotype, the original form of

the ])hotograi)h of to-day. In 18|7 Dagnerre's in-

vention was further developed by Nici)ce de Saint-

Victor, who succeeded in producing "sun pictures"

on glass instead of silvoreil plates, a cheaper (and
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tliurefore more populiir) method than that of his pre-

decessor. Mr. John Mayall, Senr., late of Regent

Street, was, I believe, the first in this country to

practise portraiture by Daguerre's method.

Amongst the many celebrities of the day who

patronised him was Charles Dickens, who paid his

first visit to Mr. Mayall's studio at the time

"David Copperfield ^' was being written. The por-

trait then produced was considered by George Eliot

of Dickens's features at that period, as well as the

peculiarities of his dress.

In 1854 ]\Ir. E. M. Ward, R.A., was assiduously

employed in painting a series of portraits in character

of notable literary men, including Thackeray, Lord

Lytton, Macanlay, Hallam, and Dickens. It was

the artist's intention to give to the portraits addi-

tional interest by representing each famous litferafcur

in his study, and Dickens is accordingly seen writing

{From the Picture by Arij Srheffer in the Katimial rorlnrit nallrrii. issn. Emjravnl by J. M. Jolinstone.)

as "a satisfactory refutation of that keepsakey, im-

possible face which Maclise gave him (!), and

which has been engraved for the 'Life' in all its

odious beatification. This jihotograjih is the young

Dickens whom I knew—the same face without the

unusually severe wear and tear of years which his

latest looks exhibited."

Besides the many daguerreotypes by Mayall, a

very interesting one was taken in LS52 by ]\I. Clau-

det, another London photographer, which will be

engraved for the first time in a snbseqnent number.

It is a half-length, and clearly indicates the character

at his desk in his " sanctum " at Tavistock House,

surrounded by books, papers, and other paraphernalia

appertaining to his profession ; by his side stands

a huge basket, the receptacle for discarded manu-

script utterly worthless in his eyes, but oh ! how

precious now to the collector of such scraps fi-om

the magic pen. On the desk is" placed a vase of

flowers, and the great writer's passion for bright

colours is further indicated by the glowing tints

of window -hangings, carpets, and other domestic

accessories, so realistically portrayed by the artist's

brush. Fred. G. Kitton.
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SIB JOHN EVl-.EETT MILLAIS, DART., E.A.

(From the ridurc bu Frank Hull, H.A., in the Diploma Galkrij of tlu Royal Acadnnij. Engraved Inj P. yaumann.)

THOUGHTS ON OUR ART OF TO-DAY.

Ai\I empluitically ol' opinion that

the best Art of modern times

is as good as any of its kind

that has gonu before, and fnr-

tiiormore, that tlie best Art of

I'jighnid can hold its own against

the World. It is manifestly im-

possible to make just comparisons

between the widely divergent styles of the Ancient

and ^fodern ^Masters, or to attempt to strike a ijalancc

between, say, Rubens and Hogarth ; hut to say that

the old alone is good betrays great lack of judgment

and is an ingratitude to the living. Ability and talent

are more abundant tliau ever; but in forming an

533

opinion of them the critic falls into two great errors

—the first, in forgetting that the form and demands of

Art have changed and exjiaiuled with the advance of

time; and the second, in failing—unconsciously, of

course—to judge of the great works of tlie i)ast,

witli whicdi he ciim[)arcs tlmse of the present, in a

fair and pro])er manner. He makes uo allowances for

the charm of mutilation or the fascination of decay.

The only way to judge of the treasures the Old

Masters of whatever age have lef4 us—whether in

architecture, sculpture, or painting—witix any hope

of sound deduction, is to look at tlie work and ask

oneself—"What was that like when it was new?"
Tlu! I'jlgin Marbles are allowed by common consent
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to be the perfection of art. But liuw much of our years hence, when Time has done its work, that school

feeling of reverence is inspired by Time ? Imagine will receive the approval of posterity. It must be

the Parthenon as it must have looked with the remembered, however, that Art has moved with the

frieze of the mighty Phidias fresh from the chisel, age, not only in the matter of its subject and the

Could one behold it in all its pristine beauty and spirit which pervades it, but also in knowledge

splendour we should see a white marble building, and technical skill. The still-life painting of the

blinding in the dazzling brightness of a southern sun. Ancients is even now held up to us as a wonder. We

the figures of the exquisite frieze in all probability are told of the grapes of Zeuxis, which the birds

painted—there is more than a suspicion of that

—

came to peck at, and of Parrhasius' curtain that

and the whole standing out against the intense blue deceived Zeuxis, and so on. But what of that?

sky; and many of us, I venture to think, would That is mere imitation, and I could place my hand

cry at once, "How excessively crude !

" on half a dozen men who could do as much. Not

No ; Time and Varnish are two of the greatest of that I underrate imitative painting for a moment-

Old Masters, and their merits and virtues are too it is a necessary part of an artist's business and a

often attributed by critics—I do not of course allude high achievement in itself, this representing on the

to the professional art-critics—to the painters of the flat of the colour, texture, and chiaroscuro of a solid

pictures they have toned and mellowed. The great object in such a way as to deceive the eye. But

artists all painted in hrigJit colours, such as it is the it is hardly necessary to say that nowacbys art

fashion nowadays for men to decry as crude and demands much more than that.

vulgar, never suspecting that what they ap[laud in I imagine that Greek painting was little more

those works is merely the result of what they con- than fhticd outline, no doubt as far as it went not

demn in their contemporaries. Take a case iu point less remarkable in its excellence than the sculpture

—the "Bacchus and Ariadne," iu the National of the day, but necessarily priwilive, from their

Gallery, with its splendid red robe and its rich ignorance of the pigments since discovered. Only

brown grass. You may rest assured that the painter through the introduction of oil-painting has it been

of thatljright red robe never painted the grass brown, possible t.) arrive at the subtlety and mj stery that are

He saw the colour as it was, and painted it as it was connected with fine workmanship—such execution as

—distinctly green ; only it has faded with time to we enjoy in Rembrandt or in Titian, in Sir Joshua or

its present beautiful mellow colour. Yet many men m Turner. I will add that if you place a tirst-class

Rembrandt, a tirst-class Reynolds, and, say, a first-

class latter-day example, side by side, and judge them

on the basis I have named—that is to say, making

due allnwances for the effects of time, and, of

us green, and you may depend upon it it's a fine course, fnr the different styles and temperaments

)f the painters—you will find little cause to bewail

nowadays, will not have a picture with green in it

;

there are even buyers who when giving a commis-

sion to an artist will stipulate that the canvas shall

contain none of it. But God Almighty has given

colou

There is, and has Ijcen for a century or so, this

growing cry for " subdued colour; " and what is the

result ? The case of Sir Joshua Reynolds is a suffi-

ciently notorious example. It was his custom—well

knowing what he did—to paint in clear and true

colours. We have it from Walpole, after a visit to

Reynolds' studi<i, that he found the Waldegrave pic-

ture, which now commands so much admiration for its

mellowness of tone, "dreadfully white and pinky."

But Sir George Beaumont, tlie connoisseurs, and

patrons, were forever urging him to give them in

his pictures what time alone can effect: "tone—like

the Old Masters." And at length, to satisfy their

the " decadence of art." On the contrary, there will

be ]ileuty of reason to be proud of your art of to-day,

and to be confident for your art of the future.

But while we look around and congratulate our-

selves on the number of young men whose brilliant

talents hold out such bright promise of worthily

upholding the English school, we must not forget

that onlv by insistance upon their hidivichinlifi/ of

conception and expression can they hope to advance

to the first rank. There is among us a band of

vouno- men who, though English, persist in paint-

ing with a broken French accent, all of them much

alike, and seemingly content to lose their identity

reiterated demands, he made use of the pigment that in their imitation of French masters, whom they

would most readily give the rich soft brown they are constitutionally, absolutely, and m the nature

wanted—asphaltum. " And now every picture that <if things unable to copy with justice either to

contains that villainous colour is in every stage of themselves or to their models. Imitation, however,

decomposition and ruin—and the chief responsibility is pardonable in young mon^aml only n, ijonnj)

for that lies heavily on his critics. w^v/—and sooner or later their abdity will inevit-

I began by expres.sing my faith in our English ably lead them to assert their individuality— if they

school of painting and its performance. A hundied have any. Any artist can be a follower without
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sacrificing one jot of his independence. Sir Edwin

Landseer, for example, stands perfectly alone in his

own sphere; yet as an animal-painter he was a fol-

lower of Snyder, but in no sense an imitator. Sir

Frederick Leig-hton, again, though his grace, dignity,

and beauty of flowing line are plainly inspired by the

ideal Greek sculpture, works, if I may so express it,

his own bicycle ; everything he does is his and his

alone. On the other hand, we see in the Enolish

sculpture of an era now, happily, just gone by, the

result of what mere imitation had brought us to.

Founded on the same t\'pe of Greek statue, Venuses,

Dianas, the three Graces, and all the Virtues followed

each other till they Hooded the land, each as charac-

terless as the last, and with no more individuality or

vigour than if they had been turned out by ma-

chinery from a single mould. But the intlaence of

Carpeaux, who was one of the leaders of the great

French school of Sculpture, and placed it above the

rest of the modern world—strongly supported in the

present day by M. Dalou—has at length reached

us ; and this department of art now augurs every

whit as well f u- the future as that of painting.

So fine is some of the work our modern sculptors

have given us, that I firmly believe that were it

(lug up from under oyster-shells in Rome or out of

Athenian sands, with the cachet of partial dismem-

berment about it, all Europe would fall straightway

into ecstasy and give forth their jilaintive wail—
"We can do nothing like that now." Verily the

great handicapper and chief offending of modern art

is its unavoidable modernity.

But individuality is not all that should be looked

to ; a varied manner must be cultivated as well. I

believe that however admirably he may paint in a

certain method, or however perfectly he may render

a certain class of subject, the artist should not be

content to adhere to a speciality of manner or

method. A fine style is good, but it is not every-

thing—it is not even absolutely necessary. Sir

Joshua was much superior to Gainsborough in that

regard ; but wiio will give the palm between first-

rate examples of these two masters? One loaded his

canvas; the other painted as with water-colour. The
incomparable charm the latter imparted to his ladies

makes one forget and forgive the want of body in

his wm-k, and we feel they are sufficiently delight-

lid as they are. Of course, delicacy and energy,

breadth or refinement of touch, may be varied with

the mood and the character of the ))ielure.

The ciinimonest error into which a critic can fall

is the remark wo so often hear that such-and-such

an artist's work is " eareless '•" and " would be better

had more labour been spent upon it." As often as

not this is wholly untrue. As soon as the spectator

can .sec that "more laliour has lieen spent upon it"

he may be sure that the picture is to that extent

incomidete and unfinished, while the look of fresh-

ness that is inseparable from a really successful pic-

ture would of necessity be absent. If the high finish

of a ]iicture is so apparent as immediately to force

itself upon the spectator he may know that it is

not as it should be ; and from the moment that

the artist feels his work is becoming a labour he

may depend upon it it will be without freshness,

and to that extent without the merit of a true work

of art. Work should always look as though it

had been done with ease, however elaborate : wdiat

we see should appear to have been done without

effort, whatever may be the agonies beneath the

surface. j\I. Meissonier surpasses all his predecessors,

as well as all his contemporaries, in the quality of

high finish, but what you see is evidently done easily

and without labour. I remember Thaekeraj' say-

ing to me, concerning a certain chapter in one of

his books that the critics agreed in accusing of care-

lessness, "Careless? If I've written that chapter

once I've written it a dozen times — and each

time worse than the last!"—a jn-oof that labour

did not assist in his case. When an artist fails

it is not so much from carelessness : to do his best

is not only jn-otitable to him, but a joy. But it

is not given to every man— not, indeed, to any

—

to succeed whenever, and however, he tries. The
best painter that ever lived never entirely succeeded

mure than four or five times ; that is to sav, no

artist ever jwinted more than four or five mrnlcr-

jiieces, however high his general average may have

been, for such success depends on the coincidence,

not only of genius and inspiration, but of health

and mood and a hundred other mysterious contin-

gencies. For my own part, I have often been la-

boured, but whatever I am 1 am never caieless. I

may honestly say that I never consciously placed an

idle touch upon canvas; and that I have alwavs

been earnest and hard-working; j'et the worst pic-

tures I ever painted in my life are those into which

I threw most trouble and labour, and 1 confess 1

should not grieve were h^'-f niy works to go to the

bottom of the Atlantic—if I might choose the half

to go. Sometimes as I paint I may find my work

becoming laborious ; but as soon as I detect any

evidence of that labour 1 paint the wlmle thing out

without more ado.

It will be reu;enibered that Rembrandt in his

first period was very careful and minute in detail,

and there is evidence of stippling in his llcsh-

painting; but when he grew older and in the ful-

ness of his power, all appearance of sutdi manipula-

tion and minuteness vanished in the breadth and

facility of his brush, though the advantage of his

early manner remained. The latter manner is, of
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course, much the finer and really the more finished science of painting. And herein lies his superiority

of the two. I have closely examined his pictures to Velasquez, who, with all his mighty power and

SIR JOHX ETEKETT SIILLAIS, E.A., AT THE AOK OF TWENTY-FOUE. .

{From a PciuiU Draicinfi by Mr. ir. flolman flnni. By kind Penni^fiion of Mr. Hnhitnn Hunt.)

at the National Gallery, and have actually seen, magnificent execution, never rose to the perfection

beneath that grand veil of breadth, the early work which, above all with painters, consists in Ars celare

that his art conceals from untrained eyes—the whole /Irfem. John Everett ]\Iillai.s.

THE FOREST OF FONTAINEBLEAU : SUMMER.— II.

"VTEXT morning, after passing the night at Fon-

-Li taiuebleau in the stuffy hotel bedrooms (I can

see them now, and the old prints representing scenes

of the Retreat from Moscow, with their margins

spotted with rusty stains), we set out before the

dew was off up a hill to jVEorot, where we intended to

breakfast. It was still (juite early, and the carriage

was skirting a tall slope. The sun, peering over the

top, just caught the coachman's shiny hat. Millions

of tiny rays pierced and lighted up the wood ; Hecks

of light, bright and translucent, fluttered through

the leaves ; and among the boles we saw men and

women busily hunting for fungi. Morels are found

in the spring, puff-balls and other edible kinds grow

in the autumn, but in summer there is the Bolt'fm

edidis, and all through the season—June, July, and

August—one is sure in the early morning to meet

people out for a holiday, children or peasant women
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rummaJ'ing iu the grass at the foot of the oaks and of rocks, groves of bracken, colonnades of pine-trees,

hornbeams with baskets on their arm or a hand- scorching wildernesses, barren or wooded, where the

kerchief knotted to hold them. beat seems to rise up from the sandy soil as from

Moret is on the Seine, but only one end of the the red-hot plate of a stove ; we catch sight as we

town skirts the river. It is a little old place, with pass of groups of sleepers overcome by fatigue, or

of purple faces of feeders breakfasting in the stilling

shade; but what is most striking is the infinite

variety of aspect and detail in the successive ]oilions

of the forest. You will not see two glades alike, nor

two avenues you could not know apart.

At last, after a long hour's drive, we reached the

heights which enclose the Valley of the Sole ju;;t as

the rows of seats encircle the arena of a circus, and

old roofs, old clock-towers, old bridges, old walls

rising from the water, and old tan-mills. We break-

MORET : THE MONTEBEAU GATE AXD THE WATEK- MILLS.

{Dratrn and Engraved by A. Lipire.)

fasted at the inn amid clouds of frenzied flies, and

started again about noon for the valley of the Sole,

by the Croix de Guise and the Rocher Cassepot.

The Forest of Fontainebleau, as a forest, impresses

us by its variety of points of view and wide horizons

;

as Paris does, as a city, by the different physiog-

nomy of its various quarters. It offers the same con-

stant and almost infinite variety of line, of colour,

of perspective, of vistas, of distances—nay, even of

atmosjiheres and odours. Le Bas Breau is no more

like Belle Croix or the Cabinet de ]\Ionseigneur by

the Fairies' Pool than the Chaussee d'Antin is like

the Rue de Sevres, or the Faubourg St. Honore is

like the Boulevard des Italiens. We make our way

through immense coppices, fields of broom, herds

\\e set foot on the ground to explore the

itlis. A bridle-path, up and down, turn-

ing and twisting, makes its zigzag way

ilong the uppermost ridge of the amphi-

theatre, among corridors of rock and ver-

dure, above ravines and precipices strewn

with chaotic cascades of boulders and shrubs.

We plunge into this hanging labyrinth, (as

full of rifts and breakneck gaps as the ruined

staircase of an old castle), and here and there,

tlirough openings in the thicket, we catch glimpses

of the valley below, with its meadows and broail

sunshine. The path goes on a long way thus, skirt-

ing the higher peaks, overarched by trees or open

to the sky. We were still climbing up or stumbling

down the devious way, crossed by large tree-trunks,

intersected by burrows, strewn with ferns and heatli

;

and all the way those vignettc-like views constantly

recurred of blue distance framed in greenery.

At last we had reached the plateau once more, and

found ourselves in a wide low avenue. It was two

o'clock ; a breath as of fire lurked under the branches,

an intolerable lassitude weighed on our arms and legs

as if forcing us to lie down, and we were looking

which way to go when we perceived a child at the

foot of a tree where four ways met.

" Tell me, my little man, can you show us the

way to the Souguinede Spring?"

He rose and led us to a path where, pointing with

his little hand, he said, "Down there, sir; it is

about ten minutes' walk."

We found a dell shut in by rocks, suggesting the
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seat uf a Luge arm-chair, falling away in front to

a precipitous ravine; and on the seat, so to speak,

there was a rustic table, wooden benches full of nails

that tore our clothes, and a sort of nrnvable canteen,

where beer and lemonade were sold. At the upper

end of the dell a thin thread of muddy water trick-

ling' feebly from the rock—as if the ancient spring,

fevered and exhausted, could only with the greatest

difficulty squeeze out this turbid rust-coloured driblet

—was the Spring of Souguinede. A soft breeze blew

up from the gorge below, like a faint breath from the

sea; and we remained sitting there till rather late,

watching various promenadors come l)y and linger.

circle of tall trees, where a man had a little stall.

He wore a blue cap, a blue smock, tightened round

his middle by a blue apron ; and his rosy, clean-shaved

face, with two tufts of white hair smartly brushed

up, had something of the stage-clown about it. He
had objects for sale made of the forest woods : paper-

knivesj penholders, walking-sticks, ueedle-cases—all

kinds of trifles made of heath-stems and juniper

;

and w-ith this trade he combined a little business in

refreshments. Presently, as we mounted a knoll,

the driver turned round and bejran talkinu" to us. He
pointed with his whip, first to the spot we had just

left, and then to some point in distant space and

amused by the woman and her rej>tiles, which she

went on taking out, one after another, from the

packing-case; refreshed, too, by the trickling music

of the spring, thin and tiny as it was.

Trees, trees, and still trees; glade after glade;

thicket upon thicket; we almost ceased to see any-

thing else as we went home in the dusk, rocked in

the rumbling chaise. As the shadows lengthei'ed

—

just as on the previous evening— ])uft's of air came

about us, leaves shivered, wc heard the woodmen lop-

ping branches in the coppice, and an old woman jolted

by in a donkey-cart. It was as though Nature were

stretching herself as she woke in the evening to re-

newed life and opened her eyes to the blinking stars.

By this time we looked but vaguely at the surrounding

scene. We were tired, a,nd indeed half asleeji, enidled

by soft rumbling over a sandy road, under (he end-

loss avenues, past the slow perspectivi^ of brushwood,

when the driver drew up once more close to a semi-

mothek pichard s canteen by the

wolves' QLEN.

of vague direction, and then he laughed, while the

words "fire" and " Court of Assize" wt're the chief

features of his story. At last wc came to an under-

standing. He told us that the son of the old man
who kept the refrcshment-liooth had, some time ago,

set fire to the forest and had been condemned to the

.hulks, "and he is still there

—

In hax." We were

just then driving along one of the many srorehrd

slopes which occur at intervals, spreading their bare

confusion to the sky, ravaged and stri^jped by fires.

For (he whole extent of a long ridge the setting sun

crimsoned the huge chaos of grey boulders streaked

with black stains ; among them, here and there, silver

jets of young weeping birches hung forth a green

shower of leaves ; and in the fiery glories of the sky,

now fast turning pur])!e, we could picturi" to ourselves

(li(' forest of llames which must have raged there

—

lighted, perha])s, ity the incendiary son of our old

friend of the stall. Mai kick T.vi-.meyk.
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THE GROSVENOR GALLERY. distinctive character. It is rather commonplace than

IT cannot for a moment be denied that the Gros- eccentric. The general impression which it leaves

venor has undergone a great change. For years on our mind is that it is an epitome of the Academy,

the Bond Street Gallery has been associated in the The same artists exhibit in the one as in the other.

SIK AKTHL-K SULLIVAN, MUS.D.

(From the Picture iy Sir John E. MiUais, Dart., H.A. Engraved by C. Carter. Grosvenor Gallery.)

public mind with the school of art which delights in

auburn -haired, lithe -limbed maidens, and lovelorn

youths. For years its walls have been hung with

pseudo-classic designs and mediaeval decorations mas-

querading as pictures. But all that is changed now.

Miss Pickering, with Messrs. Spencer Stanhope and

Fairfax Murray, alone remains to carry on the old

tradition, but the canvases are unobtrusive enough.

The Grosvenor, in fact, can now lay claim to no

Many excellent pictures are sent to the Grosvenor

by the Academicians themselves, while the members

of the Continental school, whose works increase the

interest of this year's exhibition at Burlington House,

are by no means unrepresented in Bond Street.

We are so accustomed to assign the foremost

place in the English school to portrait -painting,

that we feel no surprise that the portraits at the

Grosvenor claim our first attention. Mr. HoU sends
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MISS MABEL GALLOWAY.

(From the rktttre hy E. J. Gnuuri/, .l./i..l. Enyravcd liy J. .V. Johmtmie. Grosvmoy Oallirti.')
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no fewer than four of his masterly works, of which

the best is a manly presentment of Lord Brassey,

presumably in yachting costume. All that can be

said in praise of this artist's unfaltering hand and

skilful fechniipie is by this time mere commonplace.

Yet we cannot but regret that he should always set

himself to accomplish the same task. His models

are invariably placed in the same strong light, and

o-enerally against the same chocolate-brown back-

ground. Modern costume gives few opportunities

for experiment in texture, and features are, after

all, accidental. And so it comes about that one

portrait by ^Ir. IIoll is, from the artistic point of

view, very much like another. It is from //* can-

vases, no doubt, that future generations will gain

their best idea of the physiognomy of the great men

of to-day, but as one by one they find tlieir way into

the National Portrait Gallery of the future, they

will scarcely entitle him to a high reputation for

variety. From the point of view of truth to nature

Sir John ]\Iillais' " Sir Arthur Sullivan " cannot be

overpraised. It is a speaking likeness of the great

musician. It has come off as well as Sir John's

extraordinary knack of catching his model's expres-

sion would allow it, and is, in fact, a truly " impres-

sionist" portrait. Mr. W. B. Richmond's allegiance

to the New Gallery has not alienated him entirely

from the Grosvenor. To the latter exhibition he

sends four portraits. The finest, to our mind, is

that of an old lady in a white caj) and gown of

sober hue earnestly turning over the leaves of a

book. It is instinct with life, and is painted with

much strength and vigour.

It is difficult to speak adequately of !Mr. E. J.

Gregory's " Miss Mabel Galloway." The Oriental

carpet and vase, the oaken sideboard, the dress of

the model— all the accessories, in fact, are rendered

with consummate skill, and the head is highly satis-

factory. But there is that about the pose which

detracts in a measure from the powerful charm of

the picture. Mr. J. J. Shannon's portrait of " Henry

Vigne, Master of the Epping Forest Harriers," is

jjainted with a simplicity and reserve which can only

add to this young artist's reputation. Nor is his

attempt at idealistic portraiture in " Myrrah " less

successful. In style and distinction, indeed, the

latter work is one of the most noticeable in the

gallery. For the rest, Mr. H. H. Gilchrist's portrait

of Walt Whitman is more interesting on account

of its model than its style. Mr. S. J. Solomon's
" Dr. Lowy " is a forcible piece of work, and both

Messrs. Steer and Skipworth send portraits, eccentric

perhaps, but apparently sincere.

Mr. J. R. Reid will scarcely strengthen his position

with his " Smugglers—Cornwall Sixty Years Ago."

The picture is painted with a directness and energy

suggestive of Hogarth, and contains a great variety

of type and feature. But the composition is too

huddled, the colouring too coarse, and the sentiment

too melodramatic for the work, with all its power,

to be a complete success. Some details in it, how-

ever—the lobsters in the foreground, for instance

—

are painted with rare skill. ]Mr. Jacomb Hood's

" Triumph of Spring " is a beautiful piece of deco-

rative painting. It is bright and sjiring-like in

colour, and its composition is exquisitely graceful.

Mr. Clausen sends one of his earnest, truthful

studies. This time his subject is a " Plough-Boy,"

and he has treated it with an unerring appreciation

of tones and values. To the same school belongs

Mr. Kennington, whose " Water-Nymi)h " is full of

subtle charm. Excellent as this artist's work is, its

effect is too often marred by a pervading greyuess of

tint. Professor Adolf JNIenzel's well-known " Piazza

d'Erbe, Verona," is also here, but it is not nearly

so fine as the studies he made for it. ^Ir. Arthur

Hacker's " By the Waters of Babylon " scarcely de-

serves the place of honour in which it hangs, for,

though a skilful and ambitious composition, it is

Hat and dead in colour.

The exhibition is fairly strong in landscape. ]\Ir.

Keeley Halswelle sends two important canvases,

while Herr Karl Ileffner is represented by an

"Evening in the Campagna," which is sure to be

popular. iSIr. J. E. Christie's "Old Boat House"

is a brilliant piece of impressionism, while Mr.

Llewellyn's "Folded" is a good, low-toned picture,

representing a peasant woman with sheep-dog at

her side, looking forth into the evening to where the

sheep lie folded. Of the sculpture there is little to

say. Mr. Reynold Stephens' " Three Score Years

and Ten " is finely modelled ; and Miss Montalba

and Mr. Nelson Maclean, the latter especially, both

exhibit works of merit.

THE NEW GALLERY

The New Gallery has much in its favour. All

that architectural taste and skill could achieve has

been done to render it a pleasant place to lounge in.

The pictures are hung only two deep, and never

crowded, so that every one can be seen to advantage

and without cfi'ort. Then there is the .l^li^;lll^ul

vestibule, with its marble pillars and its pretty foun-

tain, which give Mr. Robson's building an air of

luxury imparalleled elsewhere in London. Fcirlu-

nate as it is, from a material jwint of view, the

New Gallery is still more fortunate in having gained

the support of Messrs. Burne-Jones, Aluia-Tadema,

and those other artists whose contributions set a

siaiu]) of individnalily cm the old Grosvenor. Here-

in, indeed, lies the charm of the exhibition. If we

took away the works nf three or I'dur iKiintt'rs we
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sbould have left a collection of iiiclures excellent

in its way, but differing little from the other London

exhibitions.

Attention will naturally be directed first to the

works of Mr. Burne-Jones, who has again drawn

his inspiration from the Perseus legend. " The

Tower of Brass " represents Danae looking wistfully

through an opened door towards the brazen tower, in

which she is to spend so many prisoned hours. As

yet she knows not the cruel fate in store for her ; but

often to the tower
" Would maiden Danue stra)',

And watch its strange walls growing day by day,

Because, poor soul : she knew not anything

Of these forebodings of the fearful King."

In the " Rock of Doom " Perseus, the son, to whom

Danae has given birth in the tower of brass, rendered

invisible by Pallas, comes upon Andromeda bound l)y

brazen chains

" I'nto the sea-heat overhanging rock."

It was a quaint fancy that suggested to ~SIy. Burne-

Jones to place Andromeda, awaiting her death, under

Burne-Jones alone has the secret. But what are

almost more deserving of study are the sketches

and drawings by the same artist which hang in

the balcony. For delicacy and purity of line the

" Study for the Head of Danae " could scarcely be

suriMSsed, while the " Design for the Frontispiece of

' A Dream of John Bull '
" has a nigged Diireresque

beauty, ancf the quality of an early woodcut. Of

those artists who follow in the footsteps of Mr.

Burne-Jones, Mr. J. M. Strudwick is by far the

most successful. His " Acrasia " is conceived in a

decorative spirit, and every detail is faithfully exe-

cuted. From the point of view of design this

work must rank very high. Mr. G. F. Watts sends

his poetically -conceived "Angel of Death," while

in addition to a sketch for his great picture of

Heliogabulus, now at Burlington House, Mr. Alma-

Tadema contributes a couple of interesting portraits,

and a brilliant little classical subject, " He loves me,

loves me not." Mr. Weguelin's " Bacchus and the

Choir of Nymphs" represents the wine-god lying

on a tiger-skin amid the rocks, and teaching " the

^^^:^-.^
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BACCHUS AND THE CHOIE OF NYMPHS.

(From lilt PMun btj J- D- Krgw-Jin. The New Galleni)

the very walls of the little town : hitbcrto she has

been pictured as exposed on a solitary rock washed

by the sea-waves. But there can be no doubt that

the presence of the strangely-built houses in the

background adds to the dramatic quality of the

scene. The third picture, "The Doom Fulfilled,"

shows the hero "standing in confused folds;" his

sword, "the blue-edged Herpe," drawn back to strike

the fatal blow. These works, three of a long series,

possess that rave decorative beauty of which Mr.

lesson of his rhyme" to the choir of attentive

nymphs around him.

A total contrast to the last-mentioned works are

Mr. Legros' "Femmesen Priere" and "Dead Christ."

The figures in both these pictures are finely modelled,

but they display a lack of colour which is somewhat

depressing. A weirdnessof imagination characterises

Mr. Arthur Lemon's "Vendetta" and "A Struggle."

Tlie fanciful representation of centaurs, monsters,

and prehistoric animals seems to be gaining in
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ponularitv, for ^Ir. Lemon is not the only artist

who has this year made an incursion into this hitherto

unattempted field. ^Ir. La Thangne's " Yeoman "

represents an old man in a white smock readiny-

the newspaper ; behind is an expanse of yellow sand,

and further off the sea. This work is a master-

]iieee in its way, excellent alike in tone and drawing-.

The same artist's "Gas-light Study," into which,

curiously enough, he has introduced a sketch of his

" Yeoman," is also remarkably successful, the eiiect

of light produced being that of gaslight, half pink

and half white. We have nothing but praise for

Mr. Clausen's two pictures. "The Cottage Gale"

is in all respects a complete work. Every detail, every

texture is rendered with a truthfulness which is at

once convincing. Of the landscapes ^Mr. Pepper-

corn's ""Winter Evening'' and " The Willow Stream "

are full of a quiet refined sentiment, and show how

faithfully this artist has devoted himself to the study

of Corot and Rousseau. Mr. J. ^V. North sends

a ciiuple of delicately painted canvases, while INIr.

Arthur Tomson's picture, bearing the quotation

"Like phantoms flouting in the twilii;ht lihio.

Home from their pastures troop the drowsy sheep,"

is a study in low tones of great merit, and has in it

something of the spirit of J.-F. Millet.

The portraits at the New Gallery may be dis-

missed in a few words. Mr. Holl and Mr. Richmond

are both strongly represented. In fact, the latter's

best work is to be seen here. The " Last Rose of

Summer," the portrait of a girl in a red-brown cloak

and Gainsborough hat, is one of the finest works ex-

hibited by Sir John Millais this year ; it is painted

with all his old vfrri' and distinction. Professor

Herkomer, apart from his " ]\[archioness of Tweed-

dale," is hardly seen at his best. " My Father and

My Children " is painted with a sloppiness quite

unworthy of him. Mr. J. J. Shannon more than

repeats his other successes in his graceful portrait of

Mrs. Williamson ; and IMi.-s Helen Hatton's pleasing

" ^Sliss Mary jNIoore " holds out high ])romisc for the

future. Among the sculpture we need only call

attention to the portrait of jSfiss Hilda Cox, a charm-

ing work in bas-relief by ]\Ir. Ilamo Thornyeroft.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE.

We have heard a great deal lately about (^in-

tinental influence on Enfflisb Art. Ami no doubt

traces of this influence, whether for good or for

evil, are clearly discernible in our great exhibitions

of oil-paintings. I')ut hit hcrtn our school of Water-

Colour Painting ha> remained uncompromisingly Eng-

lish. A visit to the Royal Listilute, with the memory
of the Academy or New Gallery still vivid in our

minds, will demonstrate this fact in a mnnicnt.

Here we are snrrounded on all sides by jjictures

which have evidently been produced by artists work-

ing in the traditions of the English school. No
doubt the monotony observable in the exhibition is

due t(i tliis fact. The general standard of excellence

reached is high, but the number of ]iietures which

stand out prominently from the rest, claiming recog-

nition for their style and fcc/uiiqiie, is very small.

Water-colour is, it is true, pre-eminently adapted

for landscape, for the rendering of subtle effects of

cl<iud and sunshine, and it is in landscape that its

great triumphs have been achieved. At the same

time, when we remember what Sir J. D. Linton, ^Ir.

E. .1. Gregory, and Professor Herkomer, to name

only three instances, have done in water-colour, we

can but feel surprised that so few figure and ffenre

pieces are painted in this medium. It goes without

saying that the real strength of the Listitute lies in

landscape. Sj^ace will only allow us to refer to a

few of the more striking examjdes. Among them

Mr. Alfred Parsons' "Autumn Morning" is de-

lightfully fresh and cool. It represents a river flow-

ing through a quiet meadow land; gnarled trees

grow on its banks, and far away in the distance is

seen the line of the faint blue hills. Of Mr. Frank

Walton's many admirable drawings, the least geo-

logical-looking is " The Rlack Rock, Widemouth

Bay," beneath which, says the legend, the spirit of

Featherstone the Wrecker is still spinning ropes of

sand, a punishment as terrible as that suffered by

the daughters of Danaus. ]Mr. ]\[acWhirter, in his

" Seal Rocks, San Francisco," shows that he has an

eye fur something else besides birch-trees. Mr.

Edwin Bale's " Village Inn " is a highly-decorative

little work, tender and delightful in feeling and

colour. In the " Grey of the Morning " Mr. .Toscph

Knight sets himself a problem which is seldom suc-

cessfully solved : the rendering of the grey light of

early morn. The clear cold light which ])ervadcs

the moorland, before the sun has got high in the

heaven, is most effectively caught. One of the

ablest transcrijits from nature in the whole exhibi-

tion is AFr. Ayerst Ingram's " FalnKuith Harbour."

The distance is excellently given, and the figure of

the old sailor, who sculls his boat over the silent,

unnillli'd surface nl' the water, is beyond ]iraise. ^fr.

FuUeylove's " Magdalen Bridge and Tower, Oxford,"

is a meritorious work, but more ambitious is his

" St. Paul's from Ludgate Circus." He is here

under the disadvantage of grappling with a subject

which has been attempted over and over again with

vaiving success, and be seems to have partially

niissc(l the tone of thi.s ])icturesqnc scene. jMr.

Severn's "Old Chelsea before the Embankment"

has an historical as well as an artistic interest, and

serves to remind us of the aspect of a jiieturesque
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corner of Chelsea as it vras before it was transformed

by the modern " improver." The bonfires of Jubilee

night have eurionsly enough suggested subjects to

two artists. One of them, Mr. W. P. Stocks, in

his " Jubilee Bonfire, Esseudon," has treated the

subject with much boldness and force, and only

shows a mass of yellow light gleaming through the

darkness. The works of Messrs. Keeley Halswelle,

Alfred East, Gotch, and Wilfrid Ball, all deserve

careful attention. Before leaving the landscape we

must not forget the two masterly drawings by Mr.

E. J. Gregory. One of them, entitled " Marooned,"

reminds us strongly of his " Intruders," exhibited

some years ago. A girl, with a brilliant pink .sun-

shade, lies lazily in a Canadian canoe in shallow

water. The whole picture is luminous with sun-

light, the shadows are extraordinarily vivid, and tlie

difficult drawing irreproachable.

Among the figure-painters, the first place must

be given to the president, Sir J. D. Linton. His

" Sacharissa" is a four de force. There is much

quiet restraint about the pose of the figure. The

flesh, as well as the various textures of the elabo-

rate costume, is painted with a solidity which one

could scarcely expect in water-colour. ]Mr. E. J.

Gregory's "Study of Costume" is also interesting

as showing; how far consummate skill in this medium

will take ^iis. " A Village Idyll," by Mr. Walter

Langley, tells its own peaceful story. The contrast

between the eager faces of the young girls exchang-

ing confidences over a love-letter, and the thoughtful

reverie of the old woman, to whom has come " the

calm eventide of age after the buoyant happy day of

youth," gives a powerful interest to this simply com-

posed drawing. " The Haunted Chamber," by Joseph

Nash, suggests a new field to artists. The super-

natural contains many elements of picturesqueness,

and, in these days of psychical research, opportunities

must constantly occur of getting sittings from real

ghosts. ]\Ir. Hatherell, in his " Quarter-deck of a

P. and O. Steamer," treats a difficult subject with

truth and energy, and avoids any suspicion of v\d-

garity. Miss Gertrude Hammond's " Reverie" con-

tains some honest, careful work, while Mr. Tuke's

seascapes are all good examples of realistic drawing.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOUR.

The exhibition this year at the rooms of the Old

Water Colour Society in Pall ^Nlall is thoroughly re-

presentative. It contains plenty of interesting work

and one or two veritable masterpieces. The majority

of the most distinguished members of the Society

exhibit, among them Messrs. Alma-Tadema, Poynter,

Holman Hunt, Walter Crane, and ]\Ielville. Mr.

Alma-Tadema sends a small drawing, entitled " Mid-

day Slumbers," a graceful girl asleep behind a curtain.

her head resting on a pillow of rich green. The

marble of the floor and walls, as well as the dra-

peries, is admirably studied, with marvellous result.

Mr. Poyuter's gaslight study, " Evenings at Home,"

is unpleasing in colour and strained in effect. Mr.

Holmau Hunt's "Sleeping City" is a strange fancy;

a weird collection of wizard-like trees and tombs is

represented, with birds of quaint plumage and a

half-dug grave in the foreground. There is an air

of mystery over the whole scene, which corresponds

to little in nature.

The three vigorous, powerfully-executed draw-

ings of Mr. Melville are, perhaps, the most striking

things in the galler}'. The scene of two of them,

" Snake Charmers" and " Waiting an Audience with

the Pasha," is laid in Egypt, and the painting of

the swarthy skins of the Arabs and the gorgeous

Oriental carpets is beyond praise. But in spite of

the splendour of these visions of the East we prefer

the artist's " Kirkwall Fair," a vivid impression of

a crowded street on a rainy day. In addition to a

decorative figure in blue and white draperies, en-

titled "Sunrise," Mr. Walter Crane contributes a

series of landscapes, which will be a surprise to many

of his admirei-s. His study of wind-blown grass and

yellow sand, entitled " Wild Wales," and his sketch

of the sea in " A Bit of Blue," are full of poetic

feeling.

The exhibition of the Water Colour Society would

not be itself if it did not contain a good deal of Mr.

Herbert Marshall and a good deal, too, of ^Ir. Albert

Goodwin. The latter's imaginative powers seem

always to outstrip his observation of nature. He
can apparently only conceive nature as in a dream,

sometimes in a nightmare. His drawing of " Berne,"

for instance, with all its beauty, seems the image of

a disordered mind, and his "Lincoln" is positively

feverish. iSIr. Marshall has not improved of late.

He is no longer content to study nature, but has

adopted a convention of his own. " From A^ aterloo

Bridge," if we grant Mr. jNIarshall his convention,

may admirably represent what it purports to, but it

seems to us that in tone and feeling it might just

as well be the Grand Canal at Venice. When this

artist escapes from Ijondon, he gets rid of some of

his mannerism, as his sketch of " Mevagissey " will

show.

Miss Clara Montalba has this year surpassed her-

self. No longer confining herself to those Italian

canals, of which we may confess ourselves a little

weary, she exhibits a wonderfully strong drawing of

a rough sea, called " A Study, Ramsgate," as well

as a sketch, full of colour and poetry, of the " Gar-

den of the Hcsperides, Cannes." Mr. Henry Moore's

half a dozen drawings show that, as a painter of the

sea, he has still few rivals; while Mr. R. W. Allan
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has distinctly improved his ah-eady hig-li position.

In his "Market Phice, Verona," Mr. Birket Foster

has made a happy choice of a subject. jMr. North's

picture of "Sir Bevis and the Woodwoman" is

one of the finest things in the gallery, and claims

attention not only on account of its own merits,

but because it was painted in memory of that

landscape-painter in words, Richard Jefferies. ]Mrs.

Allingham sends but one jiicture, a representation of

spite of its eeceutricity of colouring and the awk-

wardness of its principal figure, there is a certain in-

describable charm. ^Ir. W. C. Symons' version of

the same subject is far better in its drawing and

more decorative in its effect, but it does not suggest

so much latent talent as JMr. Stott's work. The

latter gentleman has also a capital pastel of a " Blue

River," very pleasing and very true to nature. Mr.

L. C. Henley has two cai>ital highly-rmishcd studies

S VniAKISSA.

iFrotn thr nmirivri hti Sir J. p. lAntmi, P.H.T. Royal Iv.itilutr of Puhifirs i» Walcr-C'otonrs. Eii;imml In/ It. Tiiiilor.)

two village maidens exi'hanging " confidences " over

tlic wall. We have only space to refer to the ad-

mirable landscapes of ^[cssrs. Waterlow, Powell,

Ilalc, and ^lurray, and to the spirited and remark-

ably beautiful drawing of Mr. Tom Lloj'd, called

" Ferryboat, ahoy !

"

THE UnVAT, SoriETV OK UKITISII ARTI.ST.S.

This exhibition calls for but sligiit notice, on

account of the alistention of several of the more skil-

ful members. Sir. W. Stott occupies the place of

honour with a " Diana and Endyniinu," in which,

<if the cuji-and-saucer school, wliieli he calls respec-

tively " Amorosamente " and "Andante Exprcs-

sivo." j\Ir. J. J. Shannon is once more to the front

with a portrait of ^Irs. Levcson-Gower ; and j\Ir.

Anderson Hague, Mr. Edwin Ellis, Mr. T. B. Hardy,

Mr. Ayerst Ingram, ^fr. Gotch, Mr. I^avid I^aw,

and ^Ir. Lindner, all do their best—but a best that

hardly suflices to lend importance U) the exhibi-

tion. The dissensions within this Society parahse

the efforts of its members, and ni>t until a I)etter

understanding has been arrived at can it do justice

to itself.
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OLD ARTS AND MODERN THOUGHTS.

SCULPTURESQUE TREATMENT.

RITERS who make it their the unseen nieehanisms heliind the stage, are far to

business to impart know- seek in the literature of art.

ledge are of two classes : Franciseus Junius, in his curious book " De
those who speak about it pictura. Veterum," gives a long list of Greek painters

from study, and those

who tell us of it from

experience. la the vast

mass of printed informa-

tion which has been given

to the world, we do not

find these two classes

[NCENSE-BURNKn.

^Dnnnt hy J. E, Ifodosnji, Tt.A., iijtfr

Marc Antonio's etchinii of lttii>luu:rs

desUlH. Engraved by J. it. Joftnstone.)

who wrote treatises on their art. All these are lost

;

and since their day there is no great painter, except

Reynolds, who has left written records ; and his are

valuable chieHy from a literary point of view, as they

betray a manifest effort to maintain a theory which

is not in accordance with his own practice. There

are volumes upon volumes of artists' letters : Lettere

evenly balanced ; general Sinese, Lettere pittorichi. Gay's Carteggio, lives,

readers, the most numer- letters, and correspondence.

ous, demand thefirst class
;

The burden of most of these artists' letters seems

specialists, who are limited to have been the subject of money. Titian writes to

in numbers, can only be ]iopes, princes, and cardinals, importuning them for

satisfied with the second; sinecures for himself and his son Pcimponio. Filippo

Lippi indites piteous epistles, begging for something

wherewith to buy a loaf of bread and a stoop f)f

wine; in fact, the subject recurs in every variety of

form. Their correspondence generally begins with

expressing their fervid regard and profound respect

for his excellency ; their desire, the dearest wish of

their heart, being to consecrate all their abilities in

his service, and so on till the work is begun. Then

comes the (juestion of scudi, and it is nothing but

scudi ever after.

Here and there we get interesting glimpses of

men and manners. There are four authentic letters

(if Raphael, one of which, to his friend Balthazzar

Castiglione, contains a very important and celebrated

the supply is in exact ratio

with the demand.

How bewildering is

the amount of thoughts

which man has poured

out upon the world since

he became a rational ar-

ticulate creature, since he invented pens, ink, and

paper, and still more since he invented the printing

])ress ! Vast accumulations, which are the result of

the slow accretion of ages, affect the imagination

powerfully ; but a twelve-foot seam of coal, though

it comes from the annual growth of some primordial

vegetation during countless seons, is not a moi"e

stupendous effect of time than the catalogue of the saying: speaking of the diiticulty of finding beautiful

British ]\Iuseum Librarv. models to paint from, he says that in default of them,

To those who hunger and thirst after facts, what he has acquired the habit of making use of a "certain

inexhaustible pabulum it supplies; to those, on the idea which comes into his head." That is literally

other hand, who do not care for facts, who love all be says, and any artist of the present day woukl

human nature and the converse of the spirit, what say the same thing. ^Xe have often heard it said in

a dreary wilderness it is for the most part. And so studios, speaking of models, that Miss So-and-so is

with the specialist, let us say the student of art ; not exactly pretty, but you can paint a pretty face

though he will find no lack of authors to explain its from her; which means that the painter by slight

facts and to illustrate its history, how few will give alterations of proportion can produce beauty, at the

him an insight into its motive power and its hidden same time that he is copying the nature before him.

springs of action. Such fruitful utterances we might

expect to hear from great painters, but they have

mostly remained silent.

Our art-writing has been done for us principallv

by writers without practical knowledge : men who

contemplated the scenic splendours of art from the

The late Charles Leslie would have said precisely the

same thing ; and yet it is surprising to find what

far-fetched theories have been built upon that simple

and natural utterance of Rajihael's. Often, as I have

been reading the works of great professors of art, and

I have found mv author soaring into the cloudlands

pit and boxes. The suggestive practical sayings of of abstract idea! beauty, I have said to myself, now

actors, .scene-shifters, and carpenters, which reveal we are coming to the " eerta idea " of Raphael; and
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sure enoiiijli it lias come as the crownini^ proof of May, 1GG7) tlie Clianeellur, M. Le Brun, exjiatiated

tlie autlior's theory, the corner-stoue upon wliieh the

whole edifice rests.

Raphael's four letters are profoundly interesting.

The}' are written by a modest man ; but they betray a

decided satisfaction with himself and his prospects

;

which we must acknowledo-e was quite justified.

-Vnnibal Caracci, writing from Parma to his uncle

upon the beauties of Raphael's " St. Michael Over-

coming Satan," which now hangs in the Louvre.

I have no space for extracts or quotations, but

must refer the reader to the book itself. All I can

say is that M. Le Rrun discoursed very learuedl}-,

and in some cases eloquently, on the beauty of

Raphael's design. He sjioke after the manner of

liudovieo, is the art-student that we have been our- his time, and expressed the thoughts of his age;
selves; the enthusiast who sees the length of his nose in other words, he fell to philosophising—so, at

least, it must appear to ns.

who have different habits

of thinking. Because the

picture before him was a

very impressive one, and

produced a powerful effect

on the imagination, he as-

sumed that everything in

it must have a meaning,

and proceeded to fasten

meanings upon everything.

In this picture Raphael

represented Satan overcome

by St. Michael . The angel,

terrible in majesty and

might, but instinct with

grace and beauty, come.s

out of the sky with a

burst, his plumes erect, his

hair tossing, his wings up-

lifted, his draperies Hutter-

ing, and his spear poised
;

the demon licks the dust

l)eneath him, prone to earth

and grovelling on his belly,

crushed and contorted. It

is in its nature ])urely -s^-m-

bolieal, as Frederick Schlegel

would have us believe that

all great art is. The char-

acters (St. IMichael and
Satan) exist in our minds as real personages, and
we associate with them the good and the evil prin-

ci]ile; by a figure of speech we represent these two
l)rinciples at war. Rapliael has depicted the conllict

with material circumstances, and yet not allowed us
to lose sight of its symbolical nature ; he has made
the idea of the struggle between good and evil a

visible reality, which excites and astonishes us.

In a ease of this kind, where we know wlio the

and no further ; a type

which shall never die out.

Rubens is the great states-

man, the man who played

at being ambassador in the

intervals of more serious

work. Nicholas Poussin

writes from Paris in March,

with a terrible cold in his

head. Accustomed to the

sunny South, he finds work
im]iossible, and sits shiver-

ing over the fire and rail-

ing at the climate. lint

(he most remarkable of all

are the letters of Michel-

angelo. In his old age, he

writes as a retired emperor

might have written from

his monastery. He is tired

<.f the world. Princes and
lio]ies inipoi-tune him, but

what are these to him ?

The death of his faithful

servant, Urbino, is a grief

that sits too near his heart

to allow thought of au<'-ht

else.

Veritable " dicta pie-

torum" (authentic utter-

ances by men who practised

the art of painting, and to whom its problems i)re-

sented the familiar asjject of jirofessioual secrets)

would be invaluable to students could they be col-

lected.

There is a book (which, I suspect, is little read

nowadays, but which Reynolds quotes, and which
may have been a standard work in the last century)
wherein a number of such sayings are recorded by a
certain Andre Felibien. It sets forth how a number

RAPHAKl's "ST. MICHAEL OVEECOMINO SATAN," IN MARBLE.

(Diami bji J. E. Iloihjson, R.A.)

of French Academicians were bidden by King Louis i)eoi)le are and what they represent, when we do not
XIV., at the instigation of Colbert, to attend certain lose sight of either of "the points of the callipers,
conferences in his cabinet of pictures, and to dis- tlie i.ersonilicMlion, or the abstract (pialities it is in-
course there in turn, for the edification of students, tended to symbolise, the more reality given to the
upon pictures selected for the jiurpose. At the first scene, the more striking must be its effect. Realism
of these conferences (which took jilace on the 7th of has the effect

•Vi.)

bringing the symbolical within the
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sphere of our comprehension. All the great Italian

painters of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as

well as the Van Ej-cks, Memling, and Albert Diirer,

understood the matter in that light. The A'irgin

mourning over the dead body of the Divine Son,

surrounded by saints, represented the greatness of

the expiatory sacrifice, and the red eyelids, swollen

with tears, give inteusit}- to our perception of that

sacrifice. Those earnest old painters had no fear of

realism becoming trivial or superfluous as long as

they held firmly to the great idea ; but neither they

nor any painters in the golden ages of art ever

thought of pushing symbolism to enigma, or of

making one concrete visible thing stand for a totally

different spiritual idea. They appealed to the imagi-

nation or seeing faculty, not to rellection or the dis-

cursive power. That belongs to decaying periods of

art. Such a process as that adopted at the conferences

described by Felibien would necessarily lead only to

]iartial results.

To analyse Raphael would be to dissect human

nature, seeing that he, of all painters, possessed the

deepest insight into it, and tlie widest range of

sympathies. He knew exactly how the mind is

affected, and by what things and aspects ; he knew

the particular expressions, types, Hues, forms, and

masses which most particularly delight us, and which

are most grateful and stimulating to the senses and

the imagination ; and of these he built up his pic-

tures. Hence the endeavour to search for him by

any exegetical process must lead us on the wrong track.

Let us start from a general proposition, that the

object of the art of painting is expression. Expres-

sion may be of two kinds.

First kind : the expression of all ideas connected

with objects, such as their form, colour, &c. &c., the

forms of their groups, their position and relation to

each other—all, in fact, that belongs to what we call

composition, design, and perspective ; also all ideas

connected with the passions or occupations of people

represented, which is more particularly called ex-

pression.

Second kind : the expression of ideas peculiar to

the artist, of his peculiar temperament and turn of

mind, of the nature and extent of his sympathies, of

his earnestness and piety, his humour and frivolity.

And, farther, we may say that, whatever the

nature of the ideas presented to the eye in painting,

they should exercise that immediate and fascinating

effect on the imagination and the senses which be-

longs to the quality of personal beauty. It is, in

fact, in consequence of this immediate and pleasing

appeal that the term beauty has been applied to this

jieculiar attribute of the art, an attribute never want-

ing in Raphael's work. He occupied the middle point

between the subjective and the objective— "medio

tutissimus ivit." He represented both classes of

ideas equally ; it seems impossible to affirm that

either prevailed. His works are essentially dramatic;

his design is accomplished, scholarly, and most in-

ventive ; and when we mention his name there

arises, like an aroma, a perception of gentleness,

ingenuousness, and sympathy ;
just as when we

mention that of Michelangelo something almost

like a shadow falls over the mind—the forecast of

a melancholy, stern, and unsympathetic nature.

Raphael is a climacteric man. It was given once

that in the manifold changes of human thought, and

out of the turmoil of human requirements, there

should arise a world's artist, who should, for the

brief space of seventeen years, express the art-thought

that was in the world clearly, full}', and emiihatic-

ally; that the light of art should shine so that all

might see it. This phenomenon ap})ears all the more

wonderful because we are in the habit of looking at

it as an isolated one; but it a]ipears less wonderful,

though equally admirable, when we examine such a

collection as that of Renaissance sculpture, l)ronzes,

and medals which was lately exhibited by the Royal

Academy. By the light of those things we discern

how Raphael was, so to speak, "led up to;" how,

for a cdntury previous to his birth, the love of the

beautiful had grown up in the Italian people, filter-

ing its way into their daily lives, and ministering to

their household requirements. Those things were

exquisitely beautiful. Some of the bas-reliefs,

though archaic and bearing the impress of a ruder

age, are full of grace. They have none of the

angularity, the awkwardness, the ugliness, in fact,

which is found in contemporary Gothic work ; and

many of the medals (such, for instance, as the Inigo

D'Avalos, Victorino da Feltre, and the Cecilia Gon-

zaga, by Pisano, executed in the middle of the

fifteenth century) have the same nobility of aspect

and largeness of treatment which we admire in the

portraits of Titian.

By the light of Italian ci/iqiie ceufo art we can

discern that tiie great masters of the Renaissance

were the ultimate outcome of a long effort and a

widespread aspiration ; and, if we dare venture to

anticipate a great outburst of artistic splendour at

the present day, we must look for it in the direction

of an established tendency, and as the fulfilment of

an existing asjiiratiou.

In 16(i7 (the date of the conferences described

by Felibien) the art of France and of Italy was

animated by no enthusiasm save that for the past;

the works of Raphael were held up to admiration

as the crowning achievement of the human race,

beyond which progress was impossible ; and the

pure and legitmiate worship of nature had degene-

rated into a mindless idolatry.
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You cannot make anytliing out of rhapsody.

It is like froth on ale
;
you must blow it away

before you come to anything really satisfactory.

And it has happened that the really sound malt

and hups that there has been in every great man

has, in tlio course of ages, got covered up with an

intolerable amount of froth. The heroes of the

world have always been served up to us with a

head on ; none more so than he under discussion.

Raphael was the most many - sided of artists.

He was great in character and expression, in dramatic

truth, and in grace ; he could, better than any other,

impart (as Frederick Schlegel says) "a glorified

aspect to a figure and a spiritual charm to a com-

position ;
" he was an incomparable draughtsman

;

in the management of drapery he was second to

none, and Fra Rartolommeo, perhaps, may be alone

allowed an ecpial rank ; as a designer he was facile

priiiccps. Of all his wonderful works none are

more wonderful than the designs from the story

of Psyche, with which ho decorated the spandrils

of the arches of the Farnesina. The ease and

freedom with which he allowed his fancy to ])lay

in spaces whose awkwardness and unmanageableness

would, to less gifted men, have acted like hobbles

round a donkey's leg, are simply a marvel. His

painting in his earlier manner (when he was under

the iiiHuence of Timoteo Viti, Perugino, and Fra

Bartolommeo) was beautiful. The "Spozalizzio," in

the Brera, is exquisitely tender and delicate. After

he went to liome he became more sculpturesque, and

sacrificed his early feeling for what the French call

" les valeurs " (the value of tones) upon its pagan

altars. This sculpturesqueness goes on increasing;

there is least of it in the " Dispute,^' and it reaches

its climax in the "Incendio" and the "Transfigura-

tion," where every figure is treated as a sfcitue or

as a relievo, and, as Mengs has observed, the lights

on all the draperies, whatever their colour may be,

approach to white. But I do not think he ever

was black and hard; that is when he was himself,

and not Giulio Romano, as lia])[)eiied too often in the

latter part of his career.

He was a hero, and as such we are bound to

worship him, since hero-worship is good for us. It

lias an eiiinibling and stimulating effect on tiie

mind; ijul every one of us is bound U< preserve the

integrity of his own judgment. If hero-worship is

good, fetish-worshi]) is bad ; and the noblest tribute

which an intelligent man can pay to another is

when, tiiough he sees defects, he bows to conspicuous

merit.

In Raphael's wm-k everytliing is lialanced,

])lanned, and ordained; he touches- nearly all tiie

passions, and runs \\\i and down the gamut of iin-

[iressions ; but he never attains mystery, he never

suggests the unknowable. He is the very opposite

of Montaigne ; he never scratches his ear and says,

" Que sais je ?
"

Like a sculptor, he rounds and finishes every part

with equal care. He will have nothing to do with

hide and seek, with any suggestiveness which may
be evolved out of the lost and found ; he never hides

himself in shadow or veils himself in mist ; he has

none of the awfulness of Tintoretto, or the mysterious

suggestiveness of Albert Diirer; to whom he is also

much inferior in pathos.

This picture of St. Michael might easily be copied

in sculpture. The sculptor would have nothing to

invent ; all the forms are supplied, and, when placed

in a suitable light, so as to make the shadows fall

where they do in the picture, the sculpture would

produce much the same impression as the picture

—

as far, at least, as all essential ideas are concerned

(see p. 305). But imagine a sculptor trying to copy

a Tintoretto, a Titian, or a Rembrandt; he would

not find a single idea translatable.

And now we may consider one point as settled,

namely, that in the art of painting, by design alone,

by the mere quality of line and mass, it is possible to

convey an immense number of ideas and impressions,

ideas of life and movement, of beauty, joy, grandeur,

and majesty, and that in this department Ra])hael

represents the widest scope. It is constantly said

that design is the highest and [jurest quality of art.

So be it ; I will not argue the point, but accept the

statement. Raphael is therefore the painter who has

excelled all others in the highest and purest quality

of art.

There is a large class of theorists, which may be

said to include most professors, who maintain that the

modern art of design owes its purity and perfection to

the inHuence of the ancient Greeks; and that it is

in the theory of the beau-ideal, as maintained and

manifested by that people, that we have found the

inspiring motive of such progress. Raphael is the

artist always chosen in illustration of this statement,

Michelangelo, with his terrible style, not being a

convenient exponent of ideas of abstract beauty.

That Raphael was powerfully inlhienced by the

remains of Greek art which he found in Rome,

there can be no shadow of a doubt. As I said a

short time back, h(> sacrificed some of his early con-

victions on its pagan altars, and we have seen that his

stylo became more sculpturesque. He took a ]iro-

fouud interest in archteology, he made plans for the

restoration of ancient monuments, and he is ))lausibly

su|)|)oscd to be the author of a report on that sid)ject

addressed to Pope Leo X. In the cartoon of "The
Sacrifice of Lystra," the altar in the foreground, with

the two acolytes and the sacrificing priest, are copied

directly from an anti(j\ie bas-relief.
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It is more than probable that he had access to

Greek paintings which have since perished. In his

day there were frescoes still tolerably fi-esh in the

ruined baths and gardens of Sallust and Titus, and ou

the Quirinal near the Church of St. Pietro in Vincula,

and in a villa on the Palatine, which belonged to his

friend Inghirami. In the report above mentioned he

alludes to some paintings in the baths of Diocletian.

Even before his day the painter Morto da Feltro

had imitated that ancient style of decoration which

Raphael and his pupils carried to such perfection in

the Loggie of the Vatican. All this is unquestion-

able. But that there is any trace of Greek feeling in

his work, or any striving after the beau-ideal, is what

I beg leave to doubt. He sought passionately for

life, movement, expression, and character ; his heads

are full of individuality. His head of St. Michael

reminds one of a cast of face often seen amongst

Italian organ-grinders. In the apostles in " The

Charge to Peter " one may imagine he sees the types

familiar to us here in England— the Cambrian,

Saxon, and Scandinavian. If we might expect to

find the beau-ideal anywhere, it would be in his

Madonnas. His early pictures of that class represent

an Umbrian peasant girl ; those of his middle period

recall the features of the Fornarina ; and in his last

great Madonna, that of Dresden, he returns to the

early type. But what ought to be conclusive on

this point, is to see how the great prophets of the

idealistic theory, and the great champions of Greek

art—men like Winckelmann and Mengs—treat his

claim. Hear what the latter says of him :—
" Raphael was not ideal in beauty, but only in the

execution of expression " (which, let us remember, is

not a Greek quality). " When he had not any strong

expression to paint, he was a pure imitator of Nature,

nor knew what was ideal beauty." In another place,

after praising the nobleness, modesty, and charity

given by him to the [Madonna, he adds, " that who-

ever has a fineness of taste will agree, that if the

daughter of Niobe were of a similar expression, it

would very much surprise the Virgin of Raphael."

Evidently the champions of the beau-ideal would

have none of him. They allowed him a certain

ideality in expression, but that, they were obliged to

confess, was derived from Nature and not from the

Greeks. Mengs makes the most astounding state-

ments. He says of Raphael, that " he never knew

how to give to his children that morbidity and fleshi-

ness of a sucking babe which Nature requires." "With

this statement we may contrast a passage in Cumber-

land's anecdotes of painters in Spain. In describing

a picture by this Raphael Mengs, of the "Nativity,"

says, " that it discovers an abortive and puisne

Bambino, which seems copied fi-om a bottle." This

bombshell is fired by Cumberland in retaliation of

a statement by Mengs. " That the book of the Eng-

lish Reynolds would lead youth into error, because

it abandons them to superficial principles, the only

principles known to that author."

We have seen by the foregoing that Raphael owed

his sreatness to desigrn. What could be done with

that, he did.

In conclusion I will say, that if I were asked who

was the greatest artist that ever lived, I should at

once name Raphael ; and I also think that he is

the one from the study of whose work a young

painter is likely to derive the greatest beneht ; but

that study must be cautiously and judiciously carried

out ; he must be studied for his essential attributes,

his fine drawing, his grace, his character and ex-

pression, but not for his manner—that belongs to a

former age. Great men have lived since, Velasquez,

Rembrandt, and Rubens, and new qualities have been

discovered and incorporated into the art, and these

maj' not be ignored. To do so is a perilous and

difficult experiment. It was tried by a great man—

-

the Frenchman Ingres—and it ruined him. Gustave

Planehe, an intelligent art-critic, writing of the

Paris Salon of 1833, penned these prophetic words

on the STibject of Ingres. Speaking of the influence

he exercised, he said :
" In following it, is French

painting insuring for itself a glorious future, or is

it destined to find, as the goal of its intrepid pil-

grimage, only a dead city, altars without priests,

silent temples and symbols, whose meaning no one

understands ? I can afliirm with perfect security

that this restoration, attempted by I\I. Ingres, ap-

pears to me to be contrary to the laws of sound

reasoning. He has produced admirable works. But

all history is arrayed against him— against the

future and the fertility of his system : history which

forbids the reconstruction of the past. He is wrong

to take the art of painting as it stood when Raphael

died ; because the Roman school had not said the

last word of the human race ; because the painter

of the Loggie has found in the masters of Venice,

Brussels, of Amsterdam and Madrid, rivals and heirs

who are worthy of him. He is wrong wittingly

to io-nore the two centuries which have raised the

lover of the Fornarina into the ranks of the demi-

gods. Paul Veronese, Rubens, and Rembrandt have

discovered resources in the art which were unknown

to the friend of Julius II. It is folly to try and

imbibe the procedures hallowed by his name only.

To go back beyond those conquerors, to ignore the

dynasties they have founded, to try and arrest thought

in the galleries of the Vatican, is to protest against

the eternal and immutable laws which govern the

progress of humanity." J. E. Hodgson.
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A PAINTER'S HOUSE-BOAT.

TH E T//e/i^ is not an ordinary liousu-boat, and by
" ordinary " house-boat I mean that curious

combination of flat-bottomed punt and tasteful bijou

residence which finds its most florid expression on

the reaches of the upper Thames, and which, possess-

ing but little navigating, and absolutely no sailing

capacity, is usually kept stationary—moored to the

bank.

The Tlietis, on the contrary, is a sailing boat, as

much at home on salt water as on ficsh ; and more-

over is not simply a pleasure craft, but a painter's

working house-boat, designed and built to serve the

special and particular purpose of a floating studio.

For several years she was a familiar object around

the Cornish coast, in Plymouth Sound, and Ihi;

Ilamoaze, where she did excellent service; and then

her skipper—being a man of enterprise, fired with a

longing after the glories of f'jnghind's most f;iinous

river—pluckily sailed her up (Jhannel,and piloted her

safely to the Albert Dock. Now, although, as I say,

she is accustomed to the sea, this was her first voyngc

of any length, and the success of it was considci'cd in

the light of an achievement,; for, after ;ill, she is not

a vessel of an (Jitluiddx sea-going type, and up tn the

period I speak of, her capabilities had not been fully

tested.

Old Cornish salts shook their heads ominously

when they heard she was about to essay the trip, and

the fisherman who was shipped as first mate was

declared to be holding his life ridiculously cheap. The

skipper, of course, it was useless to argue with, as lie

was always considered to be more or less of a dare-

devil, and it was generally understood that what-

ever fate befel the crew and the boat, he would be

sure to come up smiling; at any rate, speculation

on the score of /ils safety was held to be superlinous.

And I suppose it must have been entirely owing to

the vigilance of " the sweet little cherub " fjiat no

serious dis;ister occurred, for the boat is but a cockle-

shell on the ocean, and the dangers of the voyage

were certainly not a few. Often, afterwards, when a

party of us have been sitting around the galley lire,

I have lieard the skipper recount bis early Cornish

adventures, unci tell little stories of this eventful sail

up Channel. One dark night off Dungeness, alfer

the skipper had turned in, they were lU'arly run down

li\ ;i lnii;-i! steaniei'. It was blnwing bard, iiml they

bad I'xperieneed the greatest dillicuhy in keeping
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their side lights burning ; in fact, the mate had been

compelled to take down the green starboard lig-lit

and put it in the cabin, where he kept it ready

to show in ease a vessel was descried. By-and-by

a large steamer overtook them, and she was upon

them, almost running them down, before the mate

observed her. "Jump out,", he cried wildly to the

skipper, " and show the light," at the same time

putting the Tlietis about, right under the steamer's

bows. Fortunately she an-

swered her helm and came

about instantly, but it was a

very narrow escape. On an-

other occasion, when there was

only the skipper and mate

aboard, and as they were beat-

ing through tlie Straits of

Dover, the mate, in doing

something or other, cut his

hand very badly

and fainted ; and

it was a tax upon

all the skipper's

ingenuity to navi-

gate the ship with

one hand and
doctor the mate

with the other !

And now to

describe the build

and construction

of the Thetis.

Originally shewas

an ordinary cutter

without cabins,

but as such was

of little use for u^

painting piu'poses,

and in order to

get greater sta- at

bility and more

elbow room, she luul six feet of beam added to

her on a novel principle. In the first place, slie

was cut into halves from stem to stern, the two

halves being then completed and separated by a

platform on her water-line, leaving an uninter-

rupted channel between the two half hulls. Upon

this platform her cabins were erected. They stand

three feet above the rail of the vessel, and have

six feet of head room. She is therefore a compro-

mise between a twin-vessel and the American skim-

ming dish. What strikes the visitor on first going

aboard is the unusual size, for so small a vessel,

of her cabins, which are thirteen feet wide by about

twenty feet in length, although the entire length

of the boat is only thirty feet. Her cabins consist

ouse.

^'V^O^v*-^

of a chief cabin or studio, dining cabin, sleeping

cabin, galley, and store cabin ; and she is fitted up

with racks overhead for the stowing away of can-

vases, drawing boards, and the like, while there are

numberless canny little nooks and shelves for odds

and ends. On each side of the studio are sleeping

bunks, which, by a little dexterous management,

are made to look in the daytime like not inelegant

settees or couches. The cabins are lighted on each

side, as will be seen from the

illustrations, with a consider-

able length of window, so that

even on a wet day, and with

the doors closed, it is possible

to work with the greatest

comfort and in a good light.

She has proved herself a good

sailer in spite of her deck-

her strong point being

sailing to wind-

ward in smooth

water ; but in a

rough sea she

knocks the water

about a good deal

with her " blow-

pipes"and" fiddle-

head," ti) an ae-

c om p a n i m e n t

,

oftentimes, of a

melody weird and

mysterious. She

is cutter -rigged,

and spreads an

amount of canvas

quite out of pro-
^^^ =-__ portion to her

length ; but she

can safely do this

EA. by reason of the

duplex principle

of her hull and extreme beam. Having two bows,

she has naturally two rudders. Other interesting

points about her are, that she is practically a life-

boat, being, as her skipper declares, absolutely un-

sinkable; she does not carry an ounce of ballast,

and sails upon an even keel. "Wlien beached, she

stands upright and is perfectly steady, so that her

convenience for painting purposes will be at once

apparent, for if she is brought into position while

she is aHoat work may still be continued after the

tide has left her high and dry.

To anyone who has experienced the pleasure

of building 'a boat, a peculiar interest, of course,

attaches to the success or failure of the enter-

prise; and the alterations to the Thetis having
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been ])lanned and cnvrieJ nut by her sjallant skipper same principles as the -large boat ; that is to saj^

himself, many of her timbers being- fashioned with made up of two halves of a small pleasure boat, with

his own hands, he naturallv regards his work with a very light and fragile boat stayed in between and

a considerable degree of pardonable pride, for the clear of the water. She carried a lateen sail, and

conduct of his craft under the most trying circum- took uS along in an uncommonly brilliant manner,

stances, and her general career, have fully justified as the breeze and tide were all in our favour. Oft"

the care and labour he bestowed upon her. Erith we brought uj), and, from the deck of a

"When I first made her acquaintance I thought friendly barge, did what might be expected of us,

her, surely, the

most curious-look-

ing boat that ever

builder fashioned

;

and mine were not

the only eyes that

had gazed upon her

with wonder, for

even to many an

honest sailor, the

skipper said, she

had been a source

of curiosity and

bewilderment.
Thames bargees, in

particular, evinced

amazement as she

passed, and ex-

pressed it with a

similarity of term

that at last grew

to be quite ludi-

crous :
" Halloa,

two bloomin' bows

!

—two bloomin'

sterns! — two
bloomiu' rudders !

Well, that's a

b 1 o m i n' rum
thing !

"

Since the Tlidh

first made her ap-

pearance on the

Thames, some five

or six years ago, I hf

THE dinixq-eoom; a:jd galley.

and the thing an

artist most enjoys

— made each one

(there were three

of us) a sketch.

Now, of course,

this seems very

uneventful, but I

mention it because

the getting back

home aft'orded us

all (he unbounded

jileasure and de-

light, anionifting,

at times, to abso-

lute enthusiasm, of

a series of eft'ects,

combinations of co-

lour, and impres-

sions, that 1 de-

voutly trust will be

long in fading from

our artistic mind

and memory. Most
]ieople know some-

thing of tlie glory

the busy river pre-

sents from the deck

of a steamer when

the sun is sinking

in the west. We
saw all that, but

with this diil'er-

ence : on board a

been a jiretty frequent steamer the ])nigress is somewhat rapid, and the pic-

visitor aboard, and have enjoyed many little never- tures appear and disappear, from this reason, with

to-be-forgotten trips in her, both up and down the an almost kaleidoscopic celerity ; there is little time

river. She is more adapted for down-river sailing

than up, because of her draught of water—some

three feet six ; and if the man at the helm does not

happen to be quite familiar with the channel, it is

not always easy to navigate her on the u])per parts

of the river.

My first cruise was down the river from the

Albert Dock, not, however, in the T/iclix, but in the

catamaran, another invention of the skipper's, and

which, with the dingey, comjileted his little lldtdla.

This catamaran was constructed on sometiiing the

for the a]ipreciation and enjoyment of one bit of

composition or effect, before another comes into

view. Our little boat, however, made but slow

way. The tide was not favourable, and the sail of

little use; so that, ]iartly from helplessness, ))artly

from ini'lination, we had full oi)portunity for the

realisation of one splendour of colour or beauty of

composition before it espoused and was lost in the

lU'xt which ])resi'ntcd itself. .Vs we were low down
(in the \valei--lini' ton. the slu]i|iing loomed up large

and majestic. To sec their topmo-t peaks it seemed
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that uLir eyes were earrieJ liigli, hiylier, up into the

ethereal expanse. Sky and water melted into one

gorgeous, glowing sheet of evening tlame, and only

the land looked small and ignoble. The sunset had

given place to twilight, and twilight to blackest

night, before our paddles dipped under the soaring

beacon lights of the Albert Dock, but the effects as

night deepened were beautiful and grand; and the

last scene of all—an effect of electric light shot forth

say that there, out in tiie marshes, time is of no

importance and life has no ambition. Close to the

river bank where we went ashore, at Thurrocks, is a

very picturesque old church—jierpendicular in style

if I remember aright—very delightful in colour, but

rather melancholy in appearance, and its dejected

look is some_\vhat heightened by the brick buttressing

that has been added for its support. I suppose the

bells in the church do ring out their merry peals

THE ClIIKF SALOOX.

high up aloft, above an array of other lights of a

lesser brilliancy and of different hue, on a back-

ground, and with surroundings of blue and black in

every gradation—would have deliglited great Turner

himself.

We once spent a very pleasant week at Green-

hithe, where the T/ictis lay a little astern of the

training ship U'orccslcr, an old line-of-battle sliiji.

Now, Greenhithe is not far from London, but it is

really a very picturesque place, and you may find a

good deal of sketchable material in and around it,

particularly if you can avail yourself of the freedom

and advantage a boat gives you. The river here, I

suppose, is a mile or so across, and it is a very

pleasant row over to the Essex shore, where you

seem somehow to fintl yourself in a new and un-

expected land. It is a long, low-lying stretch of

country, very still, exhibiting little sign of anima-

tion, and with a look on everything that seems to

occasionally, and that the churchyard looks less lone-

some at service time; but it struck ns, the day we

were there, as being inexpressibly sad and forlorn.

On the Kentish side of the river, too, are some

good old churches and quaint bits of farm-building

which, I thiidv, cannot be very well known to the

searcher after the picturesque ; at any rate, they

were new to all of us. In Greenhithe itself we came

u]iou some very nice old houses and street "bits,"

and I have a very jdeasant remembrance of a stroll

we took one night, or rather early morning, when

there was not a soul about save ourselves, and when,

in the delicious moonlight, which had tempted us to

roam, the little town looked really romantic.

After a visit to Holehaven, Queenborough, and

various other places, the Thetis made her way up

river to historic Richmond, from whence i/ie ex-

pedition —• the one upon which the skijiper had

alwavs set his heart—was to start. It was to be
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the beginning of a new life for the boat. Great

preparations were made, and all sorts of pleasant

anticipations indulged in by the skipper and those

who were to form the privileged crew.

On the eventful morning when we commenced

our up-river course we were a jovial ]iarty of four.

We had reported ourselves aboard the night before,

when, in solemn conclave, each man's position and

duties were assigned to him. Thus, the skipper

was to be absolute autocrat, with uncontrolled power

over the cuisine ; to one of us, being something of

a sailor, were to be entrusted the important duties of

belaying there, and anything else of an abstrusely

nautical character, besides lending a hand now and

acjain with the commissariat ; to the other two was

Directly the tide was high enough to move the

boat we bad the anchor up, and the T/iflis swung

gently round and quietly, and without effort bore

us up stream. The morning was one of those calm,

warm, delicious, sunshiny -grey mornings that one

always associates with the early autumn, when colour

never seems strong, but always delicate, soft, and

harmonious. For awhile we simply stood on deck

in quiet enjoyment of the peacefulness and beauty

of the scene, but by-and-by, enthusiasm being

aroused, we all fell to sketching. The boat glided

along so steadily, and with such an absence of per-

ceptible motion, that painting aboard was just as

comfortable as on terra firma ; but as she increased

her pace, from the running up of a sail, it became

THK EVENINU SWIM.

blc for us to do more thain make ra|iid notesgiven the dignified occupation of swabbing llie decks inijKissibli

—a task they performed with "real punctiliousness —suggestions of composition or harmonies of colour,

and delight every morning before breakfast. The tide, aided occasionally by a friendly breeze,

536
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carried us on as far as Teddington, where we in-

tended to bring up for the night, and the skipper

was not long in his discovery of an excellent anchor-

age just under the Weir, just where we were uicely

out of everything's and everybody's way. AVe re-

mained there that day and night, and found plenty

of congenial occupation. We sketched, paddled

about in the dingey, and explored the old town,

discovering a good deal that was interesting and

picturesque.

The weather continued gloriously bright and

warm, but there was little wind for the sail, and we

were several days journeying the next few miles.

Still, pace and hurry were no part of our programme,

and we were perfectly content that we were enjoying

an existence that was new and strange, and entirely

charming. The scenery delighted us beyond measure.

It was fresh to all of us, and the river was animated

and enlivened with the brilliant splashes of colour

of many a gaily-dressed boating party. During the

intervals of work, or when it was necessary to get

forward, two of us took the tow-line and tracked tiie

boat along, if there was no breeze, or it chanced to

be against us, au exercise we found to be both

amusing and healthful. Until Walton was reached

we had not experienced the trouble of getting

aground, but

just below the

bridge our

first difficulty

of the kind

occurred. It

was consider-

ed by some of

us on board as

rather a pleas-

ant little ex-

citement, and

somewhat of

a joke, but

w h e n w e

found that

getting off

was entirely

a different

matter and no

easy task, we

earnestly hoped the Tlu'tls would not offend again.

She did, however, and with a frequency, indeed, that

became tiresome, and we grew, in process of time,

to listen in dread expectancy for the harsh grating

sound that told us she had taken a shoal. For

up river the Thelin is decidedly a heavy boat, and

when she gets her two keels well into the shingle

it is really hard work to move her. Single-keeled

boats will sometimes "turn turtle" after taking

the ground, but this misery, of course, never

befel us.

In the gloom, Halliford looked not unlike a little

Cornish fishing village. We rowed ahead of the

Theth and came to a high sea wall apparently, with

steps leading down to the shore beneath ; at the top

of the wall,a-ailings; then a road, and we made out

houses and an inn. Seen from the middle, the river

looked like a huge lake, and when we reached the

flat, low-lying meadows, it was almost impossil;)le to

tell where the water met the land, so inextricably

blended and confused were objects, reflections, sky,

and water. Presently we came to a landing place,

and we could see close by a solemn -looking old

church tower. Then up stream again until we came

to Weybridge, where we explored back-waters, and

shot under weirs, that in the darkness looked like im-

mense waterfalls, and, by-and-by, the night getting

chilly, -we turned round and pulled lustily back.

Often we made these late excursions, usually

going up stream from where the Theth lay moored,

for there was an indescribable charm about seeing

places for the first time under the influences of

night ; and I shall not soon forget the pleasure

with which we used to look, on our return, for the

bright speck of light, with its long line of reflec-

tion, away in

the distance,

which told us

we were near-

iiig " home."

We made

a stay of se-

veral days

about Halli-

f r d a n d

Shepperton;

and our final

sketching
ground and

the end of the

expedition
was reached

at Chertsey,

w here we
OUT OF WATER. stayed till

quite the late

autumn, and the leaves had changed colour and were

talhng from the trees. All our party, I am sure,

have pleasant recollections of Chertsey. AVe found

in it an excellent sketching ground, with plenty of

picturesque material both up and down the river

and round about. More than that, we met with

very kind friends, who extended to us many grace-

ful hospitalities.

The Tlu'lis has voyaged. W. H. Boot.
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FIVE CENTUKIES OF FRENCH DOMESTIC ART.

IN this noble volume* Monsieur Havard has nfathered days are all too rare. Onl\- the truest devotion to

together all that is valuable and worthy of record his colossal undertaking could have enabled him to

in the great world of the domestic art of his country, carry it to such a successful issue.

Although this first instalment of the work carries us A genuine history of a nation is not made up
through three letters of the alphabet only, it suffices only of the recital of wars and royal jiageants. It

.JJiWEL CABINET OF MAEIE ANTOINETTE. EIOHTEENTH CENTUBY.

{J>favn hy L. Libonis,)

to show the spirit of research which has animated
him in its production. The minute accounts and
details given to illustrate every object of importance,

as well as the lucid and orderly way in which the

mass of material is arranged, prove the author to

possess an industry, patience, and skill which nowa-

• " Dictionnairc de I'AmpiiUcnifnt ct dc lu Drcoiation, ilcpnis

le XIII' Siocle jnsq.ril nos .Tours." Par Henry Havaid. Illiistre

de 2.50 Planches hois texte ct 2,h00 Gravnrcs dans le texte.
Vol. I., A— C. (Paris: Maison Dilantin. 1SS8.)

must eml)r.ace also the record of the social and iutel-

lectual advance, the manners and customs of the

people, their arts, literature, and sciences. An
authentic account of their domestic art in its

manifold branches is of especial importance and inte-

rest, inasmuch as it exhibits a side of national life

that is in a continual stale of transition. From
the examination made by M. Havaixl of memoirs,

chronicles, romances, ballads, letters, and inventories

fr.ini the fourteenth century down to our own time,
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tlie great part played in the history ol: France hy

fiiruiture, dress, plate, and everything belonging to

household or personal use and decoration, is conclu-

sively proved. A dictionary which, like this, in-

cludes every item of domestic furniture, and gives

an exhaustive and interesting account of each par-

ticular object, is a most welcome and invaluable

addition to the literature of the industrial arts.

When it is stated that in the course of compilation

more than 1:20,000 documents have been carefully

examined, some idea of its extent and proportions

may be formed.

M. Havard is dealing with the rise and develop-

ment of French art only, but the interest of his work

hundreds of them were employed during his reign

in the reconstruction of the Louvre as well as at

Fontainebleau and Chenonceaux. We find, indeed,

running through all the French cJiefa-d'ceurn; of the

period an embodiment of the spirit of the great

Italian Renaissance.

It will be well now to glance at a few of the

illustrations in jNI. Havard's dictionary, and brieHy

refer to some of the details which accompany them.

Amongst important pieces of furniture we find the

armoirc, the wardrobe or cupboard, considered indis-

pensable from the earliest times : a recess in the

wall at first, enclosed by doors heavily hinged. In

the thirteenth century it was a massive, square press

BUFFET IX CAEVED WALNUT-WOOD. SIXTEENTH CEXTUKY.

{Dratcii hi/ C. Krattzbcrffcr.)

is catholic; for the complex and many-sided move-

ment of the Renaissance after its culmination in

Italy carries us to France, whence a powerful and

lasting influence was exercised on the domestic arts

of the whole of Europe. This infiucuce was no

doubt due in a great measure to the fine taste of

Francis I., who had deeply felt the delicacy and

refinement of the arts and fully appreciated their

value. He was attracted by the consummate skill

and the beauty of the works of Leonardo da Vinci

and by the excpiisite taste, variety, and Jt'iie-sse of

Cellini's work. While the Popes and the jMedieis

were promoting the fine arts in Italy he was en-

couraging them in France, and by his favour and

liberality he induced Italian artists to settle in Paris,

where they found an honourable reception, and where

fixed to the wall ; examples of it in this form being

still existent in old chateaux and abbeys, where they

served to hold arms, linen, clothes, and plate. The

doors were frequently painted with armorial bear-

ings and Scriptural and historical subjects on a gold

ground. In the following century embroidered

tissues were used on the doors ; but by the begin-

ning of the fifteenth century carved panels were

substituted for every other kind of decoration, and

continued in vogue throughout the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries. The simple and architectural

ornament of the period prevailed in the earlier

carving, which, however, rapidly developed, and

highly complicated details with figures, animals, and

fruit were introduced in low relief. During the next

hundred years this massive piece of furniture had
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nearly disai)]it':ued, and an armoire of liyhlpr propor- lavished on these debased productions; and, altliou<;h

tions had taken its place. It consisted of two parts, mucli exquisite workmanship and artistic finish are

the lower one simple in its outline, the u]iper slender found in the best examples that remain, the dignity

and real excellence of the work of the preceding

centuries wholly disappeared. After various trans-

formations, a mirror was added, and the tirmoirc-a-

glacc made its appearance as a useful but common-

place addition to our bedroom furniture; and ajjoii

it, as the reader may remember, Theodore de Hanville

lavished all the sujwrlatives of his phenomenall}' ex-

tensive vocabulary of abuse.

The furniture of the jNIiddle Ag'es may be classed

under two heads: the religious and the civil. The

most important examples were, of course, in the pos-

session of the Church, the workshojis of the monas-

teries producing the splendid drcssoirs, armoires,

buffets, choir-stnlls, chairs, and other masterpieces of

AEMOIBE IN TWO TAETS. SIXTEENTH CENTUEY.

(Vrawn hij L. lAbonis,"!

and graceful, with columns, pilasters, frieze, cornice,

and other classic details. To this period we are

indebted for many beautiful specimens of armoires,

iis shown by the examples here illustrated.

In the seventeenth century the armoire again

assumed its former amplitude, but lost much of its

beauty ; for, owing to the love of dis])lay of every

kind, and the mania for luxury, the carvers of the

time were led into all sorts of exaggeration. In the

second half of the century we are at its most showy

period, when the influence of Roulle first becomes

apparent, and the style of decoration I have been

describing gives place to elaborate marquetry, and

incrustations of copper and tin upon a ground of

tortoiseshell, with mountings of gilded metal. By
the middle of the eighteenth century everything was
bizarre and rococo. Large siuns oi' money were

IlIOn-DACKED SEAT, WITH I'EIIIMENT, CirilOAnp, AN!) FOOT-I)OAUP.

SIXTEENTH CENTUEY.

the period. Willi IIh' clnwii of the Kenaissance,

Churrli ruriulurc liecanu; more in liariiionv with
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domestic work, and tinally merged into it, not only

in its main featnres, but also in tlie treatment of its

details.

The annals oli the fourteenth century tell us that,

like the armoire, the buffet was also considered in-

dispensable in every wealthy household. The buffet

At the marriage in 1474 of Charles le Temeraire

with Margaret of York, the buffet, shaped as a

lozenge, stood in the middle of the bauqueting-hall

;

the under part enclosed l:)y doors covered with tapestry

bearing the arms of the duke, and above ten tiers

of diminishing shelves fitted with cups, flagons, and

the choicest examples of the goldsmith's art. At the

end of the next century this superb etalage became

more general for the crowd of upstarts enriched by

the whims and dishonourable caprices of Henry III.,

and the troops of Italians around Catherine de

jMedicis made an everyday display of that which

had hitherto been reserved for great occasions.

But even these buffets are to an extent insignifi-

cant when compared with the extravagant creations

of the reign of Louis XIV. We read of one twenty-

nine feet long, with twelve tiers of shelves, which

was placed in the Court of the Gobelins when, in 1(367,

the Grand Monarque visited the Royal Furniture

Workshops. On this buffet were set out twenty-

four enormous silver basins and ewers, as many

gigantic vases, candelabra without number, huge

cisterns for w'ine six feet in diameter, gilt ilagons,

cups, hanapers, and I know not what besides. This

OPEN- BACKED SEAT.

(7)raw« by C. GontzwiUet:)

was at first similar to the dressoir, serving to exhibit

the salvers, vases, flagons, cups, and so forth. It was

composed of tiers of shelves supported by turned

columns, the number of the shelves depending on

the rank of the possessor. Subsequently, when the

lower part was enclosed by doors richly ornamented

with carving, and fitted with handsome locks and

keys, the upper part remaining as a dressoir, it was

called a hnfef-avce-arnioire. In the fifteenth and

even in the sixteenth century, the best houses were

without a dining-room, and the middle-classes always

took their meals in the kitchen ; the highest i)or-

sonages most frequently ate in their bedrooms, and

the buffet is invariably an item of the inventories of

bedroom furniture. Mention is made of the buffet

in the bedroom where Louis XI. died ; and also in

that of Marguerite d'Autriche, \:rl\: The essential

character of the buffet, distinguishing it from the

armoire, is that it has always participated more or

less of the dressoir. Upon special occasions shelves

covered with fine stuffs were added to the buffet for

the display of gold and silver plate. These buffets

were frequently circular or octagonal, and placed in

the middle of the room where the banquet was given.

CHAIK WITH AECADED BACK. SEVENTEENTH CENTUKY.

(Draiin hy C. Goulziciller.)

iiiastoilvn was perhaps the last of these sumptuous

erections, for in a few years the great silver period

was approaching its end, and by 16S9 most of

the magnificent objects which adorned the famous

Gobelins buffet had disa])peared into the melting-pot.

From this time the buffet was shorn of its glitter-
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ino- splendour, for in order to meet the expenses of AVitli the increased demand for comfort at table

the o-i-eat wars an edict was issued prohibiting the folding-chairs were introduced, but were invariably

makinn-, buying, or selling of silver, and commanding the seats of the privileged few who sat "above the

everyone to send his plate to the mint. The king salt,'-" the other guests sitting ou benches or stools.

set the example by having 10,000,000 livres' worth The cJiaiae ile paille made its appearance at the

of silver tables, balustrades, seats, candelabra, and time of the Regency, and at once became the mode in

other fine specimens of the silversmith's art con- the most aristocratic drawing-rooms. This fashion,

verted into money. "e are told, was the outcome of a pique between

The clume occupies a prominent place in the

history of French fur-

niture. In its develop-

ment the chair has

submitted to all the

lluctuations of fashion,

and to the exigencies

and caprices of every

generation. It was

used at first as a press

as well as a seat, the

enclosed part holding

the requisites of the

toilet. Giiles de Co-

rozet speaks of the

" Chaire bien fermee,

bien close oil le muse

odorant repose avec le

linge delye." The

high-backed and cano-

pied chair of the

Middle Ages belonged

exclusively to the sove-

reign court and baron,

who had the right of

" high " and " low jus-

tice." Not only was

the best carving of the

time lavished upon it,

but it was also richly

gilt and painted. From
the fourteenth century

chairs with low backs

were made for the con-

venience of the toilet,

such as the cfiaire-a-

peifjner and the chairc-

a-alonrner. Another

SIXTEENTH-CENTURY CHIMNEY-PIECE (aT TOULOUSE).

(Draxcn hy C. Kinitzbcrgn:)

become a reflection i

the prince and princesses of royal blood and Philip

d'Orleans and the

Duchesse de Berry.

These chairs were in-

troduced under the

]iretext of lightness

and convenience, but

in reality to jjrevent

arm-chairs being used

by those who by their

rank had a light to

sit in them. With the

eighteenth century a

host of chairs and

sofas of all shapes and

sizes are seen. The

severe and rigid seats

of former generations

were abandoned, sharp

edges and angles soft-

ened into roundness,

and the outline turned

into broken curves and

undulations.

Much of the vigor-

ous and heavy carving

and ornament which

emphasised the gran-

diose furniture of

Louis XIV. 's reign

was gradually attenu-

ated to suit the ten-

dencies and influences

? <if the time, so that by

Louis XV. 's reign not

only had the ornauient

changed its exjiression,

but all furniture had

the frivolities of the i)eriod.light and more sociable chair was called the caqiic-

foir. For many generations it was the gossiping But even in this deeadenee we find a lightness of

seat ^;«»- excellence, and altiiough its livery of em- touch, a jjiquancy and daintiness of contour which,

broidery, tapestry, brocatelle, or leather was ciianged with the sparkle and glow of gilding, and the exquisite

as fancy dictated, its quaint and social character tapestry and brocaded coverings, combined to form
was always maintained. Until 1.580 all chairs had a style which has left its ])ernianent mark on the

elljows, but the fashion of hoops having much am- history of French furniture. It requires, however,
l)lilied the skirts of liulies' gowns, these side jjieces the nicest connoisseurship to discriminate between
were suppressed, and the new chair, called cJiaire-a- that which is valuable on account of a certain spirit,

vcrtuijadiii, was ado])ted. finesse, and coquettish grace, and the tasteless and
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outre productions, full of vapid, meauiugless orna-

ment, which are an offence to all the canons of good

and educated taste.

The cabinet—the king of furniture—was first met

with in France in tlie si.^teenth century, and was

doubtless of Italian origin. In its first j'outh the

cabinet was a portable chest of little drawers en-

closed by two doors, and was used for holding jewels

and precious objects. The seventeenth century was

the finest period of this luxurious piece of furniture.

Not only was carving a great feature in its ornamen-

tation, but inlaid work of a highly artistic character

was added with the most charming effect. The

feature into the picturesque appearance and effect

of the cabinet of the time.

Until the end of the seventeenth century, dresses,

linen, &c., were kept in arnwires or coffres. The

last named, at this period, were divided into drawers,

an arrangement which was found so useful and con-

venient that the name of cuiiiiiivde was eventually

given to them—the comfort of the new cuft'er soon

making them popular and fashionable. In 1720 this

commode became rounder and more undulating in

its profile, and the best of Buulle's work was often

lavished upon it. In Louis XV. 's reign we find the

marquetry gayer and more variegated, and the metal

COMMODE IN BOtTLLE WORK. SEVENTEEXTTI CENTURY.

(Drawn by L. Lihonis.)

Cardinal Mazarin owned, in addition to cabinets from

Germany, China, and Jajian (the last "d'une legerete,

et d'une odeur admirable"), no fewer than seventeen

in ebony carved in low relief, and four in tortoiseshell

inlaid with ivory, tin, and copper, and enriched with

miniatures and precious stones. These delightful in-

laid gems of art-work seem to prelude the more gran-

diose compositions to which Boulle has given his name.

In the eighteenth century the cabinet inlaid with

ivory and ornamented with precious stones was no

longer produced; and, with the rapid decadence of

carving, the cabinet gradually assumed a different

complexion, relying for its effect on such showy

decorations as the lustrous ormolu work which then

so extensively prevailed. At the same time, the

development of marquetry, as distinct from the in-

laid work of preceding generations, introduced a new

mountings daintier, and more playful in their fanciful

and disconnected curvings. Tlie best specimens of

the time show how perfect were the workmanship

and the delicate and elaborate finish bestowed upon

them. Very soon the commode was designed mainly

to display the richness and glamour of these metal

mounts, and there is an entire abnegation of definite

form which led to the exuberance of the Rococo.

This fantastic style lasted until the early part

of Louis XVI.'s reign, when a strong reaction took

place, and a return to a purer and more classic feeling

—an emphatic protest against the eccentric super-

fluities of the past generation. ;Much of the costly

work of this reign has never been excelled in its

graceful simplicity, in its exquisite delicacy of detail

and refinement ; and the spirit of this aristocratic

style then attained its highest and fullest expression.
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In traciiify the rise niul development of domestie

art-work in its sueeessive transformations we pass

through its earlier phases of simplicity and freshness

the lirst constituents of all artistic beauty— and

find that with the spread of luxury and <>eneral pro-

gress, every art which eould minister to household

decoration was suddenly stimulated. The craftsmen

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries have left us

tvpes so superb as to be uni-ivalled for grace, spirit,

and orio-iualitv. Their work was instinct with that

privileged gift of beauty which is the true charac-

teristic of the Renaissance. The dignity and real

excellence of the work of this great period were lost

sight of in the seventeenth century, and by the

middle of the eighteenth all sense of restraint or

fixed principles was utterly lost.

The history of all styles shows us a gradual

abandonment of primitive simplicity, a profuseness

of ornament, and the certain sacrifice of construc-

tive truth as luxurious elaboration becomes more and

more conspicuous. As Greek art degenerated into

vulgarity under the coarse magnificence of Rome, so

was the noble French Renaissance debased by the

love of Louis XIV. and his courtiers for magnifi-

cence and show, until it fell into the strange incon-

gruities and fantastic weaknesses of the Rococo.

The ever- increasing demand for novelty and

showy effect led the gaudy and the florid t<i usurp

the place of simplicity and repo.se ; and, with the ex-

ception of an interval of classic revival in the reign

of Louis Seize, the whole of the applied arts of

France sank into a chaos of absurdities. The power

of design was exhausted, all knowledge of decora-

tive beauty obliterated, and by the middle of the

))resent century only the dregs of degenerate styles

were left to us. This was sufliciently proved by

the accumulation of all that was unlovely and un-

graceful in the domestic art-work of Europe in that

veritable " Chamber of Horrors," the Great Exhi-

bition of 1S51. Geokge J. S. Lock.

CHARLES DICKENS AND HIS LESS FAMILIAR PORTRAITS.—II.

NEW and remarkable por-

trait of Dickens has come

to light since the previous

article on Ibis subject was

written. It is in the form of

a miniature on ivory, painted

)y Mrs. Janet Barrow {/n'e

Ross) in l.S:50, when the fu-

ture novelist was eighteen years

of age. I had just reasons for

believing that the miniature

runimond (already described) was

the first portrait for which Dickens gave

sittings, but Mrs. Barrow's delightful presentment

of him as he appeared before the commencement

of his reporting days has distinctly a prior claim,

having been produced five years previously.

A very scarce little book, entitled "The Battle

of London Life; or, Boz and his Secretary," has a

frontispiece representing Boz in liis study, lolling

in his favourite crimson -cushioned library chair, a

certain piu'sed-up contraction of the nether lip de-

noting that he is jirofoundly absorbed in thought.

This work was published in 18-19, and the illustra-

tions, including the portrait, were drawn by that

veteran journalist ^Ir. George Augustus Sala at the

time of his engagement as a scene-painter at the

Princess's Theatre. The drawings, (hough slight ami

sketchy, arc vigtn-ously executed.

When, in 18.j,j-.^(;, Dickens made Paris his

temporary home, his life there was passed among

arti.sts and in the exercise of his calling, and before

he had Ijcen a week in his new abode he made the

acquaintance of Ary Scbeffer, the famous French

historical painter, to whom he consented to sit for his

portrait. The absence of the London streets, i'v>>\\\

whence he drew his inspirations, was a sore tiial

to the novelist, the progress of bis lilcrary hibours

being much impeded thereby, lb' then had " Little

Dorrit" on his mind, and the sittings in SchelVer's

studio proved very irksome, although they were often

varied by a special entertainment in the long n/t'/n'r,

wdiere the artist received some sixty people, to whom
Dickens, by special entreaty, read his " Cricket on

the Hearth." When the "nightmare portrait" (so

calle(l ])y tiie living original) was comi)leted it was

exhil)ifed at the Royal Academy, where it excited

considera!)le eoninicut among his friends, the majority

deciding that nobody could mistake for whom it was

intended, altliough it had something disappointing in

it (see p. 288). The painting is a half-length repre-

sentation of the noveli.st seated at a table; he wears a

dark brown coat and black necktie, his hands are joined

by the interlacing of the fingers, and his riyht arm

rests on the table. The beard which he wore durin^'

the previous year, when Mr. AVard jiainted him, had

ap])arently been shaved ofl', and a smaller hirsute

growth had taken its jilaee, the moustache remaining

as lieforc. The llesh-tints arc beautifully r<'ndi'rccl,

and these, with the white collar and friMil, stand
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out conspicuously from their sombre surroundings, disfigurement became apparent, ]\lr. Forster had

Dickens himself considered it " a fine spirited head, commissioned Mr. W. P. Frith, R.A., to paint the

painted at his (Scheffer's) very best, and with a very novelist's portrait; but the work was postponed be-

easy and natural appearance in it. But it does not

look to me at all like, nor does it strike me that

if I saw it in a gallery I should suppose myself

to be the original. ... As a work of art I see

in it spirit combined with perfect ease, and yet I

don't see myself. So I come to the conclusion that

I never do see myself." Scheffer evidently found

the subject a difficult one ; and when Dickens

once excused him-

self on that account

while sitting to him,

the artist received the

apology as strictly

his due, and said

with a vexed air, "At
this moment, mon clier

Dickens, you look

more like an ener-

getic Dutch admiral

than anything else ;

"

for which another

apology was tendered.

The artist's brother,

Henri Scheffer,

also of great repute

as an artist, painted

a portrait of Dickens

at the same time and

in the same studio;

but it is said to have

been altogether greatly

inferior in point of

merit, and was never

publicly exhibited.

Ary Scheffer's canvas

now adorns the walls

of the National Portrait Gallery, but the work of his

brother I have been unable to trace.

Another delineation of the features of Dickens by

a foreign artist belongs to this period. M. Charles

Bauguiet, a native of Brussels, bad set up a studio in

London, and his reputation as a portraitist brought

him many illustrious patrons, including Dickens, of

whom the artist succeeded in producing a hkeness

(Trmi the Oil Sketch bij W. P. Frith, ll.A.. 1SS9.

T. Wriilht, Esij.)

cause it was fondly hoped that the objectionable

beard would within a short period be removed. But

Dickens was deaf to all appeals, and even hinted

the possibility that Mr. Frith would prefer to paint

him as he was, and thus save himself the trouble

of delineating such difficult features as a mouth and

chin. Seeing his determination, the order was given

and the portrait begun early in 1859, the artist

being favoured with

sittings until the com-

]>letion of the work.

In this picture he

is seen at his writing-

table, in the act of

turning round as if to

weli'ome a visitor; the

background and the

details— desk, chair,

papers, &c. — were

jiainted from the ob-

jects themselves in the

]ilaces they occupied

in the stud}- at Tavi-

stock House. The

colouring is bright,

and both the figure

and accessories are

elaborately wrought in

the artist's character-

istic style. Dickens

thought that it was " a

little too much as if

my next-door neigh-

bour were my deadly

foe, uninsured, and

I had just received

tidings of his house being afire ; otherwise very

good
; " and Sir Edwin Landseer said, as he stood

before it : "I wish he looked less eager and busy,

and not so much out of himself. I should like to

catch him asleep and quiet now and then." The

picture was bequeathed by Mr. Forster to the nation,

and is now included in the Forster Collection at the

South Kensington Museum. It has been beautifully

Bi/ reniiissioii >'!

\vhich, although cleverly executed, represented the engraved in mezzotint and line by the late iNIr. T.

subject of it as having an expression by no means Oldham Barlow, R.A. ; and a line engraving of the

natural to him—a look of dulness and melancholy, head only, forms a frontispiece in Forster's " Life."

In this drawing we see the fully-developed beard,

the growth of which he encouraged from that time.

This freak of fancy greatly annoyed his friends, who

considered that he thus disguised one of the most

expressive characteristics of his face—the mobility

and sensitiveness of the mouth. Just before this

The original study for the picture (the existence of

which the artist had entirely forgotten until it was

recently brought before his notice) is now the pro- ,

perty of ]Mr. Thomas AVright, of Paris, to whom I

am indebted for permission to engrave it for the first

time (see above). A small replica of the finished
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painting was made l)y Mr. Fiitli for .Mr. F. W. came upou it, iii open, sim-lig-hted PiccaJilly." This

(^i^ggj^g
portrait, published in IStil by Herbert \\ atkius, was

In 1861 Dickens favoured Mr. Rud()lf Lehmann in no sense a caricature, but a vivid and most pleasing

with two sittings. This talented artist had for likeness—a wonderfully life-like carte de visite bead

some time previously been engaged upon a series placed on a ridiculously small body—in which the

of portrait-studies of celebrities, and, naturally de- novelist is seen with one finger on his forehead, and a

sirous of including that of the famous author of bright merry look in his eyes ; underneath appeared

" Pickwick," he succeeded in persuading him to the inscription, " One from whom we have Great

visit his studio, which resulted in the production of Expectations," appropriately alluding to the work

a pencil-portrait executed with consummate tender- upon which he was then engaged. Although the

ness and skill. About the same time the novelist photograph was common enough at the time, it has

was asked to give some sit-

tings to Mr. John Watkins,

a prominent London photo-

graplier; and similar requests

reached bim from various

quarters. Not only bad he

an invincible objection to

the multiplication of his

countenance in the shop-

windows, but he could not

well spare the time to com-

])ly with these proposals.

,Mr. Watkins, however,

was successful in his appli-

cation, and both on that

and subsequent occasions

he and his brother Charles

were honoured by the

novelist's patronage. To

them, indeed, Ijelnngs the

credit of having jirodiired

one of the three favour-

ite portraits, its j)opularity

being distinctly proved by

the frequency with which

it has been engraved. The

face is here seen in profile

1o the left ; and the head.

(From the riintofimph by OtmuM, 1S52. Engraved by

J. M. Juhnstone.)

become so scarce that the

present writer has been

unable to discover the exist-

ence of a single copy.

Among the later photo-

graphic portraits of Dickens,

those by the late JNIr. R. H.

Mason are conspicmius by

reason of their superior in-

terest and merit. One of

the most pleasing is un-

doubtedly that representing

the novelist reading to his

daughters on the lawn at

Gad's llill ; and in another

of these home-scenes he is

seen standing under the

porch in front of the house,

surrounded by his family

and friends.

In 1868 Dickens again
'""

visited America for the

special purpose of giving a

series of public readings

from bis works. As might

have been anticipated, over-

tures were made (as on

the former occasion) liy

slightly inclined downwards as if in thought, rests artists and photographers to induce him to give

on the right hand. The brothers Watkins were the them sittings, but he had for some time past reso-

authors of many other Dickens portraits, including lutely refused to yield to further persuasion. The

representations of him as he appeared when giving photographs exhibited in the shop-windows there

his ]iulilic readings. were considered so woiulerfully unlike him as he then

111 a letter dated " July 8th, I86I," Dickens thus appeared that Mr. Dolby, his business manager, uiti-

drcw attention to a humorous photograph of himself mately prevailed on him to sit to I\Ir. Ben (iurncy,

which was then scattered broadcast in the shop- of New York ; and it was to that artist, and on one

windows of London :
—" I hope you may liave seen a occasion only, that Dickens, during this visit, gave

largo-headed photograph with little legs, representing a sitting in America. He spent several iiours in

the undersigned, pen in hand, tapping his forehead Mr. Gnrney's studio, and of the many excellent por-

to knock an idea out. It has just sprung up so traits tiu'U taken the most pleasing presentment is

abundantly in all the shops that I am ashamed to go that in which the face of the novelist is seen nearly

about town, looking in at the picture windows, which iu prollle to the right, the head being happily po.sed,

is my delight. It seems to me extraordinarily ludi- and the facial characteristics clearly defined. Ry tliis

erous, and much more like than the grave portraits successful effort Mr. (iurney claims equal credit with

done in earnest. It made me laugh when I first Mr. Watkins in having produced one of the tlu-ce
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most popular portraits, which was also engraved for

Mr. Forster's admirable biogra})hy. The novelist

himself proclaimed this American series to be the

Vjest that had been done—an opinion which is shared

by his admii-ers, for more copies were sold by the

publishers than of any other small portrait they ever

issued.

On his return to England requests for sittings

poured in from all quarters ; but he was detenninedj

The spirit of the great wi-iter had fled, the mighty

brain was struck in the fulness of its power, and the

loving heart of him whose magic pen had so often

stin'ed ns to laughter and to tears had ceased to beat

for ever.

The next day those distinguished artists, by

special request, journeyed to Gad's Hill together

—

the painter to sketch, and the sculptor to mould in

plaster, the face tlien cold and rigid in death. The

(From a Photograph bii FrailcUe and Young, 1S6!. Engraved by li. Taylor.)

through " intense weariness and horror of that un-

remunerative investment of time and labour," to

ward off all such proposals by ])leading that he

would not sit at all. His oljjections were again

ingeniously overruled, for, early in 1870, Mr. Thomas

Woolner, R.A., not only succeeded in overcoming

them, but even the time and place were fixed for the

first sitting for a bust-portrait. These plans were

unhappily frustrated ; for a few weeks later, in that

fatal month of June, the sculptor received a telegram

from his friend Mr. jNIillais (now Sir John), telling

him the sad news that Charles Dickens was no more.

pencil-drawing, so tenderly executed by the master-

hand of the famous artist, is, I regret to say, the

only portrait of the novelist which he ever produced.

On its comjiletiou, Mr. Woolner took a cast of the

face, from which he subsequently modelled a bust,

that being the last authentic portrait of Charles

Dickens.* Fked. G. Kittox.

* Jlr. Woolner has informed us that in his portrait-hnst

of Dickens he caught the striking likeness therein ohservalile

through watching the novelist as he gazed in, half absorbed, at a

.

shop-window. No mere death-mask could give such indications

of the man's temperament as we find in Mr. Woolner'a bust.

—

Editok.
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INE, whatever its value

to the painter, is to the

designer the very nerve

and libre of life, since

the whole value of his

work depends upon the

constructive use and

quality of his line, both

for its strength and

beauty.

"We have seen how

sini[)le outline niav he made to express both facts and

ideas ; let us now, without losing" our sense of its

ijuality and value, consider those more complex ap-

plications of line in inventive or constructive design,

from its simpler form in decorative pattern to its more

subtle capacity of expression in figure-comiiosition.

The art of design might bo defined in its whole

range, and considered in its close association with

handicraft, as the adaptation of forms to sjiaces,

objects, and materials ; liut in the sense of inventive

(hawing, design, as we arc now considering it, might

be termed the constructive sense, under the control

of beauty, a|)])lied to spaces or surfaces. Tliis covers

the whole problem before the artist in surface decora-

tion. His business is to fill certain spaces or panels

with JKirmoniiHis devices complete in themselves, or

related to other patterned ));inels or spaces. The

whole world, mytliological and real, is l)efore him

"where to choose" for subject and motive. lie is

not tethered to fact, but he is IVee to wander in

a region, co-extensive with the imagination itsell',

which " can be expanded or contracted at pleasure.''

You cannot teach anyone to design who has

no capacity for it of course, any more than you

538

could teach a bmlv to walk without legs. Given

legs, however, tlie use of them can be ac(piired

;

though even the use of legs is very imperfectly

understood at first by infant humanity, and only

comes by a knowdedge of the necessities of com-

pensating balance in the course of natural growth

and development, but not without much tentative

experiment and many failures.

Very analogous is the history of a successful

walk in design. (iiven vitality, character, and

feeling in the individual, it becomes a. question of

their articulation in drawing. This is reached by

tottering and erratic steps at first, pcrhajis ; and tlu?

conventional go-cart of the schools, while it keeps

inexperience on its legs and prevents risky experi-

ments, often,

at the same

time, hinders

t h e native

scramble on all

fours tiiwards

originality.

\ student

in design in

these days
finds himself

at the outset

in a world of

infinite variety

as to concep-

tion, guiding

]irinei|]les, and

UK'thods of application in art. His native instinct

is not allowed to lead him, as it led the primitive

savage, to carve and paint his axe-handle or his bow,

1 A.—TREATMENT OF THE CIUCI.E.

(The S/nral Princiiilr. llnunttrd h>i n lAuc)
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Iiis dish (II- bis flrinking-horn, with simple rliytli-

iiiical hiiear patterns or abstraet outlines of his fa-

vourite animals. He is not allowed to forget he

lives in the nineteenth eentury, and between him

and the primi-

tive art-instinct

rises a great

mountain of

historic styles,

which o V e r-

shadows and in-

fluences his

efforts. He
either dwells all

his life in that

shadow, content

to trace its out-

lines, or, climb-

ing to the sum-

m i t of the
mountain, l)e-

liolds a new horizon, and, maybe, discovers new and

unexplored regions for himself. Disregarding, for

the present, the question of historic styles in design

(which, though they belong to the dead language of

line, are, of course, full of valuable lessons, even as we

read them fossilised in our museums and ancient build-

ings), let us try to get at some useful guiding princi-

ples, some definite finger-posts on the road to design.

The boundaries of good design cannot, of course,

be defined. There is nothing absolute in art. Directly

development ceases, life ceases in art, as in other

things. Nevertheless, we shall find certain methods,

We see the different families of organisms in

nature differing among themselves in beauty, cha-

racter, and structure, as they are adapted to their

1 B.—THEATMENT OF THE CIECLE.

(^Thc Radiating Privciplr. Xot bounded bii

a Lin*'.)

L' A.—TREATMENT OF THE SQUAKE.

{The Anrmlar Princijilr. Xol. hnnndid btt a Line.)

reasons, or principles of construction, and a certain

logic of line which compels certain conclusions from

i-ertain line-premises.

2 B.— TREATMENT OF THE SaUAKE.

{The Diagonal Princiiilr. Bonnded by a Line.)

surrounding conditions (such as the fish to the water,

the bird to the air, and the cpiadruped to the ground),

and we find certain characters depend on certain plans

of structure, which determine the relation of parts

to the whole. In like manner is the character of a

design determined (firstly) by its conditions, which

decide its plan; and (secondly) by its jijan, which

3.—THE HUMAN FIGURE APPLIED TO THE

SQUARE.

determines its development. We shall find, in work-

ing out a design for any special purpose, that we

must work under certain limitations, such as space

or material, and, if these are frankly recognised, our

design will gain both in character and beauty. We
shall find, too, that certain necessities and sequences
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of lino

tliroug-hout

the design fcil-

l(i\v from tlie aJup-

tiou of certain forms,

althoug'h the different

ways of solving the prob-

lem may be practically in-

finite; and designs, like life,

^ may contain mixed elements.

But a design, from the abstract

))oint of view, is simply a series

of counterbalancing lines so ar-

ranged as to form a harmonions

whole.

For instance, let us take a circle,

itself a governing principle in de-

sign, being both a parent of many

forms in ornament and a decorative

unit as it stands. It may be filled or

expressed in design in a variety of

ways. 1 A and 1 b are simple examples

of the treatment of a circle on two
s.-THE HiMAs different principles. In 1 a the spiral

FIIJURE APPLIED .... Ill 1
• 1 T

TOTHESPANDRii.. principle IS adopted, and sjiiral uues are

necessitated throughout. 1 B illustrates

the radiating or fan

principles; which,

again, is carried out,

not only in the leaves,

but in the llowers. It

will be noted, too, that

whereas 1 a is bounded

by the circular line,

1 B is without it, show-

ing liow a design may
be governed by a geo-

metri(; plan without

actually containing it.

In fact, geometric plan

is the backbone of

decorative design, al-

1 hough everything de-

jiends u])on the de-

signer's use of it. It is strictly the skeleton, and

must not be allowed to obtrude, oidy to sust;iin and

strengthen.

Again, let us talce a si|uai'e, which sliai'cs willi tlu'

circle parental responsi-

bility in the lineage of

pattern. ^\'e naturally

feel that such a space demands

a characteristic disposition of mass and

line, if our design is to be related to the

square form which encloses or governs it, and not be

merely a picture accidentally seen through a square

opening. 2 a and 2 B are examples (more elaborate)

-'^C
y

'%

y^

m>%.•
^

\S
4.—THE HUMAN FIOUEE APPLIED TO THE CIRCLE.

of treatment of a square space in design. In 2 a, while

curved lines are freely used, the contours of the

general masses are more or less angular, and acknow-

ledge, though not formally, the geometric quad-

rangular divisions of a square, while not actually

bounded by a line. 2 b gives a different treatment

:

the heavy mass (which forms the background of the

0.—nOEIZONTAL TATTEHX WITH AVIMALS.

device) being carried to the limits of the enclosing

lines, the birds being cnm|)osed upon diagonal divi-

sions of the square, and tlie llower-pot repeating the

plan below.
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-HOKIZONTAL PATTERN WITHOUT AVIMAL3.

The most perfectly adaptable form to spaces of in the contours of the limbs, the outlines of which

different proportions is undoubtedly the human form, do not repeat, but follow, each other in a suc-

and therefore it is impossible to exaggerate tlie im- cession of counterbalancing and very delicate curves,

portance of its study to a designer, wliatever his The most expressive designs are naturally those where

the human figure is

-—_^_^———_ ^^^ important element,

since, with the com-

mand of fig>ire-draw-

ing, the designer can

control a much larger

and uKjre definite range

of ex]n-ession, apart

from its unique value

considered merely as a

lieautiful element in

the construction of a

[)attern.

I give here a few

examples to illustrate

the adaptability of the

figure to simple geo-

metric spaces : a s[)an-

speelal direction may be. It should, however, be dril (5), a square (3), and circle (4). Also, to show-

studied in its relation to other animal forms, as the the value of animal forms in the construction or

various analogies of construction and development spacing of a pattern, I give an illustration of a de-

between different organisms are of the greatest as- sign for a frieze or horizontal panel, both with (0)

sistance in understanding the character of each. In and without (7) the animals, and I think the greater

the human figure we find illustrated not only great richness and interest of the first will be sufficiently

constructive principles in the capacity of fitness apparent.

and adaptability of the body and limbs to all kinds There can be no finality in treating of design,

of positions (in which we may note the truth of Define as we may, the important thing is the

the necessity of counterbalancing lines, the centre motive - power, still absolutely necessary however

of gravity becoming shifted as the direction of theoretically perfect the principle of the machinery

force is changed), we may also find the primal may be. All depends on the use the designer makes

geometric elements of design in the scpiare and of his system, and how he will apply his principles

circle (in which, according to Vitruvius, the figure and the ingredients of his composition,

is contained), as well as certain bases of ornament The truth is, that designing of all kinds, from

and units of decorative design— as, for instance, pattern-making to architectural, decorative, or pic-

the radiating or Anthemion principle in the fingers torial composition, wdiatever are the elements, and

and the arrangement of the ribs ; the symmetrical however necessary certain sequences are, its suc-

system, in the general build of the cessful existence depends finally on tlie

frame; and the alternate, as expressed ^ inventive fertility of the artist's mind.

^^5MfZ=>,'l?M Waltei: Ckane.
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ART PATRONS.
HADRIAN.

MORE tlian five centuries have elapsed since we

took leave of Athens, devastated liy plague, on

tlie eve of the Peloponnesian war, and with the

national mind attuned to battle, not to the peaceful

victories of art. The preceding- years had been in

the historv of sculpture wluit the early years of the

sixteenth century of our era are in the history of

painting ; and for a

lirief space of time art

had attained a perfec-

tion such as it has

never touched before

or since. The simpler

arts of sculpture and

a rch itecture alway s

develop earlier than

])ainting-; and as in

Italian art we shall

find the revival of

sculpture and architec-

ture beginning while

]iainting is still coni-

jilctely subject to tlie

servile influence of the

Byzantine school, so

in Greece the age of

Phidias bronght per-

fection to sculpture a

century before paint-

ing reached its high-

water mark in the days

of Apelles. Paintings

of much later date

show that the ancients

were ignorant of the

art of perspective, but

I he excellence and teeh-

nical skill of works of ;

an(

f a coniparalividy debased perind,

1 |iainted merely for the decoration ol' private

dwellings, lead to the conclusion that, with this ex-

eeplion, the jiaint iug-df the (Ireek Ujasters of thi'

late fifth and earlv Iburth centuries eijualled the

masterpi<'ces of the Renaissaiiee. Then came the

age of .VIexander, a sumptuous lime, in which gor-

ge(]us ornament and glittering .and s])lendid ma-

terial usurped the place; of nobility of design and

inspiration of genius. Mosaic was the invention

of this luxurious pericjd, and many of the tloors o|

palaces were eomjiosed entirely of tiny gems inlai<l

to form, first patterns, then pictui-c-.:, in the manner

.so familiar to us all. It was, however, then and

for many centuries later used only for pavements;

walls were decorated by paintings through(uit the

whole Roman period, but puljlie taste changed and

deteriorated ; high art found few patrons, and the

realistic presentment of still-life subjects came into

fashion, and the age of luxury was an age of decline

in art as well as in

military power. The

march of civilisation

was westward, and

Greece became more

and more subservient

to the power of Rome.

But the all-conrpiering

Roman had no art of

bis own, and he sought

inspiration neither from

idealised nature, nor

from poetry or reli-

gion, but from the

masterpieces of Greece.

Admirable in design,

perfect in execution,

priceless to us as ])rc-

serving the semblance

of much that has per-

ished, the art of Rome
is consigned to a se-

condary ]daee as a

merely imitative art.

In the year of our

Lord 7(i— nine years

later than the martyr-

dom of St. Peter and

St. Paul— the m.ist

brilliant Koman em-

ol' lioman art-pat nuis,

then em]>cror, and llie

(Froyii the litiRt found hi ffadrimin Vilht, Tii-oli, and noir in the

ririlinh Mnsinni,)

the]ieror, t ni> most, nnniilii'cnt

was born. \espasi;ni \\a-

great amphitheatre we call the Colosseum was jnsi

rising abii\-e the ground, so that the litlli' I'onr-

yi-ar-old Hadrian may, perchance, liavi' been presiMit

atone of those hundred days when the new bnild-

iuL;- was opeucil with that long-continueil hideous

li^llt liclwecn men and beasts. Hut in these early

ila\s Hadrian was a person of no moi-e imjiort-

aiice lli;ni ;in\-o(lier ])atrician child. It needed the

nut ini<'l\- deat lis of \'espasian's two sons, Titus and

jloniilian, and the accession of Nerva, to render the

eniplr<' ev<'iL a distant prospect to him. Puring the
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ill-fateJ reign ot' Domitian tlie cliild Iladiian, tlien

teu years old, was left an orphan, and became the

ward of his cousin Trajan, then a man of fonr-and-

thirfy, noted for moral and military virtue, but with

no visible prospect of becoming Ca'sar. So Hadrian's

youth was passed unshadowed by the thought of

future responsibility or greatness beyond what his

own great gifts might bring liini. He must have

been a charming bo}-, courageous, handsome, versa-

tile, and wonderfully clever, and be became very dear

to his childless guardian. But, childhood past, the

boy was educated in Athens, not in Rome, probably

choosing this school for himself, for throughout life

he loved Athens better than any city of the empire,

a preference which, coupled with his proficiency in

rhetoric, art, and philosophy, earned him the nick-

name of "the Greekling." He lost his Roman
accent in speech and "became imbued with the true

spirit of the Athenians, and not only acquired their

language, but rivalled them in all their special accom-

plishments—in singing, in playing, in medicine, in

mathematics, in painting and sculpture, in which he

almost ecpialled a Euphrauor or a Polyclotus. His

memory was prodigious, his application incredible.

He was various and versatile in his taste ; his in-

terests were manifold and many-sided. He was

smart in attack and ready in reply, with argument,

abuse, and banter." Nor does this eulogium by any

means exhaust the praise of his contemporaries, for

" he might rival the son of Venus himself in the

majestic beauty of his person and the gracefulness of

his manner, the activity of his body equalled that of

his mind, and, besides the ordinary training in arms

and feats of agility, he was devoted to the pleasures

and fatigues of hunting.'' This passion for the chase,

indeed, threatened in early youth to absorb all his

energy, and, in order to divert his interests into a

more profitable channel, he was put into the army

while still quite young. He was twenty years old

when the assassination of the Emperor Domitian and

the accession of Nerva made the first important

change in his prospects, for Nerva, having no son of

his own, adopted Trajan as his heir, and two j'ears

later he succeeded to the purple. It was now com-

monly believed that the still childless Trajan would

formally adopt his ward, especially as the young man
was as dear to the empress as to her husband

;

but though Hadrian was covered with honours and

entrusted with the command of a legion, and

though the emperor's great -niece Sabina became

his wife, Trajan held back, and expressed no wish

that the well-beloved and gifted young kinsman

should succeed him. Indeed, it is ])robable that

Hadrian, after years of intimacy, was still as utterly

an unanswered riddle to his cousin as to modern

historians. He was the most versatile and para-

doxical of men, by turns earnest and light-hearted,

easy and hard, lavish and thrifty, candid and dis-

simulative, tolerant and implacable, luxurious and

austere, inconstant to all qualities except to vanitj'

—

the keynote, perhaps, of many seeming contradic-

tions. He revered and worshipped genius, yet, from

sheer jealousy or eccentricity, he often belittled it,

affecting indifference for well-known masterpieces,

and preference for inferior works that were more

than half forgotten. His admiration for every art

led him to wish to excel in it; his vanity prompted

him to compel others to acknowledge his supremacy.

He was fond of entering into contests with the

masters of various arts and sciences. But he ex-

pected to be the victor ; and it was well for those

who could allow themselves to be beaten. " It is

not good," said the scholar Favorinus, when Hadrian

was emperor—" it is not good to argue with the

master of thirty legions." Two natures, indeed,

seemed always warring within this man ; his faults

were not the defects of his qualities, but were con-

stantly shifting and changing, so that there was no

reliance to be ])laced upon him. Probably there was a

fundamental weakness of character leading him to

act very much on impulse, and to be unduly influenced

by the example of those around him, for though

when at his leisure he loved ease, luxury, and excess,

he travelled with little pomp, and when with his

soldiers he shared their hard life and simple fare,

contentedly marching bareheaded with his troops, as

iudefatigalde as the sturdiest plebeian in the ranks.

Such a character, so fitful, unstable, contradictory,

may well have puzzled Trajan ; well may he have

asked himself whether so kaleidoscopic a character

could make a just ruler of the state, and Hadrian's

continued jtreference for Greece may have increased

his reluctance to name the " Greekling " master of

Ronie. At all events, when after nineteen years of

empire he was seized with mortal sickness, he had

still no adopted heir. The sickness came upon him

in the East, and feeling death near, he turned his face

homewards, but at Selinus in Cilicia he succumbed,

and after his death it was announced that, when the

death chill had already numbed him, he had adopted

Hadrian as his successor.

At best the accession had a doubtful apjiearance,

and many thought that Plotina, though the very

type of womanly dignity and honour, had yielded to

the temptation to secure the greatness of the man

who was as dear to her as a son. Hadrian knew his

position insecure, but by wise government and wise

arts, by deference to the powerful and liberality tn

the poor, he made safe a ti)ttering throne. And,

indeed, the tardy choice of Trajan had been a wise

choice, and wise too had been his long delay ; the

sense of insecurity stung Hadrian into wise exertion,
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tliu knowledge that his wurtli nad hcon doubted

iiiovrd liiin to prove it, and, on the whole, his reign

was the best, the most beiiig-nant, the most prosperous

and l)riniant of the imperial series, and, as a patron

of the arts, he outshone every ruler who followed, as

well as eveiy Ctesar who had gone before him. That

the art he patronised was showy rather than grand,

more gorgeous than magnificent, richer in the in-

trinsic value of the materials than in the genius

that inspired their disposal, finer in execution than

in design, in icclnuqne than in idea, is jirobably the

fault of his time as much as of his temperament.

Unlike his predecessors, he cared little for the

supremacy of Rome. Rome was no more to hitn than

other cities of the empire, and, either in war or peace,

he was always on the move ; there was a restless fire

in his nature, and he had set himself the task of

visiting every province of his empire, and seeing

with his own eyes the needs of the peoples he ruled

over. Britain, Gaul, Germany, Spain, Carthage,

Alexandria, each province was visited in turn, every

department of the public service of each was investi-

gated, overhauled, reformed, and everywhere public

works marked the course of his progress.

But through all his travels he remained " the

Greekling," his bearded face — an innovation on

the close-shaven chins of all his predecessors—))ro-

claimed him the Sophist and philosopher, and Athens

was still his favourite city, and he delighted to abide

there, fancying himself living in Hellas of the Golden

Age. Never since the loss of her liberty had Greece

had so powerful a friend ; Athens was rebuilt, her

temples and theatres restored, and a new quarter,

named after Hadrian, added to the city. Indeed,

throughout all the cities of Asia ]Minor he scattered

showy buildings with lavish munificence.

His cosmopolitan taste, by elevating the status of

provincial cities, lowered the supremacy of Home, j'et

no emperor enriched the capital so much as this rest-

less Hadrian. The works of his with which we are

all most familiar are the bridge and castle, now
called of St. Angelo, but originally known as Pons

Aelius and the mausoleum of Hadrian. That tomb
of many emperors, that fortress of many fights, is

now impressive, bleak and grim, a dark discoloured

wreck of the white marble pile Ihat rose tier upon

tier, surmounted by a gilded dome. But tlnuigh the

bridi^c and castle arc most familiar to our eyes, the

biiililings most closely associated wifh the memory of

Hadrian are the ruined fragments at the base of the

hill of Tivoli known as Hadrian's villa, but wliirh

was, in truth, a very considerable suburb bounded by

a ring-fence ten or twelvi' miles in circuit, containing

within its "irtb a strantre afrsjlomeration ol' hetero-

geneous buildini;'s constructed from his designs.

Almost every known masterpiece of the ancient world

was here adapted or imitated: temples of Egypt, of

Asia and of Greece ; Plato's acadeni}', the Stoic's

porch ; the Lyceum ; Greek and Latin libraries and

theatres, palaces, barracks, baths—all gorgeous beyond

description, incomparably costly, enriched with such

multitudes of statues that there is scarcely a museum
in Europe which has not drawn largely from this

well ; embellished by every means that the art of

sumptuous Rome could command, paved with mosaics

wrought of gold and jewels, luxurious beyond the

most enervated dreams of Hadrian's dear Greece.

Nor were the gardens one wdiit less magnilicent than

the buildings; there were marble colonnades for

shade, paved with mosaic; the pond for the sham
sea-fights was laid throughout with yellow marble

;

the groves, the hills, the lields, the streams, were all

laid out with elaborate art in imitation of the de-

scription of the meadows, vales, and rivers of an-

tiquity. Art was perverted from its true function
;

everything was made to look like something it was not,

was strained to represent some sentiment that had no

existence in Rome of the second century ; all was an

imitation of something that had gone before, so that

the art of Hadrian's Rome, for all its priceless splen-

dour of material and elaboration of technifiiie, was a

lifeless thing, unnatural and unreal ; the echo of a

true note that had for long been silenced, and that

with each re-echoing grew duller, more blurred, less

true. The gods of Greece were dead ; the old my-
thology disbelieved, the old ideal disregarded, the

artists of Hadrian's time, in repeating their story,

had no message to interpret to the world—no voice

of their own; they were merely translators. Indeed,

in many cases already their work was only the trans-

lation of an older translation, and a chance reference

by Luciau to sculjoture as " merely mechanical " re-

veals in what humble estimali'iu the si'ulptor's art

was held.

But to all this imitative dulncss there is one great

exception, or rather two great exceptions—the deeply

interesting portrait art and that idealised jiorfrait

ty|)C inspired by the beauty of Hadrian's dcilicd

friend Antinous, which has given to the world a(|uite

new and very nmving tyi)e of young male loveliness.

Tlu! full rounil lines, the lung large eyes, the sensuous

full lips, are as mysteriously mourid'ul as the untold

history of the ill-rated buy. All that, is kuuwii of

him is that he was a nali\(' of the (ircck town of

('laudioj)olis, but as to his etluration and condition

history is blaid; ; he ajipcars as the pagt'-boy or com-
|)aniou of Hadrian on his travels, and disappeai's

mysteriously, drowned in the Nile. What was the

secret of Hadrian's ungoverned unassuageable sorrow

at his death? A\'as the death merely an accident?

Was it a \iduntary sacrilice to avert some fate (o

Hadrian foretold by oracles, or did Hadrian, in that
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love of magic that grew so overwhelming in his later

yearSj murder his friend to consummate some hideous

rite "of the black art? No one can answer; the

mournful, sullen, loving face keeps its own secret,

and Hadrian's excessive grief remains unexplained

and unaccounted for, though the deilication of An-
tinous and the temples raised to his worship could

only be tolerable even to that debased age on the

supposition that the boy had died an heroic death
;

indeed, the Antinous worship was possibly created

in obedience to the new ideal of vicarious suffering,

and fostered as a rival to that new faith that was

making so many converts. Towards this faith, as

to the religion of the Jews, Hadrian's attitude was

one of interest and inquiry, for the disciples of the

Nazarene still seemed little likely to transform the

whole civilised world, and in his travels the emperor

had seen many worships. For his own part the

belief that grew most strongly upon him was a faith

in the black art ; and when iu later life his health

broke, and physicians Ijrought him no ease, be sought

relief vainly in the dark mysteries of magic. He
lacked the courage and the resignation to bear suffer-

ing with patience
; pain soured a temper that in

happier days had been amiable; he became captious,

irritable, violent, and, towards the end, unreasoning

and cruel.- His wife had long hated him with a

passionate intensity, for which his many infidelities

gave her much excuse ; she had borne him no children,

and was glad that she had not " inflicted such another

monster on the world," Her hatred stamped out all

pity ; and the last tortured days of the unloved old

man were wretched and embittering. He was a man
of many private faults but of many public virtues ;

his last acts, prompted by the unreasoning caprices

of pain and weakness, were unworthy of himself, but

on the whole he was among the best and wisest

governors of Rome, and wdieu, at the age of sixty-

eight, he died, his loss brought Rome a step nearer

to her decline and fall. p_ Mabel Robinson.

•*^to«^«—

ART IN THE THEATRE.
THE STAGE AS A SCHOOL OF ART AND ARCHEOLOGY.

" With sccnc-p^inting like that, this Princess's Theatre might do more for art-teaching than all the

Christendom."

—

-John Ruskis, February 16, IS84.

galleries and professors of

HE author of "Modern
Painters " was perfectly

aware, I have no doubt,

of the importance of the

above sentence when he

wrote it in a letter to Mr.

Wilson Barrett anent the

production of "Claudian."

The whole phrase, and

nearly every word of it, is

pregnant with meaning and portentous in the cause

of art. It opens up to the student, as well as to the

sincere professor of art, a vista of possibilities which

it would be most ungenerous—aye, more, most un-

wise—to undervalue. One of the cheapest sneers

indulged in by the acrobat-artisticians of the day is

that which in their self-advertisements they level at

the stage. I should be content to let them indulge

to their hearts' content in their sneerings and their

pursing of lips if these were directed only at the

stage as it is ; but, in their desire to perpetrate their

artistic apostolieism to the bitter end, they overstep

the bounds of serious criticism, and deny the possi-

bility of good work in the cause of true art on the

part of the stage, upon which they look rnerely as a

useful medium for the airing of the mannerisms and

vanity of actors and actresses. They mistake the

art-fashion of the day— the mushroom creature of

tlieir own growing— for the pure and everlasting

symbol of what is true to nature, pleasing to the

eye, and wholesome to the mind ; they are too much
occupied with schemes of self-laudation, and often of

profit, to be able to hope to enter the chamber where

the secret of true art-teaching is kept, with its lessons

of moderation, of simplicity', of purity, and of uni-

versal usefulness and application. It is given only

to men of deep research and honest self-denial iu the

cause of art to penetrate behind the veil of popular

glamour, of gaudy impressiveness, with which the

best spectacles of the stage of the present da}' are

shrouded, and to find there the germ of a new school

of art, a popular school of art, a school—mind what

our great art-teacher says—that " mitjlif do more for

art-teaching than all the galleries and professors of

Christendom."

I do not intend to paint here an apotheosis

of an allegorical stage soaring heavenward amidst

crowds of Tademas, Burne-Joneses, and Whistlers in

the guise of seraphim ; neither do I intend to write

an apology for the shortcomings—the very many
shortcomings—of the very best of its most popular

disciples. I do not intend to say that a thing must
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be artistic because it was clone by Ii-ving, or correct and not one in ten could tell you whether his own

because given to the public by Wilson Barrett, or countrymen fifteen or sixteen hundred years ago wore

beautiful because ]\Iary Anderson is its godmother, boots, or shoes, or sandals, or what. They have always

MISS MAKY ANDERSON AS " UlinMIONK ;

" IN THE DKKSS DESIGNED BY L. ALMA-TADI-.MA, K.A.

(From a Pliutegraph taken for "The Ma'jazinc <./ Art" by II. II. Camaon. i'lijiufwi bu Joiinanl.)

It has been lar tdu niinh the fashimi df dramalic been accuslonied Ici lake Ihe managers' ijjse dixit

critics of llie present day Id follow tlial ciairse. As as "laws of the iMedes and Persians, which man
a matter of fact, they could not well help doing so, alters not," and what mattereil it to tlu'm if costumes

since not one out of twenty among them knows ihe were mixed ranging over periods of a few hundri'd

difference between a Greek and a Honian liehnet, years, or if lIispan(i-Maures(]Ue archilecturc i)roudly

539
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reared its head in mediaeval Venice ? In the inno-

cence of their hearts, a great scene-painter's name or

the fame of the costumier was sufficient absolution

for any number of incongruities, and what the eye

does not see the heart does not grieve for. The

atrocities that shocked the educated mind were not

MK. FOKBES EOBEKTSON AS " LE0NTE3 " IN "THE WINTER'S TALE,"

IN THE DRESS DESIGNED BY HIMSELF.

(From a rhotograph talcen for "The, Magnzinc nf Art" by H. 11.

Cameron. Engraved by R. Taylor.)

felt by their robust nerves. They knew no better,

and were content.

I think I may lay it down as an axiom in regard

to art and arehteology on the stage that that is

the most artistic which, being as nearly as possible

arehffiologically correct, is the most pleasing to the

educated eye. It is not necessary that it should

please by its beauty or its prettlness; it may please

by its grandeur, by its terror, by its power. A scene

of carnage may be as artistic as a representation of

pastoral love and simplicity, and the gibbet or the

stake as true to art as the most idvUie feast of roses.

Altogether different from poetry, where faulty execu-

tion can be forgiven for the sake of a fine original

idea, art on the stage must always look to execution

rather than to conception for the Alpha and Omega
of its existence. I have seen some of the most

elaborate and otherwise praiseworthy scenes utterly

ruined by one or two glaring dresses. No matter

how great the dramatic author's original conception,

he has not the means of the painter or the sculptor

who is his own interpreter with the world, for the

playwright is seen only through the reflection of his

ideas in the mirror of the mind of the actor, the

scene-painter, and the stage-manager. Therefore, to

these rather than to the creators of stage-pictures,

must we look for that good work which shall make

the stage a popular school of art.

How much has been done with small means may

be learned from the fact that so few, so \ery few,

among those most interested in making the stage

a really artistic attraction have taken the trouble to

study their Inisiness, to acquire anything more than

the most rudimentary knowledge of their art. I say

it, and say it advisedly, and with much regret, that

there is only one costumier in London who could

design a correct dress for any period without taking

refuge beneath the wings of Bonnard, or Planche, or

Yiollet-le-Duc; there is only one firm of "decorateurs"

who could dispense with published authorities in

making furniture for the stage. And, strange as it

may sound to those who think that this metropolis of

English art should furnish its own home-born pro-

fessors, both are French. Just as Planche lied for

shelter to Veeellio and his compeers, and fails where-

cver his source of information fails, so the modern

costumier and stage-manager is absolutely and ab-

surdly helpless when he cannot find in Racinet or

Lacroix, or others such, the picture that he wants.

A visit to the Tapestries in the South Kensington

jNIuseum, for instance, would no more suggest itself

as a proper and useful expedient, than a jovu-ney to the

mountains of the moon. We had one great worker

in the field of archaeology and art among us, the late

E. W. Godwin, and we still have the Hon. Lewis

Wingfield; but outside cultured student minds like

these, the realm of art and arclurology on the stage is

simpl}' fertile ground ready to produce a great har-

vest, but barely ploughed, much less properly culti-

vated. All is in the dark, all is random—shots are

made that hit the target often, but miss it in in-

stances more numerous than the most self-assertive

dramatic critic of the day would dare to mention,

even if he knew.

To mention instances of the strange incongrui-

ties foisted upon an unsuspecting public by the

verv best of our stage-managers, I may cite " Romeo

and Juliet" at the Lvceum, where the actors wore a
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mixture of dresses ranging ovet a period of a hundred

years or so. Stage-managers have always claimed

the right to choose a period for this play most suit-

able to their minds for the purpose of enabling them

to make the tiuest scenic display, but unity of time

was the same five liundi'iil years ago as it is now
;

and whilst it was then just as much impossible as

it is now to indulge in a fashion not yet invented,

(lien, just the same as now, no man of position

and wealth would have ap]ieared in the streets cos-

tumed in the manner of his great-grantlfather. In

costume-books designs are often huddled together

in classes of centuries or so, and it is considered

sufficiently near to the mark if the average stage-

manager or costunwer comes within fifty years of

the jieriod which he desires to represent. This is

especially the case when any date anterior to the

icign of Heniy VIII. in England and Henry IV. in

France is the subject under treatment. To instance

another theatre, no less a man than Wilson Barrett,

conscientious manager and sincere student of art,

introduced into a play of Athenian life during the

sway of the Thirty Tyrants, living representations

of goat-tailed and bicorned satyrs ! Think of it,

ye gods ! Where is mythology ? Truly, nothing

is sacred to the stage-manager. Only recently I

have read notices of a play of ancient Egypt, pre-

sented for one morning only at Drury Lane. How
the astute Augustus Harris must have chuckled and

laughed in his sleeve on having explained to him

the artistic beauties and archaeological truth of the

mounting of this piece ! Nobody knew better than

he that such a mixture of operatic, pantomime, and

other bastard dresses could no more convey the

faintest idea of costume and customs in ^Memphis

of old than a Richardson's Show resembled his own

stage. There was hardly a dress in the whole

number that came nearer old Egyptian costumery

than it did to that of a present day nomad of the

Sahara ; and yet the praise was as fulsome as

it was idiotic. Little encouragement is therefore

given to the manager of a theatre honestly to

endeavour to place only that on his stage which is

artistically and arehieologically corri'ct. He knows

well that while the spectacle he presents is brilliant,

he need not be over-particular about details, and

that, having once acijuircd a rc|iulatic)n fur doing

tilings well, his rejiufation will be a mantle which,

like charity, can be made to cover many sins.

And here I come to the principal obstacle in the

way of truly and permanent artistic work on the stage.

The \n'v/.i; to be gained Iiy the highest endeavours

in the cause of art is not sufficiently dazzling to

compensate a manager for the additional great outlay

he would have to iiu'ur. He is ])crfectly aware that

his work will be just as mhk'Ii appreciated by the

vast army of plavgoers, that it will be just as much

praised by the marshalled array of the critics, if he

simply uses such ordinary care as will avoid very

glaring defects as it would be if he had emjdoycd

Alina-Tadema to make his designs. The result is

that tlie author's work is only seen by the audience

through the clouded glass of the manager's oddi-

ties ; that in most cases the ideal is sacriliced to the

symbol, and the symbol such as to the mind of the

manager leads most directly into the haven of puf-

fery, of the applause of the vulgar ; whilst harmony

is ruthlessly attacked and thrust from its place to

make way for obtrusive individuality. A manager,

alter all, let him preach as much as he likes about

high art (of the very definition of which he often

has not the faintest idea), has but one object in

view—one uUinia thide: to make money; and if,

by any chance, he works for a second purpose, it

is to make more money. The theatre has no State

MK. IIENKY IKVIXO AS " WEKNER " IN THK DKESS DESIGNED BY

SEYMOUK LUCAS, A.E.A.

(Drmcn h\i George Thomson.)

sup|)ort in Ivigland, and, with the spectacle of some

of our best-known managers—Webster, IJuckstone,

Chatterton, for instance—dying broken-hearted and

ruined, the manager of a London theatre must make

his hay wdiile the sun shines. But, after all, it costs

no more to make a dress of a correct than of a wrong
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perioJj and it is ehcapor in the eiul tii deny the

aiTOgaiiee of limehght " all to herself " to the leading

lady, who cares not what harmonies she destroys,

and who effaces the impression of a long and

beautiful scene by her intrusive self-assertion at (he

end of it.

Having said so much about the stage-manager's

department as regards the art and archaeology of

the stage, I come to the scene-painter's ; and here I

arrive at a point where I can jiausc with pride and

pleasure. In the art of scene-painting England

stands paramount and alone among nations. Neither

Paris, nor (iermany, nor New York can commence

to approach, much less to rival, the work of the

men who furnish London with its stage -scener}'.

Such men as W. R. Beverley, William Telbiu,

Hawes Craven, Walter Hann, T. E. Ryan, Stafford

Hall, William Harford, &c., are artists in the truest

and best sense of the word, and it is to their work

that John Ruskin principally refers when he speaks

of the stage as a possible school of art. I remember

a bill of William Beverley's for a scene painted for

the Princess's Theatre. It was :
—" For painting a

picture of an English lane ;
" and a " picture ''•'

it

was of a dewy, homely English country lane. I

also I'cmember the remark of one of the greatest

of German theatrical managers, to whom I pro-

posed that he should play " Claudian "at his theatre.

" Yes," he replied, " but you would have to do

Ihe scenery in London; we can get nothing like it

in Germany."

Having reviewed the work of the stage-manager

and the painter, I arrive at the most important factor

in the progress of art and archaeology on the stage.

To the star actor and actress (imdcr llu> present

circumstances, at any rate) must we look for that

impulse in the cause of true art which alone can lift

our stage above the mire of mediocrity, and produce

the much-desired result predicted liy our great Pro-

fessor. I may be told, in reply, that the idiosyn-

crasies and mannerisms of star actors and actresses

and their overbearing vanity have as much lo do

with the present state of art on the stage as any

other cause. To this assertion it is impossible to

reply in Ihe space of a short article, tint 1 would say

that we can afford to bear with small ills for the

sake of great benefits; that we can forgive little

annoyances for the sake of great pleasures. The

star actor and actress alone have it in their power

to make the stagro a home of true art. If they do

not do so it is not their fault, for it is their interest

to make it so. The fault lies with those of their

censors, who allow personal interest to overcome truth,

and personal sjjite to crush justice ; who, in many

cases, have never taken the trouble to learn, and, in

otliers, allow personalities to outweigh their duty.

A little more encouragement of the weak, and a little

less servility to the great, coupled with honest endea-

vour to learn something more than the mere school-

boy rudiments of the principles of art and archaeology,

would convert those whose vocation it is to judge

the efforts of the stage into a body well fitted for

the purpose. To them, and to them alone, the stage

owes the debt of its present condition ; and if the

theatre is to "do more for art-teaching than all the

galleries and professors of Christendom," those who

are to be its judges will have to learn the laws they

are to interpret. Henuy Herman.

I'iii' ' iMi.i>..iui"''i,, ,i.,r"VHIIil.ll..llLi.lillW.I|.| nilUkiiru'l Ill II [MI.IMII III! mi'LiliU,
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"1807."

Bv J. L. E. Meissonier, H.E.A.

21. M'issonier's

MuHogram.

riL lOXSIFA'R MEISSONIER'S huge water-

rjXIX colour—the greatest work of his life, in

^J y ^ size if not in quality—is completed at

last, after three years' eontiinious labour,

and may be seen any day in the Hay-

market. This picture of " 1S07," oV

" Friedland," as it is sometimes called,

is a vast enlargement in pure water- and

body-colour on paper of his little oil-

painting, and may, in several respects,

be considered the artist's triumph, just as

it represents Napoleon's. In the present

work the painter has kept his colours

subdued, but yet has hardly succeeded

in keeping his grip on the composition.

In the process of enlargement the pic-

ture seems to "sprawl" a little; but the

marvel is how, under the circumstances,

it sprawls so little, the general sense of

breadth being retained. This sliirht fault,

however, will disappear in the etching of

the drawing which IVI. Jacquet is about to produce.

"ISO?" is the third, and may be considered the

chief of the series by which M. Meissonier has illus-

trated the "Napoleonic cycle." " 1S05," or " Les

Cuirassiers," shows the Emperor's rise. This picture,

FIGUBE OF SAPOLEOS

IN "1807."

which went to America agaiust a draft, it is said, for

£16,000, -was burnt in the store-room where it was
placed for safety. " 1S07 " represents the culmination

of the Emperor's fortunes. He has taken up his stand

on rising ground, surrounded by his staff. The 12th

Cuirassiers sweep on before him to the

attack on Bcnnigsen's army, and, pass-

ing their leader, rise in their saddles and

shout "Tire I'Umpereiir!" as they gallop

to victory and death, while Xapoleon re-

turns this farewell salute. The little oil

picture from which the drawing was

made occupied the artist for fifteen

years ; every figure was drawn from life

—sixty -seven of these studies were

shown at the Meissonier Exhibition two

or three years ago—and every horse was

modelled in wax. The sum of £12,000

he received from Mr. Stewart, of New
\ ork, for the picture, was therefore

not excessive. The last of the cycle

is the "1814," often called "The Retreat from

IMoscow," not long since in the possession of

Mr. Ruskin. That work shows the crumbling of

the fabric it had cost so many million of lives to

build up. M. H. S.

THE SALON.

IF we may judge by this year's exhibition at the

Palais de I'lndustrie—a sufficiently representa-

tive one, even though the absentees among the chief

painters of France, and of foreign countries bound to

France by artistic ties, are unusually numerous

—

there ap|)ears to be a certain lull in the warfare «

onlrance between the opposing schools. The most

extreme partisans of the iiiipressionisie and liimin-

uriste sections are hardly represented. But those who
follow them at a distance, and are content to take

much from them, without breaking altogether with

the Academies, are many ; and they show themselves

able to apply the results of their study of the quali-

ties and gradations of light, and of open air effects

generally, wath a certain independence—that is to

say, with less sacrifice of personal vision and mode of

conception to school doctrine than has of late years

been observable in the products of French art.

There has during the last few years been a large

demand for decorative art of the higher class—the

Republican Government and the municipalities having

had eseejitional opportunities for encouraging the

cultivation of this special branch—and the result

has been the rise of an entirely new and \ ery remark-

able school, of which ^I. Puvis de Chavannes is un-

questionably the head, as he has been the pioneer.

He sends nothing this year to the Salon, but his

influence is everywhere visible there, even in the

work of those who profess to depreciate his art, as

they refuse to accept the idealistic and generalised

view of nature on which it is based, or its peculiar

chromatic principles. Everywhere now in France

a great decoration resembles a picture seen on a

window opening into the tender grey-blue atmo-

sphere of the North, rather than an arrangement

of gay and artfully balanced colours such as has up
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to the present time been deemed indispensable in

works classed in this category.

M. Francois Fiameng's complement to his last

year's work—showing on a huge scale, and in trip-

tych form, historical incidents in the history of the

Sorbonue during the Renaissance—comes partially

but not wholly under this influence. It is chiefly

remarkable for the success with which, on a large

scale, and with a happy power of generalisation,

old Paris has been represented as a background to

the main groups which make up tlie picture ; these,

though well designed, are given in a perfunctory

fashion, and without any realisation of their im-

portance, otherwise than as elements of a decorative

scheme.

Avowedly in the manner of the clief-d'ecole is M.

Leon Ccmmevre's large triptych, " Le Printemps, le

Destin, et I'Hiver ;
" and the same may be said of one

of the most charming works of the year, INI. Raphael

Collin's " Fin d'Ete," which shows, in exquisitely

delicate tones resembling those of an enlarged Corot,

a rich summer scene lighted by a transparent grey-

blue sky, and framing fanciful half-draped figures of

nymphs, who sport in the grass, or load themseh^es

with the spoils of plain and thicket.

M. Besnard, who has given an original if strangely

eccentric side-development to the decorative art of

the decade, is entirely unrepresented ; but another

painter of unquestionable individuality, M. Duez,

shows what is by far his most successful performance

in this line
—" Virgile s'inspirant dans les bois."

The scene is a wood of huge Italian pines, through

the nearly perpendicular stems of which peeps forth

below tender green foliage, above a pure azure sky

;

at the poet's feet spring poppies such as I\I. Duez

loves to paint. They supply just the note reqiured

to add piquancy to the colour-scheme, so we will not

ask too curiously whether they are in their natural

place in such a forest. A very vulgar performance

—

Parisian in the least favourable sense of the term

—

and claiming notice chielly as a bold but unsuccessful

exercise in intense dark blue of various shades—is ]\I.

Dubnfe's " Trinite Poetiepie—A. de jNIusset ; Lamar-

tine; Victor Hugo."

M. Benjamin-Constant, who has been best known

as the painter of ghiwing (Oriental scenes of no

special import, in which a skilful use is made nf

chiaroscuro, controlling but not extinguishing jewel-

like colour, supplies this time a huge decorative en-

semble, laid out on somewhat different principles.

This, again a decoration for the new Sorbonne

—

described as " I'Acadomie de Paris ; les Lettres ; les

Sciences"—is rather bold and striking in its con-

trasts of colour than truly harmonious or satisfying

to the eye. The combination, too, of the allegorical

and somewhat conventionally conceived ligures which

appear in the two wings with the thoroughly modern

and realistic presentments of the five Doctors of the

Faculties, who, attired in brilliant but ill-assorted

robes, occupy the centre of the composition, comes

dangerously near to the grotesque. The peril of such

a juxtaposition of incongruities might have been

learnt from Ingres' famous portrait of " Cherubini

crowned by a Muse," now in the Louvre. j\Iuch

admirable draughtsmanship and great breadth and

lightness of execution are wasted by M. Paul-Louis

Delanee on " La Legende de St. Denis "—a subject

which again contains too strong an element of the

grotesque either to thrill us with horror or to move

us to reverence or pity. Especially worthy of remark

is the finely-drawn and modelled figure of a half-

nude peasant who sjirings forward to gaze at the

headless saint as he advances bearing his gruesome

head.

There is to be observed in many of the pro-

ducts of the year a decided return to that idealism

which but a short time ago seemed hopelessly demode.

This, however, evinces itself at present rather in the

choice of subjects requiring for their adequate re-

presentation the imagination of the creative artist as

well as the eye of the painter, than in an effort to

attain selectness of proportlou or idealised grace of

form and gesture. jM. Albert iNIaignan has in " Les

Voix du Tocsin" found, or rather invented, an

aduiirablv dramatic theme, full of possiijilities for

him who can sec when he looks inwards as well as

outwards—and this painter has on occasion proved

that he may, in this respect, aspire to furm one of

the scanty baud of the elect. In a huge canvas he

has shown the tremendous alarm-bell swinging in

mid-air over a vaguely-indicated scene of conflagra-

tion, while from it issue in all directions nude forms

typifying the Voices of the Tocsin—spirits of mad-

ness, panic, fear, and despair. These splendidly-

drawn but over-solid nude forms are, however, rather

those of male athletes posed in difiicult positions,

than those of embodied voices, vague but terrible, and

over-waning, as, issuing forth from the bell, they

give way to their companions. M. Agachc supjilies

a showy and lirilliant piece of quasi-imaginative art,

to which he gives the stimulating title " Enigme.'

ill' shows, on a rose-coloured background, a female

form of magniflcent but sombre and mournful

beauty, robed from bead to foot in diaphanous black

veils, through which shows an under-garment of

scarlet ; she strews huge scarlet poppies as she

slowly descends a flight of steps. It is diflicnlt not

to suspect that the artist would liimsclf be em-

barrassed if cmIIi'iI upon to suiqily I lie key of this

so-called enigma to a puzzled public ; he has, how-

ever, to a certain extent succeeded in fascinating

those who might be inclined to protest against the
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meretricious cliaraeter oi; his iiei-l'ormanee. Among'

the aeknowledged masters who are the pillars of the

academic style, M. Bouguereau is represented by a

remarkably tine performance, " Le Premier Deuil,"

showing Adam sujjporting across his knees the dead

Abel, while Eve kneels despairing at his side. M.

Jules Lefebvre—in whose works the rarest qualities

of stvle more than counterbalance harshness and

fair-haired slave offered for sale by the side of a

muscular ebon-hued Nubian. M. Hebert, now once

more head of the Frencli Academy at Rome, achieves

what is, at this stage of his career, an unusual success,

in the curiously-named " Aux Heros sans Gloire"

—

a beautiful study of a sad-eyed female figure seen

in the act of placing flowers on a marble tomb over-

shadowed with the thick foliage of a wood. Here

THK lll;.sl 1UJCI-,A\ LMhNl.

(From the Piclurc by W. A. Bougncremi.)

coldness of execution, not unmixed with a certain

affectation of purism—is content to send on this

occasion " L'Orpheline," a large genre subject, in

which the heads are treated with much of the

grandeur of early Florentine art, marred, however,

in that of the young firphnn girl l)y a measure of

that mannerism just referred to. The same painter's

little portrait of IStlle. Saleta-Ricard is, in its peculiar

way, a masterly performance. M. Boulanger is as

correct as usual, anil far more sympathetic than is his

wont, in " Esclaves a Vendre," a study of a nude

are the old drawbacks of an over-subtle refinement

and a eorresjionding lack of spontaneity, combined

however, on the present occasion, with a real ideality

of conception and sentiment. ]\I. Henner, though he

gives us nothing new, accomplishes a surprising tmir

deforce in his " St. Sebastian." The nude body of

the saint, enveloped in a pale supernatural light, is in

the foreground, and over it bend two holy women,

robed from head to foot in draperies of unrelieved

black, which, with the aid of a prodigious subtlety in

the balance of values, the painter causes to stand
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forth perfectly distinct on a tempestuous sky of well-

nigh equal blackness. A portrait of a garishly-attired

lady, with impossibly blue eyes, is quite unworthy of

the master. Very striking, by reason of the strange-

ness of its mixe-en-scene and of the skill and pathetic

power with which the landscape is rendered, is M.

Leenhardt's " Marie Madeleine," showing the ]\Iag-

dalen standing alone, in the mysterious morning

light, at the Sepulchre, her commanding form being

relieved against a wide stretch of country whose

chief elements are sand and pine-tree.

M. Detaille, that precise and commonislace de-

lineator of modern military life, has, to meet both

tlie patriotic ardour of the Parisians and their grow-

ing desire to escape from the mere realism to which

they have lately been slaves, ventured half-way into

dreamland in " Le Reve." This is a presentment,

after M. Detaille's usual accurate fashion, of a bat-

talion of French infantry of the line bivouacking on

an open heath ; all lie on the bare ground, in the

deepest sleep, while in the clouds appears to them,

in dream, a brilliant but shadowy procession of

troops led by chiefs who may be heroes of the First

Republic. The subject is an inspiring one, such as

should fire any Frenchman ; Init the painter has had

no vivid vision of his subject, which he has painfully

wrouo-ht out rather than seen: the result being that

he leaves the beholder cold, and indeed repelled by the

indifferent success with which the imaginative and the

real elements of the picture have been amalgamated.

Yet this canvas has been held to deserve the supreme

distinction of the Medaille iVIIonneur, for which many

of France's greatest masters have sighed, and sighed

in vain. It would appear that, to earn the highest

commendation which the juries can bestow, it is not

sufficient that a work should be technically exquisite,

or conceived with a poetic ardour. It must be vast

in dimensions ; it must have a popular and quasi-

literary subject, the comprehension of which is within

reach of the crowd. It must, in fact, appeal to the

many, whose indifferetKje in artistic matters it must

always be, in the first place, hard to overcome, rather

than to the few, who sliould, under the existing

conditions of art, be the pioneers of opinion, and

shorten the roundabout road which it must other-

wise take, in order to arrive ultimately at a true

judgment. JM. Moreau (de Tours) shows a greater

gift of imagination than his more successful rival,

in a purely military and realistic subject, " Le

Drapcau : Assaut do Malakoff, 8 Novembre, 1S55,'"

in which, however, the confused arrangement of

the composition and the uniform heaviness of

the execution detract seriously from the ]iictorial

effect.

M. Jules Breton sends two subjects, "L'Etoiledu

Uerger," and " Jeunes Filles se rendaut a la Proces-

sion," in which he c^uite attains the later and lower

level of his achievement, though the former work

may be looked upon as a smaller repetition, with im-

portant variations, of the famous " Glaneuse" at the

Luxembourg.

M. Lhermitte can never be unsympathetic or

uninteresting, but he is much below his usual level of

excellence in " Le Repos," a scene of rest from rustic

labour, of the usual type ; the figures suffer from a

want of decision in the touch, and they are neither

very distinctive nor very living. Mme. Demont-Bre-

ton—most masculine in style of female painters—falls

short of her last year's attainments in " Les Jumeaux,"

a small canvas which has for its subject a young

mother guiding the faltering steps of two robust

infants. M. Dagnan-Bouveret in his "Bernoise"

(see p. 31-1), a delicately-modelled head of a Swiss

girl seen in profile, shows himself a less consum-

mate imitator of Bastien-Lepage than is our own

!Mr. Clausen : the contoui-s of the precisely modelled

figure and form are rendered with an undue dotinite-

ness of outline which is not in consonance with the

open-air effect aimed at.

Nowhere in the whole exhibition of the Salon is

a more exquisite skill displayed than in a painful

subject, hardly worthy of all the art lavished upon it

—" La Consultation," by INI. Dantan. This is one of

the hospital scenes so fashionable last year ; but it is

treated with a reticence to which these could not lay

claim. Two Sisters of Mercy have brought to the

consulting-room—a chamber clean, fresh, and bare,

and illuminated by a mitigated sunlight which pene-

trates through muslin blinds—a wretched young girl,

whom with kind and earnest mien a doctor auscults ;

the adverse verdict is easily decipherable in the calm

but pitying expression of the Sisters. The great

triumph of the painter is, however, in the har-

monious rendering of delicate gradations of tertiary

hues, and in the astonishing truth and vrahemhlance

of the lighting.

It would be unjust not to mention here, though

perhaps a little out of their proper order, two large

and important works by young American artists : one

the very striking and dramatic " David" of Mr. Wm.
Dodge, who has supplied a new and very imposing

conception of the too often represented combat with

the Philistine giant; the other the well-composed and

skilfully-executed " Black Prince before the Body of

the King of Bohemia " by ^Ir. Julian Story.

Prominent among the portraits of the year, and

indeed among all the works exhibited, are M.

Bonnat's two canvases, the head of M. Jules Ferry,

and the full-length of Cardinal Lavigcrie. They

are remarkable for an extraordinary but well-con-

trolled force and directness of execution, in which

they have no rivals in contemporary French art, save
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atnonsj former wnrks of tlie same master. Such

vii^oiir, so happy a simuhition of physical vitality,

lead the beholder completely captive, and cause him

at iii'st to forg'et the wilful crudity which mars the

force of the colour, as well as a certain failure to

interpret the inner individuality of the personages re-

presented. Notwithstanding tliese defects, the "Car-

dinal Lavigerie " makes perhaps a stronger merely

visual im])ression on the s]iectator than any other

work in the galleries of the Salon. ISI. Caroluj-

Diiran sends the portrait of his daughter which

adorned the Royal Academy last year ; hero its

vibrating tones of mell-or, shot-violet, steel-grey,

and black appear even stronger and more brilliant

than they did in London ; indeed, if I mistake not,

the picture has been much improved since it: ap2:)eared

last—a sketch rather than a finished work. The

master's other contribution is a very fresh and

brilliant jiortrait of the veteran landsca])e-painter IM.

Fran^ais, whose pleasant individuality is reproduced

with a spontaneity and a sympathetic charm which

make up for a certain lack of vigour in the char-

acterisation.

M. Gervex, who takes rank with, Ijut after, J\I.

Duez as an experimentalist, curious of new and rare

colour-combinations, has sent a full-length " Portrait

de Mile. Jeanne Hading"—a lady who appears with

her hair dressed a la Jajjoniiise, wearing a loose robe

of dark red and citron of the same exotic fashion.

It is a remarkable exercise by one who is rather a

bold and dexterous innovator than an intuitive

colourist. His other contribution is the curiously-

named " Le Tub," showing a modern Parisieune

standing, a very Venus Anadyomene, in her bath,

assisted by a handmaiden soberly clothed in black

and grey ; the hard ccjld light of morning filters

through closed blinds. .The subject so treated is a

foolish one; but the work contains much good draw-

ing and has a remarkable strength and freshness of

aspect. Nothing here is more masterly or subtler

in treatment than ]\Ir. J. S. Sargent's "Mrs. Play-

fair," a portrait which victoriously maintains the

commanding jiosition which it won in Jhighind last

year; it is, however, less well placed than it was

at the Academy. Another work deservedly admired

at that exhibition—Mr. Orchardson's " Mrs. Joseph "

—takes a very honourable place in Paris, though its

unduly hot general tone makes itself all too much
felt in juxtaposition with the cool buffs, blues, and

greys which are the groundwork of so many modern

French canvases. M. Jacomb-Hood's " Portrait de

mon Frere" is a very clever attempt to solv(! the

often-attempted problem of bianco supra hlauro which

tempted Mr. Herkomer in his " ^fiss Grant." This

Work has neither the relief nor the strong indi-

viduality of the latter painter's line performance ; but

till' mere technical difficulty is in the ]>rcsent in-

stance more legitimately attacked, and more nearly

overcome.

j\I. Cal.iancl has two elaborate portraits of ladies

in the style so dear to the Faubourg St. (Jermain

—finely drawn, mannered, and lifeless. The cele-

brated master is so much occupied wltli the effort

to attain a certain conventional diiliiiclloii—which

he is well aware that liis sitters above all demand

from hiui—that he allows all real distinctiveness to

evaporate. M. Paul Dubois—most reticent, but cer-

taiidy not least admirable, of portrait-painters—suji-

j)lies two works of sober aspect, admirably modelled,

but executed with somewhat less mastery than usual.

M. Clairiu has a melodramatic full-length of M.
iMounet-Sully in the part of Hamlet ; and ^L Jean-

Paul Laurens, a more ])owerfully-executed profile of

the same tragedian in the same character.

Nothing quite makes up for the absence this year

of those masterpieces of sober and penetrating char-

acterisations in portraiture which ^L Elie-Delaunay

can alone supply. There are in this exhibition com-

paratively few of those subjects of pure Parisian genre

which have of late years had so high an interest for

the French public. That keen and cynical observei

M. Beraud is absent, and ]\L llaffaelli sends only au

cxcentric full-length of M. Edmond de Goneourt,

undeniably clever, but more conventional in the

number of prelimiiuiry assumptions which it de-

mands of the spectator than the most conventional

of the Works against which it is a protest.

Admirably observed and very solidly painted, with

an uncompromising hardness of colour which is in

this instance not inappropriate, is 1\L Brispot's " Le

Depart pour la INLiirie." This shows an uncouth

briilal Jiarty of the lower order of the French

working-class, decked in wedding array, the induc-

tion of which has sorely disconi(ited them. The

central figure is the bridi''s father, who di'hiys the

impatient assemblage in the vain effort to case his

vast hands in a jiair of recalcitrant while gloves.

The aceom|)lishcd Scandinavian ls\. Edelfelt is less

happy than usual in " Devant I'figlise; Fiulande;"

this shows a group ol' wmnen seated outside a church,

decked in holiday garments of varying shades of

red. The scheme of colour is at once daring and

delicate, l)ut there is about the handling a certain

hesitation to which the head of the Northern school

has not accustomed lis. By the sculi)tor-painter ^L
Falguicre is a study of two llibera-like dwarfs,

"Nains Mendiants," standing forth against an ex-

(piisite blue sky a la Henncr.

Space is wanting to describe all the line l:ind-

sca|)es and marine ])ieces which adorn the walls of the

interminable g'alleries of the Chamjjs Elysees. W.
Pelouse contributes a huge study of trees, ' Le Matin
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sous Bois," iu wliicli the sjiarkle of flickering- sunlight

is not altogether truthfully represented. The noble

and austere art of M. llarpignies is not this j'ear

seen at its best ; but his pupil, M. Odier, has a grandly-

designed if coldly-coloured work—" Les Bords de

la Loire a St. Maurice." AI. Pointelin, one of the

very few legitimate successors of Corot, has here two

V3ry touching and beautiful landscapes, " La Foret

influence of M. Puvisde Chavannes. The generalised

truth of the evening landscape, illuminated by the

tender light of a rising summer moon, has, however,

all the artist's own originality and charm. By the

veteran M. Charles-Emile Jacque is a magnificent

study of a life-size shepherd and sheep advancing iu

a green plain, under a stormy sky, which in scale

and breadth of handling exceeds anvthing he has

-i^-i, '-':-^3iJe

A BEENOISE.

(From the rainting by J/. Dagnan-Donvcnt.)

Mouillee," and " Le Lever du Jour," and an even more

exquisite pastel " Automne." His view of nature is yet

more limited than that of Corot—his solemn harmony

of steel-grey and dark green is far too often repeated ;

but he shows supreme qualities of style, and a power

of synthetically interpreting his subject which no

living French landscapist now possesses in the same

degree. M. INIesdag sends two fine sea-pieces, which

do not, however, equal in interest those of last year.

M. Cazin has a singularly fine decorative landscape

with figures— "La Journee faite''— in which he

shows himself, to a degree quite unusual, under the

yet attempted. A peculiar charm emanates from M.

Demont's " Les ffiillettes," in which is given, bathed

iu that mysterious light which succeeds sundown, a

field of pale lilac- hued field-poppies. Very delicate

and skilful is the treatment, in a mass, of the beau-

tiful but ver}' dangerous hue of the flowers, the tone

of which might so easily have imparted to the canvas,

as a whole, a leaden aspect.

What strikes the observer more than ever in tlie

vast exhibition of sculpture is the extraordinarily

high level of the execution ; especially iu the re-

preseutitiou of the nude. It must be owned, how-
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ever, that the conce])tions translated into plaster,

marble, and bronze, have not often either a breadth

or an originality commensurate with the technical

ability with which they are expressed. Most of the

great contemporary French mnsters are represented

—though only just represented—by works in which

in many instances a certain perfunctoriness is to

be traced. IM. Guillaume sends " Le Prince Na-

poleon (1881)," an ably-execnted bust, which is,

however, such ajiasf/ccio of Roman art that it would

almost escape detection if shown among the Roman
iconographic figures at the Vatican. M. Falguiere

exhibits in marble the daring and very modern
" Diane " which appeared iu plaster some two years

Douleur," reached the high level which he attained

last year.

The finest and most individual piece of sculpture

which the Salon contains is M. Rodin's marble bust,

" Portrait de ]\Ime. M. V.," which shows the master

iu a new light as a delineator of female beauty and

dignity ; the pathos and power of the conception

entitle it to rank with the similar works of the

great Florentines of the fifteenth century. ^I. Dalou

has courted comparison with the last-named master

in his bronze bust of M. Rochefort, and it cannot

be said that he issues a victor from the competi-

tion. ]\I. Rodin's bust gave evidence of a far higher

grasp of the peculiar subject, as well as of a greater

NOVEMBEE.

(From the FainUiiu ly L. E. Athw.)

ago. The nobly iilcalistic if somewhat conventional

art of M. Chapu is not very favourably illustrated

by a modern grouji, " Les Frercs (Jalignaui;" while

M. iNIercie's marble statue for a, innib contains but

little evidence of the artist's lire and dclicac\'. It

is a task of great difliculty to achieve anything new

or individual with the well-worn subject of " Homer,"

and it cannot exactly be said that M. Delaplanche

has risen superior to the difliculty of avoiding repe-

tition, in his colossal statue ordered by the (iovcrn-

ment ; nevertheless, the head is a magnificent ver-

sion of the well-kiKiwn type. The same master's

"La Danse" (for the Hotel de Ville) is full of

grace and vitality, if not very select in style. That

modern disciple of IJernini, M. Injalbert, has not

in his relief " lienommee," or in (he slattie "La

thoroughness (if execution, than is shown iu the

showy anil brilliant wurk UdW exhibited. Annaii;'

numberless performances of meril by younger and

less-kmiwu artists, T woulil single out for esjiecial

commendation thi' line marble gi'oup, " L'.\veugle

et le Paralyti((ue," by ISL Jean Tureau. This has

sculptural dignity without emptiness, though with

a measure of unavoidable, and in this instance not in-

a])propriate, conventionality ; while ihc modelling of

the nude, if somewhat over-accentuated, is first-rate.

It is, unfortunately, impossible even to men-

tion here till' line collections of pastels, of architec-

tural drawings, of etchings and engravings, and of

bas-reliefs and medals which form an ajipropriate

complement to the sections of painting and sculp-

ture. ('[.\r:ii; I'nii.i.ii'.s.
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MK. RUSKIN'S MUSEUM AT SHEFFIELD.

R. RUSKIN is a jiast-master in

l)aradox, and many of his wise

enigmas are puzzling to people

who cannot quite comprehend

his deep motives^ or raise them-

selves to the level of his lofty

aims. To the superficial ob-

ser\'er aj)j)arently the most perversely paradoxical

thing Mr. Ruskin has attempted was to select sunless

Sheffield as tlie casket for his delicate art-treasures.

Before yovi have arrived at Sheffield railway station,

you have plunged into the billows of crape-like smoke,

embroidered with fire, that constitutes Sheffield's at-

mosphere. You have heard the rattle of machinery,

the roar of furnaces, the ringing of hammers, the

hiss of steam, the sullen thud of the Nasrayth

mighty battering-ram, the shriek and sob and wail

and moan of tortured metal. This deafening din is

the music of Sheffield. A strange place truly for

Mr. Ruskin's Museum. Who can see works of

beauty in this ferruginous fog? AVho can hear the

"still small voice" of the Teacher in this tumult and

tramp of trade ?

It is not difficult to get to Sheffield ; but it is

not so easy to find Mr. Ruskin's Museum. You

have to make your way to Walkley, where St.

George's ^luseum is placed. You are soon passing-

through what Charles Reade called "this infernal

city, whose water is blacking and

whose air looks a thing to plough if you want a

dirty job.'' Sheffield is a black and blighted spot

in a fair and fascinating country. It is a blistered

picture in a frame of gold. No town has such pic-

turesque suburbs—environments fringed with forests,

interlaced with valleys, watered by voiceful streams,

hemmed in by moorland heights, and sentinelled liy

gritstone " edti^es " and limestone " tors." Sordid

streets, with buildings suffering from a scrofula of

dirt; "restored" churches that resemble a sweep

with a badly-washed face; noxious vapours, and trees

that look like blackened skeletons—all these are suc-

ceeded by sylvan scenes, with white clouds driven by

western winds across the blue sky. From slag and

cinder, from roaring foundries with flash and fork of

flame, from flare of forges, we come to a pleasant

land with fluent air, romantic streams, rocky glens,

and ridges of bold moorland, breezy, wild, and undu-

lating. Walkley is up among the Highlands of

Hallamshire. Mr. Ruskin's INIuseum is placed on

an eminence just where a painter would have pitched

his camp. Nature has " composed " his landscape

for him ; it is a ])oet's dream of scenery, although

Sheffield is -so near. You can hear the thrubblng

of its great metallic heart. Below is the romantic

Rivelin valley, besides three other basins of beauty :

Robin Hood's Loxley Chase, and the valleys of the

Bradfield and the Don. In one direction are the

scornful Wharnclift'e Crags, with their wealth of

woodland— tlie hiding-place of the dread " Dragon
of Wantley," and Lady ]\Iary Wortley Montague's

favourite retreat for literary reverie and reflection.

In another direction are ranges of austere hills that

carry the artistic eye captive far away into the fast-

nesses of the Peak of Derbvshire.

Mr. Ruskin chose this lofty, wind-scourged hill

summit for the site of his repository of art-treasures,

because it is "at once symbolically instructive and

j)ractical]y sanitary ;
'* and he might have added and

"almost inaccessible." The Museum is a plain,

unpretentious house, that it might be the residence

of a schoolmaster fond of a few select pupils. The

gallery attached to the building favours the scholastic

idea, as it suggests a class-room set apart from the

house so as not to upset domestic arrangements.

You pass through a small conservatory, where the

Visitors' Book is kept, and enter the gallery, a

moderu annexe to the permanent jiremises—the re-

sidence of Mr. Henry Swan, the intelligent and

courteous curator. One room in this building jn'ac-

tically contains ^Ir. Ruskin's Museum. It is a

small room, but probably tliere is no apartment in

the world which crowds together so much that is

of unique interest and artistic value in so confined

a space. It is a picture-gallery in a portfolio;

a panorama in a ])ill-b()x. 'i'he casket is as common-

place as that which Bassanii) selected in the I'lay,

but which concealed the real treasure. IMr. Ruskin

evidently does not measure licauty by the bulk, or

the value of a museum by its immensity ; on the

contrary, he has been careful to remind his disciples

that St. George's Museum is neither a gasometer, a

circulating library, or even the Brighton Aquarium.

The large "temi)orary" gallery is of good pro-

portions, is excellently lighted from the roof, and

the walls and interior are judiciously arranged. You
are at once impressed with the fine oil-painting of

St. Mark's Catliedral, hung with striking effect

in a recess at the far end of the room. It is

the work of Mr. John Bunney, who was specially

commissioned by Mr. Ruskin for the St. George's

Museum. J\lr. Bunney spent twenty years in the

pursuit of art at Venice, and he and his easel
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seemed io be an integral part of the noble catlie-

dral. Next to the personality of ^Mr. Ruskin, Venice

pervades the place. There is a largo picture by

Mr. Buuney delineating in water - colours the ex-

quisite veinings of the slabs of alabaster, with which

the cathedral is covered ; there is an embarras de

richesses of photographs and drawings, studies and

sketches, showing details of architecture, sculptured

mosaics, poetic "bits" of interior and exterior, porch

and doorways, figures and allegories. A distinguish-

ing feature is the easts, mostly from St. Mark's, of

the Ducal Palace, and a few from Rouen Cathedral.

The largest of these casts are enclosed in stout oak

frames, and hung on the walls ; mosaics are placed in

revolving octagonal frames, which the earnest student

can contemplate at any angle ; the photographs,

drawings, sketches, and studies are preserved in

cases easily accessible. The variety of subjects thus

treated yields " a liberal education." There are

studies of Continental street-architecture and illus-

trations of early Italian religious art ; of trees and

leaves and mosses, of shells, flowers, and feathers.

There are some wonderful paintings hung in the

gallery, albeit they are for the most part copies ; but

good reproductions are better than inferior originals.

The cJief-d'xuvre in the gallery is undoubtedly

the original and un restored " Madonna," by Andrea

Verrocchio. It is a noble example of Venetian art,

and is in excellent condition. Stand long before

this powerful painting, for it is the only Verrocchio

in Great Britain. The illuminated MSS., which are

exhibited in this roum on oaken lecterns with a

glass front that may be taken out of the case by

the student who knows their intrinsic value, as well

as their educational influence, demand more than

cursory notice. There are MSS. in gold and white

metal, lovely as to colour and perfect as to penman-

ship, of the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, and four-

teenth centuries. In this collection is the Missal

Album of Diana de Croy, a Frenchwoman of power

and position in the sixteenth century. Exquisitely

illuminated in the later French style, this album

contains, among other autographs of celebrities, a

poetical contribution from Mary Queen of Scots.

You are now in the small apartment again, called

the " Jewel Room," where in glass cases and stowed

away in drawers is a unique collection of precious

stones and gems. In this room hangs a copy by Mr.

Ruskin of Carpaccio's " Head of St. George," and a

rough sepia sketch of his dealing with the legendary

story of the Knight and the Dragon. There is also

a panorama of tlie Alps as seen thirty years ago,

by Mr. Ruskin, carefully drawn and tinted after-

wards. The Library of the Museum contains many
rare books ; and mention ought to be made, even

tliougli in an inventory sort of way, of such exqui-

site works as Holbein's " Dance of Death," printed

at Lyons in 1.5."58; Albert Diirer's world-famous

" Knight and Death ; " the plates from Turner's Liier

Sfiu/iorum; the original sketches by John Leech; the

collection of coins ; and Donovan's " Insect Book,"

the drawings in which were made from entomo-

logical specimens the artist was occupied a quarter

of a century in gathering. ]\Iuch more remains

to be seen at Mr. Ruskin's ^luseum ]y\n^y; jx'nht, for

want of space for its proper display. Far more is at

the service of Sheffield at Brantwood. Half a dozen

yeai's have passed since Mr. Ruskin offered to ShefTield

all his art-treasures, providing the town would find a

suitable building for their preservation. He even

went further in his spirit of munificent liberality by

undertaking to personally superintend the arrange-

ment of the objects in the Museum, and be respon-

sible for its management during his lifetime. It

was proposed that the new building should lie built

at Endcliffe, one of the .most beautiful spots within

the boundaries of the old town. !Money was not

wanting; £10,000 were subscribed; jdans were pre-

pared, and the design was admitted by Shefliehl

experts to excel anything they had thought possible.

Then an irritating obstacle occurred. i\Iatter-of-fact

municipal magnates intervened. They did not under-

stand the nature and purposes of the St. George's

Guild, and distrusting its continuance, made it a con-

dition of subscrijition that the ^Museum should be satis-

factorily guaranteed to Sheffield for ever. Technical

(liiliculties arose as to the title and the nature of the

guarantee that the Museum should remain the invio-

lable and permanent possession of the town. Mr.

Ruskin has a scornful contempt for superficialities, and

he cannot bring his mind down to legal hair-splitting.

He declined to read any further lawyers' quibbles, and

his indisjwsition left the matter in abeyance. It is

satisfactory, however, to know that the settlement of

the whole question will no longer be delayed, and

that soon the new building will arise in all its fair

proportions. Mr. Ruskin has deputed the trustees

to cut the Gordian knot by telling the lawyers to

draw up a conveyance between the !Mayor and Cor-

p(ira(ioii iif Shefiicld and the St. George's Guild.

Tlie jiiclures and objects, as well as the building-,

are (o remain the proj)erty of Uh' publir Un- ever.

The new Museum will be a splendid memorial to its

founder, and a permanent embodiment of his ideas.

May he long be spared to advise in all its counsels and

to direct its resources. Enw \un Hi!ai)IU1!y.

NoTK.—An cxiitlk'nt " Catalogue of tin; St. (joorgo's Jlusriiin,

W'iillvlry, Slictliflil," lias just been comi>iled by Jlr. Ilciwanl

Swan, ami publisliinl by W. D. Spalding and Co, , Shcllii'ld. 11 is

fully dosiriptivo of tbo Museum and its contents, and is annotated

with choice extracts from Mr. Huskin's works. It concludes with

the master's vigorous report of " The St. George's Guild," signed by

.Mr. Kuskin, and dated from Coniston.—Knnoit, Maoazi.m: or AuT.
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STUDIES IN ENGLISH COSTUME.

MEN'S DRESS IX THE TIME OF GEORGE THE FIRST.

'"PARNELL," said Dr. J.ihnson, "is sprightly imblishtxl in 17119, "that men of morit shall avdi.l

JT without effort, and always delights, though he anything particular in their dress and behaviour."

never ravishes ; everything is proper, yet everything From the same essay it appears that a red coat was

seems casual.''' This estimate of the melodious verse already a mark of rusticity, and a country squire who
of a poet whose career exactly accorded in point of strode through the Park thus arrayed was severely

Fig. 1.—COAT OF TIIK TIME OF QEOEGE I

iFroin the Wardrobe of E. Shcranl-Ecnncd;/, AV/.)

time with the reign of Queen Anne might very well

]iass for a description of the costume of the epoch.

Tt differed little from that of the la.st years of the

reign of William III., but all was moderated, the

cjuantity of material expended on the iiiIVs and skirts

being lessened, and the startling colours subdued.

(rrace, tone, harmony were instinctively sought, if

not always attained. Good taste exerted real p(jwer

in the dressing-room, and the beaux and belles who
transgressed its canons were mercilessly pilloried by

the popular writers of the age.

"It is expected," said the Tailfr, in a paper

541

dealt with, and threatened with the disenvery of his

name. He is described as wearing his red coat flung

open to show his calamanco waistcoat, and as llinu'-

ing his arms about at an unreasonable ilistanee, and

brandishing his cane in a great variety of irregular

motions. The would-l)o beau is, hyperbolieally,

flayed alive. ("ibber describes him as one " tjiat's

just come to a small Estate and a great Perriwig.

You always see him with a cane dangling at his

button, his breast open, no gloves, one eye tuck'd

under his hat, and a toothpick." Ni'd \\ard can

hardly find words strong enough to express iiis
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contempt. " His body's but a poor stuffing of a i-IlIi

case, like bran to a lady's pincushion ; that when the

outside is stript off there remains nothing valuable.

His head is a fool's egg, which lies hid in a nest of

hair; his brains are the j'olk, which conceit has

addled. He's a strolling assistant to drapers and

tailorSj showing every other day a new pattern and

a new fashion. He's a walking argument against

immortality, for no man by his actions or his talk can

find that he has more soul than a goose." Misson

had described the English beau as exactly like one

of Moliere's marquesses, and one of the satirists of

the time, Dr. John Harris, who afterwards became

negligence in dress was the fashion, and that

Harley's behaviour in constantly appearing before

the queen in the costume he was wearing when sent

for was not so eccentric as it appears at first sight.

" I believe," said disgusted Majesty, " my Lord

Treasurer will some day appear in his nightcap."

This tendency to plainness and even slovenliness

in costume was not confined to England, although

possibly more marked in this country than else-

where. INIen's thoughts were concentrated on money-

getting. Since Louis XIV. had invaded Holland, its

commerce had been on the wane, and now France

also was going to ruin. Thus the world was more

Front. Back.

Fio-. 2.—MEASUBEMENT OF COAT.

Bishop of Llandaff, wrote a book in 1715 called " A
Treatise on the ISIodes ; or, a Farewell to French

Kicks," in which, urging Englishmen to throw aside

the French style of dress, he said, rather savagely :

—

" Those who appear fondest of a showy and glittering

outside are commonly of weak minds, vain, empty,

and effeminate. . . "When people imagine they

shall be respected more for the cut of a sleeve, the

tuck of a sword, the tail of a wig, the trimming

of a coat, or the clock of a stocking, it is evident

their sole merit is derived from the tailor, milliner,

barber, or some other inferior mechanick."

The pendulum evidently swung too far i'l-r the

correct taste of the Sjiectaior, for on August 22, 171 1),

it cautioned its readers against neglect of dress,

enforcing its exhortations with sundry stories of

the effect of dress in procuring a proper amount

of respect for the wearer. It would thus seem that

than ever open to British enterprise, and the English

traders more eager to secure all the advantage to

themselves. Their consequent blindness to every

consideration of humanity and justice appears not

only in the way they got Parliament to destroy the

Irish woollen manufactures, lest they should injure

those of England, but still more in the eager way the

slave trade was taken up. Rulers and merchants

rubbed their hands with glee at the money to be

made out of the concession obtained from Spain by

the Treaty of Utrecht for the whole trade of import-

ing negroes from Africa for the use of her American

colonies. The solid wealth the moneyed classes thus

acquired aroused the spirit of speculation, which the

stock-jobbers fanned with such energy that about

two hundred bubble companies were floated. So

little, however, had the capacities of England been

developed, that this feverish cupidity helped power-
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fully to stimulate production, and hamlets and villages

quickly became towns and centres of great industries.

In this world of business picturesque costume found

no place. Art of every kind sank to zero.

Thus to a judicious taste, which disliked grandiose

Pig. 3.—COSTUME OP THE TIME OF OEOBaE I.

(,From a Coutemporary Print, entitled " The Bnhblevs BjibbUd")

dressing as it would rhetorical writing, or its orna-

nientatiou as it objected to needless adjectives, was

added the fact that economy in dress suited the

exhausted finances of the French nol)lesse, and the

saving proj)ensities of English tradesmen. Hence,

about the time the Regent Orleans assumed power,

and the phlegmatic Brunswicker tardil}' took posses-

sion of his golden heritage. Fashion was getting rid

of lace and embroidery and all unnecessary waste

of material. Instead of the quadruple skirts with

multitudinous folds, which were the delight of

the days of William and Anne, a man's coat-tails

were now reduced almost to the dimensions of the

modern frock-coat. To save appearances, however,

the numerous folds were represented l)y three jietty

ones, which hung at each side of the skirts apparently

suspended from a button. When Horace Walpole

says, "the habits of tlic time ishnnik to awkward

coats and waistcoats," he uses the word that most

exactly characterises the change in fasliion.

Everything, in fact, submitted to the new law of

plainness, moderation, and economy. The cuffs weie

still more reduced in size, and the shirt-sleeve had

but a simple rufile. The opening of the pockets

was much reduced, and sank to about the j)oint at

which a man could easily put his hands into them, as

if the very tailors felt the movement in favour of

thrift, and the pleasure of clutching one's money.

The onlv point in ornamentation was the buttons,

unless we call by that name a singular characteristic

of the dress of the jieriod, not confined to England,

but apparently universal in Western Europe. On
the lappets of the pockets fine narrow bars were

embroidered in the plainest manner, and a double

row of short similar bars ran crossways on either side

of the opening behind. Similar bars appear to the

present day on the forepart of a dress livery coat, and

are called " notched holes." The cuff of the George

the First coat had three buttons with three notched

holes, otherwise there was no ornamentation, and the

material was as plain and economical as decency

permitted.

These facts account for the rarity of ordinary coats of

the reign of George I. : they seemed neither interesting

nor valuable, and when they got into the old clothes-

man's bag, their final destruction was sure and rapid.

Among the few that have survived is a boy's coat, udw

in the fine collection of Mr. E. Sherard-Kennedy. It

is distinguished by a peculiar addition in the way

of a collar. The rest of the coat is in the style of

the reign of George I.; the waist is long, with the

pocket in consequence not very far from the bottom

of the skirts, which are comparatively short, with the

triple fold on either side, cuffs small, and buttons

ornamented. The colour is drab, and the material a

corded worsted. An instance of a coat with a collar

maybe seen in Hogarth's picture of "The Levee"

in " The Hake's Progress." Behind the back of the

rich fool stands a landscape gardener, who looks an

Fig. 4.— COS! I'M IS OF THE TIME OP OEOBOU I.

(J^o;ii a Contcmporarxj I'llnL)

honest man, exlicmely disgusted to find himself in

such a crowd, and treated with so much indifference.
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This wortliy wears a coat with a collar, not very

unlike those worn about the time of William IV.

Everything' combines to prove him an unfashionable

man, clad in a costume somewhat out of date.

Throw the period of its fashion back ten or fifteen

years, and it would be of the middle of the reign of

George I.

The difference in the two ])eriods of Anne and

George I. is seen by eomjiaring the boy's plain drat

coat just mentioned with the costume worn in 1703

by a youth apparently in the same rank of life. An
advertisement of that date describes such a one as

dressed in "a dark brown

frieze - coat, double - breasted,

with black buttons, and button-

holes on each side, a light

druggit waistcoat, red shag

breeches, with black stripes and

black stockings." "Shag"
means cloth of a high nap

;

"druggit," a material in coarse

worsted. Of this, as well as of

frieze (a coarse cloth), sagathy

(a coarse silk), and camlet (a

material composed of the hair

of the camel and goat inter-

woven), ordinary coats were

made. Tliere was also the

D'Oyley habit, a summer wear,

invented, apjiarently, by a man
whose name still lingers about

the toilet - table. In winter

neither candet nor frieze was

waterproof, the best overcoats

being made of Witney cloth

of ample dimensions, but fitted

to the shape. They were called

" Josephs," " wrap - rascals,"

and other popular names. Gay
apparently refers to this style of overcoat when he

says :—

' That garment best the winter's rage defends

Whose ample form without one plait depends."

The coat here reproduced by Mr. Sherard-

Kennedy's permission is made of sagathy (Fig. 1),

very agreeable in colour—a spotted violet. It has

all the characteristics of the time of George I. : the

short square-cut skirt with the little folds at the

sides, the embroidered bars behind and on the lappets

of the pockets, as well as the ornamental buttons.

Fig. 3 shows the measurements of the various parts

of this coat.

These square - cut coats were accompanied by

long-flapped waistcoats, of wliich the pockets were

upon the thighs. The long waistcoats hid the

Fig. .5.—JOHX LAW (1720).

breeches, which were remarkably short and full

of pockets. The nse of these appears in a verse

of the year 1727 :—

In bliitk velvet breeches let him put all his riehea."

A pair of about this time in the collection of Mr.
Seymour Lucas (and which I hope to give in a subse-

quent article) contains no less than seven pockets, the

one behind being intended for a pistol—suggestive

of a time when a journey across the country was often-

times enlivened by the attendance of a highwayman,

or a walk in the suburbs of London by an encounter

with a footpad. Tiiese breeches

were buttoned at the knee, the

stocking being drawn over the

knee and tied below. Square-

toed shoes with a great flap

on the instcj), a very small

buckle, and high heels (some-

times coloured red), were worn.

Great wigs, called " Duvil-

liers " (after the perruquier

who invented them), were still

in vogue, one of the two great

locks in front being thrown

back over the shoulder. But

freedom displayed itself in

wig -wearing as in all else.

Many and divers forms were

worn : the nightcap-wig, the

campaign-wig, the major, bag,

and riding- wigs — in fact,

fashions in perukes were so

various that a man who loved

change might easily render

himself unrecognisable even to

his intimates by sudden varia-

tions in his head-gear. More-

over, he had another trick which

would assist him in his transformations. The old

felt hat was still worn, but with a cock, and the

wearer could cock it how he pleased. Here was

a field for imaginative beaux !

The satirical drawings at the time of the South

Sea Frenzy afford good examples of the costume of the

period (Fig. 3). One print, entitled "The Bubblers

Bubbled; or, the Devil take the Hindmost," has

several verses from Swift. The following, selected

from among them, sums uji cleverly the spirit of

the time :

—

"There is a gulf wliero fhoHs.inds fell,

Here all the liold adventurers came

;

A n.arrow sound, though deep as hell,

'Change Alley is the dreadful name.

*' Subscribers here by tliousands float,

And jostle one another down
;
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Each paddling in liis leaky Loat,

And here they fish for gold, and drown.

' Meantime secure on Garraway cliSs,

A savage race by shipwrecks fed

Lies waiting for the founder'd skiffs,

And strips the hodies of the dead.

' As fishes on each othet prey,

The great ones swallowing up the small

;

So fares it in the !>outhei-u sea,

The whale directors eat up all."

food for drab-coated brokers wlio have deftly laid

their snares. One of these exquisites lolls on two

chairs in a languishing fashion; his coat just fastened

by a button or two at the waist enables him to ex-

hibit to advantage his vest and eravat. From cuffsj

larger than those ordinarily worn, lace ruffles fall

over his idle hands, one of which plays with his

tasselled cane, while the other taps the table with

his snuff-box (Fig. -1).

Fig. 6.—VELLUW SATIN WAISICOAT.

(From the Wardrobe 0/ E. Shcrard-Kcnncdi/, lisq.)

During the summer of 17-20 the City, and es-

pecially 'Change Alley, presented a very unwonted

aspect in the way of costume, showing that- tjiough

the serious nicmljcrs of tlie new party of finance and

conmiercial speculation might alTectdrab and druggit,

tlu' successful issue of their etTorts had already in-

creased the number of thcjif/uie-fic dorce. In a print

satirising the South Sea scheme, and dedicated to

posterity, wc have two of these summer-flies already

caught and uncunsciousl}- waiting their turn to be

But our types are not exhausted. In a good

likeness of CJeorgc I. by Fountaine may be seen the

sinuiius lines of the costume of the lime, ll is a

feature characteristic of an age when the representa-

tive men iii England were ^larlborough and Jonathan

Wild, and in France Cardinal Dubois and John Law.
" A sharp man of business always in a hurr}', per-

suasive and possessive, Dubois was capable of any

devilry to attain his ends, and at the same time most

amusing and witty. lie woidd feign hesitation and
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lisp like a child when he sjioke, and tlieu write such speculative liiiancier became a Cuurt, and his object
clear French that his letters might have come from was to get possession of the National Treasury, he
Voltaire. No one had a more penetrative instinct for knew as well as any the advantage of o-oro'eous dress-

the scent of the doubling of his prey." ing. Thus Fig. 5 is from a contemporary print of
Such are the traits of the sketch Michelet gives 17:20, representing John Law, the author of the

Front, Back.

Fig-. 7.—MEASUREMENT OF WAISTCOAT.

of the man who in 17~;J was ruling in the laud Mississippi scheme, arrayed in the kind of waistcoat

which gave the fashion in dress to the great world of which a very line example from the wardrobe of Mr.
in Europe; and this serpentine character which all Sherard-Kennedy is given (Fig. C), with a plan of

who wished to rise in society assumed, if they did its measurements (Fig. 7). It is of yellow satin em-
not already possess, actually came out in the lines broidered with large jiassion-flowers and green leaves,

of their coats. AVhen the hunting-ground of the with a further ornamentation in sjold lace.

RiCHAKD IIe.VTH.

"A SWORD SHALL PIEECE THROUGH THY OWN SOUL ALSO."
By Gustave C'ourtois.

MGUSTAVE COURTOIS, the painter of our his education ; the dignity and repose of ]\l. Gerorne

• frontispiece, may be considered as one of the are here, but not the hardness or lack of sentiment,

most successful and most esteemed of M. Gerome's nor even the uncom])roniising precision of drawing-

pupils. He is, at any rate, a living protest, if one and colour. That the artist has given us an en-

were needed, against tlie constantly-expressed as- tirely original version of the Virgin and Child

—

sumption tiiat the " studio-system " adopted abroad an Italian Ijamhino and a French proriiu-'nih—we
need care as little as M. C'ourtois; no more, indeed,

than that, as the ])]iysiologist or the chiromancist

would tell us, a lady with such a face and head as

those here depicted could possess such strong and

vigour-ex])ressing hands. The sentiment of the

tragedy, if not the iJramatis persons, is here; and

the fact that the picture was, in many respects,

one of the iinest in last year's Salon, will be a

sufficient recommendation to our readers.

crushes all individuality out of the student, and

renders him but a retlector, more or less weak, of his

master's manner and characteristics. In some cases,

no doubt, the charge is true, but only where the

young artist is too feeble to stand upon his own legs

—when it is undeniably better that he should repro-

duce his teacher's virtues than his own incapacity.

In " A Sword shall Pierce through thy own Soul

also," M. Courtois betrays little hint of the source of
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HE Vicomte Henri Dolaborde,

the Secretary of the Aea-

demie des Beaux-Arts and

the Keeper of Prints at

the Bibliotlieque Natiouale,

seems to combine in his own
person the distinguisliiiii;'

cliaraeteristies of our three

best known latter-day ex-

perts at tlie Print Room of the British ^Museum— tiie

practical knowledge, learning-, and industry of Mr.

Fagan and the late Mr. G. W. Reid, and the scholar-

ship, taste, and critical acumen of Professor Colvin.

Bearing in mind the excellence of his works on the

processes of engraving, and on the (\u-ly history of

engraving in Italy, we approach tiie present work*
with confidence, and find our anticipations in all re-

spects realised. In this volume, indeed, the ^"icomte

Delaborde may almost be said to have done for ^larc

Antonio what M. Eugene ^luntz has done fur Raphael.

So little is really known of Raimondi^s life-his-

tory, that his biographer had in some sense a fair

field and a good chance before him. The year of

his birth is uncertain, of his death doubtful, while

the incidents of his life, with the exception of a few

here recorded, have been left unchronicled, despite all

researches into contemporary letters and literature of

all kinds : indeed, the lives of few masters are so

effectually shrouded in the mists and obscurity of the

past as that of the greatest, as well as the first, en-

graver of the Italian school. There are many signs

of additional and independent research in this im-

portant new monograph, while ;it the same time

Bartsch, Passavant, and Ottley, and presumably also

Baron Heineken, have all been laid under contribu-

tion; so that, unless some important new discovery

is maile, the last word may be considered to be written

on the brilliant but unscrupulous master. The work
is, in short, as complete as it can at present be. To
the collector the elaborate and exhaustive rafalof/Hi'

raisoniie, which includes all the three hundred and
ten plates known to have been engraved bv .Miiri'

Antonio, and the eighty-eight " doidjtful " and
"false" ones, will be perhaps most valuable; l)ut

the whole as it stands must be equally gratifyiiii^'

both Ic) the art-student and tjie author. The f)nl\

hiuh lo be I'duiid is an occasional slip in Ihe nunici-iral

• "Jlarc-Antoinr: Kaimondi : fitiulc Tlisloririun et Critiinio,

suivie d'un Catalogue Kaisonnu des tEiivres du JIaitrc." Pur le

Vicomte Henri Dclabordo. Accompagne do 63 illustrations.

Paris: Librairie do I'Art, ISSS. (10 francs.)

references to the catalogue — an error that can be

easily remedied on revision.

Marc Antonio Raimondi was born in or near

Bologna in or about 1480. The date of his birth

differs with each biographer, but that just mentioned
may be taken on the authority of the last, who gives

the reasons for his conclusion through i«ges of text,

wherein, be it noted, be supports the theory of ^M.

Eillon. From this time onward there is nothing to

help us in discovering what was the education or

what the training of the boy ; and not until we
find him bound apprentice to Francesco Francia,

the great master of goldsmithery and little master

of painting, do we obtain the first clear view of his

personality. Here, the companion of Giacomo and
Giulio, Francesco's sons, he passed several years,

and became .so far identified with the family, that

he was known in the city as Raimondi de' Franci.

Of all the arts practised by Francia, engraving

on copper most fascinated the young apprentice.

lie cared neither for painting, for goldsmithery, nor

for die-sinking—that is to say, the graver offered

attractions for him far beyond those of the brush,

the pencil, or the chisel. Yet we have it on the

authority of "N'asari that had he chosen to follow the

art of the medallist he might have been as great an

adept in that branch as we know he became in the

other.

At about the beginning of the sixteenth century

Marc Antonio commenced the issue of his plates with

great energj^, though the copper first bearing a date

—

1.50.5—gives but little hint of after excellence. From
this time his works so multiplied themselves that,

judging from the dates inscribed upon the prints,

not more than a month elapsed between the comple-

tion of one plate and the publication of the next.

The result of this astonishing industry was a parallel

improvement in the work done, though the engrav-

ings themselves were but copies after his own designs

or those of his friend Giacomo Francia and Timoten
A iti, his fellow-apprentice. lie now left Bologna
for Venice, and, removed from the beneficent influence

of the elder Francia, the lack of principle that was
afterwards to overwhelm him witli disaster first de-

<l:ired itself. That phnse of dishonesty dignified by
the name of literary i>r ;irtistic ])lagiarism develo))ed

in him, it wouM apjiiMr, cpiite unawares. At any
rate, no sooner had he arrived in ^'enice than he pur-

chased some engravings by Albert Diirer that lie

saw displayed for sale on the Piazza of St. Mark's,

and forthwitli Iranshitcd portimis of their backgrounds
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into his own works. One would i'aiu believe, with but the sequel forbids such a conclusion. It is all

the Yicomte Delaborde, that these borrowings from very well to draw a parallel between Marc Antonio

THE VISITATION ; FROM THE " LIFE OF THE VIEGIN."

(FrauchtJcnil!/ engraved by Marc Antonio, after Albert Diirer.)

the master of Nuremberg were simply made for exer- and Michel Angelo, who had not hesitated to fac-

cise, from admiration, and for the perfection of taste; simile the "St. Anthony" of Martin Schongauer,
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THE FIVE SAINTS.

^Hxgraval by Marc Antonio, after Rapharl.)

. , , „,n KoLeth. Albert Dure.'s prints oE the " Life «1' tbe Virgin;

j,m^
(-., .,„,. il,.,( lu. M.-t.'il 110 worse liuiii ivudliui, ..

. ,- . i

Campag-E

stopped :

and much more fi-audulent lengths.

5-12

u 1 H ., Vlhert Dui-ei's prints of the " Lite «1 tne x irg."

to say that h. acted no worse tnan Koh
J^^^^,^ ,,j, ,,,, ,„o„ f„..ud tlicir way to

ipaguohi, and others; true -bu ere

J^ "^i^::;!-. Uie young Italian n... ivs.dcd. They

,pod: while Mare Antoiiio went to ta, gieatci

^^^^.^ ^;^^^^^^^t^ ^j ^^^precedented beauty, and no sooner
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did Raimondi gain possession of them than he de-

liberately facsimiled the whole set on copper, copyin;]^

the signature as well as the design, and disposed of his

impudent forgeries to his great pecuniary advantage.

Of course those who possessed the originals could

detect the difference between them and the copies,

which indeed were an improvement on DLirer's work

in point of facial nobility and dignity of drapery ;
Init

the unwary—who naturally comprised the majority

—bought the plates on their own merits, and by

virtue of the signature. Diirer, however, was not a

man to sit down under such an injury, and no sooner

was he informed of the trick than he straightway

journeyed to Venice and laid his complaint before the

courts. He gained the day, and ]\Iarc Antonio was

cundemaed—not to imprisonment or a fine, nor even

to make restitution to the German artist—but, when

next he facsimiled Diirer's plates, to forbear from

also forffins: the signature ! This decision the Italian

bore in mind when in later years he "copied" the

thirty-seven plates of Diirer's "Little Passion "and
at least twenty other plates, some of them bearing

the imprint of Lucas Van Leyden. In point of fact,

Raimondi was always on the alert for hints from

Nuremberg and its school, but it must be owned

that whenever he stole he always palliated the

offence, artistically speaking, by improving on the

copy while stamping the work with marks of his

own individuality and originality. Lack of inven-

tion and consciousness of technical incompleteness

were undoubtedly the failings that at first prompted

his artistic pilferings, for his sense of beauty was far

superior to that of the men he pirated.

The chief cause of the respect in which Diirer

was held by the Italian artists of the day lay in his

vigour and developing realism. Best of all the

followers of Martin Schongauer, he engraved with

his head as well as with his hand; his shadow-lines

followed the sinuosity of outlines and forms, and

indicated the flexibility or rigidity of the objects

represented— replacing the stiff, almost unthinking

cross-hatching of the previous age—and half-lights

and gradations were now successfully produced where

nothing but high lights and deepest shadow had,

generally speaking, existed before. It was for these

excellences that Raphael hung around his studio a set

of Diirer's plates.

By the time he left Venice, ]Mare Antonio had

no more need of technical assistance—no more excuse

for dishonesty. He was in a position to engrave

original plates or translate painters' work—such as

the " Raphael's Dream," executed probably after

Giorgione—in a manner that had never before been

approached. Still, had he not after a short sojourn

in Florence, made his way to Rome, and come under

the influence of Raphael, he might never have risen

above what at that time he was—the most skilful

engraver among all his contemporaries, but without

claim to be raised from the place he occupied in the

second rank of the world's artists.

But now, introduced to Raphael by Giulio Romano,

a great change came over him. His intelligence de-

veloped sensibly from day to day ; and it is easy to

believe that the powerful and beneficent influence

exercised on him by the mighty genius of his new

master reacted in some measure on Raphael himself.

At all events, the latter could not but have rejoiced at

the advent of this safe and sympathetic interpreter of

his works, who was to multiply his designs, to send

them forth tliroughout the world, and to insure them,

so to speak, against the ravages of time. In truth,

Raimondi's engravings have not only preserved to us

the first studies and sketches for Raphael's best known

compositions, whether in fresco or other medium,

whereby we can trace the masterpiece from its very

inception—as in the " Massacre of the Innocents "

and the " Judgment of Paris "—but have placed in

many hands drawings and sketches in chalk and pen-

and-ink, now either entirely lost, or, what is much

the same, buried in the remote recesses of private

collections.

Declining to accept Raimondi's talent on hearsay,

Raphael placed before his petitioner his drawing of

" Dido," for him to show what he could make of it,

and was so gratified by the result that he welcomed

him warmly into his studio. This was the beginning

of the friendship that ripened with time, and that for

ten years brought honour and happiness to the en-

graver, establishing his fame and restoring for that

period his reputation for uprightness.

Marc Antonio's first engravings after Raphael

made a prodigious stir in Rome, for at that time

engraviug was extremely poor in the Eternal City.

It was hardly a finished art as practised then, nor,

such as it was, was it practised by Italians to any

purpose. Only Germans knew the value of it ; but

even they limited their attention strictly to wocid.

And here was a new artist, practising a new art,

complete in its highest development, who suddenly

brought the " Divine Raphael's " masterpieces into

the hands of whosoever wanted them—representations

on copper betraying none of the metallic rigidity

of Albert Diirer the German, the marvel of whose

works had been in all men's mouths.

And in this wise Marc Antonio's talent progressed

under the great master, not so much in skill and

firmness— those excellences he already jiossessed—as

in nobility and independence of expression and design.

Yet the latter was not altogether an unmitigated ad-

vantage ; for we find him inserting backgrounds of

his own behind Raphael's simple figure studies. Thus

behind "Adam and Eve" we find a cosy corner in
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the landscape of the Garden of Eden, dotted with

sixteenth century houses and a church—copied, of

course, from Diirer and Lucas Van Leyden ! Always

ljorrowin<j, it will be observed, and thinking, too, of

the effect of his plate as a work of finality rather

than of the sentiment of the subject set before him.

And yet, paradoxically enough, he never lost the

dignity or grace of his eopics, whether the beauty

lay in figure or drapery ; and when he altered he

altered for the better.

Thus we see in the engraver a singular poverty

of invention, and even a certain lack of intelli-

o-encc, wedded to an extraordinary appreciation of

form, perfection of drawing, and an unprecedented

and unsurpassable dexterity of manipulation. And

all the time, no doubt, while he was putting in

his queer backgrounds and quaint details, Raphael

looked quietly on, giving head to the whim of the

engraver, his disciple, smiling as he watched the

perpetration of anachronisms more audacious than

he would ever have allowed himself. These curious

embellishments were intended to impart a certain

scenic effect to his entirely untheatrical studies, and

if they merely served to improve the engraver's

skill that was to be exercised with full jiower and

restraint on his greater compositions, could he have

had much cause for complaint ?

During the ten years that Raimondi remained in

Raphael's studio—that is to say, from 1510 to the

time of the master's death—he engraved no fewer

than seventy plates, many of them containing a score

or more of figures. Some of the plates are from

cartoons, others, such as " The Five Saints " (see p.

3.j7), are from wash drawings; and nothing can be

better than the manner in which he grappled with

the difficulties of the task, or finer than its accom-

plishment.

The death of Raphael in 15:30 deprived :Mar,;

Antonio of the guidance he so much needed, and

from that day his prosperity declined. For a time

he devoted his talent chiefly to the translation of

the works of Giulio Romano ; but the ])upil failed

to compensate him for the loss of the master, and

the public favour was gradually withdrawn. Observ-

ing with alarm the diminution of his income, Rai-

mondi sacrificed, without hesitation, his love for

nobility and purity in art, and giving way to what

was bad in his nature, endeavoured to tempt fortune

by worse than questionable means. At first he only

devoted himself to producing book illustrations and

I'ngravings of trivialities ; but from trivial subjects

he soon descended 1o immoral ones. Of so utterly

depraved a nature were tiic set he engraved after the

abominable designs of Giulio Romano, known as

" I Modo," that he was cast into prison by order

of Pope Clement \'ll., Romano seeking safety in

flight, and Baviera (who had acted as publisher) with-

drawing into hiding. The excuse for, and probably the

reason of, these works is that they reflect the temper

of the time—the reaction from the period of anguish

and suspense when in the previous year, 1523, the

plague raged with such awful virulence, and asceticism

and severe self-restraint were the refuge of the terri-

fied people. The Pope, however, paid no heed to such

arguments of cause and effect, but ordered the plates

to be seized wherever found, and immediately con-

signed to the flames. In 15:2 1, after a few months'

incarceration, Marc Antonio was released, thanks to

the intervention of Cardinal Hippolyte de Medici and

the efforts of Baccio Bandinelli, the artist, for by that

time the scandal—in which, by the way, many of the

highest and holiest in the land were discovered by the

Pope's emissaries to be inculpated either as purchasers

or collectors—was allowed to blow over.

Perhaps as an acknowledgment of Bandinelli's

services then received, jjerhaps for want of a better

subject, Marc Antonio soon set about engraving the

artificial and pedantic "Martyrdom of St. Lawrence,"

a painting that is held to mark the ultimate point

of concession to the parodists of ^Michel Angelo.

In the engraving (see p. 360) Raimondi reached the

highest degree of technical excellence, while he at

the same time exei'cised much judgment and taste

in tuning down the exaggerations and extravagances

of the original composition. But when the ])late was

issued in 1527, Bandinelli was so incensed at what

he considered the indignity oft'ered to his work, that

he carried his complaint to the Poi)e, thinking, no

doul)t, that the engraver was in ill enough odour at

the Vatican to procure condign punishment and to

obtain retribution. His grievance, however, wa.s re-

ceived otherwise than as he expected, for the Holy

Father, after due examination of the plate, smilingly

congratulated him on the judicious improvements

which Marc Antonio had introduced, and whicli had

saved his reputation for the ap]>roval of posterity.

Then followed troublous times in Rome. The

troops of John de Medicis, whom the Pope had

invited for the protection of the city, conducted

themselves after the manner of victors, and treated

the inhalntants not only without courtesy, but with

actual violence, from which none belonging to the

middle class was safe. This disturbed condition of

things was bad enough for art ; but far worse was to

come; for soon after, the Constable of Bourbon burst

upon the city, j)illaging and slaying, and sparing

neither person nor proi)erty. .In the sack that

fuUnwed, Marc Antonio was wounded, ami at first left

for dead ; but showing signs of life, he was taken

prisoner, and released only after I'aying a ransom

so heavy that he was left in utter destitution. No

sooner was he free than he made his wav without
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loss of time to his native city of Bologna, where, —a promise he broke forthwith in the hope of

so far as one can say, he perished, forgotten and raising money by the sale of the secretly-taken

uncared-for, in the year 15:30. proofs. If this be true, ^lare Antonio was indeed

Some say that lie died by the hand of an incensed overtaken by a just fate—by a stern, uneomjiromising

8
c
CI

patron for whom he had engraved a plate of the Nemesis ; he had sprung into fame by tlie fraudu-

" Massacre of the Innocents," and was proportionately lent and disliouest copying of another man's work

—

well paid for it under promise that lie would not execute he met iiis death through as paltry a fraud upon his

another work or issue other prints of the same subject own. M. H. Spiei.maxn.
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Iiy the amorous bull over the Cretau waves ami es-

corted b}- Cupids astride on dolphins (see p. 361).

This is, perhaps, the great charm of Titian, and

the secret of his hold on our affections, that we can

g-enerally trace in his works an impression receivp<l

direct from nature ; and even the incorrectness of his

drawing, which is often great, removes all suspicion

of the studio and the hireling model. His pictures

arc like the lyrical ])oenis of Goethe, things seen

and remembered and transformed into faliles by the

alchemy of a pictorial imagination.

In my last jiaper 1 spoke of Raiihael and sculp-

turesque treatment. I now have to do with a totally

opposite ]ihase of the art, with that art as m nowi.se

suggestive of scul])ture, but as offering in point of

structure, in the balance of emphasis and reticence, a

close analogy to poetiy. But before I proceed to ex-

jilain the essential difference of treatment which places

l!ai)hael and Titian, each pre-eminent in his line, at

\ the winter exhibition of the Royal

Academy this year there was a pic-

ture of Eurrijia, by Titian. It was ]>ainted in VjCrZ, the two opposite poles of the pictorial sphere, I will

when he was eighty-five years old. His eyesight, point out certain technical differences between them

jicrhaps, had grown weak ; his firmness of hand

and his youthful energv had both departed. It is

loose an 1 sketchy ; but who that ever moved in

the wide world of time and space, but Titian, could

have painted it? It is Titian all over, and it is

which do not seem to belong particularly to their

characteristic theories.

In the design of Ka])hael there is the utmost rich-

ness, fulness, and complexity ; the lines go every way,

in almost infinite variety; but they are governed by

\'enice, the sea-girt city, whose very name is steeped a suiirenu- law of tendency, which is to lead the eye

in ])oetry and romance, whose crumbling walls are into the ].icture, to suggest relief, roundness, and re-

fraun:ht with immortal memories, whose very gondo- ceding space. A favourite ground form of his oom-

liers, as they pass to and fro along its silent highways, positions is that of a circle seen in jierspective ; this

seem invested with a borrowed glory, which even the occurs in many of the cartoons and in the great

princes of far more prosperous cities cannot claim. frescoes in the Vatican, riiarlcs Leslie, in his " Hand-

It requires a very slight effort of imagination to book," notices that the idi'a of the " Dispute " was bor-

aceount for its origin. We can picture to ourselves rowed from Orcagna, but with a very characteristic

the old man, towards the evening of his glorious life.

seated in his sarden at Biri Grande, under the shade

of the three trees which thirty-two years before he

had immortalised in the St. Pietro ^Fartire. Before

him lay the expanse of waters, ruflled by an evening-

breeze and reflecting the deep sapphire sky; faraway,

behind the purple hills of his native Cadore, a few

wreaths of sunlit vapour rested on the horizon; a

alteration ; the row of beatified saints in the n]ip.cr

])ortion, instead of being ranged horizontally across

the picture, occupy a semicircle, \\ itli the figure of the

Saviour at the furthest point, an arrangement which

adds very much to the grandeur of the composition.

In the School nf Athens and the Heliodorus he has

introduced arched recesses, receding in iierspective,

with the same object— to lead the eye backwards and

dreamy beauty pervaded the scene; and then there to isolate the foreground figures. Bajdiael, perhaps,

passed a battered, weather-stained sea-boat, the craft of all the great painters, has made the most con-

of some fisherman returning from the Adriatic to stant and the haiijiiest use of per.spective ; it is felt

his home in Murano, its tattereil sail bending to the

breeze, a ])ink pennon llullering on the mast, while

in its wake the parted waters danced and sparkled

in the simlight. The scene at once suggested io his

poetical imagination the nld fable of Ivimpa borne

everywhere, even in the drawing of draperies ; whereas

Titian isolated his figures by making his background

Hal. In the " Bacchus and .\riadne" the sky and dis-

tance are like a painted curtain, the lines run horizon-

tally, and there is hardly a perspective liue in it ; and
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the <Trciuiul form of liis enmpositioiis g-ejierally part:ik(_'S

of the same liorizontal character, the people follow in

each other's footsteps. In the "Entombment" the

ground plan is represented hy two parallel lines,

one a little before the other. The three disciples

with the body are ranged on one line and the two

women on the other. There is not a single line

leading backwards in perspective. In the " Eurojia,"

a picture of his old age, we find all his peculiarities

accentuated ; the sky and sea are a painted curtain ;

there i.s hardly any attempt at expressing receding

space ; the distant shore is a series of horizontal lines

ending in promontories. In a similar scene by Raphael,

the cartoon of the " Miraculous Draught of Fishes,"

the distant shore is an indented coast bending away

and beautifully drawn in perspective; and in the

" St. Michael," though he had only two figures to

deal with, he has contrived by foreshortening the

body of Satan and hy the lines of the floating drapery

to insist on his favourite tendency. In Titian's " En-

tombment " the lines of the drapery are drawn as

though the figures had no backs. They are beautiful,

graceful lines, but they are designed entirely with the

view of filling up space horizontally ; not as Raphael

would have done them, to send the eye travelling

backward into space. The lines of the belt and the

limits of the skirt in the "St. :\Iichael" are like the

curve of a comet as it reaches perihelion, its farthest

limit; its aphelion is far away beyond the nebula

of Orion. The lines of Titian are also more ellii)tical

and less rounded than those of Raphael, who loved

open curves, which he balanced by straight lines.

These are striking peculiarities, and show how in-

timately individuality enters into the art. A picture

is an artist's peculiar way of seeing and feeling, it is

a volume of confessions ; and the more clearly he sees

and the more strongly he feels, the more peculiar will

it be, and the more unlike other pictures. Titian's way

of seeing and feeling was strikingly original ; he was

technically far less accomplished than the other, with

the sole exception of a phenomenally delicate sense of

colour, and was distanced as an artist by Raphael ; but

he saw things as a poet sees them, and he succeeded

in affecting the imagination in a manner singularly

analogous to tl.e way a poet affects it. I will try

to explain it, tlmugh the analysis is difiicult. I will

take an illustration from logic, which classifies pre-

dicates as either affirmative or negative, and affirms

that all syllogisms are compounded of these two. In

the pictorial art, looking upon it merely as the repre-

sentation of objects in relief, we may find the same

elementary dual simplicity. Light and roundness

give relief, are affirmative; shade and flatness are

negative
;
just as the affirmative proposition brings a

thing vividly and prominently befoi'e jou, whereas

the negative casts it back into the shade.

Titian knew this, and his peculiar genius prompted

him to avail himself of the fact, to speak on canvas

as the poet speaks on paper, to present certain images

to the mind strongly, and to suppress other present

circumstances and details by his negative resource of

flatness or obscurity, so that they should not interfere

with the main thesis.

This difference is great enough to merit the title

of a new departure in the art; and surely enough,

from his day downwards, his method of treatment,

that is, the use of mystery to produce effect, has been

developed by all the painters to whom we can attribute

]irogress in the art, by Velasquez, Rubens, Rembrandt,

the Dutch painters of interiors and landscapes, by

Reynolds, Gainsborough, and others ; and they have

always been opposed by the conservative and dilet-

tanti theorists who refuse to see any sound basis for

the art outside perfection of design.

The analogy with poetry will be made clear to the

reader if we refer to ^lilton's lines quoted in a former

paper (see p. 260) :
—

" Thus sang the uncouth swain to th' oaks anil rills

While the still morn went out with sandals grey.

He touch'd the tender stops of various quills.

With eager thought warbling his Doric lay."

Titian could have painted a picture giving just these

ideas and no more, a picture which woidd have repre-

sented a rustic iu a blue mantle playing on the pipes,

a dark mass of oaks, a flash or two upon the running

stream, a clear morning sky, a grey gleam upon the

dewy meadows; that is all, all the rest flatness and

negation. In nature the rule stands ; there is no

relief without light, shadows are perfectly flat and

present no appearance of modelling, objects seen in

half-light appear less round than those in the full

blaze, and so on through all the gradations ; it is

onlv the objects which stand out in relief that affect

the imagination ; we pass the others over and heed

them not. The poet speaks of oaks and rills, there

is no word of the intricacies of their ramification or of

the delicate lines of their flow ; we only see the one

as a dark mass, the other as something gleaming. A
sculptor or a Raphael would exhibit all the minutiie

of form; Titian would do like the poet, give a dark

mass of verdure and a li([uid flash upon water.

His grandest work, the " Peter jNIartyr," has un-

fortunately perished. There are men still living who

can testify to its beauty; a few years and that will

have become a matter only of tradition.

There is, or was rather, a grand upward stretch

of tree-trunks with their foliage detaching darkly

against the sky ; these, no doubt, told as flat masses

of precious colour—golden greens and liquid violet

. browns ; the sky is barred with azure and gold.

There is little foreground, which is dark, rich, and

indefinite ; through an opening we see a stretch of
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distaiiut', Uw purplu llaiiki; oi some sliadowy liills, ami

some lines of amber suiiliijhl in the valleys. This is

all flat canvas, tlie sjrounilwork npou wliieh Titian

has embossed his lights. High up on the left there

is a lovely group of two eherubs descending with the

martyr's palm ; and dotted in zigzag down the middle

of the picture are one or two bos.ses of foliage, or

the fork of an old tree-trnnk. Down below on the

rio-ht, the ligures of the martyr and the ruflian, who

is stabbing him, are modelled in full relief, with all

the resources of roundness which Titian possessed.

Tlie draperies are blank and white with one touch of

deep crimson ; ou the left are two or three detached

bosses of light which described the head, arm, and

thigh of an attendant monk, who flies, terrified, right

out of the picture towards the speetatcjr. As usual

with Titian, some brilliant flat touches of light are

introduced to give relief to the tree-truidvs and the

shadowy form of the flying monk ; and in the fore-

ground here and there you see a plant, tenderly drawn

and sharply touched. Such is the simple formula

upon which this magnificent picture was built up.

Titian, writing to Federigo Gonzaga touching a

jiicture he had jiaintod for that prince, thus expressed

himself:—"If truly my hand with the paint-ln-ush

had corresponded to the grand conception I had in

my soul and my mind, I might think that I had

been able to show the desire I have to serve your

Excellency.''

What visions of beauty, what soul - stirring

])ageantry of form and colour have been vouclisafed

to the imaginations of great painters, and to them

only ! The world has to be satisfied with the poor

crumbs that fall, since no art can ever realise con-

ception, and no hand fully obey the dictates of the

soul. The perished splendour of the "Peter ^lartyr"

was jirobably as nothing compared to the grandeur of

the scene which Titian contemjilated with his mind's

eye.

Titian's art appeals directly to the imagination;

there is nothing left to philosophise or reason about.

In the eighteenth century, the age of philosophers, it

was said to be purely sensuous for that reason ; when

you come to depict and analyse it, it falls to pieces; it

is full of incorrectnes.s, is even awkward and inept.

Reynolds accuses him of a want of ideality, of not

correcting the forms of his model by a preconceived

standard of perfection ; for three hundred \ears the

dogmatists have fallen foul of bim, now on this

score, now on that: do what you will witii him, you

cannot make him fit in with formula ; he was a poet,

and has a claim to the licence of a ])oet, which

theorists are slow to grant him. It is said he failed

in drawing; it appears to nu' that he often drew

villainously, more often than not perhaps; and yet,

when in ;i lit of entliusiasni, he drew eyes, mouths,

arms, bcjughs of trees, and wreaths of vine leaves, as

no other man ever drew, Raphael and ^lichclangelo

not excepted. It is said he failed in design and

composition ; there is hardly a picture of his which

that very respectable class of men, the professors of

painting in Academies, might not choose as furnish-

ing examples to students of what to avoid; and yet

a picture of his once seen is never forgotten : the

design and composition remain indelibly' stami)ed on the

memory, faults and all—he won't be gainsaid. The

great masterpieces, the Vault of the Sistine, the

Stanze of the Vatican, as motive jjowers on modern

art, pale their inefl'ectual fires before the lawless,

incorrect, sensuous, apparently trivial and superficial

canvases of Titian. The world has gone spinning

meteorlike in the direction of the unsymmetrical, the

unclassical, and professors are left feebly wailing and

tearfully entreating it to desist from its wild courses

to no purpose.

And why is this? What is the chief accusation

liurled against the great A'enetian'r' His sensuous-

ness "did not appeal to the understanding, but to

the senses," says Count Algarotti ; and may I not

humbly and sorrowfully, feeling like a recreant pro-

fessor, untrue to my calling, plaintively suggest that

the world has come to the conclusion that the jimpcr

business of art is to a])j)eal to the senses and not to

the understanding? It is a come down, no doubt, but

if it is true, it is surely salutary to recognise it, and

frame our actions accordingly.

Titian's greatest jiowcr lay in colouring; he coukl

be grave, gav, solemn or ]ilayful, as he chose to mix

his tints ; he had all the sentiments on his palette,

and colouring, say the professors, only appeals to the

senses. Even the hard-headed, well-read Fustdi falls

in with the common cry, and speaks of " the inferior

but more alluring charm of colour;" indeed, until

comparatively recent days, writers have invariably

relegated colouring to a very inferior place :imongst

art-(jualities. Lately, especially in France, where the

science of art-criticism is carried to greater ]nMTec-

tion, and more intelligently exercised, than iu any

other country, its true importance is beginning to

be recognised, and it is Ix'ing raised t'l the very

foremost place as an essential and all-impurtant

quality of the art of ])ainting. ^^ ith all the older

writers colour is the despised sister; she is ])oor Cni-

dcrclla, who has to stay at home, while her haughty

sisters, design and composition, go to balls. A
little indulgent attention is paid her in an apolo-

getic way, and that is all ; ;ind yet it is perfectly

certain that it is to Cinderella that thi' young ])rince

kneels down and oJTers his hand and fortune, while

the two haughty sisters stand scowling and snilfiug

their noses, saying that they do not care fur ]irinces.

In other words, line-colouriiii;- is the essential and
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enduriiii;- quality iu the art uf painting- that always her people, aucl Titian, one of ihe i,nvatest yeniiibes

meets with appreciation. Since Raphael's day, art has produced, became also the typical colourist.

nothin<^ lias endured but eolourins^. What are the With him it was a language of the soul which ex-

reputatioHi ? Paul Veronese, Tintoretto, Rubens, pressed its emotions ; it was the key with which he

Velasquez, Rembrandt, Vandyek, Jan Steen, Metzu, penetrated into the hidden recesses of nature and

Cuyp, Teniers, Reynolds, Gainsborough, all eolourists; exposed her secrets. In colouring, there are elements

does not "\\'atteau live perennial, and Constable wdiich may be compared to harmony and melody

flourish like a green

bay-tree, and Morland,

that besotted scape-

grace, whose imagina-

tion rarely rose aljove

the ale-house or the

pig-sty, how is bis re-

putation to be account-

ed for on any other

grounds ?

I don't know if

the shades of departed

painters are still capa-

ble of human vanity
;

if so, they must look

on the entree to the

exclusive winter exhi-

bitions of the Royal

Academy as a proud

privilege. It is denied

to many good designers,

men who were strong

in drawing and com-

position, like the Ca-

racei, Domenichino,and

Guido ; it is accorded

willingly to all the \e-

netians, to the Dutch-

men, and to IMorland ;

and whatever fine

theories men may in-

dulge in in books or

in the study, here is a

test of the most prac-

tical kind of the rela-

tive importance of co-

lour as compared to

other qualities. The

A'enetians were all fine

iiriAN's viiiux : iiiE i;ii;th of zukoi'A.

(From a Diatcing bii J. E. Hotlr/son, n.A. Engraved bij A. Blosse.)

in music, and Titian

stands in the same re-

lation to Paul Vero-

nese that Beethoven

does to Rossini. With

him you do not stoj)

to think of the hap]iy

ecimbiuation of tints,

of the judicious oppo-

sition of blue to yel-

low, or red to green

;

the imagination is set

ill harmony with the

s|)irit of the subject.

in llir beautiful pic-

ture of the " Entomb-

ment ' in the Louvre,

for instance, it is at

once impressed by

solemnity and sadness,

and is plunged in a

mental twilight and

sympathetic gloom.

Before that picture we

say to ourselves, " Yes,

so it was ; to those be-

wildered disciples, to

that heart-broken
mother, and to that

other devoted and ador-

ing ]Mary, when the

I head day was over,

the day of infamy and

terror, when darkness,

lightnings, and earth-

quakes had proclaimed

the wrath of God at a

dastardly crime ; when

the bloody sweat was

despairing agony was

limj) and lifeless body
eolourists ; they lived in the midst of fine colour. In staunched, when the cry o

Titian's day, as now, nature was decking the domes silenced, and tliey bore the

and spires of A'enice with ever-shifting phases of of their gentle friend and teacher to its resting-

beauty, " the loveliest still the last ;
•" her skies were jilaee, all must have seemed over; the vague but

blue, her clouds opal, and on the green waters quivered brilliant hopes, the proud prospects of returning

the golden reflection of her marble palaces ; and, in

addition to that, if we may trust historians and

essayists, her quays were always encumbered with

bales of gorgeous silks and costly brocades thick with

gold and jewels. A taste for colour became natural to

kingdom in Israel, all were gone for ever, and the

still silence of the unretnriiing dead vouchsafed no

answer to their doubts." All this we may read in

the picture, conveyed, not by its design, but by tone

and colour.
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It is f,'oud for mini to \x a paiiitui'. Ilis paint-

box and his pencil, wliat friends they are ; in their

uonipauionship he is eonseious of no wants and feels

no jirivntions.

Those shiniiii;- tuhes ranged side by side— the long-

burnt sienna, the mediuni Antwerp blue, and the

short rose madder— what an inlinite potentiality

there is in them, emild he but bring it out !
Inside

those tin capsules is enclosed a power which could

move the world, could conquer princes, and unlock

the treasures of the earth.

And that power is so easily let loose : you un-

screw the top and give a sqvieeze and the thing is

done. AVith quite a few of them—tlake white, ivory

black, cobalt blue, vermilion, rose madder, burnt

sienna, yellow ocluv, Naples yellow, and a green

—

it would be possible to ])aint a masterpiece like the

"Bacchus and Ariadne" or the "Peter Martyr;"

all you have to do is to put them in their right

places; it is beautifully simple, but the uorst of it is

that no one can teach you : Titian himself could not.

It is possible to teach a man to draw. As Topffcr

Ka>-s, anvbody who i-an form a capital D (jr K can

be taught, but to colour requires In Ijushc, and with-

out it there is nothing to be done whatever. But

whole schools have coloured well and others badly,

how is that to be accounted for 'l

If colouring is not to be taught, it follows that

every painter must begin at the beginning, and con-

struct the art for himself. And why should a number

of people living in one particular city or province

fail to do so, whilst in an adjoining city or province

a number succeed? May we not explain the paradox

in this way? The majority of people may have the

ho'iSti of colouring, only a vicious system of early

training and education may deaden it and prevent its

development. This hypothesis opens u|) a wide field

of inquiry, which I must reserve for a future paper.

J. E. Hodgson.

Tin-; COLOUK-OAKLAXn.

(From a Vraainy hy J. K Uoduson, j;..l. liinjraval by II. F. Uuvcy.)
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SCULPTUKE AT THE EOYAL ACADEMY.

WOULD be straiifje,

indeed, it' the most

contemiR'd and ne<;--

leeted liraneli of Vavj;-

lisli ait — that wliicli

has beeu most <^-ene-

iMiiy despaired of as being least in

consonance witli the English artistic

lem])erament—should, after all, be

the one to take the lead in showing

a consistent development on a tirm

and lasting basis. That such is, at

the present moment, the case I

would not exactly venture to assert

too confidently, notwithstanding the

real progress revealed on all sides

by the younger school ; but at any

rate the frozen surface of a worn-out conventionality

has now been broken through in all directions, and

though its ddfjiis are still over-prominent, the new

growth appears green and vigorous beneath.

More brilliant shows, attaining, too, a higher

average of excellence, have perhaps been seen

during the last three years at the Academy ; but

it is, at any rate, satisfactory to perceive that the

example of such enthusiastic students of nature

—

investigated anew by the light of the early Italian

Renaissance—as Mr. Alfred Gilbert and INIr. Onslow

Ford has already borne fruit, and that it has not

merely excited an ephemeral interest. That the

austere and noble art of such a worshijiper of the

Cireek ideal as Mr. Hamo Thornycroft should find

many imitators is not to be expected ; but it is a

subject for rejoicing that that art has been main-

tained at its high level, and has even made a step

in advance. In like manner the great, and even

excessive, elaboration bestowed by Sir Frederick

Leighton on his plastic works renders them—though

they are undoubtedly, in their peculiar way, re-

markable—yet iwt very suitable to serve as models

for a nascent school. It is a subject of regret, never-

theless, that the President has on this occasion sent

nothing to the sculpture-galleries. It may certainly

be said, without exaggeration, that the section of

sculpture at the Academy contains the two finest

and most genuinely original works which have been

contributed this year in any branch of art by English

artists ; it is, indeed, by these, and by the painted

portraits sent by some foreign and American masters,

that the exhibition will be chietly remembered. It is

hardly necessary to state that the works in tpiestiou

are ^Ir. Tiiornycroft's severely Greek and yet in n;)-

wise imitative "Medea," and Mr. Alfred Gilbert's

large model of a gilt-bronze monumental statue of the

Queen, of whicli the iiriginal has already lieen erected

at Winchester. Mr. Thurnycroft's statue fultils the

promise of the admirable tpiasi -archaic " Teucer,"

by wlii( h he first made his fame, and is in point

of conee]5tion and style superior to the subsequently

]iroduced " Artemis," and the Millet-like " Reaper."

It shows the Colchian sorceress—calm and self-con-

tained in the consciousness of irresistible power—at

the moment when she charms with the magic harmo-

nics of her lyre the Dragon-guardian of the Golden

Fleece. The serpent-like monster has closely en-

twined itself round the draperies which cover her

lower limbs, this arrangement of the design impart-

ing to it an additional, an almost architectural,

severity of aspect, which the sculptor has deliberately

still further enhanced by renouncing, in favour of an

almost hieratic dignity of mien and gesture, any

attempt to simulate realistically the suppleness of life

and movement. Let us come at once to the chief de-

fect of the work, which is a sufficiently grave one ; it

is from one point of view only—the front aspect—that

it fully realises the artist's meaning; at the back the

draperies hang in a sumewhat baggy and nnmcaiiiiig

fashion, without suggesting the form beneath, while

from neither side does the conception assert itself

with absolute clearness. It is nevertheless a work

of remarkable power and originality, finely expressed

in a style akin to the post-Pheidian but still severe

phase of Greek art which preceded the epoch of

Praxiteles; that is to say, in a manner in which it

is most difficult for a modern, avoiding irresistible

temptations to direct imitation, to be powerful and

original. Mr. Thornycroft here displays a successful

assimilation of the principles and practice of Greek

art, as distinguished for a mere reproduction of its

most salient outward features.

The only other work which this year strongly re-

veals this same ambition to revive the characteristics

of the Attic style is Mr. George Simonds's "Fortune "

—a bronze statue, the torso of which has great merit,

and is based on a very close study of antique models,

while the head is by comparison weak and unmeaning.

Here is, in contrast to the last instance, a case where

enthusiastic admiration and careful imitation of Greek

examples has not generated anything new and living,

but onlv a faint echo of the thing worshipped.

^Ir. Gilbert's imposing monument just referred

to differs (o/o cwLo, both in mode of expression and
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exoeiiticiii, from the cxnm|)li's wliieli have jusl, (lerii-

pied u«. The Queen, Ixiklly represented in her rijie

matui'ity, appeal's majestienlly entlironed on a ma^'-

nifieent arehitectiirally-desig-ned ehair, of whieli tlie

general lines are manifestly Gothic, thoua^'h the

beautiful statuettes which adorn it are in the Italian

\vr;ippi>d Mi-ound llie imposing' liyiuv, and overlnp-

ping the thrme in ;ill directions, are the royal robes,

designed with great breadth and freedom, and with

a picturesijue rather than a sculptui-al exaggeration

of fold.

"What chielly detracts from the fii-st impression

3ikm:a.

(//.'/ ITamn Thorn !;rroft, II. A. EiKjrari'i} by C. Cartrr.)

style of the sixteenth renlnry, and tlie finiciful de-

tails are all th(> artist's own. Her .M;i jesi y, emwned
with the royal circlet, hulds in the right hand the

sceptre, in the left a globe surmounted by a beantil'ul,

if somewhat unorthodox, Greek Victory : suspended

over the sovereign's head is a Tuchir crnwn, which,

by its perilous resem])lancc to a lamp, somewhat

detracts from the dignity of the ensemble. Loosely Nike, the lam'el-wreatli wliii'li forms a background to

ciinveyed by a work so daring, and so little in accord-

ance with tlie conventionalities imposed b\- tradition,

is the WMUt 111' lii>niog(>ncily displayed in the stvli'

of its oonccptiim and execution— tlie iin]ieiTect

fusion of its over-numerous component jiarts. In

the first place, the' ;irlist literally revels in ;i |iro-

fiision of beautil'id det;iil—globi- and se(>ptre with ils
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the voyal featuios, the mnny licanlil'ul stadu'tlos wliidi

nil the niclies nl' tlic tliviini', all I't'iiiw rendevecl wiili

the most loviii<i,- care—and this very jirofiiseness lu'

splendour confuses the eye and detracts from the

iTion\imcntal simplicity which is the primary i-equisite

and has, with a view to decorative effect, displayeil in

the su])erhly-niodelled rohes an nnsenlptnral exuber-

ance of fold rivalling- that wliieli was the chief

characteristic of Bernini and Ids school, he seeks

—

and seeks in vain— to fiise these elements of his

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

(Bi/ Al/mJ Gi)hin, A.H.A. Ennrarnl bij Jonnani.)

of a work of this class. To this Mr. Gilbert would desiirn with a throne, which, notwithstanding its

no doubt reply that it would be impossible to be more richness of adornment, is of a severely monumental

lavish than was Pheidias himself in his adornments of character, well befitting a work whose destination

his great chryselephantine statues of Athene and of it is to be erected in the open air. These reser-

the Olvmpian Zeus. But, wdiile the sculptor has, in vations having lieen made, it is possible to admire

his admirable likeness of the Queen, adopted a pictur- unreservedly the lieauty and freedom of the niodel-

esque mode of treatment in the modelling of the flesh, ling throughout, together with the exquisite delicacy
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1

'* Tlicy bouiKl me on ... .

l.'pon his buck with many a thonx;
Then loosed liim wilh a sudden lash,

Away ! away ! and on we dush !

"

Group suggested for tiik IlKCOKATtox or .w Oll;^^ Sp.vce in London.

(/??/ C. Laurs, JSngravtil by Jonnarfl.)
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displaVL'd in cfi-t:iiu ]iortioiis, aiul, above all, the

majesty of attitiule aud exi^ression which the sculp-

tor has been able to impart to the royal effigy,

while preserving faithfully, and with a searching

realism, the salient features of the model as they

now exist, together with the details of the costume,

which is actually that by which the sovereign is

distii>guished.

The huge group by Mr. Charles B. Lawes, occu-

pying the centre of the chief sculpture gallery, and

described, notwithstanding its dimensions, as " Half-

sized Model of a Group,'" is, so far as one can see,

a variante—in motive, though not in design—of the

famous " Toro Farnese." Here, however, the heroine

is a kind of she-Mazeppa, with respect to whose

exact history or legend the public has not been

taken into the sculptor's confidence. The work shows

many isolated passages of highly spirited and skilful

modelling, but, from whatever j)oint of view it is

examined, the design as a whole presents a confused

appearance in its present position.

It is not possible to say much in praise of the

two full - length statues supplied by IMr. Thomas

Woolner. These represent respectively " Sir Stam-

ford llaffles " and " The late Dr. Eraser, Bishop of

^lanchester," and are marked by a generalised but

not a genuinely ideal mode of treatment. Somewhat

more distinctive is the "Sir Bartle Frere " of Mr.

Brock, the original of which has quite recently been

erected in the gardens of the Thames Embankment;

but here the robes which fall from the shoulders of

the erect figure are ineffectively composed and un-

necessarily devoid of style.

Mr. Onslow Ford is this year content to be re-

presented by two busts
—"Portrait of my Mother"

aud "The late General Gordon." The influence of

his art is, however, very ap])nrent in the work of

Mr. Alfred Drury, whose statuette, "The Genius

of Sculpture," and life - size terra-cotta bust, " II

Penseroso," show abundant cleverness of modelling,

with a remarkable simulation of the elasticity of

flesh. They are, however, marked by a certain vul-

garity of aspect generated by a too close suggestion

of the studio and the model. Somewhat open to the

same reproach are two very ably-modelled " Studies

of Heads" by Mr. Thomas R. Essex, whose art has

apparently been influenced by that of both Mr. Gil-

bert and Mr. Onslow Ford. He, too, has not yet

advanced far beyond a clever rendering of the model,

and infuses into his work too little of the interpreting

influence of the creative artist. Again, the " Study

of an Old IMan—Head," by Mr. .T.'Wenlock Rollins,

shows energy and precision of modelling aud a cer-

tain power of conception; its resemblance, however,

to Douatello's master])iece in painted terra-cotta, the

" Niccolo da Uzzano " of the Bargello, is so extra-

ordinarily close that it cannot possibly be accidental,

and this too-manifest imitation, though it be of a great

model, deprives the work of a great part of its value.

A very spiiited and masculine performance, exe-

cuted in accordance with the better traditions of

the modern French school, is Mr. Henry C. Christie's

" The Scout "—an entirely nude figure of a young

man lying close to the ground, with eye and ear

strained to the utmost, and muscles all tense. As an

anatomical study the statue is excellent, and, more-

over, the main motive is very consistently worked

out. Mr. Henry A. Pegram has, in his elaborate

group " Death Liberating a Prisoner," shown a

laudable ambition, not altogether unjustified by

results. He has conceived a tall mysterious figure

of Death, which, shrouded in long, perpendicularly

hano'ins' veils, stands overshadowing the half-nude

figure of an expiring captive. The inter-conueetion

of the two figures is not made sufficiently clear—it

being open to doubt whether Death has already per-

formed, or is about to perform, its work of mercj'

—but in both figures are to be found passages of

considerable merit, and among them the head and

torso of the prisoner, and some ]iortion of the

draperies of the Death. IMr. Boehm is this year

represented only by some bust-portraits of no very

commanding merit, and by an ably modelled but

unduly theatrical equestrian statuette of Richard

Coeur de Lion—intended for Blackfriars Bridge.

There is considerable grace and facility in Mr.

T. Nelson M'Lean's " Resurrection," the model of

a marble statue which has been designed for a

family tomb at Wiesbaden, and which has there been

greeted with a chorus of applause seldom accorded

by the Continent to English sculpture.

A not altogether pleasing feature of the ex-

hibition is the presence on this occasion in the

galleries of an unusual number of foreign works

of fair but not first-rate workmanship, which are

not very likely to afford a satisfactory cxamide to
j

English sculptors. Is it not passing strange that i

the Academy, having closed its doors to a Rodin,

should now open them wide to a number of able I

craftsmen, but second-class artists, such as Signori !

Salvatore Albano, Induni, aud Lombardi, Herr Engel,

^I. Alphouse van Beurden, and others? The first-

mentioned sculptor has a life-size marble group of

" Cupid and Psyche," very daintily executed in the

manner of the modern Italian school, if somewhat

meretricious in style, and superficial rather than

searching in the finish of its execution. Signor In-

duni shows a finely modelled head called " Medi-

tation ; " ]M. van Beurden's " jNIusieal Clown " is a

skilfully executed aud sufficiently animated figure,

which contains an evident reminiscence of ^I. Saint-

Mareeaux's famous " Arlequiu."
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Tn a class liy itself must be placed a very spirited General Gordon in Trafalgar Square. The peculiar

and elaborate group, moulded in wax, by Mr. Adrian technique of this branch of sculpture seems in this

Jones, and called "The Last Arrow:" it shows a example to have been imperfectly mastered, while the

mouuted Indian discharging an arrow at a huge panel is, from a decorative point of view, overcrowded

bison brought to bay. This work would be much and inharmoniously laid out. Taking into considera-

improvcd by the suppression of a good deal of the tion the exceptional difficulty of representing in very

TIIK EESeUHECTIOX.

(By T. Xelson M'Lcan. Knijmtcd by C. Cui-Ur.)

mere superficial detail, and I he cousecpicnt eniplia- low relief (he front view of the huuiau face, Mr. G.

sising of the main elements of the design. Nalhorp must be congratulated on the considerable,

The art of sculptural relief is but little practised if not absolute, success achieved in his ]iortrait-

in England, and the Academy contains this year an niedallicju " Robert Browning." Among tiie wax
unusually small numl)er of works of this class. i\Ir. models for medals may be singled out for mention

Hamo Thornycroft cannot be said to have achieved Miss Ella Casella's clever " Henry Irving," the ob-

complete success with his " Justice and .Mercy," a verse of which is a close and skilful imitation of the

decorative panel intended for the national memorial to manner of the great Pisanello. Cl.AlDK Pmi.l.U's.
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Fi<r. 1.— BAIIASCI'S TILES.

THE STOPPING-POINT IN OENAMENT.

XY attempt to define the limits

within wliieli the decoration of

things of common everyday use

hould reasonably be confined,

may seem at first sight rash

cuongh. The degree of orna-

ment which is too much for

one man will not lie enough for another— so much
depends upon the cajiacity of tlie artistic diges-

tion. But, just as an object itself, its use, its

material, and the manner of its making, indicate

plainly enough the fit method of its decoration, so

also they give the hint as to the measure thereof. It

would seem, in short, as though the point at which a

material or a process failed were the point at which

we might most conveniently stop, rather than bring

in some supplementary process, which, under pretence

of helping it out, will end most likely in sujiplanting

or effacing it.

This will be made clearer liy an example—fur

instance, pottery, in aid of which industry so many
of the applied arts are called in, that we shall

necessarily have to branch out by the way into dis-

cussion of the wide subject of applied ornament. It

is with such ornament, and not just pottery alone,

that this article is concerned.

The primitive way of pot-making is what is

known as " throwing," that is to say, shaping a lump

of wet clay with the hands as it revolves on the

wheel before the potter. This is at the same time

the method most directly conducive to artistic results.

Bigotry alone would seek to narrow the scope of a

workman to any one process of making. One is fain

to own that in the hands of an artist the lathe may
have its use—the so-called Etruscan vases were turned

on the lathe, the artist j^robably caring more about

the painting of his vessel than abnut the quality of

potting.

But whilst you watch the potter at his wheel it

appears to you that no supplementary process can be

necessary. Almost from the moment he begins to

hollow with his hands the revolving lump of plastic

clay before him, it begins to take suave and beautiful

shapes, gliding the] one into the other as the wheel

goes round, with an ease which it is delightful to see.

It all seems to go so easily that your fingers itch

to try a turn at it. Seeing the jiotter at his work

you realise how it is that ugly forms are so rare

in primitive pottery ; and you are inclined to think

that the ugliest pot ever made on the wheel must

have passed in the making through several stages

of beautiful form, which the potter, sitting over his

work, did not perceive perhaps, or did not see to be

beautiful.

It is an idea which commends itself to the manu-

facturer, that the soft shapes of the wheel need to be
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I'ffac-wl hv the more ineclKUiical action <it' the latlie ; in

other words, that a second and snpplenientary process

shonld he called in to do the work over ajrain. It

is true that only certain shapes can conveniently he

thrown on the wheel. But tliese are obvionsly the

most beautil'nl. There may be ninnotimy in them, bnt

so there is in the sha|M's of turnery. ^loreover, if the

])otter were in the habit of depending more upon the

wheel, he would surely find in it still furlhcr facilities.

If the blunt f(U'ms jiro-

duced by his finger-tips

are wanting somewhat in

precision, he might even

use the modelling- tool

(reticently, as an artist

would) to make indeiita-

fions smaller than with

Ins lingers he could. But

that is a very different

thing from submitting his

w(irk to an after-process,

and, in fact, effacing with

a mere revolving plane,

iu the half-dry state of

the clay, all that was

dune to it wliilst it was

amenably moist to the

hand. If any sneh final

shaving operation is to

be gone through there is

artistically small reason

for the preparatory pro-

cess of throwing. The

thin"- niia-ht iust as well

be east, or otherwise

mechanically made, from

its commencement, since

there is to bo nothing

but what is mechanical

in the result. This is so

in after-processes generally. They are apt to undo

a great deal of what has been done. How fatally

the final ])rocess of glass-pa]iering wipes out every

crisp touch which would tell of the wood-carver's

chisel

!

The excuse in the particular inslancc of earthen-

ware (there is always an excuse for unworkmauHkc-

ness) is in some snjiposed advantages of lightness

and so-called elegance. The answer to this is that

lightness is not th(! (piality most characteristic of,

or especially desirable in, ])ottery. If it is elegance

we want, we had lictter employ glass, the convenient

and conventional treatment of wliirh is all in the

direction of grace and airiness; a bulil)le is a bubble,

whether blown in molten glass or soap-and-water.

In earthenware wf had liest be content with the

Fio

subtle and lieantifnl, if heavier, forms the wet clay

gives us.

Unfortunately, the workman (and (his is true

of us all, whatever our walk in art) always wants

to do more than his means will let him. It is the

rarest thing in tiie world to know where to stay

your hand, or to have the self-restraint to stay it.

It is the more necessary, therefore, to insist—one

cannot insist too strongly—that in ornament, at

all events in ornament

applied to any useful pur-

pose, it is best to stop

when the material itself

gives you the hint. In

the "convention" of

work in which that hint

has been taken there is

always a fitness or right-

ness wdiieh is one of the

greatest charms of art

applied.

If you once go be-

yond the resources of

your material there is no

knowing where to pull

np, and few indeed are

they who manage to halt

iu time, ^ou may go on

until you reach a sort of

lower stage of " high

art; " but in doing that

you inevitably lose those

qualities of \isefulness

and fitness which are the

only justification of art

—excepting such as may

be of the supreme beauty

to justify its claims to

independence. A great

work of art is a kind of

king among created things, and artists, at all events,

who know how well it is deserving of its crown,

will always do willing homage to it. But we

don't want this work-a-day world peopled with

kings, least <if all with petty ])rinces and pretenders.

To return to the instance in point, when it comes

to the after-decoration of earthenware the rule of

convention appears to me to hold equally good : "if

it were done, when 'tis done, then 'twere well il

were done quickly." I'^laborate and difiicnlt processes,

involving something in the nature of a /"iir ile force,

are a snare to the artist and a delusion to the buyer.

The salesman has a way of excusing the high ])riee

of a Ihing on the score of the dilhculfy there was in

making it. But was it worth while? that is the

question. Apart from its great superiority in design.

-FIOUEE FHOJI QEEEK VASE.
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there is not mueh to clioose between the Porthiml vase

and the mavvellously cut glass or crystal of modern

Bohemia. They are the very extravag'ance of work-

manship, and as such deserving of the respect due

to all j)atient labour, and no more. Whatever the

value of patience, it does not rank, outside the cojiy-

book, as the virtue of virtues. Genius may or may
not be accompanied by patience ; but the power of

taking pains does not constitute genius, nor will it

even enable one to design so much as a good isattern.

But this is straying rather from the point, which

is, that the material and process

used may be trusted to suggest the

character of decoration, and the

point at which it should be re-

strained. vSo lavish is our use of

ornament, that one is reduced

sometimes to a state of mind bor-

dering ujion frenzy, in which one

might exclaim, " Pattern, pattern

everywhere, and not a line in

place
!

"

Sup23ose an earthen vessel is

somehow to be enriched with co-

lour. The simplest and about the

most obvious means to emjiloy is

just to dip it into a coloured glaze,

even as the simplest way to dye a

textile is to dip it into the vat.

The glaze will naturally follow the

law of gravitation ; and it is rather

difficult to get an even colour by
that means (Fig. 3) . But there is

no artistic reason whatever why
the colour should be even. On
the contrary, beautiful effects of

quasi-accidental colour are obtaineil

by the running of the glaze. I

say quasi-accidental because the

accidents in art ai'c, or ought to

be, foreseen and reckoned upon. Though the potter

cannot be sure of any precise shade of colour, ex-

perience tells him, within a little, the kind of

''Huke'' he may expect. He fires, so to speak,

with his eyes shut, but not quite so wildly as might

seem ; he takes a good look first at the object of

his aim, and he is habitually very near the mark.

In actual flaws and failures there is neai'ly always

a lesson which artists, especially the Orientals, have

wisely turned to account, not by intentionally pro-

ducing faulty work, but by noting how a new and

beautiful, and at the same time workmanlike, effect

may be obtained by working with the material. A
coloured glaze, no doubt, maybe too unequal; a care-

less or lazy workman may stop too soon. In the glazes

of the Chinese and Japanese, the change of colour is

^'

Fig. 3.— r.L.tZF.D CHINA.

Tedallic

sometimes far too sudden. But, even so, it is a

hundred times to be preferred to the insipid even-

ness of tint which is the aim of so many a modern
manufacturer. It was the aim, too, of the cele-

brated French potters, who laboriously produced some
of the most excruciating tints — whether due to

their own_ want of taste or to the vulgarity of

the Du Barry and other such patrons, one hardlv

knows. In how many of the arts is insipid even-

ness reached with infinite pains, and at the sacrifice

of beauties peculiar to the material !

Greater variety of colour than

is to be obtained by simple glaze

may naturally be produced by in

any way roughening the surface

of the ware before it is dipped,

and the judicious contrast of

smoother and rougher jjarts is

artistically very valuable. This

roughness may consist in the

merest scratching, or in raised

modelling, which last is capable

of being carried even to the point

of competition with sculpture. In

that case it enters a class of work

not now under consideration. If

the perfection of figure-modelling

is what is wanted (and this, again,

applies to a great deal of misplaced

figure-work in decorative art gene-

rally), it would be so much more

properly put to other purposes,

that it is a mistake to apply it to

so humble a thing as household

pottery.

It is a misfortune, alike for the

art of pottery and that of figure-

design, that Flaxman should have

spent so much of his genius on

those finnikin and crudely-coloured

ith which the most familiar form of

A\'edgwood ware is encrusted. A much more ^\ork-

maulike process is that of painting in clay on

clay, usually in white upon a coloured ground.

M. " Solon " is not a Flaxman ; but his paintings

in pate sur pate, as it is called, are infinitely su-

perior as pottery to Wedgwood's moulded medal-

lions. You get here the utmost delicacy of which

the material is capable. Not that this utmost deli-

cacy is a thing universally to be sought. It is

a kind of luxury in which one may be occasionally

permitted to indulge, or in which here and there one

conqietent may be permitted to indulge, growing as

it does naturally out of a natural process of work.

It is a sort of fine gentleman cousin of a process

that is easy and obvious enough for the decoration of

^
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w:ire for oominuu usu—tluit more roiiyli-inid-ready

painting-, namely, in clay or " slip," as it is called,

where the touches of the brush are left to tell their

own tale. It is certainly not a discreditable one in

the least—and it is always interesting-.

In modern Indian jiottery a vei-y effective use is

made of " slip." The tlark-eoloured elay is patterned

over in whitish slip, and then the whole is dipjied in

transjiareut glaze. A very important characteristic

of this work in slight relief is that it is so slight as

not in any way to interfere with the form of the

thing it enriches, nor jet in any

way to hinder its usefulness. It

is mui-li the same with the re-

stricted relief of repousse metal

;

whereas feature applied to bronze

or metal shapes usually prevents

the appearance of so many ex-

crescences upon it. The model-

ling- you get with a brush is not

likely ever to be in too b<jld

relief.

The art of sgraffitto or scratch-

ing is also admirably adajited in

its directness to earthenware.

Just as the Italian decorator

covered his tinted plaster with a

layer of white plaster, and while

it was yet soft scratched out his

design (which thus appeared in

the dark colour of the under-

ground), so the potter di))s his

vessel of dark-toned clay into a

paste of white, and on this outer

coating proceeds to scratch his

design. Or, of course, he maj-

scratch on the moist body of the

vessel itself, and rub colour into

the incised lines (Fig. S). These

processes are alike simple and

direct, and in a manner suggest themselves by their

very facility.

The objection there may be to obtaining relief

by the putting-on of ornament does not quite ap})ly

to the rude and rough and less assuming work, such

as German stoneware or gres dc Flandres; and the

glaze heljis to soften the harshness of the cast forms.

Stamps or punches may also be used for impressing

coarse patternwork (I'^ig. 5). Within certain limits

one may employ in ornament devices which wovdtl

not be endurable in work of more hiftv pretensions;

though there is always a danger of hardness resulting

from mechanical and perfunctory ways of working.

The contention is that the truly conventional way is

the workmanlike way, and liiat, by this means the end

of beauty may Ijc gained without sncrifice of use, and

Fii?. 4.—ITALIAN KAIliNCE.

williiHit exiienditun? of more time and labour than is

justified by the purpose in view. That is a point

which has to be considered in craftsmanship.

One would not, of course, exclude the human or

animal tigures from the sphere of ornamental design;

but it should be of the simplest and most spontaneous

kind—such as would be done without effort and under

no special disadvantage—not in any way pretending-

to the accuracy, finish, or dignity even of art un-

apj)lied. Tlie figures on the Etruscan vases were

ordinarily painted right off without any great care

for accuracy. Sometimes they

are wild enough in drawing (Fig.

2). But even the more delicate

and graceful figures of the best

period indicate rather that the

artist was master of the figure,

than that he cared to draw it as

accurately as he might have done

(Fig. 6). If it comes easier to

a man, or is more amusing to

him, to devise human or animal

forms rather than any other, by

all means let him do that, but in

so doing- let him aim at what he

can best do under the circum-

sfances, and not ignore them, nor

yet attempt to oppose them.

Nowhere is the futility' of

searching for qualities difficult of

attainment in the material used

more apparent than in the paint-

ing of pottery. Think of all the

miniatures in china tnined <iut

from the factories of Sevres,

Dresden, and Stoke—marvels of

misapplied skill — and compare

their absolute ineffectiveness as

decoration with a bit of Italian

faience, or Damascus tile work,

or Gubbio ware, or Ilispano-moresque lustre (Figs.

1, 4, 7), and see how the glory is all with the direct

and untrammelled " conventional " art of the potter

who made the most of the beautiful eaj)aeilies for

colour and iridescent beauty which lay in his cruci-

lile, and how vain were the efforts of the would-be

miniature or landscui)e jjainter. If he ever succeeded

in getting what he sought (which is very doubtful)

he certainly failed to pi-oduce decoration. That was

sacrifi-ced, as it so often is, to a misj)laced jjictorial

ambition. And this apjilies, unihitis miiltiiidis^ with

equal force to decoration in general.

Whatever medium a painter adopts, he is bound

in reason to consider that medium, as he is bound

to consiih-r tin- work before him in adopting it

—

distemper, fresco, oil, encaustic, or whatever it may
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be. In ceramic painting the elioiee lies between

painting ou the glaze and painting on the " biscuit,"

as it is called before it is glazed. For ordinary

earthenware the more limited resources of the

Fig-, y. STAilPEU SIOMEWAUE.

" under-glaze " method offer ail that the ornamentist

need desire. One reason of our modern failures lies

in the multitude of our facilities, as tlie source of the

ancient triumphs is to be foiind jiartly in the sim-

plicity of their resources.

The artist's choice of manner will be regulated to

some extent by what he wants to do. In any ease,

if he is discreet, he will limit his ambition to the

range of his palette. That is to say, he will think

out a scheme of colour which, if not suggested by

the oxides employed in ceramic painting, is not in

any way opposed to them. This will indeed deprive

him of some possible indulgence in naturalistic effect

;

but ill the main it will lead him to more perfei-t

achievement than would the jiursuit of mere ditli-

cultics, without regard to the nature of vitreous

colours and the action of the kiln upon them. It is

only when we respect our materials that we get the

most out of them.

The uncertainty of colour which has to pass

through the fire renders it most unwise to entertain a

scheme which (whether founded upon nature or not)

depends upon absolute accuracy of tint. The certain

thing about vitreous colours is their uncertainty in the

kiln. Remember, too, that the painter is working

always more or less in the dark, since the value of

his work is not perceived until it comes out of the

furnace. It may be possible to get absolute Hesh-

tones in china colours ; but at what a cost of risk,

and at what a sacrifice of qualities (rich colour quali-

ties, for example), so easily obtainable, and decora-

tively so much more valuable !

If an artist elect tlesh-jiainting as his nit'lier, let

him forswear whatever has to pass through the fire,

and adopt a medium in which he can express himself

with ease, or at all events without for ever breaking

his heart over it. Better be an underwriter during

perpetual high gales, or a large holder of doubtful

stock in a.time of general panic, than live the life of

a pot-painter, whose ambitions are all in opposition

to his craft.

So iu other crafts. The glass-painters of the

best periods were content with white glass for their

Hesh-tone. And it was for no lack of ability to

get something more like ilesh-colour that the great

decorators of the sixteenth century adopted flesh-

tones which were certainly what may be called con-

ventional. However limited the resources of an art,

a man knows that, or should know it, when he takes

it up.

Besides, every medium has its inherent advantages

as well as its limits, and it is these which slmuld

be turned to account. There is a liquid and trans-

parent quality iu water colour which every water-

colour painter wishes he could only retain beyond the

wet stage of his picture. This is just what the china

painter can get without the least trouble, by simply

Fig. G. FIGURE FROM A GREEK VASE OF THE BEST PERIOD.

floating on his colour with a full brush. Surely, then,

that is the kind of thing to aim at, when it is within

easy reach, instead of fidgeting it, or sti]ipling it,
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or (laliliiiii; it with cotton-wool, to the dull evenness

so clear to the comniereial mind, or otherwise labori-

Fi-. -ITALIAN LUSTEE.

as also the scheme of colour should luive reference to

what can best be done with the palette available.

In pottery-painting, or whatever it may be, in

metal-carving-, in mosaic, in embroidery, in jewellery,

ouslv seeking effects more easily and much better pro-

duced by other means. That loose, juicy, potty look

is more valuable in ceramic paintinoj than any decjree

of mere finish, and should be turned to account^—just to stoj

Fig. 8.—SCDATCIIED WOKK.

everywhere it holds good, that the relation both of

the forms and the colour should have direct reference

to the technique employed. ^Vhat is simplest under

the circumstances is nut only safest, but more directly

conducive to success ; and there is a further charm in

the evidence of the directness itself.

In all applied art, and in every stage of it, the

work in hand points out the approjiriatc- treatment ;

it suggests the degree as well as the kind of <'on-

ventionality to adopt. Vou have only to heed its

promjiting, and it will tell you what to do and where

Lewis V. Day.

T)UTJERCUP colour was her print ffo-toi,

"^ //oiti stran!;cly rare, hoiu quainlly fair ;

She walked in the woods Ihal skirl Ihe lo-iun,

And I lUtl Iter there—

At eve, as I loitered up and down.

All alone, and a little forlorn ;—

And lo ! as she passed, her yelloriv gown

Was caught by a thorn.

Unmannerly sweet of the old crooked bough !

I paused and bent it, to let her go ;

The gown was torn—can you wonder how,

IVhen my heart beat so?

For what could I do near a cheek so fair.

Near eyes assuring so true a soul.

Near the dear gaivn's ipiaintness, but then and there

Love the perfect whole ?

It was so. The first of love's fine content.

The first half smile, the first halffro^wn.

The meeting of hands o'er the little rent

In the yellow gorivn.

Kate Carter.

.S4.5
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JLLLXA^•LlliI; :macijOXALD, esq.

(FiviMi (Tip rniiiting by G. Eeid, R.S.A. Enfiraved hy M. Klinlirhi.)

THE KEPPLESTONE COLLECTION.

II—yes—to be sure, Annapolis

must !)(' defended — troops

must be sent to Annapolis.

Pray, where is Annapolis?"

asks tlie Duke of Newcastle

in Horaee Walpole's letters.

Witli:)Ut displaying any ap-

proach to such ignorance

many an art connoisseur may
ask, "Pray, -where is Kepplestone? " Kepplestonc

House lies beyond tlie western extremity oi the

ancient city of Al)erdeen, at no great distance from

the banks of the l\'e, and within sight, almost

within sound, of the German Ocean. It is quite an

unpretentious residence, notable only for its art-

treasures, but can boast its "wet bird-haunted lawn,"

which, though not exactly " English," would, with

its noble trees and abundant bii-d-music, have luUy

satisfied the kite .Matthew Arnold had he paid it

a visit at dawn oC a summer morning. Tlie front

of the house is adorned with a wealth of roses and

clematis, and in the entrance hall stands a fine

bust in white marble of the late master of Kepple-

stone, which attracted so much attention when exhi-

bited in 1886 at the Royal Academy. Though situ-

ated in a comparatively remote part of the country,

and, for the present, in a private residence (to which,

it should be stated, every facility of access is geue-

lously given by Mrs. Maedonald), the Kepplestone

Collection is one of which any individual or any

community may well be proud. And this is true

even if no account is taken of the series of sketch

portraits in oil, heads uniform in size, mostly of

living artists British and foreign—which is, I believe,
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without parallel in Eiisilaml or elsewhere. These

jiortraits are over eighty iu uumber, and the list

comprises nearly all the greatest names in Eiiglaiul

and not a few of the most famous iu France. They

have been painted, in most cases, by the artists

themselves, and expressly for this most interesting

and remarkable portrait gallery. The general col-

lection comprises important works by Millais, Watts,

Israels, Alma-Tadema, Pettie, Orehardson, J. C.

Hook, J. E. Hodgson, Mark Fisher, G. lleid, R.S.A.,

Aubert, Jules Breton, Briton Riviere, P. J. Clays,

and other artists of the highest standing. When
the fact is stated that the late Mr. .Alexander Mac-

donald was a more frequently invited and welcome

guest at the banquets of the Royal Academy than

any other layman of his time, and the opinion ex-

pressed by Royal Academicians and others rejieated,

that perhaps no private gentleman in (ireat Britain

acted more independently on his own judgment, or

exhibited greater tact and truer insight in his selec-

tion of pictures for purchase, enough will have been

said to justify a few words regarding his career.

Mr. Alexander Macdouald was born on the 27th

of December, 18:37, and died in 1881, on his forty-

seventh birthday. His father founded in Aberdeen

the great establishment for cutting and polishing

granite—at the time practically an unknown art

— which now bears his name. In IStJo, three

years after his father's death, the subject of this

sketch, then quite a young man, assumed the chief

place in the business, displaying great force of char-

acter in his management, combined with iiigh busi-

ness ability and a thorough knowledge of men, as

well as genuine kindliness and appreciation of merit.

"He was kind to me to the end of his days,"

writes one who worked under him as a monumefital

sculptor for years, and who has been a frequent

exhibitor at the Royal Scottish Academy; "and I

will treasure his memory as long as I live. A
man of marvellous tenacity and strength of will ;

and that in spite of half a lifetime of physical dis-

ability of a serious character." The jjortrait here

given is from the easel of another old and very

intimate friend—Mr. George Reid. As a likeness

it is admirable— giving an excellent idea of ^Ir.

Maedonald as ho appeared in the jirinif nf his man-

hood ; as a ])ainting it is marked by the solid bril-

liancy of Mr. Reid's style. The modelling of a fine

and jiowerful head is perfect, and the llesh colours

are admirably rendered.

When the volunteer movement was begun in

1859, Mr. i\Iacdon;iM was a, young, activ(>, and

ardent ])atriot, as well as a man of ])owerful jjhysique

and striking features. He was chielly instrumental

in raising one of the artisan companies of the city,

and for a time he was its lirst lieutenant. But

the result of an obscure nervous affection was to

deprive him entirely of the use of his lower limbs,

and for over twenty years he fcjught bravely and

successfully against the serious physical disadvantage

implied. Without bating one jot of heart or hope,

Mr. Maedonald went steadily and earnestly about

his work. His firm produced many elaborate and

costly monumental sculptures in granite, and here

his correct taste and artistic knowledge proved in-

valuable. The productions of the firm, under his

energetic management, found their way to nearly

every place of any importance in J'^urope, as well as

in America, India, and the Australian Colonies. The

iirm were commissioned to execute nearly all the

monumental erections required by her Majesty, in-

cluding the tomI)s of the Prince Consort and other

members of the Royal Family. Feeling from an

early age the responsibility attaching to large busi-

ness undertakings, Mv. ]\Iacdonald knew how to use

his means wisely ; and in this way he became a

careful, discriminating, as well as a widely appreci-

ati\'e patron of art. He made it a rule—a rule

which other collectors would do well to imitate

—

to purchase in every case directly from the artist.

By-and-by his house at Kepplestone became better

known as a resort of artists of note on their visits

to the north of Scotland than perhaps any other

]ilace that could be named. Tom Taylor, Charles

Keene, Linley Sambourne, and other members of the

PuMc/i staff; Sir John (then :\Ir.) Millais, Mr. J. C.

Hook, and many other men distinguished in art or

literature. Mr. Maedonald was, to use the expres-

sion of one who knew him well, " the prince and

pattern of hosts"—genial, shrewd, and in tiie highest

degree hospitable. So much l>y way of explaining

how the Kepplestone Collection originated. For the

present I need only indicate some of the leading

pictures, and make a few notes on those gi\-en here

as representative of the collection.

Of the four works l)y Sir John Millais the most

notable is " The Convalescent," which is reproduced

as the front,isi)iece to this Part. A fair girl, not

long entered in her teens, has been raised from her

bed after an illness whii'h has left her face, as well as

her delicate hands, thin and pah'. Hut the slight

gliiw cm her cheek is not the Hush of fever, and

the clear suft light in her eyes shows that health is

rajiidly returning. Flowers fresh from the garden

are laid in lu'r lap, where her shapely hands are also

resting. She has just laid down the blossoms and

louks out of the window, wondering, it may be, how-

soon she will be able to visit once nmre the lair

fiutsido worhl wliirli bhe\' have so I'lircibly recalled.

Rich masses ol' auburn hair fall in sweet disorder

over her shoulders, and, though the features have

naturally a somewhat pensive cist, the whole air
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ami attitude of this fair eonvalesoeiit recall Gray'.s

exquisite lines on those who lontj have tossed on the

thorny bed of pain, and who, while regaiuino' their

lost vigour, find that

—

"The meanest floweret of the vale,

The simpltst note thiit swells the gale,

The common sun, the air, the skies,

Tu them are opening paradise."

"What higher praise could be given than to say

that the painter's picture is as simple and natural, as

degree, and is, in short, an altogetlier pleasing and

admirable example of tliis master's work. " Bright

Eyes" is the appropriate title of the half-length

l)icture of a clear-eyed, oval-faced young girl, whose

abundant tresses fall freely over her scarlet cloak.

The mistletoe above her head indicates the season.

The two other works by Millais are an admirable

portrait of himself, and another of Da j\Iaurier, of

which something further may be said in dealing with

the room devoted to artists' portraits.

WKAXED C.ILTES.

(From Vic ra'niting hy Mark Fishir. Enfjrnvcd l»/ A. Jllossf-.)

full of that quiet power which appeals to all hearts,

as are the poet's lines themselves ? And while the

central interest of the picture is strong, close ex-

amination shows what is not, and should not be, at

iirst obvious^ that the details have been finished with

great care. Take note of the soft warm texture of

the homely blanket ready to be thrown round the

fair girl's shoulders, of the soft frilling of the ro/je de

nuif, of the pearly harmony of the whole picture.

" The Convalescent " is characterised by sympathetic

purity and tenderness of colour (even as in the

" Murthly IVIoss," from the same artist's easel this

year, the tones are low and silverv throughout), but

it combines breadth with delicacy to a remarkaljle

"The Sleepers" is the title of a large and

striking picture by M. Josef Israels, which w:is

painted from life at Scheveniugcn, and which, 1

believe, has never been exhibited in England. The

subject is simplicity itself, a venerable " house-

mother" of the Hague, wearing a siiotless high

white mob cap, and sitting in the afternoon, asleep

with folded hands, in her high-ljacked cluiir, while

the level sunshine streams through the westerly

window, lighting up her venerable features and the

quaint furniture of her apartment. On the table to

her right are the homely tea things, and on a chair to

her left is the second " Sleeper," an aged eat. The

face of the human sleeper is full of jiensive thought:

—
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{From thr I'audtwj Inj C. F. ]\\Uis, II. A. ICwjiuriil bi/ O. Lucuur.)
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"Hero, sluiiiljerins in tlie uU-goliJen afternoon,

Her busy hcaisehold once again she sees
;

She feels hei' clinging infants clasp her knees.

Hears childish voices round her coo and croon.

" No one now near of all that merry hand

;

' All, all are gone the old familiar faces ;

'

But still fond memory bygone time retraces.

The dreams of age arc of the earlier land.

" But if she dream of earth or of the skies,

She lives with us, a woman real and true,

A painter's work, but human thi'ough and through,

Asleep, yet full of life to all men's eyes."

This aged hoiise-motlior has evidently borne hei-

sliave of trouble. Her features are storm-tried, and her

liaiids have done their share of hard work. Tlie student

of this fine example of Israels' work recalls the words

of Carlyle :
" Venerable to me is the hard hand,

crooked, coarse, wherein, notwithstanding, lies a

running virtue indefeasibly royal as of a sceptre of

this planet. Venerable, too, is the rugged face
"—

and, indeed, the face of this Sleeper has no small

portion of the best characteristics of the grave and

earnest Scottish faces with which, in his youth, the

Sage of Chelsea was most intimately acquainted.

The features so powerfidly rendered are those of

one who, in nowise thinking of the sublimity of

the thing, has known what it is " to suffer and be

strong " without the sacrifice of sweetness. The

management of the chiaroscuro is wonderfully fine
;

tliere is a spaciousness and dignity in this humble

interior befitting a palace, and the picture, if once

seen, will not be soon forgotten. In a different, l)ut

to many people not less attractive style, is the smaller

but'still important painting by Israels, entitled "The
Errand." A young child, with its toy boat in its

hand, has been sent with a message to a couple of

fascinating fisher-maidens, who, with their feet half

way to the knees in waters of the sunny sea, stand

tempting the toddling wee thing to walk towards

them. There is less of the pale cast of thought,

and more warmth of colour, in this than in many of

the artist's works, and the effect is corres])ondingly

pleasing.

The department of piu'c idealism is not largely

represented ita the Kepplestone Collection, but it has

two magnificent examples of that school in its

"Orpheus and Ein-ydice" and "Eve Templeil,"

both by Mr. G. F. Watts, ll.A. The conception

of the first-named picture (which is re))roduced on

page -'581) is intensely dramatic. Orpheus, as the

legend runs, by the power of his music won Plato's

promise that his lost Eurydice should follow him

from Hades to the upper world, but only on con-

dition that he should not look l)ack on her as they

went, on pain of losing her for ever. The yiaintcr

has chosen the moment when Orpheus, having looked

round, has sight of his love, only to find her drawn

irresistibly from him back towards the depths of

Hades. The artist's conception is tragic in its

dignity, and well fitted " to purge the soul by pity

and by fear." The execution as a whole is mas-

terly, and the contrast between Orpheus, the very

embodiment of manly vigour, and Eurydice, struck

helpless, pallid, and lifeless, as she, so to speak, fades

out of iiis agonised embrace, is marvellous. That the

hand of the painter has lost no portion of its cunning,

that his imagination is as lofty as ever, the " Angel

of Death " in the New Gallery this season gives

ample proof. But in the opinion of competent

judges, this picture will bear comparison with any-

thing Mr. Watts has done—being, in truth, one of

the finest compositions in line ever executed by an

English artist. Not long ago I happened to be in

the room at Kepplestone where it is hung. An
artist of world-wide reputation had called, on his

way from Balmoral to London. He stood for a long

time contemplating the "Orpheus and Eurydice,"

though it was by no means new to him. At length

he turned away, saying, mtto voce, "Watts has done

much good work, but he never did anything bet-

ter than this; it is simply wonderful." The "Eve
Tempted," too, is a fine conception—a nude figure

of splendid proportions, simple purit}', and noble

inspiration.

The " Weaned Calves " of :Mr. Mark Fisher is a

picture as purely pastoral as are the idylls of Theo-

critus, or the "Gentle Shepherds" of -\llau Ramsay.

It is full of suggestions of " the milk that bubbled

in the pail, and buzzings of the honied hours."-

In the breast of " him who hath been long in city

pent " the merest glance at this work must awaken

longings for fresh woods and pastures new. And the

scene is truly idyllic. Nowhere, save in England,

could be f'oimd the dewy pastures, the dewy trees, the

haunt of ancient peace, of which this forms a part.

About a dozen well-grown calves have, some little time

since, been turned out into a park-like paddo(dc, at

some little distance from their former quarters at the

Ilonie i\irm. Among the trees there is plenty of

herbage, and more variety than the creatures have

been accustomed to. But the sense of novelty has

worn off, and patient creatures as they are, a certain

inslinct of unsatisfied longing causes most of tluMn

to turn in ex])ectant attitudes towards the (pinrter

from which "su])plies" have been wont to come.

Each member of the groups is individualised ; nearly

every one has a dilferent attitude, yet they form a

thornULihly Iiai'nmniiius wliolc. It is dillicult to say

whether the painter has snec(vded the better with

the animals or with the landscape. Wilhunt the

" weaned calves," which have been domiciled there,

tile stretch or park, with its rather wild pasture, its
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varied trees, and its jileasant jiecp of the farm Imild-

ing-s in the centre o£ the backgroundj would form

of itseli: a charming picture, and the comely, clean-

skinned, innocent ereatui-es that till the foreground

would attract warm admiration altogether apart from

IJie collection, while it affords a fair specimen (if

the artist's powers, namely, "East and West," hy

J. E. Hodgson, R.A. Tiiree l<]nglish sailors, lively

specimens enough of " Jack ashore," are represented

as confalinlating in an Oriental cafe, possihly in

THE SLEHl'tliS.

(Fi-om the Pictuir hy Josef Ismch. Eiiurmrd bij M. Haider.)

their surroundings. But the landscape and the living

creatures fit each other so well that the beauty of

both is enhanced, and the result of the combina-

tion is a pleasant picture "to live with," indeed.

The landscape abounds in tender greens and pearly

greys, and the coats of the cattle in rich brown

and creamy white ; the colouring of the piece is alto-

gether exceptionally pleasing.

For the present I may conclude by merely men-

tioning a little gem which serves to give variety to

some suburb oC Smyrna or Stambonl, with three

grave and reverend Aloslems,

" Who, while the Frank.? fresh wonders tell,

Or show new arts, cry ' Chok ghiizel,'

And magnify gieat Allah's power.

Who gave such wisdom to the Giaour."

Anyone who has enjoyed adequate opportunities

of studying the contrasts presented by life in the

East, will testify to the perfect truthfulness, as well

as to the power, of this pleasing picture.

J.\MES Dow.
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P I E i; 1 ! E - I'i'r I E N N E - T H E O D O R E ROUSSEAU.

THE cliaraeter of Thcudoro llousse.Tu was some- .nrtist's kindness to anotlier is (old of him. Rousseau

what of a contrast to tliat of Corot. Pure purchased a picture from JNIillet when the peasant-

Corot cultivated friendships, lived in Paris, and loved painter was in one of his many monetary difficulties,

metropolitan life. He was a joyous, happy man, with and gave out that he was only acting for a rich

few trouliles which worried him, and with a life full American,

of good-fceliug towards everyone he came across. Rousseau's greatest defect a])pears to have been

PIF.nnE-KTIEN.NK-TIIIiODOIiE EOUSSEATJ.

(From a rhiihuirnph from Life. En'jravcd Inj C. Cartn:)

Rousseau, on the other haiiil, never in lulei- life

sought popularity in the studio or amongst his

compeers; he was never hajipy in a town, and far

preferred the simjilicity of Barhizon to the pleasures

of Paris. Jle was a grave man, fond of communing
with his own thoughts, oppressed with domestic

cares; and having so much to struggle against him-

self, as only occasionally to be able to think of other

people's troubles and trials. Yet Rousseau, when the

spirit moved him, well knew how to be liberal and

helpful, and one of the ]ileasautest stories of one

54G

a tendency towards jealousy, a i|u;ilily as tmloVable

in a truly great artist as in any I'lher. He be-

came estranged from his bosom-friend Jules I)u|irc,

because in 184!) Dupre was awarded the ribbon

of the Legion of Honour before him. In Is.')!

Rousseau also made charges against the Salon

authorities of conspiring to hang his pictures

badlv, but he had to retract his insinuations in

a lengthy document, which has been published.*

He bad, i)erha])s, something to grumble at, for his

* Si^nsicr's " .Souvenirs sur Theodore Rousseau," 1872.
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pupil Diaz was at the same Salon decorated with

the Legion of Honour, and his own claims were still

ignored. But he had plenty of friends to defend

him ; and, of course, a thoroughly great man would

have been above expressing disappointment in jjetty

ways. Diaz, witnessing the chagrin of his master,

took upon himself the task of defending him in a

public way, and at the official dinner to the decores

he scandalised everyone by getting up and proposing

as a toast, " Theodore Rousseau, our master who has

been forgotten." The unhealthy feelings of Rous-

du Bac, Rousseau in the street now known as the

Rue d'Aboukir, near St. Eustaehe. This street was

then called Rue Neuve St. Eustaehe, and at No.

4, Pierre-Etienne-Theodore Rousseau was born, on

the 15th of April, 1813. He was an only child of

parents amiable and affectionate, who lived in the

old-fashioned hourgeoia way—hard-working, active

shoi^keepers, living lives full of unostentatious happi-

ness. Like most men who have achieved fame,

Rousseau had a mother of more than ordinar}' ability.

She was not of robust health, and found all her

LE COUCHEE DU SOLKIL (sUNSET).

(from Ike. Paintiny by Thiodorc liousscan )

seau were greatly accentuated by an imhappy early

love-affair, and in later life by the incurable malady

of the one whom he afterwards loved and who

for a dozen years prior to his death was his com-

panion, although her mind had become entirely de-

ranged. In early life Rousseau was more sociable,

and at one time he was even looked on as a kind of

dandy who took great pride in his personal a])pear-

ance; but his later troubles soured him, until he

did not seem to care for anyone.

It is a remarkable coincidence that the two

greatest landscape-painters of modern France should

have been, like Turner the first of English land-

scape artists, born in the capital city of their native

country. Both Rousseau and Corot were born in

Paris—one on the south side of the river, and the

other on the north. Corot saw the light in the Rue

time occupied in her household ; she was the life

of her home, and while her husband was greatly

attached to her, her son had for her " a respect the

most deferential—a passionate devotion which lasted

all his life."

There are the usual stories told of Rousseau's

childhood ; how he was fond of the open air, noticed

the colours of objects, and, in descriptions of what he

saw, showed the mind of the future painter. Several

of the family had been artists, and there is no doubt

that his artistic instinct was hereditary. When

about fourteen, Theodore became an assistant to a

friend of his father who had a saw- mill of a peculiar

kind in the forest of the Franche-Comte, in the far east

of France ; and there in his leisure time he became

imbued with the very essence of the woods in all

their solemnity and grandeur. Rousseau felt the
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inspiration for painting within him, and he deter-

mined to try himself and prove what he could do

hefore telling anyone. "When he got back to Paris

he lionght a box of colours, and went ofE to sketch

nt ^[ontmartre, the northern suburb where IMiehel

liefore him had found so many fine subjects. The

\outh worked hard at his study for several days, and

tlie result was a drawing which still exists, and which

has been described as exact, firm, and of good natural

colour. Rousseau's ]iarents were delighted at this

evidence of their son's ability; but they prudently

took advice on the matter. Under the eye of a near

relative the boy made careful studies, with the result

On Rousseau's return to Paris he showed his

studies to Remond, and there was a terrible explo-

sion on the part of the old classicist; he promptly,

if metaphorical 1}', consigned the young naturalist to

the shades below. The parents of Rousseau were

sorely puzzled at first which side to take, but their

son's arguments happily prevailed, and Rousseau

henceforth was at liberty to paint as he liked. A
friend showed the Auvergne pictures to Ary Scheffer,

who was greatly struck with them and hung them

in his studio, showing them to all his friends as

the work of a great and original jiainter.

Rousseau was soon afterwards a painter by pro-

LE SOIK (EVBNING).

(From the Painting &i/ Tlidodorc Rottss^rmi.)

that he was sent to the studios of Remond and

Lethiere, painters now totally forgotten. Besides

his work there ho went sometimes to the Louvre to

copy the sunrises of Claude and the animals of Karel

du Jardin. But he could not rest in Paris ; in June,

1830, he left with the feeling that he must go further

afield. He went straight to the mountains of Au-

vergne, where, three hundred miles south nl' Paris,

he saw nature still resting supreme. Li Auvergne

he foiuid a country and people that suited him ; on

every side were the rocks, the villages, the solemn

streams, with here and there long level landscapes

with lengthy perspectives such as in his later life he

so loved to painl. He used to spend wlmlc nights in

the open air in order to observe the earth in darkness.

He even sought to find subjects for pictures by making

special friends \\\\h the jioor people of the country,

and bv living' with them in their cottages.

fession, actual and acknowledged. Li Is.'il he sent

his first picture to the Salon, one of the Auvergne

series. It was little noticed by ordinary visitors, but

was applauded by the disciples of the new Romantic

school, and was considered altogether a success.

Later in the year, and again in ]8'52, he travelled

throughout Normandy, antl made many elaborate

studies and sketches. Amongst them were tlie

materials for his first great work, " Les Cotes de

Granville," which, when exhibited at the Salon of

1S;5;5, placed IJousseau, without disjnitc, in the first

rank of landscape-painters—his contemporaries being

Corot, Aligny, J)iaz, and Dupre, with others scarcely

remembered now.

To the 1S:M. Salon Rousseau sent a remarkably

careful work, "I'^dge of a Wood, (^ompicgne," whii'h

was jiurrliased by the young Duke of Orleans, ])ro-

bably at the instigation of Ary Scheffer. This
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picture was awarded a medal of the third class—not

a very high hoiimir, hut still sufficiently remarkahle

for an artist of twenty-two. His difficulties with

the jury had not yet commenced.

After this Rousseau painted two extensive pano-

ramic views of the basin of the Seine from St. Cloud;

and in IS^il he made a journey in the Jura Moun-

studio too small for it, he gladly accepted .\ry

SchefEer's invitation to work with him in a private

second studio. When completed, the picture was

duly despatched to the Salon of 1836, which in

those days began in January. In a short time the

message came that the picture had been rejected.

This was a terrible blow to Rousseau, and was

IN AUVEEGNE.

(From the Painting hy Thioiiorc Ronsscau. Engraved by C. Carlfr.)

tains, near to where, as a boy, he had gone about

the saw-mills. There he made studies for one of

his most important works, " Descent of Cattle from

the Mountains to the Autumn Pasturage Ground "

—a picture which he afterwards completed in Paris,

again under the direction of Ary Scheffer. Up to

1S34 Rousseau had been very simple in his palette,

but Scheffcr taught him the trick of using bitu-

men, and this picture Rousseau painted with all the

treacherous brilliancy of this most dangerous pig-

ment. The result was a magnificent production,

full of, apparently, superb colour—transparent, juicy,

and delightful ; but it was like the unhealthy bright-

ness of the hectic cheek, and its existence was as

short. The jiicture is now a total wreck. It was

projected by Rousseau on a canvas 8 feet 6 inches

by 5 feet 3 inches, but as he found his little Parisian

the beginning of all his troubles and disappointments.

It has never been stated that the very apparent use

of bitumen had an\'thing to do with its non-accept-

ance by the Salon, and, as the jury were not then

all painters, this may not have had much weight.

The reason for the rejection is universally put down

to the intlucnce of Bidault, a classical landscape-

painter, " who had sworn he would extirpate the

heresy of the realists,'^ and who, from 1836 till

] 848, had enough power to keep the works of

Rousseau out of the chief annual exhibition.

Ary Scheffer and all his friends were Hercely

indignant, and Scheffer gave up his chief studio to

the exhibition of Rousseau's rejected picture. Every-

one went to see it, and the press spoke highly of it

;

but Bidault and his jury went on next year unheed-

ingly, and steadily rejected Rousseau's works.
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Sliortly aCterwards a ourious iiiijidoiit, happeiioJ.

Rousseau's friends, annoyed at the rejection in 1810

of the "Avenue de Chatai^-niers" (a jjieture even finer

than the " Descent," and quite irrei>niaeliable in the

colours employed), induced tlie Director of the Beaux-

Arts to buy it for the State. The artist was at first

much flattered I)y the order; and touclied and re-

touched his picture until he beg-an to love it ; and

then he chanor'ed his mind. He reflected that, even

although the Directur was good enoug'h to purchase

his jiicture, the Salon jury wnuld be against it. The

picture miglit give rise to disputes, and its jirobable

end would be in a cellar. So he wrute to tlic Director

telling him his thouglits, and saving he Wduld be glad

to be released frcmi the engagement, but that some

other time he would paint a picture for the State. The

now at his hig-Iiest power, and from 1">I(J to IS.'jj

his best jiictures were painted ; and yi't it was from

about iSfO to 1850 that he found most difficulty in

selling his jiictures. Several of his jiatmns during

these j'cars were ai'terwards richly rewarded for their

belief in Rousseau's work. The}' bought pictures

for tens which were afterwards worth hundreds.

The inevitable reaction in favour of Rousseau's

pictures set in about 1818. His twelve years of

exile from the Salon passed away, and he was a con-

stant and honoured exhibitor from IM'.l until his

death. The exclusion of the naturalistic school from

the Salon drew attention to its claims, and affairs

grew so bad that all the chief artists refused to exhibit.

In 1818 the political revolution changed many things,

and, amongst them, the trammels of art in France.

v^^SiSl

A PICAltDY VILLAOK.

(Fwm the Paintlno by ThimUirc Itotisseaii. Ennrnrcd oil C. Ciirtir.)

Director was magnanimous enough to cancel the iirdcr; To the 1849 Salnii KousMau sent lliive pictures, for

but Rousseau never painted liis picture, the changes which he received a lirst-class medal, but, as already

of lSl.8 probably uiisettiug all such arrangements. mentioned, Dupre, who was not exhibiting, got the

Each summer at this time Rousseau went tn a Legion of Honour ribbon, and Rousseau was greatly

different place, returning to Paris in the winter, dissatisfied. In 1 8.")l), feeling the ])inch of the many

In 18f(i he took a studio adjacent t.i Dupre's, in years he had been excluded fmm the Salnii, the great

the Place Pigalle, and they became the very fastest landscape-painter tried to realise by public auction;

friends; they spent all their time together, and but he got only CtiOO for (Ifty-lhree pictures, or on

shared each other's joys and sorrows. Rousseau was an average about £12 each.
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From 1S44 Rousseau had a house at Barbizon,

wliere he lived during summer ; but for some years

later he continued to reside quietly in Paris, gradually

extending the time of his visits to Barbizon. When
Rousseau first went there, Barbizon was a hamlet lost

in the midst of the forest, and frequented only by

artists who sought to find Nature in her wildest

state. Diaz was there often, and in 1S49 ^fillet

joined the little colony which was afterwards to

become so famous.

The first great international exhibition in France

(18.55) was a veritnVile triumjsh for Rousseau. Most

of his finest pic-

tures were brought

together, and, al-

though they suf-

fered by being

hung close to pic-

tures which did

not harmonise
with them, the

public saw and

liked them ; and

English and Ame-
rican visitors then

fii"st became ac-

quainted with
them. JNIillet, in

the Salon of the

same year, exhi-

bited his "Peasant

Grafting a Tree,"

for wh ich Rous-

seau gave him
£160 out of his

slender store, tell-

ing him, as men-

tioned, that a

wealthy American

had made the pur-

chase.

As Rousseau became older, his liealth became

uncertain ; but he went on working as hard as ever.

He very seldom painted out of doors, but used to

walk out, making mental notes. His home, from

the affliction of his helpmate, became a veritable

place of torture; but he struggled on, and used his

brush up to within six months of his death. He had

all the artist-feeling of delight in being appreciated,

and for the 1867 Universal Exhibition he got to-

gether his masterpieces. He was awarded the medal

of honour by the jury, composed of artists of all

nations. Bvxt he did not get the honour he coveted
;

Gerome, Pils, Fran(jais, and Corot were made Officers

of the Legion of Honour, and Rousseau was over-

looked. Rousseau was angry at what he thought

was an outrage, an iniquity, and a conspiracy; but he

suffered this time in dignified silence. As he was

the only one of the jury (of which he was president)

who was not offered a step further up in the Legion,

it was certainly quite justifiable in Rousseau to

think he was being kept down by some base intrigue.

This disappointment had an immense effect on

Rousseau, and it may be said to have been his

death-blow. His health suddenly gave way, he

could not sleep, he could not paint, and at the

beginning of August, 1867 (exactly one month after

the news of his being overlooked), he had a stroke

of paralysis. He
recovered a little,

and even had
thoughts of com-

mencing painting

again ; but in D<^-

cember he grew

worse, and on the

:2™nd he died, in

great pain, in the

presence of J.-F.

Millet and some

other friends. He
was buried at

Barbizon, where

Millet, seven

years afterwards,

was laid near him.

y.
^^A

d tvwi) JLl. ic. ic

(-1 SUtfft from the Artist's Kotr-Honk.)

dji- C'^ Ccn i-^i^,-

The finished

pictures of Rous-

seau seldom fail

to interest even

the most casual

spectator. The art

of Corot is, for

the uninitiated,

somewhat difficult

to understand—
its suggestiveness not appealing so directly to un-

trained minds. But Rousseau almost always com-

]ileted his piictures by an elaboration of detail

which Corot sought for only in his earlier works.

It seems almost possible to count the leaves on the

trees in some of Rousseau's landscapes, to see the

texture on the trunks, and even the flowerets h\ the

wayside. It is not meant that Rousseau finished his

pictures by niggling at unimportant details, but he

painted scenes in ordinary daylight more than Corot

and he gave the impression of detail by more carefully-

elaborated touches. Rousseau sometimes painted his

pictures as if their lower portions began at the dis-

tance of thirty or forty feet from where the spectator

is considered to be stationed. In fact, he sometimes
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frave no foreo-roiind, but composed his iiictures of

niitlille-23lan and distance only ; or be darkened the

foreground artificially, so as to concentrate the atten-

tion on the distance only.

Tlie latter effect is very well exemplified Ly the

"Coucher du Soleil/' here illustrated (see p. 3S6).

The chief canvas of this subject, which Rousseau

painted at least twice, is now in the Louvre, and is one

of the finest of his pictures, and one every artist should

study attentively. The picture proper has almost an

oval shape, and this is placed in a setting of old

trees, dark and sombre, which concentrate the interest

in the centre of the work. None of Rousseau's

works have found their way into any of the British

iniblic collections, and their value is now so hio-h that

it is doubtful if anything under a thousand pounds

could secure even a moderately good example. In

America are to be found some of Rousseau's finest

works, but they are still mostly in private hands.

The illustrations, " Le Soir " (i)age 387) and

"In Auvergne" (page 3SS), are both fine examples

of the character Rousseau introduced in his works;

wliile the rough sketch of the " Paysage " (see oppo-

site) is a strikingly grand composition in the smallest

possible number of lines. The " I'icardy Village
"

(page 389) bears strong impress of the iniluence of

Hobbema, and is an example of Rousseau's early

work : the foreground, it will be observed, is dark-

ened, the edges thus heightening by contrast the

light in the centre of the picture.

Rousseau was entirely a landseape-painfer. He

rarely introduced figures into his works, and they

were always very small and unimportant. He

painted some portraits, but never rei)eated the

experiment, preferring to remain purely a land-

scapist. He sketched in chalk or charcoal, and

when painting in colours seldom used anything but

oils. David Cuoal Thomson.

BEENARD VAN OELEY.

RY visitor to the Church

of Santa Croce, Florence, has

doubtlessly observed a modest

tomb, grand in the simplicity

of its graceful lines, which

stands next to that of IVIichel-

angelo. On it he will have

read these simple but solemn words:

—

" Tanto nomini nullum jmr elogium."

(No praise can attain the grandeur of this name.)

It is the tomb of Nicholas Machiavelli.

Death, the leveller of reputations, the awarder to

neo-leeted geniuses of the honours the world denied

them when alive, has bestowed upon the Florentine

secretary the homage tliat his painful but assuredly

virtuous life deserved. There is a posthumous neg-

lect, however, much less easy to understand, when

men who have received every honour accorded to

talent—who, in truth, mark a new era in sjiiritual

(jr intellectual teaching—are so forgotten that every

vital point in the history of their lives is not

only open to doubt, but the subject of earnest con-

troversy.

The life of Bernard Van Orley is a case in

])oint. Raised as he was in his day to the very

pinnacle of fame, esteemed by his fellow-country-

men and courted by others, the story of his life has

been nearly lost. And yet it was he who, in the

beginning of the sixteenth century, mad' ni' Brussels

"a western Rome in matters of design, a radial

jioint whence the art-influences emanating there-

from effected changes in style throughout Spain,

France, and almost all Northern Euro]ie." ^asari

and Guicciardini l)arely mention him ; what \ an

INIander says is intermingled with strange errors and

omissions. Lampsonius, Desehamps, and others re-

])eat the echoes of other ill-informed chroniclers,

and it is only in our days that any jirecise notions

have been gleaned from archives and other sources,

and proved to be precise by the able controversy of

^Messieurs Wauters and Pinchart.

Bernard was the son of Valentin ^'an Orley, a

painter of some note, but of whose works, unhappily,

nothing is known. Bernard was born in Brussels

about the year 1 litll. "We find him at an early

age studiously working in his father's studio with

his elder brother Phillip, and his yomiger brothers

Everard and Uommaire. It was here, witimut

doubt, that he acquired the technical knowledge he so

grandly employed in later days in his many designs

for tapestries, such as the " Chasses de Jlaximilien,''

in the Louvre, where he represents the environs of

Brussels—Tervi'uren, Boitsfort, Trois Fontaines—as

backgrounds to the pageantry of the hunting of

sixteenth-t'cntury sovereigns.

Guided by his father's care, he simn dutstripped

his brothers, and was sent to finish his studies in

Italv—a journey fraught with both interest and

instruction to a lad of Bernard's inijiressive and

discerning temperament, fm- at that period old

Ivirope liail made Italy a bli>i..ly ligliling grMnnd,
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and the Popes, by many ignoble means, did more Such events could not fail to impress such a

to ruin Italy than all the armies of Spain, of France, mind as Van Orley's; such song- and art could not

and of Germany. The political world, indeed, was fail to inspire liim.

an arena in which cunning- and stealthy assassinations It was in 1509 that he left his native city ; and

POEIEAII OF OEOEGE ZELLE, A UOCIOE OF TUE SIXTEENTH CEJJTUliV.

(From the PaiiUinu bu Vci/i OiUij. Enijraved by Farlct.)

fought for the prizes of State. Popes stained their wc know he was established in Brussels in 1515, so

hands in blood in order to continue their wars or

regain their failing power. But in this degenerate

political age, as a parndoxical contrast, Italy awoke

to the glory of llaphnel, Augelo, Correggio, Titian,

of Tasso and Ariosto.

that his two journeys to Rome must liave been made

between these dates. I say two journeys, because

an official document, relative to the exercise of artistic

professions, tells us that in 1602 there was "a
Jerome Van Orley, a celebrated painter, the son of
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Bernanl, wlio liad twiee \)eon to Rome iinil had

studied under Raphael." This text, without doubt,

is not irreproacliable. Jerome liad never been cele-

brated, and Bernard's first master was certainly not

Sanzio. But the mention of the double journey is

too particular to be passed by. There are, unfortu-

nately, few <letails of Raphael's intimacy with the

young Flemish painter, but it is certain that to

\ atican, were taken from the Acts of the Apostles.

They were finished in ].")!','; and during the 3-oars

following-, up to l.")3:i, more were executed, without

the death of Raphael, which took place on the .Jth

of April, 1520, stopping the progress of the trans-

lation. Begun under Adrian A', and terminated

under Clement YII., the tapestries of the Vatican

present inequalities of style and faults of taste for

[RTH OF TIIIC VinOIN AXD TllE KEl'USAL OP ST. JOACHIMS OFFEBINO.

(From thr Pniniiuo b;/ Vnn Orliij. Engrariii hij II. F. Daritj.)

Bernard was entrusted the overseeing of the tapes-

tries which had lieen ordered in Flanders by Leo X.,

the Pope who subjected jMachiavelli to torture be-

cause he conspired in his exile against the tyranny

of the Medicis. Raphael himself drew the cartoons,

and there is, indeed, every reason to suppose that

these cartoons were personal gifts to Bernard, for

they remained in the Van Orley family until Charles

I. ])urchase(l them and brought them to l']nglaud.

The subjects of these tajjestries, destined for the

.547

which one can only account by the circumstances of

their execution.

Raphael received 100 ducats for each cartoon,

while each " cloth " cost 1,200. With the expenses

of transport, each tapestry cost 2,000 ducats—so say

the writers of that ])eriod—or 200,000 francs, a

sum approximately e<|uivalent to 2,Ot)0,O00 francs,

or £80,000, of motlcrn currcuiy.

San/.io's friendship for young iicruard must have

created for the latter an enviable reputation among
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the painters of the Low Countries. Indeed, we soon

find Bernard elevated to the first rank ; and altlioug-li

he was courted by the rich and great, he was content

to live modestly in the lower part of Brussels, sur-

ronnded Ly his friends, his wife, and his numerous

family.

Judging by the science displayed in Van Orley's

works, he was a man who loved study and obser-

vation. In all his i^ictures we find reminiscences

of the Roman monuments—reminiscences only, for

Bernard never stooped to plagiarise. The impres-

sions his mind received from external sources became

imbued with the spirit of his creative originality,

and in his architecture we often find a happy and

interesting mingling of medifeval feeling with early

Renaissance detail.

That he was confident of his powers is evident by

his motto, " Every man his day," which tells us that

he foresaw his name would share in the honour of

the artistic era which was rendered glorious by the

genius of a Raphael, a Diirer, a Metsys, and a

Holbein.

Ilis inllnenee on contemporary artists, such as

Mabuse and Bellegambe, was very great. They
abandoned the old Flemish traditions for this new
and mixed style, in wliicli the Renaissance forms

])redominated, but the s]iii-it breathed of Italv, and

not of Flanders. \';ni Oiley taught his countrymen

to love Italian art ; and, for this rea.son, every item of

his history is as interesting fnim an historical as from

an artistic point of view. Soon after his return to

Bru.ssels, in 1515, Van Orley became the painter

to jVIargaret, Archduchess of Austria, and not to

Charles V.—the title given to him by Van ]Maude.

He received an annuity of eighteen livres five sous.

This salary, for some unknown reason, was once

taken from him ; but, in 15.^1, Margaret again took

Bernard under her protection. Of all the portraits

which Bernard painted of this beneficent woman,

not one remains to show us the Archduchess as /ic

knew her—at fifty years of age, worn by the anxieties

of reigning regent over a troublesome, turbulent peo-

ple. There are, however, two windows in the Church

of Notre Dame de Bron, showing us Margaret when
young, her face beaming with health and freshness.

Here, indeed, we see the young sister of Phillip the

Beautiful, the princess who nearly died a maiden, as

she herself says in good verse, after being married

three times. But Bernard Van Orley did not know
her then, so that we cannot attribute these windows
to him.

We cannot help regretting, therefore, that there

is no ]TOrtrait from the brush of her protege, to im-

mortalise the face of this generous princess, who
dictated in person the subject of Van Orley's miu]-

nnm opus, " The Trials of the Patience of Job," and

then placed it over the mantelpiece of her sitting-

mom in the Chateau de Ilongstraeten, that it might,

possibly, help to sustain her failing patience.

In 1522 we find the painter dwelling in his own
house by the Sonne. It was there, we are told, that

he received Albert Diirer and feted him sum])tuously.

In the MS. of his travels in the Low Countries

the German painter writes :
—" The feast was so

magnificent that I am sure it could not have cost

Maitre Bernard less than ten Horins. Several per-

sonages were [iresent at the repast, whom Bernard

had invited to keep me company. There was the

Treasurer of JNIadame INIargai'et (Jean de Marnix),

of whom I made a portrait ; the Grand Master of

the Palace, and the Treasurer of the town. I sent a

' Passion ' in copper to the latter ; and he, in retiun,

sent me a Spanish shell, worth at least three florins."

Diirer, to show his appreciation of his host's

reception, drew Bernard's portrait in charcoal. It

is lost, unhappily, unless, as Mr. G. T. Robinson

suggests, " it be reproduced in Lampsonins's ' Pic-

torum Aliquot Germani* Inferioris Etfigies,' published

in 1572, where we find a thoroughly Diiresque-look-

ing study of an intelligent young face crowned by a

l)road folded cap, engraved by Hieronjmus Cock."

One of the first pictures known of Van Orley

is that of the doctor, George Zelle (see p. 392), a

neighbour of the painter, and, in all probability, a

friend of his boyhood, for Zelle was born in 1491.

Zelle was the official doctor of the town of Brussels,

a post he retained until he was seventy years of age.

Wg see a person, dressed in sombre colours, sitting at

a table, on which a book is lying. The wall of the

room is hung with green tapestry, relieved by inter-

laced hands, worked in gold, a symbolical sign of

union which we find on many ancient monuments of

art. This portrait alone would jilace Van Orley in

the first rank of sixteenth century portraitists. M.
ilarzusi d'Aguirre, a modern critic who has rendered

jiraiseworthy justice to Van Orley's talent, has called

attention to its Holbeinesque treatment. We notice

the same close drawing and warmth, even redness of

the flesh tones ; the same austerity of pose and

simplicity of detail ; the same diffusion of light and

sobriety of the accessories are common to both ; and

it is only by a certain heaviness in the brushwork, by

a superior correctness of drawing, that a cultured

eye can discover the hand of Van Orley.

The type of face before us- can no longer be found

in Flanders. Deprive the face of its broad folded

cap—the figure of its dress—and the face retains its

rigid, its frigid austerity, its " look of the age."

Zelle lived in an age of religious terrorism, when a

man would have sacrificed his mother to satisfy his

creed. The very spirit of that age is written in the

stony features of the doctor—in the cunning regard
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of the eye—in the half-smiling, half-eruel, curl of

the full lips whieh could pray iu one creed and curse

all others. As time and education have slowly ex-

tended more universal sympathy to all religions, such

facial types as the one iu question have nearly, if

not entirely, disappeared.

In loii7 Bernard and his wife, his father, his

brothers, and many friends were accused for attend-

ing clandestine prayer-meetings at the house of

Valentin Van Orley to listen to the exculpation of

Lutheran doctrines. The prosecution, happily, did

not lead to bloodshed. They were all forced to

declare on oath the number of meetings they had

attended. For each one they were forced to stand

on a raised platform in the Cathedral of St. Gudule,

and listen to a sermon condemning their fickleness of

faith, their spurning of the only doctrine of salva-

tion. They had to pay for each sermon the sum of

twenty Horins carolus, but history does not say if the

money went to the preacher. Besides this, however,

they were solemnly warned that if any one of them

left Brussels for three months after the punishment,

a hand would be amputated.

Margaret, in the meanwhile, was faithful to her

proiiuji', plying him with commissions for pictures

and portraits, which she delighted to give to her

frienils, that the glory of Bernard's genius might

be the better rccogniseil. It must have been a

severe lilow to the painter when, several years after-

wards, she died. But Mary of Hungary, sister of

(Jharles V., who succeeded Margaret as regent, re-

tained the services of her aunt's favourite, and con-

tinued to encourage his talent in the same munificent

manner.

At this time they were building the Cliapelof the

Holy Sacrament in the Brussels Cathedral. It was

Van Orley who copied on two sheets of parchment

the adopted plan of the building. A few years later

he completed his grand compositions for the two

windows in the transept of the same church. He,

indeed, had undertaken to execute all the windows

in the Holy Sacrament, but death intervened. He
finished only one, re]n-esenting Francis I. and Eleanor

of Austria attended by their patron- saints. After

the death of Bernard, possibly at the beginning of the

year 151'2, the sketches for the other windows were

obtained from his son Jerome, and from Willcms,

a painter who lived with A''an Orley, a drawing

which he had prepared for the window given by the

King of Portugal.

In spite of the great activity, however, which his

work attests, Bernard Van Orley left no fortune to

his family, and they were compelled to sell the house

by the Senne, and other smaller properties, and every

unfinished sketch, to realise a meagre ]iil lance. He

was married twice, and left a family of nine ehildren.

Of the seven sons, several must have followed the

profession of the father, for there are no less than

ten painters of the same name mentioned in the

chronifles of the sixteenth century alone, and we

fnid the name connected with art-work, particularly

tapestry, down to the eighteenth century. The noble

series of tapestries, " The History of Abraham," now

hanging, for the most part, in the great hall of

Ham])ton Court, is generally attributed to ^'an

Orley. But this is merely hypothesis. Everv doubt

would be dispelled if Bernard's drawings had escaped

destruction in the bombardment of Brussels in 169.j.

iVt that time they were treasured with those of

Raphael at the house of Peter Van Orley, situated

in the lower part of the town—the part whieh was

the most exposed to the fire of the enemy. He
Ijeeame anxious about his patrimony, so he carried

the drawings to the house of a friend, which seemed

out of danger of shot and shell. His judgment

deceived him. His own house escaped ; his friend's

was burnt to the ground, and in its ruins perished

all the valuable drawings of Bernard and those

of his illustrious friend. Of Bernard's "grand"

compositions, " The Refusal of St. Joachim's Offer-

ing" has been chosen for illustration. It is not his

best, but a worthy example of his work.

The subject of the left-hand panel is " The Birlh

of the Virgin." St. j\nne is lying in a canopied

bed, surrounded by red curtains. A woman ap-

proaches, and offers her the houUlon d'nKiu/e in a tin

platter. In front, a woman, who is elegantly robed

and whose head-dress is ornamented with pearls, is

seated on the floor holding the Virgin child on her

knee : she is supporting it with the right hand, while

she dips her finger in a copper basin that stands

on a bench of sculptured wood. A second woman,

standing upright, stretches her hands towards the

newly -born. The true religious emotion in this

grou[)ing is very touching. We see in the back-

ground, to the right, the presentation of the young

Mary at the temple. St. Anno and St. Joachim are

standing at the foot of the staircase, down which

the high priest is descending, to come and prostrate

himself before the Virgin.

The rjght jianel represents "The Refusal ..f St.

Joachim's Offering." Ruben is seated at a table on

the right, with another Jew, under a canopy of green

drapery, ornamented with gold. Pieces of gold and

an open book lie on the table. Joachim tlics away

confused towards the left, for R\d)en has told him

how his offering has been refused, because he has not

jiosterity in Tsrai'l. ^Vfany jieople, of all ages, watch

the scene from behind a balustrade. In the back-

ground we sec the apparition of the angel to the

shepherds. The words " AlKN noMlXl " are written

abovi; the canopy. A study of these scenes from the
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life of the Vir^nn will reveal to the thoughtful, better

than any words of mine, the fertile imagination of

Bernard Van Orley, liis technical skill in the com-

prehensis'e treatment of his draperies, his religious

enthusiasm, which thrills the soul by its concentration j

his right, in short, to the glorious title of " artist/'

The other portrait is that of William the Norman,

all times to preserve the character of what he saw.

As a portraitist, he pleases by the simplicity of his

tecJinique, the truth of his drawing, the energy of

his colour. In his religious works he fascinates us

l)v the richness of his imagination, by the depth

of real sentiment, and by the vigour of his con-

ceptions, which breathe more of the energetic spirit

POETEAIT or WILLIAM THE NOKMAN.

^From the Painting by Van Orh-ii. Engraved by C. Carter.)

who was the captain of the country lying between

Burgundy and Ecluse. He was a vice-admiral under

De Bevere, as well as a diplomatic envoy to different

courts, of Maximilian of Austria, and King Phillip.

Remark the dignity of this work, the purity of the

drawing, the care with which the master-mind por-

trays the man, not only his exterior, as most por-

traitists do to-day. In his tapestries Bernard reveals

himself as a careful, a patient observer of nature ;

as an animal-painter of rare powers, who sought at

of Angelo than of the tenderer one of Raphael.

Before the windows in St. Gudule we are dazzled

by the presence of that sentiment for colour which,

a century afterwards, awoke a slumbering artistic

age to the grandeur and the voluptuous splendour

of Rubens. Beruard Van Orley, in truth, was no

ordinary man, but a worthy companion of his con-

temporary, Quentin !Metsys, for both carry high,

with firm hands, " the glorious standard of Flemish

art." W. Sh.\w-Spari!OW.
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BISnOPGATE BRIDGE.

(.1/(0- the Drau-ing hy J. S. Cotmarr. Jn the rosscssion of Frederick Wedmorc, Esq. Emjravcd bu C. Carter.)

JOHN SELL COTMAN,

r rcmniiic'd I'm- tlv' Xoi'uich

Art Circle to do for tlie first

time, this sanimer, wlirttsimie

of us may yet urg-e that

Lonihin should repeat for a

wider world—that is to say,

to hold ail exhihitidU of the

dra\vinj4's of an artist who

was uothinsr less than a iireat

master in water colour, hut whose place in the ranks

of art has for many a year hecn by the g-eneral public

not so mucli contested as in'uored. Cotman was born

a few years after Turner. Possessed of a less tre-

mendous vitality, he died a few years before him.

Turner was amons^'st Cotman's friends; not a " chum,"

perluips, exactly, but an advocate, strenuous and

judicious—and strenuous and judicious advocacy may
have some claim to be called friendship. TIad it not

been for Turner, it is ipiitc unirkely that the less-

known artist would have received that j'ost at Ivint;''s

College which afforded him at all events comfort, if

not aflluetice, in all the last years of his life. Like

Dewint, Cotman tausrht <lrawinfy. But in Ijondon his

coimection was less infineiitial than that of Dewint,

whose usual fee of a !4uiiica an Imur was no douht

never reached by him. Tlic appnintmcnt i>\' drawin;;-
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master at King's College was therefore very service-

able : the more so that Cotman's original work,

though it was produced with the enthusiasm and the

untiring enjoyment, and the sweat of the bmw besides,

which, in any art, are the real artist's equivalents or

substitutes for mechanical diligence—Cotman's ori-

ginal work, I say (like a little of JNIozart's best

music), was produced "for himself and two friends."

Even the connoisseur, as a rule, held liaek. The

pul)lic? ]5ut can yi'U I'or an instant exi)ect tlu' ]iuhlic

—whose tastes are chielly for the conunoujilaee and

the pretty—to understand work which, frankly, makes

no bid for its sym]iathies, which is never furnished

" according to sample," which is bound to lie itself

and wholly fresh, and is content to be excellent V

('crtainly not. An intelligent criticism might ]ier-

haps have drummed into the big public, not the real

sense, but some tacit acceptance, of Cotman's ])ecu-

liar merit. But where was the intelligent criticism

of lS-2() and 18:50? There was little critical writing

then that was either an influence or an art.

John Sell Cotman was born at Norwich on the

l()th of ]\ray, 17S3. Ills father was a well-to-do

haberdasher, established at that time in Ccrkcy Lane,

])ut afterwards, when able to retire from business,

living in a villa at Thorpe, with a garden that hmked
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on tlio rivcf. Cotman himself divw the garden—nnd faculty of the only real development

—

wliieh some

idealised it—-in the last year of his life. His father of us call development from within, and some, like

survived him, and died, as a consequence, very old. Wordsworth, " a leading from above : a something

For Cotman was sixty when he died, and his father given ^'—made him independent of academical in-

was eighty-four. tluence ; and in his case no one undertook the

: _-, i

T^VICKKNHA^t.

(fforn a Drnirwg hy J. S. Cotninn. By Pennissioti of Jaiurs liccvc, Enq.)

Whatever troubles there had been on the subject

of John Sell Cotman's trade or ]irofession, they were

got over by the simple process of Cotman's going his

own way, and of his father's forgiving him. The

boy was educated at the grammar school, and at

sixteen years old, after much discussion about his

future—after the interposition of Opie, with the not

very measured remark that the boy " had far better

black shoes than be an artist"—young Cotman chose

the less desirable of these alternatives, and, that he

might be an artist, journeyed to London. A young

man at that period, and especially a young man who
was wishing to be a landscape-painter, had little

opportunity of artistic training, unless indeed it might

he that best kind of training which consists in

familiarity with people of mind, and with the works

of art that bygone genius has produced, and with

those natural scenes which, like the voice or the face

of 3'our friend, stimulate ;md enrich and endow

with a new experience. Cotman, in t]iesi> things,

was hajipy. He was trained by the world, and by

those lessons in noble bv-]iast art which he was so

well fitted to receive. His own true taste, and the

academic task, and made the too-confident promise to

turn into fine gold what is brass at the beginning,

and must be brass to the end. Cotman was fine

gold. He was, that is to say, an artist born, not

manufactured.

At the hospitable house of Dr. ^lunro, in the

Adelpbi Terrace, young Cotman fell into association

with a group of artists, most of whom were his

seniors. At eighteen years old he exhibited six

drawings at the Royal Academy, and while he was
still an extremely young man, he presided over a

little society—a sketching club, one may call it—of

which Varley and jNIunro were members. At very

moderate prices his drawings seem to have found

a sale, and ho began to make excursions into remote

parts of the country—into Yorkshire and Lincoln-

shire, besides visiting his family at Norwich. It was

cither at Norwich or Yarmouth, in the first years of

the century^ that he made the acquaintance of Daw-
son Turner, the antiquary. That acquaintance became

a friendship, and, to use the phrase of Charles Ijamb,

in regard to such matters, it was "a friendship that

answered." Dawson Turner was at once, and for
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many a year at'torwards, a ilistiuct lielp to Cotmaii.

And Dawson Turner, as a serious student—not only

a rich dilettante—knew that he gained as niueh as

Cotuian from the association. " ^^ e value him

greatly/' Dawson Turner wrote to Cotman's father,

very long after their first introduetiou, and when

it was question of the latter being aroused to the

understanding of Cotman's ])ositiun and of his de-

pressed state.

Li November, 1SU5, we find Cotman established

iti Charlotte Street, Portland Place; writing to Daw-

son Turner that be had been in Yorkshire and Dur-

ham all the autumn, " making many close copies of

the fickle Dame Nature—copies," writes Cotman,

not very elegantly, "consequently valuable on that

account." A hojie of settling in Norwich—of

working and founding a drawing-class there—was

now growing upon him, and in 1806 it was accom-

plished. A yciung bachelor of four-and-twenty—
personally a little extravagant, but taking his art

of the interior woodwork seemingly ol' the early

eighteenth century. For si.\ years Cotman lived

there. There was wrought almost all the best of his

earlier art; Mr. Colmau's "St. Luke's Chapel," Mr.
Reeve's " Twickenham " (from a yet earlier sketch),

the same collector's " Mousehold Heath; " my ewe-

lamb, " Bishopgate Pridge;" and a mass of work

besides, the greater part of which has been un-

questionably mislaid, neglected, ruined, forgotten.

The e.xliibitiou held at Norwich—to which I began

by referring—gave us an excellent opportunity of

really studying this rare and earlier art. I am not

alluding to the fact that there was to be seen there a

puerile yet rather clever performance which dateo

from Cotman's twelfth year ; but to the assemblage

of work of the early time when he was really an

artist—-from ISOU, say, to 1812. What was the

character of his labour then ? With whom did he

.sympathise? Whom did he at all resemble? The

inllueuee of Turner and of Girtiu is to be detected,

.a

^^^WZ:j>fi^^^_ -irt-jT- - .—,A.p «''" '-> I- i^^nz'..Z

l>i^

ADBATIAL HOUSE Of ST. OUEN, EOUKN.

(Frotit a Vrau'htij bj J. S. Cotman. Bi} rcrmission of J. J. Colman^ Kmi., M.P.)

very much ait xvrii'ii.r—he jiossesscd himself ol an 1 think, in snme of the work of this period-— in the

excellent house in Luckett's Cnurt, ^^ylU(r Street. achitcctural work, especially—and it is not in the

I saw the bouse this summer. A dignified house, slightest degree unlikely that, in his turn, Cotmai\

with gables of the seventeenth century, and much exercised some inllueuee over Turner; at a nuieli later
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time I mean, wlieu soLriety sufficed for iieitlier of

them, and when Cotman, suvcly quite as much as

Turner, led tlie way to revelries of colour. Between

Cotmau and Girtin there could be no such reciprocity,

for Girtin died an accomplished master of water

Colours, though less than thirty years old, in 180:2,

and Cotman was then but twenty.

]\Ir. Colman's larye and solid and sober drawing

of " Durham " (it has these qualities, and yet is,

somehow, without charm) reminds me of an early

Girtin; and a Girtin of the finer sort, just as simple,

just as straightforward, yet with something of the

later magic of the hand, is recalled by Mr. Reeve's

" Bridge over the Greta." A quiet realism ; a sense

of the picturesque, entertained but yet subdued ; a

composition, ordered, yet not seemingly artificial ; a

breadth that was never then for a moment departed

from. These are, perhaps, the charaeteristies of the

mature and noble drawings of the earlier period, such

mere topography ; but it is in the " Twickenham "

— thanks to the occasion of which the scene itself is

lavish—that that sense of grace dominates, and the

stately trees throw their shadows over the lawn by

the water.

In lsl:2 Cotman removed to South Town, Yar-

mouth, Dawson Turner lieiug, presumably, at the

bottom of the change. Cotman's association with

this antiquary became more and more intimate.

Purely architectural, or, as one might say, monu-

mental, draughtsmanship was at this time a good

deal occupying him. He was issuing at the mo-

ment the first part of the "Antiquities of Norfolk."

In the year 1817, he paid, on the advice of Dawson
Turner, a first visit to Normandy. He went there

again in ]S1<) and 18:20, and two years after the

third visit his " Architectural Antiquities of Nor-

mandy" saw the light. It was not until 1838 that

he produced the book which best represents the

l.I 11. Al 11 l:N'i njx.

(.i/tri- the Drairing by J. S. Cutvian. Engraved by Jomiartl. By Permission of J. Pylie Thompson, E^q.)

as "St. Luke's Chajel," " Bishopgate Bridge," and characteristics of his style—the book in which, fet-

"Mousehold Heath." Wherever there is opportunity tered liy no established task, his sense of elegance,

for it— as in " Bishopgate Bridge," in the yew- his genius for composition in line and in light and

tree to the left and the slope of the bank to the shade, had free play—I mean, of course, his " Liber

river— there comes in Cotmnn's sense of grace, his Studiorum :
" soft ground etchings of unquestioned

appreciation of style and of dignity, his avoidance of force and charm. But at Yarmouth he had much
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to eng'agu hiin. His range of subji-cts increased. depressed and now exalted genius of a son thai Iiis

There it was that he acquired the close knowledge of jiosition, could he but face it and retrench a little,

coast "effects'" and of marine architecture which was not by any meaus so had. The existence of the

made him, in addition to all his other capacities, so letters on this subject allows us entrance into Hie

excellent a ]iaiuter of the shore and sea. intimacy of these housekeeping troubles, and of the

FUA.MLINUIIAJI CASTLH.

(After the WaUr-Colonr Dmirinij hy J. .S'. Colinun. Enijravnl by V. Carkr. By rcrmisniou of J. L. Rnyil, Esq.)

It was in 18;J.;, I lliink, that Cotman left Yar-

mouth, a married man in early middle age with live

young children. He did it to establish himself again

at Norwich, hoping perhaps to sell his pictures better

there, and exjiecting again to add to his group of

]nipils—he still went regularly and frequently to those

who learnt of him at Yarmouth. This time it was

only a house oijposite the l?ishop's Palace—the address

" St. Martin's at Palace "—that suliiced for Cotnum's

needs ar Cotmaii's ambitions. But before long,

though he made no change, his mind sufl'ered tortures

from the e()stliness of his new abode, and the un-

remunerative character of the adventure. He wrote

to the Dawson Turners in utter gloom, and then it

was tliat his excellent friend wrote to him and (o his

fathei-, letters fidl of tact and wisdom ami feeling,

pninting out to the widl-lo-do lather that Cotmaii

luust really be relieved, and pointing out to the now

troubles (jf mind that threatened to be more serious,

lint we do not get the end of the story. Wo can

only siqipose Ihat Ootman's father, who was really on

good terms with him, allorded reasonable help, and

that though the house was not moved from with

promptitude, the expenses inside it were curtailed.

Cotman rubbed on, somehow, and in Is.'il he received

the apjiointmcnt which I spoke of at the beginning

—that i)ost of drawing-master at King's College,

London, which he was to retain till his death.

Preparing to (juit Norwich, and wishing to put money
in his ])urse before he did so, he had a sale by auction

of many <if his effects. These included nearly twenty
of his paintings in oil, and five guineas was the

highest price realised for any one of these. He s<ild,

likewise, scjme copies of his printed b lok, the

"demand " for them ])roving by no means " active ;
"

they were indeed rather " (juiet " than "lively," or
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"lirm/" but he wisely kept back all the drawings

that were still in his possession ; they were destined

to be serviceable in his King's College lessons.

After a brief sojourn in • Gerrard Street, Soho, a

mere preparatory time—Hunter Street, Brunswick

Square, was the spot fixed upon by Cotman for his

London home. But he went down to Norwich still,

now and then, in the autumn. His son, " J. J."

already gifted and afterwards eccentric, was settled

there. Cotman wrote letters to him, in many moods,

now bright and fanciful, now dejiressed and forlorn.

Cotman was fond of the Thames—witness ]\Ir. Reeve's

early "Twickenham," of which a sketch is given

in these pages, and jNIr. Pyke Thompson's later

Twickenham, the "Golden Twickenham" of the

Turner house at Penarth ; and in one of these letters

there is "the log" that records the adventures of

Mrs. Cotman's " voyage " with others of the ship's

company to Windsor, where they were " not victualled

from hence "—from London that is to say—and so

might be expected to put in at Datchet. Then later,

the brightness was all gone, and illness was upon him.

" It was my duty, it was my wish, and I threat-

ened to paint for your sake when you were here,

but I could not; 1 was ill in liody, and spiritless."

Again, still later, " I am not quite well, but better.

I am painting."* And then he could paint no

more. He died in Hunter Street in July, 18J-2, and

was buried, on the :3Uth of that month, in what is now

the dull suburban cemetery behind St. John's Wood
Chapel, within sound of the cheers from " Lord's" and

the screech of the Metropolitan Railway.

The beginning of the later period of Cotnian's

art dates rather from the days of his visits to Nor-

mandy than from those of his removal to King's

College. I used to think that it was a good deal by

the composition—by the theme chosen and by the

disposition of its different elements—that we could

best affix some approximate date to the undated

* These letters, some of which belong to Mr. James Reeve, and

others to the British Museum, are quoted far more amply in my
" Studies in English Art," and quite lately in Mr. Reeve's well-

compiled hut avowedly uncritical memoir, in the Catalogue of the

Norwich Art Circle's Exliibition of the present summer.—F. W.

work of this delightful master. And, unquestion-

ably, compositioii counts; and the tendency as time

advanced was towards a greater elegance in this

matter ; a more elaborate art, a franker departure

from that nature which suffers, in Boucher's word,

the grass to be too green—which lacks, in Laudel's

answer, harmony and seductiveness. But with a

pretty familiar knowledge now of at least a couple

of hundred of Cotman's sketches and designs—the

most accomplished of his work, with its wise and

learned or inspired omissions, is often mistaken for

a '' sketch "—I am inclined to extend the period

during which Cotman's art was wont to bj wrought

into studied fineness of line, and I would appeal,

perhaps, chiefly to colour to settle the question as

to the date of this or that drawing, coming from the

hand of one who was a poet at the beginning and a

poet at the end. Undoubtedly, in the best— in the

very best—of Cotman's later work (in Mr. Pyke

Thompson's " Blue Afternoon," for instance, and

Mr. Bulwer's "Blasting St. Vincent's Rock"),

there is a greater freedom of poetic expression than

was reached in the earlier work ; a keener sensibility,

an added love of luxury of hue and of forms, that

have grandeur sometimes in their restraint, or ele-

gance in their abandonment. Certain black-and-white

studies done in the last autumn of Cotman's life—
one Octol)er and November, when the country around

Norwich lay under flood, and Cotman, visiting his

native city, went out to depict no definite landscape,

but "the world afloat"—display that faculty of

seizing the spirit of a thing more than its body,

which youth, in any art, can hardly claim— which

comes to men, it may be, with the refinement and

chastening of the years. But the germs of all

this faculty were there from the first. Cotman

was indebted for them to no institution, and to no

outward training. The heavens had so willed it

that his work—so sterling, so sober, so poetic

—

should evade popularity. He was granted his sen-

sibilities that it should be impossible to vulgarise

him. Through good report and evil re[iort he

was an artist only. And so he accomplished his

work. FuEUEiiiCK Weu.moke.

^ i;^aofiLj<tg^gm3n:.jrigi!LJejn.(raJe.tF0faLa^^ pjucp
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HE writer of a pre-

vious article in

til is magazine sup-

plies me with a

text fur mine.

^Ir. Herman re-

threshold of trouble is crossed. A wary experience as

well as a cultivated taste have to be brouiyht into

play to steer safely between two rocks, the obviously

incorrect and the fantastically true. The intentions

of the actor must not be hampered. A seat must not

suggest absurd discomfort ; a dress must never impede

marks :
— "It is the motions of a player. But neither need a costume

an axiom that that be too much modified to meet the natural awkward-

is the most artistic ness or stupidity of the wearer. If an actor complains

which, being as to me (no uncommon circumstance) that " he could

nearly as possible not play in that," I always answer " try," and only

archa3ologically consent to further modifications when convinced

correct, is most that in that particular garment he would jeopardise

pleasing to the educated eye." In this statement the general success. The costume of every period

he puts his finger on the chief difficulty of the dresser gave birth to peculiar deportment, required a special

of stage plays—one which helps to raise his functions code of manners. A noble accustomed to the trailing

from those of a Mantalini to the dignity of Fine Art. skirts and dentilated sleeves of Henry V. would be

History and Arehseology are sisters, and the His-

toric Drama is their handmaid. By her faithful

service both are made familiar to the public as in-

struments of instruction as well as of recreation.

Moving hand-in-hand under her guidance, they

out of his element in the padded breeches of King
James. An actor has to learn how to wear his eos-

trnne with propriety. I remember once, when I had

the honour of mounting "Masks and Faces" for the

Bancrofts at the Ilaymarket, the young men vowed

perfect each the other, conjuring before the mental vengeance against me, declaring that I was making

retina a pieture.sque vision of the past. tliem ridiculous. Tiieir skirts, pleated in many folds.

But the education of the masses is not far enough were wired as well as buckramed, and their swords

advanced as yet for an historic presentment to be were stuck diagonally tiirough them ; eryo it was

made upon the stage in its bald truth. Concessions impossible to sit. I argued that the coats looked

have to be allowed in a spirit of indulgence for weak more natural than any (leorge coats that I had

vessels. There are certain details of costume, furni- ever seen, that they were wired thus in the days of

ture, or accessories of almost every past period which. Peg Woflington, and that it was highly probable

too literally followed, would by unfamiliar rinaintness that even the most ardent of her admirers was not

or unexpected hizurrcr/c distract the attention of the always on his knees. The way of silting must

spectator and give rise to inopportune laughter, therefore h;ive been other than that practised in our

Artistic effort being the pursuit of the beaut iful, that era of Norfolk jackets, and it behoved us, by applying

which is ugly must be eschewed. our minds to the problem, to evolve the necessary

Those who know nothing of the mounting of action. A very little practice brought out the secret,

an historical drama wmiid ppil)ably su])]iose that

for its successfid aceomjilishment nothing is re-

(jiiireil but mere attentive plodding and persever-

ance; that the reipiisite authorities having been yet what conspicuous examples of grace in the wearing

unearthed, all serious diiticulty is surmounted. As of classic robes are Miss Anderson and Mr. Uilson

a matter of fact it is only at this \m\\\ that the Barrett I Their draperies hang about llicir iiuilis in

and though wired to my heart's content, the young

men were made perfectly comfortable. (ireek or

Roman costume is a nightmare to many players, and
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natunil undulatiaus, as if tliey luu! never heard of

dress-improvers or froekcoats ; and yet it must not be

supposed that they have acquired the knack witlunit

lonw aiid careful practice. I never realised ^li^s

Anderson's skill in this matter until I strove to attire

KOJIEO'S FIRST DRESS (.IFTKE CAKTACCIO).

abortive experiment expenses are runninj^ up, and

things are Ijeiny made imly to be thrciwn aside. It

should be obvious that the designer must possess this

],rescience. He has, sometimes, to place four or live

hundred people on the stage, who moving in a dance

or in a rush, or marching in a procession, nuist present

an unjaruing harmony, as of a parterre of flowers.

Considering that nowadays crowds of this kind are

clad in materials of from two to five pounds a yard

or more, it would not be possible to chop and change

without running the cost of a production beyond the

probability of profit. Before the scissors are taken

up, the artist must have finally made up his mind

about his materials and foresee exactly the effect of

each upon the other. He must have provided for the

most advantageous display of the most costly and a

dexterous employment of cheaper fabrics where they

will not be conspicuous or offensive. It is to this

end that he must have acquired managerial ex-

perience, so as to weigh correctly the resources at his

command, for these of course will constantly vary

according to the dimensions of his stage.

\Yhcn jiainters of eminence—R.A.'s and others

—

undertake to dress a play, they not unfrequently

disajipoint themselves as well as the public from a

lack of this technical knowledge ; for oftentimes

a dress which would look lovely on canvas or at a

another lady in a costume similar to hers. The over-

drapery, winding round her feet, nearly brought her

down \ipon her nose ; it was always in her way,

twisted into ungainly angles, and arrived at last

under her arm like a packet of crumpled linen.

Although tliis lady was not exceptionally awkward,

I was obliged in iier ease to revert to the old-fashinncd

hideous bedgown, which is anything but statuesque.

Efficient " stage-dressers" are few because, to under-

stand their business, they must have gone through two

distinct and separate trainings. They must have

thorough practical knowledge of stage - effect —
ligliting, grouping, what-not. They must also have

matriculated as professional painters. They must

have the science of colour at their fingers' ends ; be

masters of Chevreuil's laws concerning the harmonies

of analogy and contrast; all this over and above

archiBological lore and an educated reliuement of taste.

They must possess also a species of second sight,

whereby the result of a given series of combinations

is known beforehand with unerring precision. In

their proceedings there must be no groping or un-

certainty. Some managers, unaware of this, and

sparely endowed with fiiith, hamiier the movements of fancy ball will go for nothing on the Ijoards. The

their "artist witli vexatious interfeience. But their long distance between the costume and the eye has

ignorance brings its own punishment, for with each to be considered, and this will affect material pattern

BENTOLIO'S DEESS (AFTER CARPACCIO).
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and trimming. Sittintj on one occasion in tlio stalls

of Di'uiy L:inc dm-ing' the rehearsal of a ])antomime, I

had occasion to go on the stage. The ballet chanced

to be in progress, and I was astonished to find how,

after practice of many jears, my eye had been

deceived. The girls' dresses were in five colours, and

from mj' seat I had fonnd them ineffective, and even

poor. AVhen close to t;liem I was surprised to dis-

cover that they were made of five stuffs cut out by

never come in contact with that scarlet person who is

buried away in the shade. Were he to emerge from

his place in shadow he would have to be instantlv

banished as a jarring note in the composition. On
the stage the constant change of place and relative

lighting of the jmppets must be considered and

arranged for. At one moment or another each will

appear fully illumined.

In a scene of much movement and many ]iersons

ST. UKSULA S BEDCHAMEEE.

(.I/tec lUc Picture by Carpaccio. Engraved hy J. D. Cooper. Vsed by the lion. Leiris Wingjielil for the ISedchamber Scene in

Misa Mary Anderson's revival of '^ Romeo and Juliet.")

hand iiiio jiatterns and sewn one uimui the other.

What a grievous waste of time ami lalxmr and

money to produce so mean a result ! I would have

wagered that these garments, which in the (•(jstu-

mier's bill would appear as a terril)le item, had l)een

fashioned with little trouble out of some badly

selected cretonne.

To return to stage-work by R.A.'s and others,

there arc various causes for their failure. I'^igures in

a picture are skilfully adjusted with regard to rhythm

of tone and line and light and colour on the under-

standing that they will remain as they are. Once

in their places the pujjpets will never move. A giil

in ]iale rose will lean with excpiisite effect of Full

sunlight on the russet sleeve of her lover. She will

.549

the inexperienced stage-dresser is sonu'times driv("ii

well-nigh tn mailne.ss. At one moment the result of

his anxiously-considered work will be so hai)py as to

call down on him the encomiums of the manager. A
beautiful bit of grouping ! A poem ! A delicious

symphony in pearl and opal ! And then the pre-

siding genius will of a sudilen cliange his tone, and

you will hear the gnashing of his teeth. By com-

mantl of the dranuitist the kaleidoscojie has been

shaken, and the two ])ersons who of all llu' host

ought never tn l)e side by side are leaning one against

the other !

It frcipienflv occurs that one set of dresses has to

be exhibiU'd before a variety of backgrnunds limned

liy diiferent hands. One scene-jiainler is pre-eminent
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for cool greys and retirini>' hall-tones; another is

striking^, but garish ; a third is harsh and heavy—
vigorous, but hot and foxy, admirable for ingenious

changes. An ignorant manager will probably have

given out the scenes of his production before con-

sulting him, whose taste should weld the revival into

a complete and homogeneous whole. Hence it arrives

that the experience of the latter finds nci field some-

times and is unjustly blamed. Submitting to the

inevitable, he must admit to himself that, da what he

will, the characters will look well in some scenes and

deplorable in others ; for it stands to reason that a

low-toned background demands accentuated cnhmr

in the figures before it, while sombre personages in

cut velvets and steely greys and hues of the tertiary

order will present the most pleasing aspect against

a " cloth " wdiich is exuberant in primaries.

From these remarks it will be seen that the

competent stage-dresser must be a> Protean individual

with a finger on every department. He must unite

in his own person the characteristics of the stage-

manager, the costumier, the painter, the archiBologist

—aye, and at times of the tailor, the counterskipper,

and the gasman. Now and then he will be eomjjelled,

seizing the scissors, himself to cut out the pattern

of an intricate sleeve or collar ; will have to direct the

tryings-on with tape and chalk. At all times he must
keep himself an coiiraiil as to such new and available

materials as may come into the market—silks, satins,

serges, as well as laces, buttons, anipassementerie. He
must know in what iric-n-brac shops old damasks and
velvets are to be found; which emporia are the best

supplied with various classes of fabric ; and be fami-

liar with the latest productions of the looms of Lyons
or Spitallields. He must keep a sharp eye on im-

port.itions from the East ; be something of an exi)ert

as to durability; and be able to judge at a glance

whether a stuff is of the finest quality.

To illustrate my theory with example I mav
perhaps be permitted, without laying myself open

to a charge of undue egotism, to ex])lain my own
method of work. My meaning will be made clear, I

think, if I enter into the details of an elaborate pro-

duction that was brought out some time since under

my auspices—the revival of " Romeo and Juliet "

at the Lyceum, while Miss Anderson was tenant of

that theatre. The play had been sumptuously re-

vived some little time before on the same boards l.)y

Mr. Irving, a fact which, so far as I was concerned,

wa'i both an advantage and the reverse. Admirable

as his production was, it had faults (as everything

mundane has), which it behoved us to recognise and

avoid. But, then, he was able with his fine taste and

consummate stage-knowledge to evolve sundry lucturcs

of sui-passing beauty which, however much we might
wish it, we dared not imitate, for we slioidd be

nothing if not original. Several times while drillinu-

the mobs the supermaster said to me, " That's what we
did with Mr. Ir\ and he received each time the

same reply, " Out with it, then ; we'll work from
another standpoint."

The task to be undertaken was—and many wise-

acres prophesied failure—" to produce the same play

as i\Ir. Irving had recently d(me in the same theatre

in as superior a manner as he, but in <pnte a different

style ;
" and the public were kind enough to let us

know after three months of drudgery that the problem

had been satisfactorily solved.

In the first jilace we had to choose a period as

remote from that selected by ^Mr. Irving as the

exigencies of the play would permit. This was not

diflieult, for is there not on the walls of the

Accademia at Venice a series of marvellous pictures

by Carpaccio, glowing with truth, glorious in sugges-

tion of harmonies, overflowing with small but precious

details of contemporary manners and customs? This

series, too, covers an epoch of the Moi/en Jf/u which
had never been used on the stage. Is there not a

delightful bedroom in the series, with St. Ursula in

bed

—

couch,p>-ie-diei(, and queer little holy-water pot,

all complete—an ideal bed-chamber for Juliet ? The
next point was to select scenic artists with reference

not only to their talent, but to their fitness for the

subject to be illustrated. Was there not Mr. John
O'Connor—stock scene-i>ainter under Buekstoue at

the Haymarket—who since that time had abandoned

panoramic work for cabinet pictures in oil ? He had

spent much time in Southern slums, knew every pecu-

liar feature of decayed Italian towns, was as familiar

w-ith the alleys of "N'erona and Padua as with that of

Sally or the rookeries of the Seven Dials. To help us

in our ambitious endeavour, he consented to resume

the distemiier-brush. And then there was Mr. Hawes
Craven {/'aci/c pr'inceps in felicitous renderings of the

atmosphere of the outer air), and clever Mr. Perkins.

It struck us that, since novelty was the first item

in our programme, we might venture— risking ana-

thema from the insulted j\Ianes of the Bard—even to

introduce some of the pantomimic changes which Mr.
Bruce Smith had recently made a feature of Adclphic

melodrama. As was expected, certain sticklers waxed
monstrous fierce on the subject of desecration ; but,

sure, 'tis a venial crime to jiander for once in a way to

the frivolity of the Profanum A'ulgus. Carpaccio,

undiluted, is so terribly austere !

Scenic artists chosen and scenes distributed, the

next step was to secure a meeting of these gentlemen,

with legs under a friendly mahogan}', in order that

the subject might be threshed out in all its jjhases

;

that each might understand what was to go before,

and what to follow, him j that every painter might

learn which scenes were to be grave, and which gay,
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so that neither kinJ should iireponderate uiululy.

The moment being- reached when all this was made

clear to the satisfaction of all parties^ then, and not

till then, was I enabled to set to work upon my own

special department. I knew roughly the ])eculiarities

of every scene, as well as what was essential to the

best interests of the chief performers. I had worked

up my " period." Large photographs of the Car-

paccio series lay on my taljle for constant referenct'

—

whether with regard to tunics, tights, boots, wigs,

hats, chairs, tables, or domestic implements. It struck

me that the two most striking features of our period

were the sit and cut of sleeves and skirts, and the

half-faded gloomy magnificence of the materials that

were in vogue; and I decided accordingly (with Miss

Anderson's sympathy and consent) to inaugurate a

new departure by using genuine brocades and damasks

of the time, instead of modern imitations. The curio-

shops of London and Paris were ransacked, and

before long I had such a crop of ancient fabrics piled

up on my floors as caused the mouth to water, and

called ujj visions of au illicit harvest on the old

Rialto after a conflict between merchants and corsairs.

Out of these it was necessary, in the first instance,

to make a slow and careful selection in accordance

with a general scheme of tonality previously decided

on at the meeting of the scene-painters. With

throes of regret I was obliged to lay aside stuffs

which, though fascinating, were unsuitable. The

next step was to calculate quantities and measure

lengths, allowing for rotten bits (ancient damasks,

alas ! are not to be procured in yards unlimited),

placing in one heap the larger pieces which might do

for skirts, in another smaller ones that might run to

t\niics, in another yet smaller fragments which might

be eked out into sleeves or coaxed into belts and

pouches. These heaps had again to be subdivided,

as in the Ark, into male and female, after their kind
;

and after that I might breathe and think. There

were further subdivisions yet, into thick and flimsy,

bright and sombre ; and then tlie piles had to be

submitted to my trusty first lieutenant, Miss Patience

Harris (sister of the lessee of Drury Lane), who (in

her way a genius) in many a fierce fight with didi-

ciilties has helped us both to victory. Cond)iiiiiig

her experience with mine, she carefully scrutinised

each fragment, and ruthlessly tossed aside some of

my dearest morsels. Hoary, if 1)eautiFul, her eagle

eye had detected that they were too hopelessly de-

cayed for wear.

I may here remark incidentally, turning fur a

minute to another play, that when I dressed ^Ii's.

Kendal for Rosalind, her boy's dress of old green

brocade had to be relegated each night to the work-

shop that its rents might be darni'd and cobbled. In

"Romeo and Juliet" like prccautiims h;id to he tal;rn

to save Mr. Terriss's first tunic from falling into

tattere. The darning-needle will do much, but iu

some cases, when decay has gone too far, it but

aggravates the frailty of woof and weft, like the

pouring of new wine into old bottles.

Having wrested all I could from the scrupulous

hands of my lieutenant, I was able to lay out the

treasures on the llom- and commence the task of

combination. The two leading characters who were

to be constantly before the public called for first at-

tention ; these were Juliet and Romeo—Miss Ander-

son and Mr. Teiriss—who would each need some half

a dozen dresses. Juliet's costumes must be considered

l)efore her lover's. They had to approach as near to

Carpaccio as might be without peril. They must be

becoming, beautiful, appropriate, varied ; and, above

all, must satisfy the " star." My star was fastidious

and dirticult to satisfy, given to carping over details.

They must harmonise with [Mr. Terriss's (also diffi-

cult to please), never jar with casual crowds and

scenic changes. The book of the play must always

be in one hand ; while with the other, stuffs were

picked from heaps, colours juxtaposed, materials

sifted and rejected. Carefully following the book,

I was expected to behold, as in a magic mirror, ^liss

Anderson and Mr. Terriss in front of Mr. O'Connor's

"set"; to remember that the same dresses were to

appear afterwards before a "front cloth" by Mr. Hall.

Juliet's attire chancing to be of a pale silvery-blue,

Mr. O'Connor obligingly consented to avoid that

colour in his picture, and it behoved me to send a

post-card to ^Ir. Hall, warning him to do the same.

A like precaution was necessary with regard to every

background by every artist, according to the attire

to be assumed by the leading person in the scene.

Principals disposed of (after what au expenditure

of cajolery !), the second rank next claimed attention

—the Tybalts and Beuvolios—never forgetting their

places on the stage, their relations witli Romcd or

Juliet. After them the small fry—maskers, dancers,

citizens—the ever-changing human wave who must in

cut and colour be always in the picture, yet never

over-]ir(iiniuent or eccentric. It was like the putting

tdgcther of a puz/.le, and—as in a puzzle—the last

piece would decline sometimes to fit into its placi-, and

recpiire the re-mndelling (if the whole. Sometimes

—

oh ! hormr—the star, changing her mind, as ladies

will, would announce an intention of transposing her

dresses ; of wearing in Act III. what was intended

for Act II., or rirc versa ; a step that would bring

crumblmg down my house of cards, involving the

labiiurof re-arranging all. Often a character would

strut up to me—usually the most insignificant—and

vow that his particular stuff was just what did not

suit him. "I am to be pink, I think? Now, sir,

if there is (me coldur mure than another," &c. kc;
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and ill consequunco of many worrius vi this sort I

have made it a rnle recently to try ou the garments

of the small fry only in linings of calico, so that they

may never know, until completed, the style of garl)

which they must wear.

The all-important subject of colour settled, came

that grave ijuestion of iiiodijication which I alluded

to at the beginning of this article. Although Miss

Anderson was to be made to look like a Carpaccio

A genuine hoop of such vast dimensions as was

used by Mrs. Pritchard in the "Suspicious Husband"
would not be tolerated now. Preposterous as it was,

the eye was as accustomed to it in her time as ours

were once to the crinoline. The same may be said of

wigs, or hats, or ruft's. Should a tragic dramatist

elect to develop his suliject daring one particular

decade of the reign of the third George, it would be

imprudent to dress the characters correctly, for genius

MISS Anderson's tirst dress as juliet (after cari'accio). nurse's dress (after cari'accio).

lady, certain details must be omitted or slurred over,

which would appear so singular as to invite ridicule.

The same with the men. Points affecting style and

character must be retained, wliilst suppressing the

oiilrii ot exaggerated. It is hard sometimes for the

dissector to lay bare the kernel of character. Is it in

the glove or garter, in the boot or in the necktie ?

In some cases a wig or cloak must be re-designed, so

as to display the essence of a fashion whilst skilfully

eschewing the absurd. Thus by a seeming paradox

in the matter of stage costume the original and his-

torical are one. There is no so-called " original
"

dress but must have some period for a basis. The

general scheme of colour that jiervades a revival of

importance is always original, evolved from the brain

of the designer. Garments, of whatever epoch, are

so moditied and altered—the same, but translated, as

it were, into another tongue—that, while seeming

to be sternly correct, yet are in their way original.

of a high order could nut cope witii the outrageous

wig, even in moments of sublime emotion, any more

than with the bat-like collar and skimpy sleeves, or

the waist-buttons between the shoulder-blades.

It has already been stated that the culture of the

masses is as yet too incomplete for them to endure

the spectacle of truth unadorned, and yet the strides

that have been made of late years in public taste are

of great assistance and consolation to members of our

craft. The eye of the public becomes more educated

daily; opinion more severe anent anachronism, more

appreciative of the real and the true. An audience is

beginning to detect by a kind of instinct what is

right, arriving, without knowing why, much at the

same conclusion as we do by archaeological study and

scientific rule. It is expected that we should know

that a thing is right, and be sure of the reason why

;

and it is no little gratification when the majority of

an audience agree that it is risht because somehow
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tliuy feel tliat it is so. With the progress of edu- part, so busy witli multifarious duties as to Knd no

eatioii our task will grow lighter. As people become time for advancing their art-education. Some, grace-

more cognisant of still unfamiliar de-

tail, they will be less inclined to jeer

at the peculiar, and so " translating "

will come to be less needed. The

elimination of the ugly will then be

iiur first duty. On the last occasion

when ^[rs. Bancroft a})peared as Lady

Teazle, she wore a frilled cap tight

round the cheeks, with a big bow on

the top. Twenty years ago it would

have suggested toothache, and have

been greeted with roars of merri-

ment. The public accepted it with-

out a murmur, save in the instance

of one erudite gentleman iu the })it,

who, sadly sighing, remarked, " Dear,

dear ; what a pity ! That caji is ten

years later than the play !

"

Oddly enough, the professional

critics as a body do not advance in

the same ratio as the general pub-

lic. They speak with authority a!)iiut

the carpentering of l)lays according

to dramatic canon, and tlie relative

merits of performers ; but the ac-

i[uaintancc they can claim with stage

matters of another kind is so limited that their achievements

verdict is of little value. They are, for the most critics.

%/y

nOMEO's THIKD DEESS (afTEK

CAEPACCIO).

fully admitting this with commend-

able candour, refrain from judging us

at all, or indulging in unsafe dogma.

Otliers, less prudent, shroud ignorance

under commonplaces and mask cnipli-

uess behind Olympian frowns, iu-

didging iu hysterical chatter with a

chorus of "The play's the thing;"

just as if it did not become much
more the thing with less of the arti-

licial and conventional and sham,

when assistance is given to the bruin

through the medium of the eye iiy

the co-opera ti(ni of sister arts. One

comfort is vouchsafed, however, wherr-

withal we may salve our wounds. On
(lur side are ranged such names as

Kean, Phelps, Irving, Sardou, and the

T-ultured managements of the Coraedie

Francaise and of Saxe-Mciningen

—

whose enlightened enthusiasm and

perseverance have pioneered along the

rugged way. Well, well ! the convic-

tions and conclusions of these are

living and practical examples; tlu;

deductions we may draw from their

are worth more than the babbh' of

LkWIS WlNGFlliLD.

"A HOT BARGAIN."

Painted by F. A. Ukidgmax. Etched isv .James D. Smillie.

THERE are few living American painters with a

more brilliant European reputation than INIr.

F. A. Bridgman, and still fewer who assert their

claim til applause with more consistency. Having

come to Paris in ISIJO, he placed himself under the

guidance of M. J. L. Gerome, whereby his talent

received the hall-mark of the master's individuality.

After staying awhile in France and Spain, he, in

1872 and the following year, passed two memorable

winters in Algiers and on the batdcs of the Nile, his

appreciation of Arab life being unsurpassed by that of

any of his contemporaries. His foreign training has

enabled him to render all the subtle effects of Eastern

sunlight, and his own refined feeling for glowing

colour fits him to translate on to canvas the glories

of Oriental s]ilen(liiur with reticence and ease.

"A Hot Bargain," exhibited at the Salon of ISS 1.,

and again at the Royal Academy of 1887, is an

admirable specimen of Mr. 15ridgman's art, and nunc

the less admirable that in composition it closely

resembles his " Departure of the Holy Car])et " of

1S71'. 1 lind but a single fault: the two chief

actors in this horse-market, who are bargaining so

energetically in their endeavours to come to terms,

are ccrtaildy nut Oriental iu ty|ic. l''oi- the rcsl, the

figures art! as full of character and as truthful in

attitude, and the light and shade is as skilful, as the

colour in the original jiicture is rich ami harmonious.

The ])iclure, too, is fortunate in its etcher. I\Ir.

James D. Smillie has, I apprehend, produced no better

plate than this, delicate as it is in touch, and highly

suggestive of the ([uality of the original. It comes

near, in fact, to being technically com|)lete, as etch-

ing is nowadays understood ; so that the plate as it

stands—the result of the combined talent of Mr.

Bridgman and Mi-. Smillie—may fairly be taken as

one of the best specimens of American ai( tluit have

appeared in these pages. ^M. H. g
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THE line wliieh separates art from handieraft is so

indefinite, so imperceptible almost, that it lias

been found convenient, in the interests of trade, to

rule, as it were, a hard-and-fast and brutal bonndary,

on the one side of which is fine art, on the other

manufacture.

There are, doubtless, advantages in this arbitrary

arrangement, or it would never have been so effec-

tnally carried out. But these advantages are all on

the side of trade. Neither art nor handicraft is the

gainer. The political economist may flatter himself

that the extended production of things into which

art (or what passes for it) enters more or less, the

demand for such things, the cheapness of them, and

the accumulation of wealth by means of them, indi-

cate the progress of the century. The truth is tliat

such progress is quite out of the direction of art.

No reasonable person will for a moment suppose

that the conditions of handicraft in the past can be

created over again : he will, at most, regret the

change that has taken place. It is plain enough to

the artist, difficult though it be for others to realise

it, that the substitution of what we call manufacture

for ol<l-fashioned handicraft, has been, and promises

still further to be, absolutely detrimental to art, in so

much as it is not the art of painting or sculpture.

The relations Ijetween art and manufacture are

obviously " strained." It seems to some of us that

the present condition of things cannot go on. JNIanu-

faeture, as at present understood by manufacturers,

appears to be well-nigh incompatible with ai't, as

artists understand it.

The artist contributing to manufacture stands in

a peculiar position. From being himself the maker

and seller of his work, he has become the servant cf

the manufacturer, who is in his turn the servant of

the tradesman. The individuality of the artist or

craftsman is scarcely I'ccognised by the controlling

power. The man who has paid for a design con-

si<lers himself at liberty (and, artistic susceptibilities

apart, he is at liberty) to take what licence he may

think fit with it, and execute it in the fashion which

may commend itself to his commercial judgment.

He has not invariably the respect for art which

would decree its perfect production, nor the know-

ledge which would engender that respect. If he

will not allow the time necessary to good work, if

he insist upon cheap production not consistent with

art, it is probiibly because he fails to appreciate that

quality.

In a certain sense, every artist is dependent upon

the public. Ho must produce what some one will

buy. But the painter and sculptor ordinarily use

tlieir own discretion as to which of their ideas may

]>e profitaVdy carried out. Tiiey are free to execute

their work in their own way. Even in the case of

portraiture, an artist treats it in his own manner.

It is understood that he has a name and a reputation

to keep up. Tiie artist who applies his art, whether

designer or craftsman, has neither name nor position.

He is scarcely recognised, even by artists, as an

artist. He is the servant of the producer ; and it is

commercially convenient to keep him in that position.

So long as he remains unknown it is possible to

retain complete control over him.

It is not long since a lawsuit called attention to

the "ghost" question. It can scarcely be contended

that a man ought to do all his work with his own
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hamls—he is sure!_v free to employ his pupils, or

indeed to avail liitnself witliin ecrlnin obvious limits

of the work of his fellows; but it is always con-

sidered among artists that a man has no right to take

the credit of work in which he has had no hand.

That is by no means the creed of commerce.

One styles himself " designer and lithographer,"

though he never drew a line ;
" printer," though he

never worked at press ;
" bookbinder," thougli he

never heated a tool. That is simply the custom of

flie trade. Were tlie cabinetmakers who never

n^ade a cabinet, the painters and decorators who

coukl neitlier paint nor decorate, tlie smiths and

metal-workers who could not forge a horseshoe, the

potters who could not throw a pot—were the makers

who were makers in profession, but suppressed, what

wholesale havoc there would be in tlie ranks of our

eminent manufacturers !

When the emjiloyeris a man of culture, organising

anil directing nneducated labipur, he fulfils a most

important and useful function ; the evil is. when

tlie control of handicraft falls into the hands of men
less informed in tec/riiique and taste than the skilled

workman. It is not enough that the producer

should study the market. One could jioint to

manufacturers, of course, whose influence on art

has been all for good. But they are not the many.

Their power as a class has not been so directed as to

reconcile us to the position they occupy in relation

to craftsmanship. It is not a question of blaming

tliem or anyone ; but of regretting the tangle things

have got into.

It is of no use fighting against the spirit of the

age. And the spirit of our age ajipears to be

commercial, scientific—anything but arlistic. Still,

men in earnest cannot help rebelling against what

seems to them injustice. The rebellion of a certain

few artists, ghosts, and e.K-ghosts, against the ex-

isting state of things, has taken the practical form of

a protest, not in words only, but in deeds. They

have organised an exhibition of applied art, and hired

the New Gallery in Regent Street with a view of

exposing, during October and November, not only the

art that is in things not pictures or sculjitures, but

the names of the men who are the artists.

There have been exhibitions more than enough
;

exhibitions, too, of "Art and Industry," but no

exhibition on the lines of the "Arts and Crafts"

exhibition. It proposes to give the decorative artist

and craftsman tiie credit of his work, to introduce

him to the public, to bring the ghost into daylight.

The "Arts and Crafts" exhibition is, in a

measure, a protest against the present system of

manufacture ; but it is a protest there should be no

occasion to make. The manufacturer who is dealing

fairly with the men in his employ need surely have

no fear of allowing them the credit which is their

due. The desire to keep close the name of the

worker implies that he is worth more than he is

paid. To contend that the employer cannot dis-

creetly let it be known who does the work, lest some

competitor should tempt him away, is to forget

how ready the craftsman is to bind himself to a

liberal master. Capital will always have that power,

that it can buy labour on good terms. A certainty

of income is only too tempting to the workman.

The employed cannot ordinarily afford to offend

his employer. The success of this exhibition will

depend therefore to some extent upon his liberal

treatment of his men. It will depend still more

upon the degree of interest felt by the public in

ajtplied art. If they do not care about it, then the

outlook is not encouraging, either for art or handi-

caft. Lewis F. Day.
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THE LATE FEANK HOLL, E.A.

"l^OT within living memory lias the Royal Aeailetny

-'- ' —ov, more broadly speaking, lias Britisli Art

—

suffered a more serious loss, or received a more cruel

hlow, than has been inflicted by the death of Frank
IIoll, who died, not without warning, from an affec-

tion of the heart on the 31st of July. Greater artists

have been reckoned within the ranks of the Academy,
and public sympathy at their death has ere now Ijeen

more ostentatiously shown. But in those cases, from
Reynolds to Turner and Landseer, their work was
•lone. Had they lived, nothing greater than what
tliey had already produced would have issued from
their brushes. But HoU has died in the fulness of

his power, at the early age of forty-three, having
achieved great things, it is true, but with the highest

objects of his ambition unattenipted. Like Paul

Potter, like Henri Regnault, and the whole army of

young men whom the Angel of Death has snatched

from the Genius of Art, his reputation will of neces-

sity rest upon his performance; but those of us who
knew his hopes and his aims, and, perhaps, owing to

our personal knowledge of the man, are better able

to form an estimate of his powers—we prefer to

judge him by what we think he would have done,

rather than by what he actually accomplished.

Seeing that a biographical notice of the deceased

artist's career has already appeared in The Magazine
OF Art,* it is unnecessary to give here but the

briefest abstract of the chief events of his artistic

life. This story of his life, however, Mr. Holl had

promised me to re-tell himself at a future time, and
in a much more extended form in these pages, accom-

panying it with some of the many interesting anec-

dotes and experiences that go to make up the lights

and shadows of a painter's life. This project has

now been cut off with the rest.

Born in London in lS|,j, his father being Francis

Holl, A.R.A., the engraver, Frank Holl obtained

admission to the Royal Academy Schools when only

fifteen years of age. Four years later he saw his fii-st

pictui-e, " Turned out of Church," well hung on the

Academy walls. A busv time followed; "Fern
Gatherers," "The Ordeal," and "The Convalescent"

(or "Getting Better ")—the latter a sympathetic ren-

dering of beautiful childhood, rich and subtle in

colour—appearing up to 1807. In 1869 "The Lord
Gave and the Lord hath Taken Away " attracted the

notice of the Queen, who, failing in her attempt to

become its possessor, commissioned ]Mr. Holl to paint

another picture for her — " No Tidings from the

* See The Magazine of Art, Vol. III., page 1S7.

Sea," exhibited in 1871. The next w(.rk that at-

tracted general attention was "I am the Resurrec-
tion and the Life." How many of those who at-

tended the artist's own funeral service at St. Peter's

Church, Belsize Park, on the 7th of August last,

turned their sad thoughts to that early picture, I

wonder, as they heard the words? The year 1873
was a momentous one for the artist, for it saw his

first attempt at portraiture, and, as a consequence,

his complete divorce from subject-painting. This
first portrait was his "Samuel Cousins, R.A.,"
which, by its character and expression, and its

Rembrandtesque power of handling, elicited such
loud applause, that he was thereafter overwhelmed
with commissions.

Perhaj)s the bust known and the most favouraljle

example of Frank Holl's later art is his recent

portrait of Lord Spencer. It will doubtless l)e

considered the artist's masterpiece, as although not

quite what he was capable of in the matter of

li-c/niiqiie, it is one of the most truthful, the most
manly, vigorous, and subtle of all his portraits;

being wanting, moreover, in that rather exagger-

ated contrast of light and shade with which

—

studio-light aiding—he often invested the faces of

his sitters. It constitutes, in short, the nearest

approach in point of conception, execution, and feel-

ing, to the works of his idol, Velasquez ; retaining

always his own unmistakable individuality of style

and method.

A strong leaning towards sad and even more
sombre subjects characterised all Frank HoH's sub-

jects. Pathetic or tragic in his work, but never mor-

bid ; tender, but never maudlin ; religious, earnest, and

serious, but never bigoted or ascetic ; he was manly,

robust, and vigorous in all his doings. He was a

cheerful companion, intelligent and intellectual, genial

and kindly, courteous, honest, and warm-hearted
;

and, as such, universally beloved by^ his comjianions

and rivals in art. To the esteem in which he was
held the immense gathering of mourners that as-

sembled around his grave in Highgate Cemetery

sufficiently attested ; for, while the brilliance of his

talent and the amiability of his nature attracted

many acquaintances, the modesty of his disposi-

tion and his kindliness of heart retained them all as

friends. His nature, like his work, was essentially

English; but he fell a victim to that intense con-

stitutional energy and application, which, try as he

might to resist them, eventually brought him to a

premature death. M. H. Siuelmann.
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HERE is auotlier func-

tion of line which, in

alliance with those pri-

mary qualities we have

been considering under

the heads of Outline

and Design, enable the

draughtsman to com-

mand the whole range

of linear expression.

This further function is the expression of Relief :

the relief of contours, planes, and surfaces one from

another, whether by means of difference in quality

of tint or by light and shade.

While outline will give us definition of mass and

detail, and can be made to convey certain charac-

teristics of form, action, and emotion, and while, in

the province of design, it can control and combine

these in harmonious conipositi(pn, in the natural

course of the ceaseless evolution of the artistic sense

we seek means to give further interest and enrich-

ment to our work. We demand light and shade,

and suggestion of colour and tone.

Regarding line, then, as a means for expression

of form by light and shade and tone on the suifaees

of things, let us try how far it will carry us, wherein

lies its chief strength, what are its natural limits,

and, above all, how does it bear upeu and cimtributc

to the resources of design ?

Every object in light and shade is relieved eillier

in dark or light against other objects, or against a

dark or light background. When the light falls in

one direction, as from a uiiidiiw, the side nearest the

light is sharply defined in light, and the side furthest

away from the light is delined darkly in shadow.

moditled more or less, as the ca-e may be, by reflected

light from the ground or the objects about it. Sup-

posing we take the cast of a torso (see Illustration i.).

The modelling of the figure appears broadly defined

in a mass of light and shadow, while full of subtle-

ties of intermediate gradation and detail of form.

To express this breadth of light and shade upon the

delicately moulded surface, we shall find it best in

effect to run our lines and systems of lines mostly in

the same direction, and to avoid crossing them as

far as possible; a series of long, (lowing, sligiitly

curved lines forming a tint of shadow, and (bllowing

the contours of the figure, help to express the smooth-

ness of the surfaces, and produce a softer tint than

short angular lines hatched across without reference

to the form, and solely with a view to the nuu'e

obvious effects of light and shade.

If we group our torso with other things, such as

a flower in a glass vase, and a metal dish, we shall

have to express the characters and vahies in light

and shade and texture of the different forms and sur-

faces in contrast and combination. This, of course,

may be done in a variety of styles, kee])ing only to

line, and the ])en as the means. No two artists would

express such a group exactly in the same way, or by

the same system of lines. I only give for tlie ]mv-

poses of ilUistrntion oneway—my own ; but neither

in this ease nor in that of any of the illustrations to

these articles ilo 1 put anything forward as final.

They are strictly expressions of personal opinion in

the matter of line, though founded upon constant

practice, continual observation of nature, and the

study of linear harmonies.

Again, as in the drawing' given from the east of

a greyhound (Illustration u.), it is qnite possible to
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express relief by masses of light and shade aud tone, certain flatness of treatment analogous to low-relief

emphasising the different planes by means of systems sculpture has the pleasantest effect in this kind of

of lines, laid together to form gradations of tint, work.

without the use of an outline at all, trusting to the Illustration iv. again shows a different treat-

ment of relief in each

half of the design : the
edges and gradations of

the lights and darks to

give all the necessary

facts and subtleties of

the form. This is the

purely pictorial or

painter's principle, ex-

pressed by tlie pen's

point.

Having, therefore, ac-

quired a principle and a

method of practice in

the expression of relief

by means of lines, we

may proceed to apply

them in design.

The simplest method

of relieving a design is

by getting our masses

as dark on light, or as

light against a dark

ground. Flat decorative

effects can be obtained

in this way of great va-

riety, and any satisfac-

tory arrangement of mass

and line is greatly en-

forced by such a treat-

ment.

Illustration iir.

shows a design, half of

which is treated as black

on white, and the cor-

resjionding half as white

on black. In treating a

design for white on black, it will generally be ad- sources of a wash-drawing.

visable to increase the dimensions of the masses

—

I give No. v. as an example of a treatment

limbs, or leaves, or what-not— a little beyond the of design in tone and relief. Four principal tones

deo-ree necessary- in the same design when treated are used : black, and three half-tones. The pale flat

as black upon white. The half of the design (see tint of the sky is expressed, it will be noticed, by

p. 418) on the right hand shows such slight increase, the thin open pen-lines, and is just made dark enough

-LIGHT AND SHADE AND TEXTUBE OF SURFACE

EXPEESSF.D BY LINE.

palm leaves being made

dark on the right hand

so as to let the figure

tell against them as a

light mass, while the

dotted ground softens

the accent of the dark

leaves, and still further

relieves the figure. On
tlie left hand the figure

is simply shaded in

lines, though rather more

emphatically than the

other, so as to bring it

out in relief upon the

shaded leaves and against

the white ground.

Then there is the

more pictorial system of

relief by means of dif-

ferent tones, but which

is quite within the ca-

pacity of line, and can

be rendered in a pen-

drawing or an etching in

a way which has quite

a distinct value of its

own, and a power of

expression in this par-

ticular direction which

gives certain advantages

even over the more fa-

cile and delicate re-

If, again, we shade our figures and scroll on leaf-

work by pen-lines to express the relief of their various

surfaces, or as rounded or flattened, smooth or rough,

we shall get, of course, a much richer and more

varied result, though, perhaps, at some slight cost of

simplicity and severity of line

for the disc of the moon to be relieved upon it as

the only spot of white. Across this field the strong

black boughs of the tree are thrown, softened by the

lighter leaves ; and upon these again the figure in

a lighter tone, but darker than the sky ;
the edges

being relieved as dark against the sky tint, but light

A design shaded by crisp lines in this way will where they cut against the black of the tree boughs,

tell strongly enough even on a white background. The grass, again, is darker, so that the feet of the

but variations can be got by lining or dotting the shepherd boy relieve with light touches upon it.

background ; nearly every degree of effect or relief. The bird, to em]>hasise the light spot of the moon, is

in fact, may be obtained. As a rule, however, a brought boldly and black against it, and thus, at the
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same time, gives poiut and empliasis to the motif of

the design.

The o'feat virtue of the use of line in di-awing' in

the three functions of outline, design, and relief, is

that it compels the draughtsman to use his sense of

forni and construction, and forces on him the necessity

of drawing with his brain as well as witli his hand.

Drawing witli the pen's point may l)e likened to

driving a sensitive steed through a narrow and

precipitous mountain pass : one is obliged to think

where one is going, and it is advisable to know
beforehand every turn of the road if the journey is

to be either safe or j)leasant. The pen's point to

the draughtsman is not, however, a seductive Siren,

luring by a fair seeming to unknown dangers, like

some less austere methods ; with the pen one

knows about the worst to begin with, but the diffi-

culties once mastered, it may prove a quill from the

wing of Pegasus himself.

I should like to see it oftener in the hands of our

students. The attractions of chalk, charcoal, and

lead pencil may hide a multitude of sin.s, but there is

no nonsense about a pen. It will give the measure

of a draughtsman's skill and power of drawing soon

enough, and without disguise ; but then, knowing

where he is weak, he is so much the better able to

branches of the same tree must be to the injury of

both. Wiiile granting that one of the primary objects

of the designer is defiuUiou, whereas oljscin ilj/ is often

a painter's aim, and that therefore the understanding

and use of the pen-point is to the first of the moi'e

obvious consequence, I still think that whatever a

man's ultimate aim may be, and the form of art to

which he will be drawn to devote himself in chief, a

command of line, and facility in pen or point-drawing,

cannot bnt be of the greatest value ; for, apart from

the actualities and qualities of line as such, line in

its other and not less important sense, harmony, or

composition, in harmonious correlation, has always

asserted itself as a most important quality of the

finest work.

One reason, I venture to think, why, as a rule,

the mod(H-n painter does not seem to be at home when

he is reduced to line as his sole means of expression

may be that whereas in the days when art was really

a living thing, with its roots deep down and wide-

spread in the art of the people—which, owing to econo-

mical, social, and political changes, is now utterly

lost—a painter's training was what we should now

call an "all-round" one. A painter was also a

craftsman and a designer, and was able to turn his

hand to anything in the provinee of art. Such men

n.—BELIEF EXPRESSED BY LIOHT AND SHADE, WITHOtTT THE ASSISTAyCE OP OUTLINB.

address himself to the task of strengthening his liand

by added practice and the facility it gives.

While admitting a certain natural divergency

between the aims of the designer and the painter,

considered as distinct, 1 think it is to be regretted

that this divergence is, at the present day, often so

marked as to become contradiction. The want of

relation and sympathy between what are after all two

as .Vlbert Diiror and Hans Holbein were master-

craftsmen, and it was as natural to them to design

dress-patterns, jewellery, ai'chitectural details, book-

illustrations, decorative writing, and even book-

types, and marks for printers, as to paint portraits

and altarpieces ; and when they came to paint they

drew upon these resources of inventive and syin))olic

design a love of decorative detail to enrich their
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pictures. Could anything be more exquisite tlian the j^icture is indeed a icmd of epitome of the arts of

details of the dresses and jewellery (or at the same design. But it is only one instance among many
time more beautifully and firmly painted and lighted) that might be cited, both of that and earlier periods.

III.—COMPAKATIVE EELIEF AFFORDED BY BLACK ON WHITE, AXD 'WHITE ON BLACK.

in that masterpiece of Mabuse, " The Adoration of the wherein the same beauty and richness, the same ex-

Magi," shown a few years ago in the winter collec- cellent workmanship, and knowledge of design might

tion at Burlington House ? We feel at once, apart be found. Tiio ^'an Eyck interior (in our National

from the impressiveness of the work as a picture. Gallery) with the portrait figures illustrates the same

what a sympathy and understanding of craftsman- thing, and is full at the same time of the peculiar

IT.—EELIEF OF FI0UEE3 AOAWST DIFFERING TONES OF BACKGROXraD.

ship there is in the paintei', and in what a splendid cpialities controlled by the painter in the treatment

condition were the arts at that period. Such a of tone and lighting, so that without sacrificing these
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in any way we get a pictui-e enriched witli excellent

draughtsmanship and exquisite ornamental design.

ft is from the want of

this relationship to the other

arts that painting in our

day suffers, and in spite of

extraordinary imitative or

ilhisory skill, or rendering

of the aeeidents of nature

in the superficial facts and

phases of surface lighting

and landscape effect, it loses

more substantial beauties.

Art, of course, as I

quite realise, cannot escape

from the necessity of illus-

trating the characteristics

of its own age. It is al-

ways a commentary on life
;

and, therefore, in a century

which has seen so large a

development of that indi-

vidualism which is founded

and maintained upon com-

mercial comjjetition, it is

not surjjrising that the pre-

vailing conception of art

should be associated with

its most portable (and un-

related) form in easel pic-

tures, which are not under

the actual necessity of agree-

ing with anybody or any-

thing but themselves, in the

technical sense.

Hard-and-fast lines have been drawn between inie

sort of art and another, and the classification of

" fine" art and "ornamental " or " dec(.)rative " art,

T. TEEATMKNT

RELIEF

which has been so blindly acee[)ted in our century,

it appears to me, instead of clearing our conceptions

of the scope and qualities

of all arts, has really nar-

rowed and falsified tlicni,

and heljjed to destroy that

natural and helpful rela-

tionship which should exist

between them ; and I do

not believe until this re-

lationship and harincinv can

in some sense be restored,

that any revival can be

eitlier real or lasting. Cer-

tainly, if there is one art

which may be said to com-

prehend and control all the

others, it is the funda-

mental art of design ; and

this is the first to suffer

in vigour under an artificial

state of things.

It is not possible in the

compass of these short arti-

cles to give more than a

brief sketch of a theory and

practice of drawing in line.

Perhaps I may be able to

return to the subject on a

future day. I shall be

glad, however, if I have suc-

ceeded in making out a ease

for the use of line, and its

value as a means of expres-

sion not only to (he designer

to the ))ictorial draughtsman who seeks to

mirror of his thoughts up to the face of

Wai.tki; Crank.

OF A DESIGN IN

AND TONE.

but als.

hold 1h

Nature.

E^i
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KENSINGTON FIFTY YEAES AGO.

T HE changes during the last half-century in every

suburb of London have been immense, but no-

where greater than in Kensington. I have endeav-

oured in the forthcoming \'olunie,* from which the

illustrations for this paper are taken, to detail the

general history of the parish; and, with a brief pre-

PEESENT ENTRANCE TO BFLLINGHAM HOUSE.

limiuary note, I shall endeavour in the present article

to confine myself to a survey of Kensington as it

was when the Queen succeeded to the crown. That

her Majesty was in 1S37 actually residing in the

neighbouring Palace, and that in 1887 Kensington

was specially visited as a part of the Jubilee cele-

bration, make this date of " half a century ago

"

peculiarly appropriate.

First of all, I wish to point out the import-

ance in local histories of observing the significance

of boundaries, and of noting geographical features.

Why does a certain line cut off one parish from

another? What did the surface of the parish

look like when no houses had been built upon

it? The influence on the subsequent history of a

jilace of causes which were at work many hundreds

of years ago may still be estimated, and cannot but

prove interesting : yet local historians habitually

ignore them ; and immense space is taken up with

what is not, historically speaking, of any importance,

such as gossip and anecdotes about eminent or

notorious inhabitants. It seems to me much more

needful that a historian of a suburban parish should

be able to tell why a part of it is isolated; where a

* " Kensington, Picturesque and Historical ; " with upwards

of 300 illustrations hy W. Luker, Junior. (London : Field and

Tuer, 1888.)

brook, now dry, formerly ran; what local peculiarities

are indicated, however obscurely, by modern names

;

than to detail the events which led to a celebrated

divorce, or to describe the humours of a native

mountebank.

If you take a map of one of the older parts of

London, you will see that in places the streets run

parallel to each other, and at right angles ; and close

by there is a change and a break, and all the angles

are different. If you look into the matter more care-

fully, you will find a reason for the alteration. The
houses in one district were not built at the same time

as in the other. The two are on different estates, and

were laid out by different surveyors. Though all is

level now, at one time there were hills and valleys and

brooks to be reckoned with, as well as hedgerows and

palings and old rights of way. If we apply these

circumstances to Soho or Bloomsbury, we can almost

mark off the very fields on which those dense masses

of building now stand. There are traditions to tell

us that the ditch with which Bleomund defended

or drained his " bury," or borough, ran parallel to

New Oxford Street, and that Soho Square was the

garden of ^lonmouth's house ; but all are level and

rectangular now. In the outer suburbs it is still

BOOM IN NO. 1, NOTTINO HILL GEOVE.

possible to trace the old geography, and especially in

the west of London, where villas are often surrounded

by extensive grounds.
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The contiguous parishes of Chelsea, Fulham,

Kensington, and Willesden still present many

features of interest which are being rapidly cb-

NOTTING III I.I. IN 1750.

literated. Even since I can reuiembcr, their outward

appearance has been wliolly altered. The wide ex-

tension of the railway system is the principal cause

of these changes. Every year a larger and increasing

number of people find that they can live far away

from their places of business ; and houses are built

to meet their requirements where a few years ago

were green fields. Brooks are filled up or converted

into underground sewers, trees are cut down, slojies

are levelled, lanes widened, hedges and

fences turned into walls, until those who

knew these districts best in 187S would

be unable to find their way about in

1888. A short time ago the picturesijue

little church of Ilanimeisinith Avas a

cha]icl-of-ease to Fulham, and the road

was bordered cm the siuith by the

garden-walls of a long series of river-

side villas, some of them very old aiul

very pretty. Now the whole

parish is surrounded and reticu-

lated with railways ; the Jaco-

bean church has disappeared in

favour of a more than usually

ugly e-xamplc of the mock

(iothic of the day; the villas

have nearly all been turned into

rows of hoiises, the lew tiiat

remain have lost their sur-

rounding grounds ; and, in

short, a continuous street now

reaches from Piccadilly to Chis-

wiek, save where it is inter-

rupted by the parks.

What has been haiiiiciiing

in Hammersmith for the last ten j-ears has been

going on in Kensington for haU' a century. At

the time of the Queen's accession we should have

approached Kensington from the westward

through the open llelds and orchards of North

End, F'ulham, and have crossed the creek at

Counter's Bridge, where now the railway runs

into Addison lload Station. On our left was

a nursery-gai'den, and before us a turnpike

gate. Addison Koad had not long been opened,

and contained only a few houses. A narrow

lane, where now is jNIclbury Road, led up to a

farm and to Little Holland House. Holland

Park, behind a brick wall, faced a narrow row

of houses. Beyond were gardens and fields

until you reached Earl's Court, where, on the

s|iot now covered by the railway station, a few

cottages were clustered round the old manor-

house. If we went along the road eastward,

towards the High Street, we should have had no

view of the old brown-brick church until we were

actually close to it, for it was low and set well back,

and the tower was scarcely taller than the church.

Phillimore Place had been built, and Hornton Street.

North-westward were villas and fields, a farm-house,

the original seat of the Phillimores, and the obser-

vatories of Sir Jame.s South, past which a foot-lane

led over the summit of Campden Hill. Keturning

to the High Street, we observe the very picturesque

;chool-lscliool-house desio-ned Vanbruoh the eccentric

-A Hoorrx. Crx 5l\e||iVU lei-raee
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architect of Quecu Anne's time, with its figures ol'

charity childixMij each set in a corner over the porch.

On the opposite side, Wright's Lane wound past tlie

pleasure-grounds of Scarsdalc House, past AVools-

thorpe House and other handsome villas, until it, too,

reached Earl's Court. Near the corner of Wright's

Lane, where the railway station is now, stood the

shop where William Cohhett, jM.P., had l)een a

butcher. If we looked n]i Church Lane as we

passed it we might see the vicarage, a plain brown

building backed by fine gardens— the lane turn-

ing sharply to the left towards Bullingham and

Campden Houses, which were faced on the right

by Sheffield House, a place famous for the view

it afforded across the Thames towards the Surrey

hills. Returning to the High Street we should

the time. Tiicnce for a long way, past Kensington

G(n-e, a continuation of Rotten Row bordered the

north side of the road, and Ijeyond it ran tlie brick

fSfriiiO

TIIACKEKAY S HOIISE.

"^'^
T

" /"NT

THE BELFKT, KENSINGTON PALACE.

have passed, where the cavalry Iiarracks now are,

the "Queen's Forcing-Garden;^' and in the High

Street itself, the row of houses extending eastward

to the Palace Gate, interrupted only by courts and

alleys, and the Queen's vegetable-garden. As we

got out of the High Street, still going eastward, we

saw two picturesque old mansions on the right

(Kensington House and Colby House), each standing

in extensive grounds ; and opposite to them a brick

wall, bi'oken by the pediment of the alcove which

faced the sundial lawn of the Palace. A little

farther eastward was Noel House, close to what is

now somewhat inappropriately named De Vera

Gardens. Here the narrow, winding and vulgar, if

picturesque and rural, Hogmore Lane had recently

been turned into (iloucester Road, and the old

Kensington Workhouse was about to be remov'cd

to make way for the square named Kensington

Gate. The turnpike gate here alluded to stood

where Thorney House is now, and was faced by the

cavalry barracks, so often mentioned in the annals of

wall of Kensington (iardens, taking ncai-ly the line

of the present flower walk until a mound was

reached, close to the site of the Albert Cross.

Here stood an extremely picturesque " Temple of

the Winds," in as good an Italian style as the alcove,

but, not like it, preserved and removed.

Kensington Gore was made up entirely of hand-

some villas and gardens, of wdiich the only example

now remaining is Kingston House. Behind them,

on the southern slope, were open fields and lanes

running between palings. Gore Lane, bordered Gore

House, very near the site of the Albert Hall, and,

after turning a sharp corner or two, we should have

reached the Brompton Road at "The Park," after-

IN THE OROUNDS OF HOLLAND HOUSE.

wards called Cromwell House. Here were some

very ancient cottages, one of them named after the
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^reat Protector, and [Mcthwoll's Almshnusps — all

iKiw romnveil. l^lomcU House oceiipicd tlio site of

the Oratorv. Nursery-gardens and rieli orchards

m
'>.
m

Ij -^ac^^^'"

TlIK KEn LIO:C INN. ]1R!:I STEKKT, KKXSINQTON.

aljoiindcd everywhere ; and the view northward, to

the bank of deep ^-reen trees in the park, was un-

interrupted by any tall buildings.

Fifty years ago none of the houses in Palace

Gardens had been built, and the old Water Tower

and the Chelsea Conduit stood on the Green, with

a large walled fruit garden to the north, extending

all the way up to the Bayswater Road, l)eyond which

was a tract of open country, except at Ornie Squai'e,

unsuitable. A path, which still skirts the park of

Holland House, at that time crossed the highroad at

Ladbroke Place, and ran in a curve towards the norlh

and north-west, round the " Hippodrome," and down

tlie hill until it reached Notting l?avns farm-house.

From this point it ascended, all through lichls, to

Kensal Green,where the cemetery had been established

about five years. A little to the east of Notting

Earns was Portobello Farm; and the lane of the

same name also ran to Kensal Green. There were

no houses except those belonging to the farm. If

instead of striking northward through these lovely

green lanes—the resort fift}' years ago on fine after-

noons of countless holiday-makers, who knew nothing

of penny omnibuses, nor had dreamed of suburban

railways—we go down Notting Hill towards Shep-

herd's Rush, wc come to a turnpike gate before we

reach Norland Crescent, and turning to the right

find a narrow lane, which leads us into a detached

village of the most miserable character, locally known

as the Potteries. Some parts of the Potteries still

exist, and are perhaps, now that Kensington Court

has superseded Jenning's Buildings, and Clanricarde

Gardens have replaced Pitt's Cottages, the worst

])art of our parisli, though greatly improved of late

\ears. The splendid new quarter on the south side

which was built by Ornic, the great Bond Street of the road, Holland Park, was a green slope, which

print-seller, iu the very year, if I do not mistake, in bordered the hitihway from Lord Holland's Lane to

which the Queen was born. Addison Road.

On this northern side fifty years ago the ])arish of Such were some of the features of Kensington

Kensington was e(pially open. An attempt to cstab- when our gracious Queen had just ascended the

lish a racecourse round the hill on which St. John's throne. Tiie changes have been successively re-

Church stands now was unsuccessful, as the soil was corded in jiarochial reports, in newspapers, in Acts
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of Parliament, in old letters and diaries, and in

auctioneers' notices. Similar records exist about

many other London suburban parishes ; and al-

most everything- has been written down, or is in

print. The greatest difficulty which the parochial

historian has to contend with is that connected

with the ownersliip op land. Title-deeds have

Gate, on which Thorney House stands, was bought

by a late Duke of Bedford, by whom the house was

built, from Lady Campden's trustees. Two centuries

ago Butt's Field was sold for £200. That " corner

lot" cost the Duke no less than £18,500. As a rule,

it is extremely difficult to discover things of this kind
;

yet they are of the highest importance in tracing the

EKOllrrON EOAD, 1S33; "the hook and toy," BROJinON EOAD, 1S33; LITTLE HOLLAND HOUSE, IS33.

(From an Old Print.)

seldom been jjrinleil, and, though they must exist,

are often very inaccessible. 1 may mention, be-

fore concluding this paper, that I have not been

able to discover how Lady Campden's executors were

able to buy the freehold land known as Butt's Field.

How did it come to Butt? I do not know. The recent

history of this land has Ijcen made out with less

dilliculf^', as it is fully treated of in successive

annual reports. The site at the corner of Palace

history of a great j'arish. We have not in Kens-

ington any one great landowner, like Lord Portman

or Lady Ossington in St. ]\raryle])one, or the Duke

of Westminster in St. (Jeorge's, Hanover Square.

If anyone who has the leisure will make a list of

the landowners in Kensington, he will accomplish a

very useful task, and will earn the thanks of a great

many people ; but I confess I doubt if it can be

done. W. J. LorTiE.
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THE KEPPLESTONE COLLECTION.

IN the present article I propose to make merely a when rallied as to a certain lady oi' noble ]>ropor-

riinnino- eommentar_v upon the principal pictures tions, said that one miglit take a morning' walk

in the j^'eneral collection,

beginning with a small

but very admirable work

by one of the most power-

ful and popular artists of

the day. Nor need the

qnestiou whether the

genius of ^Ir. Alma-

Tadenia is better repre-

sented by his larger or

by his smaller works be

here discussed. It is

enough to say that not

all the sjjlendid display

iif resource and ]iower in

the " Hoses of Helioga-

balus^' could give the

true note and stamp of

the master better than

this ]iainting of '' The

Garden Altar," which is

of much the same size

as " He loves me, He
loves me not" picture

in the New Gallery, and

as that frequently s]>oken

of as the '" Judas-tree

picture," which attracted

so much attention in the

Grosvenor Gallery several

years ago. We may de-

light in the ex([uisite

gracefulness of a ])lant

of maiden-hair fern, or in

the form and colour of

a bunch of violets or

forget-me-nots, without

thereby limiting our ad-

miration of the lofty palm

or the broad - laanched

forest oak. And in ihc

ordinary lover of pictures

the two gems just named

and "The Garden Altar,'"

are pretty sure to excite

that sort of admiration

which suggests, if it does

not stimulate, the desire of jjossession. Not so with

such a picture as the " Roses." Sydney Smith,

llIK OAUDEN ALT.Vl:.

ifroiii Ihe ruiiitanj hil L. AlinaTaikma, /(..I.

O. Laconr.)

round her, but would

never dream of falling

in love with so mag-

nificent a thing. Arid so

it seems to me that a

]iainting like " The Gar-

den Altar," being as com-

])lete and perfect of its

kind as can be, is as

likely to be admired and

cherisbed as even the

most important work of

the artist. He has rarelj'

done better than the lithe

grace of this singer's

ligure, the rich colouring

of her glowing Hesh and

auburn Iiair, the deep

green of her leaf}- crown.

How solid, yet how finely-

]iolishcd, the marble
against which her figure

is shown, how intensely

and truthfully blue the

o'liuipse of sky across the

garden wall, how " mi-

nutely finished to the

finger-nail" everv detail

of this (.'Xiiuisite paint-

ing. Tiie famous brick

from the wall of China

])roved nothing as to the

travels of its po.ssessor,

but one .square inch from

the marble of this wail

would indubitably dis-

cover from whose eased

the work had come. In

the v.orld of art (as in

the Kepplestone Collec-

tion) there is but one

.•\bna-Tadema.

Of IVlr. W. (1.

Orehardson's '' The
Broken Tryst," the artist

wrote deprecatingly (for

be said in a note to me,
" remember, it was painted near thirty years

ago ")., as if his youth, at the time it was painted.

Enijrat'Pil by
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required to be t:ikcn into account in judging- of the

picture. There is no pretence here of using any
other judgment than is necessary for enjoyment, but

I venture to tliink that tliis early example of I\Ir.

Oreliardson's style appeals to as wide a circle, to a

circle as well worth pleasing-, as "The Social Eddy,"
which hangs opposite, or the ''' ^lariage de Con-

'

venance," which is known of all men. It may not

display the consummated technique, the finish, the

esoteric suggestiveoess of the later pictures, but it is

to tliiidc that this i.s, in reality, a " broken" tryst

—

not a ease of accident or unavoidable detention.

Of the famous picture " A Social Eddy ''
a repro-

duction has already appeared in The Magazine oi'

Art. Those who have seen it and have perused

the opinions on modern art as compared with that

of the ancients, expressed by Sir John jNIillais

in the June issue of this Magazine, will hardly be

surprised to learn that he has repeatedly spoken

of this as being in technicpie and mastery of detail, as

FISIIIXG BY rr.OXY.

(Frnm lite rainVmr) by J. C. TTmlr. H.A. Eiifirarcd Inj C. Carter.)

full of (piiet power, and iiregnant with poetic feeling.

A humble country maiden, however truly huninn,

might fail to apjn-eeiate a great deal that is shown or

suggested liy the attitudes and expressions of the

faultlessly-finished figures in the " Manage do

Convenance;" the "Broken Tryst" ai)peals to all

with equal force, whatever their rank or condition.

It is sim])l\' a new and pathetic rendering of a stor\-

which, if not absolutely as old as Adam, is, at least,

as old as (Enone. A young girl has appointed to

meet her lover early in the evening by the edge

of the wood. But the long northern evening has

deepened through twilight, till it is now Hearing

dark, and there is, alas, no sign of his coming.

The sweet features of the young girl are set off by
her " bonny brown hair," and from under her dark

green kirtle a pretty foot and ankle peep forth.

There is a depth of mournful feeling in the poor

girl's eyes, which clearly shows that she has occasion

well as in even higher qualities, one of the ablest

works of the day. The Royal Academy authorities had

made u]) their minds, when this jiicture was first ex-

hibited, to buy it with the funds of the Chantrey

Bequest. I believe the sum lobe named to the artist

was £1,200. But, more fortunately for the Kepple-

stone than for the Academy c(dlection, Mr. Mac-
donahl had already purchased the picture from the

painter's easel ; and the price he ]iaid was £900. It is

frequently said that a Scotchman likes to make good

bargains. It may be that they choose to practise

legitimate economy that they ma}', like Mr. Mac-
donald, be able to set a worthy example of generous

giving. This much, however, is certain, that it would

be far better for artists (as distingnished from those

who may be called the hangers-on of art) were IMr.

Maedonald's methods of dealing far more generally

followed. In another jiicture, nearly as important

in size as the " Social Eddy," the "Toilers of the
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Si'a," tlie Kepplestone collection can boast another

fine cxani})lo of Mr. Orcliavilson's ])o\vci' and versa-

tility. The ordinary observer, coming from an in-

spection of, say, " The INIariage de Convenance,"

would hardly suspect that this bold, breezy, vigorous

sea-piece was from the same hand. The painter here

])uts before every eye, with characteristic force, the

fact that the life of the fisherman is a life of toil and

danger. " It's no fish ye're buyin', it's men's lives,"

runs the burden of the Newhavcn woman's song

;

and here we see a fond but sturdy fi.sherman father

introducing his dearly-loved little lad for the first

time to the dangers of the deep. Not that there

is any real danger, though the wind is somewhat

fresh. But in paying out the lines, the sail and

rudder are so managed as to make the side of the

boat dip close to the water's edge, and the little lad,

though he stands between his father's knees and

has his father's right arm round him, feels the very

foes on his bare little feet curling up with terror.

With his left hand the father steers, while the

elder lad attends to the sail, and their calm strong-

faces would probably display as little emotion even

were they in presence of groat danger ; but this is

the little fellow's first day out, and the fatlier holds

him with his strong right hand. How different is

the atmosphere of this picture with its swelling sail

and crested waves and earnest toilers, to that of the

.salons to which Mr. Orchardson has of late chiefly

devoted himself. But who would desire to part

with either specimen of the painter's power to in-

terpret human nature and reproduce its snrroiuidings,

whether in the ease of the homely, half heart-broken

girl as she stands in the deep dusk by the edge of

the wood, bewailing the broken tryst, the hla.sc

jiartner in a marriage for mone}', or these rugged

toilers strenuously engaged in reaping the harvest

of the sea?

No man after its founder has done so nuich for

the formation of the Kepplestone collection as Mr.

George Ileid, F.R.S.A., who was a friend and

counsellor of ]Mr. Macdonald almost from the time

of his earliest connection with art. St. Luke's, the

frequent summer residence of Mr. Reid, lies adjacent

to ^Ir. ]\Iacdonald's house, and several portraits in

the gallery of artists have been painted by him at

Kepplestone. Besides the portrait of the I'ountler,

already given, there is in the cidlection a " Portrait

of a Lady" by ^Ir. Reid, wliirh is easily recog-

nisable as an admirable iiresentinent of the lady

of the house— ]\Irs. Macdonald, who is represented

as standing at her own door, her figure framed, so

to speak, in the flowers of the clustering clematis.

Apart from ])ortraits, one of the chief contributions

by Mr. Reid to the collection is his "Jedburgh

Abbey." The artist has done justice to this

magnificent ruin, and the engraving does such justice

to a painting j)eeuliarly suitable to his art that any

detailed description would be out of place. This is a

piece of scrupulously honest and thoroughly success-

ful out-door work, and I have been told that the

artist stood tip to his knees in the waters of the

Jed during a considerable jiortion of the time in

which it was executed. A very powerful Highland

scene, in which ]\Ir. Reid shows himself thoroughly

at home, is entitled " The Passino of the x^rmy of

Montrose." Both the solemn landscape and the

army sweeping through its defiles are impressively

rendered. There are also several flower pieces by !Mr.

Beid, the one representing freshly-gathereil rhodo-

dendron blossoms being specially remarkable for the

crisp outlines of the flowers and the sjjarkle and glow

(if the colouring.

^Ir. J. C. Hook has painted much and well, but

it would be difficult to find any collection in which

he is more satisfactorily represented than this.

The unusual variety of subject is almost as notable

as the high excellence of the work. "Fishing by

Proxy,"—the proxy in question being a tamed

cormorant— is not exactly a common form of sport,

and the engraving, which speaks for itself, will be

all the more widely welcome. The figures of the

earnest fisherman and his sturdy henchman are

strongly, but naturally, painted. Of the still,

l)right water in the foreground, and the hamlet in

one corner of the distance, the engraving also gives

a good idea ; I)ut it cannot reproduce the soft and

sunny glow of the summer landscape, the warm flesh

tints of the sun-browned fishermen and ruddy

children, or the varying shades of green in the

trees, the grass, and the lush reeds of the river.

Another subject is treated in a companion picture

to the above mentioned wtu'k. It is named "The
^lilkmaid of the IMaas," and shows a ruddy girl

of splendid physique kneeling to dip a great jar of

greenish-gray material into a water-course running

through a green field. In the eyes of the town-bred

citizen, the milkmaid's motive by the waterside

might appear a little suggestive, but this Imnest

buxom maiden has no more thought of adulteration

than is (Miterfained by the cows she ])nts under con-

triimtion to fill her ( 1 jars; she is a niilkuiaid

pure and simple. The background is well treated,

and the ])icture, as a whole, is a restfid and j)leasing

production. More striking and characteristic of

the artist than any of these is the large picture

entitled " Tanning Nets, or Witches and Cauldrons

from the Macbeth Country." This is no fancy com-

position, but actual seascape and landscape from the

Banlfsliire coast, near by the j)leasant town of Portsoy.

The operation of boat-building is being carried on in

one corner of the scene, but the chief objects of
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interest to the crowd oE sturdy lisla'nnen and sonsy

fishei-maidens are three great fauldrons, in which

are being heated the mateiials wherewith to tan tlie

great heaps o£ nets which he beside them. Fires

are under the cauldrons, and the vapour is just be-

ginning to rise from the materials they hold. In

the foreground, some of the women are engaged in

fetching water from a stream running into the sea

ignorant of tiie ways of woman, makes himself too

cheap. Mr. Pettie introduces him as he is pleading

—

" Sweet Phri'te, do not scorn me ; do not, Phccbe
;

Say that you love me not, but say not so

In bitterness."

And small profit he has of his pleading with the beau-

tiful shepherdess—for the artist is more kind to her

than Rosalind was inclined to be, and makes her very

JEDBURGH AEllEY.

(Fimn the rainlhig by Gcoryc IteUI, F.n.X.A. ]:iigravcd by A. E. Coombe.)

near liy. In the background the ocean lies as calm

and serene as if storms and tempests had )iever been

heard of :

—

" Uh there in the distance the summer sea sleeps,

Laughing back to the sun the bright smile of his love

;

And the ships sail as smooth as the cloud-wreath that sweeps

U'er the answering blue of the concave above."

To over-rate the beauty of the summer sea at

Portsoy would be dillicult, if not impossible. The

picture is, uncpiestiouably, one of Mr. Hook's most

pleasing compositions.

Two pictures by Mr. John Pettie, R.A., show the

artist's power in very different styles. A large and

important painting takes us to the Forest of Arden

and there introduces us to Silvius, the passionate and

pleading shepherd, and to Phoebe, the scornful shep-

herdess of "As You Like It." Poor Silvius, all

come!}'. The forest scene is noble, the figures are

life-like, and the colours, including the red cloak of

the shepherd, such as we are accustomed to expect

from Mr. Pettie. In " The Tussle for the Keg,"

ri'produced as one of the specimens from the collec-

tion, the artist is more thoroughly at home. This

is a much smaller picture than the one just named,

but full of vigour with a strong dash of grim

humour thrown in. The picture tells its own story

at a glance, and I need only say that the colour is as

rich as the drawing is spirited. The " Tussle for

the Keg" is quite worthy of the painter of the

" Drumhciid Court ]\Iartial." Mr. Pettie has also

contributed a number of heads to the portrait gallery,

and is altogether most worthily represented at

Kepplestone.

Two pictures by Mr. Briton Riviere are entitled
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respectively "Mother Hubbard" and "So Full of be familiar in its reproduction to many. The
Shapes and Fancy." The former, a small upright otiier picture, of which an engraving is given, is

M/c^

THE TUSSLE FOB TlIK KKG.

(From the Painting by J. I'lttir, II. A. Engraved bij F. llabbagc.)

representing a young girl in a large m.b cap and a Ihonniglily characteristic and first-class specimen
black dress, relieved by blue and white, standing of this powerful painter. It is full ,,1' humour,
with her dog beneath her mother's cupboard, must for although the dog is l),irking loiulK at ihc clothes

5.52
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hung over the garden tools against the wall, he is

only indulging his high spirits and but half believes

in the animateness of the "shapes" he pretends to

see. And he knows that his master is within hear-

ino-. How full of life the animal is^ to be sure, from

the black tip oE his nervous nose to the ultimate

bristle of his erected tail.

Two paintings with such points of similarity

as well as of contrast, as to make it appropriate to

stoops apparently as if he would kiss a flower that is

placed in the dress of his lady-love, above her half-

revealed bosom. With her hand the lady motions

the adventurous youth away; but her eyes have a

look of invitation within them. The lady carries a

basket of blossoms, and oleanders with other flowering

plants are seen in the background. The attitudes

of the figures are graceful, the colouring of the

picture is peculiarly delicate and its southern

"so FULL OF SHAPES AND FANCY."

iFrom the J'aiittiiig by Driton Riviere, R.A. Enr/ravcd by F. Babbaye.)

hang them as a pair, are " La Gianeuse,'"'' by M.

Jules Breton, and " La Jeunesse," by M. Jean

Aubeit. Though, perhaps, somewhat richer in

colour than the works of that painter usually are,

"The Gleaner" in its strength and serious truth-

fulness is suggestive of ]\Iillet. The figure of the

woman is finely developed, and though she is only

a peasant marching home bare-footed in the rich

sunset of Southern France, her features have an air

of distinction, the offspring of earnestness which

indicates the touch of a master's hand. The pose

of the figure is admirable, as is also the after-glow

of the autumn sunset. In a liglitor vein, but very

beautiful, is " La Jeunesse." A youth who belongs,

it may be, to the sunny shores of the Mediterranean,

atmosphere helps to give agreeable variety to the

collection.

I had also noted for comment, "Vessels Becalmed

at the ;Mouth of the Scheldt," a peculiarly soft and

dreamy yet realistic picture by P. J. Clays ;
" The

Fountain," a scene in South Italy, with highly-

finished female figures, by the late R. Herdman,

R.S.A. ; "The Love-letter," by Mr. Thomas Gra-

ham, and a number of other very interesting works.

But enouffh has been said to show that in collect-

ing these works of art Mr. Alexander Macdonald

bore in mind his position as a leading citizen of no

mean city, and, therefore, laid up treasures worthy

alike of his large generosity and of her grateful

acceptaucc. James Dow.
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ART IN OCTOBER.
Veeestchagin's Pictures at the "Geosvenoe."—

M. Vassili Verestchagin, an exhibition of whose works is

now being held at the Grosvenor Gallery, is a complete

master of the art of self-advertisement. In his decoration

of the gallery and the hanging of his pictures no less than

in the sensational character of his subjects the distinct

personality of the man forces itself upon us ; nor must we
forget to notice the almost boyish frankness which has

impelled him to include in the exhibition the " curiosities"

which he has collected during his travels. But he is

something more than a skilful advertiser. Be.sides being

an intrepid traveller, he is a soldier of unquestioned

courage. He has seen "men and cities," has fought in

many a campaign, and vividly transcribed on canvas the

stirring scenes of which he has been a witness. But as

an artist he has no great claim to consideration. Mr.

Whi.stler has told us that painting from Nature without

selection is like a musician sittimi on the key-board. And
this is the impression which M. Verestchagin's pictures

give us—he is always sitting on the key-board. Whatever

comes before his eyes he deems paintable, and, to give

him his due meed of praise, is able to paint with extra-

ordinary verisimilitude. He is, however, no colourist, and

he apparently treats the requirements of artistic eflect

with absolute contempt. Nor are his technical tricks

altogether successful. For instance, his canvases are as

a rule thinly painted, but in places he makes use of

a very thick impasto, and this not in those portions of

the picture which he desires to render prominent, but

generally in the draperies and other accessories. His

great picture, "The Future Emperor of India," .scarcely

rises above the dignity of a theatrical scene, while his illus-

trations of the various modes of punishment by death,

though interesting statistically, fail to be impressive on

account of their technical deficiencies. "The Forgotten

Soldier," were it not for the ill-drawn figure in the fore-

ground, might be taken for a decorative screen, and the

two pictures which accompany it, representing vultures

circling over wastes of snow, are little more than eccentri-

cities. The series illustrative of the Russo-Turkish War
are of a higher order of merit ;

" Alexander II. before

Plevna" is the best composed, and "All Quiet at Shipka"

is remarkable for its grim humour. xVmong the Palestine

pictures there are several strong pieces of colour, such as

"Solomon's Wall," "An Old Street in Samaria," but broadly

speaking, the exhibition is only suggestive of ineffective

vigour. M. Verestchagin's pictures have liad a jihenomenal

success in Paris, Vienna, and elsewhere, which, in spite of

his facile brush, his open air sense, and his alert eye for

eccentric types, is unintelligible to us, and is, we venture

to predict, not likely to be repeated in London.

couragement of technical education. An exhibition is to

be held in December under their auspices in the Queen's
Hall of the People's Palace for East London of works
of art, industry, and invention executed by apprentices

within the metropolitan area. The committee have gene-

rously agreed to convey the articles to be exhibited to

the Palace free of cost, to insure them as long as the

exhibition remains open, and to grant a free pass to

each exhibitor. Every inducement, therefore, is offered to

the apprentices of London to co-operate in rendering the

exhibition thoroughly representative of their various handi-

crafts. Its success, however, must in a great measure
depend upon the energy of the employers, and it is to

be hoped that the latter will not only make the exhibition

widely known, but will do their utmost to encourage their

ap]n-entices to take part in the competition. English

people are constantly upbraided for their neglect of

technical education. A succession of such exhibitions

as that to which we have called attention would go far

to absolve them from any reproach on that score. We
may add that further information, as well as application

forms, may be obtained from A. G. Snelgrove, Esq., Beau-

mont Trust Offices, Warnford Court, E.G.

Exhibition at the People's Pal.\ce.—The Beau-

mont Trustees have hit on an excellent plan for the eu-

The Photographic E.khibition.—The methods and
processes of producing pictures by the action of light on a

sensitive plate have undergone an immense improvement

of late years. The old-fashioned photograph invariably

suflered from a certain hardness of tone as well as exagger-

ation in the lights and shadows, and generally failed to do

more than remotely suggest what it attempted to represent.

But all this is changed now, and if any doubt were enter-

tained as to the good work which is being done by photo-

graphy, a visit to the exhibitiou of the Photographic

Society, now open in Pall Mall, would dispel it at once.

This exhibition contains about six hundred photographs,

some of them quite excellent, though it must be confessed

that when so many specimens of the art are massed

together they appear somewhat monotonous. The least

satisfactory portion of the collection are the portraits of

living personages, which are almost invariably stift" and
crude. The landscapes, on the other hand, are, generally

speaking, of great artistic merit
;
perhaps the best is Dr.

Emerson's platinotype, "The Poacher," which emphatically

recalls a picture of Millet's. Mr. Harry Tollcy's series, too,

is admirable, " On the Lonely Shore," which has obtained a

medal, being the best. At the present time, when we are

being told that photogravure is driving engraving out of

the field, great interest attaches to the reproduction of

jncturcs by Messrs. Boussod, Valadon, and Company, the

Autoty|ie Company, and Messrs. Henry Dixon and Sons.

Of course it cannot be said that these have the artistic

quality of mezzotints or etchings, but as cheap representa-

tions of works of art they arc in every way praiseworthy.
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The ortLo-cliromatic pliotograplis, for instance, after Bellini,

Velasquez, Franz Hals, and Van Dyck (376), though
perhaps deficieiit in toue, are accurate and unpretentious

reproductions of their originals. Their price, too, places

them within the reach of many people who could never

afford to acquire engravings, with which form of art they

do not enter into competition. In the present exhibition

no reference is made to the application of photographic art

to the illustration of printed books. This is partly accounted

for by the fact that many of the methods of illustrating

books are trade secrets ; but at any rate it would be in-

teresting to the public to see a few specimens of phototype

or collotype blocks, and so to gain some little practical

acquaintance with a few at least of the processes described

in j\Ir. Trueman Wood's little handbook and elsewhere.

" The Inteenation.^l Shakspere."—We venture to

think that not since the time of the Boydells has so

important an artistic project been announced as the "In-

ternational iShakspere," which Messrs. Cassell and Com-
pany have for many years had in preparation. It is but

fitting that the works of the great poet, who wrote not

only " for all time" but for all peoples, should receive illus-

tration at the hands of artists of all nations. In accord-

ance with this view, Messrs. CasseU and Company have

arranged with representative draughtsmen of England,

France, Germany, America, (fee, to illustrate separate plays

of Shakspere. Mr. Frank Dicksee's admirable "Eomeo
and .luliet " appeared some years ago, and is to be followed

immediately by "King Henry IV.,'' illustrated by Herr

Eduard Grlitzner, whose fitness for the ta-^k is guaranteed

by his well-known representation of Falstaif in "The
Merry Wives of Windsor." "As You Like It" is to be

illustrated by Emile Bayard, "Othello " by Frank Dicksee,

"Twelfth Night" by G. H. Boughton, and "King Henry
VIII." by Sir James Linton, whose acquaintance with the

costume and accessories of the period of bluff King Henry
is unrivalled. Further announcements will be anxiously

looked for by all who take an interest in art. We must

not forget to mention that the text is to be sumptuously

printed on Whatman's hand-made paper, and decorated

with headings and tail-pieces specially designed for this

edition.

Fhotogr.vvure v. Engraving. — Something like a

dead-.set has been made against photogravure during the

past few weeks by correspondents in the Alhenceum and

Standai-J, the Pall Malt Gazette taking up the defence.

" Delta's " war-note, which was so keenly taken up by Pro-

fessor Herkomer and Mr. Wedmore, among others, ran as

follows:
—"Looking back at the past eight years' trans-

actions of the Printsellers' Association, I am astonished at

the encouragement photo-engraving has received at the

hands of the puVilishers. One of the causes to which this

is owing is that the Printsellers' Association has stamped
the proofs of photogravures, and therefore in a manner
acknowledged that they are works of art on the same level

as actual engravings. If the Association refused—as un-

doubtedly it ought to refuse— to acknowledge photo-

engraving, the absurd distinction (wjiich is not a difference)

between j^rinis and so-called proofs would soon disappear,

and the public would know what they are buying. I

am fully aware it will be retorted that, in these days of

steeling, stamped proofs of etchings, lino, or mezzotint

engravings are in many cases, but in paper and signature,

little better than ordinary prints ; but, at any rate, both

proofs and prints are from the same plate, and though less

damage is done to the plate than in the days previous

to steeling, yet such is the number pulled that, in mezzo-
tint particularly, tlie surface of the plate, with constant

do-steeling and re-steeling, perceptibly wears, so that an
early proof is far and away finer than any print that can
subsequently be taken. In photogravure a new plate can,

for a very small sum, be made for the print issue, and
when that is 'worn out, another, and so on ad infinitum.

It is not that I desire to see any new process of successful

reproduction boycotted. Far from this, I rejoice that

photo-engraving has been invented. Let it, however, be
kept in its proper place, and not brought into competition

for the highest artistic purposes with engraving proper.

The Eoyal Academy elects distinguished engravers as

Associates and members. It will be a sad day when no
more engravers remain to be elected, and when Jlessrs.

Goupil and Co.'s successors and their legion of imitators

hold the reproduction of all modern pictures (with, per-

haps, etchings excepted) in their entire control. Yet .such

a state of things seems quite possible, for in 1879, out of a

total of 63 engravings declared by the A.ssociation, only

5, or one-thirteenth, were photo-engravings ; whereas in

1885, out of a total of 153 prints declared, 49 were photo-

engravings, or about one-third of the whole ; and in 1886,

out of 14G prints declared, 33 were photo-engravings, or

about one-fourth of the whole. During the last seven

years etching as a means of- re|iroduction has come into

rapid popularity, and saved the proportion of photo-

engravings becoming larger still The significant fact lies,

however, here, that while photo-engravings have been thus

multiplied, the annual production of mezzotints has not

increased, a steady average of 32 during these eight years

being just maintained; but the proportion has sunk from
one-half of the total number of prints declared in 1879 to

about one-fifth in 1885-6. Then, again, whereas nearly

every mezzotint plate engraved is published through the

Printsellers' Association, scores of photogravures are issued

independently. This in itself is most discouraging to

mezzotint engravers, many of whom, in despair, are turning

their attention to etching. Are we as a nation to lose this

national art ! Are the works of Earlom, Green, Watson,
Reynolds, or Cousins, and a score of others of whom we
are justly proud, because no other country can rival them,
never to be supplemented by men of our own time 1 It

looks strangely like it, for the wealthy French firm, whose
houses in Paris, London, and New York have poured forth

their reproductions in such numbers, will do their utmost
to prevent a revival of a great and glorious art, or will

leave it in the hands of a few far-seeing foreigners."

Ceramic Aet Museum for Sandgate.— Mr. Felix

Joseph has just presented to the Local Board of Sandgate,

Kent, a number of choice examples of old Wedgwood Ware,

from his collection, with the view of forming the nucleus of

a Ceramic Art Museum in that town.

Norwich Castle, long occupied as a gaol, and defaced

externally, has been bought by the To'\^n Council of that

place, and will be converted into civil uses as a museum.

The Australian Galleries.—The National Gal-
lery OF New South Wales is housed in an unfinished

building in the Domain, or public park, in Sydney, where

no one seeing the present outside of the building would
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suspect the presence of the art-treasures which nre to

lie found inside. The trustees have 7nade an experiment

in the matter of lighting the galleries which can hardly

be called successful. The various rooms, which are rather

low — the walls being only some sixteen or seventeen

feet high—are lighted by rows of perpendicular windows,

about twenty feet apart, all facing the south, and l.ietwcen

each window the slants of the roof are coloured white

inside. This is quite satisfactory when one's back is

turned to the windows, but when looking towards the light

the eye is completely dazzled, and it is quite impossible to

see any picture to advantage. The place of honour in the

Central Hall is occupied by " Les Enerv&s de .Jumieges,"

by E. V. Luminals, which a few years ago created quite

a sensation in the Salon. Not far from this hangs De
Neuville's " Eorke's Drift," on the po.ssession of which the

gallery is much to be congratulated. In the .same hall hang
" The Widower," by Luke Fildes, which suffers •much from

the defective light above mentioned ;
" Non Angli sed

Angeli," by Keeley Halswelle ;
" The Gordon Kiots " and

" The Spani.sh Armada," by Seymour Lucas, A.R.A. ; and
" Le Matin de la Noce," by H. J. Mosler. Among the prin-

cipal works in the other galleries are "Wedded," by Sir

F. Leighton, P.R.A. ; "The Captive," by Sir J. E. ]\Lllais,

E.A. ;
" Arundel," by Vicat Cole, R.A. ;

" The Herring

Fishery," by W. L. Wyllie ;
" Salmon Fishers, Loch Fyne,"

by Colin Hunter, A.R.A. ;
" Savonarola," by F. W. Topham

;

and good examples of A. C. Gow, A.R.A., David Law,

H. McCallum, N. Chevalier, Alfred Elmore, R.A., Alex.

Johnstone, and J. Sant, R.A. Water-colour painters are

represented by Sir O. W. Brierly, whose lovely " Venice :

Weather Clearing up after Rain," is here ; by David Law,

Louis Haghe, E. Hayes, R.H.A., E. H. Corbould, Britton

AVillis, and C. Cattermole. Local art is not prominent in

the gallery ; and John Gully, of Nelson, New Zealand, by

far the finest water-colour painter in Australasia, is only

represented by two or three early work.s. A very creditable

illustrated catalogue of the collection has been pulilishcd

in Sydney, the drawings having been made by Mr. E. L.

Montefiore, one of the trustees of the gallery, a gentleman

to whose labours much of the .success of the collection is due.

The Melbourne Art Gallery is one of the handsomest

and stateliest buildings in the city, but the building con-

tains also the National ihiseum and Free Public Liljrary.

The space available for art consists of a long and well-

lighted gallery and a wide passage leading into it. The

passage itself is badly lighted, and was not intended for

art purposes, but has become the receptacle for some rare

prints and engravings and photographs of great merit.

Con.sidering how much one hears of the great wealth of

Melbourne and its inhabitants, the artistic visitor is apt to

lament that more of the wealth docs not flow in the direc-

tion of art and art encouragement. For the national col-

lection of an exceptionally wealthy colony this gallery is

small ; Init it has been found necessary to hang a con-

siderable number of pictures of doubtful merit, in order to

cover the walls of this one room. There are, however,

perhaps a .score of works of great excellence and interest by

various master-hand.s, and W'e hope that the number of these

will be steadily increased. From a crowd of indifferent local

portrait-works near the entrance, a vigorous portrait of !Mr.

Simon Eraser, by Sir J. E. Millais, R.A., stands out boldly.

Hard by is Lady Butler's "Quatre Bras," the bright red

uniforms in which are effectively .set off by the happily-

chosen grey wall tint. Edwin Long, R.A., is represented by

two fine works, "Esther "and "A Question of Propriety,"

the first being perhaps the finest jjicture that ilelbourne

possesses. Here also hang " The Arrest for Witchcraft " and

the more recent " Challenged," by J. Pettie, R.A. ;
" Ben

Eay," by H. AV. B. D,avis, R.A. ; "Autumnal Showers," by

P. Graham, R.A.; "The Mitherless Bairn," by T. Faed,

R.A. ; "The Last Moments of Chlodobert," by Albert

Maignan ;
" Rotterdam," by James AVebb ; and two works

of Sir Noel Baton, " Noli me Tangere " and " A Dream of

Latmos." The following artists are al-so well represented :

B. W. Leader, A.R.A., G. E. Bering, Otto AA'^eber, A. C.

Gow, A.R.A., A. Schenck, C. AV. Cope, R.A., and George

Cole. At the time of our last visit a large portion of the

gallery was occupied by screens, on which were hung a

collection of works done by students at the gallery. It

is a pity these could not have been exhibited elsewhere,

as the permanent collection suffered considerably from the

intrusion.

Adel.mde, although by far the smallest of the three

cities of Australia, has already an art collection of its own,

and is constantly adding to it works which have been selected

with great tasteandjudgment. The collection occupies a large

room in the Museum, and though lighted from the side instead

of the roof, the effect is far from unsatisfactory. The people

of Adelaide may be congratulated on already numbering in

their collection so fine a work as " The Favourites of the

Emperor Honorius," by J. AV. AA'aterhouse, A.R.A. ; while

close by hang" Waiting for the Homeward Bound," by Colin

Hunter, A.R.A. ; "Our River," by W. L. AVyllie ;
" Cliloe," a

fine study of the nude by J. Lefebvj-e, condemned by tlie

clamour of the " old ladies " to be hung so high as to be

almost out of sight ;

" Lady Teazle," by F. Dicksee, A.R.A.

;

and a small " Rialto," by AV. Log.sdail. Among others who
are well represented are James AVebb, Edmond de Pratere,

Van Starkenburgh, C. Tschaggeny, AVyke Bayliss, H.

O'Neil, A.R.A, and L. Nono. AVe hope that the trustees

will soon be able to show off the pictures to greater advan-

tage in a larger gallery, with a properly constructed top light.

Mr. Harry Fqrniss. — Mr. Harry Furniss—liveliest

and merriest of all our humorous artists—appears to be

rendering himself an institution in Bond Street. Having

removed his " Artistic Joke " to Manchester—where, thanks

to the Jubilee Exhibition and to the frontispiece he drew

for its catalogue, the collection is sure to be very popular

—he has brought together a large gathering of drawings

in the Gainsborough Gallery. The.se include the parlia-

mentary drawings from Punch, and the originals of the

series of " Romps," " The Talk of the Town," " The In-

compleat Angler," "The Comic Blackstone," and other sub-

jects which he has given us during the i)ast couple of year.s

—a remarkable record of industry. But we see little to add

to our criticism of former years ; a little more grace, perhaps,

a little more freedom, and, if possible, facility, but the same

fault of over-attitudinising. But then his girls are so

beautiful, his bairns so delightfully mischievous and na-

tural, and his legislators so pompous and so thoroughly

off their guard that one can hardly ipiarrel for the excess

of "curviness." Taken altogether, it is the most refresh-

ing black-and-white exhiliition we have seen for a long

time.

I'iImile AVauters.—AVith respect to the circumstantial

story which has been widely circulated of late in most of

the European art journals, M. Kmilc Wauters writes to us:

—
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" You will have learned by my denial in our newspapers

here that my supposed marriage is an audacious canard,

invented and spread in certain Dutch papers by some

imaginative genius." Thus, the romantic story of his union

with his beautiful sitter, the Princesse de Chimay, while

the king, who was to grace the nuptials with his presence,

would contribute to their eclat by conferring a peerage on

the happy painter by way of a marriage gift, all falls to

the ground. It oii[ilit to have been true, however.

Obituaey.—The death is announced of the architect,

Daniel Ram6e, only son of Joseph Eamte. Amongst his

more important labours were the restorations of the Palais

de Justice at Beauvais, and the churches at Abbeville, at

Senlis, and at Noyon. There have also died M. James
Bertrand, a distinguished pupil of Perrin, who gained

several medals of the Salon, third class 1861, rappel 1863,

and medals in 1869 and 1S7S, as well as the Legion of

Honour in 1876; and the noted architect, M. Julien

Henard, who gained a third class medal 1845, rapiiel 1857,

second class 1859, first class 1861, and second class 1878.

M. Henard became an officer of the Legion of Honour
in 1867.

Repeoduction of Pictuees by Mr. Holman Hunt
(Autotype Company).—As we look at the excellent repro-

ductions of five of Mr. Holman Hunt's pictures we cannot

help being struck with the great progress in painting

which has been made since ilr. Hunt and his fellow Pre-

Eaphaelites took up their crusade against low aims and

false conventionality in art. The tide has not taken quite

the direction desired by these devoted pioneers, and

except Mr. Hunt himself there are few who have not

been led into some of its wide deviations from the Euskin

channel, but their labours have not been lost. Whatever its

faults, English art is stronger, more sincere, more accom-

plished than it was when Holman Hunt painted the

"Christian Priest re.scued from the Druids," and "Piienzi

vowing Vengeance for the Slaughter of his Brothers ; " and

it owes this regeneration greatly to the noble-minded eftbrts

of the Pre-Piaphaelite.s. Les.sons may still be learnt with

advantage from these remarkable designs, which will always

remain as landmarks in the history of English art in the

nineteenth century. The series includes, besides those

already mentioned, the "Awakened Conscience," "The
Tuscan Girl," and the scene from " Two Gentlemen of

Verona," where Valentine rescues Sylvia from Proteus.

All of them are reproduced to perfection.

"Elementary Flow^ee Painting" (Cassell and Co.)

is an admiiably lucid manual for the use of beginners in

the difficult and delicate art of flower-painting. The

volume is adorned with eight chromo - lithographs, exe-

cuted with great delicacy and fidelity, and with outline

drawings in black and white of the flowers selected for

illustration ; and the instructions which accompany the

plates are crisp and concise. The examples given in the

book—the clove carnation, chrysanthemum, cactus, purple

clematis, gloxinia, pansy, primula, and camellia—have been

selected by reason of their general breadth and simplicity,

and the choice is a judicious one. As an introduction to

the technicalities of flower-painting the book will be of

infinite value, not to the amateur alone, but likewise to tlie

neophyte who intends to make art his business in life.

Me. J. P. Emslie's " New Canteebuey Tales "

(Griffith and Farran).—What more can be said of this

production than that it is in verse—that is to say each

line begins with a capital letter— and that it is illus-

trated by the author ] AVhat the " Tales " and " Inter-

ludes " are all about, the author knows, perhaps ; but

whether his intention was to produce something pseudo-

archaic, or a satire upon things in general, or a jumble of

various sorts of socialism, is a question which every reader

—if the volume should ever have such a one—must settle

for himself. "The New Canterbury Tales" contain but

little rhyme and less reason ; and as for literary merit, they

read marvellously like the valentine verses of old days,

with their pathetic allusions to " hearts " and " darts " and

such like stock-in-trade.

"Les Aetistes Celebees." — M. Ernest Chesneau's

" Sir Joshua Reynolds," one of the new numbers of " Les

Artistes Cf^lebres " (Paris : Rouam ; London : Gilbert

Wood), is a careful and intelligent work, and may be

read with interest even in England, where Sir Joshua is

known and loved as he deserves. In France it should do

something towards making him a better reputation than he

has, though M. Chesneau is a trifle too Ruskinesque (it may
be) to do more than impress the general public. Here is a

case in point. " Ce u'est pas," says he, " la quality de la

fleur en soi qui le touche, la fraicheur de son coloris, la

delicatesse de ses contours, ni F^legance de son port ; c'est

I'iffet que produira dans le tableau la tdche claire ou sombre

qu'elle fournit combinee avec d'antres valeitrs et d'autres

tons." Something the same might be said, we take it, of

every great artist who has ever worked in paint ; and JL

Chesneau's deduction— that "il s'exhale plus souvent des

oeuvres de Sir Joshua Reynolds une odeur d'atelier,

'd'huile'et de vernis qu'un parfum de r&ilite
"—partakes,

if it be meant as a reproach, of the nature of a 7ion sequitur.

Of greater interest to the English reader is M. Cournault's

" Ligier Richier " (same series and same publishers), which

deals, with sympathy and understanding, with the life and

work of an artist not too well known, outside his own

peculiar district, in France itself. Richier (born about

1500) was in his way and day a man of great mark. Such

work of his as survives proves him to have been possessed

of excellent qualities. M. Cournault, who is a countryman

of his, has done well to revive his memory and popularise

the story of his achievement.

"Vestiges of Old Newcastle and Gateshead" (New-

castle : Andrew Reid).—The first fasciculus contains five

illustrations in photo-lithography of the ancient street archi-

tecture of the old Tyneside city which is now growing so

painfully modern. The sketches are by Mr. W. H. Knowles,

and are very well done. They are accompanied by some enter-

taining and chattily-written notes upon the quaint narrow

streets, in which there is happily still much to attract the

lover of half-timbering, of carved barge-boards, and over-

hanging gables. One of the sketches shows the many-

windowed old house from which Bessie Surtees eloped with

John Scott, better known to fame as Lord Chancellor

Eldon. The work is to be completed in twenty parts.

Me. Feith's "Autobiography and Reminiscences" has

come to hand too late for review in this number. We will

return to these extremely entertaining volumes next month.
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THE IMPENDING REFORM OF THE ROYAL ACADEJIY.

The reform agitation, which has been siuoulderiiig right

through the j'ear ever since the unprecedented revolt of

last autumn, has at length reached an acute stage. It will

be remembered that the first measure of reform demanded

was that the total number of works that each artist might

submit to the Selecting Committee for the purpose of exhi-

bition should be reduced from eight to two in each class-

oil and water-colour painting, sculpture, architecture, and

black-and-white. The entire Press supported the proposal,

and the Academy had just appointed a Eeform Committee

to consider it, when Mr. Holman Hunt, Mr. Walter Crane,

and Mr. George Clau.sen arose in their wnith and, after a

defiant trumpet-blast, called upon the Academy to clear the

way, and enunciated a plan for a " National E.xhibition."

Since that time Mr. Walter Crane has seceded from his less

radical companions, and the others have v.isely returned to a

more moderate programme, consisting solely of the establish-

ment and introduction of the democratic principle in the

appointment of the Selecting Committee—the detail of the

reduction of numbers being laid aside for a time in favour

of the principle of .suflVage. The following letters and

extracts, with an early sight of which we have been favoured,

will show how matters stand. The first is addressed to the

President and Council by ilr. Havard Thomas, the Honorary

Secretary of the Provisional Committee.

" On behalf of the above Committee I beg to present to you tlie

accompaujiug names of 783 artists who have signified their adhesion

to the principle ' that the Juries for selecting and placiug works of

art must be elected from ;md by the artists of the Kingdom.' I am
further desired to express a sincere hope that the contemplated

changes in the constitution of tlie Royal Academy may proceed in the

direction thus indicated : as it is their earnest conviction that the

adoption of the principle, by giving a vote to artists in the selection

of a jury, in whose verdict they are so vitally interested, would

establislx a sy.^tem which is practicable and just, and be the means of

creating a lasting bond of union between English Artists and the

Royal Academy."

In reply to a request to affirm the principle, ^Ir. Armitage,

11.A., writes :

—

' I am far from disapproviug of the principle set forth in your

circular, in fact, I think it a very sound one, prorided you obtain,

either by purchase or as a loan from Government, a suitable E.^hi-

bition building. You would then be on the same footing as the

Socie'te' des Artistes Frani;ais, wlio elect their own jury for the

Salon."

Mr. W. Q. Orchardson, Pi A., says :
—

"Permit me ... to express my sympathy with the 'prin-

ciple ' of the refomis they have in view. As, however, the Royal

Academy is taking action in this matter, and has decided to appoint

a Committee, with powers to collect iufonnation to be laid before

the Council—of which I am a member—I am sure you will agree

with me that it would scarcely be fitting that I should accept the

invitation -I have been honoured with to act ou the Provisional

Committee."
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As these 783 signatories are all artists of recognised ability

—that is to say, that they are all of them contributors to

the estalilished exhibitions — and as certain of the most

influential Academicians have declared for them, the result

of the struggle, which must now be very near at hand, will

be awaited wdth intense interest by every lover of art in the

country.

THE SPLIT AT THE GROSVEXOE GALLERY.

The secession of Messrs. Comyns Carr and Charles Halle

from the direction of the Grosvenor Gallery has occupied

an undue amount of public attention ; still the interest

taken in the occurrence is extremely satisfactory from the

assthetic point of view. The statements with wiiich we
have been specially favoured by Sir Coutts Lindsay and

ilr. Comyns Carr prove that the latter gentleman and Mr.

Halle—the officials of Sir Coutts's—disapproving of the

commercial policy of their principal, and believing it to be
'• contrary to the dignity of Art," preferred to throw up their

appointments than be ])arties to the subservience of Art to

Commerce. So far so good. " But," adds Sir ('outts Lindsay,
" agreeing with the j)olicy of my good friends—w ho are

themselves excellent fellows though hardly busine.ss-like

—

I have during ten years had about £"2iio,(H)() invested in

an uuremunerative speculation. High art, no matter how
high, cannot stand that. I therefore called in the assist-

ance of a financier, who recommended nie to place the

restaurant and library on a business footing. I took his

advice, reconstifuted the library, and placed board-s in the

doorway of the gallery advertising the restaurant. For the

restaurant my ' directors ' had no stomach, and so they

left— partly, I think, ])iciued at my financial administrator.

That gentleman, however, has, for the first time in my
experience, brought me in a dividend—or, at least, a small

rental for the building. Mr. Alma-Tadema takes their

part : why, I can't tell, as I have never had any commu-
nication with him on the matter ; Mr. Burne-Jones too,

because he considers tliat money should be out of the

(piestion in dealing with Art—these artists arc .so unprac-

tical. But why all this fuss aliout master and servants

falling out!" In the meantime Jlessrs. Carr and Halle

threaten an action against Sir Coutts for slander. And
so the matter stands.

<lfU NEW ACQUISITION AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

The new portrait by Sir Antonio More, which has just

been hung in Boom 12 at the National Gallery, is a pur-

chase on which Sir Frederick Burton and the pulilic may
heartily congratulate each other. In common with so

many of More's works, the identity of this likeness is

undetermined ; but it is certainly one of the finest in the

country, and, for painting, will bear comparison with his

portrait of Sir Thomas Gresham in the National Portrait
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Gallery. It repre-sents a man in a black doublet and a

white inside ruff-collar, with high forehead and bearded

face, looking solemnly and somewhat reproachfully at the

spectator. The dignity of the whole thing, and the exqui-

site flesh-painting of this panel-picture, render it one of the

mo.st interesting portraits in the room, entirely throwing

into the .shade that other head hanging close by, which is

attributed to the same painter. The picture has been

bought out of the -John Lucas Walker fund.

AN IDE.\L EOY.\L .\CADEMY BY POPULAR VOTE.

Although the so-called " opinions •'— more properly

caprice—of the general mass of the public is of little im-

portance and less value from an artistic point of view, the

aggregate verdict of a great body of educated Academy-

goers must be instructive and interesting to the student

of things aesthetic, and of very material benefit to the

shrewd and worldly artist. The plebiscites set on foot

by an evening paper on subjects concerning the Royal

Academy, its members and exhibitions, have already re-

vealed to us the most popular picture, the least popular

picture, the best historical \\ork, and so forth, as determined

by many thousands of votes. The last " competition " has

been to ascertain the i)ublic idea as to who should rightly

bear the coveted initials of " R.A." The result carries into

the inner fold fifteen artists, of whom two only are "out-

siders," and one is an ll.A.-elect ; and, of course, excludes a

like number. The popular indifference to architecture,

sculpture, and engraving is here strikingly illustrated.

Enter: Messrs. Herkomer, Dicksee, Leader, Bume-Jones, J. W.
Waterhouse, Fildes, H. Moore, Stoue, Thornyeroft, Boughton,

S. J. Solomon, Holman Hunt, MacAVhii'ter, Brett, and Seymoiu-

Lucas.

ExEtraT: Messrs. Armitage, Armstead, Barlow, Cooper, Dobson,

Hodgson, Horsley, Marshall, Pearson, Pickersgill, Shaw,

Stocks, A. Waterhouse, Wells, and Woolner.

In the Associate class sound and bad judgment are eciually

confounded. Here eight changes are demanded :

—

Enter : Sir James Liuton, Messrs. Whistler, Blair Leighton,

W. B. Richmond, Bartlett, Hon. J. Collier, Schmalz, and

W. L. Wyllie.

Exeunt : Messrs. Aitchison, Bodley, Broc'.c, Crofts, Crowe,

A. Gilbert, Oakes, and Stacpoole.

There is something amusingly grotesque in the manner in

which present members are invited to perform "the happy

despatch."

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

Mr. Talbot, a collection of whose water-colour draw-

ings is now to be seen at the Fine Art Society's rooms, is a

careful draughtsman, and, besides having an eye for colour,

evidently appreciates the "Sunny South," which he has

attempted to depict. But, on the whole, it is fortunate for

the artist that his exhibition is lurder the segis of Mr.

Piuskin. The public cannot utterly disregard anything

on which the seer of Brantwood has set the seal of his

approval, and so, by the magic of a name, Mr. Talbot's

illustrations of Algiers, Lake Leman, and the Riviera have

received perhaps more attention than they could fairly

claim on their own merits. For to speak frankly, there is

little freshness, either of method or material, discernible in

the present collection, which seems to have been influenced

principally by the school-room and drawing-master. The

Chillon series, for instance, is totally devoid of freedom

of touch or style, and the faulty drawing of the rocks in

"The Coast of St. Houorat, Cannes," and "The Rocks

at Theoule, near Cannes,'" is (juit

has studied under Mr. Ruskin.

given to the brilliantly-coloured

Sunset on the Marshes, Hyeres,

draughtsmanship of its grasses

traces of Mr. Ruskin's influence,

merit of individual pictures, the

the mind by Mr. Talbot's work is

and unsucces-sful laljoriousncss.

remarkable in one who
A word of praise must be

drawing entitled "After

which in the accurate

and trees bears evident

In spite, however, of the

general impression left on

one of immature technique

The collection of water-colour drawings by Dutch

artists exhibited at the Goupil Gallery under the some-

what awe-inspiring designation of llolhnidsche Teeken-

Maatsc/iappij, introduces to us a number of well-established

favourites exercising their peculiar talent with but little

alteration in a different medium. The technique—in its

way consummate—of ^Messrs. !Mesdag, Israels, Bisschop,

Artz, Mauve, and others, has been nratured in the practice

of oil-painting, for which their handling, scheme of colour,

and general tone are better adapted than for the effects of

subtle atmospheric gradation in the realisation of which

water-coloiu' proper has not been rivalled. Yet, while dis-

playing less mastery in the latter branch, the modern Dutch

masters have here provided some solid and genuine works,

limited j)erhaps in scope, but displaying a completeness

and unity of conception and technique such as have always

distinguished the art of the Low Countries ; with some-

what less, however, than usual of the calm, restrained

patlios which has so appropriately been accentuated by

the sober, deadened tones of the harmonies chiefly aft'ected.

M. JEesdag, in his broadl.v, not to say heavily, jiainted

" Bank of Clouds " and " Fishing-boats at Anchor, " fails

to attain the delicate atmospheric refinements which dis-

tiiigui.sh his works in oils, though these, his latest or at any

rate last seen, productions show his usual breadth of view

and siurple mastery of composition. M. James ilaris,

almost alone among his compeers, displays as a water-colour

painter important variations of technique, with a greater

lightness and refinement of touch than he cares to exhibit

in his oil-paintings. In his "Dutch Harbour," the heavy

overhanging rain-clouds are rendered with a mastery of

draughtsmanship and execution which recalls Van der

Capelle. Such a bold attack of the difliculties of sky-

drawing and i>ainting is the exception in modern Dutch

art, indeed, in modern art generally ; consummate skill is

often shown by the landscapists of to-day in rendering

vapours heavily charged with moisture and blurring the

contours of the objects which they embrace ; but the

solution of technical difficulties involved in such a sug-

gestion of atnu)spheric p jenomena is, of course, far less

difficult than would be that of the higher and more

legitimate tasks which the great Dutch landscapists of

the seventeenth century set themselves. The veteran M.

Israels, in the admirable but—to please a Bond Street

public—unfortunately-named " Washing Baby," shows, with

all his wonted skill as a chiaroscurist, a somewhat less

desponding phase of sentiment than that to which he has

accustomed us. Almost alone among his compeers M.

Bisschop abaudons tertiary harmonies, and affects a more

positive key of colour, with a result harsh and unpleasant.

When it has been pointed out that the general level of

technical merit of the present exhibition of the Nineteenth

Century Art Society is slightly in advance of that of its

immediate predecessor, all has been said which can in

fairness be lirought forward in favour of this year's show.

It is diificult, indeed, to wade through such a sea of
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nothingness ; more difficult still to tiuJ anything to say of it

for good or for evil. Cid bono ? Why cannot industry and

naive self-confidence, unaccompanied even by the ordinary

amount of justification, be diverted to other and more
legitimate outlets I Even here foreign influences make
themselves felt, being revealed by a certain looseness,

masquerading as real breadth of technique, which serves

often rather to cloak incapacity than to show real vigour.

Better than these trivialities would be even the most ridicu-

lous vagaries of Young France—the falsest tricks which in

the fashionable studies of the Continent pass for art '.

The Winter Exhibition at the Hanover Gallery contains

some excellent examples of French art, and is especially

strong in landscape. Ccn-ot, Daubigny, and Diaz are all

represented, while there is an admirable series of drawings

by Gilbert Plunger, of which "Near Nemours " is the finest

in ([uality. In " Millet Fere's House, Barbizon," J.-F.

Millet fils has caught something of the feeling of his

father. Meissonier's water-colour drawing, " Punch," is dis-

appointing, and has not the mastery of texture and high

finish that we have found in his work in oil. The jnece de

resistance of the exhibition seems to be E. Sanguinette's
" Rotten Row—Season of 1887," a work which is poor in

conception and vulgar in execution.

Mr. Charles Gregory's exhibition, entitled " Summer-
Time ou the South Coa.st," inaugurates Messrs. Dowdes-

well's new galleries. The first thing that strikes us on

entering the room is that Mr. Gregory's drawings do not

improve by being massed together. AVherever we look the

same hot reds and crude yellows meet our eye, and there

seems throughout a monotony of colour aiid effect. At the

same time, many of the individual drawings have a charm

which is quite their own. For instance, the picture of

Polperro at sundown, nestling amid trees aud over-shadowed

by hill.s, is exquisite in feeling, all hardness of colour being

lost in the pervading haze. The most thoroughly charac-

teristic work in the exhibition is " The Promise of ilay,

'

a bright, cheerful presentment of trees in full blossom and

sheep browsing in daisy-besprinkled meadows.

Two fine pictures by Sir John Millais and a .superb paint-

ing by Mile. Rosa Bonheur render Mr. JIcLean's exhibition

notable among all the winter shows. The simple dignity

of " Penseroso "—a sad-faced, open-eyed girl clad in black

with white fichu, her refined face surmounted by coils of

purple hair—is very striking and impressive. Hollyhocks

in the background furnish, very reticently, the colour of the

.setting. The " Allegro " is an extremely brilliant harmony

ill apple-green and pink. The white-wigged lady repre-

sents " La Folic," but with little of the chic with which a

Frenchman would have endowed her. Her attitude— she

stands with her back to the spectator and her head turned

aside so as to show her i)rofile (an admirable likeness of the

artist's daughter)—her unaffected grace, and the rich and
.skilful colouring throughout, as well as the care of execu-

tion to which we have been unaccustomed of late, renders

this one of the most successful of Sir John Millais' brui'urn

pictures. Mile. Bonheur's magnificent " Head of a Lioness
"

is so fine, so dignified, and so living, that one feels that iron

bars should be fastened across the frame for the safety of

the spectator. It is remarkable that at the age of sixty

odd Mile. Bonheur should have produced one of the best

animal's heads she has ever painted. There are many
other good things in the gallery, but these three entirely

absorb the attention.

The skill and accuracy of Mr. Ernest George's repre-

sentation of old-world cities and churches is well known,

and, as we should expect, his water-colour drawings, which
are exhibited at the Fine Art Society's rooms, are almost

exclusively architectural in character. He sets before us

with equal facility Rome, Venice, Holland, and London,

and has now found a fresh sketching-ground in Whitby,

where some of the happiest drawings in the present collec-

tion were made. If there is anything to complain of in his

work, it is that he appears to delight in colour rather for

its own sake than in its relation to natural object.s. For

instance, in his eyes Limehouse and Holywell Street are

almost as luminous and brilliant as Como or Anialfi, and,

however much we should like to believe that this were

really the case, we must reluctantly confess that it is

scarcely in harmony with our experience.

The most noticeable feature in the exhibition of draw-

ings by the sketching clubs of London, held at the Suffolk

Street Gallery, apart from the supremacy of the Lambeth
School, was the lamentable weakness of English .students

in figure-drawing. There were on the walls many ex-

amples of landscape full of promise for future achievement

;

and the careful study of cart-horses, with which ^Ii.ss Isaacs

won the prize for the best drawing of animals, was by no

means the only meritorious one of its class. But anatomy

and the human figure seem neglected, and it is probably

this neglect which drives English students to find their

education in foreign schools, aud to become what il. Ches-

neau calls " cosmopolitans in art."

REVIEWS.

M. Eugene Fougues' " Gavarni " (Paris : Rouain ; Lon-

don : Gilbert Wood) is the last number of the well-edited

biographies of " Les Artistes C^lebres." Nothing could

exceed the catholicity of this series, and the manner in

which M. iluntz's writers flit from classic to modern, from

painter to potter, from sculptor to engraver, aud from

architect to caricaturist, is refreshing in the extreme. In

this new biography of Gavarni we find little that we did

not know before, but the whole account is concise and

sympathetic. We are shown the excitable and impression-

able Genius of Caricature as he was to his friends—warm-
hearted, passionate, and thrice-witty. Indeed, some of his

letters would not have done discredit to Muie. de Sdvigne

herself. The illustrations to the book, which are numerous

and fairly well chosen, display his humorous and pathetic

powers, his marvellous facility and observation, antl his

probing insight into human character— the qualities, in

sh(u-t, that have made (Jnillaume-Sulpice Chevallier, of

Gavarnie, the Balzac of the pencil.

Dr. Bonncy's " Abbeys and Churches of Englaud and

Wales ' (London ; Cassell and Co.) embodies an excellent

idea well carried out. The book is not exactly a reference-

work, as its title would seem to convey, but a very uncon-

ventional handbook to the most picturesque and otherwise

romantic places of worshi]) in the country, treated his-

torically, descriptively, anccdotically, and, above all, pic-

torially. The chapters, which are by dilferent hands, deal

pleasantly cmiugh with the .sacred buildings and their sur-

roundings, their connections and traditions, and in a chatty

vein take us by the hand, so to speak, and " ]Hit us through."

Some of the woodcuts, with which the volume abounds, are

excellent specimens of Engli.'^h latter-day xylography ; but

the book would certainly liave been rendered more valu-

able and .serviceable by the addition of an index.
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NOTABILIA.

The Exhibition of Venice has closed with a deficit of

£8,000.

Mr. Boehm's memorial statue of Lord Iddesleigh was

uncovered at the latter part of last month.

M. Louis Gallait, the octogenarian painter-laureate of

Belgium, is dangerously ill from pneumonia.

Mr. G. F. Watts has once more taken up his winter

abode at Malta. His pictorial labours will, in all proba-

bility, be supplemented by others in a literary direction.

The Turner Drawings in the National Gallery have just

been re-hung. The whole of the " Liber Studiorum " draw-

ings now face the windows, and can be seen far better than

under the old arrangement.

M. Castagnary has been appointed ' Directeur des

Beau.\-Arts,'' and M. Kaenipfen Director of the National

Museums and of the School of the Louvre. The appoint-

ments were accompanied by the usual ceremonies and the

usual discourses.

Mr. Frank Holl has been staying at Hawarden, engaged

on painting the portrait of Mr. Gladstone. Judging from
the characteristics and temperaments of the two men, we
should say that no one is better cjualified to paint Mr.

Gladstone than Mr. Holl.

The unusually large first edition of Mr. Frith's " Auto-

biography and Remini-scences" was exhausted exactly a

week after publication ; and we liear that a third edition
.

is in preparation. It is to be hoped that this success will

nerve others to a .similar task.

While engaged in painting, in the early part of the

month, M. Meissonier experienced a warning touch of

paralysis in his palette-thumb. The doctor who was called

in prescribed absolute rest as the only Inipe for the artist.

Such restraint will sit heavily on so active a man as IL
Meis.sonier.

Mr. Ford iladox Brown is about to return from
Manchester and settle in the neighbourhood of Primrose

Hill. The three mural decorations for the Manchester
Town Hall, which still remain uncompleted, will be exe-

cuted on canvas here instead of being painted in fresco on

the wall.

At the moment ofgoing to press we learn that the three

fragments of fresco by Spinello Aretino, presented last

year by Sir Henry Layard, have just been hung in the

National Gallery. They are numbered 1,216 in the cata-

logue, and, according to the oflicial description, represent

"The Fall of the Rebel Angels, in the Church of St. Angelo

at Arezzo."

M. Jan van Beers has received th'e honour of being

invited to paint his portrait for the Pitti Palace in

Florence. This distinction should go far to restrain M.
Van Beers from the further sowing of his pictorial wild

oats. Indeed, we hear that he has already begun a piece

of serious work for the forthcoming Academy, the ciuality

and execution of which will .show his full power.

An International Monument to the memory of Bastien-

Lepage is in course of subscription in France, England, and in

America. The group, which is to be erected in Damvillers,

the paintei''s birthplace, is now being designed by M.
Rodin, and is to be cast in bronze. We understand that

subscriptions will be received and forwarded by ilr. Alma-
Tadema, and by Mi-. Deschamps of 1, Old Bond Street.

The statue of the late Mr. Samuel Morley, recently un-

covered at Bristol, is the work of Jlr. J. Havard Thomas.

It demonstrates how succe.ssfully modern life may be

rejft'esented in modern sculpture. The orator is repre-

sented with buttoned coat, his right hand in his trousers

pocket, and the left extended towards hi.5. audience. The
head and pose are full of dignity, and the whole is treated

v.-ith great breadth.

The Manchester Exhibition closed on the luth of
November with £40,000 to its credit— a considerably larger

balance than was expected. A proposal—which will, how-
ever, meet with a good deal of opposition—has been made
to apply this- sum to the establishment of an industrial

museum of raw fabrics ; rather an anomalous suggestion

when it is remembered that the Fine Art section is

chiefly responsible for the prosperous condition of the

accounts.

OBITU.^RY.

Mr. George William Reid, F.S.A., late Keeper of the

Prints and Drawings in the British Museum, is dead—one

of the most genial, modest, and kind-hearted of men. He
was an ideal " Keeper " of the old school, with an absolutely

unrivalled knowledge of prints in all their varied " states ;

"

and under his hand the national collection of prints and
drawings enormously increased, both in extent and quality.

Although not a graceful writer, he issued several exceed-

ingly valuable works under the auspices of the Briti.sh

iluseum, based on the treasures imder his control. Perhaps

his most laborious work was the great " Catalogue of

Cruikshauk's Works," of which, at the time of his death,

he had corrected the sheets for a second edition. His en-

thusiasm for his work was great, and, unknown to the

public, he rendered them many services, not onlj' by using

every endeavour to enrich the national collection, but also

by the " private publication of information,'' thus preventing

many fine examples from leaving the country. A notable

case in point is his action with respect to the Dent Collec-

tion, which, but for him, would have been sold bodily to the

German Government. A few years ago, while still, in his

own opinion at least, fit for vigorous work, he was " retired"

to make room for Professor Colvin, and a sense of the in-

justice thus inflicted upon him preyed constantly and to the

last upon his mind.

The death of Mr. Beresford-Hope leaves a very wide

gap in the ranks of English men of taste and artistic know-
ledge. Mr. Hope at one time took a very active interest in

all matters connected with the Arts, and was examined at

considerable length before the Royal Academy Commis-
sion of 1863. Architecture was his special forte ; he was
President of the Royal In.stitute of British Architects for

.several years up till 1867, and always hotly advocated the

Gothic style with speech and pen. St. Augustine's College

at Canterbury, Ely Cathedral, and many other churches all

over the country testify to his artistic taste and munificence.

His recent sales of "old masters," and of his superb col-

lection of gems and curios, will be fresh in the memory of

the reader.

We regret to learn that 'Sir. Hugh Willoughljy Swony,
better known as " Maulstick," has met with a violent and
mysterious death. He was a bright and highly-accom-

pli.shed writer, and a con.stant contributor of art "criticism"

and gossip to the London periodical pre.ss.

The following deaths are also announced: — Of M.
Hippolyte Lazerges, a distinguished French artist, who
obtained, besides two medals in 184.3 and 1848 and a
rappel in 1857, the "Legion of Honour'' in 1867. Of M.
Auguste Legras, pupil of Ary Scheffer, a portrait-painter,

who gained a third-class medal in 1857. Of Herr
Schweninger, the ^'iennese landscapist ; and of Herr von
"\^ischer, the German Ruskin.
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M. VERESTCHAGIN ON HIS CRITICS—ART AND POLITICS.

The di.sapiKnntnient expressed by the English art-critics,

with finite unusual unanimity, at the deficiencies of 51.

Verestchagiu's art was said to have strongly impressed

the painter, and he was currently reported to have ex-

pressed the impressions so formed in a vigorous and charac-

teristic manner. In addition to the ordinary forms of

criticism on the composition, (jualitj', drawing, and tone

of the works exhibited at the Grosveuor Gallery, it was
asserted by certain London newspaper-correspcmdents that

while une picture—a marvel of architectural drawing—was
simply an enlargement of a photographic view, another

—

the much-discussed " Blowing from Guns in ]>ritish India
'

—could not represent a real event, as the details attendant

on tlie execution were not in accordance with recorded

fact : the victims were Hindoos and not Jlahommedans as

they evidently are in the picture ; their arms were tied

back to the wheels of the guns and not to logs attached to

the muzzles ; while no such executions have taken place

since the Mutiny, though M. Verestchagin has represented

the soldiers on duty attired in uniforms of the present day.

An invitation to the artist from the Editor to lay before

the readers of The Magazine of Art his explanation of

the facts and his rejily to critics and criticism, has been
accepted, and the following interesting letter is the out-

come. From the strength of his character, from his power
of observation and judgment, his courage and indomitable

perseverance, M. Verestchagin might in.sist on a hearing

on almost any subject ; but being also a soldier of extra-

ordinary skill and experience, and a patriotic Russian to

boot, his utterance is, perhaps, more valuable from the

nou-artistic .side. In accordance with his retiuest we have
made slight orthographical alterations where necessary, but

we have preferred to leave his vigorous and picture.s(iue

mode of exinessiou as intact a.s circumstances would
permit :

—

" Deab Sir,—Iu answer to your qucstiou, allow me to say that I

have ue ' .strong opiuion on your Euglisli art critics.' I was a little

surprised that some of my pictui'es, which were highly appraised by
' L'Art ' i^nd ' L'Artiste ' of Paris and many other special art

journals in Europe, were found simply 'ha<l' in Knglaud. The
idea that perhaps those wlio have written tlie.se artii'les were not
suilicieutly prejiared for their task, naturally came to my mind ; and
iis ' the jucttiest girl cauuot give more than .she has '—as the French
proverb says—I jiaid to the fact no more attention than it doserveil.

On the other hand, I am a great admirer of the independence of

your critics in general. As for my opinion on 'Art and its Pro-
gress,' allow me to send you these few lines, wliich will, perhaps, be

interesting to youi' readers. [Pamphlet inclosed and reviewed else-

where.]

" To your second (juestion, I liave the honour to answer that my
picture, ' Blowing from Guns,' represents execution by a compara-
tively new patent, wliich, like every invention, represents a certain

amount of progress (see my catalogue, page 8 •). You have used it

* This Jiiode of exccutiuii is here cinmiiL'udi'd as beii>g the most, humane in

existence.

—

Ed.

before the last Mutiny, and you will use it quite certainly agum at the

first opportunity— I mean, in a moment of great national danger.

You cannot do otherwise, as you keep order between 280,000,000 of

diiferent jieople, who are fond of figlitiug, with only 60,000 soldiers—

I

mean, your English soldiers to whom you can trust ; as the Sepoys will

serve for you to-day and against you to-morrow if a good opportunity

presents itself. You have a very good adniinisti'atiou in India—wise,

moderate, above bribes, &c. You have splendid roads, beautiful

schools, and so on ; but it is not enough for the natives, who hate

you heartily—as is the case with every invader ; so that you must
count not only on your wisdom and courage, but also on coercion.

Is it the right way 'r No, certainly not. What is to be done 'i I am
not willing to answer such a serious question by a fe'w words. I

have heard it said, ' It is a shame.' Yes, it is a shame. ' We have

done it, but we will never do it again.' Yes, you will do it again
;

iitherwise prepare your luggage and be ready to leave the country.

Will you 'i No. Then blow the Hindoos from the guns if they rise

;

there is no way to keep a large country in commercial and political

submission without strong coercion. You can, bj- so doing, even call

yourself Christian, if you like, nearly with the same right as other

Christian nations—Christian abnegation on the tongue ami bai'barous

cupidity in the heart. Somethiug better is coming, but it is a long

way off

!

"Yes, you can print my words—but correctly, and excuse my
English. v. Vekesichaoin. "

MR. EUSKINS DRAWING.S.

Concerning the early drawings which, by his coiu'tesy,

we are enabled to engrave for our readers, Mr. Ixuskin

writes to the Editor :

—
" There ought to be a sejiarate half-

page of apology for the drawings of mine—in which the

Kouen is a little bit too childish to .show my proper early'

architectural power. All my really good drawings are too

large, and most of them at Oxford." There is a very special

interest, however, attaching to the llouen drawing, for it

show-s how strongly the influence of Prout was upon the

di~iughtsman, then as now. " Prout is one of the love.s

that always remain fresh to me," lie said to the writer a

year t)r two ago—Prout, whom he again refers to lovingly

in the present article. He fears that his paper on " The
]>lack Arts," though " not delil)erately ((i/jileasant or tech-

nical, is done mostly in ijii^niUc—I don't feel up to putting

any sparkle in, nor colour neither." Tlie general im|)ressiou

will be that his writing, from the title to the subscription,

is as virile and as dainty as ever, though, maybe, with a

little less of the preacher and a little more of the contid.mt.

rilK IMI'ENDING REFORM OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

Tlio secretary of the Koyal Academy has, by instruction,

informed Mr. Havard Thomas, tlie " secretary of the Com-
mittee for securing a .suffrage in the national exhibition of

the arts," that the President and Council could not enter-

tain his ])ropo.sals for the election of juries for selection

and hanging. This is what everybody expected, except,

jierhaps, a few optimists among the 7s:5 signatories to the

lietition, and it is diflicult to understand how it could be

otherwi.^r. Wr fill to see how any body of men in the
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IHisition of the meiiibei'.s of the Uoyal Academy (who,

rightly or wrongly, are there as the most eminent prac-

titioners of the arts, and are therefore, presumably, the

best judges of their craft) could voluntarily make an

admission of incapacity, and confess that the men from

whose ranks they were promoted on account of their

peculiar skill were better fitted for the task than they,

either in point of capability or honesty. In short, the

effect of the petition was to ask the Academicians (to

whose skill and knowledge their several elections may be

presumed to bear witness) to submit to another trial as to

competency at the hands of their supposed inferiors, the

outsiders. That, at least, is the light in which the Academy
lias evidently regarded the petition, and which has dictated

their inevitable response. In our opinion, the time was

not ripe for such a radical measure, even were it desirable.

The " Reform Committee," which is deliberating at the

lioyal Academy, will now be free to discuss and deter-

mine the degree and direction of the reform so urgently

required, undisturbed for a while by outside agitation; and
we trust that the result of their deliberations may, in auy

case, point to the advisablene.ss—indeed, the necessity—of

the reduction of the numbers of works sent in for selection.

This detail is absolutely e.s.sential to any scheme of .suc-

cessful and beneficent reform.

A FRENCH VIEW OF THE PRE-R.VPHAELITE

BROTHERHOOD.

" A foreign nation," we have been admirably told, " is a

contemporaneous po.sterity ; " so that a continental criticism

(serious, of course, and well weighed) becomes practically

the judgment of the future. If this be so, the members of

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood have little reason to com-

jilain of the position they will finally assume in the world of

art. In the appreciative and curiously accurate monograph
on the little school which il. Edouard Rod brought to a

close last month, the author deals almost exclusively with

Rossetti, Holman Hunt, and Burne-Jones. The latter artist

will probably be surprised to hear himself included as a

,
" Brother,'' although we are aware that Rossetti, whom ho

would watch with enthusiastic delight as he worked at his

easel, was in so far his first master. JI. Rod thus expresses

the conclusions he draws from his analysis :

—
" Such as they

are, with their differences and their inequalitie.?, these

three arti.sts are marvellously complementary, each of the

others : their ideal is not identical, but it is just as high
;

Rossetti is more genial, Holman Hunt and Burne-Jones

more learned ; but the view they take of their art is equally

proud, noble, and disinterested."

REVIEWS.

A new and improved edition has recently appeared of the

treatise on " Colour " (Cassell and Co.),by Mr. A. H. Church,

Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Academy of Arts.

He is somewhat over-modest in styling it " an elementary

manual for students," seeing that it contains in a highly

condensed form a statement of the theoretical and practical

results arrived at, and of the rival theories maintained, by
the greatest scientific authorities, English and foreign, up
to the present time. Indeed, if we regard the little work as

being chiefly intended for the use of students of art rather

than those of science, there is a good deal in it that is over-

technical, though all the propositions, and the artistic results

which the author deduces from them, are stated with ad-

mirable clearness and concision. Mr. Church upholds, by

demonstration and instance, the theory as to primary colours

and their complementaries first maintained by Dr. Young,
Helmholtz, Maxwell, and others, and controverts—or seeks

to controvert—that subsequently originated by Sir David
Brewster, and .since maintained by Chevreul and many
other scientific chemists of eminence, besides being adoi)ted

by most writers on art and by very many of its most pro-

minent professors. Mr. Church gives the primaries and
their complementaries as follows : red opposed to blue-

green, green opposed to purple, blue opposed to yellow. It

will be remembered that the upholders of the Brewster
theory take as their primaries : red opposed to green, yellow

opposed to violet, and blue opposed to orange. It nuist Ije

pointed out that in the coloured diagram, in which Mr.
Church places side by side the result of the rival theories

—claiming from a purely ajsthetic as from a scientific point

of view, superior acceptance for that which he adopts—he
has, imintentionally no doubt, been less than fair in re-

producing the tints grouped by his rivals—as a comparison

of his diagram with the colour-rose in Charles Blanc's
" Grammaire des Arts du Dessin " will show. Where
eminent theorists are so absolutely at variance in defining

even the elementary bases from which all their conclusions

are deduced, the student seeking for practical results—for

certain scientific facts which .shall serve as a foundation

upon which to build up all experience—may well hesitate

in hopeless bewilderment. This strife of theorists .should,

however, furnish yet another argument in supi)ort of those

who justly contend that no grouping of colour in obedience

to scientific theory, be it ever so unimpeachable, will satis-

factorily replace the intuition of the true colourist, though

it may aid and fortify that intuition.

Now that Mr. Walter Armstrong has come to the sup-

port of ]Mr. Graves, the new edition of " Bryan's Dictionary

of Painters and Engravers " (George Bell and Sons) is

making more satisfactory progress. And not only in

resjjcct to conditions of jiublication is there a marked im-

provement, but the editing of the book itself is more
thorough, and effected with greater judgment, though the

writing is sometimes a little loose. The mechanical portion

of the work, as might have been expected, is admirably

done : errors in the last edition corrected, Ottley— the

supplementary volume — incorporated (so far as circum-

stances allow), and outstanding omissions remedied. But,

besides all thi.s, excellent judgment has on the whole been

exercised, and a due sense of proportion has been observed.

There are exceptions to this, however, as for example in

the case of Sir Robert Porter, to whom a column of de-

scription is devoted, while Paul Potter's life is dismissed in

half that space. The special signed articles are on Pisano,

Poussin, Prud'hon, Francia, Raimondi (with a catalogue of

308 of his plates), Reni (with a capital list of works), liigaud,

and Rembrandt—who, by the way, in accordance with the

principle adopted by the compilers, is catalogued under the

name of Rijn. In sjiite of all minor defects, however, we
shall evidently soon have a " Bryan " that was worth our

waiting forty years for.

M. Verestchagin's twopenny jiamphlet on " Progress in

Art " niu.st not be valued at its nominal cost. It is a very

thoughtful little tract, issued as an apjiendix to his elabo-

rate Exhibition Catalogue ; and if he falls foul of the Old
Masters, it is certainly with some show of reason. He
tilts chiefly at the false lighting so often to be found in the

greatest works in which out-of-door effects are introduced

—the result, he asserts, of the pictures being painted in
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dimly-lighted stiidiu.s ; and liu quutes Titiiin's and itubeiis'

famous pictures of the " Assumption " and Leonardo's " La
Jocoude " as universally-known cases in point. Evidently

ignoring Jlr. AVhistler's '" Sarasate," he declares, "un-

doubtedly the new school of painters will render a service

to art by taking men out of the darkness of attics and

cellars into the clear light of gardens," and argues in favour

of painting portraits without " the very bright lights and

very black artificial grounds '' of tradition. M. A'erestchagiu

also proclaims against " dramatic exaggeration," and calls

upon his readers to reject inherited ideas. JI. A'erestchagin

is a bold man, but does he I'eally expect that people will

give up their faith in the infallibility of the "Old Masters"

at his bidding ?

One of the principal and most satisfactory features of

the Edinburgh E.xhibition of la.st year was certainly the

excellent loan collection of French and Uuteh pictures by

modern masters, so that the " Memorial Catalogue," pub-

lished by David Douglas, at the University Press, is a haiipy

thought. It is a sumptuous work, produced with all the
" luxe

"—and a little more—to which the present generation

have been so generously treated. The catalogue is furnished

with excellent introductory biographies and useful descrip-

tive notes from the very competent pen of Ish: \V. E. Henley,

and is illu.strated with half a hundred sketches and four-

teen etchings hors tct-te, after the pictures. iL'. Hole,

A.E.S.A., who is responsible for the majority of the illus-

trations, is hardly so succe.ssful as the editor or the printer,

for although he has succeeded in translating the manner

and feeling of some of the masters with remarkable truth

—and especially is this the case w-ith Corot—there is a

scratchiness and amateurishness about a number of them

that prove him no great adept in the pure art of etching

—that is to say, in point of manipulative skill. This,

however, in no way militates against the volume as a

valuable reference book. But why does Mr. Henley adhere

to the fiction of "One of the Committee," instead of frankly

saying " Mr. Hamilton Bruce "
1 Besides, such little slips

as that in which the " Landscape with Bridge " by Dau-

bigny is not recognised as Mantes, cannot but detract from

the merit of this otherwise acceptable volume.

The admirable exhibition of the work of " Engravers of

the Nineteenth Century," now open at il. Georges Petits

gallery in Paris, has .suggested a happy idea to the pro-

moters. They are publishing for the benefit of the visitors

a series of leaflet biographies, each one dealing separately

with the life and work of the great engravers. The first

subject is Pannier, an excellent artist, who is generally

ignored by the compilers of dictionaries, who even in the

new edition of Bryan receives no mention ; so that these

little publications promise to be of value. Pannier's wife,

it is intere.sting to add, was the only female engraver of

eminence that modern times have known. She died in

1881.

Although he has little fresh to tell us about the painter,

yet in "J. L. E. Meissonier " (Art Annual : ^'irtue and Co.)

Mr. Lionel liobinson repeats pleasantly all that has been

said before of "the greatest little artist of the century,"

classifying his information conveniently, and interspersing,

and so expanding, it with original criticisms of value and
other interesting chat. The illu.strations, which are pro-

fuse, arc disapjiointing, for the small process blocks are

poor, and most of the other engravings have appeared before

—in Goupil's " (irands Pcintres " and elsewhere.

A number of seasonable books for bojs are published

by Jlessrs. Blackie and Son, all of them illustrated, and

most of them " pictured " with notable success. Mr. G. A.

Henty, the veteran war correspondent and author of a
score of popular books for lads, appears to be the favourite

author ; and Mr. Gordon Browne, the accomplished son of

an accomplished father, is the favourite illustrator, ilr.

Browne is a facile draughtsman, with a strong sense of the

picturesque, to whom neither the portrayal of character

nor the representation of unusual scenes or costumes seems

to present any difficulties worth mentioning. It remains

to be seen how he comes out of his new great task—the

illustrating of Messrs. Henry Irving and Frank Marshall's

edition of Shakespeare that is on the eve of publication.

It is not a little interesting to observe the strength of

heredity in many of the plates before us, some of which

might almost have been drawn by Phiz pen- instead of Phiz

Jilx. For instance, the duel scene in " Bonnie Prince Charlie"

is in attitude, type, method, touch and all as much like

Hablot Knight Browne as it is like his son. The same criti-

cism applies to ilr. Brooks's " Chivalric Days," where the

]jictures are not old blocks by other hands ; and, above all,

to the capital "Seven Wise Scholars," by "A.scott K. Hope."

This book of Mr. Hope Moncrieff's is a genuinely comic

production—a sort of cross between "Tom Brown," "Alice

in Wonderland," and " The Arabian Nights ; " and here Mr
Browne's illustrations prove him one of the funniest and

most ingenious draughtsmen of the day. Mr. Solomon J.

Solomon has executed the drawings for Mr. Henty's " For

the Temple : a Tale of the Fall of Jerusalem ; "' but the

engraving of them must be a sore disappointment to the

artist. The text of all these books—with which, indeed,

we have little to do here— is of the exciting, instructive,

and highly moral kind that forms the delight of the ordi-

nary fourteen-year-old schoolboy.

Mr. Sweetland's "Tom's Adventures in Search of Shadow-

land " (T. Fisher Unwin) is a charming little fairy-tale,

written strictly on "Alice in Wonderland" lines; while

there is more intention than achievement in Mr. Homcre's

fanciful illustrations. " The Willoughby Caiitains " (Hodder

and Stoughton) is a " school story " of the usual type, by

Mr. Talbot Keed—wholesome and boyish, but Mr. Pearse's

drawings (themselves not very well executed) have been

badly treated by the engraver. Another work of the same
class, but de.sigued apparently for girl.s, is Miss Doudney's
" A Son of the ^Morning "—a pretty tale unafl'ectedly told.

Dr. Macaulay's " Wonderful Stories of Daring, Enterprise,

and Adventure ' (same publishers) consist for the most

)iart of old familiar tales, re-told with gueat energy and

lirightne.ss. The illustrations (by many hands) are hardly

up to the high average excellence of the letterpress.

It is satisfactory to observe year by year the steady

progress made in chromo-lithography and the kindred pro-

cesses in their application to Christmas books and Christmas

card.s. Of the books, those pul)lished by Hildeshcimer and

Faulkner .show, perhaps, the best results. " Cape Town
Dicky" contains Miss Alice Havers's prettiest work, charm-

ingly reproduced, whether in colour or monochrome.

These jnctures of ideal child-life are varied by Mr. Ernest

Wil.son's vignettes of landscape and natural history sub-

jects. " llhyiues and Roses," with verses suited to

children's tastes, is illustrated in a similar style by

Messrs. Simmons and Wilson, but is not quite up to the

level of Miss Havers's work. "The Star of Bothleheni " is

illustrated with monotint reproductions after Mi.ss Ellen
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Edwards's clever drawings, and would be welcomed with
morbid delight by children of a rather melancholy turn.

The woodcuts after JNIr. John Staples's vignettes are to the
art-lover the most attractive portion of the volume. Mr.
Charles Gregory, Mr. Frederick Hines, and Mr. Ernest
Wilson have combined forces over Goldsmith's " Deserted
Village." The artistic result is very satisfactory ; but, as

the pictures and text are printed in sepia on dark-tinted
paper, we rise from the re-perusal of the none-too-lively

poem with the sense of a chastened heart.

"Treasures of Art and Song'' (Griffith, Farran and
Co.), edited by Mr. Piobert Mack, is another well-produced
and seasonable volume, the pictures of which are printed in

monotint. Although we would not insist that all the illus-

trations are " treasures of art," many of them are the good
average work of Jlr. Clausen, iliss Gow, and Mr. Fred.
Hines. "Through the Year" (same publishers) is of the
same character of illustrations, accompanied by "elegant
extracts " from the poets.

ENfJR.^VING.S AND PRINTS.

Mr. Whistler has issued a brown pajier portfolio of half
a dozen " Notes," reproduced in marvellous facsimile by
Boussod, Valadon and Co. These "Notes" are delightful
sketches in Indian ink and crayon, ma.sterly so far as they
go—but, then, they go such a little way. Although the
" Nocturne " can, with a little imagination, be accepted as a
perfectly truthful niglit-etfect, no such acceptance of " truth

"

can be accorded to the "Gaiety Stage-door." The whole
thing is of the .slightest, but admirably " suggestive "—so
much so, indeed, as to constitute a reiltirtio ad absunliim
of the artist's all-pervading theory. The body and legs of
a horse naturally snr/ffext the head and tail (which here are
omitted)

; and a doorway and a window lead the imagina-
tion in the direction of a house. But, however well the
indications are carried out, and however delightfully they
may be drawn, the "Notes" can only be regarded as
painter's raw material, interesting as correct sketches, but
unworthy the glories of facsimile reproduction and im-
posing margin. The " Old Battersea Bridge " is a capital
reminiscence in crayon, and the " Limehouse "—as nearly
finished a drawing as can be expected from the artist—well
composed, and drawn with power and feeling. The chief
honours of the portfolio, however, belong to the publishers.
We all knew what Mr. Whistler could do—and he has
done better—but lithography has never before touched a
higher point.

Never .since the fashion of distributing " wish-cards" at
Christmas has prevailed have the ta-ste and ingenuity of
publishers been so .severely and so successfully taxed as
at the present season. Chromo-lithography, photogravure,
photography on " opal," woodcut, and engraving are among
the processes pressed into the service, and the result is a
harvest of those pretty and dainty nothings and "kick-
shaws" which have become the objects in late years of
very large and important industries. Boussod, Valadon
and Co. follow up their last year's venture by issuing a
long series of miniature photogravures after celebrated and
popular pictures. Although only a few inches square, they
reproduce the pictures with remarkable fidelity ; while their
being printed in colour renders their appearance still more
attractive. Among those who have made successful designs
for Hildesheimer and Faulkner are Jliss Alice Havers, Mr.

Charles liubertson, E.W.S., iliss Jane Dealy, Ui: G. G.
Kilburne, and Mr. Sigmuud. In some ca.ses the "cards"
have developed into books, on which an infinity of care
has Iseen bestowed— pleasant to look at, but of singularly
little profit to read.

XOTABILIA.

Lectures on art and artists too often fail for lack of j.ro-

jier illustration, for it is impossible by mere word-painting
to demonstrate the merits and failings of an artist's work
to the most intelligent audience. A lecturer may tell us
where a painter was born, and to whom he owed his edu-
cation, but he cannot tell us what he achieved

; this we
must see and study for ourselves, ov we can never under-
stand it. Mr. T. JIatesdorf, therefore, who is delivering a
course of lectures on Raphael at Steinway Hall, is well-
advised in setting before his hearers reproductions by lime-
light of Raphael's pictures and drawings, instead of confining
himself to biographical details and picturesque description.

This graphic method enables him not only to justify his

own criticisms, but by placing Raphael's work side by side

with that of Timoteo Viti, or Perugino, to show how far the
pupil resembled, how far he dift'ered from, his masters.

There is one .shortcoming which Mr. ^Matesdorf .shares with
many other lecturers—a tendency, namely, to regard his

subject with a naive awe and mystic wonderment. He is

as much surprised, for instance, at any advance in tec/miqtce

or fresh motif introduced by Raphael, as a mother is with
her child when it begins to walk, though the development
is natural in either case.

Mr. Frank Dicksee, A.R.A., writes to us to point out
that the picture of "Lady Teazle," in the Adelaide Art
Gallery, which we recently ascribed to him, is the work
of his father, JIi-. T. F. Dicksee.

OBITUARY.

We have to announce the death of Louis Gallait, whose
illness from pneumonia we recorded last month. With
him passes away the most remarkable figure in Belgian art

of the last half a century, for from 1836, when he made his

first great success with " Tasso in his Cell ''—being then

only twenty-six years of age—to the present year he domi-

nated the Flemish school of painting. His three greatest

works (those on which his reputation rests and by which

he will be most worthily remembered) are " The Abdi-

cation of Charles V.," "The Last Moments of Egmont,"
and "The Lying in State of Egmont and De Horn"—all

three of them jjroduced within a period of about ten years.

In 1869 he was elected an Honorary Foreign member of

the Royal Academy, to whose exhibition in 1872 he sent

three works :
" Peace, '

" War," and a jiortrait of his grand-

daughter ; but we believe he has not exhibited in Burlington

House on any other occasion. In 187(> he was nominated

a Foreign Associate of the Paris Beaux-Arts, and at various

times received the numerous Orders and medals conferred

abroad on eminent painters. A scholar of varied attain-

ments, Louis Gallait rendered the highest service to his

country's art by bringing the lessons of the unimpassioned

Delacroix—whose follower he was—to combat and rout the

hysterical and exaggerated school of Wappers, which had

for some time been parading under the self-assumed title

of " national."

Charles Fillet, the Christie of Paris, has just died in

impoverished circumstances, owing, it is said, to ill-judged

speculations in pictures.
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PRIZE-DAY AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

To those who watch the progress of art in England the

biennial distribution of prizes to the successful students of

the Royal Academy schools this year was an exceptionally

interesting event, for never within recent years has com-
petition been so keen, the exhibits so meritorious, or the

losers' best work so equal in artistic etiect to that of the

winners. The Council evidently awarded the prizes not so

much to the heat jiicttire av sculpture as to the best " schoul-

piecej'' not to that which showed the best pictorial effect,

but to that which disijlayed the nio.st knowledge and the

most fact. It was, perhaps, owing to forgetfulness of this

principle that Mr. ilargetson and Mr. Paget among the

painters and Mr. Pegram among the sculptors failed to

receive any official recognition ; but we may safely look to

them to do admirable work in the future equally with their

victors. The prize-winners were headed by ilr. Arthur T.

Noweil with a "double first." He carried off the Gold
Medal and Travelling Studentship (£2i)0)—subject, " Cap-
tives

"—as well as the Turner Gold Medal and Scholar-

ship (£.i(i)—" Sunset after a Storm;" Mr. C. W. P.artlett

in the former competition gaining a proximc accesi<it.

Mr. Carlill won the Creswick Prize (£3(l) — subject,

"An Old Water-mill:" Mr. Alfred Sykes the Silver

Medal and Prize (£2.5) for a cartoon of a draped figure

—suliject, " Demosthenes on the Sea-shore ; " and Mr.

William Littler the Armitage Prize (£30) and Bronze
Medal with his monochrome design of ''Jehu and Jezebel."

Mr. William Stephens gained the prize (£4o) with his

design of " Summer," for the decoration of a portion of a

public building, which is so good that the Itoyal Academy
has commissioned him to carry it out in a public building

to be decided upon. The composition is of rare beauty and
skill, not unsuggestive of Mr. Albert iloore in style, and is

less the work of a .student than of a finished and accom-

plished artist. The sculpture prize. Gold ^Nfedal and
Travelling Studentship (£2(10), was won by ilr. George

Frampton with his "Act of Mercy"—a cliarming group,

full of tender feeling and anatomical knowledge, but not

comparable to ^Ir. Pegram's "Death Liberating a Pri.soncr"

for dignity, impressivencss, and style. Mr. Robert

Schultz took the (<old ^Medal and Travelling Studentship

(£2(M)) in architecture with his design for a railway ter-

minus—a simple, consummate piece of work, unassuming,

satisfying, and effective. The four Landseer scholarships

(£40 each, tenable for two years) were gained by Messrs.

Herbert Draper and Ernest Appleby for painting, and
Messrs. John and Stephens for sculpture. The prize-giving

over. Sir Frederick Leighton proceeded to deliver liis

presidential address, dealing this year with the develop-

ment of Tu.scan Art and the part it played in civic life.

On the following Monday night the "Students' Supper"
took jilacc at the Victoria Hotel, and was attended by .some

two hundred and fifty hosts and guests. ^Ir. Solomon J.

Solomon was in the chair, and was supported by Sir

Frederick Leightou and many Academicians.

NEW ACQUISITIONS AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

The pictures just hung at the National Gallery consti-

tute an even better record than that to w^hich attention was
called last month, inasmuch as the British section has been
enriched by four notable additions. These all hang in.

Room XVIIL Three of them are by Con.stable, the gift of

iliss Isabel Constable—the most important, in point of size,

being the well-known " The Salt-Box. Hampstead" (1,236).

Tliis is perhaps the most highly-finished work the artist

produced, as it is certaiidy one of the most beautiful. Then
comes "View of the House in which the Artist was Born "

(1,235), which is certainly more historically interesting than
characteristic. Finally, we have the strong and breezy
little " View on Hampstead Heath ''

(1,237), a very fine piece

of colour, with a splendid sky. These new presentations

encourage us to hope that before long we may see a room
in the National Gallery devoted entirely to the works of

Constable. An extremely tine portrait of Sir Samuel
Romilly (1,238) has been presented by Mr. Charles Romilly,

making the fifth canvas we possess in Trafalgar Square
from the brush of Sir Thomas Lawrence. It is a beau-

tifully and simply painted head of a refined, gentle, and
intellectual man— evidently a production of the artist's

best period. It was engraved as a frontispiece to the

great lawyer's biography, written by his son. From the

\Valker Fund the Director has made two purchases of

foreign ma.sters. The first is a " Portrait of a (ientleman "

(1,232), by the great engraver Heinrich Aldegrever, and has

been placed in Room XIl. It is remarkably carefully

painted in the dry, hard manner of the early German school,

and from its extraordinary resemblance to his celebrated

plate of John of Leyden in po.se, dress, and feature—even

to the rings on his fingers—we are inclined to the belief that

this also is a portrait of the chief of the Anabaptists. Like

the portrait in the Lichtenstein Gallery, the sitter holds a
carnation in his left hand. But in face of the existence of

only half a dozen authentic oil-pictures by Aldegrever
being known. Sir Frederick Burton has been careful to

merely " attribute ' the work to the painter. Can this be

the portrait of "John of Leyden," we wonder, which at

Baron Heath's sale in 1879 fetched £4() ( In a corner of

Room I. is the new picture attributed to Ghirlandaio,
" Portrait of a Girl " (1,230). It is the head and bust of a

girl dressed in a red bodice overlaid with muslin. The
Hesh-painting is much lighter and clearer than that in the

Large and undoubtedly original work by Jlicholangelo's

teacher which hangs near—" The Procession to Calvary;"
but the peculiar manner of dressing the hair curiously
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conceals tlie ears in both cases, and tlie rich, transparent

colour is as pure in the one picture as in the other.

THE CLASSICAL BELIEFS AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

The authorities of the British ^Museum are to be con-

gratulated on having at last brought to light from the dark
recesses of their cellars an excellent collection of classical

reliefs. Many of these interesting specimens of the

domestic art of the Greeks and Romans have been hidden

away underground for a century, and though they are not

of uniform merit, they are at least worthy to be placed

where they can be seen and studied. From an artistic as

well as from a literary point of view the Greek Sepulchral

Stelse undoubtedly claim the greatest attention. Though
executed by artists or artisans, whose very names are un-

known, and hardly possessing di.stinction of style, they are

full of a refinement and restraint which we look for in vain

in later works, even of a more ambitious character. It is

important, too, to note the graceful and kindly idea of

death which the Greeks manifested on their tomb-stones.

There is here no undue wailing, no luxury of grief ; the

dead man is simply represented as busied iu those pursuits

which engro.ssed him while alive, or else as taking a digni-

fied farewell of his friends. Thus, on a relief from Athens,

which, both in pose and modelling, recalls the work of

Praxiteles, an athlete is holding a strigil ; on another,

which is poor in style, and contains, unintentionally no
doubt, an element of burle.sque, Jason, a physician, is

examining a patient ; while Xantippos, who was either a

student of anatomy or a martyr to lameness, is holding uj)

a foot : in the latter case the foot is what the grammarians
would call " the part aflfected." Among the scenes of

parting, the Rhodian relief, representing a mounted warrior

taking leave of his wife, is full of genuine feeling, and there

is much .sturdy manliness in the vase, on which two parting

warriors are figured. The farewell scene in high relief

from Delos is too dry and academical in style, suggesting

as it doe.s, especially in its anatomy, the Polycliteau canon.

Before leaving the sepulchral monuments we must say a

word about the fragment from Ephesus—two heads nestled

together—which seems to us to have more pathos than any-

thing in the gallery. Of secular art there are not so many
.satisfactory examples, but attention .should be directed to

the disk-shaped relief, representing a boy ])laying the pipes,

a work full of charm, and to the several friezes belonging to

the Roman period. Of the latter, the Cupids with armour
from Tusculum, and the groups of Amazons, are wonder-
fully delicate, and fulfil in an admirable manner the

conditions of decorative art.

THE FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION AT MUNICH.

Great preparations are being made all over Germany
for the National Exhibition of Industrial Art to be held at

ilunich during the present year. Unlike former similar en-

terprises,which have been not only under royal patronage, but

under the immediate supervision of the Bavarian Govern-
ment, the forthcoming exhibition is promoted chiefly by
national ccnnmittees, which have already been formed for

the purpose in Dresden, Carlsruhe, Darmstadt, Frankfort,

Stuttgart, and other places ; while at Nuremberg the

managers of the School of Industrial Art have undertaken
the arrangement of a collective exhibit. The remarkable
progress which has been made in Germany during the last

decade in all the chief industrial centres (thanks, in a great

measure, to such model establishments as the new Kunst-
gewerbe iluseum of Berlin, the Germanic Museum of

Nuremberg, the Bavarian iluseum of Munich, and many
similar if more modest establishments) should, if ade-

quately illustrated in the forthcoming exhibition, suffice to

make it of more than common interest, more particularly

iu those branches to which the revival of the style of the

German Renaissance has lent a special attraction. It does

not appear from the preliminary announcements whether
the scheme includes a section devoted to the fine arts

proper, otherwise than as ai)plied to industrial uses. It is

to be hoped that this will be the case, seeing that the

singular metamorphosis which is now being ett'ected by the

most modern schools of painting of ilunich in German art

has not yet been illustrated in a collection of first-rate

extent and importance.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

:Mr. Russell Dowson's drawings, chiefly illustrative of

Eton, which have been exhibited at the Fine Art Society's

rooms are of very unequal merit. The sketches of Eton
at close quarters and of Eton at a distance are almost in-

variably excellent, and Mr. Dowson's treatment of old red-

brick walls, arches, and gables is admirable ; witness the
several drawings of the Head-master's house, and of old

houses and gateways. Some distant views of the College,

with its irregular masses of turrets and chinmeys, are full

of .suggestivene.ss ; but Mr. Dowson has a tendency now and
again to be a little heavy and rigid. His " Windsor Castle

in the Distance" is an example in point. The same ten-

dency is noticeable iu some of his sketches of St. Raphael,
Frejus, and St. A'aast La Hogue ; but one or two woodland
bits are in his better manner.

Messrs. Boussod, Valadon, and Co. have recently brought
together in one of their galleries a collection of oil-paintings

by an American artist, ilr. E. Aubrey Hunt, iiresenting

scenes on the Seine and IMarne. If these works fail to fulfil

the expectations aroused by Mr. Wedmore's daintily written

advertisement which precedes the catalogue, they give

evidence of sound training in the French school, and dis-

play a measure of that breadth of execution and unity of

general tone which we are entitled to look for under such
circumstances. Mr. Hunt reproduces iinalTectedly and
truthfully—according to his means—what he sees ; but he
fails to impress deeply, because he has evidently received

in his study of nature no very deep or personal impres-

sion. On the other hand, although he is strongly under
the influence of the elder Daubigny and of Corot, while in

some few tran.scripts of river-life he follows a trifle heavily

in the wake of the impressionnistes, his work is no mere
pastiche or direct imitation of French art, as is that of

so many among his fellow-countrymen. A marked excep-

tion is, however, the "Evening," which, had it been in-

spired by nature instead of by that great interpreter of

nature, Corot, would arouse high hopes ; it is, however, so

undisguised an imitation of that master that, charming and
genuinely moving as is the twilight scene presented, we
cannot accord to it so high a place as a work of art as we
should desire to do. Mr. Hunt .shows, especially in the
" Mouth of the Seine," considerable skill in the drawing
and painting of a cloud-laden sky.

Mr. Dunthorne has been showing in Vigo Street a

collection of fifty or sixty water-colour sketches on the

Venetian Lagoons, by ^Mr. Wilfrid Ball, which are some-
what above the average of tho.se pictorial impressions of

Venice which are to be seen in almost every gallery. Mr.
Ball has been very succes.sful in reproducing the pearly-
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grey atmospheres, tlie weird filmy mists of evening, and the

orange-tawny tints of sunset, which are so characteristic

of Venice. He is never so happy as when he is washing in

tlie cold grey lights of early morning when the dawn has

jnst broken over the Campanile of St. ilark, or the mists

of after-sunset, so full of suggestiveuess, upon the lago(5us.

When he leaves the canals ilr. Ball is less at home, and his

street-bits have hardly the true Venetian savour.

The interest attaching to the exhibition of the Langham
Sketching Club, recently held at Mr. Arthur Vokin.s's

Gallery, is rather antiquarian and. historical than artistic.

" The Langham," which was founded fifty-eight years ago

by eight young artists, who sought, on the sharing system,

to economise the expenses of a living model that was neces-

sary for their study, was the first of the kind in England,

and may be regarded as the parent of the host of kindred

institutions in this country and America. "The Langham"
has met ever since on three nights a week, and can boast of

being the j^oiiit de depart not only of many of our most

eminent artists, but of most of our best models. The
drawings exhibited include the work of C. Miiller, Fred

Walker, A.K.A., J. Pinwell, P. Poole, E.A., Louis Haghe,

J. P. Planche, G. Lance, J. D. Harding, JIark Anthony,
" Phiz," and J. Holland, as well as of Messrs. H. S. Marks,

R.A., Vicat Cole, Jt.A., B. W. Leader, A.R.A., John Tenniel,

Carl Haag, Charles Keene, and Charles Cattermole—the

latter the Secretary, who has for many years been the

guardian and guiding spirit of the club. The drawings are

all " early," and in .so far extremely instructive to tho.se

whom development of .style particularly intere.sts.

REVIEWS.

Since 1623, when the "first folio" made its appearance,

up to 1861, no fewer than two hundred and sixty-three

complete editions of Shakspere's works have been pub-

lished ; while some seven hundred and fifty more of the

separate plays have issued from the press. Yet it may fairly

be asserted that if the completed series of " The Interna-

tional Shakspere" carry out the promise of " King Henry IV."

(Cassell and Co.), now lying before us, they will all of them
be surpassed in beauty of print, paper, and general "get-up,"

as well as in interest and average excellence of illustration.

As editor, Dr. Dowden, a Shakspereau .scholar of accom-

plishment and reputation, has provided a very readable and
reasonably learned introduction to the play—which, how-

ever, is a matter hanlly likely to detain the possessor of

this- imposing folio, who will ha.sten to an examination.

The text is finely jirinted in black, with headings in red, on

the thickest of Whatman jiapcr ; but the illustrations are

of course the chief attraction. They comprise twelve

designs, reproduced in photogravure, by Herr Eduard
Grtitzner, whose complete and thoroughly English realisa-

tion of the face, form, and character of Falstaff has long

been accepted in this country, wliile his general style of work
is fairly well known to the readers of The M.\g.\zine of Art.

The scenes selected for illustration by the arti.st arc drawn
from the most essential portions of the play, but tho.se in

which the Fat Knight figures are nearly always the most
successful : Falstatf boasting, Falstafi" fuddled, Falstatf

bantering—an admirable piece of character-drawing— Pal-

staff soldiering, puzzling, struggling, enrolling his regiment,

or cannising, are nearly uniformly good. The otlier draw-

ings are well composed, and the costumes are in all casus

correct ; but there is perhaps less vigour in some of the

scenes than in thf)se we have mentioned, ilcrr Griitzner

is particularly happy in his disposition of light and shade,

but the peculiarity of liis " ground " has somewhat impaired

the sharpness of the black-and-white—a slight fault, and

the only one we can find.

If '• The International Shakspere " is the art-lover's

edition, "The Henry Irving Shakespeare" (Blackie and

Son), of w-hich the first volume has just made its appear-

ance, may be called the intellectual reader's edition. Mr.

Irving, while respecting the original text, has confined his

attention to marking it for stage-representation and home-

reading, so that speeches not demanded by the action or

undesirable "in the parlour" may be omitted without

serious damage to the play. ^Mr. Frank Marshall has pro-

vided brief but admirable introductions—literary, stage-

historical, and critical—to each play, with a map of the

country in which the scene is laid, copious notes, and lists

of words peculiar to that play, and cf original emendations,

suggested and adopted : the wh'.le distinctly popular in

manner and execution. But Mr. (iordon Browne's share in

the production concerns us most. To each of the plays in

the volume—including "Love's Labour's Lo.st," "The
Comedy of Errors," " The Two Gentlemen of Verona,"
" Romeo and Juliet," and " King Henry VI., Part I."—he

has provided an etching (which might just as well have

been a woodcut for all the effect got out of it1, with an

aggregate of sixty-four illustrations in the text. He has

come triumphantly out of his task, for to illustrate the

various plays of Shakespeare with drawings from the

pencil-point, even though they be comparatively unam-

bitious in size and method, is au herculean undertaking.

Jlr. Browne has for some time been known as a draughts-

man of great refinement and spirit, with a keen sense of the

picturesque, and endowed with unusual facility and delicacy

of touch. His last work shows him, within a specified

limit, as a " pencil artist " of resource, well informed as to

the archfeolog}' of his subject, and capable of entering into

the spirit of his author. For all that, he not unfrequently

fails in fully realising character, and in producing the

utmost efl'ect from his design.

We have seldom seen a clumsier piece of book-making

than Mr. Tirebuck's " Master-Minds of Art," which has just

been iiublished by T. Fisher Unwin. In spite of its am-
bitious title, this work is nothing more than a collection of

disconnected biographical essays, compiled from the most

accessible sources, and displaying neither originality of treat-

ment nor artistic appreciation. The author has attempted to

give a unity to his subject by a particularly fatuous introduc-

tion, in which ho states that the eight painters whom he has

chosen for discussion " may be regarded as the eight parts

of speech in the one great language of pictorial art " ! The
value of Mr. Tirebuck's criticism may be gauged by the

fact that he not only classes Lore as a " master-mind" with

Velasquez, Diirer, and Rembrandt, but apparently gives the

great French draught.sman precedence over these and all

other artist.s. The text is embellished with a frontispiece

which has no connectiou with it, and eight portraits which

are .so liadly rci>rodnced as to be almost worthless.

Mr. K. I'luiii5 Spiers, the author of "Architectural

Drawing" (Ca.ssell and Co.), is qualified, by his long

ex|)eriencc as Ma-ster of the Architectural School at the

Royal Academy, to speak with authority on tiie subject

of architectural drawing. He has dealt fully with all

the main branches into which the study divides itself,

and has given sensible and sound advice upon each. He
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has fuither had the good fortune to olitain excellent

examples of the several kinds of drawings, which are

admirably reproduced, making the voUime a most attrac-

tive lus well as useful addition to an architect's library.

There is, of course, some degree of risk that the study

of sucli works as this may lead the student to dwell too

much upon the importance of mere drawing. It cannot

be too often asserted that architectural drawing is nothing

more than a means to an end, and that the only legitimate

criterion of a building is its appearance in brick and stone.

Still, as whatever has to be done at all may as well be done
thoroughly, and as architectural drawing, though but an
instrument in the hands of an architect, is nevertheless an

important one and indispensable, we may, with only some
degree of precaution, welcome this book as a most work-

manlike essay on the mecanique of architecture.

" .Johannes Brahms," by Hermann Deiters (T. Fisher

Unwin), i.s a critical musical biography ; being written by
a friend, however, during the subject's life-time, its lauda-

tory tone is liable to misconstruction. The author examines
and analyses the composer's works, and comes to the con-

clusion that Brahms possesses higher qualities than any
since Beethoven. The translation has been well done by
Mrs. Newmarch.

NOT.\BII,IA.

^Ir. W. Holman Hunt has been elected a full Member
of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours, after

having been for eighteen years an Associate.

A considerable nu-nber of the most important and most
attractive pictures from the Manchester Exhibition have
been obtained by ilr. Whitworth Wallis as a loan collection

at the Birmingham ilunicipal Art Gallery.

:M. tmile Wauters has, by a large majority, been elected

"Correspondant de 1'Academic des Beaux-Arts," in place

of M. de Keyser, recently deceased. The other candidates
were Mr. Kerkomer and M. Verlat of Antwerp.

Mr. Watt.s, after declining an offer of £3,i)()i) from the

City of Manchester for his " Love and Death," has pre-

sented the picture—his masterpiece—to the Whitworth
Committee in that city for their museum. It is in many
respects the best of the replicas he has painted of the same
subject.

The Common Council of the City of London has happily

come back on its former resolution that a surveyor could

with advantage fill the office of architect. Perhaps the

mischief wrought by the establishment of this doctrine by
another great Corporation has dictated the change of front.

In any case, a successor to the late Sir Horace Jones is to

be appointed.

Mr. Harry Furniss has received the commission to design

the Diploma for the ^Manchester Exhibition, and has already

carried out his task. It will be remembered that ilr.

Linley Sambourne was the author of the " Fisheries

"

Diploma, so that the pre-eminence of Punch as a school of

design, pure in drawing as well as ingenious in arrange-

ment, seems to have received the certificate of the au-

tiiorities.

ilr. F. Goodall, R.A., is engaged on the most important

work he has yet undertaken, and for which he has been pre-

paring for some year.s. The subject is " Christ Healing the

Sick." The canvas is fourteen feet long by eight feet in

height, and is filled with no less than twenty-two full-length

figures. It is the intention of the " patron ' who has com-
missioned the picture to oft'er it for exhibition for a year

or two at the People's Palace before hanging it in its per
manent home.

So Ockwells, in spite of every endeavour, is to be de-
stroyed—at least, in part. This house, an absolutely uniijue
specimen of medi;eval domestic architecture of the middle
of the fifteenth century, is to be demolished in part to make
way for " agricultural cottages." which might just as well,

and better, be built elsewhere
; and it.s splendidly-carved

foliated barge-"boards, its great wainscoted hall and musi-
cians' gallery, and its square-bayed window are ruthlessly
condemned, while landlord and tenant are squabbling over
the stained-glass windows—which have not been there for
fifteen years. It is extremely to be regretted that Mr.
Morris's Society could not preserve entire for art-lovers and
antiquaries this great ornament of East Berkshire.

OBITITARY.

Signor Giovanni B. Amendola died at Naples, on the
17th ult., at the early age of thirty-nine years. His
death will be heard of with keen regret, for the sculptor
was an artist of remarkable achievement and unusual pro-
mise. From 1879 onwards he exhibited seven works at the
Royal Academy—all of them busts, in bronze, marble, and
terra-cotta

; including, besides a couple of ideal subjects,

portraits of Herr Henschel, Lady Brooke, Jliss Lehmann,
and ]Mr. and Mrs. Alma-Tadema. In 1884 Mr. Alma-
Tadema returned the courtesy by painting the portrait of

Signor Amendola—in our opinion the finest work of the
kind from his brash—and the gentle and thoughtful face

(superbly modelled), surmounted by a red fez, which hung
on the walls of the Grosvenor Gallery in that year haunts
the memory of all who saw it. The deceased artist was at

work up to the time of his death.

The death of Mr. George Christie removes a very

prominent figure—though for the last quarter of a century
an entirely Silent one—from the art-world. His father was
the second of his line in the great auctioneering firm of
' Christie's," a scholar of high attainments and an author of

repute. He sent his son early to Eton, whence, after a few
years, the lad passed into the business, and in 183i) took
his position at the head of the house, and, indeed, of his

profession absolutely. He continued the traditions of the

firm till 1860, when, handing over his hammer to the

present Jlr. James Christie, he took up his abode on his

estate near Norwich, and died at the age of seventy-six.

The death is also announced of M. Philippe Rousseau,
" the Modern Chardin,"' at Acquigny, in his seventy-second

year. L^p till 1841 he was known as a landscapist; during

a period of transition he painted portraits ; and finally he

settled down as a painter of still-life and domestic animals.

The best of his pictures belong to Baroness de Rothschild,

but those in the Luxembourg—" Un Iniposteur" and " Le
Rat retire du Monde "—are very fine examples of his work.

Tlie deceased artist, who was the pupil of Gros and Bertin,

obtained a third-class medal in 184.5, and a first-class three

years later, as well as second and first-class medals at the

International Exhibitions of 186.5 and 1878 respectively.

He gained his ribbon in 1852, and received promotion as

Officer of the Legion of Honour in 1870.

We have to record the death of Mr.s. Collier, the wife

of the Hon. John Collier. Though not by any means so

skilful a painter as her husbaud, she was an accomplished

amateur, and her works were missed from exhibition walls

when she ceased painting some years ago.
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THE NEW ASSOCIATES OF THE EOYAL ACADEMY.

Oil tlie whole, both the Royal Academy and the new
Associates may fairly be congratulated on the result of the

recent ekctions. ilr. W. I). DiclimoiKrs success was prac-

tically a foregone conclusion, and the ease with which he

won proved his popularity with the Academy. Without
displaying any great gifts of power in his figure-subjects, or

of originality in his portraits, he is enabled by means of his

undeniable qualities—grace and sweetness—to impart great

charm to most of his canvases, while the delicacy of his

execution and finish is such as to enslave the popular eye.

The son of a celebrated father, ilr. W. B. Eichmond is a

man of intellect and accomplishment, who has for some
time Hlled the Slade Professorship at Oxford, and, in

a certain direction, is a great acquisition to the lloyal

Academy. Mr. Onslow Ford's election is another indica-

tion that not only sculpture, but the genius of the sculptor,

is at length being properly recognised by the Academy.
No better selection could have been made, for there is no
truer artist within or without Burlington House—not even

ilr. Alfred Gilbert—than his friend and fellow-worker, the

sculptor of " Henry Irving " and, especially, of " Folly " and
"Peace." Jlr. Arthur Blomfield (son of the Bishop of

London of that name) has had to wait until his sixtieth year

for his success. In 185(i he made his first appearance at the

Academy with a drawing of the Church of the Anniinziata

in Gen(ia, and since that time he has been quietly and
steadily working his way upwards, designing a few buildings

like the Whitgift Hospital at Croydon, as well as banks and
so on ; but he has principally made his mark by his eccle-

siastical work, in which restorations have played the chief

part.

EOYAL ACADEMY ELECTIONS AND HOW THEY A HE

CONDUCTED.

AVo wonder how many of the general public (who are

forever grumbling at the corruption of the lioyal Academy
and all its way.s, and especially at its method of election)

are aware of the principle on which these elections are

conducted. We may wonder, indeed, how many outside

of the charmed circle have any knowledge of this interest-

ing function. It is for this reason that we here describe

the process and, for interest's sake, illustrate the working
by the elections of January last. At one time election by
simple vote obtained. This, however, was open to abuse,

for members, by forming themselves into cliques, could

usually run in their own candidate, and would even go .so

far as to bargain with a rival clique as to the jiossihle

opposition to, or favouring of, " their man." A new metliod

of com])ulsoriIy secret voting was therefore devised, whereby
all and every abuse is rendered impossible, as will be .seen.

A list of all candidates' names is prepared, of whicli each
member (and Associate, if the election is one in whicli an

Associate may take part) receives a copy, and against the

name of one candidate he places a tick' or " scratch," as it is

called, being required, of course, not to sign his name. These
papers are then collected and collated, and the names of

tliose candidates who have four votes or more are written on
the " blackboard." .Slips are again handed out, and for

one of the names on the blackboard each member must
vote. Between the two who finally receive the highest

number of votes the result of the election lies, the remainder
dropping off by the process of natural selection. The same
proceeding is gone through for each vacancy, so that, if

there be two or three vacancies to fill at the same meeting,

the defeated candidates in the first election have an equal

chance in the later ones, except in so far as members may
be influenced in their subsequent action by the result of

the first voting.

To illustrate this description by the elections of three

Associates on the 17th of .January. On "the blue paper"
were the names of 97 painters, 23 architects, and 1.3 sculp-

tors. Of these many had been there for long years—some,

probably, entirely beyond work, if not dead. Of the total

133 names twenty received "scratches" in the first election,

some well-known candidates only receiving one or two.

Only three got the necessary foui- to carry them on to the
" blackboard," thus :

—

First " Serntdiiiig :"—W. B. liidimoiul, 22; Albert Moore, 5:

A. W. Hunt, i.

Jtesiilt of Blinidioard Valiiir/ :—W. B. Riehinond, .'iO; Albeit

Moore, 22 ; A. "VV. Hiiut, C.

Filial Ballot .—W. B. Kiclimoud, 31 ; Albert Moore, 2-1.

licsidt ;—W. B. Richmond elected.

In the Second-Election :

—

First " ScratehiiKj :"—K. W. Hiiut, 13; Albert Monre, 12;

Onslow Ford, 11 ; G. A. Lawsoii, (i.

Result of Bhu-klmnrd Voting .—A. W. limit. HI; .Vlbert Moore, 16 ;

Onslow Ford, 17; G. A. Lawsou, S.

Final Ballot {after the tic had l/ccn dnidal) .-—Onslow Ford, .'W

;

Albert Moore, 20.

Result .—Onslow Ford elected.

In the Tliird Election :—

First " Seratehiiiff .-"—A. W. Hunt, S ; Albert Moore, 11; A.
Blomfield, ; J. D. Sedding, G ; T. G. Jiuksoii, 10.

Result (if Blac/iliiiard I'otiiiij :—\.yf. Hunt, lo ; Allxu't Moore,
11; A. Blomtield. 11 ; J. D. Scddiug, G ; T. G. .Tuck.sou, 11.

Filial Ballot .-—A. Blomtield, .'i? ; Albert Moore, 21.

Result :—A. Blomfield elected.

It will be .seen that in all three competitions Mr. .\lliert

Moore took second place, losing the elections by 21 to 34 ;

•211 to 38
;
and i\ to 37. His brother, Mr. Henry Moore,

had an eciunlly long struggle for his Associateship licfore his

final .'success, so that he can afford to look with c(|iianiniity

on his defeat. The elections called together no less than
fifty-eight Academicians, not counting the President—the
greatest number, we believe, that lias ever been brouglit

together on a similar occasion before.
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THE CENTURY OF BRITISH ART AT THE GROSVENOR
GALLERY.

Mr. Wedmoi-e','5 article on the Old Engli.sh Ma.sters at

the Winter Exhibition in Bond Street, which appear.s in

another portion of this number, is, we venture to think, a

just and appreciative one. But, as the writer confines

himself to discussing only what is included in that col-

lection, without referring to wliat is omitted, it becomes
necessary to place on record the points wherein the ex-

hibition fails to justify its title ; and this in no captious

spirit, be it understood, but simply to indicate the missing

links in the historical chain. Passing by Jervas and Knap-
ton, the first important omissions to be noted are Francis

Hayman and Thomas Hudson, the former one of the foun-

dation E.A.'s, and the latter the most fashionable portrait-

painter of his day. Next the absence of Cipriani and
Angelica Kanft'mann is to be observed, the more remarkable

as De Loutherbourg (another of the foreign Academicians)

is included. Samuel Scott (whom Walpole considered the

fir.st painter of his age), Fuseli, James Barry, aud Wright
of Derby are none of them here. Nat. Dance (afterwards

Sir Nathaniel Dance-Holland), Xorthcote (the admirable

portraitist). Sir William Beechey (the Court painter),

Hoppner, Hilton, Westall, Irwins, John Jackson, John
Martin, Francis Dauby, are among the more prominent

names whose absence will force itself upon the observation

of every student—all the more to be regretted as several

who are represented could well have been spared from the

exhibition. Bone and the miniaturists, Flaxman and the

sculptors, Girtin and most of the water-colour painters,

are one and all unrepresented. Sir Coutts Lindsay's feat

in bringing together such a collection is a very remarkable

achievement, but the application of the title, " A Century
of British Art," is both inaccurate and misleading.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF SCOTLAND IN 1887.

Considering that the National Gallery of Scotland enjoys

no fixed revenue whatever, beyond an amount of " State

aid " that is altogether insignificant when compared with

the requirements of the Scotch capital, the additions to its

collection during the past year are perhaps not unsatis-

factory. These acquisitions are as follows :

—
" The Falls of

Niagara," by Frederick E. Church ;
" The Royal Volunteer

Review at Edinburgh, 1860," by Samuel Brough, R.S.A.
;

" Paracelsus the Alchemist Lecturing," by David Scott,

R.S.A. ;
" A Dutch Lady " (artist unknown) ;

" Portrait of a

Gentleman," by Andrea Soldi ;
" Cottage Children," by

Andrew Somerville ;

" The Stable Door," by George Mor-

land ; "An Italian Landscape," by Alexander Euncimau,
together with the water-colour sketch for the picture :

" The
Temptation " and " Christ on the Road to Emmaus," by

John Runcinian ; and two sepia drawings, by Walter Geikie.

A certain proportion of this modest list consists of purchases

paid for out of strictly limited funds ; but it cannot be too

strongly borne in mind that the beautiful little collection

in Prince's Street is forced to look more particularly to

donations and bequests for its enrichment than to its own
exertions.

THE PRESENT POSITION OF LINE-ENGRAVING.

In its appeal for further support, the Art Union of

London lays claim to having kept line-engraving alive

during the last half-century, and prophesies the probable

early extinction of the art, at least so far as England is

concerned. The spectacle of the Eoyal Academy Schools

this year, as well as in former years, asking for "en-
graver " pupils without response, and offering gold medals
and valuable .scholarships without succeeding in inducing
competition, is a sad one, suggesting solid foundation for

the fears expressed. Seeing that the Art Union, which has
just attained its jubilee, has collected and spent more than
half a million of money, most of which has gone to the

encouragement and support, directly and indirectly, of en-

graving, it has a claim on the gratitude and the adhesion
of the art-world of England, and should meet with a worthy
response. The Art Union plate for 1888, which is just

issued, is in itself a powerful pleader. It is a really lirilliant

rendering of Mr. Burgess's "Spani.sh Letter-Writer," by the

veteran engraver Jlr. Lumb Stocks, who began to exhibit

at the Academy so long ago as 1832. It is no disparagement
to Mr. Burgess to say that his interesting and well-composed
work, with all its life and character and local colour, gains

greatly in effect from the firm graver and admirable judg-
ment of Mr. Stocks. But when the time comes for l\Ir.

Lumb Stocks to lay down his graver, and when the Art
L^nion ceases its efforts for want of funds, the outlook for

line engraving will be desperate indeed.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

When Adolphe ^Monticelli died, in the simimer of 1886,

his name and works alike were, to all intents and purposes,

unheard of by the ordinary English gallery-goer, and not
until the Edinburgh Exhibition had introduced the artist

to its visitors, and Mr. Henley had called public attention

to his works in the pages of his recent " Catalogue,'' was it

l)opularly known that a colourist of exceptional originality

and power had lived and passed away. Jlessrs. Dowdeswell
are the first to bring together a collection of Jlonticelli's

pictures. With a -sense of justice, as remarkable as it is

praiseworthy, they have, in the seventy frames that line

their walls, included examples typical of all the artist's

"periods''—good and bad— so that a just estimate of his

work cannot but be formed from this really representative

collection. Passing over the first and last periods—the

former distinguished by indifference of drawing, the latter

by hardness and dryness of colour and hardly any drawing
at all—we are struck with bis extraordinary resemblance to

Diaz in his "late lii'st" manner, and .still more with his

delicate richness of colour. From this time, with the

extraordinary development of his colour-sense, developed
also an eccentricity in his application of pigment to canvas,

being satisfied with nothing less than squeezing his colour

direct from the tube on to the picture and mixing them

—

whenever he did mix—there. He overloaded to an almost
unprecedented extent, and sought a lumpy, blistered, granu-
lated surface. He dispensed with effects of nature, making
no pretence to "truth." He shows a haymaking scene illu-

minated by moonlight, as in " La Fenaison," aud a midday
" Dolce far Niente," in which the motive of the whole is u

red mezzotint effect. That he had a firm ancl delicate touch
is proved by the beautifiUly drawn and lighted heads in

il. Moreau's " La Harpiste " and in " Fete dans le Jardin

dun Palais," both fine specimens of his " early middle

"

manner. After this comes his most robust and poetic

period, when all he painted represented a dreamy, gorgeous

fairyland of his own imagining, with magnificently attired

ladies for fairies, attended by little Loves. When viewed
from the proper spot, these " Fetes," " Banquets," and Con-
versations ;i la AVattcau take a somewhat definite form, but
all idea of subject is lost in the brilliant glow of harmonious,

sensuous colour and wonderful qualities of tone. Although
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coiistitutiug an essentially artists' exhibition, this striking

collection cannot but have a powerfully advantageous effect

on the tiiste of every visitor.

The exhiliition of Swiss and Italian " bits " at McLean's

Gallery brings into prominent notice a water-colour painter

of whom great hopes were formed when he carried off the

Turner gold medal at the Royal Academy a few years ago

—

JL'. Edward Bearne. The drawings are all the work of an

accomplished artist, who can impart a freshness to the

scenes he depicts so often absent in exhibitions of this de-

scription. In colour and in the rendering of atmosphere he

is nearly always good. His " Miihlenbriicke, Lucerne " and

the " JJuomo and Campanile, Florence " are, perhaps, the

best of the architectural subjects picturesquely treated,

while the " Seracs of the Rhone Glacier" and "The Sources

of the Rhone " are accurate renderings of the colours of

snow and its shadows. Some of the drawings are a little

weak and "thin," but a young artist who can obtain the

quality to be found in " Or San Michele, Florence," ought

soon to rise above such shortcomings as these.

REVIEWS.

Tiio great Paris publishing house of Quantin have

issued a number of imposing volumes, curiously unequal

in merit. The first volume of M. Henry Havard's superb
" Dictionnaire de L'Ameublement," and the arts connected

therewith, is so colossal a work and so adniiral.ily carried

out, both as regards matter, illustration, and production, that

we propose dealing with it at some length in the immediate

future. We may say, however, that nothing approaching

it in completeness has yet appeared. "L'Extreme Orient,"

by M. Paul Bonnetain, forms a volume in the finely-pro-

duced series of "Le Monde pittoresque et monumental,"

and deals with all that portion of Asia extending from

India to .Japan, special attention being naturally given to

Tonquin and the surrounding country. The text is ex-

ceptionally entertaining reading, facts which are brought

down to the latest date being supplemented by official

documents. The illustrations are profuse, but aim less at

artistic merit than accuracy ; moreover, being reproduced

chiefly from photographs either by hand or process, they

lack much of the charm that would otherwise be theirs. At

the same time, many of the views of Eastern life and

.scenery, especially of the Chinese, are .so picturesque as to

be valuable to the artist for the sake of their suggestive-

nes.s. But what shall we say of M. Stephen Liegeard's "La
Cote d'-\zurl" It is a fine volume, brightly written by

an author whose acquaintance with the Riviera is absolute,

and whose spiritue/ gift is well known ; but the illustrations

which are introduced with so lavish a hand are altogether

unworthy their setting. Second-rate woodcut, unsuitable

" phototypie," lined-paper, and other processes of reproduc-

tion obtain for the most part, of which only a few are good.

The wood-engravings after M. Nestel, evidently taken from

another volume, are the most satisfactory — sometimes,

but not often, they arc excellent ; on the whole, however,

^t.M. ]!oudier, Fraipont, and their a.ss(;ciates fall victims

to mechanical rc]iroductioii, the. rei|uirfnu-iits of which

they ajiparcnlly do not iniderstand.

To those who are not too great sticklers for accuracy, and

are not exacting as to dates and such little minor facts as

arrangement of pictures in galleries and " historical lore,"

we may heartily recommend Mr. Augustus Hare's new
Volumes on "Paris," and "Days near Paris" (Smitli, Elder

and Co.). They are entirely unconventional handbooks,

historical, critical, and anecdotic, and likely to be very

useful in spite of occasional little lapses of memory or hard

fact. !Mr. Hare is a very amiable ciceroni, taking the

reader by the hand and showing him round the city and

its surroundings, chatting garrulously the while, pouring

forth anecdote on date and quotation on illustration, with

a pleasant conversational disregard in some cases for tlie

character for credibility or otherwise of the authorities on

whom he has drawn. The views and sketches, slight as

they are, bespeak the artist. If they are less ambitious

than are usually found in the illustrated handbook, they

are skilfully drawn, and with a strong perception of effect

and picturesiiuene.ss.

Mr. Walter Crane has once more busied him^ell' to plea.se

his vast constituency of little people. His illustrations

to Mrs. Molesworth's pleasing " Little Aliss Peggy : Only a

Nursery Story" (Macmillan and Co.), are, perhaps, hardly

so characteristic and happy as usual, although his " Baby

at Table" is in its way a creation. In point of fact the

drawings are a trifle heavy—they are designs rather than

pictures ; and his in.sistence upon line, whether expressive

of outline, fold, or shading, is at times somewhat disturbing

to the general effect. To see the artist at his best, however,

we must look at his " Legends for Lionel " (Cassell and Co.),

wherein, depending only on himself for subject, he has

allowed his humorous faculty to run riot, with a very

refreshing and rollicking result. The story, such as it is, is

of the Panjandrum order, while the drawings are full of

fun and ingenious design. They are remarkably well

printed, too, in colour, and make a capital " toy-book."

In " Peintres Framjais Contemporains " (Hachette), M.

Charles Bigot has collected a series of critical essays con-

tributed to the Beviie Bleue. The painters with whom he

has concerned himself are Corot, Jlillet, ileissonier, Bastien-

Lepage, Eugene Delacroix, Eugene Fromentin, Henri Reg-

nault, Isidore Pils, and Paul Baudry. It is not often that

magazine criticisms will bear reprinting ; but il. Bigot knows

contemporary French art so thoroughly, and exhibits

usually so just a critical faculty, that his volume is thoroughly

well worth having. His account of the influences which

formed the second style of Corot is exceedingly lucid
;

although, like most other writers upon the subject, he has

not (luite grasped the true extent and significance of the

Romantic movement. Not the less is he an ardent Roman-

ticist ; and one of the best things iu the book is the de-

scription of the pa//m(je historiquc, which was to the art of

the beginning of the nineteenth century what the unities

long were to the drama. In the essay upon jMeissonier,

M. Bigot points out the curious fact that the painter of

"La Bixe" is very nearly the sole really great artist who
has forgotten—when his palette was in his hand—that the

world contains women. He has rarely painted women, and

still more rarely painted them well.

.\i:W ENCHAVIXCS.

Two of the mo.^t important of Mr. Poynter's recent

works have been pul)lished in photogravure by the IJerlin

Photographic Company. The "Diadnmene" forms an

extremely ert'ective plate ; but the figure (which enjoys the

distinction of having first moved the British matron to

utterance) seems to have lost sonic of her grace and refine-

ment of expression in the process of transference to black-

and-wiiite. This was, perhaps, inevitable ; and it is rather
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the compliment of science to the artist's power and delicacy

in the use of flesh-tints, than a reflection on the highly

artistic process that science has given us. All the details

in the picture, and the effects of light, are marvellously re-

produced, and with greater delicacy of gradation than could

have been secured, probably, by any other method. "A
Corner in the Jlarket Place"— in Utopia 1—which was ex-

hibited in the Grosvenor Gallery last spring, is a work in

which the painter again challenges ilr. Alma-Tadema in the

rendering of marble and classical detail, and surpasses him

in figure-painting. After making allowances for the tech-

nical difficulties of the process, which has represented the

flesh in most cases somewhat darker than it should be, we
cannot but applaud this version of Mr. Poynter's pleasant

market-place scene, with its happy family group.

M. Bouguereau's " Springtime,'' the artist's principal

contribution to the Salon of 1886, has also been issued as

a photogravuie (Boussod, Valadon and Co.). The grace of

the .symbolical figure, as she stands but half-awakened in

the yet chilly air, surrounded by a cluster of Loves, who
flutter around to tend her toilette amidst flower and daisies,

is of the kind we are accustomed to look for from the

artist. Suave in line, correct in drawing, and academical

in style, the design, in its beauty and refinement of tyjie.

has hardly sufficient vigour or character to rescue it from

insipidity.

There is certainly no one in our front rank of living

humorous artists who can compiare witii Jlr. Frederick

Barnard as an illustrator of Dickens—a pre-eminence suffi-

ciently proved liy the excellently-drawn, but ill-cut, en-

gravings the artist made a few years ago for an illustrated

edition of the novelist's works. He can be as unctuous or

as dramatic as his author, but it must be confessed that

he is sometimes, though not often, unaccountably weak.

Into the series of " Character Sketches from Dickens

"

(Cassell and Co.) he has put his best work, and the

favourable public verdict obtained on its firet appear-

ance has rendered necessary a re-issue of the portfolio.

Mrs. Gamp, Bill Sikes, and Sidney Carton, as comic,

dramatic, and tragic realisations, are drawings of the

highest merit. Little Dorrit, too, is full of pathos and

feeling ; but Jingle and Mr. Pickwick, albeit excellent

as character drawings, undoubtedly fall short of the

originals. The plates are uow issued as photogravures.

NOTABILIA.

]\[. llodin has at length received the honour of the

cross of the Legion of Honour.

The lioyal Scottish Academy has elected .Mr. W. Bell

Scott an Honorary Member of their body.

Mr. S. J. Solomon's "Ca.ssandra" has been purchased

Ijy the Ballarat Gallery for the sum of £'500.

Sir Frederick Leigliton has been elected a member of

the Pioyal Society of Painters in Water Colours, without

being reijuired to pass through the intermediate stage of

Associateship—in which rank, as we remarked last month,

Mr. Holman Hunt remained for eighteen years. This is

the more curious as Mr. Holman Hunt practises in water-

coloiu', and Sir Frederick does not.

The " Cloisonne-Mosaic " of Mr. Clement Heaton is un-

doubtedly an invention of great decorative importance.

Bright "cloisons," soldered to the bed of sheet copper.

outline the design like gold threads, while the filling, bound
with a composition on the encaustic principle, aflfords oppor-

tunities for splendid colouring.

It is intended later on to publish in the pages of The
M.\G.vziNE OF Art papers on the fine collection of pictures

formed by the late Mr. Alexander !Macdonald, of Kepple-

.stone, Aberdeen, and by him bequeathed to the Aberdeen
ilunicipal Art Gallery ; but it should be stated, to jire-

vent mi.sunders"tanding, that this collection is still and will

remain indefinitely at Kepplestone House. By the will of

the testator the pictures were bequeathed to the Gallery

Trustees, subject to the life rent interest in them of the

testator's widow, the trustees being, however, bound to make
suitable provision for the after -keeping of the pictures

within three years from the date of Mr. !Macdonald's own
death. This has now been done, the west upper room in

the gallery erected in School Hill, Aberdeen, having been
formally assigned for the accommodation of the collection

when received. It will be of interest to lovers of art

visiting Aberdeen to know that, through the kindness of

Sirs. Macdonald, access to see the pictures in their present

position at Kepplestone House (barely a mile from Aber-

deen) may be readily had on a simple introduction from
any person of known responsibility. Included is a unique

gallery of heads of eminent arti.sts of the day, to the

number of eighty, chiefly painted by themselves.

OEITU-iEY.

The sudden death of !Mr. llobert Herdman deprives the

Pioyal Scottish Academy of one of its most prominent

members, a councillor and auditor. The son of a minister,

he too was intended for the Church, but he abandoned the

idea for Art, and became the pupil of R. S. Lauder. Success

came almost at once. At the age of twenty-five he gained

the Keith prize and bronze medal ; four years later, in 1858,

he was elected As.sociate, and in ISfiS, full Member of the

Royal Scottish Academy. Mr. Herdman, though best

known as a portraitist, was also a prolific painter of historical

and domestic subjects, the majority of these being illus-

trative of Scottish scenes and Scottish history. In 18C1 he

began to exhibit at the Royal Academy in London, to

which he has contributed in all thirty-eight works, last

year's picture being the portrait of ilrs. Hamilton Buchanan.
]\[r. Herdman's distinguishing qualities were vigorous colour,

good composition, and refinement of touch, without, how-
ever, any unusual grace or elegance.

Mr. John K. Thomson, a frequent exhibitor at the

Royal Academy from 1849 and onwards, has just died.

His best known picture is " The First-Easter Dawn,"
which, through the engraving, still enjoys a considerable

amount of po]iularity. He was a man of great originality

and independence of character, and, as a teacher, was nuich

esteemed.

There have also died Herr Schirmer, an architect of

high repute in Norway ; M. F. Bonvin, of Vaugirard, a

medallist of the second and third classes, who was created

Chevalier in 1870 ; Professor Becker, landscape-painter, of

Diisseldorf ; M. Palizzi, the lancLscape-painter, who though

a Neapolitan by training was a French artist by domicile,

exhibiting at the Salon, and where in 18.59 he gained

the ribbon ; M. de Beaumont, the President of the Paris

"Society des Aquarellistes ;" Herr Oscar Pletsch, "the

children's artist" of Germany ; M. Matout, historical painter,

a third-class medallist of 185.3 and Chevalier of 1859 ; and
Mr. W. luchbold, the celebrated landscape-painter.
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ACQUISITIONS AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

The Architectural Court at the South Kensington

Museum has recently been enriched by a cast of the prin-

cipal doorway of the magnificent San Petronio Church at

liologna. This doorway, to which Jacopo della Querela is

said to have devoted twelve years of his life, was executed

in the early part uf the fifteenth century, in grey limestone,

and is admirably reproduced in the colossal and costly cast,

which reaches to the gallery of the court. The whole

structure is very richly adorned with bas-reliefs and other

sculpture. Within the semicircular pediment are figures

of the Virgin (seated) and Child, with St. Petronius and
St. Ambrose on eitlier hand. The architrave is adorned
with five s\djjects from the New Testament—the Nativity,

Adoration of the Magi, Presentation at the Temple,

Massacre of the Innocents, and Flight into Egypt ; and
the jambs have ten subjects from the Old Testament—the

Creation of Adam, Creation of Eve, the Fall, Expul.sion

from Paradise, after the Expulsion (when " Adam deh'ed

and Eve span"). Sacrifices of Cain and Abel, Death of

Abel, Exodus from the Ark, Drunkenness of Noah, and
Abraham's Sacrifice. On the jambs and the arch of the

pediment there are also smaller bas-reliefs, consisting of

thirty-two demi-figures of patriarclis and prophets, with

the Ahniglity in the centre of the arch. It may be added,

as a fact of great interest in connection with this doorway,
that iu loitH a colossal bronze .statue of Pope Julius II.,

by Michael Angelo, was placed above it, but three years

later it was destroyed in a popular outburst, and was sold

as old metal to the Duke of Ferrara, who converted it into

a piece of ordnance appropriately called by him " Giuliano."

In this statue the warlike patron of the great sculptor was
represented, at his own request, with the keys of St. Peter,

and a sword instead of a book in the left hand.

The original carvings and casts of sculptures from ruins

near the Usumacinta Kiver, Mexico, presented to tlie

^luseuni by ]Mr. A. P. ilaudslay, are also added to the

attractions of the Architectural Court, and are full of

interest.

THK E.VUE FOR .JAPANESE ART.

Circumstances have curiously condiined to render Japa-

nese art the feature of the .season. We need only jioint to

the concurrent cxiiibitions at the Fine Art Society's (iallery,

at the British Museum, and at the Burlington Fine .-\rts Club,

as well as to Mr. Mortimer Mcnpes's forthcoming exhibition

of Japanese views of life and character at Messrs. Dowdcs-
wells' (to say nothing of Japanese inroads on the press—
witne.ss our own columns this month), to show the extent

to which public attention is being occupied with the matter.

This is, of cour.^e, deplorable, for what one season is a craze

—and at the present time we can call it by no otlicr name
—becomes next year a " played-out subject," from the

eftects of which it will take a decade at least for the fickle

public to recover. Japanese art, with all its excjuisite purity,

frankness, ingenuity, humour, character, boldness, origi-

nality, directness, and every other ([uality it po.ssesses, and
which we so .gladly and freely recognise in it, is after all

extremely " thin." It is the exciuisite unsophisticated bloom
of the semi-civilised life of an innocent, primitive, if keeidy-

sensitive, people. It is to the achievements of the (freat

blasters what the dainty or quaint or brilliant " ballade " is

to the mighty performances of Shakspere and Milton

—

jjerfect of its kind ; but its kind dealing almost wholly
with manual dexterity and patient elaboration and inven-

tion, directed, of course, by distinctly national feeling : the
higher qualities of the mind and thought all but absent

—

often entirely—from the subject. It is, therefore, interest-

ing to read the report of the Commission of Japanese
Artists, who have recently returned to their own country,

after a two years' tour in Europe, undertaken at the in-

stance of their Government. They have come to the con-
clusion that European art is dead—wholly, irrevocably lost

—and that " Millet is the one man of recent years whose
genius is to be put almo.st on a jiar with the great Asiatic

and early European artLsts." This is instructive. As might
have been expected, intense, pathetically intense, simplicity

is what has most attected the Jai)ane.se Commissioners,
as, in Millet, it most affects us. But the subtleties of

atmosphere, of composition, of sentiment, of terhniipw, and
other qualities have been wholly lost upon them, and there
will not be wanting those to wonder how it is that Mr.
Whistler's work has not in any way impressed them. Tiie

report itself is full of shrewdness, and oftentimes of truth

;

but we are sceptical as to the declaration that " some twenty
years from now Tokio will take the place of I'aris as the
world's art-centre."

J.1i:HT AM) WATER COLOURS.

Mr. Scott Temple in his descriptive handbook of

"Modern Water Colours," just issued by Winsorand Newton,
presents the most important contribution that has yet been
made towards the disentanglement and sctlleincnt of the
" ligiit and water colour'' controver.sy. The primary
object of this cajiital little book is to give a description of
all pigments, with illustrations of their washes, as well as
the efl'c(-t of time -as shown by the latest experiments—
upon each colour and the extent and direction of such
changes. Rut the real interest at the jiresent juncture
lies in the introduction. Steering a clear course between
the position taken up by Sir J. C. Robin.son on the one
hand and Sir James Linton on the otlicr, and their re-

spective partisan.s, he places his finger on the essential

iwint of divergence— " their antagonism,' he says, "is
mainly based on mutual mi.sconccption "—which seems to
have escaped the notice of the cnniliatants. lie declares
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tliat conclusions drawn from experiments based on tlie

placing of water-colour washes in direct sunlight are

worthless ; firstly, because it is utterly untrue that " the

light of the sun is the same whether direct or infinitely

lowered or mitigated" (the physical action of sunlight

and ordinary diffused daylight being entirely different)
;

secondly, because colours when nuxed, as they always are

in water-colour drawings, are affected quite differently and
in different degrees to pure individual washes ; and thirdly,

because in exposing the coloured slips to the action of the

sun in glazed frames, or behind window-panes, the element

of temperature is introduced—and no one ever contended
that baked drawings retained their properties intact. But
until the Commission appointed to look into this matter

has published its report, and until Professor Church, our

most widely-recoguised exjiert, has had his say, the question

must remain open. Professor Church's views, expressed-

in the foi-m of an article, we hope to publish in an ini-

luediate issue. In the meantime we will do well to bear in

mind Mr. Euskin's opinion founded on experience :
" Pro-

perly taken care of—as a well-educated man takes care

also of his books and furniture—a water-colour drawing
is safe for centuries ; out of direct sunlight it will show
no failing on your room-wall till you need it no more. . . .

The highest price of a drawing which contains in it the

continuous delight of years cannot be thought extravagant

as compared to that we are willing to give for a melody that

expires in an hour."

THE ART SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

The two important art bodies, "The Art Society of

New South Wales" and "The Australian Academy of

Arts," vied with each other, at the latter end of last year

(1887), in promoting successful winter exhibitions ; whence
the art-loving vi.sitor to Sydney had an admirable oppor-

tunity of judging in an uubia.ssed spirit of the present con-

dition of art in the oldest and best known of the Australian

colonies. Tiiere can be no doubt that at present art is in

a very luisettled state in Australia. There is not yet a

Colonial school. The artists who seek to earn a living in

that sunny continent are for the most part fresh from
Europe, and they have not yet succeeded in shaking off the

mannerisms of their different schools. The result is a

surprising variety of treatment, which, though it has its

advantages, is often di.sagreeable enough to the spectator.

There was, however, good work at both exhibitions ; and
probably, as time softens their eccentricities, these artists

—

who are generally young men— will produce work of a
high order ; but there is as yet a lack of imagination and
originality. The "Art Society of New South AVales " is

the elder of the rivals. Its members have struggled man-
fully under the disadvantage of a lukewarm support from
the CTOvernment. The Society originally received a vote of

£2M} for the i)romotion of art, and for maintaining their

rooms at the Garden Palace in Sydney. When the palace
was burned down they had to find a home elsewhere out
of this insignificant vote. The sum, small as it was, was
not given them until absolutely necessary ; and the fire

rendered their position worse than it was before the Govern-
ment came to their aid. The present Ministry, under Sir

Henry Parkes, which appears to realise more fully its duties

to art, has made the Society an annual grant of £.'>()0.

For the future, then, as the President, Mr. .Julian Ashton,
observed at the opening conver-sazions, "From this small

grant our national art will have to be established." An
increased grant is certainly desirable, if not indispensable.

E.XHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

The twenty-one " Heroines of Shaksperc," which, with
extraordinary enterpri.se, the conductors of the Graphir com-
missioned as many of our leading artists to ]3aint, form in

themselves a very pretty exhibition. A few—very few—of

these are entirely successful ; Sir Frederick Leighton's
"Desdemona" and Mr. Phil Morris's "Audrey" (is she a
lieroine, by the way f) being among the best. But the rest

are all more or less wanting—less in painter-like qualities

than the lack of appreciation and power to realise Shak-
spere's ideals. The subjects are difficult, truly ; but if the
British Royal Academy cannot do painter's justice to the
British poet, who can ]

Miss Clara Montalba's collection of drawings—nearly a

hundred in number—which has been on exhibition at Mr.
JIcLean's Gallery, shows that the artist has made solid im-
provement of late. Venice, Holland, and Loudon are her
principal themes, the first being the most, and the last the
least, meritorious

; but taken as a whole (and seen col-

lectively they are seen at their best), the drawings ai-e

truer in effect, and more facile in suggestion and execution,

than we have hitherto e;xpected or obtained from her.

It is pleasant, too, to note the progress of the talented

Russian painter who, under the nom de 2nnceau of "A. N.
Roussoff," once more brings his season's harvest of Venetian
drawings to the gallery of the Fine Art Society. His
character-sketches inside of churches, or in the confes-

sionals themselves, are, in their way, every bit as good as

the scenes on the canals or on the rive. The drawing and
expression are usually admirable, and full of artistic feeling;

the .selection of subject just, and in excellent taste ; the

atmospheric effects often subtle. But colour is i[. Roussoff's

one weak point. He constantly permits one discordant and
utterly jarring note to jeopardise the effect of a whole
picture that may be delightful in every other respect.

And what hope of artistic salvation is there for an artist

who is guilty of this 1

The students of the Royal Institute of Painters in

Water Colours have—most undesirably, we venture to

think—held a public exhibition of their works at the

Goupil Gallery. Drawings by Mr. Henry Massey, Mr.
ifaclver Grierson, Mr. Zink, Mr. Bowers and others

prove that when they are out of their pupilage, and the

proiicr time has come for them to submit their work to the

public judgment, they will reflect credit on the society

tliat trained them.

The "Nineteenth Century Art Society" shows little

disposition to raise its standard above poor mediocrity.

One or two young painters, however, arouse interest in the

exhibition on account of the promise contained in their

work. Thus Mr. Edgar Anderson attracts attention with

his "Woman of the People;" and Mr. Tuke, with "On
Board the Old Brigantine ; " while Mr. Padgett, l\Iiss

^Macaulay, and Miss Davison, as well as Jlr. Yeend King,

all help the collection.

A characteristic note of the exhibitions of the Glasgow
Institute has always been their variety, and this year, as

usual, the display of current art has been supplemented

by a few pictures, received on loan, representative of the

work of the past, both in this country and abroad. Chief

among the foreign pictures is an admirable Corot, " Morn-
ing by the Sea," an exami)le of the master at his greatest

;

and " Paul Potter in his Studio," by Baron Leys—a fine
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specimen of its somewhat disci-edited school—in the pre-

cision of its exec\ition, the restrained and harmonious force

of its colouring, and the quiet, masterly disposition of its

light aud shade, recalls the work of the seventeenth century

;/e»;-<;-paiuters of Holland. Sir John Millais' well-known

portrait of Mr. Gladstone occupies a place of honour upon

a screen in the Great Room, ancl here also have been placed

two fine exami>les of last century English portraiture—

"The Dead Bird,'' by Sir Joshua; and Gainsborough's half-

length of Mrs. Billington. There is a noble sea-piece by

ilr. H. Moore ; while by Mr. Albert Moore are two cabinet

porti-aits, the female subject, " Pale Margaret," being espe-

cially delicate in the modelling of its face. The works of

Scottish painters include land.scape, portraiture, aud still-

life by the recently-deceased Mr. K. Herdman ; a very

highly-finished early picture by Sir Noel Paton, " The

Bloody Tryste ;
" Mr. W. M'Taggart's breezy sea-piece with

figures, " For his Daily Bread ; " and two strong portraits

by Mr. George Eeid. The most important of the works

by Glasgow artists are the landscape subjects contributed

by Messrs. Wellwood Rattray, J. Henderson, R. C Craw-

ford, and A. K. Brown ; and telling pictures by such of the

younger men as Mr. James Paterson and Mr. Alexander

Mann show the powerful influence of French training and

French art-methods.

The exhibition of the Manchester Academy of Fine

Arts is scarcely up to its u.sual average of excellence ; in-

deed there is a manifest lack of pictures of importance.

jNIr. Stott, of Oldham, sends his " Summer Day," that was

exhibited two years ago at Suffolk Street—a picture tech-

nically attractive, but pictorially repellent. Mr. Anderson

Hague continues bis series of bankside landscapes, fine in

colour, but very monotonous in composition. Mr. Somerset

shows some pleasing landscapes, while Mr. Hey Davis

seems to have taken up a position midway lietween the

impressionism of ilr. Anderson Hague and the more idyllic

style of Mr. Somerset. The landscapes of Jlr. Fred. W-
Jackson, though very French in treatment, show consider-

able originality and power, and are, as a series, as good as

anything in the exhibition. Among the water-colours, Mr.

Eyre Walker has two small drawings that stand out con-

spicuou.sly from the mass of work shown. There are, be-

sides, some clever studies of groups of trees by Mr. J. Hold-

ing, and some pretty pieces of French scenery by Mr.

Bright-Morris.

REVIEWS.

Two attempts—both remarkable in their separate ways

—are made to seduce children into absorbing the elements

of history and science, while assimilating well-illustrated,

and, to some tastes, fascinating stories. These arc "Avon-

tures d"un Petit Gar<;on Pr^histori(iuc en France," by M.

d'Hervilly (Paris : Lilirarie Mondaino) ; ami " The Ciiild

Elve.s,' by M. L. (GrifKtii, Farran and Co.). The former,

in the cour.se of an exciting talc, brings tlic child-reader

face to face with prehistoric times and prehistoric peojije,

animal-s, and customs, with a startling amount of realism.

It is an imposing volume, illustrated with much individu-

ality by M. F6lix Regamcy, whose full-page oinboUishments

are happy adaptations of Japanese designs, and whoso

pictures, if somewhat rough in execution, are literally and

artistically illustrative of the text. " The Child Elves " is " a

fairytale founded on facts," and,on "Alice in Wonderland "as

well. This st<n'y of two runaway cliildi'cn transformed into

plantlcts, going througii all the incidental botanical changes,

and gaining experience in every branch of natural science.

is one of the most charming and skilful of the year. The

illustrations, by Miss Laura Troubridge, testify to a grace-

ful, dainty, and inventive fancy, although her drawing

betrays little firmness or power.

The new Volume of "The International Shakspere"—
" As You Like It " (Cassell and Co.)—has followed rapidly

on " King Henry IV.," and, judged by the standard of the

latter, shows a marked improvement on even that superb

work. Of course, this lovely pastoral play affords oiipor-

tunities for picturesque treatment not to be found in the

less romantic historical comedy ; but apart from this the

reproductions in photogravure are unquestionably of high

merit. The twelve illustrations are from the brush of Emile

Bayard, Chevalier of the Legion of Honour (whose name

and work are too well known to the reader to need re-

introduction), and realise the beauties of the subject far

better than we could have expected from a foreign artist.

Indeed, with the sole exception of Rosalind, who is some-

thing too much of the iiuieiiue to quite satisfy us, the

pictures come nearer to our ideal of the persons and scenes

of Arden Forest than any that have ever gone before. The

melancholy Jacques in the forest apostrophising the "fat

and greasy citizens " is an exquisite production—not only

as an illu.stration of the text, but as an independent picture

of great beauty ; so, too, is the larger plate of Orlando

breaking in upon the feast—original, dramatic, powerful,

and altogether pleasing. " What shall he have that killed

the deert" is another admirable picture—remarkable for

composition, drawing, and disposition of light and shade.

1\I. Bayard's comic faculty is well exemplified in the

character-drawings of Sir Oliver ilar-text, and of Audrey,

Touchstone, and William, both in entire harmony with

the spirit of the play. The publishers have seconded JI.

Bayard's successful efforts by bringing all the resources of

paper, ink, and head-piece to bear on the production of the

voluuw;, and Professor Dowden, pleasante.st of critics, dis-

courses on the history and merits of the play, so that a

more perfect ensemble is obtained than has ever bef(jre been

achieved.

The new translation of De La Jlotte Fouquo's quaint

and tender romance, " Undine," has been very charnnngly

jiroduced by Chapman and Hall. Miss Julia Cartwright's

translation is good, though it might easily be better ; but

tlie interest centres in Mr. Heywood Sumner's original

illustrations. These are designs rather than literal pictures,

done laboriously in pure line, and containing much of the

pen-manner of Mr. Holman Hunt and Mr. Burne-Jones,

and even, at times, not a little of the style of William

Blake. The artist has fairly realised the entirely national

sentiment of the poem—for such "Undine'' really is— and

has furnished a delightful scries of drawings that arc in

harmony with the work.

It is said that amateurs take better photographs than

lu'ofessionals, which is no doubt true of landscape work;

and even of portraiture, if we regard ]ihotogra|ihy as the

jiroduction of an " untouched ' iirint. Many beautiful pro-

ductions of celebrated firms can scarcely be called jihoto-

graphs at all—the negative being little more than the basis

merely upon which the re-touchcr may work. To anyone who
wishes to take up the practice of this art we can recommend

the " Practical Guide," published by Marion and Co., of

which a new edition is now before us. If the beginner has

the patience to follow the fidl and detailed directions for

taking negatives, iirinting, enlarging, and .so forth, he will

in the fulness of time lilo.ssoni forth into a competent
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amateur phutograplier, luarned in '' actinic rays," " deve-

lopers," " restrainers, ' and other mysteries of the art, and

equipped with a ready means of " fixing " many a delightful

scene or familiar face.

NOTABILIA.

It is said that the spending powers granted to the

museums of London exceed those of Paris by no less than

£28,000. The total budget of the latter amounts to only

£10,680.

The portrait of Mr. T. O. Barlow, R..\., by Sir John
Millai.s, has been presented to the Municipal Art Gallery

of Oldham by Mr. .John J. .Jones, of Abberly Hall. The
artist has worked upou the picture with good effect since it

was exhibited at Burlington House in 1886.

A number of artists and art-students of Mid-Surrey have

formed themselves into a Society, " The Surrey Art Circle,"

under the presidency of Mr. C'orbould, RJ. This catholic

guild is to include architects, .sculptors, painters, eugravens,

painters on glass, wood-carvers, and metal-workers.

The Central Committee of the Munich International

Art Exhibition are making great eftorts to render their

venture a succe.ss. The Prince Regent is " Patron,' and
Prince Louis of Bavaria the "Honorary President ;" while

the Government is also represented on the Committee.

The Scottish Society of Painters in Water Colours,

which was founded in Glasgow in 1878, has been informed,

thro\igh the President, Mr. Francis Powell, R.W.S., that

the Queen has granted to the Society the style of " Royal,"

whereby it is placed oa equal rank with similar institutions

in London.

Lord Buckinghamshire's visit to ilelbourne with last

year's "Grosvenor Gallery" Exhibition has not been so

financially successful as was expected. There are too few

art-buyers in Australia, it is said, to render such an exhibi-

tion jirofitable, so far as sales go. People in Sydney are

ho]iing that the " G. G." will shortly enable them to have

a similar advantage as ilelbourne of seeing such admirable

works of art.

In a recent number, when describing the Art Gallery of

Sydney, we took the opportunity of condemning the mode
of lighting there adopted. Mr. E. L. Montefiore, one of the

trustees, writes to us, pointing out that the present roof is

merely of a temiiorary character, and that arrangements

have now been made whereby the glare referred to is

obviated. A monthly art magazine is to be issued in that

town, under the title of " Avistralian Art," which, judging

from the published programme, will be full of interest.

"Advance, Australia ! " is indeed the cry.

OBITU.iEV.

j\Ir. .J. W. Inchbold, whose death we were able briefly

to record last month, was a landscape-painter of great force

and delicacy. Born at Leeds in 1830, he showed—while

still young—considerable artistic talent ; became the pupil

of Jlr. Louis Haghe, and, as early as 1849, he exhibited his

first pictures at Suflblk Street. In 18.57 his "Study from
Nature, Evening," was shown in the Academy ; and from

that time till his death he exhilnted thirty jiictures there.

In 185.5 Mr. Ruskin lavished high praise on his works, and,

more than once, the great critic's "Notes on the Royal

Academy " called attention to Mr. Inchbold's merit ; indeed,

the artist, who, according to some writers, was " spoiled by
Mr. Ruskin," Jias never lacked admirers of his refinement,

poetry, and Prc-l'aiihaelitic truth. He passed the greater

part of his life on the Continent, jiaintiiig in Italy and Swit-

zerland by preference
; but by no means ignoring English

scenery. He was also an admirable etcher, and a poet of

great delicacy and range of expression. He pulalished
" Annus Amoris," a volume of poems, in 1877.

Anton Mauve, the eminent landscape-painter of Holland,

has died at Arnhem at the age of fifty. It was not only

for his landscapes that Mauve was celebrated —exquisite and
tender as they were—but also for the cattle that he placed

in them. His oUservation of animals was as keen as Mor-
land's, and although he did not, so far exaggerate as to

dignify them with human exjiression, as Landseer did, he

painted them with intense sympathy. There was no great

force in his work, and he painted with a limited palette
;

but his colour was subtle and pleasing, and his rendering

of atmospheric effect was often exquisite. He was the

pupil of Van Os. His works were often seen in the Salon ;

but the Edinburgh Exhibition of 1887, and the Goupil
Gallery in London, appear to be the only public places they
ever decorated here.

Mr. Edward Lear, the popular artist, author, and
musician, is less likely to be remembered, we venture to

think, by his pictorial work than liy his books. His many-
sided talents may be seen in his well-known '' Book of

Nonsense" and " More Nonsen.se Pictures," in his " Journals

of a Land.scape Painter in Corsica," in "Albania" and
elsewhere, and other illustrated books, besides his pictures

ill oil. He began to exhibit at Suffolk Street in 1836, and,

fourteen years later, at the Academy, whither he sent
" Claude Lorraine's House on the Tiber," following this up
at intervals with eighteen other works. He chiefly prac-

tised landscape-painting, for he was specially in harmony
with what is known as the " classic " branch of it ; but his

humorous faculty was more remarkable than his serious

gifts, and certainly more popularly appreciated.

Mr. George Godwin, the editor of the Builder since

1844, lias died at the age of seventy-three. He was an
architect of some taste and considerable skill, having built

a St. Jude's, Bromjiton, and a few others, and restored

many more. His chief services to art consist in his having

been part-promoter of the Art Union of London, and the

Great Exhibition of 1851, besides contributing numerous
technical papers to the art press.

We regret to have also to record the death of ilr.

Frank Miles, the well-known painter of pretty Iieads, as

well as of the following ;—Mr. I'Ansou, ex-President of the

Institute of British Architects ; Mr. J. H. Dell, poet and
artist, author of "The Dawning Grey," and the much-
admired volume of etchings entitled " Engli.sh Pictures ;

"

M. Charles Questel, at the age of eighty-one, the eminent

French architect of the Academie des Beaux-Arts, who
modernised the Cathedral of Nimes ; Heer J. Laurens
Dyekraans, aged seventy-seven, of the Antwerp Academy
of the Fine Arts, the painter of "The Blind Beggar" in

the National Gallery ; Jlr. .John Cochrane, the American
architect, best known by his Chamber of Commerce in

Chicago ; M. Fran(;ois Truplieme, the sculptor, who was
created Chevalier of the Legion of Honour in 1880, chiefly

for his statue of Mirabeau ; Herr Feilhammer, an eminent
Austrian glass-painter ; M Felix Clement, best known for

his pictures of the East ; and Mr. Nathan Hughes, known
as " the swiftest painter of the age," whose misfortunes,

attributable chiefly to the expense attendant on his enthu-

siastic opposition to the Channel Tunnel, brought him at

last to the workhouse.
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THE NEW PICTURES AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

Mr. G. de Zoete's gift of a little " Virgin and Child," by

Luis de ilorales, is not only an important addition to our

national collection—representing as it does a great master

hitherto absent from the Gallery—but valuable, too, from

its intrinsic merit. The works of ilorales, who has been

called the Perugino of Spain, as with him pure Christian

feeling cea.sed in the school of Castile (he died at Badajoz

in 1.5S(j), are remarkably rare out of Spain ; even there the

great majority of them are to be seen only in the churches

for which they were painted. Yet, probably, more inferior

works have been fathered on this exquisite painter than

on any other master. The new picture, numbered 1,229 in

tlie catalogue, is a really fine example—the Correggiesquo

colour, pure and soft, the red of the bodice, the blue-green

uf the shawl, the clearness of the flesh-tints, the delicate

and precise execution of tlie hair, and the hardness of the

general drawing, all combine to render it an entirely char-

acteristic work. A portrait of " Giovanni (degli Albizi),

wife of Lorenzo de' Tornabuoni, 1488," by Domenico del

Ghirlandajo, belonging to Mr. H. AVillett, has been placed

in the vestibule as a temporary loan. In the modern sec-

tion a picture by Alexander Nasmyth, the father of his

more celebrated son Patrick, has been added to Room
XVIIL It is a view of " Stirling Castle " (1,242), and from

its appearance and sweeping style might almost have been

painted yesterday by Mr. MaeWhirter. The castle appears

on an eminence on the right ; the foreground and middle-

distance— the prettiest part of the work—consist of broken

country, and the horizon is closed in by a range of moun-

tains. Nasmyth, who is perhaps liest known for his por-

trait of Burns in the Edinburgh National Gallery, painted

with great breadth, considering the prevailing style of the

period at which he lived. After studying in Italy he re-

turned to Glasgow, and became scene-painter at the theatre,

leaving it eventually to devote his attention to portraits

and landscapes. He died in 1840, having thus outlived his

son by nine year.s. Three new pictures by Constable have

also l)eon placed in jiositicju ; to the.se we propose to return

at an early opportunity.

I

THE CENTENAUY OP THE PANOKAMA.

Exactly one hundred years have jias.sed since Robert

Barker, the portrait and miniature painter, lirst fixed his

fanidus cylindric.d picture of Edinburgh in that city. That

historic panorama was painted in water-colour on pairer,

and though elementary in some particulars, was complete

as an invention ; for a new adaptation of perspective, so to

speak, a system of curved lines, to correct the concavity of

the pictnre-.surface when seen from above, had been found

necessary, and had been duly contrived. The art of

panorama-painting is therefore .something nime than .scenc-

painting, the effect being of cour.se much more illusive.

Many have been the subjects, and many the painters of

jianoramas since Barker came to London, and received the

commendations of the Court and the Royal Academy.

Excellence was soon obtained in the art, and it is a stock

anecdote that so completely deceptive was a panorama of a

shipwreck, that a Newfoundland dog leapt into the picture

to drag the drowning wretches out of it. Barker and his

sou painted and exhibited no fewer than forty of these

"circle pictures," each averaging 10,000 sijuare feet of canvas.

The invention was soon adopted abroad—in America by

Fulton and Janie.s, and in France by Fontaine, Bourgeois,

and Prevost. Burford U»- many years kept up the tradition

of the art, till Horner and Parris surpassed all etibrts by

erecting r.t the Coliseum in Regent's Park their great

panorama of London, which is said to have covered 40,000

square feet of canvas. In later times, artists of high repute

have produced works of this kind, the most meritorious

perhaps being that of Cairo by M. Emile Wauters. 'M. Paul

Philippotcaux, the painter of eleven " cycloramas," as he

calls them, in Europe and America, has executed the excel-

lent view of Niagara Falls and district, now at Westminster,

with marvellous truth and skill. As a work of art it may
be judged, though not as a work of high art ; it is scene-

painting and stage-management in exrelsis, and as such it

partakes chiefly of the "amusing and in.structive " character.

The picture measures 20,000 square feet, and is full of good

and precise drawing, of good colour, atmo^phcre, and in-

genuity

WOMAN, AND HER CHANCE AS AN ARTIST.

The particulars of the last candidates' examination for

admission to the Royal Academy schools shed some light

on the capacity, or otherwise, of women to bcK-onie artists

of real eminence. Of the cighty-.seveu candidates who
presented themselves, only a round dozen succeeded in

forcing their way into the fold of the "probationers," while

of these twelve, no fewer than ten were women, and women
for the mo.st part—in all gallantry be it said—no longer

in the first hot flush of ambitious youth and inspiration.

Thus, indeed, it must always be under the present Royal

Academy rules, whereby is demanded in the probationary

drawings a high degree of patient imitativenes.s—a simple

and touching devotion to stipple and shadow—rather than

true artistic power and breadth of any kind. In this .sort

of work, indeed— that of patient, dexterous manipulation

—

woman may always be depended on to a.ssert her jiower of

exi'cictinii , but it is in ini'Dititui and on'iiinti/il>/,ov tho reali-

sation of them, that the failure of the .sex in art becomes

apparent. Hence it is that the artists of lirstcla.ss ability

jiroduccd by the country are furnisiied by the snnill minority

of male passed candidates ; the women usually relapse into

obscurity, after achieving a partial .success— they win the

I
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minor scholarships, and then h)se themselves into the Nir-

vana of artistic mediocrity. The generally accepted principle

that imaginative creation is ont of the range of feminine

capacity is nowhere more apparent than in art, and the

sooner the truth of this is recognised by the sex, the better

it will be for those wlio, thirsting for fame and fortune,

adopt the light and ladylike profession of art. Hi.story

proves that, though the artistic perception is strong in

woman, her successful power of realisation is, in the vast

majority of cases, non-existent ; for not one female name
can be found worthy to be placed on a level even with the

masters of the second rank. Angelica Kauft'mann, Mmc.
Lebrun, perhaps, and above all, Kosa Bonheur (the latter

as masculine in her somewhat narrow range of execution

and conception as she is in face and method of dress), are

the few distinguished exceptions that empliasise the rule.

The explanation of "repression" and "lack of education,"

always advanced by the champions of the sex in so-called

vindication of its non-performance, can hardly hold in the

present case ; for it has been proved a thousand times that

Art, like Truth, will out, despite every disadvantage, every

discouragement, and lack of opportunity. It surely be-

hoves the Academy, whose province it is to do its utmost
to aid the advance of art by imparting proper instruction

and not to act as the amiable cicerone of the china-painter

and the amateur-professional, to so alter its rules as to

remedy the present anomalous state of things.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

Sir John Millais' "Christmas Eve (Murthly Castle,

Perthshire)" forms the piece de resistrtnce at JIcLean's gal-

lery. The blending of the sun.set reflections on the snow-
covered slope in the foreground constitutes in our mind
the chief merit of the picture. The rose, blue, and green

tints are melled into each other with masterly perception

and subtlety of touch ; the trees, too, are drawn with nobility

and grace. The decrepit and none-too-dignified " castle
"'

on the left, however, with the blazing sunset reflected

from its windows, is very prosaically poetical ; compare it,

for instance, with Claude's " Enchanted Castle," lately in

the Old Masters, and see the dift'erence of the sentiment.

But the picture is painted with consummate skill and
vigour. " A Dutch A'illage," by J. Maris, and pictures liy

Josef Israels, Clays, Corot, by Mr. Alma-Tadema, and by
several artists of the modern Spanish and Italian schools,

greatly strengthen the show of a few English Academicians
and others.

Mr. Hayncs AVilliams' pictures of the interior of Fon-
tainebleau Palace, which were lately on exhibition at the

Goupil Gallery, possessed an " artistic merit " altogether

unexpected in a series which, from their title, one would
say pretended to be little more than architectural illustra-

tion.s. Truth of effect, breadth in the rendering of detail,

facility and correctness of drawing, and clever disposition

of light and shade distinguished them. The figures, whicli

were to introduce an anecdotic interest, were sometimes
weak, but in the majority of cases they helped the com-
positions amazingly and infused life into the magnificent

but deserted apartments.

Mr. Edwin Hayes, IM., held an exhibition of his oil

paintings and sketches at Dowdeswell's gallery. ]\[ore

than a hundred and sixty were brouglit together, repre-

senting many years' work, and proving his immense .skill,

his keen observation, and his almost unrivalled knowledge

of the sea in all its moods. Italy, France, the Channel
Islands, Holland, and the British Isles, gave a large range

of .subject and some opportunity for local colour, evidently

seized with absolute ease and readiness. In this collected

exhibition the artist show-ed himself far stronger than, with

all his reputation, he usually receives credit for.

At the same gallery Mr. A. Ludovici, Jun., P..B.A., held

a little exhibition of pretty trifle.s, entitled " Dots, Notes,

Spots." Daintiness and fancy were more apparent than

draw-ing and colour. If Jlr. Ludovici would but rid him-
self of the traditions of the eccentric school he follow.s, and
would not fear to use pure colours, un-" harmonised " by
the universal addition of black, he would with no greater

eflbrt produce pictures of much greater charm.

Jlr. FuUeylove, R.I., has never before done so well as

with the series of water-colours and pencil drawings of

" Oxford," lately on exhibition at the Fine Art Society's

gallery : more thau that—we can fairly say that no artist

has attained the same level of excellence in this special

direction within recent years. Exquisite touch, breadth,

refinement of style, and delicacy of execution distinguish

this charming .series.

Mr. Agnew's exhibition at the Old Bond Street Gal-

leries was, as usual, a complete exposition of the rise and
development of the water-colour art. From Cozens, Girtin,

and Turner to Frederick Walker, Sir James Linton, and
the living school, the whole period was illustrated by nearly

three hundred drawings. Turner's " Northampton " and
" Dover," David Cox's " Meeting of the Waters " and " Lan-

caster," and a " Classical Landscape " by George Barret,

were among the famous drawings here brought together.

At the French Gallery foreign art is well illustrated.

Corot, Rousseau, Diaz, and Mauve, among deceased artists,

are represented ; but modern landscapists, by comparison,

make a very poor show. Herr Seller heads the school of

minute detail and high finish—a numerous class, who
seldom rise in imagination above the mildly anecdotic.

Josef Israels' painful picture called " Old and Worn Out,"

and W. Firle's study of youth and age, " Siiring and
Winter," are almost the only works which exhibit any fine

feeling. P. Joanowits' studies of Montenegrin national

life, though somewhat coarse, are fidl of vigour and spon-

taneity.

The Bristol Spring Exhibition contained a fair average

of good works, the majority of which had been seen before

in the London galleries. Mr. Henry Moore, Mr. Herbert,

Mr. ilelton Fi.sher, Mr. G. Glindoni, Mr. Emanuel (with

his charmingly-drawn "Breeze"), Mr. Normand, and Miss

Rae are well represented, while chief among the local

artists are ilr. A. Wilda-Parsons, Mr. Reginald Smith, Mrs.

Ladell, and Mr. Jackson Curnock.

The exhibition of the Royal Hibernian Academy in

Dublin has not been by any means financially successful,

although the collection was quite equal to former ones.

Most of the really striking work, as is usually the case,

was contributed Ijy English and Scotch artists only, as the

Irish contingent invariably .seeks its inspiration and its

livelihood round about the Thames. Of the Academicians,

the President and the ^lessrs. Osborne, father and son,

were best represented ; while public attention was attracted

chiefly by Sir F. Leighton's "Elijah" and Sir J. Millais'

portrait of Cardinal Newman. A few local lady artists, and
notably, iliss Sophia Holmes and Miss Rose Barton, con-

tributed water-colour drawings of especial merit and power.
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The Irisli Fine-Art Society Exbibitiou in Dublin has

lost ground somewhat this year. Still a considerable

number of water-colours were hung ; the contributions of

Miss Currey, Miss Maud Naftel, A.R.W.S., Miss O'Hara,

and Miss Rose Barton being, perhaps, the most noteworthy.

REVIEWS.

In the new volume of "The Henry Irving Shake.speare

"

(Blackie and Sou), Mr. Frank Jlarshall has included tlie

second and third parts of " King Henry VL," "The Taming

of the Shrew,'' "A ^lidsunimer Night's Dream," "King
Richard II.," and, now for the first time printed, Kemble's

condensed acting version of " Henry VI."—the latter an

interesting and ingenious patchwork bound together by

interpolations. Into the merits of this work we need not

enter, but shall turn at once to jNIr. Gordon Browne's share

in the production. This artist's firm and incisive style,

full of vigour and, at times, of delicacy, tells well in the

.somewhat unambitious method he has selected. In the
' Midsummer Night's Dream" he ha.s, on the whole, missed

his chance, though there are several graceful designs,

notably that of Helen and Hermia, in the third act. In

rendering the Shaksperian clown, how^ever, Mr. Browne

excels. The dance in the fifth act is very funnily realised,

while the humour in the dramatic sand-bag fight between

Peter and Horner (in " Henry VI.," Part 2) is justly and

keenly appreciated. Costumes, as in the former volume, are

correct, and character, though occasionally weak, is gene-

rally speaking well conveyed.

There are few " professional authors " more industrious

in their researches than Mr. John Ashton, and fewer still

who habitually hit on such happy ideas from which to

serve up their rwhanffh. His "Century of Ballads
'

(Eliot Stock) is superior to most of his previous efl'orts,

partly, maybe, as there is so little chance aflforded by the

subject of going wrong. With Mr. Ashton's literary style

we have nothing to do or we shouhl certainly quarrel with

it ; and we would protest, too, against his undue assump-

tion of strange ignorance and obtuseness on the jiart of his

readers, as testified by his annotations. But his taste and

judgment in the selection of the ballads—social, super-

natural, historical, amatory, sporting, warlike, and so forth

—must be unreservedly applauded. He has chosen them,

not in order to display the excellences of the ballad-writer,

but to .show fairly and truthfully the popular taste of the

day from the sixteenth to the seventeenth centuries, when
the ballad was as powerful an engine in forming public

opinion as is the newspaper of to-day. These ballads,

which were hawked about the country, and which, later on,

deteriorated into the broad-sheet, bore on its front page a

woodcut, sometimes illustrative, sometimes altogether in-

dependent, of the text. These cuts are, many of them,

extremely interesting as examples of early wood-engraving.

The spirit of these archaic designs .sometimes more than

counterbalances all faults of drawing and cutting ; but as

the engraving is often hastily and cheaply done, in no way
indicative of the best work of the day, or even of the cutter

himself, the blocks are more interesting to the student

of the "curious" than of art. Mr. Ashton's other book,

"The Fleet : Its River, Prison, and Marriages" (T Fislier

l^nwin), is marked by the same faults of composition, and

contains a number of inaccuracies ; but, thanks to the

invaluable topographical and historical collections of Mr.

Anthony Cro.sby and Mr. .1. E. Cardncr, to which he has

had access, ho has produced an extremely interesting and

practically exhaustive history of the Fleet. The numerous

reproductions of old prints of views and scenes greatly

enhance the value of the book.

There is something very refreshing aliout ilr. and Mrs.

Pennell's "Sentimental Journey through France and Italy"

(Longmans, Green, and Co.), delightfully unconventional

in every respect, and not a little quaint in exitression.

l\Ir. Pennell's sliare in the work—that is to say, the draw-

ings— is, in its particular line, almost beyond criticism
;

for the character-drawings, humorous compositions, studies

of landscape and street scenes, and "bits," are just what

they should be. They have all the merit, if not the size,

of liis illustrations to Mr. Hamerton's book of the Saone,

with greater freedom of subject and manner. The fair

writer, too, is herein at her best. "J.'s" recipe for i)aint-

ing a picture nowadays (p. 140) is as true as it is sarca.stic.

It is somewhat curious that the "Journey through France

aud Italy
'' never gets .so far as the latter country.

Of all the books on Egypt, great or small, that liavc

come under our notice, Mr. Moberly Bell's " From Pharaoh

to Fellah " (Wells, Gardner, Darton, and Co.) is the plea-

santest and most consistently interesting and amusing. His

experience of the country, and his natural shrewdness, render

him an acceptable guide, while his good humour not only

excuses his little eccentricities of treatment, but extorts our

gratitude. M. Montbard has filled the book with drawings

remarkaV)le for local colour, but certain engravings from

photographs of mummies could well have been spared. The

head of a "Copt of Alexandria" is perhaps the best of all

—a splendid piece of engraving by M. Charles Barbant.

Under the title of "Tuscan Studies and Sketches"
" Mr. Leader Scott " has produced a new volume in which

are .strung together some agreeable papers on Tuscan art

and Tuscan manners, some of which have already ap-

peared separately, while others, as the author states in

Ids preface, now see the light for the first time. The best

of the papers included in the volume is the fir.st, " The

Giants at the Gates," in which is once more told, with a

liveliness which amiably veils a considerable amount of

information based on modern sources, the story of the

inception, and of the vicissitudes which preluded and

accompanied the execution, of the three great marble

statues which still adorn Florence : the awe - inspiring

"David' of ]\Iichelangelo, the "Hercules and Cacus" of

Raccio Bandinelli, and the "Neptune" of Ammanati.

The most defective paper of the series is that in which,

<mder the title of " A Recovered Fresco," is attempted a

rehabilitation, no longer necessary, of Antonio Bazzi, called

Sodoma, together with an enumeration of his principal

works. The recovered fresco itself is a " Cenacolo

"

recently uncovered at Jlonte Oliveto, near Florence, and

pronounced by the learned Signor Milanesi, on internal

evidence, unsupported as yet by documentary proof, to be

from the hand of liazzi. A most singular error per-

vades the whole article : we are told that the painter

was formed in the .school and land of Titian (!); that his

colouring has all the Venetian daring aud richness ; that

his flesh-tints are warm, and liave an Eastern glow such

as Giorgione would have given to his canvases. Has

this extraordinary misstatement originated in the fact that

Titian's surname was Vccellio, while Bazzi saw the light

at Vcrcelli i

" The Pioneers of the Alp.s," by Mr. C. D. Cunningham

and ('a|it:iin .Mmcy, I! Iv, I'M!.S. uS.niqi^oii I,iiw and Co.),
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will be welcomed as much by those who are devoted to

systematic mountaineering as by all Englishmen who are

influenced by the athletic instincts of their race. The
sketches of the lives of the most distinguished of the

guides, the chivalry of the Alps, who have conquered the

great peaks and opened out the mountain highways, are

written by working members of the Alpine Club, and have

considerable literary merit. Captain Almey's photographic

illustrations, mainly portraits tif the guides, are remarkable

for their artistic qualities and are, on the whole, worthy of

his reputation.

The edition de luxe of the " Catalogue of the Anglo-

Jewish HLstorical Exhibition, 1887," by 3Ir. .Joseph Jacobs

and Liicien Wolf (F. Haes), i.s a worthy record of a very

novel and historically interesting collection. The collotype

illustrations comprise all the best of the artistic exhibits,

including a fac-simile of the first dated caricature of a

mediseval Jew—"Aaron fil. Diaboli, 1277"—and Crom-
well's great silver salver, presented to him by Menasseh

ben Israel. Embroidery, goldsmith's work, and illumina-

tion, as applied to Hebrew rites and worship, as well as

Jewish coinage, deal with a little-studied division of art.

The frontispiece is curiously described as being "a chalk

drawing after an etching by Rembrandt." From our recol-

lection of the picture, we may say that it is an impression

from an extremely early mezzotint plate.

Mr. J. Stanley Little, who once wrote a book called

" What is Art 1 " now wants to know " Whose Wife shall

She Be >. The Story of a Painter's Life" (Spencer Blackett).

From a perusal of the novel, we believe that few will be

much interested i]i the answer. The rnisoii d'etre of the

book appears to be the onslaught that the author makes on

the Royal Academy and its Schools ; but, over-stating his

case, he defeats his own object. Besides, the plot is far-

fetched, the dialogue affected, the style stilted, and the

whole unsatisfactory.

" Mouuments of Greek and Eoman Sculpture' (London

agents, Asher and Co.) is a vast work, projected by Herr
Heinrich Brunn and Herr Bruckmaim, the first number
of which lies before us. It is to consist of eighty parts, each

with five phototype reproductions of a typical piece of

sculpture, the whole being arranged historically, and accom-

panied with a short essay in German. This expensive work
—the parts are published at a sovereign a piece—promises

well ; but w-e reserve our judgment until it is a little

further advanced.

NOTAEILIA.

The Louvre has at length established an Utfizi of its

own—that is to say, a gallery of artists' portraits, painted

by themselves. Such portraits as have hitherto been in

the possession of the Louvre, the Luxembourg, Versailles

Museum, and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, have been col-

lected—whether painting.?, busts, or medallions—and placed

together in a " Salle des Portraits," where they will be

added to, as at Florence, by invitation to the most cele-

brated living artists. The ill-liglited Pavilion Denon is the

room devoted to the collection, which, by recent decision,

has been strengthened by the inclusion of all artists' portraits,

whether painted by themselves or by " brother-brushes."

Manchester, the art metropolis of the north, is about to

set a colossal undertaking on foot. The project, which has

secured the official adhesion and support, is to pour the

surplus funds of the .Jubilee Exhibition into the treasury

established for the foundation of the proposed new Techni-

cal College and Art Gallery. With the quarter of a million

sterling thus obtained, it is proposed to extend the collection

of works of art, retaining the old building for them, and
holding the annual exhibitions in the new edifice.

Through a clerical error the wrong title was ascribed to

the picture, "Alone by the Broad," by Jlr. Alfred Parsons,

I!. I., in our February part. The picture, which has been
exhibited both at the Royal Academy and at the Salon

(where it received an honourable mention), was christened

by its painter " The First Frost."

The Committee appointed by Congress to examine the

Government proposal to abolish the protective duty of thirty

per cent, levied on all works of art have endorsed the re-

commendation. " Protection," however, is likely to be con-

tinued, in a greater or lesser degree, for some time to come.

The e.xhibition of drawings in black-and-white annually

held by Cassell and Co. will be opened this year in the

^Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street, E.C., on the 7th of May.

A special " Royal Academy " supplement of The M.voa-

ziNE OF Art, dealing with some fifty of the principal

pictures and sculptures in the Academy Exhibition of 1888,

will be published on May 25th, price one shilling.

OBITUARY.

Mr. Norman JIacbeth. who has died at the age of sixty-

si.v, was a portrait-painter of considerable ability. Born at

Aberdeen in 1822, he was taken to Edinburgh, where he

passed through the Trustees' School, and was educated as

an artist. In 1862 he fir.st exhibited at the Royal Academy,

the picture being a portrait of Mr. Alexander Russell, the

editor of the ,Scotsinan ; and subsequently contributed

twenty-one other works, among wliich were two portraits

of Sir David Brewster and one of Sir John Steell. !Mr.

Macbeth, who passed his professional life at Edinburgh,

was in 1870 elected an Associate of the Royal Scottish

Academy, and, ten years later, an Academician. His por-

trait of William Forrest was selected to represent him at

the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878 ; but from the

Manchester Jubilee Exhibition his works were entirely

absait. He was the father of Mr. R. W. Macbeth, A.R.A.,

and of ^Ir. .James Macbeth.

Jilr. Felix O. C. Darley, whose death in New York has

recently been recorded, was born at Philadelphia in 1822.

Like Corot, he was destined for a commercial life ; but

jiroving himself a skilful wood-engraver, working in his

leisure hours for an illustrated newspaper, he was com-

missioned by the American Art Union to execute his out-

line engravings for an edition of Washington Irving's works.

As an illustrator for the American editions of the most

popular novelists he earned a gi-eat reputation, and may
be considered one of the mo.st prolific artists of the day.

He w^as elected a member of the Academy of Design in

1N.')2, and contributed regularly to its exhibitions. Chief

among his oil-pictures are "The Shcepfold" and "The

Cavalry Charge at Frederick.sburg "—the latter being se-

lected to represent him at the Pnris Exhibition of 1867.

He was, however, essentially an artist in black-and-white
;

grace, expres.sion, correctness of drawing, and power of

realisation being his principal characteristics.

The death is also announced of M. Jules de M^rindol,

architect attached to the Commission of Historical Monu-

ments of Paris, who was created Chevalier of the Legion of

Honour in 1868.
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THE SALON AND ITS TROUBLES.

That tbey do not always "manage these things better in

France," is shown by the state of affairs revealed by the

Paris art press. The " Societo des Artistes Francai.s," a

body elected on the model so much admired by many of

our professional men, occupies for two months of the spring

in each year about half of the " Palais de I'lndustrie," at the

nominal rent of one franc. The State now claims that the

whole of Sundays and Thursdays shall be free days of admis-

sion to the Salon. Under the ordinary condition of things

the Society takes all the money paid at the doors and the

jjrofits from the catalogues, as well as the trouble, risk, and
cost of the exhibitions, together with the odium arising from

the inevitable discontent of outcast or dl hung artists. For

a certain nuudjer of years past Sunday afternoons oidy have

been free to the stupendous crowds—numbering 45,000 and

more—that flock to see the best modern picture exhibition

in the world. The new demand was not made known to the

Committee of Management of the Societe by the Fine Arts

Minister, with whom the artists are accustomed to deal, but

by the Minister of Finance, on the veiy day on which M.
Tirard ceased to exercise his official function. The committee

demurred to the proposed extensive encroachment, on the

ground that the Salon would result in a serious deficit were

it opened free four half days instead of one. The Society

is likewise engaged in a lawsuit w'ith the " Assistance

Publique " (a strange body, sharing the characteristics of

our Ecclesiastical Commissioners and Poor-Law adminis-

trators), which, without taking into account the charitable

aims of the Soci^tc, claims ten per cent, on their own
assessment of the receipts of the Salon, and demands that

arrears in ]]roportion should be paid up to the present

time. M. Eouguereau and his colleagues intend to con-

test the claim, and carry the matter, if necessary, before

the highest court ; while they ofier to compromise the

question of free admission by throwing open the doors

on Thurjidays to schools in charge of masters. Consider-

ing that the Salon attracts to Paris the spenders of

many millions of francs, and costs the State, that is, the

taxpayers at large, nothing more than part of the annual

interest on the cost of about one-half of the Palais de

I'lndustrie, there is something charnungly frank in the

demands of the "Assistance Publique." Of cour.se the

"Societe des Artistes," by forfeiting the receipts of a half

day in each week, pays its rent handsomely. This for-

feiture goes to the benefit of the very class out of whose
pockets but a comparatively small portion of the cost

of building the Palais was drawn. It is understood that

the upshot of it all is that in a year or two the Society

will, by housing itself, be indejjcndent of State interference

altogether. How many free days will then be allowed is

an open and an interesting (juestion.

THE C.\SE OF M. JAN VAN BEERS AND ITS APPLICATION.

Few " artistic " lawsuits in recent years have caused so

great and, we may venture to say, so unreasoning an out-

burst of public indignation as that brought by il. Jan Van
Beers against an Antwerp dealer. But, in point of fact, this

matter touches all artists—at least, many of the greatest

of them—while an even wider principle is involved than

was tiie case in the famous action of Belt v. Lawes. We
may first call attention to the fact that M. Van Beers

warmly declares that he has been the victim of conspiracy

and misrepresentation, iiertinently asking :
" If I had been

guilty of the dishonest practices that have been attributed

to me, would I have been so ill-advised as to court detec-

tion by a prosecution fraught witli the danger of exposure^"

But whether innocent or guilty of the more serious charge of

fraud, whether or not ho may have employed a whole com-

munity of ''ghosts," he admits the employment, up to 1876, of

assistants for the purpose of " laying " in his pictures—that,

and nothing more. Is that, or is it not, immoral \ If so,

where is the good name of many of our most brilliant, most

successful, and most famous artists ] How many of those who
introduce architectural backgrounds paint a picture entirely

from the beginning ! It is surely within the knowledge of

the world that more than one i>ainter's hack gains a very

ample livelihood by drawing in the architectural details for

tho.se who lack either the knowledge, the patience, or the

time to work out their own perspectives ; while one of the

noblest of our living English artists contents himself with

"finishing" the picture his pupils have drawn in from his

studies. And yet this is all to which M. Van Beers con-

fesses. Another consideration, suggested by the bitter cry

of the outraged purchaser and critic, is the curious incom-

l)etence of judgment their wails betray. A\'hatever JI. Van
Beers's shortcomings may be, his work is absolutely unmis-

takable, wherever it is met with ; indeed, there are few
living painters whose touch, colour, and draughtsmanship

are so unique and individual in character. Even if JI. Van
I'xiirs is the latter-day Baimondi his critics are so willing

to believe, his work, from the purely artistic standpoint, is

just as precious and likely to remain just as highly valued

as ever.

THE NEW ENCLIsn ART CLUB.

Tlic New English Art Club is to be congratulated

on a succes.s. The aims and ambitions of the Society

under consideration are by now fairly well known. It

owes its existence to a strong feeling of revolt against

the conservatism which, it considers, has sternly refused

to countenance new idea.s and nu'thods of a body of

young men who can at least lay claim to mucli origi-

nality, earnestness, and honesty of iiurjiuse. But a

steady perseverance is alixady liriiigiiig with it public
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recognition. Tiie whole movement, it is said, is an ex-

periment, and, for the present, to be estimated accord-

ingly. Starting with the theory that the eye can only see

distinctly one object at a time, the so-called "Impres-

sionists " have set their faces against the elaboration of

subordinate detail. They look upon what w^e may call

the accidental surroundings of their subjects as, to a great

extent, mere masses of colour, the eft'ect of which is to

supi)ly a proper tone and harmony to the leading figure
;

and although this theory may be, and indeed is, developed

iu some cases to an absurd extent, the skeleton of truth

is there, and, until recently, far too much neglected. It

is in attempting to follow it to its furthest point (while

often ignoring form in a deplorable manner) that some
very curious results have been arrived at. One of the

most remarkable pictures in the collection is Mr. Walter

Sickert's leading work, called " Gatti's Hungerford Palace

of Varieties— Second Turn of Miss Katie Lawrence"—

a

strangely disproportioned female figure in the centre, ugly

and stiff as a marionette, with gloomy surroundings, and

a curious jumlile of hats and fiddle-heads for a foreground

—anything, in fact, but what one would imagine to be

an honest or recognisable " impression " of the' glare and

glitter of a music - hall stage. To the uninitiated the

picture is an absurdity ; and even if the art-student per-

ceives in it an effort in the direction of " tone," he must

also become aware that, instead of gaining credit for

striving after higher ground, Mr. Sickert has sunk even

below the level of that conventional mediocrity he so much
despises. Mr. Steer's ambitious work, "A Summer Even-

ing," halts between a failure and a triumph. Three female

bathers are on a beach in the sunlight, with a sea of deepest

blue. The figures are beautifully posed, and the whole

picture bears evidence of careful working in the direction

of something more than accidental result. The effect is,

in some respects, painful, Mr. Steer's endeavours to do

justice to sunlight having missed the mark, while the vivid

yellows and reds against the deep blue of the admirably-

studied sea positively hurt one's eyes. The artist has,

however, a distinct purpose ; and, in spite of the almost

overwhelming adverse criticism he met with last year, he

pursues it with so much pluck that he deserves success,

although we scarcely see how- he will attain it on his pre-

sent lines. For our third type we turn to a picture of

an entirely different order. Moderate in size, quiet and

subdued in colour, "Eventide," by Mr. W. H. S. Llewellyn,

is nevertheless one of the gems of the exhibition. The sub-

ject is an old one, as old as the happiness of married life

—

just an aged couple, side by side, looking out together into

the perfect peace of the sunset. Quiet harmony of colour,

entire absence of hard outline, it is just such a picture

as one would be glad to live with ; to stand sometimes

before it in silence for a few moments, and then pass away

with something of its peace and content in one's heart.

Here, then, are three examples of the work of our young

men ; and let it be well understood that they are examples,

not merely exceptional productions. The first is bad iu

subject and treatment ; the second a successful failure
;

the third (and we are glad to observe that the class it

represents is the most numerous) is good, sound, healthy

work. Amongst the other most notable works are Mr. Fred

Brown's admirable sunset scene, Mr. Clausen's " Potato-

Gathering," Mr. Bates's portrait of Mr. Stanley Little, Mr.

Laidley's poetical landscape, Mr. Gotch's character study

of child-life, and ilr. Garstin's excellent interior of a black-

smith's shop.

EXHIBITION.? OF THE MONTH.

It was left for Mr. I\Iortimer Menpes, the young Aus-
tralian artist, to bring Japan to London in quaint little

frames, w-ith all the customs and scenery, the child-life, and
local colour of the Land of the Rising Sun. Carrying his

originality still further, he has broken through the con-

ventionality of ordinary hanging, and, treating jiictures

as decorations, collectively as well as individually, has

arranged them with most harmonious and pleasing irregu-

larity on the walls of puce-pink silk. He has thus set

a precedent which is sure to be followed. The seven score

oil and water-co'.our paintings are remarkable for the rich-

ness, brilliancy, depth and purity of colour, and for the

ease and effect with which sunlight and shadow are dealt

with. " At the Play " and " A Lacquer Shop " are espe-

cially distinguished by good drawing and high finish
;

"The Guitar- Players'" and " Three" Little Maids from
School " for strong, pure, luminous colour and brilliant

light and shade; "'The Girl with the Jars" and "The
House of Blue Banners " for quality of work ; and " Youth
and Age," " A Toy-Shop," and many more, for character and
humour. The forty etchings and dry-points which supple-

ment the pictures are delicately-executed " impressions

"

of Japan, and are masterpieces of printing. Another
novelty about the collection consists in the novelty of the

frames, which are so designed as to be without mitres,

while the pictures are set in them a little above the middle.

The exhibition is held at Dowdeswells' Gallery.

The collection of paintings and drawings of the " Duchy
of Cornwall" by Messrs. East, Gotch, and Ayerst Ingram,

at the Fine Art Society's Gallery, is the very satisfactory

result of a Cornish tour. The strongest of the three young
artists is certainly Mr. East, whose colour is nearly always

pleasing, and sometimes exquisite in brightness and deli-

cacy, whether the medium be oil or water-colour. His

style, too, is unusually frank and incisive, and often

strongly suggestive of Turner, both in handling and feel-

ing. Of Mr. Ayerst Ingram's work there is nothing to

compare with his "Moonri.se "—a really admirable picture,

with the moon rising full over a breaker. Jlr. Gotch is best

in his smaller canvases and when he deals with child-life.

His "Silas," too, is a capital piece of work ; but his land-

scapes, though vigorous, are too black.

!Mr. W. L. Wyllie has pictured his trip on the LaJi/l/inl

from Hoo to the Netherland waterways in water-colour,

and the collection resultant has been shown at Dunthorne's
" Rembrandt's Head." The drawings are every bit as

skilful as we are accustomed to expect the artist's work
to be, but they are too matter-of-fact and contain too little

sentiment. His etchings, on the other hand, display much
poetical feeling.

An exhibition of good sculpture is so rare a thing in

London that the little collection at Bellman and Ivey's

Gallery is a welcome event. Mr. Nelson Maclean's bronze

statuettes have suffered at the hands of the chaser ; but

his statue of " lone " is a splendid work in marble, fine in

feeling, simple and dignified in its beauty of line. M.

Blanchard's bust, "Rieuse," is as lovely in its naturalness

as M. Falguiere's is objectionable from its affectation.

Both are admirably cast by the waste-wax process. The
" Spring " is an ambitious work, but the beautiful torso is

utterly sacrificed by the tricky and inartistic carving of

the floral garland.
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The thirty-third exhibition of the Society of Lady
Artists, held at the Egyptian Hall, is a decided improve-
ment on the last. Tlie number of good works in water-

colour by Mrs. Paul Naftel, Mrs. Merritt, tlie Misses Maud
Naftel, Alice Squire, Spiers, Kingdon, Louise Kayner, Alice

Havers, and otliers tend to kaven the mass of mediocrity

in tlie five hundred and fifty frames that cover the walls,

the Misses Clara and Hilda Jlontalba (neither of whom, by
the way, is a member of the Society) .show e.xcellent work,
the former with a sketch of "Dordrecht" and the latter

with "Tending the Rialto Shrine, Venice." The moral of

the e.Khibitioii, however, seems to be that the majority of

lady artists can express themselves better, and with more
dexterity and more feeling, in water-colour than in oil. '

The loan exhibition of works, chiefly by Piiiwell, Lich-

bold, and Sam Bough, held under the auspices of the Fioyal

Water Colour Society Art Club was one of the most inter-

esting collections ever seen in the galleries of the Society.

Never has Pinwell's colour appeared more subtle and his

designs more fascinating thau in this well - chosen little

collection (the first since that at Mr. Deschamps' gallery

in 187G1, the i)rincipal works being " The Great Lady " and
"The Elixir of Love" The breadth and glow of Sam Bough's
works, and the exiiuisite feeling and delicacy of Inchbold's

Pre-Piapliaelitic landscape.s, with all their charm of colour,

atmosphere, and gossamer-like effects, were admirably and
extensively displayed.

The Spring Exhibition of the Birmingham Society of

Artists can scarcely, even with the best intentions, be
looked upon as being up to the average of the Society's

collections. The principal attraction is a collection of

works by Sir .John Gilbert, which makes one feel what
a great arti.st he would have been had he adhered exclu-

sively to black-and-white. Mr. E. K. Johnson contributes

the gem of the exhibition—a delicate and dainty picture

—

and excellent works are by Mr. Thomas Collier, Mr. Wini-

))eris, Mr. Bridgman, Mr. Aumonier, Mr. Crofts, and Mr.

Walter Langley, while Professor Geets is represented by

five or .six hard, mechanical .studio-works, which fail either

to interest or please. A conspicuous feature is Sir Joshua
Reynolds's superb portrait of Dr. Ash, the founder of the

General Hospital, which was lately exhibited at Burlington

House. The works by local arti.sts do not call for special

nirntion.

Exhibitions have also been held of the works of Lady
Butler at Graves's Gallery, including her best-known pic-

tures, and water-colours of views of Egypt ; of Messrs.

Caffieri and Coxe at the Burlington Gallery ; and of iliss

Jane Inglis (Irish pictures and sketches) at the St. George's

Gallery.

REVIEWS.

Mr. J. Piomiliy Allen's " Christian Symbolism in Eng-
land and Ireland before the Thirteenth Century" is an

excellent work upon a fascinating subject, 'i'he sculptured

relief.s, so full of ([uaint fancy and mystic symbolism, which
decorate our early clivirches are little understood, and gener-

ally passed over as merely grotesque. We too often forget

that they are something more than ornament, and that

there is in each of them a hidden meaning for those who
seek it. It is this meaning which Mr. Allen attemjits

to explain in the volume before us. His introductory

chapters deal with Byzantine art as manifested in the

Catacombs, and the develoi)mpnt therefrom of the early

sculpture of England and Ireland. Au exhaustive descrip-

tion of the most interesting specimens of our own religious

sculjiture up to the thirteenth century follows, and the
work concludes with a thoroughly lucid summary of those
storehouses of curious lore, the mediiBval Bestiaries. The
author has familiarised himself with all the authorities ou
the subject, and has systematiscd his material with ad-
mirable tact. His broad generalisations, however, we can
scarcely accept. He complains that our sculptors of to-day

are dominated by the classical traditi<m. "Progress in the
future," he says, " will result from developing what is

national in our art
"—that is to say, our artists must throw

over the Elgin marbles and go to medieval sculjiture for

insjiiration. Tliey might just as well seek instruction from
the Solomon Islanders.

"The Goths," by :\Ir. Henry Bradley, is the last volume
in the admirable library now being issued by the publisher

(T. Fisher LTnwin) under the title of "The Story of the

Nations." The story is vigorously, clearly, and picturesquely

told, the whole volume testifying to the industry and tho-

roughness of the author. The illustrations are few, and
some of them very poor, but the text is e.xcellent. It is

satisfactory to see that Mr. Bradley calls attention to the

fact that "what we miscall 'Gothic architecture' has no
historical connection with the Goths."

N'EW ENGRAVINGS.

The "Prize Supplement" oft'ered to the subscribers of

the Russian " Fine Arts Review," which we have just re-

ceived, is hardly calculated to raise our respect either for

the art or the reproductive processes of Russia—if, indeed,

the Italian-born artist here represented is to be identified

with the country of his adoption. The album contains

eleven cartoons of sacred subjects, reproduced in photo-

typo-lithography, by Feodor Antonovitch Bruni, who was
the Director of Fine Arts in St. Petersburg till his death
in 187.5. The designs are all admirably drawn, full of

dignity in figure and drapery, but intensely academic and
without vigour—a cross, one might almost say, of the styles

of Ary Scheffer and Puvis de Chavannes, with an occasional

reminiscence of Michelangelo.

Mr. Long, who has done so much good work in repro-

ducing in chromo-lithography a considerable number of

Turner's water-colour drawings, has just issued, through
his publishers (George Row^ney and Co.), " Ramsgate " and
" The Mouth of the Huniber," the originals of which are in

the National Gallery collection. They are certainly of high
merit, especially where the drawing is delinite ; but it is

hardly surprising that a good deal of the limpidity of the

water is lost and the subtlety of some of the most delicate

pa.ssages missed. On the whole, we like his vignettes the

best ; but none the less do these lithographs mark the great

advance in the art of lithography attendant on the increase

of the number of stones employed.

A hearty welcome should be afforded to Mr. Robert
Clouston's rendering of the late Robert Hcrdnian's portrait

of "Principal Shairp, LL.D." (Edinburgh: T. Wilson),

inasmuch as it is a frank effort in pure mezzotint. There
is no attempt here to strengthen the plate by any me-
chanical means, such as we find in the best of our modern
mezzotints. It is just a little weak in parts, perhaps, as

if the engraver lacked confidence in himself or his method
;

but the head itself is entirely satisfactory, and the whole a
good and sympathetic jiortrait.
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Mr. W. L. Wyllie's etching of " Bruinisse " (Dunthorne)
is very characteristic of the artist, and shows how the
greatest amount of effect can be extracted from the least

amount of labour. The picturesque little Dutch village

as seen from the broad ^^aters of the Scheldt is represented
with great simplicity and breadth, and impresses the spec-

tator with its " local truth " and its poetical charm.

The portrait of Miss Annie Swan, the Scotch authoress,

has been very well engraved in mezzotint l:>y Mr. James
Faed (Edinburgh : Oliphant, Andcr.son, and Ferrier). It

has something of the precision and pose of a photograph,
but is, nevertheless, a good piece of work, and, moreover,
an excellent likeness of the fair authoress of " Aldersyde."

NOTABILIA.

M. Antokolski, the Eussian sculptor, has been elected by
the Acad^mie des Beaux-Arts Honorary Foreign Associate

in the place of the late Louis Gallait.

The Eijyal Society of Painters in Water Colours have
elected Miss Edith Martineau and Messrs. Walter Crane,
Melville, and Enislie as Associate-s. Mr. Crane resigned

his position at the Eoyal Institute, it will l:)e remembered,
as his principles would not permit him to remain a member
of a " corporate body."

Thanks chiefly to the energy of Mr. Edwin Seward, the
" Art Society and Sketching Club of South Wales " begins
its career with every prospect of success. Practically speak-

ing, it breaks virgin ground in Cardiff, the commercial
metropolis of Wales, and is supported by many members
of the Eoyal Academy, by well-known artists all over the
country, and by wealthy peers, local magnates, and others.

Affiliated to the proposed National Institute of Wales, the
Art Society will soon have a fine gallery of its own, and,
if it fails to carry its " mission of culture " to a successful

issue, it will not be for lack of opportunity.

The number of pictures sent in to the Salon this year
exceeded that of last year liy about two hundred and fifty,

the total being 7,640. Of these nearly half were, of neces-

sity, rejected. At the Eoyal Academy about eight hundred
more works were judged than have ever been sent in before,

and the proportion of rejections was, of course, much higher.

The Academy cannot much longer decline to consider the

proposed reform of limiting the number of works to be
sent in to two or three for each artist, if only in self-defence.

We believe that, if this reasonable course were adojited, the

improvement in the exhibition and the relief to the Council
would be equally striking.

As long as sculpture is held by the British public, with
strange persistence, as fit only for portraiture, so long may
we expect to see " painting's poor relation " devoted to the
apotheosis of the tail-coat and top-hat, while ideal work
for monumental purposes is unappreciated and ignored.

Once the deplorable fact is accepted, however, it is pleasing

to note that competent professors of the art are set to

glorify our worthies. Mr. Woolner's bronze statue of Dr.
Fraser, the late Bishop of Manchester, has just been un.
veiled in that city, and Mr. Bruce Joy's statue in marble
of Mr. John Bright, erected in the Art Gallery at Bir-

mingham
; while Mr. Hems, of Exeter, is at work on an

effigy of William of Orange for the Ulstermen.

The rage for statues in France shows no signs of abate-

ment, artists and art-workers themselves cmuing in for an

unusual amount of recognition. M. Eodin is hard at work
on his monument to Bastien-Lepage

; M. Fagel has been
commissioned to e.xecute a colossal statue of M. Chevreul,
the great colour-chemist, for the Museum at Eoubaix, the
industries of which have been so greatly benefited by his
.studies ; and now steps are being taken to offer a similar
homage to Alphonse de Neuville, the great battle-painter.

How many out-of-door statues, outside of cemeteries, have
we raised in all England to our artists] Not one. This
may be all the better for the artists themselves, perhaps,
but it surely does not speak well for our growing claim
to be an art-loving nation. '

OBITUARY.

Leonard Morel - Ladeuil, who has recently died at

Boulogne at the age of sixty-eight, was certainly one of

the most brilliant and talented artists in chiselled and
repousse work of modern times—we might almost say since

the days of Benvenuto Cellini. Having studied chasing
in the studios of Vechte and Feuchere, he signalised his

powers by designing a silver shield representing an allegory

of "Courage Overthrowing the Hydra of Anarchy," which
was exhibited at the Salon in 1853, and promptly acquired

by the Emperor Napoleon. In 1859 he was introduced to

the house of Elkington, of Birminghaui and London, and
from that time to the day of his death his connection with
this eminent firm was steadily maintained. " Night and
Dreams " was the first work he produced for them, and
then followed the silver table presented by the town of

Birmingham as a marriage gift to the Princess of Wales
in 1863 ; the celebrated " ililton Sliield " in 1867 (now in

the South Kensington Museum) ; the vase, in silver and
iron, of " Music and Poetry," which, at the Salon of 1874,

gained the artist a third-class medal ; the " Helicon Vase "

—his masterpiece—in 1873, which, after exhibition in the

chief cities of Europe, has been presented to the Queen
as a Jubilee gift ; the dish of " A Pompeian Lady's
Toilette" at the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876—per-
ha]is the most constantly engraved example of all his

works ; the " Bunyau Shield " at the Paris Exhibition of

1878, which won him the Knighthood of the Legion of

Honour
;
and the Shaksperian plaques of " JIuch Ado

About Nothing," " The Merchant of Venice," and " The
ilerry Wives of Windsor." Besides these magna opera

there are many smaller and less important works, but the

majority so exquisite in character and execution that we
propose to return to them at a future time, and give our
readers the opportunity of judging for themselves of the

master's genius.

We regret also to liave to record the death of il. Edouard
Hamman, the Belgian artist and father of the animal painter

of that name ; of M. Frere (Bey), who was born in 1815,

and devoted himself to painting Oriental life and scenery,

obtaining second-class medals in 1848 and 1865 ; of M.
Charles Camino, the miniature-painter, who has exhibited

portraits and water-colours at the Salon for the past thirty

years, and was created Officer of the Legion of Honour a

year ago ; of M. Etienne Dumaige, whose statue of Eabelais

will be remembered by every visitor to the Salon of 188(1,

where it gained a second-class medal ; of Mr. William

!Mesfield, an architect of much taste, best known to the

general public by his plates of " Specimens of Jlediajval

Architecture;" and of "Claude Vignon " (JIme. Eouvier),

the successful author and sculptor, who has exhibited at

the Salon from 1852 onwards.
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SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

Those who aie interesterl in English tapestry may now
find some fine examples of the work executed at the Mort-

luke manufactory during its later period in the Textile

Court at the South Kensington Museum. The suite

—

which was formerly at Houghton Hall, Norfolk, and has

been lent to the museum by the Marquis of Cholmondeley

—

consists of full-length portraits of James I. and iiis Queen,
Clwrles I. and his Queen, and Christian IV. of Denmark :

the last appears to have been a subseciuent addition to the

other four. The dividing borders contain medallion por-

traits of Prince Charles (afterwards Charles I.), Pi'ince

Henry (his elder brother). Prince Charles (afterwards

Charles IL), James, Duke of York (afterwards James II.),

and Princess Elizabeth (afterwards Queen of Bohemia, and
known as the " Queen of Hearts "). The portraits of

James I. and jbine of Denmark are signed " F. P. fecit,

1672 :
" the latter is after the portrait by Paul Van Somer.

The collection of casts from the antique has been enriched

by copies of the Laocoon group at the Vatican ; the Venus
de Medici, the Wrestlers, and the Apollino, at the Uffizi

;

the Esquiline Venus, from the Capitol ; the head of Apollo

Belvedere, from the Vatican ; and the " Ares Ludovisi

"

(Mars and Cupid), from the Villa Ludovisi ; also by several

heads of llonian emperors from marbles in the British

Museum and at Munich. In the Architectural Court a

cast of the tine recumbent figure of Admiral Chabot, by

Jean Cousin, from the original in the Louvre, has also

been recently set up. At the top of one of the staircases,

near the Cruikshank drawings, is an interesting collection

of illustrated and other children's books, chiefly of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, some of which have
cuts by T. and J. Bewick, exhibited by the Rev. E. Pear-

son, of Cheltenham ; and a collection of horn-books, lent

by Mr. Kenneth It. H. Mackenzie.

French artists honour goes for much, and the demands of

the greatest of them are not proliiijitory.

DECORATION OF THE PARK HOTEL DE VILLE.

It is the intention of the Paris Municipal Council that

the decoration of the Hotel de Ville should be "a .standing

monument of French art as it is" in the last quarter of the

nineteenth century. With this view, the painting of the

grand stairca.se ceiling has been allotted to M. Delaunay—"the greatest contemporary painter," as lie is held by a

considerable and influential section of the French art-

imblic. To M. Jules Lefebvre, M. Bonnat, M. Bcsnard,

^M. Lauren.s, M. Cabanel, M. Boll, M. Cazin, M. Puvis de
Chavanncs, M. Benjamin-Constant, M. Gervex, and many
others, fall important schemes of decoration. When are

we in England likely to see an important |)ublic building

placed in the hands of an art-commission with a view to

adorn it with the finest of English talent '! But, then, with
j537

THE CRIPPLING OF THE CHANTEEV BEQUEST.

The decision of Mr. Justice North against the appeal of

the Royal Academy in the matter of the Chantrey Bccpiest

Fund proves the iualjility of the legal mind to adapt itself

to artistry. The judge has decided that no jiortion of

the annuity arising from the bequest of £90,<i(tO shall be
devoted to the purchase of statuary in material other than
bronze or marble, on the ground that such works in clay or

in wax are " unfinished," and therefore contrary to the

will. Considering that when the clay or wax has left the

artist's hands the remainder is, or should be, purely a work
f(ir the artisan, we fail to see how the work can be regarded

as otherwise than complete as a work of art, and we must
confess our surprise that the Academy thought fit even to

bring the matter under discussion at all. It is almost
as much as saying that the composer's work is unfinished

until the musician has rendered it on an instrument. A
clay statue when completed is beyond question a finished

work of art, so far as the artist is concerned, and we are

strongly of opinion, apart from the legal decision, that the

Academy might, without challenge, purchase such a work
and have it cast or carved themselves " for the sake of

permanency."

THE AKT AND CRAFTS EXHIBITION SOCIETV.

To "The Art and Crafts Exhibition Society," just
established under the presidency of Mr. Walter (^rane, a
hearty welcome must be extended ; it is an Association for

which we have waited too long. Its object is to assist in

the revival of the arts and handicrafts which has been
taking place of late years, and by giving the credit to those

who have designed the art-manufactures, but whose names
have hitherto been kept from jtublic notice, either by
accident or design, to afford the encouragement that is so
necessary to the develoimient of the greatest power and the
highest excellence in the artist. Among the adherents to

the new scheme arc such well-known men as Me.ssrs. Lewis
Day, William Morris, E. Jjurrre-Jone.s Ihingerford J'olleii,

Sedding, Sumner, Longden, Webb, Cariaril, and Onslow
Ford. An exhibition of w<Mks, in which the names of
artist, artificer, and manufacturer will bo separately given,
is to bo held in the autumn at thr New Callery in Regent
Street.

THE ART UNION OF LONDON.

The .\rt I'nion of London, whose annual report has
iieen lately issued, announce that its sub.scription list

amounted in 1887 to i;(i,20U, of which K2,iiH wa.s devoted
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to expenses. The total c-ompares well with thiit of £T)(»0 in

is:37, but ill with that of £12,900 five years later. It is to

he hoped that a greater measure of sujiport may be accorded

to it in the coming year, for the Union works much good,

especially in the provinces. The subject for next year's

plate is "True and Loyal ; or. When did you last see your

Father?" by Mr. Yeames, R.A., which hangs in the Walker

Art Gallery in Liverpool.

MINOR EXHIBITIOXS OF THE MOXTH.

Professor Herkomer lias long since proved himself to be

a facile and able draughtsman in water-colour. One of his

early triumphs in this country was a remarkably strong and

vigorous drawing in that medium of a Bavarian skittle-

alley. Those who remember " Light, Life, and jMelody " in

the Grosvenor of 1879, a veritable tow de force in water-

colour, will not be surprised at the exhibition of drawings

entitled " Around my Home," which is now open in Bond

Street. Professor Herkomer has painted with exquisite

feeling the country in tlie neighbourhood of his pretty home
near Bushey. Country lane.s, village streets, blossoming

orchards, and daisied meadows, are the scenes in which

the artist places his sturdy labourers, wearied tramps, and

merry school-children. Without exception the drawings

exhibit a franJ^ness and truthfulness which is beyond praise,

and the majority have a tinge of quaint humour. It is

easy to see that every line is drawn direct from Nature, and

yet there is throughout a subtle suggestion of Fred Walker.

The exhibition is a small one, and all the drawings are

worthy attention. There is therefore no need on our part

to particularise.

At Messr.s. Obach's gallery there has been an altogether

admirable collection of French and Dutch pictures which

belong for the most part to the school that delights in

" tones and values." J.-F. Millet is represented by a

rugged, powerful picture of a French peasant woman, en-

titled ' La Maternite," and by two sketches. There are

two small masterpieces by Meis.sonier, an excellent For-

tuny, as well as several canvases by Corot, Troyon, and
Daubigny. Among some interesting pictures by Diaz is

his " La De.scente des Bohemiens," which was exhibited in

the Salon as long ago as 184-1. Of the Dutch pictures the

most noteworthy are the landscapes of !Mauve, an artist

whose career has only recently been closed by death, and a

masterly drawing by Israels.

Kakemonos, or hanging pictures, are one of the most

interesting products of Japanese art. They correspond as

nearly as possible to the framed pictures with which we
decorate the walls of our houses. They are not, however,

permanent decorations ; that is to say, they vary according

to the time of year. In the winter, for instance, winter

scenes are unrolled ; while brilliant representations of

flowers and birds are set apart for the summer. It is not

long since an excellent collection of Kakemonos was added
to our national treasures. And now a large number of them
are to be seen at Messrs. Dowdeswell's gallery in Bond
Street. In some respects the latter collection is a worthy

supplement to that in the White Wing in the British

Museum. We notice in the pictures contained in it all

the appreciation of decorative effect and the decision of

drawing that we have learnt to look for in Japanese paint-

ing. The majority of them, however, are so badly hung
as to be barely visible ; and though they are admirably

catalogued according to the schools to which they belong.

no attempt at a proper classification has been made in

the gallery.

There has been on view at Mr. Yokins' gallery, in Baker
Street, a meritorious collection of water-colour drawings.

The majority of them are the work of the late John Steeple,

whose sketches of Wales and Scotland are already well

known. They are straightforward, honest transcripts from
nature, and entjrely English in feeling, belonging to a period

antecedent to " Impressionism," when the English school

was not yet "in peril." Of the rest, Ernest Dade's "Fishing
Boats, Scarborough," and two sketches by Nelson Dawson,
are the most noticeable.

EEVIEWiS.

The " Echoes of Hellas," just issued (ilarcus Ward and
Co.), is in its way one of the most remarkable and admirable

publications of the year. It is in two volumes : the first,

I^rofessor Warr's arrangement of "The Tale of Troy "' and
" The Story of Orestes," selected and abridged, and accom-
panied with profuse illustrations by 'Sh: Walter Crane

;

and the second, the music (arranged for the pianoforte) by
:Mr. Otto Goldschmidt, Mr. jMalcolm Lawson, Mr. Walter
Parratt, and Dr. Monk. The whole work, it will be seen,

is thus founded on Sir Frederick Leighton's celebrated

tableau, which was given at the Prince's Hall, in Piccadilly,

two years ago. It would be out of place to discuss here

either the composition of the musicians or the scholarly

and poetical rendering of Professor Warr ; full justice was
accorded them at the time of their first production. We
hasten, therefore, to ilr. Walter Crane's share in this

beautiful production, and must confess to having been

fairly astonished at his fertility of design, his wealth of

resource, and his facile adaptation of the Greek manner
as well as Greek forms to the necessities of his design and
ornamentation. Three of the designs are adaptecl from
drawings by Sir Frederick Leighton, Mr. AVatts, and 'Sh:

Holiday, but the whole of the eighty designs are strikingly

original, and many of them being printed in red and black,

the result is of a highly-decorative character. The designs

take the form of full-page illustrations, borders, liead-pieces,

and decorations, now down the side of the page, now
meandering across it, the whole of it more or less classical

in character. Almost the only respect in which Mr. Crane
has occasionally failed is in the drawing of the women's
hands, which are often too masculine in character ; but
this, no doubt, is partly owing to the fact that the designs

are printed from lithographic stones, the Hues from which
are heavy. The work is highly creditable to all concerned

—not only to the artist, but also to the publishers, who, we
understand, are handing over the jirofits of the edition

(which is strictly limited in numbers) to the building

fund in connection with the Ladies' Department of King's

College.

The second part of the "Archives du Musee des jMonuments
Franc^ais" (Paris: E. Plon, Nourrit et Cie.) has just ap-

peared. The work is produced under the direction of the

Commission appointed for making an inventory of the

art-treasures of France—a valuable and useful under-

taking, instituted by the Administration of Fine Arts in

Paris. This museum was estalilished at the Convent of

the Petits Augustins during the Kevolution, when, it is

said, more than twelve hundred pieces of sculpture were

saved from churches, palaces, and various religious estab-

lishments, and placed there by Alexandre Lenoir. Some
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(if these were afterwards returned to their original positions,

others were distributed among Versailles, St. Denis, or the

Ltiuvre, while a few remain at the Beaux-Arts, erected on

the site of the convent. Lenoir's son, M. Albert Lenoir

—assisted by M. Paul Mantz, M. Jouin, and others—has

united in this volume the unpublished, but ofiicial, docu-

ments left by his father, relating to all the works of art for

which he was in any way responsible, the papers covering

the period e.xtending from 179ii to 1S(I2. When will some

such work be undertaken in England ? Such a catalogue

—

even if providing only slight indications, without pretend-

ing to deal in any w-ay exhaustively with the untold art-

treasures in this country—would, we believe, attbrd some

striking revelations ; while in effect it would be a powerful

agent in the matter of art-education, apart from its purely

artistic and historical value.

It is a pity that Professor Attwell, who has a fair reputa-

tion in letters, has meddled with matters pictorial, in respect

to which his knowledge is neither exact nor sufficient. His

charitable wish to help the "uninitiated visitor" to the

National Gallery is not enough to justify the production

of the shallow and crude text of " The Italian ^Masters
;

with sjiecial reference to the Italian Pictures in the

National ( iallcry " (Sampson Low and Co.). In nearly every

l)age the incompetence of the writer is revealed, not only

by very loose terminology, but also by general inexactness,

the reverse of scientific. Professor Attwell would surely

resent as an impertinence the ambition of a musician, who

was nothing else, to deal with matters etymological ; and

although he, an expert in English, might be called in to

decide if Ua Vinci was right in the accuracy of his his-

torical illustrations, that kind of knowledge is not sufficient

to enable him to decide which is the better " Vierge aux

Rochers"—that in tlie National Gallery or the other in the

Louvre. What shall be said of a writer who on the very

threshold of his .stage stumbles overthatterribleword(7««nvw-

curo, and thus confounds its meaning 1—" This Italian term

is composed of two words, the one meaning light, the other

darkness or shadow. It signifies the art of imitating the

effect of light illumining the .surfaces on wdiich it falls,

while it leaves in shadow those which are not immediately

reached liy its rays." If Professor Attwell were not a better

man of letters than au art-critic, he could never claim the

world's gratitude for his terminology. It is not our business

to instruct a literary gentleman in chiaroscuro, especially as

words alone would not serve, but we may warn him that the

term in question is very imperfectly expounded by words

that are rightly applied to the truthful representation of light

and shade. This, to put it very crudely, is Imt a part of

r/iiaroscuri) (not, artistically speaking, es.sential to it at all)

which refers to the harmonious balancing and relationship

o-f tones, which are essential, especially when tints are

tran.slated into black and white. Of all the elements of

art proper, chiaronna-o is that which has the least to

do with " imitating " the effect of light or anything else.

Morbidezm, which he also explains, is much more than " a

term a]iiilicil in art to what appears supple and tender

—especially in the delicate llesh of women and children."

To the toughest old saint of Tintoret, or Siiagnoletto's most

wiry " St. .Jeronu>,'' morhifle::a ap))lios as justly as to the

Venusvs of Ruben.s, and the carnal displays in every stage

of youth and beauty of Titian, Palma Vecchio, Bronzino,

Reynolds, Velasquez, and Van Dyck. But it is not needful

to enter high regions of critici.sm to justify us in suggesting

to Professor Attwell the advisableness of withdrawing his

well-meant essay beyond the reach of those who, "hungry"

themselves, care little for " requests of friends." But if

he will rush on his fate, and continue to act as a guide in

public galleries, we trust he will blot the word " imitation
"

from his art vocabulary. It is a terra, like iiinrhidena and

r/iiaroscuro, he knows not the weight of.

There is no more accomplished and intelligent designer

than Mr. Lewis F. Day, so that his two little text-books on
" The Anatomy of Pattern " and " The Planning of Orna-

ment " (B. T. Batsford) w-ould, under any circumstances,

command respect. But, in point of fact, Mr. Day handles

his subject with more clearness, more conciseness, and—no

small consideration—publishes the result at greater cheap-

ness than others have hitherto done. He brings common
sense to guide taste and the simplest geometry to determine

pattern. It is a happy thought, in the former volume, to

dissect the most elaborate jiatterns—arabesques and Gothic

traceries—and lay bare before the student their anatomy

and skeletons, reducing all alike to rule of three and, prac-

tically, to rule of thumb. The second volume contains

a considerable number of excellent designs, from which,

however, we gather that the Gothic has no great charm

for the author. But, in the result, the subject is treated

so logically and attractively that the little handbooks will

be of the greatest use to every designer and ornamental

draughtsman.

Mr. Whistler's " Ten O'Clock" (Chatto and Windus) has

been printed, and to those who can enjoy a (juaintly and

daintily-written lecture, without being particular as to

matter, it wdl be very welcome. But to those who look

for common sense, and are not satisfied with quasi-Biblical

diction, with pretty fancy and aptly-turned truism, it will be

a disappointment. Having invented a scene in which the

origin of art occurs, Mr. Whistler builds up his arguments

on that insecure basis, and proceeds to talk thoughtlessly,

saying, for examjile, " There never was an art-loving nation,"

and " there never was an artistic period.'' ^\'hat purpose ho

can liojie to serve by thus flying in the face of historic fact

we are at a loss to imagine. He further declares that art

cannot by any possibility be meant for or evcu understood

by the people, who can have nothing whatever to do with

it, and that both art and the public must sutler by being

brought into contact. If Jlr. Whistler were to cease

from talking foolishly, and were to keep " invention " and
" imagination " for his pictures, lie would lay both the

artistic and literary worlds under a deep debt of grati-

tude. He is a superb etcher, and, at rare intervals, a fino

painter. Is not that enough ? It will certainly do his re-

jiutation no good to continue posing as an artistico-literary

farceur.

M. Ernest Lefdbvre's handsome little vobune, "Broderie

ct Dentelles" (Paris : Quar.tin), the new number of the

BibliothtMiuc do rKnseignment des Heaux-.\rts series, treats

of cndiroidery and lace from a strictly French point of view.

Under no other circumstances could the chapters on em-

broidery, entitled " From the Sixteenth Century to the

Death of Louis XIV." and "From Louis XV. to our own

Times," respectively, be accepted as epochs in the history of

the art. M. Lefebvre is so pre-eminently patriotic, that

he can only regard the Venetian jwints of the middle of

the .seventeenth century in so far as they entered int(j com-

petition with the native productions of France. 'I'hus ho

tells us that " Venice had monopolised not only the iiroduc-

tion of the finest point laces, but the whole trade as well

;

the sum totalled by the .sales to the Court of France—at

that time the centre of every elegance—was enormous."
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M. Lef^bvre's sympathies are again apparent when discuss-

ing Raphael's designs as applied to embroideiy. The
non-Gallic reader encountering the statement, " We are

so fortunate as to possess at Paris a work, for which he

(liaphael) furnished the design," will seek in vain to dis-

cover the source of the joy in which he is so confidently

invited to participate. Divested of its ambitious title, the

book presents what may be considered a fairly satisfactory

sketch of the history of embroidery in France. A hand-
book whieli neither contains even a reference to the em-
broideries of Portugal, Crete, Bulgaria, Turkey, or Manilla,

nor knows Miss Linton, cannot pretend to treat its subject

exhaustively or even properly. The consideration of needle-

work in England occupies but a few pages, and desi)ite

tlie fact that the information therein is given at second-

hand, we are treated to such mistakes as " Cantorbery

"

and " Guardner Wilkinson ;" whilst it is certainly unkind,

having regard to municipal politics, to draw attention to

the " Broderie du drap mortuaire de la corporation des

Fishmongers de Londres." M. Lefebvre is more at home
when discoursing on lace. Unfortunately, however, as a

tragic actor generally conceives himself born with a bent

for the comic, so the author, a maker of lace, devotes him-

self nearly exclusively to the historical side of his subject,

almo.st totally ignoring those details of manufacture he is

so well qualified to give, and without which such a hand-
book loses much of its value. It is incorrect to assign the

manufacture of drawn linen solely to Turkey ; and when
considering modern lace reference should have been made
to the lioyal Lace Manufactory of Venice, which is under
the iiresidency of the Queen of Italy, and gives employ-
ment to nearly 201) women. Again, a lac of rupees is a

i|uarter of a million of francs, not twenty-five millions
;

while the old lace pattern-books referred to could hardly

have first appeareil both in l.jOO and 1.527, as stated in

different parts of the book. Still, this little work must be
welcomed as, in some respects, a valuable contribution to

the literature of what is practically an unworked field of

labour, being a storehouse of facts and information. It is

a matter of regret, liowever, that its involved arrangement
and limited purview, combined with the absence of an
adequate index, materially lessens its value to the amateur
as a work of reference. A word of praise is due to the

illustrations, which are numerous and adeipiate.

NOTABILIA.

The existence of a new art industry has been discovered

in Paris. This consists of a factory of tattered historical

flags which have braved the battle and the breeze ; the

embroideries, faded colours, and paintings being all mar-
vellously reproduced. The names of M. Meissonier and M.
Bapst are mentioned in connection witli the di.scovery.

The alleged discovery of a masterpiece by ^lemling in

New Orleans has excited great interest in that city. The
work, ^\hich represents the " Flagellation of Christ," is

painted on panel, and was discovered under another paint-

ing that was glued to it. It is said to have been taken

to America by a French officer, who knew of its having

been stolen from the collection of the King of the Nether-

lands.

Following close on an exhibition of the great French
caricaturists is that of the drawings and sketches of Victor

Hugo. There is little doubt but that, had he devoted

himself to the pencil instead of the pen, Hugo might have

become as great a draughtsman as he was an author. In

his caricatures he was more often bitter and .sarcastic than
humorous, while the richne.ss of his imagination and the
fecundity of his design are more comparable with those of

Gustave Dor6 than of any other man.

The contest between the jiain(ed-g\ass and coluiired-

glass factions is reaching an acute stage, owing to the
recent discovery of the failure of several important
windows. Canon Lonsdale's strictures in the Times have
been met by Jlr. Philip Newman, who, in the course of a
paper on " The permanence of modern stained-glass paint-

ing," declares that decay only occurs where improper
materials have been used, and that a pigment has been
discovered which practically " defies time aud the insidious

work of the sulphur-laden atmosphere." To this uiatter

we intend to return more fully at au early o]iportunity.

The election of Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, R.A., into the
inner fold of the Royal Academy is another proof of the

anxiety of the Institution to recognise the immense im-
provement that has taken place in English sculpture within
the last few years. It is but a very few years ago that,

with but a few exceptions, sculpture was thought good
enough only for portraiture, save when the suave Greek
ideals were repeated in the figures of Venuses and Apollos

(td juiuseam. At last, however, thanks to the infiuence of

the great French school of Sculpture, sculptors have of

late been asserting their imagination iu design and their

individuality in execution. The imaginative realism, if

one may call it .so, has taken the place of the stereotyped

ideal, and English sculpture is consequently at a higher stage

of development than it has ever been before. The recent

official recognition of the power of poetry of such men as

Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, Mr.. Alfred Gilbert, and Mr. Onslow
Ford is satisfactory enough ; and when we see the certain

advance towards the same goal of Mr. Stirling Lee, Mr.
Havard Thomas, and others, the outlook of sculjiture in

England is indeed promising.

OBITUARY.

We regret to have to record the death of M. Philippe

F^lix Dupuis, who was shot in a duel of his own pro-

vocation by the weapon of his choice. He died at the

hand of M. Habert, the art-critic, at the age of sixty-four.

!M. Dupuis was a gein-e and portrait jiainter, the most interest-

ing of his works being perhaps his portrait of Sir Frederick

Leighton in the Salon of 1880, and "The Lake" (insiiired

by Lamartine's poem), in the present exhibition. The
deaths have also occurred of Jlr. H. P. Riviere, A.R.W.S.,

chierty famous for his drawings of the churches, ruins, and
landscape of Rome and the Campagna ; of M. Castagnary,

whose appointment as Director of the Beaux-Arts we an-

nounced a few months ago ; of M. Allemand, land.scape

artist, who obtained distinction in the Salon of 1882 ; of

M. Saint-Jean, sculptor, who gained a second class medal
in 1870 for the group of "Cupid and Psyche ;" of the en-

graver, M. Gustave Bertinot, whose princijial works after

Vaudyck and other masters brought him many otticial re-

cognitions, and carried him into the Academie des Beaux-
Arts in 1878 ; and of Mr. M. H. Bloxam, the author

of " The Principles of Ecclesiastical Gothic Architecture,"

and other standard works on kindred subjects. Mr. Blox-

ham, a nephew of Sir Thomas Lawrence, was a native of

Rugby, and devoted his long life to archieology and archi-

tecture.
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A "NATIONAL MOVEMENT IN ART.

Tli3 cstabli.sliinent of the "National Association for the

Advancement of Art and its Ai)plication to Industry" is an

event of the highest importance, if only the new society be

not permitted by its conductors to fritter away its strength

in reading many papers and in making many speeches. Its

object, as we understand it, is to unite the present forces

of the art-world—whether art-producer, art-manufacturer,

art-purchaser, art-writer, or art-lover—and to educate the

public and improve its taste by placing before it good art

and sensible common-sense views, discarding the hystei'ical,

the incompetent, and the false. The only persons likely to

suffer from the combination are the " shoddy-designers,"

the importers, and the middlemen ; but from the personal

contact of designer and manufacturer, of ai'tist and public,

nothing but good can result. An exhibition of good design

must necessarily be an adjunct of each meeting if any

good is to result, and the congresses—the first of which,

under the presidency of Sir Frederick Leighton, is to be

held in Liverpool in November ne.xt— nuist consist of some-

thing else than words. At present all promises exceedingly

well. The six Sections of Painting, Sculpture, Architec-

ture, Applied Art, Art History and iluseums, and National

and Municipal Encouragement of Art, have as their respec-

tive ])residents Messrs. Alma-Tademn, R.A., Alfred Gilbert,

A.R.A., AitehLson, A.R.A., Walter Crane, Sidney Colvin,

and A. J. Mundella, M.P. The vice-presidents include the

Earls of Derby, Pembroke, and Wharncliffe, Lord lionald

Gower, Sir A. H. Layard, Sir J. E. Milhiis, Sir Andrew T!.

Walker, and Messrs. Arthur Balfour, llolford, and David

Plunkct. The Central Committee is also a strong one,

counting among its members Messrs. Humphry Ward,

E. .1. Poynter, K.A., Cosmo Monkhouse, Cyril Flower,

Edmund Gosse, R. A. M. Stevenson, George Scharf, and

Professor Herkomer, A.R.A. In addition to these are Mr.

Philip Rathbone and Mr. Henry Rensburg, to whom,
together with Professor Conway, the honorary secretary,

the credit of the new society is chiefly due. Mr. W. Cuth-

bert Quilter, JI.P., is the treasurer.

THE CII.V.NTUEY BEQUIiST.

The pictures that have been purcliased this year by the

Council of the Royal Academy in accordance with the terms

of the Chantrey Reciuest are :— ilr. Vicat Cole's " Pool

(if London," Mr. W. Logsdail's " St. Martin'.s-in-tlie-Fields,"

Mr. Adrian Stokes's " LTpland and Sky," and Mr. Frank

Bramley's "A Hopeless Dawn." It is now twelve years

since the Academy was first enabled to take advantage

of (!hantrey's generosity. Since 1877 forty-five works

of art— only live of them sculptured — have been acquired

and publicly exhibited. Upon the jmrchase of these

works about £.30,000 has been spent, that is to say, the

whole collection has cost considerably less than half the

priee paid for the great Raphael in the National Gal-

lery. Only one artist has been honoured by having two

pictures bought out of the Chantrey fnnd—Mr. Joseph

Clark, whose " Early Promise " and " Mother's Darling
"

were bought in 1877 and 188.') respectively. It is curious

to notice how custom has narrowed the interpretation of

Chantrey's will, the terms of which are, in reality, as broad

as yjossible. iVccording to the conditions imposed upon the

.\cademy by our great sculptor, the works of deceased or

living artists may be bought, provided they have been com-

pleted within the shores of Great I'ritain, and were not or-

dered or commissioned by the Council ; and a further proviso

is added, to the efl'ect that personal sympathy for the artist

or his family is to have no weight whatever. These con-

ditions have been complied with in a somewhat limited

sense. The popular impression that the jiictures purchased

out of the Chantrey fund must be exhibited at the Royal

Academy, and purchased the year of their exhibition, is

almost justified by events. Except in the case of one or two
pictures, such as Mr. Watts's " Psyche" and Mr. Strudwick's
" Thread of Gold," which wore exhibited at the (irosvenor,

tlie Council of the Academy have not looked beyond the

walls of Burlington House. Nor do they .seem to have

bought any work by a deceased artist with the exception

of the first—that by Hilton. There can be no doubt

that the administration of such a fund as the Chantrey

Beciuest is a task of e.xtreme difficulty, and on the

whole it nuist be confessed that the Academy has dis-

played considerable tact in its performance. We may,

perhaps, regret that in making its selection it has not

sometimes gone rather further alield, and that it has more

than once, as in the case of an important purchase this

year, followed the ])opular rather than tlie artistic voice.

But full allowance should be made for the tlelicacy of their

liosition. The charge that the Council is acting tillra vires

in ac([uiring pictures by Academicians or artists advanced

in year.s, is purely fanciful. Its duty consists solely in

buying the best works it can with the money at its dis-

posal, and in forming a collection which shall contriliute,

not to the amusement of the public, but to the establish-

ment of a sound taste in artistic matters, and to the en-

couragement of both painters and sculptors.

THE KOVAt. SOCIETY OF HUITISH ARTISTS.

The "unholy alliance" between Mr. Whistler and the

Royal Society of British Artists has been rougiily severed

by the ejection of that gentleman from the iiresidential

cliair, and the setting up of Mr. Wykc Bayliss in his jiiace.

Whether .Mr. Whistler's jHilicy was as offensive in its methods
and as disa-itrons in its consetpiences as the victorious party
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declare, we need liardly trouble ourselves to inquire ; we

only know that the result followed a struggle of exceed-

ing bitterness, and that some weeks ago a resolution calling

on Mr. AVhistler to resign his membership in that society

altogether would have been carried but for his own casting-

vote. That a strong minority protested against the action

of the majority may be judged by the list of those who
have joined ilr. Whistler in resigning their positions in the

society :—Messrs. Girardot, A. Grace, J. E. Grace, Arthur

Hill, .Jacomb Hood, Aubrey Hunt, Francis James, Charles

Keeiie, Lindner, Llewellyn, Ludby, Ludovici, jun., Maclean,

Macnab, Eison, Rou.ssel, Shannon, Starr, Alfred Stevens,

Story, Symons, Timrnley, and .J. D. ^yatson. It remains

to be seen if ^Ir. Wyke Rayliss, well known for his cheerful

catliedral-interiors and for hi.s pamphlets upon matters of

art, can replace these members by better and more com-

plaisant ones, and restore the society to its original condi-

tion of prosperity and capacity. If not, we fear that the

institution is doomed to dissolution.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

It is hardly too much to say that Me.ssrs. Cassell's e.xhi-

bition recently held at the ilemorial Hall, in Farringdon

Street, is the only opportunity offered to the art-public of

forming a fair judgment of the progress and condition of

" black-and-white " work in England. That commerce is

at the bottom of the exhibition does not detract from its

usefulness ; it is only here that the great army of art-

workers for the printing-press can display their skill to the

public without the intervention of the engraver. The
names of the artists included nearly all the principal of

those who make black-and-white a speciality, whether in

wa-sh or line, whether serious or humorous in character.

The collection of pictures at the Italian Exhibition is

fairly representative. Although certain well-known names

are absent, an excellent opportunity now presents itself of

studying whatever is good or bad in Italian art. Many
of the painters of modern Italy seem to be absolutely op-

pressed by the gorgeous colouring and picturesque effects

of their every-day life. Unable to make a selection from

the brilliant .scenes which surround them, they too often

attempt to put all they see on their canvas, wdth the result

that their achievement falls short of their design. How-
ever, among much that is garish and pretentious are many
works of distinct merit, and fortunately the hanging com-

mittee have, in a great measure, separated the wheat from

the chatF. The .school of Milan occupies two rooms by

itself, and these two rooms contain a full collection of

pictures by Segantini, Cremona, and ^[orbelli. The works

of the Milanese artists are especially interesting to us just

now, for they prove that the Italian school is in no less

" peril" than the English ; that is to say, they are painted,

one and all, under modern French influence. Look at

Segantini's "Ave Maria," for instance, or his exquisite

water-colour drawing, called " May," and you will see at

once how thoroughly the artist is dominated by the spirit

of ilillet. From the admirable series of pictures lent by

-tlie Italian Government we may learn of what the mere
academic school is capable. For the rest, Favretto is re-

jiresented by three or four exceptionally brilliant canvases
;

while Ferroni's masteriiiece, " Before the Siiuall,'' and the

liictures by Faldi, !Mariani, Vegetti, Cabianca, Borsini, and

Costa should not be overlooked.

The sculptors of Italy have carried " realism," in tlie

bad sense of the term, to the utmost limits of vulgarity.

and we must confess that the impression left upon our

minds by the exhibition of sculpture at Kensington is

one of artificial flower.?, lace frills, and puli.shed waistcoat

buttons in marble. The works of Focardi naturally occupy

a prominent place. This artist is po.ssessed of so great

technical skill that his cheap liumour, and cheaper senti-

ment, are all the more distasteful to us. He is the artist of

the penny periodical or advertisement hoarding, a«d ought

not to work in any medium so durable even as terra-cotta.

But a few distinctly flue works are to be seen. Ferrari's

classical statues are admirable in their w-ay ; while the

figures by Monteverde and Andreoni demand attention,

whatever our opinion of them may be. Of the small

bronzes, in the production of which Italian sculptors piar-

ticularly excel, Pisani's "Early in the Morning" is perhaps

tlie best.

A small collection of the works of the gifted brothers

Maris has been on exhibition at theGoupil Gallery in Bond
Street. The style of James ilaris is the most vigorous and
complete. His pictures of Dutch towns, low in tone and
full of atmosphere, are admirable. The bent of his genius

is no doubt towards landscape, but he is by no means un-

succes.sful in figure -painting, as is proved by the canvas

entitled, "At the Piano.'' Of his two brothers, William is

a skilful painter of animals ; while ilatthew, in a few

brilliant pictures, shows that he has caught something of

the spirit of the old Dutch masters. W^e scarcely know to

which we should give the greater praise—the oil-paintings

or water-colour drawings. All are excellent and deserve

careful examination and study.

REVIEWS.

Chinese art has at length received the honour of a

volume to itself in the excellent manual by il. Paleologue,

published by the Maison Quantin. This gentleman, who
was for some time attached to the French Embassy in

Pekin, had ample opportunity for the study of the subject,

while assistance was enthusiastically accorded him by several

Chinese gentlemen interested in the work, and by such

well-known collectors as MM. Bing, Louis Gonse, and
others. " L'Art Chinois," as the book is called, is in no

sense a collector's manual. Witliin the limit of three

hundred pages it deals not only with the pictorial and
plastic arts, but also with architecture, metal-work, pottery,

glass, enamels, and lacquer, tracing its outline and general

characteristics, and following it from its origin as derived

from India, Arabia, Persia, and so forth, into its various

developments. In many respects the chapter on painting

is the most interesting, though there is not very much that

is entirely novel to English readers who know where to

obtain their information, but the epochs have been classi-

fied with intelligence and explained with clearnes.s, while

the pictorial reproductions in this chapter are more satis-

factory than those in the rest of the book. The student

who wishes to obtain a fairer idea of Chinese art in its

entirety than has hitherto been possible cannot do better

than consult this excellent little volume.

As Miss JIcLauglilin justly observes, in her " Painting

in Oil " (Cincinnati : Kobert Clarke and Co.), " it is

scarcely more than ten years since the school of the ' Im-
pressionists' forced it.self into public recognition," and now
it has a handbook all to it.self. So enthusiastic an admirer

of the new school is Miss McLaughlin th.it she believes

that, " while some of its votaries have carried the expression

of their ideas to the verge of sensational extravagance.
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others, adding a noble teohnique to correct drawing, have

prciduced works which will lilt the pictorial art to a Iiiglier

l)l;ine than it has ever occujned before.' Thi.s i.s, indeed,

cheerful news for us moderns, and enaljles us to look with

pitying contempt on the old masters who had the mis-

fortune of working before impressionism was invented. For

the benefit of those persons who are not well acquainted with

the terminology of modern art, it may be as well to explain

what are the tenets of this newest school. To its followers

the whole merit of a picture consists iu reproducing the

most superficial aspect of any scene in nature—the sort of

aspect that is revealed by a momentary glance. The choice

of a scene is quite unimportant ; to the fanatics of the

school the only essential of a good sul)ject is that it should

be ugly. There i.s, of course, something to be said for this

view of art
;
general truth of effect is a very important

thing, and is apt to be neglected by painters who linger

lovingly over detail. But still there is a little more, as a

rule, to be got out of a scene than can be taken in at the

first glance, and this something more contains very often the

real interest and beauty of the scene. The technical instruc-

tions given in this little book are in the true spirit of the

school, and consequently somewhat incomplete. Tints are

to be laid in touches or patches of colour like the separate

pieces of a mo.saic. They are not to be worked into each

other, as in the old method, by an insensible gradation—for

then the whole becomes " an inane painting smear." It

may be objected to this that tints in nature are certainly

very often blended by an insensible gradation. So why
not in a picture] The color "must be mixed as little

as possible, and never overworked." If the painting " will

not come right, it woidd be better to scrajie the paint

off and begin again, than to risk sullying the colours Iiy

overworking." And so on. Not a bad method, especially

for beginners ; but if it is to be taken literally it is a very

limited one—one that would no more have sufficed to

produce the really fine pictures of the world than an

oratorio can be played on a penny whistle. Let the student

begin with this by all means ; he will very soon find out

that liis painted mosaic is a very rough-and-ready way of

rendering the infinite delicacy and variety of nature. In

fact, the impressionist stops where really fine painting

begins. His work, if good of its kind, would be an ad-

mirable foundation for a picture—indeed, it would be a

very good rule to begin every picture in the impressionist

style, but to leave oft' tlicn is really to give up too much.

There is one important point on which Miss McLaughlin is

very sound— this is the question of "impasto." She is also

very wise in insisting on careful drawing, a matter in which

the impressionists are apt to be somewhat careless. The
actual technical instruction takes up but a small portion of

the handbook; the rest is devoted to a sketch of the modern
theory of colour, very incomplete, but correct enongh as far

as it goes ; and to a rather elaborate discussion of tlie

stability of the different pigments. Here Miss McLaughlin

seems to have con.sulted the best authorities, who, un-

fortunately, differ a good deal on some important points
;

Ijut, at any rate, the chapters on this subject are carefully

written and ought to be valuable.

In "Pictures of East -Vnnlian Life" (Sampson Low
and Co.) Mr. P. H. Emerson has produced a really valuable

work. His text, descriptive of the life, supci'stitiuns, and

character of Suffolk peasantry and fisherfolk, their stories

of the land and stories of the se;i, are all of the greatest

interest, and in many cases liave the merit due to original

inquiry and research. But it is as a picture-book that it

claims chief attention, for !Mr. Emerson, one of the fore-

most, and in some respects one of the most successful, of

living photographers, has illustrated his large work witli

thirty-two photogravures from his negatives, as well as a
number of process block.s. The latter, almost without ex-

ception, are very poor, but the full-page plates are often

of the highest merit. Their reproduction has been entrusted

to the Autotype Company and the Typographic-Etching

Company, while one is the work of Walker and Soutall.

The latter plate, called " Leafless March," is one of the

very best in the book. The Autotype Company has not

been so successful as its rival in the production of the

pictures, but this may possibly be, in some respects, the

fault of the negatives themselves. " The Clay Mill," and

especially " The Hnynuiker with Hake," are so good in tone

that they almost suggest the work of Millet. " Where
Winds the Dike " reminds the spectator-' of Corot, and
" The Farm by the Broad " might almost have been taken

from a picture by Jlr. Leader. These are some of the

successes of the book, in which, however, there are failures

too. To the artist the chief value and instruction of the

volume are to be found in the limits of the art of i)hoto-

graphy here proclaimed as a means of pictorial illustration.

As a specimen of the good jirintiiig of Ceorge Falkner

and Sons of Manchester, the "Pictorial Record" of the

Manchester Jubilee Exhibition (J. E. Cornish) is to be

highly commended, but as a trustworthy work of .reference

—as regards the details in the art chapters, at least— it

does not shine. Mr. Harris's chapter on English Art

during the Queen's Reign is good criticism, though he

is shaky about the spelling of the names of Velasquez,

Yandevelde, and Briton Riviere. He talks about the
" Babylonish Marriage Market," and calls attention to " the

sick swoon of the senses in the madness of farewell" in

Mr. Madox Brown's " Borneo and Juliet," and characterises

Turner's "Rain, Speed, and Steam" as "a magnificent

ajiocalyptic opium dream." Mr. Tomlinson's chapter on

Sculpture is also fair review, but here mistakes are also

apparent with reference to Mr. Onslow Ford and Mr.

Brock. As a memento of the Exhibition, however, the

book is acceptable.

The Librairie de I'Art has not been well advised iu

publishing the alphabets of De Bry, M. F.lninann, JI.

Habert-Dys, and M. Preisler. But few of them cimfiirm to

the rules of decorative art, and fewer still to common sense,

though of taste there is not a little. In the first-named

alphabet, for instance, we have an ^f with iloses holding

his tablets of stone astride on one bar, A'mus m\ another,

Cupid above, an owl on one hand, and a jmrrot on the

other, with tasselled cords connecting them all, and tying

up a sumptuous dessert of fruit and cucundier.s. The
letter A sujiports Adam and l']vo ; on its cross-bar is a

female Satan, who looks down through the branches of an
overshadowing tree, while from the roots of the letter are

suspended the .Arms of Cierniany ; and .so forth. The chief

fault of M. Ehrmann's alphabet consists in the undue con-

nection between the conventional letters and the realistic

nude figures engaged in all kinds of vigorous emjiloyments.

These figures are, however, beautifully drawn, and display

an energy and a facility that would better be enqiloyed in

pictorial art. The aliihabct of M. Habert-Dys has been

admirably engraved ; indeed, the wood-culting is far be-

yond the merits of the artist's ill-controlled and illogical

fancy. The chief peculiarity of Preisler's extremely Horiil

designs lies in the mystery attaching to the letters, which
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in many cases absolutely require the context to enable the

reader to identify them. They are, however, extremely

ingenious and full of beautiful curves. It is to lie hoped

that the promised reproductions from the works of Eanson,

Salambier, Bi^rain, and others will be better chosen than

these.

Two new monthly reviews, both deiding largely with art,

have made their appearance. The first, the ,SVvi/?i.sA A>'f

Hevieu; aims at eventually being the spoken word of the

artist addressed to the public without the intervention of

the journalist. In the meantime, Mr. Hamilton Bruce

(neither artist nor journalist) discus.ses the foreign loan

pictures at the Gla.sgow E.xhibition, and without "giving

reasons," calls seven of them "'good" and fifteen "fine"—all

in one page of text. The review is beautifully printed and

produced, on the model of The ,M.\g.\zine of Aet—and
what higher ] iraise can we accord l

'Sh: Harry Quilter's Universal Eeview has certainly

taken the lead of all its contemporaries in the general

interest of its contents and the popularity of its writers.

With respect to the illustrations, which constitute a leading

feature, those by Mr. Sandys and Iiossetti, which form the

frontispieces, are admirably reproduced by the Autotype

Company—especially "La Bella Mano," of Ros.setti. The

illustrations in the text are not so happy—they are some-

times too large for the page, and sometimes, moreover, ama-

teurish and ill-drawn : we refer particularly to those by j\I.

Schlobach. But the process reproductions are excellent in

themselves, and are besides a great leavener to the review.

!Mr. Quilter's slashing criticisms, too, are most refreshing,

whether the reader agrees with tliem or not.

been seen at the Pioyal Academy. Mr. Brock's statue is

distinguished by its dignity and simplicity. Statues of

General Gordon by the late Jlr. Stuart Burnett, R.S.A.,

and of William Wallace by Mr. G. Steven.son, A.E.S.A.,

have also been erected at .Vberdeen.

The lecture delivered by Professor Fenollosa before the

Kangakai of Japan has just been printed by Tingling and

Co.. of Liverpool. The profe.ssor, as we explained a month

or two ago, recently headed a Japanese Commission ap-

pointed to e.xamine Euroiiean art on the spot and to re-

port upon it, and arrived at the conclusion that the true

fountain of art bubbles forth only in the Land of the

Basing Sun !

On Wednesday, the 6tli of June, the whole of the jiic-

tures, water-colour drawings, and .sketches of the late Mr.

J. W. Inchbold were sold by auction at the rooms of Messrs.

Foster, Pall Mall. The attendance at the sale was sur-

prisingly small, and the amount realised by works, many of

of which have excited the admiration of a large circle of

critics and art-lovers, correspondingly poor. Among the

principal paintings sold were " Sweet Clarcus " (£8 18.s. Gd.)

;

' En Pioute to Seppy " (£11 0.s. Cd.) ;
" The Dent du Midi

"

(t-.'d lis.); " Dartmoor—Sunset " (£32 ll.s.); and "The
White Doe of Eylstone "—a work highly praised by j\Ir.

Piuskin— (£2.j). The number of slight sketches and un-

finished drawings included in the sale was very considerable;

and these, though of much artistic interest, realised only

the most trifling prices. Mr. Inchbold, it is well known,

received during his lifetime many considerable offers for

paintings which after his death were disposed of for a mere

fraction of the sums at which he valued them.

N0T.4.BILI-\.

The case of the National Portrait Gallery i.s a sad one

indeed. The Government has promised to "give the matter

their most serious and most careful attention "—which ex-

perience convinces us is tantamount to saying that the

matter is shelved absolutely and indefinitely. It is simjily

grotesque that Government should be annually obtaining

funds from the Commons for adding to the Gallery collec-

tion, and yet satisfy themselves merely with " considering
"

whether or not to provide a place where the objects so col-

lected can be displayed.

A loan exhibition of works by the late J. C. Wintour,

A.R.S.A., has been held at the Scott-Lauder Gallery, in

Edinburgh, with the view of founding a " Wintour Prize"

for Scotch landscape-painting. It is. intended that the

prize shall be awarded primarily for artistic design, and

secondarily for colour and technical skill. The collection

of pictures by this charming artist, who died in 1882, com-

prises no fewer than a hundred and fifty numbers.

At the Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, Mr.

Whitworth Wallis, the keeper, has issued penny catalogues

and handbooks to the industrial art objects as well as to

the paintings, and the public appreciation, as shown liy the

sales, is enormou.s. It is an example that might well be

followed by South Kensington, and not until it is will any-

thing like full educational value be got out of that vast

collection by those for whom it is especially intended.

Among the iirincipal sculptures unveiled during the

past month are ^Ir. A. Bruce Joy's bust of Lord Salisbury

at the Mansion House and Mr. Brock's statue of Sir Bartle

Frere on the Thames Embankment. Both works have

OBITUARY.

The death of M. Paul Rajon, at the early age of forty-

six, from a .sudden attack of pleurisy, is as severe a blow to

art as it is to his friends. One of the most eminent of

modern etchers, he was also, by virtue of his geniality,

amiability, and straightforwardness, one of the most univer-

sally popular men among his wide acquaintance. He
began his artistic life by studying painting under Gauclierel

and Flameng, as w-e!l as at the licole des Beaux-Arts. When
twenty-three years old—that is to say, in 186.5—his first

work, consisting of a portrait, was hung in the Salon ;
but

he soon devoted himself wholly to etching. Among the

liest known plates which brought him success and reimta-

tion were those afl.r Gerdme's " Relais de Chiens," Meis-

sonier's "Liseur," and Regnault's " Salom^." Seven years

later he arrived in England and more than confirmed the

promise and excellence he had already .shown. His etchings

after ilr. Watts's portraits of John Stuart Mill, Joachim,

Tennyson, the Rev. J. Martineau, George Eliot, and Mrs.

Anderson Rose ; after the '• Darwin," " John Bright," and
" Cardinal Newman" of Jlr. Ouless ; and the great plate of

" Claudius " after Mr. Alma-Tadema, are among his finest

works. And if proof is wanted as to his versatility and his

power of adapting himself to the characteristics of the

artists he had to translate, we need only point to his ver-

sions of Velascpiez's " PhiUp IV.," Gerard Dow's portrait

of himself, Reynolds's " Lord Heathfield," Gain.sborough's

" Mrs. Siddons," Ruben.s' " Chapeau de Foil," Rembrandt's

"Old Woman," ]\reissonier's "Flemish Smoker "and "Rem-

brandt at AVork," and many more of equally diversified

character. M. Rajon obtained four medals at the Salon—

in 18G9, 1870, 1873, and 1878 respectively.
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THE RECENT ACQUISITIONS AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

The National Gallery is said to be sufl'ering for the

past extravagance of those responsible for its management.

In consideration of the large sum of money spent on the

Kaphael and the Vandyck from Blenheim, the Government

has for some time suspended its annual grant to our great

artistic institution. Fortunately, however, the director

has several private funds, such as the Francis Clarke

Fund, to fall back upon, and individual munificence may
always be relied upon to do something for the cause of

art. And so pictures are continually being added to the

collection. The latest accessions are full of interest. They
include three Constables: "The Bridge at Ciillingham

''

(1,244), a carefully-studied canvas ;

" Church Porch, Eerg-

liolt, Suffolk " (1,245), a quaint and fanciful drawing ; and

a thoroughly characteristic " House at Hampstead " (1,246).

These we owe to the generosity of I^Iiss Isabel Constable.

There is a fine portrait of Endymion Porter (1,249) with

gun and dog, by AVilliam Dobson. Tliis artist, in whom
we may take a legitimate pride as our first great national

painter, was born as early as IGIO, and, tlinugh he never

studied abroad, well deserved the title of the English

Tintoret, which Charles I. is said to have given him.

In some respects his style resembled that of his master,

Vandyck, as the textures in this portrait abundantly

prove. One other important addition has been made to

the English school. This is Maclise's admirable portrait

of Charles Dickens (1,250), bequeathed by Sir E. .Jodrell.

Here we have an excellent likeness of oiu' great noveli.st,

and, at the .same time, an example of what Maclise could

do at his best. Unfortunately space has not been found

as yet to hang it in the English room, where the i)ublic

might see it, but it cannot long remain hidden. In the

Italian room two small canvases by Girolamo j\Iocetto

have been hung. The subject of each of the pictures is

"The Murder of the Innocents " (1.23!) and 1,240). They

arc more curious than distinguished, for Mocetto was

an indifferent painter. In fact, he is chiefly remembered

now as an engi'aver of some merit, and as the designer of

the great window in the Church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo

at Venice. A small picture l:>y Pedro Canipana represents

"Christ Preaching in the Temple" (1,241). It is rather

difficult to assign Campafia to his proper school. He was

born in Brussels, being known in his early days by the

Gothic name of Pieter van Kompeneer ; he spent most

of his life in Spain, but all the while ])ainted under the

influence of the Italian masters. The i)rc.scnt ijicture is

interesting as showing the decline of the Gothic spirit,

but it is scarcely a inastoriiiece. "A Fruit Piece" (1,2")2).

by Francis Snyders, is the latest addition to the pictures of

the Flenii.sh .school. In warmth of colour and thoruugli-

ness of execution this piece of still-life is beyond criticism,

though it iloes not possess the interest which we find in the

same aitist's inijietuous " Hunts." We have reserved the

mention of the new Dutch pictures till the last. Among
these the canvas (1,251) by Frans Hals will, no doubt,

attract the most notice. It is said to be a portrait of the

artist him.self, though there is some uncertainty in the

matter. Painted when he was nearly fifty years of age, and

in the plentitude of his powers—it bears the date 163.3—it

is an admirable specimen of what Hals, with his vigorous

brush work and his marvellous facility, could achieve.

This work, as well as the " Fruit Piece " by Snyders,

already referred to, was bequeathed to the nation by 5Ir.

Decimus Burton. The magnificent " Portrait of a Lady "

(1,248), by Bartholomeus van der Heist, is in forcible

contrast to the work last mentioned. Truthful and studied

in the highest degree, it is painted with a solidity and

absence of trick which we cannot admire too much. The
"Card-Players" (1,247) is in the well-known style of that

distinguished pupil of Rembrandt, Nicholas Maes. "The
Portrait of a Gentleman " (1,243) is one of those mysterious

portraits of an unknown "gentleman," by an unknown
artist, which we so often meet with in picture-galleries.

It is a simple, straightforward work of inuuense merit,

and belongs to the seventeenth century.

"the tmrneu house."

Mr. Pyke Thompson has built and ojiencd to the public

at Penarth, the residential suburb of Cardiff, a little art-

gallery, to which, at the suggestion of Mr. Frederick Wed-
more, the name of " the Turner House " has been given.

About " the Turner House " there is something distinctly

uni(iue. Hitherto jirovincial galleries have been formed

chiefly by corporatiojis, and they have been accustomed to

consist too much of popular or even of second-rate " exhi-

bition pictures," often a little sensational, and generally

very ordinary. In the Turner House the aim has been

more systematic, more educational, and more really artistic,

though the scale on which it has been carried out ha.s

neces.sarily been modest. In the ])retty little classic build-

ing, which Mr. Edwin Seward designed, it is "a collector's

collection " that has been gathered together. There are

hardly any modern oil-pictures, though, indeed, the " Fair

Ilosamond" of Rossetti does stand cheek by jowl with

a pencil portrait by the same artist of a young woman
called "Aggie." Again, the best, and almost the only,

" old master " is a panel (fnmi Mr. Sackvillo Bale's col-

lection), on which Pd'lemberg deals exquisitely with tlic

nude figure. The three si>ecialities of the Turner Hou.sc

are the JMiglish drawings, the prints, and the jiorcelain.

The drawings—mostly in water-colour—form a good his-

toric group, beginning with such men as llobson, M. A.
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Rouker, and Francis Wheatley, and including a happy

representation of Copley Fiel<ling, David Roberts, John

Sell Cotman, De AVint, and David Cox. Two of the Cot-

man drawings are extraordinarily poetic. The De AViuts

are chiefly sketches ; but, then, De AVint's sketches have

singular charm. The examples of David Cox are rightly

chosen from the work of his later time, his genius, as was

said, having come to him in his old age. The prints are

divided into two sections, the one representing the art

of Turner (selections from the " Liber,'' the " Southern

Coast," ifec), the other consisting of some thirty or forty

very carefully - chosen etchings, by Rembrandt, Hollar,

jMeryon, AVhistler, and Seymour Haden. The porcelain

includes a little fine Chelsea, some Swansea, and some

of the less-known, since curiou.sly rare, Welsh fabric of

Nantgarw. But its principal feature is certainly a con-

siderable group of AVorcester, from the earliest " transfer-

printed," up to the finest time of the " scale blues " and

flower-painting, and then down to the degeneration of the

fabric, some seventy years ago. Mr. Pykc Thompson has

decided that "the Turner House" shall always be found

open on a Sunday afternoon.

of copies were made from Reyimlds' " Heads of Angels."

A\'itli respect to the catalogues, we are told that lOj.'JOO

were sold for a total of £412 ; and, further, the stereo-

typed statement is made that the unabridged edition of

the Foreign Schools Catalogue " is under revision and
will shortly be issued "^to which nobody will give cre-

dence by reason of its calm annual reiteration over a con-

siderable number of years.

THE N.^,TIONAL G.^LLEEY REPORT FOR 1887.

VA^e have from time to 'time kept our readers so well

informed on the subject of the new acquisitions at the

National Gallery, that it is hardly necessary to refer to the

section that treats of them in Sir Frederick Burton's Annual

Report for 1887. But attention may well be drawn to other

points in this interesting document. Sir Frederick, after

referring to the re-arrangement of the collection, rendered

possible by the increased accommodation afforded by the

five new rooms, declares that this improvement, which has not

been effected without compromise, " can hardly be regarded

as final. More than one room even now may be called over-

crowded. The influx of fresh acquisitions, for which space

must be found, may at any time interrupt and disorganise

the classification just adopted, and the prospect of such a

contingency induces the trustees and director again to urge

upon Her Majesty's Government the advisability [sic] of

supplementing the work of the late Ministry by a further

extension of the building." To this appeal, no doubt. Her

Jlajesty's Government will devote the same " serious con-

sideration " it has for some time been lavishing upon that

of the trustees of the National Portrait Gallery, and with

an equally barren result. During tiie year six pictures

have been acijuired by purchase out of funds presented for

the purpose (at a cost of £l,63S), and seven liy direct dona-

tion or bequest. Sixty-three pictures have been subjected

to restoring processes, and eighty Iiave been covered with

glass. About 7S7,.50() persons have vLsited the exhibition

on " public days," and 4.3,600 on " student days," the total of

the .sixpences of the latter amounting to £l,0!)i). During

the year 360 new students have been entered. The daily

average attendance of the students has been S.j!), of whom
211 devoted their attention to oil, and 48 to water-colour.

In foreign schools .301 copies of 86 pictures by 48 Masters

were made, and in the British and modern schools 222

copies of 58 pictures by 20 Masters. The three favourite

pictures in the former class were Van Dyck's " Portrait of

a Gentleman " (11 times copied), Rembrandt's " Portrait of

an Old Lady " (10), and the same artist's " Man's Portrait

"

(10). In the latter class were Landseer's " Spaniels of King

Charles's Breed "
(1.5), " Low Life and High Life " (10), and

"Dignity and Impudence" (10); while the .same number

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

Among the smaller exhibitions of the year, few have

been more delightful than that of the drawings in black-

and-white by ilessrs. Abbey and Parsons, held at the Fine

Art Society's rooms in Bond Street. The artistic partner-

ship of Jlessrs. Abbey and Parsons is of so long a standing

that we should feel disappointed to see their works apart.

Ill a measure, they supplement one another ; for their

styles are so different that there is no question of com-

parison between them. Few living men can draw land-

scape or flowers with the ease and charm of Mr. Parsons
;

while, in the dash and vigour of his figures, Mr. Abbey has

few rivals. In his illustrations of "She Stoops to Con-

quer," !Mr. Abbey shows once more how delightfully he has

caught the spirit of a past age. Of Mr. Parsons' drawings,
" Sunflowers " and " Anne Hathaway's Cottage " are, perhaps,

the best.

The collection of vases and statuettes which has been

got together at the Burlington Fine Art Club adequately

illustrates Greek ceramic art. Classical sculpture, devoted

as it was to the production of civic or religious monuments,

does not seem to bring us very near to the everyday life of

the Greeks themselves. But this is just what the art of the

jiotter succeeds in doing. AVhen we look at the great Pan-

athenaic vases, with their simple and dignified in.scription,

' One of the prizes from Athens," or at the graceful vessels

which held oil or wine more than two thousand years ago,

we realise at once tliat Greek life was, in a certain sense,

intensely modern. Similarly the exquisite figures, which

set before us Greek men and women engaged in common-
place pursuits—tying on a sandal, playing knucklebones,

or riding pickaback—po.ssess a personal charm which we
cannot e\pect to find in the noble statues of gods and

heroes. The subject of one of the most charming groups

in terra-cotta at the Burlington Fine Art Club is " A
Reading Lesson.'' This work is interesting not only on

account of the skill w'th which it is composed and mo-

delled, but because it .shows that in one respect, the por-

trayal of the children, modern art has proved itself superior

to Greek.

Air. W. Biscombe Gardiner, in his exhibition of black-

and-white drawings called "Surrey Farms,'' has set before

us many picturesque spots in the neighbourhood of ^Vbinger,

Ockley, and Holmwood. His drawings, perhaps, suffer

from being too accurate and minute ; in fact, they give

us the impression that the artist studied the landscape

through spectacles, and so overlooked its broader effects.

The exhibition which has been held at the rooms of the

Japanese Fine Art Society included some very fine speci-

mens of lacquer, wood and ivory carving, pottery and

cloisonne. AVe have seen and heard a good deal of Japa-

nese art lately, but in some respects the last exhibition in

Bond Street is a notable one even among so many competi-

tors. For instance, few better pieces of lacquer are to be

seen in England than the " Imperial Perfume Game Case,"
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wiiil to Ije liy the famous artist Kajikawa, while tlie

lacquered and inlaid cabinet, ascribed to Harui, with its

golden bamboo pillars and ebony carving, is a celebrated

example of Japanese art. The lacquer is, no doubt, the

feature of the exhibition, but the ivory carvings and metal

work deserve a careful examination.

In ])is picture of the " Queen and the Royal Family

at Windsor," which has been on exhibition at Mendoza's

gallery, M. Laurits Tuxen has produced an historical paint-

ing of some importance. To make .such a subject interest-

ing artistically would be beyond the powers of anybody

but a Rembrandt ; and though Mr. Tuxen's picture can

scarcely claim our admiration for beauty of line or dis-

tinction of colour, it contains a serie.s of truthful and

carefully-painted portrait.s.

The lust published part of the new edition of Bryan's
" Dictionary of Painters and Engravers " (George Bell and

Sons) brings the work down to the letter S. The advan-

tage of Mr. Walter Armstrong's co-operation with Mr.

Robert Graves in the editorship is made abundantly evi-

dent, not only in the general excellence of the text, but

also in the remarkable little monograph on Raphael. Yet

it is not impossible to find fault with minor details. Why
the series of si.x pictures of " The Progress of Drunken-

ness " should find a place in the short list of Rippingille's

works we are at a loss to imagine. Tho.se unfortunate

canvases, which now hang in the Walker Art Gallery in

Liverpool, are so vilely ill-drawn, besides being so obvious

and maudlin in point of cheap moral, that they do more vio-

lence to the artistic eye of the spectator than the rest of the

collection does good. In treating of Rovvlandson, no justice

whatever has been rendered to what are, perhaps, his finest

drawings—his beautiful water-colour .scenes of the Thames
;

and, in .some cases, we are offered such scant information

as to be practically useles.s. Of one we are told that he was

"an obscure artist," of another that " nothing is known of

his life or works," and of a third that he was " of some

local celebrity." In these circumstances are such men
worthy of " Bryan's " notice 1 It is regrettable, too, that

the bibliographies, which are so excellent a feature of the

work, are not introduced with a more liberal hand. But,

when all is said, the part remains one of the most accept-

able of the book, containing as it does some of the most

important biographies. These include memoirs of Bomney,

Rossotti, Ary Scheffer, Robusti (Tintoret), Salvator Rosa,

Rubens, and Raphael. That the work has been brought

well up to date is testified by the fact that we find here

the biography of Philippe Rousseau, who died but a few

months ago.

A scholarly monograph by M. f^iul Lefort on " Velas-

quez " forms the last nunilicr of the "Grands Artistes"

series in course of publication by the Librairie de I'Art.

The author goes over the same ground that has been

trodden so often before, but he deserves the credit due to

conscientious and original research ; and, withal, he tells

the story of the great Don's life and work with so much
spirit and acumen that the book cannot but be considered

as a valuable addition to the historical literature (jf Sjianish

art. The catalogue of the master's works is of unusual

completeness, but the illustrations, for the most part, al-

though numerous, an; unworthy of the book and of the

scries.

The third volume of the "Henry Irving Shakespeare"

(Blackie and Son), if not absolutely an improvement on

those that have gone before, is certainly quite up to their

high standard. Mr. Frank Jlarshall's sound editing lias

been supplemented, in the two parts of " Henry IV.," with

the scholarship of Mr. Oscar Adams and Mr. Round, while

the other features — critical, historical, theatrical, philo-

logical, and geographical—are all retained. Mr. Gordon
Browne succeeds in imparting an air of reality to his pen-

and-ink drawings that is charmingly refreshing, and even

appears unconscious of being at all over-weighted by his

author—a quality rare indeed in a Shakespearean illus-

trator. Generally, though not always, his drawing is

irreproachable (see the mounted prince on page 43) ; his

clowns are full of humour, and his horse.s of life. Of the

five etchings, the best, both in respect to character and

technical quality, is "Falstaff's Ragged Regiment," but it

must be confessed to come dangerously near (Jeorge Gruik-

shank's version. Besides the plays already mentioned,
" King Richanl III.," " King John,"" an,l " 'fhe Merchant

of W'nice " are included in the volume.

The .second edition of Dr. Rudolf Menge's "Introiluc-

tion to Ancient Art" (Mansell and Co.) has made its

welcome appearance in a somewhat improved form. It

cannot be expected, of course, that, within the limits of

a small handbook, Egyptian, Chaldaic-Assyrian, Persian,

Phcenician, Greek, and Roman art can be dealt with in

anything like an adequate manner. The author himself

calls it a "systematic introduction," but it furnishes what
may be called a bird's-eye view of the outline of the sub-

ject, and has been brought up to date, so far as recent

research is concerned. Thirty-four large plates of wood-
cuts, printed ai)art from the book, serve to elucidate the

text ; but on account of the legends being in German, their

utility is, for many reader.s, practically lost.

In " L'Architecture Romane," one of the latest of the

valuable " Quantin " series, it seems to us that M. Corroyer

has trenched too much upon the domains of other styles

;

and that the illustrations of Roman architecture, and of

those of buildings in Central Syria (which, by the way, are

the best in the book), belong properly to the treatises on

Roman and Byzantine architecture. If the first part of the

volume also had been restricted to four or five chapters

instead of being lengthened into seventeen, it would have
left space for some account, with illustration.s, of the

Rhenish and Lombard styles, neither of which is ade-

quately described. We are unable to follow M. Corroyer

in some of the origins of styles, which, in many cases, seem
to us to exist only in his imagination. We may take one
example which the illustrations given in the volume are

quite .sufficient to refute. The diagrams loO, loT, and 108,

are illustrations of a church of an ordinary French Koinan-

es(|ue type at Ccri.sy-la-Foret. M. Corroyer considers that

the plan and section of this church recall the disposition of

ancient basilicas, and especially those in Central Syria,

such as the churches at Rouciiha and at Tournianin : Nos.

4G—50. Of the value of this statement the reader can

judge for himself. Further on he gives an illustration of

a bay of Waltham Abbey, which he states "seems to be

a servile copy of Ceri.sy-la-Foret
;

" in fact, M. Corroyer

seems to have Cerisy-la-Forut on the brain, for he drags

it in on all occasion.s, whereas it is rather a connnonplaco

church, and not likely to have influenced any other luiild-

ings. M. Corroyer is unwilling to believe that the church

of St. Front at Perigueux was copieil from St. JIark at
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\'enice. This subject, however, lias been treated so ably Ijy

M. Felix Verneilh, that it is not worth while to enter into

it here. The discovery which M. Corroyer thinks he has

made, and which he sets forth in diagram No. 159, as

to the curve which the pendentives take, is not based,

Unfortunately, on correct projection, and the drawing is

otherwise defective. Though in some cases tlie illustra-

tions are well chosen, in others they are almost useless
;

and there is a want of consecutiveiiess in the subject which
renders it very difficult to follow. M. Corroyer is fre-

ipiently harking back to early modes of construction, and
detailed descriptions of Roman or Byzantine vaulting are

found right up to the end of the book, when one might
have hoped to have left them behind in the first three or

four chapters. As is natural with a French work, much
more attention is given to French e.xamples ; but few of

the buildings in Normandy, the cradle of the finest Roman-
esque work, are given, and the Abbaye-aux-Hommes at

Caen, one of the most important examples in France, is

not even mentioned.

Professor Delamotte's " Art of Sketching from Nature "

(George Bell and Sons), a really useful book even if a little

old-fashioned, has been so well received that a second and
revised edition is now issued. The main value about the

treatise lies in the series of twenty progressive jilatcs, satis-

factorily produced in chromo-lithograjihy, which well illus-

trate the course of manufacture of water-colour sketches.

Trees, foregrounds, skies, water, and the rest, are dealt

with in " sequential lessons," and are illustrated by repro-

ductions of drawings l)y the author, as well as by such
masters as Varley, De Wint, Front, and Girtin. The book
is especially intended for " the sketching amateur."

N0T.4BILIA.

The director.ship of the Beaux-Arts, rendered vacant by
the sudden death of M. Castagnary, has been definitely

offered to and accepted by M. Gustave Larroumet.

At the time of his death the late Emperor Frederick

had given two sittings to Professor Angeli, who was paint-

ing him crown on head, sceptre in hand, with the Imperial
robe hanging from his slioulders.

The medals of honour have been awarded by the jury
of the Salon thus :—Painting, M. Detaille, M. Benjamin-
Constant being a very close second : Sculpture, M. Turean

;

Architecture, 51. Deglane
; Engraving, M. Hedouin. In the

division of Sculpture Mr. Onslow Ford received an Honour-
able Mention for his statuettes of " Folly " and "Peace."

The title of " Royal " has been conferred l)y the Queen
on the Society of Painter-Etchers. This .society, presided

over by Mr. Seymour Haden, has for some few years been
manfully striving to reanimate the arts of original etching

and mezzotinto—as opposed to the practice of those arts

when applied to the mere translation of pictures — but
hitherto it had hardly succeeded in making its voice heard
by the general public.

It must be a source of gratification to Englishmen to

know that a statue to Shakespeare is to be erected in Paris,

even though it is an Englishman—Mr. Knighton—who pro-

vides the fund.s. It is not so long ago that Diderot spoke
of the great Englishman as a " rougli-hew-n Colossus," and
Voltaii-e wrote him down a "drunken savage." It was but
last month that M. Dargenty, a Parisian critic of repute,

while referring to Victor Hugo's powerful caricatures, de-

clared, '"It was, then, not enougli that lie [i.e., Hugo]
equalled Dante and surpassed Shakespeare ? " Parisians

are notoriously the most insular of communities
; but when

they recognise sufficient merit in Shakespeare to permit of

a monument being raised to hi in in that Land of Statues,

and go so far as to thank the donor formally, there is lioiie

indeed. It will be interesting to see what M. Fournier has
made of his commission.

We wonder how many, outside of the inner circle of the

Royal Academy, are aware that when the removal of that

Society from the National Gallery was under discu.s.sion,

a considerable party of Academicians, fearing predatory
tactics of the State upon their affairs, as w^ell as the pi'ofits

of their exhibition and other earnings, strongly urged their

brethren to wash their hands of the Government alto-

gether, relinquishing all claims for consideration on account
of a hundred years' occupation of premises originally

granted by the Crown at Somerset House—occupation re-

cognised over and over again by the House of Commons.
This cautelous party urged the purchase of Waterloo
Bridge, which was then to be had cheap, and the building

of Exhibition Galleries and Schools of Art, such as those

the Academy now .spends £6,0(10 a year in maintaining at

Burlington Garden.s, above the roadway of the bridge,

leaving the roadway free. The Society would thus have
freed itself from what were denounced as " the muddling
and threats of outsiders," who based their attacks on the

7((f;s/-public character of the institution, and alleged that

it owed much to the State.

Owing to a regrettable oversight, Mr. Barlow, R.A., was
refen-ed to in 'Sir. Kitton's article on the Portraits of

Charles Dickens as " the late Mr. Barlow." We are happy
to say that the suggestion of ]Mr. Barlow's demise is un-

justified by events.

OBITU.\RY.

We regret to have to record the death of Mr. ilatthew

W. Ridley, whose work included both portraiture and Lind-

.scape. The pu])il first of Sydney Sniirke, R.A., and after-

wards of Mr. Dobson, he passed through the Academy
Schools, and for a considerable time practised his art in

Paris. His etched work was also of a high class.

The deaths are also announced of ilr. Arthur Strutt, who
for the last forty years resided in Rome, painting landscapes

of merit (only one of which, we believe, he ever exhibited

at the Royal Academy—in 188.")) and making valuable contri-

butions to art-literature ; of M. Theodore Maillot, who is

best known for his decorative compositions in Ste.-Genevieve

and in the Pantheon in Paris, and who, although he was
created a Knight of the Legion of Honour, always remained
a pupil and never rose to be a master ; of !Mnie. Escallier,

who, gifted with an extraordinary talent for graceful decora-

tion, devoted her striking aliilities to the manufactory of

Sevres, where several of her finest works may be seen; and
also of M. Antoine Etex, in his eighty-first year. This

artist, who was a fervid politician as well as a sculptor,

engraver, architect, and painter, possessed altogether excep-

tional merit. It is just sixty years since he secured the

second Prix de Rome. Two of the groups on the Arc de

I'Ktoile are by him, but perhaps his finest work is his monu-
ment to Ingres. There are few if any forms of plastic or

pictorial art outside the range of this extraordinary and
]irolific artist ; but, although a canvas of his hangs in the

Luxembourg, it is as a sculptor that he will be remembered.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION IN 1888.

Seeing that the details of the annual Exhibition at

Burlington House (which rarely come under the eyes of the

public at all) are not only interesting in themselves, but

are also highly instructive and suggestive as well, we
append herew-ith a condensed extract of the main features

of the report. It will be seen that the number of out-

siders' works sent in is about three times that of ten years

ago ; whence we may conclude, if this rate of progression

be continued, that the reform of "limitation of works to

three in each class," which we have oftentimes brought

before the notice of the Academy, will shortly have to be

adopted, if only in self-defence :

—

Outsiders' Works sent for Exhibitiou, 9,38-5.

(An increase on 1887 of 870.)

Outsiders' Works placed ... ... ... ... 1,900

(An increase on 1887 of 12-).)

Members' Works placed 177

(An increase on 1887 of 6.)

Total.. 2,077

(An increase ou 1887 of 131.)

Total D.ay Attendance 337,290

Total Evening Attendance 18,822

Total.. 3.56,118

(An increase on 1887 of 48,9.53.)

Bank Holiday Attendance ... 8,991

(An increase on 1887 of 1,743.)

Number of Season Tickets Sold 1,727

(A f/em-fise on 1887 of 220.)

Number of Catalogues Sold 111,172

(An increase ou 1887 of 10,148.)

Season Tickets and Free Admissions ... 10,224

Works Sold (including four under the Clian-

trey Bequest) 284

Total value ... £21,599 17s. Cd.

(An increase on 1887 of £6,319 9s. Od.)

Receipts.—By Admissions £17,335

,, Season Tickets 432

,, Catalogues 5,579

Total... £23,346

(An increase on 1887 of £2,746.)

THE VINDICATION OP WATER-COLOUR PAINTING.

The main effect of Dr. Rus.sell and Captain Abney's

Report to the Committee of Council on Education is to

demolish the charge of Sir J. C. llobinson, and to uphold

the contention of Sir James Linton, P.R.I., and Mr. J.

Orrock as to the permanence of water-colour drawings.

Sir J. C. Robinson limited the life of such drawings to

thirty years, when, he said, they would become " the wreck

of their former selves." The official investigators, after

research of extraordinary dejith and comi)leteness, now
declare that " the experiments have sliown that about a

century of exposure would have to be given to water-colour

drawings . . . before any very marked deterioration

would be visible in them." The rest of the Report,

which is of the highest interest to all concerned in "our
National Art," resolves itself into the following points,

some of which are simply confirmatory of painters' ex-

perience : (1) Mineral colours are far more stable than

vegetable. (2) That were artists to forswear all fugitive

colours, sufficient pigments of absolute permanence would
remain to them for all practical purposes. (3) That inas-

much as the action of moisture and oxygen is shown to

be essential for change to be effected, air-tight frames afford

great protection to draw-ings. (4) Following up this point

still further, it is found that in a vacuum every pigment is

ahsoliileli/ permanent, even under the strongest rai/s of the

sun or of the electric Iviht. (5) The effect of the products

of gas combustion, experiments have so far shown to be

but "trifling." (6) That after Prussian, Antwerp, and
Leitch's blue had been faded by experiment, a month's

exposure in the dark revived them, whether pure or in

combination with other colours. The net conclusion, then,

is: that water-colour drawings, if treated with ordinary

care, will last unchanged a hundred years ; and if mounted
in frames .so constructed that a vacuum can be obtained,

they are practically imperishable.

THE SOCIETY OF ART MASTERS.

Under this title a meeting of some seventy art masters,

recently held at South Kensington Art Schools, constituted

itself an established body, with Mr. E. R. Taylor, of the

Birmingham School of Art, as president, and Mr. Francis

Ford as secretary. A code of rules was duly adopted, and
the Lord President (Lord Cranbrook), the Director of the

South Kensington Museum (Sir P. Cunliffe Owenl, the Prin-

cipal of the National Art Training School (Mr. Sparkes),

the Director for Art (Jfr. T. Armstrong), and the Assistant-

Director for Art (Mr. Howler) were elected honorary mem-
bers. The objects of the society are " to further the

interests of art-education, of schools of art, and of art

masters ; " but how any save the last can be effected by
the new organisation it is at this early stage difficult to

see. At the same time it is quite possible that it may
do much to awaken the South Kensington authorities to a

full sense of their responsibilities.

THU NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.

The Annual Report of the National Portrait Gallery,

brought up to the end of June, ha.s just been issued. The
new ac(iuisitions number twenty-live, of which only tln-ee

arc jiurchases. The latter, on which tHiiii have been spent,

comprise the portraits of (ieueral Sir James (Irant, ^[r.s.

Sarah Trimmer, and .Admiral .Sir Clo\ulesley Shovel, by

Sir Francis Grant, P.1!..'V., Henry Howard, R..A, and

.Michael Dahl respectively. The presentations include
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"General Stringer Lawrence," by Gainsborougli, I!,x\.
;

"Warren Hastings," hy Davis; "George Chiunery, R.H.A.,"

by himself ;
" Thomas Cheesraan," by Eartolozzi, R.A. (his

master) ;
" Gray," a bust, by John Bacon, R.A. ;

" George
Harlow," by John Jackson, R.A. ;

" Nelson," after Ruz-
zardi ; busts of " Darwin," " Lord Lawrence," and " Pro-

fessor Smith," modelled and presented by Mr. Boehm,
E.A. ; "Bryan W. Procter (Barry Cornwall)," a marble

bust, by John Foley, R.A. ; "Henry Grattan," by Wheatley,

E.A. ; and " Lord Stratford de Redclift'e," a bust, by Mr.

Boehm, R.A. The places on the Board of Trustees,

rendered vacant by the death of Mr. Beresford Hope and
the withdrawal of the Bishop of Chester, have been filled

by the election of the Earl of Pembroke and !Mr. Peel, the

Speaker. Mr. Scharf, the Director, states that the total

number of visitors to the gallery—from its foundation up
to its removal to Bethnal Green in 188.5—was close upon a

million and a half ; but refrains from giving figures since

the banishment of the collection to the East End. The
report ends with a piteous appeal to Govei'nment to pro-

vide a proper gallery— an appeal likely to be granted

about the time when the promised National Ciallery un-

abridged catalogue is issued—the artistic Ides of March.

SCHOOL LIFE AND ART EDUCATION."

Under the above title a new movement has been started

by Mr. King, the editor of the Richmond Times, which
has received the support of Sir James Linton, Messrs.

Holman Hunt, William Morris, Louis Fagan, Walter Crane,

and others identified with the rational spread of Art educa-

tion. It is proposed that a love and understanding of Art,

in one form at least, should be inculcated in apt pupils

by the masters and mistresses of schools including a gal-

lery-visiting class in their curriculum. Such classes would
be accompanied by a competent art-teacher of wide sym-
pathies, who would point out the beauties and faults of each

composition, and explain wherein lay the beauty or the

fault. There is certainly a good foundation of sense in

this proposal, which, in large centres, might be tried with

excellent effect.

" OLD MASTERS " AT BIRMINGHAM.

Birmingham is to be congratulated on the collection of

works by the old inasters which jNIr. Whitworth Wallis

has gathered together in the Loan Gallery of the Corpora-

tion Museum. Such a collection has been unequalled in

the Midlands—containing, as it does, some of the priceless

art treasures from the most famous private collections in

the country. The Velasquez, the Rerabrandts, the jMurillos,

the Claudes, &c., from the Duke of Westminster, Lord
Windsor, and others ; the famous Vandycks from the

Duke of Norfolk ; the Gainsboroughs, Sir Joshuas,

Snyders, &c., from Lords Lansdowne, Hertford, Dart-

mouth, and Coventry, are alone worth a visit to Bir-

mingham. !Most of the works lent by these noblemen

will be familiar to our readers ; it is, therefore, to the

collection lent by Sir Tliomas Barrett Lennard, of Belhus,

that we would draw particular attention, as the works have

not previoiLsly been seen. It is an unrivalled series of

family portraits, extending without a break for more than

three hundred years ; and the majority of the works have

been executed by the most popular and renowned face-

limners of the day. We find powerful and interesting ex-

amples of Holbein, Lucas de Heere, Vandyck, Cornelius

Janssen, Cornelius de Vos, Salvator Rosa, Sir Peter Lely,

De Troy (by whom is a wonderful portrait of James II.),

Thomas Riley, Opie, and other celebrated artists whose
names stand high where art is cared for. The portrait of

JIary Neville by Lucas de Heere—whose works are rarely

to be met with, and who was not only an artist, but an
archajologist, a numismatist, and a poet—is of great interest.

It represents Lady Dacre writing to Henry VIII. to pardon
her husband, who was condemned and executed for partici-

pation in a midnight brawl. The face is a marvel of Hesh-

painting ; the hair, a dull golden red, is rendered with

consummate skill ; whilst the eyes, most pathetic in ex-

l)ression, appear to divine the doom awaiting her husband.

At the back of the picture hangs a miniature portrait

of Lord Dacre, dated 1541 ; and oddly enough, Sir

Thomas Lennard possesses the picture from which this

miniature was taken. The picture itself is by Holbein,

representing a young man with red beard and hair,

wearing a black Tudor cap. It is a good example of

Holbein's later work—for he died in 1543—but is unfortu-

nately in a bad condition. The two works together are of

paramount interest. Siiace will not permit mention of

the many other admirable works in the Belhus Collection,

and, indeed, the exhibition generally. Possibly we may
have an opportunity of touching later on upon the contri-

butions from Sir Thomas Lennard. The exhibition is an

education in itself for all art-students, and the committee

have reason to be proud of the treasures which are entrusted

to its keeping.

REVIEWS.

Mr. Algernon Graves, the compiler of " The Dictionary

of Artists," has done good service by issuing an excellent

" Catalogue of the Works of Samuel Cousins, R.A." Be-

ginning with the eighty-nine plates engraved by our great

mezzotint engraver during his apprenticeship for S. W.
Reynolds, Mr. Graves has catalogued the whole of his

three hundred and nine works—the last being a portrait of

himself, after Mr. Edwin Long, R.A. These plates, which

were executed over a period of sixty-four years, ending

with 1880, are carefully indexed according to date, and are

occasionally accompanied with useful notes.

The Revile Unioenelle Itlustree, the latest addition

to periodical literature in France, is certainly a j)henomenal

publication—hardly less so, in that the majority of the

illustrations, which are liberally introduced into its pages,

have already seen the light in the pages of L'Art. It is to

be feared that the tone of the new-comer is somewhat
above the heads of those to whom it appeals ; but the fact

that a thick and fairly well printed and illustrated maga-

zine, dealing with a variety of topics, with contributions by

some of the best-known \\'riters of Paris, can be published

for a franc, is certainly an event of considerable educa-

tional importance.

Mr. Charles Sharp's " Sovereignty of Art " (T. Fisher

Unwin) is said on the title-page to consist of two dis-

courses delivered in the Liverpool School of Art. " Ser-

monettes " would better describe them, for they are intensely

moral in tone, and are hung on texts with which they are

only remotely connected. They deal solely with generali-

ties—with that art which is always spelt with a capital

A, and includes the works of Homer and the acting of

Rachel, as well as the cartoons of Raphael. ^Ir. Sharp is

curiously uncon.scious of himself. He inveighs against

gush, and at the same time indulges in it on every page ; he

chides the Eesthetic tendencies of to-day, yet, by his words,

proves himself to be among the lesthetes. " The recluse of

Coniston," writes Mr. Sharp, "little knows what he has
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had to answer for every time he has put pen to paper. He
has begotten a progeny who, aping his genius, have only

picked up his eccentricity." There is a strange irony about

this passage, for uotliing is more certain than the fact that,

had " the seer of Coniston never put pen to paper," the

" Sovereignty of Art " would not have been written.

Interesting, but very disappointing, is ]\I. Arnibruster's

elaborately produced " Paul CMienavard et Son (Euvre

"

(Lyons : ilougin-llusand), for while it shows us the power

and ambition of the man who completed his self-imposed

colossal task of making the designs for the decoration of the

Pantheon in Paris, it betrays, too, his academic weakness,

and his inability to cope with the ideas which were

lurking in his brain. Neither Piaphael nor Michelangelo

ever aimed at greater subjects on a more heroic scale than

those attempted by if. Chenavard ; iiut the inevitable

comparison suggested by the works of the latter, as shown

in tlie fifty heliogravures which compose the publication,

reveals his relative impotency. As an example, we may

take " The Philosophy of History," a vast lunette with two

hundred figures, which is manifestly based on Raphael's

so-called " School of Philosophy," but its numerous groups

are ill-composed, and their significance is often curi-

ously involved. Be.sides the five main .subjects, which,

together with that already mentioned, include " Paradise,"

' Purgatory," " Hell," and " Resurrection," there are the

forty-five large designs intended to illustrate the history of

the world from the Deluge to the French Revolution. All

of tliem, as we may see, are boldly attacked by one who,

though no common artist aud no ordinary man, has not

the vigour or the ability to give definite form and proper

arrangement to his vague and restricted conceptions, but

sets before us ambitious designs that are little more than

rifacimenti. In so vast an undertaking it is, perhajis,

unfair to notice errors of costume and such-like minor

blunders, but an amusing anachronism may be observed

in "The Sack of Constantinople," wherein a soldier is

represented as the happy possessor of a clock, his share of

the spoils ! The most interesting plate in the volume is

M. Jleissonier's portrait of Chenavard in his old age, the

face being that of a hand.sonie but, one would say, disap-

pointed man. M. Abel Peyrouton supplies the te.xt, which,

though eloquent, is the effusion of a hero-worshipper.

Miss A. Mary F. Robin.son's charnung little volume of

" Songs, Ballads, and a Play " (T. Fisher Unwin) Is full

of exquisite thoughts enshrined in graceful and delicate

language. It is, in fact, a casket of true poetry, tender,

and, for the most part, sad. It is beautifully produced,

and is fittingly furnished with a reduction of Diirer's

" Melancolia " as a frontisjjiece.

"Specimens of Antique Carved Furniture and Wood-

work," by Mr. Arthur Marshall, F.R.I.B.A. (W. H. Allen

and (V).), illustrates, by carefully .selected and excellent ex-

amples, certain ancient types of cabinet-work which are

daily becoming more rare and proportionately vahiable.

Though the author includes .some few specimens of strictly

mediieval date and of foreign e.xecution, the bulk of his

booJc is devoted to Engli.sh work of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries. This .style reached England origin-

ally from the Low Countries, but, like so many types of

both earlier and later date, received in the process of its

adoption the im|)re.ss of the habitual cliaracter, and was

almost universally current during the reigns of Elizabeth

and .James I., in a truly JMiglish form. Nevertheles.s, we
can scarcely agree with the author in thinking that a school

of design, in which a high degree of elaboration as well as

a certain degree of archaic clumsiness seems to be of the

essence of its expressional character, can be profitably

resuscitated for contemporary uses. But there are many
ways in which such an excellent collection of truly repre-

sentative examples may be of service. To the collector it

will serve as a standard of the genuine style, and an in-

telligent study of the work will, at least, prevent his

becoming a victim to the more impudent and clumsy

forgeries which are everywhere exposed for the delusion of

the unwary enthusiast. At the same time, the practical

student may learn a lesson of sound construction, and of

the judicious application of ornament. After all, if we
conchnle that this type of work is one of those of which

the interest must remain arclueological and artistic, rather

than directly practical, we need not value such a work as

Mr. Marshall's the less highly. The charm of Romanesque

architecture, for example, is not lessened—prob^'-'y to "nnv

of us is greatly enhanced—because it has proved incapable

of success at revival, or, as the cynical would put it, of

specious forgeiy.

An altogether exceptional book is " Tableaux Arabes

"

(Paris : E. Plon, Nourrit, et Cie.), by the late Gustave

Guillaumet. This volume, written with singular charm

by the artist-author, and lavishly illustrated with well-

executed etchings by the artist and by MM. Courtry, Le

Rat, Muller, and Toussaint, with six heliogravures, and

a ho.st of facsimile blocks of drawings and sketches—all

after" M. Guillaumet's work.s—forms a marked and brilliant

contrast to those pretty but superficial specimens of book-

making so much in vogue just now in Paris. Gustave

Guillaumet, who, as the reader will remember, died ]ire-

maturely only twelve months ago, jjassed many years in

Algiers, a most accurate and sympathetic observer of its

manners aud customs, all of which he recorded with a

hand as industrious as it was skilful and masterly. Indeed,

he had hardly taken the second Prix de Rome when he

followed in the footsteps of those of his comjiatriots who
for half a century and more have sought in their African

posses.sions the highly flavoured artistic material they could

not find in France—Decamps, Delacroix, Horace Vernet,

and Fromentin. Not one of them—none even of the crowd

of young painters who nowadays make Algiers their happy

sketching-ground—is entitled to speak with more authority

than Guillaumet, and it is doubtful if any could write

more gracefully or de.scribe more picturesipiely. There

is little or nothing left untouched : types, landscape, occu-

pations, architecture, customs, scenes of life aud character

iu plain and desert—all are included, and are illustrated,

as we have said, with etchings from the author's pictures

and facsimiles from his sketches. The book is preceded

by an essay, written in a somewhat hysterical and eu-

thuasistic key, on the life and works of the author liy

M. Engine Moutou. The whole is so well produced that

the i^rice at which the work is luiblishcd can leave but a

very small margin of profit.

Ni;\V KNCR.WIXCS.

In his etching after the portrait of " Mr. George Gros-

sniith" liy Mr. WcedoTi Grossmith, Mr. Ai-thur Turrell has

been entirely successful. Every visitor to last year's

Academy Exhibition will remember the excellent likene.ss,

where it hung in Room 10, distinguished by the ea.se of the

po.se and the character of the whole; iu colom-, however, it

was a little weak. The plate (i)ublished liy .McQueen and
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Sons) retains the merits and redeems the fault ; and

etclied with great freedom and strengthened in the flesh

portions with " stipple," it stands as one of Jlr. Turrell's

best works.

Jlr. Robert Clouston's mezzotint heads of Sir Andrew-

Clark and Sir Spencer Wells (Mansell and Co.)—two of a

series of the portraits of eminent physicians and surgeons

on which he has recently been engaged—are hardly up to

the level of excellence he has touched of late. Although

workmanlike plates, with the character and features un-

mistakably detiued, they are somewhat too undecided in

the handling, and too shadowy in the result.

The little photogravures of Cumberland and Westmore-

land scenery (published by Herbert Bell, Ambleside) mark
the distinct advance in artistic qualities that the photo-

grapher's art has made in its later developments. It is not

so much that the scenes here given have been chosen with

the instinct of the landscape-painter—yet herein they are

manifestly valuable for the suggestions they contain—as

that the relentless insistance upon fact, especially in fore-

grounds, which is the characteristic of the inexorable

camera, is to a very considerable extent disposed of.

The principal sculptures at Chatsworth have been

finely photographed by Wilson and Co., of Aberdeen, the

set including Cauova's " Hebe " and " Madame Mere,"

Chantrey's "Endymion Sleeping," Gibson's "Mars and

Cupid," and other modern examples, chiefly of foreign works.

The representations of the gallery itself are not so good.

Mr. Phil Morris's " Sweethearts and Wives," which, it

will be remembered, was in the Royal Academy in 1884,

and was accepted as one of the best pictures he had ever

produced, has just been etched by M. Victor Lhuillier

(Harry C. Dickens). Tlie etching is a little undecided in

parts, and to that extent somewhat weak—herein, perhaps,

as much the fault of the painting as of the etching—but it

is full of light, movement, and brightness, as becomes the

cheeriness of the subject.

NOTABILI.\.

Sir Frederick Leighton, P.R.A., has been elected Honor-

ary Member of the Vienna Academy of Arts.

The resignation by Sir John Gilbert of the president-

shi|) of the Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours has

once more been placed in the hands of the Council.

Pensions from the Civil List have been granted to

Sir John Steell and to Mr. John Bell (fil(li) each), "in con-

sideration of their merits as sculptors ;
" and to the three

sisters (£10 each) of the late John Leech, in memory of the

merit of their brother. Tlie [niblic subscription raised for

these worthy ladies amounts to about a thousand pounds,

contributed chiefly from "the provinces."

Miss Isabel Constable very shortly before her death,

recorded in another column, supplemented her generous

gift to the National Gallery by one still more munificent,

in the shape of several hundreds of her father's sketches,

which she has presented to the South Kensington Museum.

The value and interest of these cannot be overrated. They

are in various media— oil, water-colour, crayon, Indian ink,

and sepia—and embrace a very wide range of subjects.

Among them are several sketclies made for the artist's great

works, the "Valley Farm," for instance, as well as many
vivid impressions of his favourite localities, Hampstead,

Salisbury, and the Valley of the Stour. The careful

studies of flowers, tree-trunks, and even ploughs, give ns

some insight into Constable's patient method of work.

The students' work, which has been exhibited at South

Kensington, is full of promise for future achievement.

There are several pieces of sculpture which are admirable,

both in composition and modelling, especially those by

Erue.st Fabian and F. Shelley. The most interesting

feature, however, -in the exhibition is the decorative work,

which affords undoubted evidence of the fact that schools

of design are gradually growing up in all the large towns of

England. This is of utmost importance, for the intelligent

study of the principles of decoration is more likely to aid

our artistic development, than the production of thousands

of mediocre easel pictures. And it will readily be con-

fessed that, where excellent work, such as T. J. Donohue's,

is executed by students, the prospects of the arts of design

are most hopeful.

OBITUARY.

Chief among the recent losses to Art is, of course, the

death of Frank Holl, R.A. Fuller reference to the career

of this distinguished painter than is here possible is made on

page 412 ; but we may fitly add an abstract of his principal

works :
" Turned out of Church " (1864), " Fern Gatherers

"

(186.^), "The Ordeal" (1866), "The Convalescent" (1867),

"The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away "(1869),

"No Tidings from the Sea" (1871), "The Village Funeral
"

(1S72), "The Railway Station" (1873), " Deserted " (1874),

" The First-Born " (1876), " Leaving Home," " Gone !
" and

" Want : Her Poverty but not her Will consents " (1877),

and "Newgate: Committed for Trial" (1878), and "Did
you ever Kill Anybody, Father ? " Then followed a series

of about two hundred portraits, of which the following are

the best known :—The Prince of Wales (2), the Dukes of

Cambridge and Cleveland ; Generals Lord Wolseley, Sir

Frederick Roberts, Sir Herbert Stewart, and Simmons ; Lords

Spencer, Dufterin, Hampden (2), Cranbrook, Overstone.

Brassey, R. Grosvenor ; Archbishop Trench ; Bishops of

Gloucester and Peterborough ; Baron de Worms ; Sirs John
Millais, George Trevelyan, William Jenner, Andrew Clark,

and Henry Rawlinson ; Doctors Weir, Mitchell, and Ernest

Hart ; Dr. Warr ; Vice-Chancellor Bacon, and Messrs.

Gladstone, Bright (2), Chamberlain, Plunket, Cousins, R.A.,

Francis Holl, A.R. A, Tenniel, Agnew, W. S. Gilbert, Wilson

Barrett, Morgan, Symons, and Piatti.

The deaths of the following have also occurred : John

Constable, R.A.'s last .surviving daughter, Miss Isabel

Constable, to whose recent generosity the nation, as stated

in the previous column, is indebted for the gift of her

father's sketches and studies now in South Kensington

Museum, as well as the finer finished examines lately hung

at the National Gallery ; of M. Henri de Braekeleer, the

distinguished arti.st of Antwerp, who, the pupil of his

father Ferdinand, and of Baron Leys his uncle, advanced

to the first rank of genre painters ; of M. Pierre-Bernard

Brouha, the sculptor, aged sixty-six, who, among his many
important works, counted the statues on the faijade of the

Albi Cathedral ; of Herr Lorenz Herkomer, the father of

Professor Herkomer, A.R.A., whose merit as a wood-carver

was of a very high order ; of the Vicomte de Tauzia, the

keeper of the Louvre ; and of Mr. W. G. Baxter, a young

artist of considerable originality and power, but who

devoted himself to the eccentric and hardly refined creation

of "Ally Sloper."
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, „ „ „ . „„
Sketching Clubs at SufTolk SIrcet, 'llio.

vii

Society of Lady Artists, xxx
Talbot, G., at the Fine Art Society, vi

Technical Education at the Peoples
Palace, i „„ „ , .,

Tuxen, Lanrits. "The Queen and the

Uoyal Family," xliii

Verestchagin at the Grosvcnor Gallery, i

Vokins , Water-colours at, xxxiv
Water-colours, Work by students of, xxu
Williams. Haynes, Pictures of Fontaine-

bieau by. xxvi
Wintoiir. J. C, xl

Wolverhampton Art Gallery. Bo

Wyllie, W. 1.., Sketches of the Nether-

lands by, xxx
.

. ,, , , .

Exmoor, 26, 3.i; originally a royal forest.

29; rivers of, 30, 31; stag-hunting on.

33, 31

Faed, James, Portrait of Miss .Vnnie Swati,

mezzotinted by, xxxii
Falgiii(ire, M., " Nains Jlendiants, 313

Fantin-Latour, "Sara la Baigneuse," 111;
" Double Larkspurs." Ill

Feilhammer, sec Obituaries
Fenollosa, Prof., Lecture by. on Japanese

Art. xl
. „.

Flldes. Luke. R A., " Venetians. ICl

.

Firle. W.. " Spring and Winter," xxvi
Fisher. Mark. " Weaned Calves," 383

Flanieng. Francois. 339
. t^ ,

Flaxnian. R.A.. refused medal m Royal
Academy Schools. 58. 371

Florentine .\rt and Fra Angelico. 78

"Flower Painting, Elementary," sec Books
Reviewed.

Flowers. Treatment of, in decoration. 107
^

Forbes. Stanhope, " The Village Harmonic,
272

Ford, Onslow, elected Associate of Royal
Academy, xvii ; " Portrait of my
Mother," and " General Gordon," 370

Forest of Fontaineblean, 37 ; and artists, 38

;

Shakespeare's Glen in, 42; charcoal-

burners in, 42, 154: Jlillefs house in,

153; its silence in winter, 151; brutality

of the dwellers in, 155 ; hunting in, l.ill

:

summer in, 271, 2:i2

Forgiies, Eugene, sec Books Reviewed.
Fo-ter, Birket, " ilarket Place, Verona,

303
Frampton, George, " Act ot Mercy, xui
Francis I., his reception of Cellini, 174

French Art. Inlluence of. on English artists.

223
French Domestic Art, Five Centuries of,

:"3 ^ , .

French Gallery, Foreign Art at, .see Exhi-
bitions.

French Pictures universally popular in

America. 115

French School. Influence of, on American
Art, 114 „ ,

French View of the Pre-Raphaelite Brother-
hood, X

Fri>re, Edouard, " The Prayer, 09

Frere, M., sec Obituaries.
Frith. W. P., R.A., " Rejected Poet, OS

;

"Autobiography and Reminiscences of,'

sec Books" Revi'ewed ; first artistic effort

of. 72 ; Portrait ot Dickens by. 322

Fromentin, Engine, Criticism on Rubens
by. 20G

Fullcylove. J.. " Magdalen Bridge, 301 : see

Exhibitions.
Furniss, Harry, Exhibition of drawings at

the Gainsborough Gallery, sec Exhibi-

tions ; Manchester diploma designed by.

xvi
Fuseli, quoted, 188

Gainsborough, R.A , "The Travellers," G7

:

Portraits ot Miss Hippesley and Miss
Nancy Parsons by, 109; Peter Pindar on.

243 ;
'• Mrs. Billington, " xxiii

Gainsborough Gallery, Harry Furniss at,

see Exhibitions.
fiallait, Louis, .see Obituaries.

(iardincr. Biscombe. see Exhibitions.

Geikie. Walter, Sepia Drawings by. xviii

Genre Painting. 1S8

George. Ernest, sec Exhibitions
George I.. Men's dress in tlie time ot. 319

CJervex, " Portrait de Mile. Jeanne Hading."
.313

Ghiberli. 205
. ,,.,„,..-

Ghirlanilaio. Domenico del. Portrait of a
Girl." attributed to, xiii; portrait by,

Gilbert, Alfred, A.R..\.. "The Queen." 307

Gilchrist. II. 11., Portrait of Wall Whitman
by, 299

Gillies, Margaret, Portrait of Dickens by.

2S7
Gillray. Caricatures of Napoleon by, I7i;;

cartoon, " In the Valley of the Sliadow
of Death," ISO

Girtin, creator of waler-eolour iiainling. l.>0

(ilasgow Institute, see Exhibitions.

Godwin. E. W., 331

Godwin, George, .sir Obituaries.

Gouse. Louis, Criticism of Heuner by, 2W
Goodall, F., R.A, "Christ Healing the

Sick," xvi ;
" On the Sea of Galilee,' and

" David's Promise to Bathslieba," 208

Goodwin, Albert. "Abingdon Churchyard."
45; series of drawings of English towns
b.v, 112; "Gate of Zoar." 112; "Pass of

the Briinig, Irciui Aliinach." lU; "The
La.st of the .simnish Armada,' 21.j;

"Berne" and "Lincoln," 302

Cow. Andrew, A.l!.-\... and anliqnnrinn

painting. 1: " Elighl of James II. after

the Battle ot the Boyiie," 271

Graham, Thomas, "The Love- 1. el I er, 130

i; raves. Algernon, .sec Books Reviewed
Graves. Robert, .sir Books Reviewed
Greek Painting. 'Ji'i:!

Greek Plays at Cambridge. SB; as produced
at Athens, 87

Greek dress. 87
(iregory, Charles, see Exhibitions
Gregory, E. J.. A.R.A., " blaster Geoffrey

Phillips." HI ;
" Euterpe," 271 ;

" Miss
JIabel Galloway." 2.99: "Marooned"
and " Study of Costume." 302

Greuze. Supposed portrait of Napoleon by, 81

(Irossmith. Weedon. Portrait of George
(irossmitli by. xlvii

Grosvenor Gallery, Verestchagin at. i : split

at, v ; changes at, v ; .see ICxhibitions ;

Century of English Art at, lOS

Griitzner, Eduard, Illustrations to "Henry
IV." by. xv

Gucrin. Portrait of Napoleon as 1' irst Con-
sul by. S3; as Emperor, SI

Guillaumc. JI.. "Le Prince Napoleon," 45

Guillaumet, Gustavo, see Books Reviewed

Haag. Carl, Pictures by, at the Royal Society

of Water-Colnnrs. 114

Habert-Dys. see Books Reviewed
Hadrian, a patron of art, 329; nicknamed

the " Greekling." 330 ; his villa. 331

Hacker, A., " By the Waters of Babylon,'
299

Hale. Matthew. " Drifting." 114

Hall. F.. "The Goose." -272

Halle'. Charles, and the Grosvenor Gal-

lery. V
llalswelle. Keelev, Landscapes by, 299

Hamerton. P. G., " The Sadne as a Sketch-
ing Ground," see Books Reviewed

Hamman, Edouard. sec Obituary
Hammond. Gertrude, " Reverie, ' .302

Hanover Gallery, see Exhibitions
Hardy. F. D., at the Wolverhampton (Jal-

lery. 69
Hare. Augustus, see Books Reviewed
Hargitt. " Park.stone. Dorsetshire." 112

Hatherell. W.. "Quarter-deck of a P. and
O. Steamer," 302

Hatton. Helen. " Miss Jtary Jloore.' 301

Havard, Henri, see Books Reviewed
Havell, William, 151

Havei-s. Alice. Illustrations to " Cape Town
Dicky " by, xi : Christmas cards by, xil

Haydon,"B. R., unrepresented at .Manchester.

123
Hayes, Edwin, see Exhibitions
Heaton, Clement, Cloisonne-mosaic of, xx
Hebcrt, M., " Aux Heros sans Gloire." 340

Heffner, Karl, " Evening in the Campagna,'
299

Heilbuth. F., " A Summer's Day." 277

Helmiok. H.. "Irish Types and Trails." 19—
25. 127-132 „ ^ ._ .

Henley, L. C, Amorosamento and An-
dante Expressivo." 303

Henlev. W. E.. " Memorial Catalogue," see

Bo'oks Reviewed : bust of. by Rodin, IH
Henard, JuUen. see Obituaries
llenner, J. J., unknown in London, 218;

"Chaste Suzanne, 218 ;
" Biblis Changee

en Source." '21S; "Magdalene in the

Desert " and " Good Samaritan," 220 ! his

poetic quality. 221 : " Prayer," 222, 340 ;

" St. Si?bastien." 310

Henty, G. A.. "For the Temple," see Books
Reviewed

Herbert, R.A , neglected at the Manchester
Exhibition, 124

Herdman. Robert, " Principal Shairp, xxxi

;

"The Fountain." 430: see Obituaries
Herkomer. Professor Hubert. A.R..\.."ITard

Times." 215; portraits by, at the Aca-
demv. 268; the "Marchioness of Tweed-
dale"" and "iMy Father and my Child-

ren," 201 ; see Exhibitions.
Herkomer. Loreuz. .see Obituaries
Heroines of Shakespeare, .sec Exhibitions
Hero-Worship in .^rt. SS

Hibernian Academ.y. The Royal, see Exhi-
liilions

Hilde.-iheimer and Faulkner. Books pub-
lished b.v, xi ; Chris! mas cards published
by. xii

Hisldiieal Painting in England, "S

Historical Pictures, Accuracy of, 3

Hodg-on, J. E., U.A ,
" East and West," 3S1

Hollinan House at Now York, Decoralioiia

of, 115

Hogarth representative of Eighteenth Cen-
tury art, 43: costume in his pictures,

118; ".Noon. "119; "Marriage'Ala Jlode."'

"Taste in High Life, " and "Analysis ot

Beamy." r20; I'ietures by. at the Gros-
venor, 170: "The .March of the Guards
to Kinciiley " rallied for. 2lli

Hell. Frank. R.A., and portrail-painting, 15

;

"Sir William .leniier"' and "Mr. Glad-

stone," 207 :
" Sir Andrew Clark." 2G8

;

" Lord Biassey." 299 ; death and charac-
teristics. 412 ; sec Obituaries

llolv Koiiiun Empire. The Crown ot the, 279

Hoiid. Jaconib. " Triuiuph of Spring," 299

;

" Portrait de luon Frere," 313
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Hook. J. C. R.A,. "Thr UnuWe Boat." " The
Feast of the Osprey." " Low Tide Glean-
ings." and '"The Day for tlie Light-
house." 271; "Fishing b,v Proxr," iil

;

"The Milkmaid of the JIaas," 427
Hoops. Fashion of wearing. 12(1

Hope. Aseott H.. see Books Keviewed
Hotel de Ville, Paris, Decoration of. xxxiii
House-boat. A Paiuter"s, W^
Hughes. Arthur, neglected at the Man-

chester E.xhibition, 121
Hughes, Nathan, see Obituaries
Hugo, Victor, Drawings and sketches bv,

xxxvi
Hungarian Crown, The. 2S0
Hunt, A. W'., and Fnglish landscape

;

" fiainbow," 45 ; "liobin Hood's Bay."
112

Hunt, \V. Holman, Reproduction of pictures
by. iv; ".Strayed .Sheep" and "The
Shadow of Death," 43; a French critic
on, X ;

" The Shadow of Death," 211

;

" Sleeping City," 302
Hunt, \Villiam, the Crabbe of painting, 152

I'Anson, see Obituaries
Ictinus. the architect of the Parthenon, ICO
Imaginative Painting, 77
Impressionism, of Claude Monet, 110;

Knglish art tainted by, 191
Impressionists at New York, see Exhibi-

tions; their exclusion from the Koyal
Academy desirable. IHl

Inchbold. \V.. Unrepresented at Manchester,
123 ; see Obituaries ; sale of drawings by,
xl

Industrial Art, Exhibition of, at Munich, xiv
Inglis, Jane, see Exhibitions
Ingram. Ayerst. " Falmouth Harbour." .301

Ingres, Criticism of, 308
Injalbert, M.. " Itenomm^e," 345
Institute of Painters in Oil Colours, see Ex-

hibitions ; foundation of, in 1831
International .Shakespeare, see Hooks Re-

viewed
Ireland, Outlook of lace-making in, 202
Irish dancing-master, 22, 23
Irish Fine Art Society, see Exhibitions
Irish Papal Jubilee Lace, The, 200
Irish Schoolmaster, 'I'hc. 19. 20, 22
Irish Types and Traits, 19-25, 127—132
Israels. J.. "Old and Worn Out," xxvi

;

" The Sleepers," 380
Italian Exhibition, see Exhibitions
Italy, The Iron Crown of, 278

Japan. The Living Art of. 255
Japanese, their desire for Western civili-

sation, 193 ; their admiration for Khiosi,
194

Japanese Art, The rage for, xxi : a personal
view of, 192, 2.55; individuality of, 194:
its devotion to nature, 195; the only
living art, 199; Loan Exliibition of, see
Exhibitions

Japanese Artists, Report of Commission of,
xxi, 255

Japanese Exhibition, The, lacquer at, 209

;

metal-work at, 209; keramic art at, 210;
cloissonne enamels at, 210; wood and
ivory carving at, 210 ; lessons taught by,
210

Japanese Fine Art Society, see Exhibitions
Jones, Adrian, " The Last Arrow," 371
Junius. Franciscus. " l)e Pictura Veterum."

304

Kakemonos, see Exhibitions
Keeper, The. of the Koyal Academy, 57
Kenmare Design tor Papal Jubilee Lace,

The, 200
Kennington, T. B.. " Widowed and Father-

less." 272 ; "Water- .Nymph.'' 299
Kensington Fifty Years Ago. 420
Kepplestone Colleclion. xx. 378, 425
Khiosi, the great paintei- of Japan, 193 ;

his universal popularity in Japan, 191

:

his opinion of English pictures, 191 ; his
method of work, 195 ; his idea of finish,
199

Knight, Joseph, "Grey of the Morning," .301

Lace, The Irish Papal Jubilee, 290
Lace-making, a cottage industry in Ireland,

202; its prosperity jeopardised for want
of supervision. 2U2; impetus given to,
since the Cork Exhibition ot 1883, 202;
prizes given for. in Ireland. 203

Landscape in Dutch Art. 78
Landscape in English Art, 45; at the Wolver-

hampton Art Gallery, GG
Landscape Painting, Choice of Subjects in,

101

Laudseer Scholarship at the Royal Academy
Schools, 59

Landseer, Sir E., .\.R.A.. 291
Langham Sketching Club, see Exhibitions
Langley. Walter, "Bctraved," 232; "A

Village Idyll," 302

La Thangue. H. II., "Yeoman" and "Gas-
light Study," 301

Lawes, C. B.. "Halt-sized ^Model of a
Group. ' 370

Lawrence. Sir Thomas. " Portrait of Sir
Samuel Roinillv." xiii; "Portrait of Miss
Seaford," 169 ; criticism of, 188

Lawson, Cecil. "The Minister's Flower
Garden." 214

Lazerges. Hippolyte, see Obituaries.
Leader. B. W.. " A Summer's Day," 271
Lear, Edward, see Obituaries
Le Brun, 305
Leenhardt. M.. " Marie Madeleine," 342
Lef^'bvre, E.. see Books Reviewed.
LefSbvre. Jules. " L'Orpheline." 310
Lefort. Paul, see Books Reviewed.
Legras, Auguste, see Obituaries.
Legros. Alphonse, unrepresented at Man-

chester, 123 ; bust of, by Rodin, 144 ;
" St.

Jerome," 215; "Femmes en Priere," and
" Dead Christ," 300

Lebmann, R., Portrait ot Dickens by, 323
Leighton. Sir F., P.R.A.. and Classic Art,

4.5; "Elisha Raising the Son of the
Shunamite." 45 ;

" Desdemona." xxii

;

Portrait of, by G. F. Watts. 236; "Andro-
mache at the Well." 236: "L.ady Cole-
ridge." 240 ;

" Elijah,"xxTi ; Individualitv
of, 291

Leitch's Blue. 2.34, xlv
Lemon, Arthur, "'Vendetta," and "A

Straggle," 300
Leslie, his opinion of Art Education, 55
Leys. Baron. "Paul Potter in his Studio,"

xxii
L'Hermitte, M., "Le Repos," 342
Lhuillier. Victor. Etching of " Sweethearts

and Wives " by, xlviii
Li6geard. Stephen, see Books Reviewed.
Life School of Royal Academy, 57
Light. Influence of. on Wate'r-Colours, 233;

see Water-Colours
Lighting, Best method of, for Picture

galleries, 234
Line-Engraving, Present position of. xviii
Line, The Language of, 145, 325, 415
Lines expressive of repose or storm, 147 ; of

action, 149
Linton, Sir J. D., P.R.L, "Hcnriette," 111;

"Sacharissa."302
Literary Art v. Pictorial. 80
Little. J. Stanley, see Books Reviewed.
Littler, William". "Jehu and Jezebel." xiii
Llewellyn, W. H. S.. " Eventide." xxx
Lloyd, Tom, "Ferryboat, Ahoy !" 303
Logsdail, W., "St. Martins-in-the-Fields,"

xxxvii
Long, E., R.A., "The Crown of Justifica-

tion." 271
Long. ]\ir.. Chromo-lithographs by, xxx
Lotteries. The rise of, 240 ; nefarious prac-

tices in, 249
Loudan, W. M.. "Fish Market, Polperro,"272
Loutherbourg, De, R.A.. Peter Pindar on 212
Louvre. Artists' Portraits at. xxviii
" Love and Death," Poem bv E. F. Strange.

35
Lucas. Seymour, A.R.A., 1—6 ; antiquarian

painting of, 1. 3 ; artistic training of. 3

;

first appearance at the Royal .Academy,
3 : influence ot Meissonier on,3 ; influence
of Pettie on, 3 ;

" Bv Hook or by Crook,"
1875, 3 ;

" Fleeced," 187C. 4 :
" The Burgo-

master," 1877. 6: "A 'Whip' for "\'an
Tromp." 1883, 6, 271 ;

" The Latest Scan-
dal," 1S88, 6; influence of Dutch art on,
6 ; influence of Velasquez on, 6 : style
and success of, 6 :

" A Good Story," iii

Ludovici, A. Jr.. see Exhibitions.
Lyceum Theatre, "Romeo and Juliet " at

the. 334

Maas. Nicholas, " Card-Players," xiii

Macaulay. Dr., see Books Reviewed.
Macbeth. Norman, see Obituaries.
^lacdonald. Alexander, Collection of Pic-

tures beqtteatlied to Aberdeen by, xs ; 378
Mack, R.. see Books Reviewed
M'Laughlin. ^liss. see Books Reviewed.
M'Lean, Nelson, "Jove," .xxx; "Resurrec-

tion," 370
Maclise. R.A., inadequatel.v represented at

Manchester, 123; portraits of Dickens
by, -284, 287, xiii

Macwhirter, J., "Seal Rocks, San Fran-
cisco," 301

Maignan, Albert. " Les Voix du Tocsin," 3.39

^laillot. T., see Obituaries
Manchester Academy of Fine -\rts, see

Exhibitions
Manchester, City Art Gallery of, see Exhibi-

tions
JIanchester Exhibition, English art at, 42 ;

success of, viii: English art unrepre-
sented at, 122; Pictorial Record of, see
Books Reviewed

Manchester, Pictures presented to. by
Messrs. Agnew, Grant, and Braddock. 212

Mantz. Paul. Criticism ot Henner by, 218
Marc Antonio Raimondi. 355; influence of

Diirer on. 3.55 ; his engravings after
Raphael. XiS ; and after Giulio Romano,
a59

Marion, see Books Reviewed
JIaris, .lames, vi ;

" A Dutch Village." xxvi
Claris. The Brothers, see Exhibitions
JLtrshall. Arthur, see Books Reviewed
j\larshall, Frank, see Books Reviewed
JIarshall, Herbert. Sketches on the Coast

by. 114 ;
" From Waterloo Bridge," .302

JIartin, John, unrepresented at Jlanches-
ter. 122

Martineau, Robert, unrepresented at Man-
chester, 122

Matesdorf, T.. Lectures on Raphael by. xii
Matout, see Obituaries
JIaudsley, A. P., Mexican sculpture pre-

sented to South Kensington by, xxi
Mauve, Anton, see Obituaries
Mayall, John, Daguerreotype of Dickens

by, 288
Mason. George. A.R.A., and technique. 43

;

at the Manchester Exhibition. 45 ; obli-
gation of, to Millet and Breton, 46

;

Harvest Moon," 4(i : " The Evening
H.vmn," 77

Medals exhibited at the Rnval Academv,
207

Meissonier, Influence of, on English \vx,
223; "1807," 328

Melbourne, Art Gallery of, iii

Melville, Arthur. "Snake Charmers,"
" Waiting an Audience with the Pasha."
and " Kirkwall Fair, " 302

Meraling. "Flagellation of Christ," xxxvi
Menge, Rudolf, see Books Reviewed
Mengs, 266
Menpes, Mortimer, see Exhibitions
Men's Dress in the time of George I., 349
Menzel, Adolf, "Piazza d'Erbe, Verona."

299
Merindol, Jules de, see Obituaries
Meryon and Old Paris, 79
Mesdag. il.. vi
Mesfleld. William, see Obituaries
Michallou. A. E,, Influence of. on Corot. 183
Michelangelo. Rehef by, 206
Michel. E.. see Books Reviewed
Middle Ages. Furniture ot the, 317
j\liles, Frank, sec Obituaries
Millais, Sir J. E.. Bart.. R.A., First Period

of, 43; "Vale of Rest," 44: " W. E.
Gladstone," 45; "La Folic." vii; "Car-
dinal Newman," 78; as a portrait-painter,
78 :

" Portrait of W. E. Gladstone." xxiii

;

"Portrait of T. O. Barlow." xxiv;
"Christmas Eve," "Cardinal Newman,"
xxvi ;

" JIurthly Moss, " 271 ; Thoughts
on our Art of To-Day bv, 289; "Sir
Arthur Sullivan," 299 ;

" Last Rose of
Summer," 301 ; Pencil Sketch of Dickens
by, 324 ;

" The Convalescent," 379
Millet, F. D., " Piping Times of Peace," iii

Millet, J- F., " The Angelns." 77 ; his house at
Barbizon, 1.53; "La Maternity," xxxiv,
390

Millet. J. F..flls. vii
^Mocetto, Girolamo, "The JIurder of the

Innocents," xiii

Modern art not inferior to ancient, 289
Molesworth, Mrs., see Books Reviewed
Monet, Claude, Pictures by, 110 ; his im-

pressionism, 110
Montalba, Clara, "Dordrecht," xxx; "A

Study, Ramsgate," 302 ; see Exhibitions
Montalba, Hilda, "Tending the Rialto

Shrine," xxx
Jlonticelli, Adolphe, .see E.xhihitions
IMoore. Henr.v, A.R.A., " Mount's Ba.v," 214 ;

"Nearing the Needles," 271; "water-
colours by, 302

Morales, Luis de. " Virgin and Child." xxv
More. Sir Antonio. Portrait by. at the

National Galler.v. v
Jloreau. M.. " Le" Drapeau ; Assaut de

Malakoft'. S Novembre. 1855." 342
Morcl-Ladeuil. Leonard, see Obituaries
Morland. George. 109; "The Stable," " Idle-

ness," and "Diligence," 170; "The Stable
I)oor," xviii

Jlorris, Phil, A. R.A.."Audrey," xxii; "Sweet-
hearts and Wives," xlviii

Mvlller, W. J., "At the Mouth of the Scheldt,"
66

Mulready. " The Widow," 171
I\lunich, Exhibition of Industrial Art at, xiv
^Murillo, " The Dice Throwers," .'i5

Murray, David, "Blossom-margined Dust,"
114

Myron, 159

Naftel, Paul, Pictures by, at the Royal
Society of Watcr-Coloiirs. 114

Napoleon the First, Portraits of, 81 :
" Lieu-

tenant d artillcrie." by Greuze, 81 ;
" First

Consul." by Guerin. 83; by David, 84;
"As Emiieror," by Guerin, 84 ; by Le
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Kasllake, So; "Al .St. Helena. •" S)J;

"Crossing the Alps," by David. 17(>. ISO ;

official portrait produeed in France. 177 :

as the " Xcw Charlemagne," by Chartier.
177 by Appiani, 178 ; statues by Canova
ana Chaudet, 17fl ; engraving after
Chaiiet, byS. W. Reynolds

Kash, Joseph, '* The Haunted Chamber," 302
Xasmyth, Alexander. "Stirling Castle." xxv
Xasmyth. Patrick. " View of Bristol. '

(Jtj

Nailnirp, G., *" Robert Browning," 371
National Art, The. Water-Colour, UiJ

National Association for the Advancement
of Art, xxxvii

" National Exhibition " Proposed, v
National Gallery and National Art, 149

:

Water-Colour unrepresented at, 152 :

educational importance of, 223; rcceni
acquisitions at. v, xv, xxv, xlii ; report
of. for 1SS7. xliii

National Gallery of Scotland, The. xviii
National Portrait Gallery, xl
"Nationalism " in Art. 2ij. 27
" Newcastle and Gateshead. Vestiges of

Old," see Books Reviewed
New Knglish Art Club, see Exhibitions
New iSouth Wales. National Gallery of. ii

;

the Fine Art Society of, xxii
New Zealand Harbours. 6—11
Niemann. K. .T., Landscapes by, 66
Nineteenth Century Art Society, sec Exhi-

bitions
Nocturnes and Svmphonies, The School of,

191
North, .T. W., Landscapes by, 301; "Sir

Bevis and the Wood-woman." 303
Norwich Castle as a Museimi, ii

Norwich School, The. 168
Nowell, A. T.. "Captives" and "Sunset

after a Storm," xiii

Obach's Gallery, sec Exhibitions
Obitcaries :

—

Amendola. G. B.. xvi
Baxter. W. G., xlviii

Becker. Professor. x\
Beresford-Hope, A. J., viii

Bcrtinot. Gustave, xxxvi
Bertrand. James, iv
Bloxam. M. H., xxxvi
Bonvin. F.. xx
Braekeleer, Henri dc. xlviii

Brouha, Pierre-Bernard, xlviii

Caniino. Charles, xxxii
Castagnary, M., xxxvi
Christie. George, xvi
Clement, F6hx, xxiv
Cochrane, J., xxiv
Constable, Isabel, xlviii

Collier. Mrs, John, xvi
Darley. Felix O. C. xxviii
De Beaumont, xx
Dell. J. H.. xxiv
Dumaige, Etienne, xxxii
Dnpuis, P. F., xxxvi
Dyckmans, J. L., xxiv
Escallier, Mme.. xMv
Etex, Antoine. xliv
Feilhammer, xxiv
Fr^re. M., xxxii
Gallait. Louis, xii

Godwin, (ieorgc. xxiv
Hamman. Edouard. xxxii
Henard. Julien. iv
Herdman. Robert, xx
Herkomer. l^orcnz, xlviii

Holl. Frank, U2. xlviii

Hughes. Nathan, xxiv
I'Anson. xxiv
Inchbold. J. W., xx. xxiv
Lazerges. Hippolyto. viii

LfCar. Edward, xxiv
Legras, Auguste. viii

iMacbeth, Norman, xxviii
ZVIaillot. T.. xliv
]\Iatout, XX
Jlauvc. Anton, xxiv
JVIerindol. .Tules de, xxviii
^iestield. William, xxxii
Miles. Frank, xxiv
Morel- Ladeuil, Lt^onard, xxxii
Palizzi, XX
PiUet. Charles, xii

Pletsch, O., XX
Questel, Charles, xxiv
Ka.ion, Paul, xl
Ramee. Daniel, iv
Reid. G. W.. V.S.A., viii

Ridley, M. W., xliv
Riviere, H. P.. xxxvi
Rousseau. Philippe, xvi
Saint-Jean, xxxvi
Schirmer, xx
Schweninger, viii

Stnitt, A., xliv
Sweny. H. W.. viii

'I'auzia.Vicomte de, xlviii

Thomson, J. K.. xx

OniTfAKiKS {roHthiual):—
TruplKine, Francois, xxiv
' Vignon, Claude." xxxii
Von Vischer, viii

Ockwells. Destruction of. xvi
O'Connor, John, 406
Odier. M.. "Les Bords de la Loire a St.

^Liurice."3H
(Kifip)is Tyrnnnus, The. as Acted at Cam-

bridge ; produced at Harvard, 87 ; dra-
matic interest of. 87

"Old ;Masters"at Birmingham, xlvi
Old :\Iaslers of Sculpture at the Royal

Academv. see Exhibitions.
Orchardson. W. Q.. R.A.. Head of Scotch

School. 46; " Mariagc de Convenance "

and " Napoleon. 16; "Story of a Life."
69 : on Reform of Royal Academy, v ;

"Her Mother's Voice." 271; "Mrs.
Joseph, 343 :

" The Broken Tryst," 425

;

"The Social Eddy," 426 ; "The Toilers of
the Sea," 427

Ornament. Disiinction between Secular and
Ecclesiastical. 106; the Stopping-Point
in, 372

Oulcss. W. W.. R.A.. and portrait painting.
"Cardinal Newman." " H. D. Pochin,"
45 ;

" Cardinal Jlannin^:. 263
Outline, its importance in sculpture, 74,

145; treatment of. a test of artistic capa-
city, 146

Painters House-boat. A. 309
Painting-Gioand, what it should consist of,

23:1

Pal^ologue. JL. see Books Reviewed.
Pannier and his Engravings, xi
Panorama, Centenary of the. xxv
Parrhasius. 2f>3

Parsons, Alfred, " Alone by the Broad." 124 ;

"The First Frost," xxviii: "Autumn
^Morning," 301 ; see Abbey and Parsons.

Parthenon, The building of. 160; adorned bv
Phidias. 160

Pasteur. Louis, busts of, at the Salon. 88
Paton, Sir Noel, inadequatel.y represented

at the Manchester Exhibition. 124
Pegram. H. A-, "Death Liberating a

Prisoner," xlii; 370
Pelouse. ;\[ . "Le ilatin sous Bois." 314
Pennell, K. R. and J., see Books Reviewed
Pennell, Joseph. Illustrations to "The Saunc

as a Sketching Ground" by. 133. 13S

People's Palace, .see Technical Education
Peppercorn, A. D.. "Winter Evening ' and

" The Willow Stream," 301
Pepys Oil English Costume, 12, 14
Pericles as a patron of Art, 1.58 ; attacked

through Phidias and Aspasia. 160 ; his
Death. 160

Persian costume. Influence of, on P^ngUsh
fashions, 11, 16

Pettie, J., R.A., Influence of. on Seymour
Lncas. 3; "Arrest for Witchcraft." 69;
"Clash of Steel'' and "The Traitor."'

271; "Silvius and Phcebc " and "Tussle
for the Keg." 428

Phidias, the son of Charmides. 159 ; his work
on the Parthenon, 160

Philippoteaux, Paul, Panoranui of Niagara
by, xxv

'• Phiz," Sketch of Dickens by. 2SI

Photographic Society, The, srr Exlul)ilimis
Photography, ]\Ir. Ruskin on. 73
Photogravure r. Engraving, ii

Pictorial Art r. Literary, SO
IMllet, Charles, see Obituaries
Pindar, Peter. " Lyric Odes lo the Academi-

cians." 242
Pinwell. "The Great Lady" and "The

P^lixir of Love." xxx
Pisano. Giovanni. 251
PJetsch. O.. sec obituaries
Poetical Treatment of Art, 361
Pointelin. :^L, " La P'orel Monilicc. " 3H
Polycletus. I.i9

Polygnotus. LV.i

Port ChaliiU'r^, New /caland. 10

Port Lytlelton. New Zealand, s

Portraitiirc in l-^ngland. 45
Potter, F. H.. Pictures by. al llie Royal

Society of British Artists. 109
Poyntcr. E. J., K.A.. "Visit to.-Ksculapius.'*

" IVrsephone," 15; *' Diadumcne." xix ;
'* The Corner of the Market Place," xx ;

Portraits by, 240; " L'ntlertheSea-U'all.'
271 ;

" Evenings at Home," 302
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. The. a French

Critic on, x ; influence of, on F. H. Pot-
ter, 110; rise of, 189; influence of, on
English An, 223

Pre Haphaclilism at the Manchester Exhibi-
linii, 13; influence on Enghsh Art, (56;

opiTuon of the Academicians upon. 190
Prinsep, Val, A.U.A., "The Golden Gate,"

215
Prize Day at the Royal Academy Schools. 60
Probationers of Royal Academy. 57
Provinces, The. Art in, (w

(Questel. Charles, sec Obituaries
l^uercia, Jacopo della. Cast of doorway by,

xxi
Quilter. Harry, sec Books Reviewed

Raimondi. see ilarc Antonio
Raion, Paul, sec Obituaries
Ham6e, Daniel, set Obituaries
Raphael, Lectures on. by T. Matesdorf, xii

;

The Dresden "Madonna," 253; "Si.
]\Iichael overcoming Satan," 305 ; his
genius. SOtl; "Tlie Sacrifice of Lystra,
307; Marc Antonio's engravings, after,
3.58 ; design of. 361 ; his fricndsliip for
Van Orley. 393

Reed, Talbot, see Books Reviewed
Keid, George. R.S A.. "Portrait of A. Mac-

donald. Esq.," 378 ;
" Portrait of a Lady."

"Jedburgh Abbey;" "Passing of tlie

Armv of .Montrose, 427
Reid. G.W.. F.S.A.. .sec Obituaries
Reiii, J. R.. "Old Battens Farm." Ill;

"Smugglcrs.Cornwall, Sixty Ve;irs Ago,"
293

Relief, Means of expressing, 415
Relisious Pictures, Modern, 77
Renaissance, The. 103
Kevue Vnive}\9eUe IUustr{e, see Books Re-

viewed
Reynolds, Sir Joshua. P.R.A., "Portrait of

Perdita Robinson." 169; "Youth with
a Dog," 169: ":Mrs. Thrale and her
Daughter," 169; breadth of etfect notice-
able in his pictures, 188; "The Dead
Bird." xxiii ; "The Age of Innocence."
227 ; Peter Pindar on, 212 ; his method of
painting. 291

Reynolds. S. W.. engraving of Napoleon
after Charlet. ISO

Richmond, W. B.. A.R.A, "Prince Bis-

marck," 268; portraits at the Grosvenor
by, 299; elected Associate of Pioyal
Academy, xvii

Ridley, M. W., sec Obituaries
Riviere, Briton, R.A., "Mother Hubbard"

and " So Full of Shapes and Fancy," 429
Riviere, H. P.. see Obituaries
Robbia, Andrea della, " Virgin and Child."

207
Robinson. A. I\I. F., sec Books Reviewed
Robinson. G. T.. quoted, 394
Robinson. Lionel, sec Books Reviewed
Rod. Edouard. on the Pre-Raphaelite

l^rotherhood. x
Rodin. Auguste. 138; "the Zola of sculp-

ture," 139; his realism, 140; his reputed
line of ugliness, 142 ;

" St. John the
Baptist," 142 ; the Burghers of Calais,
143; the gate for the ^Ius6e des Arts
Decoratifs, 143 ; busts of Legros, Dalou,
and Henley, 144 : receives the Cross of
the Legion "of Honour, xx; "Portrait de
Mme. ^I. v.." 345

Romano. Giiilio. JIarc Antonio's eneravings
after, 359

Romney, "Mrs. Fitzherbert," "Lady Hamil-
ton in Contemplation," and " Mrs. Car-
wardine and Child," 169

Rossetti, D. G..at the Manchester Exhibi-
tion, 44; "Blue Bower," "Beata Bea-
trix," " Francesca da Rimini," and " Hes-
terna Rosa." 44 ; a French critic on, x

Rousseau, Philippe, see Obituaries
Rousseau, Theodore, Apophthegm by. 266,

.•?85 ;
" Edge of a Wood. Comniugne," 387 :

"Descent of Cattle from the Mountains,"
388; "Avenue dc Chataigniers," 3S9;
" Coucher du Soleil," 391

Rousscl, T.. Picture by, at the Royal Society
of British Artists, lU

Roussoff, A. N., sec Exhibitions
Rouvier. I\Imc.. see Claude Vignon
.Rowlandson, Caricature of Napoleon as

First Consul, by, 176
Royal Academicians, their opinion of Pre-

Raphaelitism. IW
Royal Academy. The, Reform of. v, ix; pie-

l)isciteou. vi; W. B. Richmond, Onslow
Ford, and Arthur Blomtleld elected
Associates of, xvii ; conduct of elections
at. xvii; advissableness of excluding im-
pressionists irom. 191 : old nuisters of
sculpture at, 201 ; summer exhibition
at, 236. 2(Ui; a critic of. a hundred years
ago. 212 : sculnluro at, 366 ; its removal to
Burlington Htnise, xliv; details of the
exhibition of i888at, xlv ; sec Exhibitions

Itoyal Academy Schools, The. 55; founda-
tion of, 56; money expended on, .56;

keeper of, 57 ; other ofliccrs of. 58

:

changes introduced by Sir F. Lcighton,
59; admission of women to. CO; prize
day of. 60, xiii ; prizcsat, 62 : expenditure
on, 62; the system of teaching in, 22:^;

success of women at, xxv
Royal Instituteof Paintcrsin Water-Coloura.

see Exhittilions
Royal Society of British Artists. Split in.

xxxvii : sec Kxhihitious



liv GENERAL IXDEX.

Royal Pnricty of Taintci-s in Walor-C'ulmu-s,
sec I'.xliibilions

Rubens, " Procession to Cal\-ar.v." 2(jfi

Runciman, Alexander, "An Italian Land-
scape," xviii

Runciman. .Tohn. "The Temptation' and
" Tlie Road to Einnians," xviii

Rnsliin. .John, Letter from, on his own
drawing, ix : on permanence of water-
colours, xxii ; on ./. \V. Inchbold. xxiv ;

an advocate of water-oolonr. 111) ; his
museum at Sheffield, SiU ; his opinion of
the possibilities of scene-painting, 332

Sack, The, antiquity of the word, 116; men-
tioned by Pepys, 110: characleristic of
the l•;i^'htecntll Century, IIS ; represented
by Wattcau, US; plan of, 119; repre-
sented by Hosarth, ISO; as worn in the
early years of ticorge IH.'s reign, 120:
as a Court dress, 121; Jlrs. Siddons' dis-
like of. 121

Saint-Jean, sec Obituaries.
St. -Martin s Lane Academy founded by Sir

James Thornliill, 55 ; merged in Royal
Academy, 56

Salon. Foreign Exhibitors at. 2,') : sec Exhibi-
tions ; troubles of. x.xix ; number of pic-
tures sent to. xxxii

San Donate, Altar-Shrine of, 2M
Sandys. Portraits by. i5
SaOiie as a Sketching Ground. The. 133
Sargent, J. S., "llrs. Plavfair," 313
Scene-painting in England. 337
Schetfer, .\ry, Portrait of iJickens by, 28S,

321, 38-

Schefter, Henri, Portrait of Dickens by, 322
Schirmer, sec obituaries
Schlegel, Frederick von, 2!;G

Schools of the Royal Academy, sec Royal
Academy, Schools of

Schongauer, Martin, " St. Anthony," 358
Schultz, Robert, Design lor a railway

terminus by, xiii
Schweninger, see Obituaries
Scotland, The National Gallery of, xviii
Scott, David. "Paracelsus the Alchemist

Lecturing." xviii
Scott. Leader, see Books Reviewed
Scottish Art Rei'ieir, see Books Reviewed
Sculpture. French, Modern School of, .t5 ;

and Uutlinc. 7+; by Old Masters at the
Royal Academy, 201 ; connection of. with
religion, 205 : at the Roval Academy. .'!6!i

Seulpttu-esque Treatment, 301
Settignano Desiderio da. Reliefs bv, 206
Severn, Mr., " Old Chelsea before' the Em-

bankment." 301
Sgratlitto, The art of, 375
Shaftesbury, Earl of, quoted, 215
Shakespeare Gallery. Bovdells. 2JG
Shakespeare, The Henry" Irving, see Books

Reviewed
"Shakspere. The International," see Books

Reviewed
Shakespeare, Statue of, to be erected in

Paris, xliv
Shannon, J. J., " Henry Vigne. Master of the

Epping Forest H.arriers," 203 ;
" Myrrah "

299; "Mrs. Williamson," 301; ""Mrs.
Leveson-Gower." 303

Sharp. Charles, .see Books Reviewed
Shaw, Walter, " The Tide Race," 271
Sickertj Walter, " Gattis Hungerford Palace

of \ arieties," xxx
Siddons, Mrs., 121
Signorelli, Luca, 250
Simonds. George, "Fortune," 366
Singleton. ISS
Sketching Clubs, Exhibition of, sec Exhibi-

tions
Snyders, Francis, " A Fruit Piece," xlii
Society of Lady Artists, see Kxhibitions
Soldi. Andrea, " Portrait of a Gentleman,"

xviii
Solomon, S. J., Book-illustrations by, xi •

"Remorse," 111; "Xiobe," 268; "Dr
Lowy,"299

Somerville, -Vndrew, "Cottage Children,"
xviii

South Kensington, Collection of Renaissance
Sculpture at, 205 : acquisitions at, xxi,
xxxiii ; Miss Constable's Gift to, xlviil

South Wales, Art Soeietv and Sketching
Club of, xxxii

Spanish School, Old and Modern, 3.5

Spiers, R. P., •• Architcclnral Draw-ng." sec
Books Reviewed

Spy-fever in France, Hindrance of, to
Artists. 136

Square, The. its treatment in design, 327
Squireen, The. 131
Stage-dressers, DifHcullies of, 101
Stage-manager, Duty of the, 335
Starling, A., " Saved from the Sea," 272
Starr. Sidney, " Portrait of Mr. E. S. 'Wil-

lar.l." no

Sleen. J.tu. 02
.Steeple. .lohu. .xxxiv
Sleer, P.W., "A Summer ICvening,"xxx : 211!)

Stephen of Hungary, St.. The crown of. 270
Stephens. Reynold. "Three-score Years and

Ten." 29>1

Stephens, W., " Summer," xiii
Stevens, Alfred, Marine Studies by, 110;

" Un Bebe," 110
Stocks, Luiub. Engraving of Mr. Burgess's

"Spanish Letter Writer." l3y, xviii
Stocks, W. F., "Jubilee Bonfire, Essendon,"

302
Stokes, Adrian, " Upland and Skv." xxxvii
Stott. William, of Oldham, "The Birth of

Venus," 110; "Summer Day," xxiii

;

" Diana and Endymion," 303
Stoiy, Julian. "Black Prince before the

Body of the King of Bohemia." 312
Strid. The. and the Boy of Egremoiid, 61
Strudwick, J. M.. "Acrasia," 300
Strutt, A„ see Obituaries
Stubbs, George, 170
Students of the Royal Academy, 57 : see

Royal Academy Schools
Sumner, Heywood,'Illiistrationsto " Undine

"

by. xxiii
Sunset in winter, 9S
Surrey Art Circle. The. xxiv
Sweetland. Jlr.. see Books Reviewed
Sweny, Hugh W.. see Obituaries
Sydne.y, Art Gallery at, xxiv
Sykes, .\lfred, " Demosthenes on the Sea-

shore," xiii
Sylvan Scenerv, 37
Symbolism, Importance of, in Church

decoration, 107
Symonds, J. A., sec Books Reviewed

Talbot. G. see Exhibitions
Tauzia, Vioomte de, see Obituaries
Technical Education Exhibition at the

People's Palace, i

Technical Shortcoiuings of English art, 13
Temple. Scott, "Modern Water-Colours,"

see Books Re\'iewed
Tcr Korch. proper name of Terburg. 92
Tcrburg. Moses, brother of Gerard Tcrbtirg,

92 ; death of, 03
Terburg, Gesina, sister of Gerard Terburg,

03; collection of drawings &c., be-
queathed bv her, 93

Terburg, Gerard, father of, 92 : birth of, 93 ;

early sketches of. 93; ii, the studio of
Pieter Jlolyn. 93 ; in London, 03 ; travels
of. 93; settles at Munster, 93; visit to
Spain of. 91 ; marriage of, 91 ; as a
painter of well-to-do soeietv, 91 ; later
lite of, 91 ; death of. 91 ; as a" painter. 95

;

" The Peace of Jlunster," 91 ; " Portrait
of a Man," 91 :

" Tlie Concert," 91
Thackeray, W. M. quoted, 291
Theatre, Art in the, 332. 403
Thomas, L. Havard. and the reform of the

.\cademy, ix ; statue of Samuel Morley
by. viii

Thomson. J. K.. see Obituaries
Thore, T., " Histoire des Peintres," 182
Thornycroft, Hamo, R.A., elected an -Acade-

mician, xxxvi; "Miss Hilda Cox," 301:
"Medea." .366 ;

" Justice and Mercv." .371
Tn-ebuck. William, see Book.s- Reviewed
Titian. " Bacchus and Ariadne," 361
Tomson, Arthur, Landscape bv, 301
T'ournay, Cathedral at, referred to, 108
Trupheme. Francois, see Obituaries
Turcan, Jean. " L'Aveuglo et le Para-

lytique." 315
Turner House, The, xlii
Turner, Dawson, 398
Turner, J. .M. W., R.A.. his drawings at the

N.ationalGallery rehung.viii : and modern
life. 79 ; one of creators of water-colour
painting; "Somer Hill" and "Wreck
of the Minotaur," 171 ;

" Departure of the
Trojan Fleet," and "Decline of Ancient
Carthage," 211

Turrell, Arthur, etching of portrait of George
Grossmith by, xlvii

Tuxen, Laurits,"sce Exhibitions

Vagrancy. The Literature of, 133
Van Beers, Jan, viii; action brought bv

xxi.K
Van der Heist. Bartholomeus. xlii
Vandyke. Portraits of Charles I. and Straf-

ford by, i;il

Van E.vek. Jan. "John .\rnoIfini, of Lucca,
and his wife,

" 71 : picture of the Virgin
by. 2S3

Van Orley. Bernard. 391 ; Raphael's friend-
ship for, 393; "I'ortrait of (icorge Zelle."
391 ;

" The Refusal of St. .loachim's
Offering," 395; "Portrait of Willium the
Norman." 396

Varley, John, 151
Velasquez, influence on Terburg. 9

1

\ cnelian Point. Irish imilalion of. 201
\ erestchagin, \'as5ili, .see Exhibitions : en

his critics, ix ; "Blowing from guns in
British India." ix; see Books Reviewid

\ errocchio. Andrea. " JIadonna. " 317
Vokins' Gallery, see Exhibitions
^'on Vischer. .see Obituaries
Victoria. Queen. Crown of, 282
Vignon, Claude, .see Obituaries
\'isitors to the Royal Academy Schools, 58

Walker, Frederick, A.R.A., and the Man-
i-hester Exhibition, 45; obligation of. to
Millet and Breton, 46; "The Plough,"
"Harbour of Refuge," 46

Wallis, Henry, " Herodotus at the Scribe's,"
114

Walton, Frank, " The Black Rock, Wide-
mouth Bav," 301

Ward, E. A'., Portrait by. at the Royal
Society of British Artists, 111

\\ ard, E. M . Portrait of Dickens by, 288
.\ ard, James, R..\.. 170
Warr, Prof., see Boolcs Reviewed
AVarrener. W. T.. " .-V Confession," 272
\\ a tcr- Colour, The National Art. 149;

created by Girtin and Turner, 1,50; un-
represented at the National Gallerv, 1.52

:

the Cinderella of the Arts. 1,52; "great
qualities needed in, 1.53 ; vindication of.
xlv

Water-Colours, Permanence of, xxi ; Mr.
Ruskin on. xxii ; intluence of light on, 2,33

Waterhouse, J, W, , A.R.A., technical merits
of. 95; "Mariamne," 95; "The Lady of
Shalott," 271

Waterlow, E. A., " Orphan," 272
\Vatteau, representative of Eighteenth Cen-

tury Art, 43; His attachment to the
Sack, 118: "L'Enseigne." 119

Watts, G. F.. R.A., and Idealism, 41 :

and Portrait Painting, 41 ; "Hope "and
"Love and Death," 11; "Cardinal
Planning," 45; "Love and Death" en-
graved, 161 ; how suggested to the artist,
162 ; The Good Samaritan, 215 :

" Portrait
of Sir'F. Leighton " bv. 236: "Dawn,"
210; "Angel of Death," SOO; "Orpheus
and Eurydice." 383

Wauters, Emile, iii ; Panorama of Cairo by,
XXV

Weguelin, J, R.. " Bacchus and the Choir of
Nymphs." 300

Wellington. Xew Zealand. S
AVest, B., P R.A., Scripture Pictures by, 18S
vN'harfedale, Legends of, 02
Whatman paper used bv water-colour

painters, 151
Wheat-ears as symbols of Christmas, 108
AVheatley, l&S
Wheel of fortune. Origin of the, 216
AVhistler, J. M'N.. and the development of

English art, 16 ;
" Notes " bv. xii ;

" Sym-
phony in White and Red " and " .V Red
Note." 110 ; unrepresented at Jlanchoter.
123 ; dismissal from the Presideiicv uf tlie
Ro.val Society of British Artists, xxxvii

;

sec Books Reviewed
Whitefoord, Caleb, referred to, 227
Whitman, Walt. '-Twenty Years," 348
Wilkie, inadequately reiu-esented at Jfan-

chester, 123; "Letter of Introduction "

and "Bride's Toilet," 171: "The Blind
Fiddler," 188

Williams, Haynes, see E.xhibitions
Wilson, R., R.A„ Peter Pindar on, 242;

"A View on the Arno," "View on the
Tiber," and "View between Barmouth
and Dolgelly," 171

Winckelmann, 266
Windus. AVilliani, unrepresented at Man-

chester, 122
Wingfleld, Hon, Lewis, on Costume-De-

signing, 331
Winter in the Country, 98; in Fonlainebleau

Forest, 154
Wolverhampton Municipal Art Gallery, 63 :

building presented bj- Mr. Horsman, 65 ;

pictures of Mrs. Cartwright acquired by,
66; landscape at, 66; historical pictures
at, 67

Wolcot, Dr.. sec Peter Pindar
Women. Chance as artists, of, xxv
Woolner, Thomas. R:.\., "Sir Stamford

Rattles " and the late " Dr. Fraser." 370
\\ ordsworth and the Legends of Wharfe-

dale, 62
Wright. Joseph, A.R A., "Boy Blowing a

Bladder, " 69
Wyllie, W. L., see Exhibitions ; etching of

Eruinisse by, xxxii : " Spithead, Julv
23, 1SS7, " and "A Spanking Freeze," 111

Yeames, W. F.. R.A.. "True and Loyal,"
xxxiv

Zeuxis. 2911.
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